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EX-SEC’Y CHARLES Y. LACY. 
LONGBEACH, CAL. 

Charles Youdan Lacy, the subject of this sketch, was born in 

Monroe county, New York, in the year 1850. His mother was born 

in Yorkshire, England, but came to western New York while yet 

a young girl. His father, as also his grandfather, was a native of 

New York and a farmer. 

Study and hard work were intimately mixed in his earlier years. 

He was taught to read and spell by his mother and later attended 

the “district school,” helping with the numerous “chores” of a large. 

stock of horses, sheep and cattle, mornings and evenings. He was 

following the harrow at eight years of age and driving a mowing 

machine at ten. 

In 1865 his father moved to the adjoining county of Livingston, 

and thereafter, until his nineteenth year, Charles attended the Union 

School at Avon. He had easily kept even with most of his school- 

mates in their studies, and now he all but decided to give up study 

in harmony witn the notion, more common then than in this day, 

that a limited education was sufficient for a farmer. About this 

time Cornell University, with its College of Agriculture, opened 

Sits doors, and with his father’s permission Charles entered for a 
S4wo years’ course, which was offered in agriculture. A very short 
attendance at the university served to expand his ideas of the use 

and value of an education. He continued his studies through a four 

Spyears’ course and graduated in 1873. 

— 
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After graduation he returned to work on his father’s farm, 

taught district school during the following winter, made a tour of 

western agricultural colleges in the summer of 1874, and in.the fall 

of the same year received an invitation from the University of Min- 

nesota that resulted in an engagement as professor of agriculture, 

which continued for nearly six years. For nearly the same period 

the Minnesota State Horticultural Society invested him with the 
office of secretary, having filled this honorable position during the 

years 1875, 1876, 1877, 1878 and 1879, and until he removed from 

the state. In this capacity Mr. Lacy is well remembered for his 

energy and zeal in promoting the work of the society. At the time 

of his retirement from the office he was elected an honorary life 

member. For this society and its members he still holds the very 
highest esteem, as we may judge by his own words: 

‘ j i eens ida are tte - mores 

rig ¥ Sg Sb ty gen, Th j 
te / Z Poe ith 

ee ay Fs ‘ we ; . 

vy 

HOME OF CHARLES Y. LACY, LONGBEACH, CAL. 

“T think my membership in this society gives me more pleasure 

than any other honor I have received. Each number of the Horti- 

culturist and each volume of the transactions fills me anew with 

wonder and admiration for the boundless courage and perseverance 

shown by the members of this society in discovering facts and 

methods, in originating and developing varieties, in imparting 

knowledge, in spreading and stimulating taste for horticultural pro- 

ducts. Success ought to reward such unwearying and unremitting 
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efforts, and I am glad to feel that it does. JI am glad to note that 

success is shown in the improvement around thousands of north- 

western homes, that it is shown in the membership of the society 

and the attendance at its meetings, that it is shown in the esteem of 

the people as exhibited in legislation for the aid and promotion of 

horticultural objects.” 

During this period, also, he was for one year secretary of the 

Industrial Section of the National Educational Association, and an 

occasional contributor to the Farmers’ Union and other Minneapolis 

papers. 

The allurements of sheep raising and wool growing drew Mr. 

Lacy to Montana in 1880, where he continued to reside for nineteen 
years. In 1888 he married Miss Ella F. Peck, of Providence, R. I. 

In 1895 financial wreck overtook his business as the combined result 

of the repeal of duty on wool and panic conditions generally. Four 

years later he removed to California, and his home is now in the city 

of Longbeach, on the shore of the Pacific ocean. 

Mr. Lacy is still in the prime of life, with many years of activity 

before him, and we expect to hear of a renewed interest in horti- 

cultural pursuits in the land of sunshine to which he has removed, 

and of successful, practical results therefrom. Some of the best 

California fruit growers have graduated from the Minnesota State 

Horticultural Society. Av Wale 

ANNUAL MEETING, DEC. 4-7,1900, MINNESOTA STATE 

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 
EF. H. NUTTER, MINNEAPOLIS. 

The thirty-fourth annual meeting of the Minnesota State 

Horticultural Society has become a part of our history and a very 

pleasant incident therein, too. 

In anticipation of an attendance which would require more ex- 

tended accommodations than hitherto, the lecture room and adjacent 

class rooms of the Plymouth church were secured for the use of the 

society, and this anticipation was not unfounded, for before the ses- 

sion of Tuesday forenoon was adjourned 125 members were found 

to be in attendance. It may safely be stated that the attendance was 

fifty per cent larger than at any previous meeting. In the exhibition 

rooms a similar, though not so large, increase was noted, the num- 

ber of entries being 278, compared with 251 in 1899 and 198 in 1808. 

The accommodations of the two commodious exhibition rooms, how- 

ever, were taxed to the utmost. $110 was divided up as premiums. 
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In addition to our own membership and the attendance of in- 

terested visitors from the city, delegates and visitors were present 

from sister societies in Wisconsin, Iowa, North and South Dakota 

and Manitoba, and by their greetings and participation in the vari- 

ous discussions added much to the enjoyment of the occasion. They 

were: A. P. Stevenson, Nelson, Manitoba; Prof. C. B. Waldron, 

Fargo, N. D.; Prof. N. E. Hansen, Brookings, S, D.;Mrs. Laura A. 

Alderman, Hurley, S. D.; Chas. F. Gardner, Osage, Ia.; J. S. Trigg, 

Rockford, Ia.; C. L. Watrous, Des Moines, Ia.; Prof: E. S. Goff, 

Madison, Wis.; Chas. G. Patten, Charles City, Ia. 

Several innovations were made in the preparations for this 

meeting which were appreciated. 

The numbered badges with their accompanying books, contain- 

ing names of 196 persons intending to be present, served as letters 

of introduction to strangers, and with the ushers and reception com- 
mittees designated for the different days did much to make every 
one feel at home. ; 

The Minnesota Bee-Keepers’ Association, the Ladies’ Auxiliary 

and the Minnesota State Forestry Association, convened as usual 

in connection with this meeting, and while transacting their business 

and carrying out their special programs separately, also took charge 

of a half day’s session in the regular proceedings of the Horticultural 

Society. 
The Women’s Auxiliary, occupying the most of Wednesday 

afternoon’s session, is entitled to wear royal colors over the result of 

its splendid program. The speakers assigned were all on hand, and 

the subjects presented aroused most enthusiastic interest on the part 

of the listeners. The state society must look to its laurels. 

All of these matters will be more fully reported in our maga- 

zine through the year, but two events of interest can hardly be pre- 

sented to the best advantage by the reporter’s skill alone and would 

require the assistance of the artist to bring them intelligently to the 

reader’s mind. 
On Wednesday evening, Prof. E. S. Goff, with the aid of the 

stereopticon, set forth the construction and life history of the “Flow- 

er Buds on Our Fruit Trees,’ drawing therefrom deductions as to 

methods to be adopted in the improvement of our orchard crop. 

Following this, by the use of the lantern, and slides prepared 

from photographs taken by himself, Prof. S. B. Green, of the State 

Experiment Station, took the audience, in mind at least, over much 

of the route pursued by him last summer in investigating the forest 

and horticultural conditions of central Europe. This was the more 

interesting from the fact that his words and illustrations treated not 
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of the cities, cathedrals, palaces, etc., usually spoken of by travelers, 
but with the scenes of village and rural life. 

In the “Memorial Hour,’ Thursday afternoon, Hon. S. M. 

Owen spoke feelingly of the life and work of the late Col. John H. 
Stevens; Mr. E. A. Webb performed the same service for the late 

Maj. A. G. Wilcox, and Mr. L. R. Moyer for the lamented Miss 
Sara M. Manning. 

Following this Mr. Oliver Gibbs, of Prescott, Wis., presented 

the subject of the proposed “Gideon Memorial Fund,’ which re- 

sulted in a subscription on the spot to the amount of $225 towards 
the $1,000 it is proposed to raise. It was a moment of profound 

interest to the lovers of horticulture in the northwest. 

On Thursday evening there was not only “a feast of reason and 

a flow of soul,” but also an ample supply of more material luxuries, 

as over 100 members and friends gathered around the banquet table 

and discussed first a good supper and then the following menu of 

toasts, which held the guests without a break from 7 o’clock till the 

late hour (for horticulturalists) of 10:30: 

1. The humor of Minnesota horticulture—‘“O wad some power 

HERON TOTEMISL: tOr Sen lbarjaincitinnis erste Cults am ole Lycurgus R. Moyer 

2. The outposts of Minnesota—we are holding them down.... 

Beep ete aah tis ot lean talaga’ ice aI, he els: reper sleh see ie Wariaioreinre: Sees T. A. Hoverstad 

3. Woman’s sphere: to sit high at ease and see the race go by.. 

EPP eesti a. caciey SUL Repeat aes aat Sheps MUR shes ee eoerele Sie aae ae te Mrs, A. A. Kennedy. 

Dried apples—a valuable Iowa product..... J. S. Trigg, Rockford, Iowa 

EMER NCE TeA DIN YG i oe te veers vat eres wcthicsorenereveestene eedoie ats Miss Josephine Bonaparte Rice 

6. The Yankee in Europe—he is glad he went away and not 

BOG yRUOMDEHDAC Kein tee eS ee renee ial ncnc a Aneta Prof. S. B. Green 

Pees VATS ROOM SnOttOaS tess «cic. a otoneroersteithete a ah eeerae oe ae A. F. Brayton 

8. “So near and yet so far’—Minnesota is good enough if you 

eanytelive an Mloweary ae abe sete ce reves oe C. F. Gardner, Osage, Ia. 

g. The useful and the beautiful—happily combined in our public 

PADS Nei Mi aera, overs Vale Soe Sis cscs eee ee aE TE IEE as Sk: C. M. Loring 

10. “Christopher Columbus and George Washington.”......... 

= hn Bie et een RTRs eS te co ri Ye Reporter—A. G. Long 

11. In Memoriam—no word so sad as that word that must some- 

Himedbe: Said. SOOGbY:; <. o. ck carmetgmeriea tae cis ok aks Gere oa J. S. Harris 

A fine orchestra added much to the enjoyment of the occasion. 

The success of this innovation promises well for its being an 

annual occurrence hereafter, 

At the annual election no changes were made in the executive 
officers and with renewed vigor, under experienced and well-tried 
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leaders, our society enters upon another and, it is to be hoped, a still 

more prosperous year in its history. 

Promptly at the time set on Friday afternoon the meeting ad- 

journed “‘sine die’ with the program completed and the members 

and visitors filled with enthusiasm for their work. 

OFFICERS, 1901, MINNESOTA STATE HORTICUL- 

TURAL SOCIETY. 

PRESIDENT. 

W: Wey Pendergast). 04 Socc (ea tnie oo Hutchinson 

VICE-PRESIDENTS. 

Birst Coneressional istrict 23:74. 2% 0.0 Jonathan Freeman, Austin 
second ‘Coneressional District... oes eae C. EOlder, averne 
Third Congressional District.... Mrs. A. A. Kennedy, Hutchinson 
Fourth, Consressional, District: vyti. ene e W. J. Tingley, Stillwater 
Bitth Coneressional District. occ. nes secu A. D. Leach, Excelsior 
Sixth -Coneressional’ District: 3-7... : Frank Mesenburg, St. Cloud 
Seventh’ Congressional District. 7... 5.2... J. L. Adams, Glenwood 

SECRETARY (AND LIBRARIAN ex-officio. ) 

Nie “We-oilsathvain 5.0 soit aly eee on eee Minneapolis, Minn. 
Office and Library, 207 Kasota Block. 

TREASURER. 

AL ee Wyarnan) 5 2 0) a ects Gow ows 0 chee Excelsior 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. 

(The president and secretary are members ex-officio. ) 
Wyman Elliot, (Chairman), 3° years.) i25'.:). nee Minneapolis 
J.-S. SAlarris So vears ids: Se yaa Geo Oe La Crescent 
J», 2, Amdrewseot yeat.. .\. . .. .Pc/2 cases =a no) Faribault 
ERE MO yet ete NCAT os jan+.-.- ieee ie one ee Montevideo 
Prof? S#BoaGteen 2 years... ...%. tie sede eee St. Anthony Park 
Clarence Wredee, 2) years: ..)..2 2. cai wu here eee Albert Lea 

ASSISTANT LIBRARIAN. 

By (A. Cuzner: Bssexvancananth Ave: spies cs cei Minneapolis 
(The Assistant Librarian has charge of the surplus reports of 

the society, which are stored at Pillsbury Hall, State University.) 



1 SUPTS. TRIAL STATIONS, 1901. 

SUPERINTENDENTS OF TRIAL STATIONS, 1901. 

Prof. S. B. Green, (State Experiment Station)..St. Anthony Park 
LB, ASIEE SSan@ DEE G Chea) Ai reheat. ihe 2) LE a Re eRe OTA ae Owatonna 
POPENY Title COC Keates hee Ma lenctedis ct aisoe Se) 2's lanciia delete Hapa ON Windom 
Siac Vie wSAnipsonm. (STAPES) as ve cs acs = aoe. ann. © toe Eureka 
MeN eord,. (plums and small inuits) *.<c hast. 5 Minnesota City 
elem epee yaiiati, WM CapplESy) ~.. debe shi ecteneks: cusais.-n cyotidensve mlepenesors Excelsior 
BBs ag ise ss As pana tetn ears ya lave Cighepdin syne: PARR De oe La Crescent 
ae ree NEO VOT ia Set odeaadh sev ciate ahanay ht «tose ated are bate eta ap ones Montevideo 
MEG SMMC IMC SEAS Clana: oita-ck shy code teale Ba acietta Sec vant! chic dhaa) Eee Sauk Rapids 
Nerina S@mMaer Valea co are Sy Ae ia Mite atte, ody eshs atta Sth ba ee sce ee Viola 
Bip ireilesin en gets eres) Se ccml etna chee a) «Sing ko ae Pleasant Mounds 

STANDING COMMITTEES FOR 1901. 

PRUE Lisi: 

MOPATEMCE.- VWVIEC eto terigca) = aks due MoE Net GBH: « sake wane, Soe eeeens anor Albert Lea 
Ale bee MMGGC WS NA RP art. ores) ain vee tlgensla pus soap apeuetebers clomee Faribault 
1PCOT ish gil 8 Girl cle ae a ea aaa ei emerar ce arie St. Anthony Park 

SEEDLING FRUITS. ; 
Spe tolled AGS at Ao, Sood fesesbetin ee oe VO te kal ode came ie La Crescent 

ORNAMENTAL LIST. 

Le SUN Sb hates eee eae Ce EE PEN Sykes Block, Minneapolis 
HES LOV CRS chars pa oi os 2 toh eyeie ot ae cee heca eee Montevideo 
PRE GPINIELSS ALMBET wes rsh osta iss cape ths ik ts a ates iejeate aap yet BNL ONE St. Paul 

NOMENCLATURE AND CATALOGUE. 
Al Rees delctrriS) ops ys oot chs uae, AIAINOR See ets eels ane La Crescent 
LELAG LEE a5 hed oie © ett) span ae sear on ae Pe ane St. Anthony Park 
IPEGIaM INE PDs sb Lan SGlie-t/te Ae at hn Sota araeichts «mise Brookings, S. D. 

LEGISLATURE. 

“A Stine el BW Co ee oa ep ee A PES cue Minneapolis 
pete Cider wood je te Pak tock tie « 2 sno hitch wee eae Lake City 
veer rem lee Grint Seer enae ies face 72 tad wes be Tote acd co Sh ons e eeeheao eioe St. Paul 
Spee lactic eerie ctls ees ak). oo) 2 ee a La Crescent 
EV ca IV Ie el aisy, wea ess a'o coho 0 okt Pare ican St. Anthony Park 
ma Mroercat eat ilineets Ot cto ox e fae, sisy's sor & ie Sleptet eceetenen agtieeeroae Minneapolis 

PUBLICATION. 
AROMA MC CGEEH 8) fac: <3 ace cee EN ee ronal era St. Anthony Park 
AF Sila dit HILT ran age: A me PR 8 cA Dr re a Minneapolis 
PUN Ses IREATIV ap tens 4.25) Se e,'n) ot ROR AMER RE RRT S Sly ore epee as Minneapolis 

GIDEON MEMORIAL, FUND. 

\ Ap eae a pal gtd PTO) eee se no oR RE aE eA Ca a Minneapolis 
spores pbs. Gr eeiier. ie > s- 5 ceMeinee aoe oer St. Anthony Park 
Pee Neat leans wee SONA: fis SR Erie Spee ayes ndcerene Seen eee Minneapolis 
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AWARD OF PREMIUMS, ANNUAL MEETING, 1900, 
MINNESOTA STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

APPLES. 

Apples. Exhibitor. Premium. Amount. 
Peckvof, Wealthy =2....<.+6 Jewell Nursery Co. o 5 ECON Gacne ssa $2.00 
WOMeCh ony ec aeaeraccs > WG First)? 25023. 224 6.00 
WOME CHOI ence as ea ce Wi uoweanker: SeGOnG) jaan qeccee 4.00 
Collection a faravey state lets, aterente mma rat Jensaelamrise Ach b co Wb ote eS 2.00 
Peck! of Wealthy °22).. 2. J. A. Howard. BES *.h eee 3.00 

ALFRED TERRY, 
W. Lb. TAS LOR, 

- Judges. 
APPLES KEPT IN COLD STORAGE. 

ACER I oh Zo er aa Aaa bpiaoe ue 
TIOME TELE ores isc eee ee a 
IB QTCL Meee ce nee enor ae Ke 
WVEIMTLCSO GA Races viens oisoacice os 
EDS SO Dien ceceen ey asiscaeae elec ss 
Briar’s Sweet 2... .c secs c #6 
Rollinis Lip piniw ater ee sf 
RUOMINGS ME TOMNTICH we ecco gs 
CSN te Aaa Epa maca cane? trae. oe 
INAMCUSEL Jim ce cod tee toe dy sq. islehasise 
OStrekotl aster cio wos RO at 
Okalhentanewncticckaccesc toes 6 
IVVIONE PRIV Cle Viecsiioe ceeeencie Gc 
Northwestern Greening .. “ 
ELAS Mn riicncas otice eoreiek J. A. Howard 
Patten’s Greening -....... ‘ 
IVAN A ctr Sree a alters aetere Gust. Johnson. 
VAM S CENCE M-rercteleyn clase ue 
GAGE OTA Back etecres aceite ria arate tees Ansel Gideon. 

WEST Cae cictetss Wetelforcpetate levees “ 
PAN TINON Kas 5. Scien atieieios. cee. J. S. Harris. 
WVU aD an fo crotch ciereinrstersiasctere co ate Thos. Redpath. 
Pride of Minneapolis .... ue 
FEXONUBA’S yate ecricinnc toete! sroveteratelo seretele os 
AVAL SUNT A eens esters ch vererersieetelelelerece ac 
IVC ail thivin tererperem eterein voor cera ere H. H. Pond. 
LID Sr all 8 ko ation ieee ne 
Chanlamotieenececletoete tee UG 
ERO ye eee rosters sicteissestireien ero ue 
Brats iS weet Giaecseine cis: “s 
MranScendenits ji-cicerccteeenel- “ 
AVON CEA <realeictel telcos texerersretete na 
IMMMCS OA sac cselne ei eiokiereere GL 
PAMTIEIMNGWIKAS sere occas oinieeare aie P. H. Perry 
IPNOESWE 0 io /scarchs, oiciaveiare sissies aie H. H. Heins 
GTN Ys * ate cis woth. cenitaeies ae 

H. M. Lyman. 
J. A. Howard. 

WGONAPEAT CAGE. doe. eo sletae We 
PCOTISSS see sion nets seine ee 
TS GTI AINISS Pov caieisiare soles beteisiats Gu 
Wialbride@erin carectie cc: aewne a 
TES ee ei retare lah sreeratele) store eseisictee as 
WEG ATONE KS evetetnciterwis sales “0 
Gente (Grantee tuyees sister Cs 
NSAID OITAN pacrntaias suet e/aisercis cre ete ce 
GIG COM Becivcctrialen otra dies lo/cisteyd ss 
BilushediCalvillers cg... cc. is 
FRODIKA! sccactomtotelslalncceiele sis eis '.a:0 W. L. Parker. 
IPATIT OU SO y fete istererereisteleiesey sth sioloste:d fe 
Mev lin Galea eelececte Aer iciee« “ 
PAST SINTY Aree riacie rele oe oe isincraltis ece.s a6 
Chain aAmorieecne.traatelcteiro «ts as 
IahYoyenelsll Sense doonsen Sor Aeod “ 
MEUGESKAVtteeee decd einen. “a 
IWATE Oa oe raisin cele eecieicreitia's ; « 
ELV SG Dire aciat wclaiciele aise creas “ 
Greenwood UL 
Crosss.ctccosee ee 
Duchess! <2... ; eg 
Christmas Jewell Nursery Co. 
Patten’s Greening ........ fe 
Northwestern Greening .. ae 
Rollints* Proline ae. a: +s “ 
OS OTU MDa VUS rer cisttateleiatere \efelna a 
GOP yr sale eivin wkelets, evatsvetess se 
ELE GLI) wan mtetetoleteiemereinistals Oe + 
IIE tot a2 Neen APS OA AR IOAN oe 



AWARD OF 

Apples. 
Wolf River 
UA gecaieis or cnajenayarcietpereseieta-ee 
Yellow Transparent ...... 
Early Strawberry 
J DENG Hs Se tOnitic Da DIes OR nt Lee 
UGS OM Severe raratye caste a iarsioweboretayets 
Tetofsky 
/Nroiishh coe aRapaeian poo Aone teens 

On eel ay eee eee ee 
Wwlatin aes aie oad mee seroma eee 
Meir Pian shee eclncmeln acne: 

AWislsoin Deeks aoqtanmsares OAs 
AUST 0a ye tre aS ROO CRs : 
Rollin?ssProlitiess..2-...sc 
FVOLUINGS MEO pr eyecare rece 
ECT ESS a etcmas perrsacaecek 
VVC BUG ayy. elo snide aricaeco ee 
GideOMa ase neces eee 5 

WieMahoni ss... teen eee 
ELV SLOD Mo seeetiec tea ee eee 
Malmon IS weet te. ces sees 
Wiallip mide) Tac. cnr aceecctes 
CTU AIS weet seacoast ee. 

Seedliini ens saceu temas ticciescas 
S@QCUbN Oa ar Oe Apr ies eee 

Green Mountain ........... 
Collections cece eens 

Woindleya esasscat ccemece teen: 
Moore’s Diamond 
LIGHTENS Soca a doen conc cneeenaean 
IES ATP Var hye cece Rinse cileae eine 
HAMIPINEG Statens. saeccic is 
Collection 
Brighton 

Collection of Carnations.. 
TaplemBouquet as-a.4..200 
Collection(of® Plants, 2.2. 
Collection of Cut Roses... 
Collection of Carnations... 
Mable Bouquets.) ee. 

Exhibitor. 
Jewell Nursery Co. 

“ 
te 
ae 

“ 
FC 
a 
ae 

is 
ae 

“ 
ts 
ae 

ts 
“s 

PSE Seennve 
“a 
ae 

“ 
oe 

PREMIUMS 

NOT KEPT IN COLD STORAGE. 

Jewell Nursery Co. 
W. L. Parker. 
Ditus Day. 

H. H. Heins. 
H. H. Heins. 

W. S. Widmoyer. 

Thos. Redpath. 

Ansel Gideon. 

C..W. Merritt. 
FE. Yahnke. 

J. S. Harris. 

J. A. Howard. 

H. H. S. Rowell: 
Wm. Oxford. 

SEEDLING APPLES. 
S. A. Alling. 

L. W. Prosser. 

GRAPES. 

Cc. W. Sampson. 
“ec 

“ec 

“é 

“ec 

Gust. Johnson. 

“cc 

“ce 

fe 

oe 

J. R. Cummins. 

“ee 

“cc 

“ec 

FLOWERS 

Jewell Nursery Co. 

E. Nagel & Co. 

“ee 

Premium. Amount. 
ACCONd Ute ete e ee 225 
P WECONG: Wrlacnmuen sine 25 

IDGHESH UUM AAA rapists carom oe 50 
ERITS he sretorsrcraeler reeset 50 

uty OUTS ae ateleis CRA cos SE 50 
ODI Cae atcrarelateranvete ee 50 
ae HO CCOMGS va cictarte iene .25 
SECON OG arcctctoncten wae 
SEU SU tars a ae teisteeetets 00 
apesyH EV LUIRSIES wciorasienidctee erence 50 
eS eGOld saecee ea are .25 
Be PASI es ferrin ccse chert ne 50 

pep SS Bias aa avcrocevatace oo. Seti ave 50 
TSE CONG ees cs ncn he 25 
Sate PULTE Si paesy stare boc Makara ee asere 50 
ARIUS Tie cst atte ac eetes 50 

HID ECOMG sre cicen secon ars) 
ePEULES Etiareare tacce ee teenie -b0 
Ree Gd ats aff oe a ycrenpaens Bneeset ss 50 
SES CCOMG oa toe tural ache RAG 
SUS CCH Oars casataeicee aps 

JOHN P. ANDREWS, 
Judge. 

MUTES GC peerqaels apace eters 13 
Sema DeCONG laid Marmasse 50 
SH SMUGS bi Ws cites ores sine -15 
Tee COMI Ae settee -50 
See COCO NG Aen: seats tee 50 
Pac: shill stsh eR ya OAC SB One eA Af) 
berg BIS Eee reverse Cte hteeiarae ate 
2c EONS Et) cosine teenie shee Af; 
Te OLS aaensitrer stearate nits 
cP LESiCy Sati ees oats ce ee 15 
aa sted GUESS ratehe cayenne cio atts 
eRe CONGI a sre eenete. -50 
sip SHEL Site aie srsisrastoeinle cette .75 
SELL Sige ae eR e/a atte tees Si 
AML SE evetsieseaatbinrtacien Bries 
ees Si beens ton orice eee sft) 
=i DECOM saemaer eee .50 
eae GON Gia feria see ere 50 
BOBO! ov) tseeus Coton CenCn Ror 15 
Rats shit) al Cares oe Seer ey nies 
Tce pIR US e woe cepa sects .75 
erie sh ds) AM nas aN, Oe .15 

RrAE RSG i conve oseeiteaseere 15 
EMIT SE kta eee serene Sti: 

CH. OLDER, 
Judge. 

ST) Ne eee se cee 800: 
SGCQUG sens. eaten 200 

J. S. HARRIS, 
N. E. HANSEN, 

Judges. 

RMS ty eek at Pees As 
S6GOnG s-ca:pee eee 50 
ERIM Site pact tashtee cere a) 
Secondistereaass dees 50 
INS Cede eerie .15 
BMI SG pe eieeresat tenia ee 3.00 
Second? v0 7G esse. 50 
IUD Sipatats tere taxejarcteramiayscoate 15 
Secondsec-ss-treees 50 
Second! a5 cote sdents -50 
VUES Eu ireteicpsrniera -owieeete ate aes 
RAY SCP Esch oteece Soicace -15 
Second) =e ieee 2.00 
UUM Sits mes ayant aterster veces pies 
VIPS Bates ste santtaneee «75 
EDS Pe ae see snes ee nae. 
ERIN OS} 6h Re ected cae rae ae 15 
W. MURRAY, 

Judge. 
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HONEY. 

Honey. Exhibitor. Premium. Amount. 
BEEtracted sso. dco se J. B. Jardine. «+e MCCONG Ua. cub sees 2.00 
EIXttacte” hse. sce en ee EF. Moeser. «ose IESE, ras ee eeaoeeeee 3.00 
“CLasael CSE RRR Ae anor CGh Ben H. G. Acklin. oop MIESE coepnc eee eee 6.00 
ESE cere’ oy 216 ee mn ite pe +e CCOMO: coche eceine 2.00 

H. H. HEINS, 
‘Ee. R. POMD; 
J. Ae HOWARD, 

Judges. 

FRUIT LIST. 
(FOR THE GUIDANCE OF PLANTERS.) 

Adopted by the Minnesota State Horticultural Society, December 6, 
1900. 

APPLES. 
Of the first degree of hardiness for planting in Minnesota: 

Duchess, Hibernal, Charlamoff (a), Patten’s Greening. 
Of the second degree of hardiness: Wealthy (b), Longfield 

(b) (d), Tetofsky, Malinda (b) (c). 
Promising varieties for trial: Okabena, Peerless, Repka Ma- 

lenka, Anisim, Yellow Sweet (c), Kaump (d), Gilbert, Brett, 
Christmas Ce je ‘Blushed Calville, Cross 413, White Pigeon (d). 

CRABS AND HYBRIDS. 
Best for general cultivation: Virginia, Martha, Whitney, 

Early Strawberry, Minnesota (c), Sweet Russett, Gideon’s No. 6, 
Briar’s Sweet. 

Promising varieties for trial: Dartt, Pride of Minneapolis, 
Crampton’s No. 3, Lyman’s Prolific, Faribault. 

PLUMS. 

Best for general cultivation: De Soto, Forest Garden, Weaver, 
Cheney, Wolf, Rollingstone, Wyant. 

Most promising varieties for trial: Ocheeda, New Ulm, Stod- 
dard, Surprise, Mankato, Aitkin, Owatonna. 

GRAPHS. 

In order of their ripening: Moore’s Early, Worden, Janesville 
(e), Brighton, Delaware, Agawam, Concord. 

RASPBERRIES. 

Red varieties: Turner, Marlborough, Cuthbert, Loudon.: 
Black and purple varieties: Ohio, Palmer, Nemaha, Gregg, 

Older, Columbian, Kansas. 

BLACKBERRIES. 
Ancient Briton, Snyder, Badger. 

CURRANTS. 
Red Dutch, White Grape, Victoria, Stewart, Long Bunch Hol- 

land, North Star. 

GOOSEBERRIES. 

Houghton, Downing, Champion. Varieties for trial: Red 
Jacket, Triumph, Pearl, Columbus. 
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STRAWBERRIES. 
Pistillate: Crescent, Warfield, Haverland. Staminate: Be- 

derwood, Capt. Jack, Wilson, Enhance, Lovett, Splendid, Mary. 

NATIVE FRUITS. 

Valuable for trial: Dwarf Juneberry, Sand Cherry, Buffalo 
Berry, High Bush Cranberry. 

(a) Peterson’s Charlamoff—tThere are two distinct kinds un- 
der this name; the one referred to is of spreading growth and bears 
conical shaped fruit. 

(b) Does best top-worked. 
(ce) Tardy bearer. . (d!) Early bearer. (e) For severe 

situations. 

Mr. F. W. Kimball: I wish to inquire whether the Rockford 
is to be dropped from the trial list or dropped entirely. 

Mr. J. P. Andrews: Dropped entirely. 
Mr. Kimball: I wish to protest against the dropping of the 

Rockford. I planted it four or five years ago, and it has borne as 
good or better a selling plum than anything [ have. The plum is 
of excellent flavor, dark, with a bluish color and in every way a 
remarkable fruit, and is the most prolific bearer in the whole or- 
chard. 

PRESIDENT’S ANNUAL ADDRESS. 
W. W. PENDERGAST, HUTCHINSON. 

We have reached another milestone in our pleasant journey to- 
wards the beautiful gardens that have so long tempted us with their 

verdant lawns, their brilliant flowers and their glistening, sun-kissed 

fruits. From eminences occasionally reached we have sometimes 

caught ravishing glimpses of the enchanted lands whither we are 

endeavoring to wend our way. Though on the whole we are nearing 

the object of which we are in search, the path we have followed has 

oft been devious and sometimes in the wrong direction altogether. 

Now it is with us as it was with the followers of Columbus when 
they were approaching the shores of a new world and found the 

signs of land so numerous, the evidences so strong that even the 

weak-kneed and faint-hearted ones plucked up courage and went on 

to victory and the glory that came with it. There were no more 

clamors to go back; abuse of their leader and threats of vengeance 

were hushed; success had come—and what else succeeds like it? 

“Now, too, the signs are all in our favor, the proofs that we have 

not labored so long in vain are as irresistible as are the demonstra- 

tions of the propositions’of Euclid. The bright glimpses, which, 

heretofore, have come to us like angels’ visits, have changed to a full 

view. The faith of our old stagers has been lost in sight, and hope 

_ is swallowed up in victory. 
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As before hinted, we have sometimes lost ground by following 

up a wrong trail. For a long time we were led astray by the false 

doctrine that our apple trees were winter-killed by alternate freez- 

ing and thawing. The evidence to the contrary, however, is at last 

becoming so irresistible that we shall be reluctantly forced to give up 

that article of our creed to which we have clung so long. On the 

elevated plateaus between the mountain ranges of Washington the 

thermometer indicates, for a short time, as low temperature as we 

have in Minnesota. This is immediately followed by a thaw which 

soon gives Boreas the right of way, and another “cold snap” occurs. 

So the pendulum swings back and forth the whole winter long, freez- 

ing and thawing all the while treading close upon each other’s heels, 

with almost the same regularity as that with which night follows 

day. Yet I heard no complaint about the winter-killing of fruit 

trees, notwithstanding the fact that not more than an inch of rain 

usually falls from June to November and that the ground is parched 

and grass withered from the first of July till the next spring. How 

do apple, pear, cherry and plum trees withstand such severe weather 

under such trying conditions? It is the frequent thawing that saves 

them. 

At the beginning of winter the ground is very dry. The snow 

falls early, often before the ground freezes.. A cold wave sweeps 

over the plateau. The mercury falls to thirty degrees below zero, 

The little sap that the trees had stored for just such a time as this is 

being rapidly absorbed by the surrounding air. Now comes the 

chinook, warm from the Japan current. The snow melts; the thirsty 

earth swallows it; the thirsty trees drink it up again; the danger of 

immediate death by the seasoning of the smaller branches is past. 

Then follows another freeze, further absorption of the life-sustain- 

ing moisture, and again the soft wind from the Pacific brings heal- 

ing on its wings. When spring comes the melting snows give plenty 

of water to induce a vigorous growth, a magnificent bloom and a 

wonderful setting of fruit. The wood ripens early and goes into 

winter quarters well protected by a coat of mail to meet the attack 

which winter is sure to make. 

We must not only join the procession and march on to new 
discoveries, adding something each year to what has been already 
examined, passed upon and adopted, but we must carefully re-ex- 

amine and prove the doctrines of our creed which have stood for 

years unchallenged, and if they will not stand the test of the strong- 

est searchlight let no respect for their age and the dignity it lends 

influence us to keep them among the thirty-nine articles. We must 

“ring out the old,” while we “ring in the new.” When assured that 

our foundations are solid, we shall be ready for the superstructure. — 
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In the matter of apple growing to reap the greatest benefit from 

what we have already learned, four problems yet await complete 

solution : 

1. How to avoid root-killing in the most trying winters when 

there is no snow protection. 

2. What can be done to prevent “killing back” and general in- 

jury to the tops in the most severe tests? 

3. Wnat is the best remedy for summer scald? 

4. How shall we secure a first-class winter apple? 

These are all questions of the highest importance, and time is 

going to work out the solution. It is our duty, and it is for our 

interest to hasten that work. There is a glorious future before us. 

We must see that it is not too far before us. Here permit me to 

urge again the importance of dividing the work in a measure among 

our neighboring northwestern states. Wisconsin, Iowa, the two Da- 

kotas and Minnesota, could by working in harmony but along dif- 

ferent lines accomplish at least more than twice as much for the com- 

mon good as if each state were left to its own devices, investigating 

the same fields that all are going over and doing it very superficially 

for want of time, when time would be at their disposal if the other 

states in doing their allotted work relieved them of the pressure 

which was pushing them away from the task which they had just got 

well in hand. I sincerely hope that some arrangement will.be made 

with the adjoining states which have the same obstacles to overcome 

which confront us, and that something valuable to all may come 

from the investigations of each. Of course full reports of the work 

done and the results achieved should be sent to all the states in the 

association. The fact that these reports would be expected and 

eagerly desired could not help acting as a powerful stimulus to the 

highest efforts. 

Our native plums are beginning to attract attention every- 

where. It behooves us to devote a part of our surplus zeal and 

energy to their improvement. It is also of importance that we fix 

upon some way of preparing them for market, as this should be 

made one of the foremost of the plum-growing states of the Union. 

This preparation should include the size and kind of baskets, the 

proper crating, etc. As some kinds which miserably fail in certain 

localities succeed admirably in others, I would recommend that 

twenty of the most promising varieties be selected for the benefit 

of those who want about half that number to plant for a market 

orchard. Let these twenty be well tested by the plum fancier before 

any but the old-standards are planted in large numbers. - Perhaps it 
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would be well to suggest a tentative orchard of 100 trees giving the 

number of each kind to plant and the plan of the orchard. 

The past season has been a very satisfactory and encouraging 

one nowithstanding the severe and long continued drought of the 
summer months. The ability of our trees to withstand these dry 

summers and snowless winters is strengthening our weak-kneed 

brethren and inspiring those who have inclined to waver with new 

faith, and all of us can see more light ahead than greeted our 

strained vision a dozen years ago. The good time is almost here. 

All we have to do is “to labor and to wait.”’ The waiting for grand 
results will not be long. But the full realization of all our hopes will 

never come; there will always be something of value to work for. 

We would not have it otherwise. What is life without hope that 

there is more of good yet to come? 

“Auspicious Hope! in thy sweet garden grow 

Wreaths for each toil, a charm for eyery woe.” 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENT’S ADDRESS 

To the Minnesota State Horticultural Society :—Your commit- 

tee to whom was referred the president’s address are glad to concur 

in all the recommendations therein contained. We are especially 
glad to concur in the recommendations that this society adopt a 

standard package for marketing plums, and would suggest that 

when the form and size of such package are decided upon that the 

legislative committee be instructed to procure the necessary legisla- 

tion to secure its adoption, 

Respectfully submitted, 

Lycurgus R. Moyer, 

Frank Yahnke, 

Thos. E. Cashman, 

Committee. 

ANNUAL REPORT OF EXECUTIVE BOARD. 
WYMAN ELLIOT. 

Owing to the very efficient service we are receiving from our 

secretary the work of this board has been much lessened the past 

year, requiring but a limited number of meetings of the full board. 

We think there should be a committee of one or more persons 

designated or created whose duty it should be to critically examine 

all articles displayed at our horticultural exhibitions and correct the 

names placed upon all specimens in the various classes whenever in- 

correctly or synonymously named; thus avoiding much confusion 

and sometimes an injustice in making awards of premiums in sweep- 

stakes and other collections. 
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At the last annual meeting of our society, and since then by 

your executive board, there was some discussion as to the propriety 

and advisability of erecting an appropriate memorial in remembrance 

of the life work so generously and devotedly done in the interest of 

pomology by our departed brother horticulturist, Peter M. Gideon. 

Your board after having this matter under advisement for some 

time appointed a committee to devise or formulate some plan where- 

by this very worthy object might be accomplished. This committee 

reported several plans to the executive board,.and from them one 

was selected to be submitted to this society, which will be taken up 

later at this session. 

A new experiment station has been created the past year and 

Mr. J. W. Parks, of Pleasant Mounds, has been designated as super- 
intendent. 

There was a committee appointed to examine and report to the 

society upon the seedlings and valuable grafted varieties of apples 

now growing in the late Peter M. Gideon’s orchards at Lake Minne- 

tonka. Wyman Elliot, Prof. S. B. Green and John S. Harris were 

appointed, who will report what they found later in the session. 

Our horticultural library is very fast outgrowing the room now 

occupied and to relieve the cramped and crowded condition in the 

secretary’s office new and more commodious rooms should be ob- 

tained where the visiting members and patrons of the society can 

have more extended accommodations. _ 

It is desired on the part of the executive board that every mem- 

ber and delegate attending this meeting may feel free to ask such 

questions concerning the workings and management of the affairs of 

the society as they wish. We feel the importance of every member 

becoming fully identified with all the varied interests and require- 

ments for conducting a successful, progressive horticultural work, 

and deem it very necessary to keep closely in touch with all its 

members far and near, and to do so successfully you must on your 

part not neglect to make known to our secretary your wants, your 

successes, your failures and what in your estimation the unforeseen 

exigencies of the times demands of us as faithful servants of a live 

and up to date modern horticultural organization. 

A suggestion.—There should be a purchasing fund created 

from some source, either by an appropriation from the legislature 

or from private donations, or possibly a small amount might be set 

aside from money received from memberships of the society, for the 

purpose of obtaining cions, trees or plants from originators of new 
and valuable varieties to be recommended by your executive board 
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as worthy of propagation at our experiment stations for testing their 

adaptibility to our climatic conditions, and if found valuable forhome 

or commercial uses then to be distributed to the members of our so- 

ciety for more extended cultivation. 

ANNUAL REPORT OF LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE. 
WYMAN ELLIOT, CHAIRMAN. 

There has been no call for legislation the past year, nor is it 

deemed necessary for any new enactments to be obtained, unless the 

society in its various discussions should discover that some new law 

should be made in the interest of some particular feature of our 

horticultural work. 

SECRETARY’S ANNUAL REPORT, 1900. 
A. W. LATHAM, SECRETARY. 

From the standpoint of the secretary’s office the year just clos- 

ing has been a successful one. We have, through our membership 

roll, through the farmers’ institutes, and through other sources open 

to the ordinary workings of the society, reached more people than 

ever before, and the unusual attendance at this annual meeting, the 

increased interest in the work of the society and the steady enlarge- 

ment of the membership roll, furnish ample evidence of the in- 

creased usefulness of this association. 

The annual membership for the year at this date, Dec. 6, 1900, 

stands at 803. It will be increased somewhat, as usual, by later ad- 

ditions. This roll numbers 43 more than the same roll a year ago 

on the same date. 

The life membership roll has had a corresponding increase. Up- 
on the action of the late annual meeting, the honorary list was in- 

creased by the addition of nine names, and it has been decreased by 

one by the death of the lamented Col. John H. Stevens, leaving 

eight for the total increase of this roll. The regular life list has been 

increased by the addition of the following five names: E. C. Loose, 

of Steen; G. W. Strand, Taylor’s Falls; R. H. L. Jewett, St. Paul; 
and Gust Johnson, Excelsior. One name has been lost from this 

roll by death, that of J. A. Boxell, of St. Paul, making a total in- 

crease of four in this roll. Putting the three rolls together, there is a 
total increase of 55, making the total membership for the year 880, 

not including a few honorary members for one year. 

A communication from a friend in a neighboring state in- 

quires how our roll is made up, and whether it consists of member- 

ships secured in towns where the society meets, to show the public 
‘ 
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spirit of the place, as he indicates has sometimes been the case of 

similar associations within his knowledge. We are glad to be able 

to say that there are no such names upon this roll, There are three 

factors that especially contribute towards this large roll, perhaps the 

greatest being the loyalty of the members of the society and the 

personal efforts put forth by them to extend its usefulness ; another 

is undoubtedly the method in which our reports are published, mak- 

ing them comparatively available and attractive reading matter; a 

third is found in the efforts made by the lecturer on horticulture in 

the farmers’ institutes. Hon. A. K. Bush has occupied that position 

with great credit the past year, and has distributed a large amount 

of literature from the secretary’s office, contributing by his personal 

efforts in this work 151 members. Each one of these represents a 

bona fide interest in the work of the horticultural society, two or 

three being picked up in each place where the institute meets. As 

Mr. Bush occupies the place again this winter, and returns are al- 

ready coming in, we may expect similar valuable work from him in 

the immediate future. 

Besides the usual routine work of the office, which with so large 
a membership roll you may judge is considerable, there has been 

done this year some special work; first, in connection with an effort 

to trace the seedlings that Mr. Gideon sent out some ten or twelve 

years ago, to ascertain if there is anything of value amongst them. 

This work was undertaken at the suggestion of Mr. Wyman Elliot, 

chairman of the executive board, and he has gathered the results 

and will spread them before you later in the meeting. 

A circular letter was also sent out later in the year to all the 
members, asking for certain information with which it would be an 

advantage for the secretary to be acquainted. This was generally re- 

plied to, but not in full, and it is on this account that reference is 

made to it here, as a similar circular is liable to be sent out the en- 

suing year. I desire to make an appeal for the full co-operation of 

the society in this branch of its work. 

This report can hardly be made without reference to the part 

our society took at the state fair and the grand results attained in 

the horticultural building. While the society is not officially con- 

nected with that institution, yet we deserve very largely the credit 
which accrues to a successful exhibit in this department. Besides 

the regular exhibitors, there were quite a number of new ones, and 

I take this opportunity to urge that more of our people who have 

not exhibited at the fair try to do so in the early future. When a 

person begins exhibiting at the fair it is a rare thing for him not to 

continue to do so with regularity. There is a pleasure as well as 
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profit connected with it that is very certain to bring about this result. 
We hope to see many new faces amongst the exhibitors at the state 
fair the coming year. 

There have been a number of additional competitors for the 

$1,000 premium offered for a seedling apple tree the past year, and 

considerable correspondence has come into the office in connection 

with this, which has been turned over to Prof. S. B. Green, chairman 

of the committee having this matter in charge, of which he will re- 

port with some fullness. The display of seedlings from this source, 
now on exhibition in an adjoining room, is in the line of this work. 

Some changes in the printing of our report have been suggested, 
in the way of using a coarser type and decreasing the number of re- 

ports bound in paper, which will probably be put into execution, 
both of these items adding to the convenience or permanence of tlie 

report. The demand for the report is fully up to the limit, with our 

large membership. 
I present you herewith the financial report of the society for the 

year 1900: 
RECEIPTS, 

Balance on hand in Hennepin County Savings Bank, Dec. 7, 1899.. $679.95 

Interest on deposit in Hennepin County Savings Bank............ 18.29 

Boolkks "sold: i. soc be wes ce av oles oe cieles oh ate ei ie oan aT 9.80 

Life: membership fees? ..//.. sce ol eee Shes Oe eee 80.00 

Advertisements in magazine. 4... cm. 122s onc oe een eer 97.00 

Railway, tickets Sold) ..:.25:5..5/5.5)21' ors reise todos a do's oe oe BE75 

Minnesota State Fair’. .c20sc sc ittes a adistets alo cia gee 8.00 

Annual Membership fees for 18090 ......2. 0.) .6<%.s steesU eens 24.00 

Annual membership feés for’ 190057 Fe. s2,- s/-< Scie +0 onto eee 708 .00 

Annual. membership fees forstoot: 32.0 h. ie ree ete ee ene 166.00 

Sundries 5. pce oe bo Sake Sh eo SES ee ew 14.00 

Total 5c ood oscciateeoh obi a oe nceis ooo Suede soi cis/ chase eee $1,808.79 

EXPENDITURES. 

Tele giannis (ices. oro pie <'o-6 5 oles wi cias sce weprsiel divs bis oc Bhe.tiniete sina $4.43 

Expenses, Annual Meeting, 1809.3... soles pis wi» » «see onl onea Q1.32 

Reporting meeting, 1809 7.22. 06 .o 00 taien epee cates 0 0’ arale ee 99.40 

Assistance+in OffGe!).- 5... sine 0's evcrelaterccie o oreraicre e.nie e oer ee 31.05 

Delegate’s expenses .-.....2--+.....5 -pitele Ln Ree 68.74 

Vice-presiderit’s: Expenses cop4..a0 «0's! ea eee day) < aes 12.86 
Supt. Trial Station, expenses .........%. 03 sss» »>).slt» ile papa 10.00 

Office. supplies pig a ciate noe nine 0,000 jo Derm na « byork er 11.42 

PFinting.-. coc loe wae Santee oe a = so = rape ete needs aie eer 134.28 

Postawe so ic stern Pee ee etn eine a aso 5h Sas o spate erga a eee 141.88 

PRXpress ois 505 6 Sales site Mier sree vlc) a's sane eho a DSL eae eee 89.04 

MESUSUUTATICE .. 0ic's:c- oleate c:o.stame store Mata Stele o hap cso lare my kage ORs atone Sitka as etre 8.00 

Expenses, Executive ‘Board icici wascienle wed aale oe ais n= oem ee 37.16 

Library «.... aAeipieetire Ss crea sae Re we tarot Ce we emo ey Ai ae, te 12.05 
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] DyaeareaNAbakeasy SyohP INE TAH vAMKE) Gelade BOO. GOR COSCO OU DE toe hee conan 63.27 

NGTIEMOLMOLILG Cure wiareraratatare tease chev eresess SaaS & «aire Bice S7s Glewhs ino ears ce as 144.00 

Gideontscedlineutrecs (000). scan Accs ee oe acc ee sade dition cate aise mak 20.00 

Ececidents salary, and expenses os. al. sacs se sinecicintie asco ee oe 42.25 

BOOKSEISCGMAS ED LeMIUIMS Macca aoe eaice ceaieies Sows cise eens Seen ones 68.50 

Bp CNSeSROMETea SUE OL rae acvee yes cise eho ease ciolcie lo eos ere, ave olaeles lee orenecaioke 4.75 

PANGS aml a ti MeSuSal a Gye aye lta hast eke euci Aecete see reiete ced Drees oe TR cs 10.00 

EXPENSES? SUITE MIECtINGs = TOOOr wtaueins s siisie weiclols oes Gra ererei ere ehetste nave 85 

PH mpmenceseaititial AMeckine. TOO <.s'scape astivacswias sc 2) elas een hacen 15.58 

STOUT TITIES 1S BEA pei Soe ee ena een OCH eae ie AR ea 4.58 

PESO UMMC MINER SIP actos, <jeisc cc Sava c aie sie eens: aoais al cunssl eae ates ave Ow 104.25 
DineCtinlsesiid PAZ ESN ici aka c-rsioscrecers 4 crete ein ssiisransictele 6.2 Selo sete ahs 12.00 

Bint oem WOMANS PA linet lia tayin.y ola croc ta.caiecisios « lcielc ie eiciecintenes Somioe 15.00 

Balance: in iennepin County Savings Bank ... 2.2. 06.0. .cessc cs ace 548.24 

abate enpalde tO RCASUECL wae ccsicis. Lit cele ints Gomm' o0,s Now ie me yeaa soe apes 3.890 

IBCOWRENL EB ANA cP ero aS RN de Dotan aR PPR En aarti aI 8 $1,808.79 

Such of you as have visited the secretary’s office lately have 
found it a very crowded place. The books already in more than 

fill the shelves, and the accumulation of other matter points to the 

necessity of an early enlargement; but we are attached to the old 

quarters and are loath to leave them, even for something more com- 
modious, and we are hopeful that we shall get along another year 
without increase of expense in this item. 

The doors of the office are ever open for the membership, and 

we hope those from abroad when visiting the city will not fail to 
take opportunity to call upon the secretary and see the equipment 

of our office and library. 

TREASURER’S ANNUAL REPORT, 1900. 

REPORT OF CHAS. W. SAMPSON, TREASURER. 

RECEIPTS. 

1899. 

Deena Balatice: (rom -previOUs Year: sos <: 2s <at> teleraaleda doweeces $298.10 

“4. A. W. Latham, receipts, secretary’s office 6|1-12|4, 1809 .... 332.65 

“AN Gyea RRL Picts Re er eR eR ec en  R An REAL Sa? 2 $630.75 

DISBURSEMENTS. 

1899. 

@rder/No. 77, exp, Secretary sOfficé, G)k T2|4o35.2 2. oa. 25. s ee ae $336.66 

@rden No 7os)o.S: Parris. Expy -Exa Bd ocen .edec aes ciececn see sation 20.00 

Order No. 70, J. S. Harris, Exp. Seedling Com................55 15.04 
Qrder No. 80, L; R.- Moyer, Ex. Ex. Bd... ...... ae Let Apt ey fate 13.37 
OrdersNouer, Eseme winter meetineisOOss. se tas ose ele oie tiec lone II2.00 

bualicn evintan, «treasurers balanCe se syns a. 2c hle <oiasse Aen nie caslocerae « 133.68 
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REPORT OF H. M. LYMAN, TREASURER. 

RECEIPTS. 

1900. 
Feb. 14. C.. W. Sampson, Treas: 2.2. Jaca cst oot ee $133.68 

State treasurer s.ciciiccs «os fe oars tcc b2's 00 ee 750.00 

June 22; A. W. Latham, Sec’y, annual dues, etc...) 55: eee eee 892.50 

‘Aus. 12. ‘State treasurer 2... ssc fs sctaida <s ¢ s .5 0 cater pee 750.00- 

Potal. .2. hse). {pads Gee a che oie > “Sheela eee $2,526.18 

DISBURSEMENST. 

March 1, Order No. 81, A. W. Latham, sec’s. eee first quarter, 

TOO. 6eiec's ised Sis ois eisaysie ee a:tiain 0 lots 2 Shae euaye tan en $225 .00- 

April 25. Order No. 82, S. B. Green, appropriation for expenses 

European trip investigating horticulture ...................- 100.00- 

June 1. Order No. 83, A. W. Latham, secy’s. salary second quarter, 

TODO. (oho oes Poo ono ae antees Sime Misa op fo Sele bi eee ete 225.00 

“IO. Premiums, summer meeting, 1900) ..\.- 22. eee 80.00: 

“22, Order No. 84, A. W. Latham, expenses 12|5|99-6|18]1900, 

SECTELATY. S OFMCE (oo. 15 Liaw 6 = o.5 = bets cle widueleue site ape eS SNe eee eee 908.74. 

Sept. 1. A. W. Latham, secretary’s salary, third quarter, 1900...... * 225.00- 

Balance ‘on: hand |. 75). Fes.72 oe Siw ecisveins 4 adiele sretclae c Se Oe en 762.44 

Totals cee ee tea SS sea 2 Re ee $2,526.18 

ANNUAL MEETING, SOUTHERN MINNESOTA 
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

MRS. C. E. BRAINERD, SECRETARY, ALBERT LEA. 

The eighth annual meeting of the Southern Minnesota Horticul- 

tural Society was held in the G. A. R. hall, Austin, Minn., Nov. 

20, 21 and 22, 1900. Meeting called to order at 1 o’clock p. m. with 

President J. C. Hawkins in chair. The weather was unfavorable, 
the roads in very poor condition and the people in the vicinity not 

particularly interested; consequently the first session opened with a 

small audience. The second day there was a good attendance, and’ 

the third day a fairly good one. Several of the persons who had 
promised to write papers failed to put in an appearance or to send a 

paper or substitute. This was especially disappointing to the pro- 

gram committee. Notwithstanding all these discouragements, we: 
had interesting, instructive, elevating and cheerful sessions, morn- 
ing, afternoon and evening. What was lacking in numbers was made 
up in intelligence and appreciation, Thepapers were good and to the: 

point, showing much careful study, research and experience. Every 

paper brought out spirited and animated discussions. The display 

of fruit was a good one. Theré was a great variety of apples, a few 
varieties of plums and other small fruits in cans. This was an im- 

portant and interesting feature of the meeting. There was also a 
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‘display of evergreens set out in jars, which was very attractive, and 

by their presence brought out many ideas and suggestions. 

Jonathan Freeman was elected as a delegate to attend state so- 

ciety in December, 1900. L. W. Allen was elected as delegate to 
attend state society in 19oT. 

On the second day of the meeting President Hawkins gave an 

address of welcome, which was spontaneous and eloquent, and made 

the visitors from abroad feel very much at home. We had with us 

Uivkt sUiptony-ot Gresco,’ Tat; (C.-F: Gardiner, Osage, ~la.; Hon. 

Bucene Secor, Perest) City, la.;_ J. S: Harris, La Crescent; @..E. 

Brand, Faribault ; Elmer Reeves, Waverly, Ia.; Rev. Mosher, Albert 

Lea, and Rev. Cressey, Austin. It inspired the members of the local 

society to have these intelligent, well posted gentlemen present, as 

they added dignity, profit and pleasure by their presence. A motion 

was made and carried that the delegates from Iowa, Hon. Eugene 

Secor and Elmer Reeves, be made honorary members of this society 
for the year 1901. A motion was made and carried that the next 

annual meeting be held at Spring Valley, some time in January, 

1901, date to be set by the executive committee, also number of days 

to hold the meetings. The meeting was then adjourned, after which 

there were many hearty hand shakes, and feeling good byes, all de- 

parting with the feeling that it was good to be there. 

OFFICERS FOR 1901. 

President— J. C. Hawkins, Austin, 

Vice-president, three years—E. F. Peck, Riverview Farm, Austin. 

Vice-president, two years—Jonathan Freeman, Austin. 

Vice-president, one year—O. W. Moore, Spring Valley, Minn. 

Secretary and Treasurer—Mrs. C. E. Brainerd, Albert Lea, Minn, 

FRUIT COMMITTEE. 

Three years, L. W. Allen, (Fillmore Co.), Spring Valley, Minn. 

Two years, Jens Jensen, (Mower Co.), Austin, Minn. 

One year, Jonathan Freeman, (Freeborn Co.), Austin, Minn. 

SEEDLING COMMITTEE. 

Three years, C. Morgan, (Fillmore Co.), Forestville, Minn. 

Two years, Geo. Prescott, (Freeborn Co.), Albert Lea, Minn. 

One year, F. W. Kimball, (Mower Co.), Austin, Minn. 

Food Value of Stone Fruits——Stone fruits have a high water content and 

as a consequence when eaten fresh are expensive, as the cost is out of all 

proportion to the nutritive material furnished. The same fruits dried con- 

tain much less water and therefore have a higher food value. It must not - 

be forgotten, however, that fruits are valuable for other reasons than the 

nutriment furnished. They contain acids and other bodies which are ‘be- 

lieved to have a beneficial effect on the system and often stimulate the 

appetite for other foods, 
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TWENTY-FIFTH ANNUSL MEETING MINNESOTA 

STATE FORESTRY ASSOCIATION. 
GEO. W. STRAND, SEC’Y, TAYLOR’S FALLS. 

Thursday afternoon, Dec. 6th, a joint session was held in Plym- 

outh church, Minneapolis, with the horticultural society. The re- 

ports, discussions and talks all bore evidence of the awakened inter- 
est in these matters. 

The business session was called to order by Pres. Cross at I 
o’clock, and after the usual routine of business, the reading of the 

secretary's report and financial statement, the election of officers was 

taken up, resulting as follows: 

OFFICERS FOR 1901. 

PRESIDENT. 

Chas. M. Loring... .0 225 3), 27} on od oo Minneapolis 
Secretary and Treasurer. 

Geo, W. Strand :. 25 okt tor ceo = one Taylor’s Falls 

VICE-PRESIDENTS. 

atst USS hetCh spo yn ee oe a el ee Wm. Somerville, Viola 

Second DStiehs sms) thi. Seite nale ahaa eee Alfred Terry, Slayton 
Hid ASiSteiCk coe ects ere ein Cee O. F. Brand, Faribault 

Pourth: District. <2. 250 bo oe ee ae eee W. P. Allen, St. Paul. 

Fiisth DSU sons oa oie ate cesar eee eee S. M. Owen, Minneapolis 

Sixth Disttict > 202 32.2e oe ee te eee Asa Paine, Carlton 

Seventh oisirich. sweeten <a ten eae O. A. Th. Solem, Halstad 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. 
Wyinan Puliot ry... igre 262 he ea ora och a jr > oe Minneapolis 
Ay WW eathiann o's og see etic 6 oe burs oe er Minneapolis 
]. ABS A nsdn pie eon te on Sheers 3-3 Dress Peg La Crescent 
Profs 9) Be Greet snc nee eae eee eee St. Anthony Park 
D. T. Wheaton: .... 055.665 ile ve we» Ne te ee Morris 

Motion made and carried that the president-elect appoint a com- 
mitte of five, besides himself, to act as a legislative committee. 

Motion made and carried that Mr. J. S. Harris draw up a reso- 
lution expressing our deep sorrow occasioned by the death of our 

highly esteemed member andco-worker, Col. John H, Stevens, same 

to be presented before the joint session. A discussion was started re- 
garding the disposal of forfeited tax sale lands, which resulted in the 
offering of a resolution in the joint session following, to the effect 

that such lands not adapted for agricultural purposes should be 

turned over to the State Forestry Board for forestry purposes. 

After the business session a joint meeting was held with the 
horticultural society, Pres. J. N. Cross taking the chair. A num- 
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ber of interesting papers were presented, but lack of time did not 

permit a discussion on them. 

Pres. Cross in his opening remarks outlined the work of the as- 

sociation, past and present, and its relation to the various other fores- 

try divisions now carried on by the state. “Its province is to be en- 

thusiastic and even radical by nature. It must be continued as the 

organized popular power back of advanced forestry movement. As 

such it must keep the people informed, prod them when they become 

indifferent and appeal to them in order to awaken an earnest interest 

which will reach the law-making power.” 

“A Lumberman’s View of the Forestry Situation” was ably 

given by Col. W. P. Allen, of St. Paul. Among the facts brought 

out, he stated that the lumberman has little to apologize for, as he 
has-done his share towards the building up of the country and the 

advancement of civilization. The barriers in the way of the rapid 
inauguration of a rational forestry system in this country will be 

mainly owing to the large area to be protected and difficulty of ob- 

taining funds to meet the same; also inducing the government to at- 

tempt a general system of forest management. Forest areas that 

are left untouched are reasonably safe from destructive fires, and 

the government should withdraw all its timber lands from the mar- 

ket. Private parties cannot hold the same to advantage, whereas 

the government can and should for the benefit of future genera- 

tions, thereby regulating the sale and use of timebr.. Our conditions 

differ much from those of Germany, but their spirit is correct, and 

we hope to learn much by studying their methods. 

Prof. S. B. Green, who spent some months the past season 

studying “forestry conditions in Germany” and other places, gavea 

very instructive talk on the above topic. It was not without consid- 

erable self-sacrifice that this system was established, for at one time 

Germany’s forests suffered abuse nearly as much as ours. The 

value of timber, system of protection and taxation were touched 
upon. Although we cannot expect to adopt these methods, we 

can obtain many good suggestions from this.source to base upon. 

A notable fact was that good roads and good forests accom- 
panied each other. Lands not suited for agricultural purposes 

are planted to forests. Our native jack pine is looked upon by them 

as one of their most valuable trees for the sandy plains, and seed of 

same commands a big price.- It is a characteristic of the Germans 

not to lay out money on land unless it pays, and their foresight in 

the forest plantations is no exception to this rule. 

Dr. Leo. M. Crafts, of Minneapolis, brought out many facts in 
his talk on the “Wisdom of the National Park Movement” to em- 
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phasize its necessity. Aside from the practical value such a park 

would be as a forest reserve and in the protection of our water sup- 

ply, no other region presents as many points in its favor on the 

aesthetic side. Its diversity, beauty and accessibility as a health re- 

sort commends itself, and for these reasons something must be done 

at once if it is to be preserved as such. 

Conditions have changed much since the time of the associa- 
tion’s organization, and now instead of the main issue being the en- 

couragement of prairie planting it is merging into that great ques- 

tion, which demands the best of statesmanship to handle—that of the 

protection and restoration of our native timber tracts. Although 

much good can yet be done in all of these lines, the latter will be pre- 
eminent in the assertion of its rights. 

After the lapse of a quarter of a century since its organization, 

those interested in the solution of the forestry problems have some 

reason to feel encouraged by its present outlook. The general agita- 

tion of these matters and growth of sentiment in their favor would 

seem to indicate that we have come to that point where the people 

see the necessity and should demand that forestry receive its due 

consideration and place. Our legislative bodies must devote more 

time to their consideration—they must view them fairly and with 

increasing favor. The past year has brought out many facts to sub- 

stantiate these statements, making it a year indicative of much com- 

ing good to the forestry problems which confront Minnesota. 

THE GIDEON MEMORIAL FUND. 
OLIVER GIBBS, PRESCOTT, WIS. 

The President: Now we come to the Gideon Memorial Fund. 
It was left with the executive committee a year ago to devise some 
plan of what we should do that would be in consonance with Mr. 
Gideon’s life and character, something that he would like to have 
done if anything at all was done. That is about where the matter 
stands today, and I will say that our old friend, and the friend of 
Mr. Gideon, and long a member of this society, "Mr. Oliver Gibbs, 
has been spoken to to sug ggest some plan by which this money can 
be raised, and I will ask him to present his report now. 

The arrow of grief pierced our hearts a year ago and more, 

when Mr, Gideon died. The eulogies of sorrow and of praise have 
been spoken. They appear in our annual report for the year just 

closed. The shaft has been withdrawn, the sharp pain has left us, 

the wound has healed over, our minds regarding him are in their 
normal condition. For myself, I say, no more can I think of him 
except with joy. It is therefore a pleasant duty that I have to speak 
of him before you at this time. And in doing so I must be governed 
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by the opinion that I should use my time in speaking of him as a 

man with advanced horticultural endowments, to the end that our 

successors and posterity, when we shall have passed along to them 

the record of his work for their examination, may learn from us, 

his neighbors and associates, what manner of worker he was, what 

was the peculiar life and the experience that made him Gideon, and 

be able to see and understand the lessons to be drawn from his 

life work. Of his services alone they can judge without contempor- 

aneous testimony, for his works are following him. 

There are others who saw more of him in the common walks 

of life than I did; yet I knew him well, was a visitor at his home and 
he at mine, nearly a hundred miles apart, and I had his confidence; 

and during our meetings, socially and otherwise, there were occa- 

sions when, under great trial, the genuineness, the true ring of him, 

were unmistakable. 
No words that I can select will adequately express my admira- 

tion for the heroes of common life who, knowing themselves, hon- 

oring themselves, sure of themselves, having beneficent life pur- 

poses, can follow their own ideal, endure criticism, misunderstand- 

ing, estrangement, detraction, poverty and all “the slings and arrows 

of outrageous fortune” that may threaten them, and yet 
“Along the cool, sequestered vales of life 

Have kept the noiseless tenor of their way.” 

And when we find a man of this sort, whose aim has been so 

high that the lofty flight of his purposé has struck an orbit round 

and round the world, till in its eccentric path it has infolded all hu- 

manity and brought down blessings in showers like the Leonids of 

November, but more constant, admiration rises to veneration. 

Peter M. Gideon came as near to being an exemplar of a prac- 

tical altruism as any man I| ever knew. 

In the year 1884, in a summer visit at his Lake Minnetonka 

home, he showed me three very promising seedling apple trees 

in the State Experimental Orchard, of which he was the superin- 

tendent, under a small salary paid by the state. These three trees 

were then in full bearing, but their fruit not yet mature enough to 

show their color or quality. Waiting till the earliest variety would 
be ripe, I then persuaded the governor of Minnesota to go with me 

and see for himself what Mr. Gideon was doing to earn his salary, 

for a movement was already on foot to take it away from him. 

Examining the trees again at this time, I saw an opportunity 

to help him make some money for use in his old age, and a few 

weeks later went back there backed by a responsible firm, and in 
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their behalf offered him fifteen thousand dollars for the exclusive 
right to cut scions from these three trees, which were clearly his 

own property, having been grown elsewhere on his own land be- 

fore he had gone into state employment, and merely transferred to 

the state orchard for better observation of them. 

What do you think his answer was? It was a kindly, but an 

emphatic, irrevocable NO. No nurseryman should hereafter have 
anything like a patent right on these or any others of his new ap- 

ples. He would propagate them for himself and give them wide 

distribution to the people at as near cost as he could put them out, 

and not deprive himself of the right to give them to any one who . 

could not afford to pay. ’ 

We all know how pertinaciously he carried out this benevolent 

intention, These Gideon experiment orchards are scattered all 

over the northwest. We are already hearing something from them. 

There was a philosophy in his appeals to horticultural societies 

to regard the encouragement of more extensive home raising of all 

the good fruits as a means of the moral regeneration of society. 

The proposed memorial is not needed to secure his fame. Some 

lovers and some destroyers of their race build their own monuments 

by their historic deeds. Mr. Gideon’s monument is already up. 

Wherever stands a Wealthy apple tree—wherever a plate of this 

king of varieties is seen—the eye of the horticulturist will read on 

every tree and on every red-cheeked apple from it the name of Peter 

M. Gideon. How many more “star-pointing pyramids” his other 
new varieties are building for him we do not know, but Wyman EI- 
liot, the messenger from Delphos, is said to be on the road this way, 

and there are whisperings of unveilings yet to be. 
There is a parallelism between Shakespeare and Milton, and 

Gideon and the horticulturists. We could use his Wealthy apple 

tree to our own profit and without much compensation to him; 

Milton could borrow from Shakespeare and absorb from him with- 

out credit; but at least he could say feelingly as we now say in the 

same spirit of Gideon: 
“What needs my Shakespeare for his honored bones? 

The labor of an age in piled stones? 

Or that his hallowed relics should be hid 
Under a star-pointing pyramid? 

Dear son of memory, great heir of fame, 

What need’st thou such weak witness of thy name?” 

But we will place this memorial, sacred to horticultural educa- 

tion, because it is our pleasure to do so, that the world may know 

he was honored in his own country and in his own state, by his 
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contemporaries, It is for this that I join you in placing the fresh © 
and, I hope, imperishable garland of the proposed memorial upon 

his honored head: 

I now offer the following resolution: 

Resolved, That the executive board, in their discretion, be 
recommended to prepare and print an illuminated booklet, usingasa 
standard of style the Roycroft publications; that it be limited to 
1,000 or more copies and each copy to be numbered and certified 
over the autograph of the secretary; and that it be copyrighted in 
the name of this society. 

That it contain about sixteen pages, as follows: 
Ist: A half-tone portrait of Mr. Gideon; 
2nd: A half-tone portrait of Mrs. Wealthy Gideon; 
3rd: A three-impression colored plate of the Wealthy apple; 
4th: A list of Mr. Gideon’s named seedling apples; 
5th: A condensed biography of Mr, Gideon; 
6th: A few pages of brief letters from horticulturists, not resi- 

dents of Minnesota, relating to Mr. Gideon and the Wealthy apple; 
7th: The imprint of the book shop doing the work. 
And nothing more. 
That the booklet be sold by the executive board or under their 

direction in such manner as they shall deem best, and the profits 
devoted to founding the proposed memorial at the State University 
of Minnesota. 

Now I will give you my thought. All of you have heard 
of the beautiful work done by the Roycroft shop, its reputation 
for printing beautiful things. There is Elbert Hubbard’s cele- 
brated essay, “A Message to Garcia,’ in illuminated form (ex- 
hibiting volume), and the same form I would suggest here. We 
may not be able to reach the high standard of this volume, this 
vellum covered and silk-lined booklet. But that is for the exe- 
cutive committee to determine. Every copy issued will have its 
number, and the supposition is that many of cur friends will be will- 
ing to pay a considerable sum for the first number. 

Mr. J. S. Trigg (Iowa): While the state of Minnesota has all 
the honor of owning Mr. Gideon as one of its citizens, I beg to state 
that other communities outside of your state have an equal pride 
in honoring this man, and it seems to me that resolution should 
be amended and the number of copies provided for be enlarged. 
Every man in Iowa who raises a Wealthy apple tree will surely feel 
a great interest in the man who originated that apple, and if you 
ony issue one thousand copies we will be unable to get any for 
owa. 

Prof. S. B. Green: I would like to say a few words in regard 
to this matter. I think that example is much better than precept. 
That is why I spoke last night about the honor which was paid to 
eminent persons who had lived, especially in Europe. I showed 
you the statue of Liebig, the chemist. He was a professor at the 
University of Giesen, and there is a fine marble monument in the 

* square to his memory. It isa goal for every boy to attain, I think 
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too much honor is often paid to money, that merit does not get 
quite its share of honor; and I think we Americans have been justly 
charged with the fact that we were rather inclined to honor the thing 
that glitters than that which was true underneath. I do not mean 
that entirely; it would be a slander upon myself and upon a great 
many high-minded men and women; but it is a fact that we do not 
go down to the bottom of these things and honor the thing itself, the 
example. Here is a man who started out in an original line. He is 
a pioneer; he laid out his own maps, and he did not know what 
harbor he was going to bring up in. He laid it out with his horti- 
cultural chart and compass, and you and I and many citizens are 
reaping the benefit of his labors. 

I believe this is a good thing and I believe it is perfectly prac- 
ticable. I will put in $25 myself. 

There is another feature in this thing. It comes home to me 
personally, because at present I am professor of horticulture in the 
university.. I know a thing like that would be a stimulus; it would 
be a good thing for all young men to have these matters spoken of. 
We have a new horticultural building at the experiment station. 
There are two brick piers in the class room having a face of two feet 
towards the class. It is the purpose to have brass plates placed 
on those columns with the names of eminent horticulturists on those 
plates,—to have them there as a sort of inspiration. If I were asked 
why the name of Epraim Bull was engraved on that plate I could 
tell them of the Concord grape. I could point out to them the name 
of Peter Gideon as the originator of the Wealthy apple. They 
would inquire about these things, and they are examples, thoughts, 
texts that will stimulate good thinking, high thinking, and I think 
it is a very good thing to have before the young. I would move the 
adoption of the resolution. 

As to whether there should be more than one thousand copies 
issued, I think that matter can be left to the executive committee. 

Mr. J. S. Harris: I will most heartily second the motion of 
Prof. Green, and I think in doing what we propose to do we are 
not only perpetuating Mr. Gideon’s memory, but we are doing some- 
thing by which thousands and tens of thousands of people coming 
after us who read and study his life may be stimulated in doing like- 
wise. It will be doing something that will last after marble has 
crumbled to dust, and the study of the contents of that little book 
will also be a stimulus to make more and better horticulturists. _ 

Mr. J. S. Triggs (Iowa): A leading fruit man in the city 
of Minneapolis told me not more than one hour ago that this apple, 
if raised in sufficient quantity throughout the northwest, would out- 
sell the Rhode Island Greening, the Baldwin, Northern Spy or any 
other eastern apple. 

The President: JI inquired in Washington of different ones 
what the most popular apple was in their state. They named sev- 
eral, “but,” they said, “there is a new one that we have got the 
last few years.” “What is it?” “It is an apple called the Wealthy, 
and it originated in your own state.” This little memorial book 
strikes me very favorably, indeed, It is a thing of beauty and will 
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be a joy forever, and every one of us will be proud to have it in his 
house. A real thing, a real gem, is worth more than a lot of trash. 
I would like to ask how many would be glad to have the chance 
to get one of those books when finished and offered for sale. (AI- 
most every hand was raised.) What an endorsement that is. It 
seems as though every one in the house wants a copy. It is an as- 
sured success. 

A vote being taken on Prof. Green’s motion to adopt the reso- 
lution offered by Mr. Gibbs, the affirmative vote was unanimous. 

The Secretary: I was standing at one time on Bridge Square 
when ‘Bill’ King, as he was familiarly known, was alive. A farmer 
who had come to market with a load of produce had the misfortune 
to lose an ox, and a crowd was standing about expressing their sor- 
row over the situation and speculating as to how the man was going 
to get home. Just at that time “Bill” King stepped up and took 
in the condition of things, and he took off his hat, put in five dol- 
lar and passed it around, saying: “I am sorry five dollars; how 
sorry are you?” Iam here to take down subscriptions to this fund, 
and I want to know “how sorry you are,’ or how glad you feel to 
contribute. 

The President: I am like Othello, my occupation is gone, but 
I will be glad to go down for five dollars. 

Mr. Wyman Elliot: We have an apple with us that is not 
shown on the tables that is equal to that (exhibiting a Wealthy), 
and I am not sure but what it will keep longer. It has been named 
the “Peter.” It is a twin brother of the Wealthy, and I am not sure 
but what it is going to have a wider reputation than the Wealthy. 
I am willing to be glad to the extent of five dollars. 

Subscriptions were then called for, and in twenty minutes the 
sum of $225 was pledged, apportioned among the following sub- 
scribers: 

SUBSCRIPTION TO THE GIDEON MEMORIAL FUND. 

Ptof. Samuel B. Green, St. Anthony Park, $25.00. 

W. W. Pendergast, Hutchinson, $5.00. 

J. S. Harris, La Crescent, $5.00. 

Wyman Elliot, Minneapolis, $5.00. 

S. H. Kenney, Morristown, $5.00. 

J. M. Underwood, Lake City, $10.00. 

Mrs. Laura A. Alderman, Hurley, S. D., $5.00. 

E. A. Webb, St. Paul, $5.00. 

Mrs. A. G. Wilcox, Hugo, $5.00. 

J. T. Grimes, Minneapolis, $5.00. 

Chas. G. Patten, Charles City, Ia., $5.00. 

F. W. Kimball, Austin, $5.00. 

L. R. Moyer, Montevideo, $5.00. 

David Secor, Winnebago City, $5.00. 

D. S. Hall, Minneapolis, $10.00. 

W. J. Tingley, Stillwater, $5.00. . 

A. W. Latham, Minneapolis, $5.00. 

Clarence Wedge, Albert Lea, $5.00. 
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J. P. Andrews, Faribault, $5.00. 

Thos. Redpath, Long Lake, $5.00. 

R. W. Chapman, Plainview, $2.50. 

Alfred Terry, Slayton, $3.00. 

Andrew Wilfert, Cleveland, $3.00. 

Thos. E. Cashman, Owatonna, $5.00. 

F. L. Marsh, Champlin, $2.50. 

A. H. Reed, Glencoe, $5.00. 

D. M. Mitchell, Owatonna, $5.00. 

Prof. N. E. Hansen, Brookings, S. D., $5.00. 

H. M. Lyman, Excelsior, $5.00. 

C. S. Hulbert, Minneapolis, $5.00. 

W. L. Taylor, Litchfield, $5.00. 

Chas. Hawkins, Minneapolis, $5.00. 

C. F. Gardner, Osage, Ia., $5.00. 

C. E. Older, Luverne, $5.00. 

J. Beckley, Nerstrand, $1.00. 

A. D. Leach, Excelsior, $2.00. 

H. G. Acklin, St. Paul, $2.00. 

W. H. Brimhall, Hamline, $1.00. 

J. S. Parks, Pleasant Mounds, $1.00. 

Jonathan Freeman, Austin, $1.00. 

Mrs. D. W. Sprague, Minneapolis, $1.00. 

J. A. Howard, Hammond, $1.00. 

J. S. Jerabek, Silver Lake, $1.00. 

John Penney, Cushing, $1.00. 

C. G. Mattson, $1.00. 

R. L. Daniels, Red Wing, $1.00. 

E. R. Pond, Bloomington, $1.00. 

Martin Penning, Sleepy Eye, $1.00. 

A. W. Keays, Elk River, $1.00. 

A. G. Long, Excelsior, $1.00. 

D. T. Wheaton, Morris, $1.00. 

Mrs. A. B. Kingsbury, Merriam Park, $1.00. 

T. T. Bacheller, Minneapolis, $1.00. 

Prescott, Wis., Horticultural Society, by Oliver Gibbs, $10.00. 

W. S. Widmoyer, Dresbach, $1.50. 

O. C. Gregg, Lynd, $5.00. 

Seasonable Orchard Work.—No more profitable work can be done in 

the orchard during winter than to hunt up and destroy the eggs of the tent 

caterpillar moth. These are deposited during July in compact ring-like 

clusters of two or three hundred each upon the smaller twigs of the apple 

trees. After they are laid, the parent moth covers them with a viscid liquid 

which dries into a varnish-like substance that completely coats and protects 

the eggs from rain. These egg clusters are easily discernible in winter 

when the trees are leafless, and should be cut off with a pair of long-handled 

pruning shears and burned, thus preventing the ravages of the caterpillars 

in a most effective manner. 
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TRACING THE GIDEON APPLE SEEDLINGS. 

WYMAN ELLIOT, MINNEAPOLIS. 

Through the courtesy of Ansel Gideon, the oldest son of the 

late Peter M. Gideon, soon after the death of his father, I had ac- 

cess to the books and manuscripts left in the old homestead, and 

among them I discovered an old order book in which were recorded 

the orders taken for seedling apple trees that, during the years 

1887-9, he had advertised for distribution to those who enclosed 

one dollar, to pay for packing, with an application for one hundred 

trees. For convenience in keeping a record of each lot of trees, 

I made a list of the persons ordering and numbered them consecu- 

tively from I to 231. I spent considerable time in locating the true 

post-office addresses of these persons, and found that they had a 

wide distribution, going into twenty-seven different states, from 

New Mexico on the southwest to Maine on the northeast, Pennsyl- 
vania on the southeast and Selkirk in the northwest, and into one 

hundred and sixty-one counties and two hundred and three towns. 

There never was, as far as we know, any effort made by Mr. Gid- 
eon or any one else to trace up the results to be expected from 

planting these seedling trees, distributed over such a large area, 

with a wide range of climatic influences and environment. 
After consulting with the president, secretary and executive 

board of our society about the advisability of tracing up the results 
of this work, the following circular was prepared, containing twelve 

questions to be answered by the person receiving or the present 

owner of these trees: 

INFORMATION WANTED AS TO THE CONDITION, FRUITAGE AND PRESENT 

OWNERSHIP OF CERTAIN SEEDLING APPLES, SENT OUT BY THE 

LATE PETER M. GIDEON, OF EXCELSIOR, MINN. 

Please answer each question following, writing in the space 
provided after each question, and mail at your earliest convenience 
(using the enclosed enveleope), and you will assist the Minnesota 
State Horticultural Society materially in its efforts to secure hardy 
and valuable fruits for the northwest: 

1. How many of Mr. Gideon’s seedling apple trees did you 
receive, and in what year? ‘ 

2. Were the trees in good condition when received? 
3. Will you please give the names and postoffice addresses of 

any others you know who have at any time planted any of Mr. 
Gideon’s seedling apple trees? 

4. How many of the Gideon trees you planted are now alive 
and in good condition? 

5. Describe the location where those trees were planted, par- 

ticularly as to soil, subsoil, comparative elevation, direction of slope, 

protection from winds, etc. 
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6. How many of these trees are bearing fruit, and in what year 
did they commence bearing? 

7. Are there any of these trees now alive and in good condi- 
tion which have not yet borne fruit, and how many? 

8. Are there any of these trees (judging from your experience 
with them) that are worthy of propagation? If so, describe them 
here, particularly as to hardiness and prolificness of tree, and size, 
color, quality, etc., of fruit, length of time it has kept, and method 
of keeping. 

g. What success have you had in planting any kind of apple 
trees in your climate, and where were they propagated and from 
whom procured? 

10. How do the trees from Mr. Gideon compare in hardiness 
and longevity with other varieties you have planted? 

Iz. Are you growing other seedling apple trees that have 
promise of value? If so, describe them. (Note our offer of $1,000 
for a seedling apple tree.) 

12. If suitable money premiums are offered, would you be 
willing the coming season to forward to our society five specimens 
of each desirable kind of the Gideon seedling apples, for exhibition 
and examination? Our object in securing these is to compare your 
fruits with those of others who are growing fruit from seedlings 
sent out by Mr. Gideon, hoping thereby to gain some information 
which will be of value to the work of this society and to the public. 
Premium lists will be sent later to all who respond favorably to this 
question. 

13. Please give here your full name and postoffice address. ~ 

In response to these circulars sent out there have been returned 

by the postoffice department as unclaimed fifty-four; twenty-three 

have answered without giving any information of particular value; 

forty-one have answered giving information that may be valuable 
if further correspondence is had with them. Those replying have 

now growing 1,999 trees, out of over 10,000 distributed, and of these 

647 have not yet borne fruit, and their value cannot now be 

estimated. We have gained some knowledge respecting the vicissi- 

tudes which many of these trees underwent from delays in trans- 
| portation, neglect in proper handling after arrival (some lying in the 

trench where bedded in one and two years) and in preparing the soil 

for planting; improper protection from injury by cattle, rabbits, 

mice and gophers, and gross mismanagement, and in many in- 

stances no care given, only planted in soil without cultivation, 
mulching or watering, with the inevitable attending result of total 

loss. 

The planting of over 10,000 seedling trees that had been select- 

ed from many thousands with great care as being the best to send 

out over so large an area, with such a wide variation of environment, 

has led us to think that possibly there might be some kinds that 
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would prove of great value to northwestern pomology; but when we 

consider into whose hands they were consigned, with the probable 

ignorance of many of these would-be fruit growers as to the plant- 
ing, care and management of fruit trees at that time (1887 to 1890), 
is it any wonder we find no better results? If these trees had had 

such careful handling, care and environment as the one hundred 

trees sent to Mr. T. J. Lightly, of Oakland, Freeborn county, Minn., 

the result would have proven far different. Here was an instance 

where intelligence was exercised, producing more fine varieties from 

that one order than from four-score of orders as ordinarily man- 

aged. 
Out of this list of trees there are now growing twenty or thirty 

kinds superior to many of the named sorts under cultivation, some 
of which demonstrate the prepotency of the Wealthy to give a dis- 

tinguishing mark to its progeny. 
There are many valuable points of interest to the student in 

pomology in following up the history of these seedlings, often ob- 
tained through the helpful suggestions that come from thinking, 

practical people, that I would like to have said in this report. I 

think enough has been indicated of the importance of the work to 

awaken a desire for further investigation. 

In looking over these seedling orders I discovered, listed with 

them, quite a number of named seedlings that Mr. Gideon had sent 

out from time to time, and as far as I am able to judge, the follow- 

ing are a list of what he propagated for distribution: August, Blood 

Red, Excelsior, Florence, Gideon, Gracie, January, Lou, Martha, 

Moulton, October, Peter, Rebekah and Wealthy. If there are other 

seedlings of his growing that have been named and distributed, 
parties having such information that is reliable would confer a favor 

by sending the name and where growing to our secretary. 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON GIDEON SEEDLINGS. 
WYMAN ELLIOT, CHAIRMAN. 

Making an intelligent report upon the many seedlings and 

grafted varieties growing and fruiting upon the Peter M. Gideon 

farm would require more time than your committee has been able 

to devote to that subject in one season’s examination, The chair- 

man has visited the farm six times during the season, once with R. 

S. Mackintosh, from the State Experimental Station. 

There are four orchards that have been planted at different 

times, and we will designate them by numbers, as Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4, 

in the order in which they were planted. 
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No. I is nearest the house; No. 2 next to that, with a strip of 
timber intervening; No. 3 a little further to the west of No. 2, with 

forest trees interspersed, and No. 4 is north of this orchard, with 

only a road or driveway between. 

No. 1 is largely planted with Mr. Gideon’s named seedlings 
and varieties of his own raising. Many of the seedlings have been 
grafted with fall and winter varieties, obtained, no doubt, from many 

localities outside of the state. Some have been grafted long enough 
to come into bearing the present season, and among these are sev- 

eral varieties of value; one in particular, which appears to be root- 

grafted. There are four trees of this variety. The fruit is large, and 

when fully ripe quite attractive, of good quality, and the trees are 

very productive. The fruit was placed upon exhibition at our state 
fair, and the attention of every native fruit grower attending was 

called to this apple, desiring a name. After the fair specimens were 

sent to three expert growers of fruit in lowa, and Stark Bros., Lou- 
isiana, Mo., and.a specimen to Prof. Taylor of the Pomological 
Division at Washington, D. C. But up to the present time we 
have failed to learn the name or origin of this apple. It has the 

smallest seed of any large apple I have ever examined. There were 

two other large trees which bore striped apples, that were very at- 

tractive to the eye and of good quality. These Prof. Hansen has 

pronounced Mountain Beet. There were many other varieties of 

grafted apples in this orchard, scattered promiscuously among 

Wealthy, Peter, Gideon, Lou, October and other varieties of hisown 

raising, and the inference is that they were so arranged for the pur- 

pose of pollination of the flowers, and from the fruit seed was to be 

selected for planting. : 

' Orchard No. 2 is planted mostly with seedlings of his ow 

growing, with here and there a tree with part of the top grafted 

with some other variety. In this orchard are crab trees growing 

that bear fruit no larger than a marrowfat pea and apples of good 

size, with a great variation in texture, color and flavor. One re- 

markable thing about the Gideon seedlings, wherever grown, is that 

they have the faculty of being very highly colored. We did not dis- 

cover any apple in this orchard that was the equal of the Wealthy 

in size or quality. 

Orchard No. 3 has over 2,000 trees growing and fruiting and 

contains a very heterogeneous mass of fruit trees, representing a 

wide range as to season, size, color and quality, very many of them 

very attractive with their coloring of red and gold, but lacking flavor 

and the other qualifications that would make them desirable kinds 

for further propagation. In the western end of this orchard are 
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several rows of trees of Russians and natives, the Wealthy and 
Peter leading as to productiveness and profit. 

Orchard No. 4 is quite young, with a very few of the trees bear- 

ing for the first time this season. These are mostly varieties of his 
own raising, I should judge from the fruit growing upon them 

this year. There possibly may be many kinds of long keeping var- 

ieties planted among his own seedlings, hoping in this way to obtain 

seed from which he expected to produce the coming long-keeping 

apple which we are so anxious to have. 

We have been well paid for our time and trouble in visiting 
the Gideon orchards, in learning somewhat of the value of this 

work which he has left unfinished for others to take up and carry 

forward, not only for the benefit of our own state, but of the whole 

United States and Canada. For northwestern pomology to receive 
the largest returns from this unfinished experiment these orchards 
should be critically examined by those competent to judge of the 

merits of their production for several years. 
At our last state fair there were exhibited from the Gideon 

orchards over 150 varieties of seedling and grafted fruits, many of 
them of high quality and all very much admired for their high color- 

ing and shapeliness. 

One idea further and I shall close. The more I consider and 

examine into this experimental work of Mr. Gideon and think of its 

possibilities, I feel there should be some way provided or arrange- 

ment made to obtain this property and the orchard-ground for an 

object lesson of the persistent energy so devotedly done for the 

benefit of the coming generation of growers of fruit in our state. 

What better use could a few thousand dollars be put to for foster- 

ing this fast improving industry than in acquiring full and unlimited 

possession of these orchards, and engrafting the most modern ideas 

in its future growth and management, and I hope some wealthy 
friend of horticulture will earnestly consider, in his beneficence, the 

honor it would be to him to come forward and provide enough 

means to purchase this property and place its care and management 

with the Central Experiment Station, with the State Horti-. 
cultural Society as advisers for the next few years, that a 

concise record may be kept of what is good and decide 

what varieties are best, what show qualities worthy of furth- 

er propagation and ‘dissemination. Those varieties that do 

not possess quality of fruit but have hardiness to recom- 

mend them for stock purposes, should be top-grafted with other 

good varieties, and in some few instances, perhaps, they might be 
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propagated for stock upon which to graft and bud half-hardy var- 

ieties that would not stand the rigors of this climate without this 

kind of management—or, perhaps, if this philanthropic friend cannot 

be found, our state legislature could be prevailed upon to make an 
appropriation sufficient to meet this contingency. 

ANNUAL MEETING, WOMEN’S AUXILIARY. 

MISS EMMA V. WHITE, MINNEAPOLIS. 

One of the pleasant features of the winter meeting was the 
session prepared and presided over by the Women’s Auxiliary. 

While some might consider the topics presented as relating more es- 

pecially to the aesthetic in horticulture, still they were eminently 

practical, and such as should come properly within the scope of the 
society’s interests. 

The speakers were all prominent in the work which they repre- 

sented, and were listened to with attention, many of the papers elicit- 
ing interesting discussions. 

Miss Lucia Danforth, of Carleton College, gave an illustrated 
talk on the possibilities of beautifying country school grounds. Her 
plan was pronounced idealistic by some, yet she set forth a condi- 

tion devoutly to be wished for and persistently to be attempted. 
Mrs, Conde Hamlin, president of the Civic League of St. Paul, 

spoke of the out-door work accomplished by the league in the way 

of better sanitation and of adornment. 
A paper on “Our National Flower,” prepared by Mrs. Henry F. 

Brown, president of the Minneapolis Improvement League, was 

read, in which she suggested the maize as an appropriate national 

emblem, it being one of the few distinctly American products. 

Prof. Maria L. Sanford, of the University of Minnesota, spoke 

on a subject of vital interest, “The Forest Reserve,” referring es- 

pecially to the efforts to establish a national park in the vicinity of 

Cass Lake. : 
A paper by Mr. Roy Underwood, of Lake City, related to beau- 

tifying the home grounds, and Prof. Wm. M. Hays, of the State 

Agricultural School, presented a practical plan, which-is in partial 

operation, of teaching agriculture in the common schools. 

As these addresses and papers will appear in the Horticulturist, 

no detailed account is needed here. 
At the business meeting of the auxiliary an informal discussion 

on interesting children in horticulture brought out some pleasing 

and significant personal experiences. Mrs. Frances Town, by re- 
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lating the story of Peter M. Gideon, had so aroused the children of 
her neighborhood that they were planting every seed they could 
secure. This discussion led to the passage of a resolution indicat- 

ing the desire of the auxiliary to undertake some systematic effort 

to foster the practice of horticulture among the children of the 

state. The matter was referred to the executive committee to form- 

ulate some plan by which this may be done. 

The election resulted in reinstating the old officers, namely: 

President, Miss Emma V. White; vice-president, Miss Jennie Sta- 
ger; secretary, Mrs. Anna B. Underwood; treasurer, Mrs. L. R. 

Moyer; executive committee, Miss Lucia E. Danforth, Mrs. Jennie 

Stager and Mrs. A. A. Kennedy. 

ANNUAL MEETING, MEADOW VALE HORTICULTURAL 

CLUB. 

A. W. KEAYS, SECRETARY, ELK RIVER. 

At the annual meeting, held Oct. 27th, much interest was taken 

in fruit growing, although it is much harder to grow fruit in this 

latitude than it is farther south in the state, and we have many dis- 

couragements to meet. Still, we have learned many valuable les- 
sons, and we have some valuable portions of our work left, that old 

King Boreas has not been able to destroy. 
After the election of officers for the current year, a paper 

on grafting and budding the wild plum was presented by A. W. 

Keays, illustrated by actual work done, showing the fullest details 

for successful work and how a sour, worthless tree may be changed 

to one loaded with beautiful, sweet plums of the choicest quality. 

A. C. McBeath, Fred Keasling and A. W. Keays were chosen 
as delegates to attend the annual state meeting in Minneapolis, 

Dec. 4 and 7. Several new members were added to the member- 

ship. A. C. Bailey was given charge of the agricultural and horti- 

cultural exhibit at the state fair in 1901. 

The report from the trial station was also presented. A large 

number of people have visited those grounds during the past year 
to note the behavior of the different varieties of fruits on trial there. 

This report, with the other papers and discussicns, will appear in 

the Horticulturist. 
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ANNUAL MEETING WISCONSIN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—This Society 

has changed the date of its annual gathering and will convene this year at 

Oshkosh, January 14th to 17th. 

ORCHARD CONDITIONS OF DECEMBER 14th.—“‘I have been looking over 

my orchard. No injury has occurred yet, and the young wood seems to be 

riper than when growth was stopped by frost.”’ 

J. S. HARRIS. 
» 

FINANCES OF THE SOUTHERN MINNESOTA SOCIETY.—This association is a 

long way from bankruptcy, the last report showing a balance of $66.25 in the 

treasury and no bills to pay. The management is to be commended. 

THE DELEGATE TO THE NORTHEASTERN IOWA SocIETY.—Mr. E. F. Peck, 
of Austin, consented to run the risk of being away from home over Thanksgiv- 

ing and went as our delegate to the annual gathering of the above society. His 

interesting report is to be found in the next issue. 

Iowa’S REPRESENTATIVE AT THE AMERICAN POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY.—We 

note that our fellow member, though an Iowan, Mr. Chas. G. Patten, has been 

chosen for the second time to represent the Iowa society at the biennial gather- 

ing of this great national organization, which convenes next summer at Buffalo. 

DELEGATES TO SISTER SOCIETIES. —The following members have been ap- 

pointed to represent this society at the annual meetings of our neighboring 

societies, viz.: W. W. Pendergast, to Wisconsin; Dewain Cook, to South 

Dakota; and Prof. Wm. Robertson to Iowa. Of these the Iowa meeting has 

already been held, and the delegate’s report will appear in the next number. 

ARE YOU WoRKING~—and will you send in at least one new member during 

this the first year of the new century? With the 1900 magazines you have to 

distribute and the help of the society folder, you ought to, to say nothing of 

the inducements offered to you in horticultural books as premiums for such 

service. Some one got you to join, and you thank them. Pass the obligation 

along ! 

THOSE SENDING NEW MEMBERS IN DECEMBER.— 

J..B. Andréws, Faribault......... 3 | Je Si Harris; Wa. Crescente ae ere 1 
Rev. M. Melinat, Webster........ 1 A.B. Franklin, Minneapolis..... 2 
P. A. Henning, Zumbrota........ 2 W.W. Pendergast, Hutchinson.. 1 
ACN aWirightiohxcelsion. 4551 2. A. Hi. Street, Albertilearc eee 1 
J. Longbittern, Seaforth.......... 1 R.J. Mendenhall, Minneapolis... 1 
A. K. Bush, Farmers’ Institute... 15 Francis Davis, Goodhue.......... 1 
R. G. Benjamin, Hutchinson..... 4 CAM. Jensen, Albert Lea. .7 aa i 
G. D. McKisson, Charles City,Ia. 2 Paul Burtzlaff, Stillwater......... iL 

When will vou send one? 
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COMMITTEE ON THE GID)iON MEMORIAL FUND.—Pursuant to the instruc- 
tions of the society, at the late annual meeting, the executive board has ap- 

pointed Messrs. Elliot, Green and Latham a committee to make investigations 

as to the publication of the booklet in regard to the matter and settle upon a 

plan of procedure.. In the meantime further subscriptions to the fund may be 

made to the secretary. 

Younc MEN AT OvUR MEETINGS.—It is a common saying at horticultural 

meetings that the young men are not there. This could not be said at our late 

meeting. There were a large number of young men in attendance and several 

young ladies, most of whom are members of the society and willing workers 

where opportunity offers. Our successors are being duly trained and with 

diligence. 

HavE You RECEIVED THE 1901 REPORT?—Unless specially asked for, 

reports are not sent out to members who were in attendance at the annual 

meeting, it being taken for granted that they were secured at that time. If 

you did not get one then and don’t receive one about this time, please notify 

the secretary, at the same time giving your membership number. Reports are 

not sent out to members living in or near the twin cities, who can conveniently 

call at the office for them. Will you call for yours? It will save the society 

eighteen cents postage on each copy. 

Do You WANT PLANT PREMIUMS?—A new list of plant premiums for the 

year 1901 has been prepared and printed in the 1901 folder and on the inside 

of the front cover of the magazine. If you want premiums the coming spring 

select them from this new list and notify the secretary, at the same time giving 

the number of your membership card, if you have received it. Select the pre- 

miums by number and not by giving the description of them, which will save 

the busy secretary much work. Two plant premiums are sent postpaid to each 

member, new or old, who applies for them. 

WERE MISSED AT THE MEETING.—Among the regular attendants at our meet- 

ings who were missed from their posts at the late meeting are Mr. and Mrs. J. M. 

Underwood and Mr. E. H. S. Dartt. Mr. Underwood and his wife are visiting 

for the winter with his brother in southern California, and Mr. Dartt was kept 

at home by physical infirmities. The sympathy of the society was expressed 

towards the latter by suitable resolutions, while the absence of Mr. Underwood 

gave an opportunity for making him an honorary life member, which his long 

years of zealous service for the society richly deserved. 

THE ANNUAL SOCIETY FOLDER.—A folder, similar to that issued in previous 

years, has been prepared and is now ready for circulation. They will be sent 

out, in limited numbers, with the membership ticket, and more will be sup- 

plied as called for. The nurserymen of the state could distribute large num- 

bers of these with advantage, as they contain, besides a full description of the 

society and its workings, the fruit list and alist of ornamental trees and shrubs, 

this last list having been added this year for the first time. These will be 

found invaluable in securing new members, and the membership should use 

them freely. 

“THE THIRTY-FOURTH ANNUAL MEETING OF THE MINNESOTA STATE 
HorRTICULTURAL SOCIETY—which convened for a four days’ session at Minne- 

apolis, December 4th, marked the high tide of the prosperity of what is with- 
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out doubt the largest horticultural society in the west, if not on the continent 

The badge book, with name and number of each member intending to be pres- 

ent, was a new feature of the meeting and worthy of the adoption of all large 

societies. The badges worn by the members being numbered, a stranger could 

identify each by reference to his badge book, and get acquainted with those he 

desired to meet in an easy and informal way.’’--Orange Judd Farmer. 

A FELLOW MEMBER’S MISFORTUNE.—The home of Mr. Clarence Wedge, of 

Albert Lea, was burned on the morning of Sunday, December 9. Most of the 

household goods were saved. We understand the building was fairly well 

insured. Mr. Wedge was making preparations to remove to the new nursery 

he located last spring a short distance north of Albert Lea. He is assured of 

the sympathy of all his friends in this misfortune. 

A note received from Mr. Wedge since writing the above, says: ‘‘We are 

tolerably well settled in our new home now, a much larger house, fine barns 

and outbuildings.”’ 

AN EXPERIMENT STATION ON THE GIDEON FARM.—It has been wisely sug- 

gested that the state should acquire the farm and orchards of the late Peter M. 

Gideon and run the place as an experiment orchard under the management of 

the state experiment station. What more practical plan for prosecuting this 

line of work in our community could be devised than this? But how can the 

property be secured and working arrangements be made. ‘This is the problem, 

and the thought of members of this society and of others interested in the 

pomology of the northwest is desired on this subject. Write the secretary, and 

let us exchange ideas in regard to this. 
In this connection the following extract will be of interest: ‘“There is much 

on the home grounds of the late Peter M. Gideon to testify to his life work, on 

which it is not an easy task to place an estimate. I wish your society or your 

state would buy that plant and place a competent man in charge of it. I be- 

lieve there are seedling stocks there that should be grown and disseminated 
over the northwest for the sole purpose of top-working with choice winter 

varieties. I fruited Jonathan, Ben Davis, Malinda, N. W. Greening, Missouri 

Pippin, Wisconsin Spy and Gano, Newell’s Winter, Milwaukee, Eureka, Her- 

fordshire Pearmain, Blue Pearmain, Dominion Winter and Dudley’s Winter— 

all winter sorts this season—top-worked on Virginia crabs.’’—A. J. Philips. 

There have been two deaths in the honorary life list within a short time. 
That of Prof. H. W. S. Cleveland took place in Chicago early in December, the 

exact date not -being known to the writer. He has been on this roll 

since 1888. Fora number of years past he has resided with a son in Chicago. 

At one time in charge of the Minneapolis city parks, he has left his impress in 

a lasting way with us. 
The death of Mr. Wm. Mackintosh occurred at his home in Langdon, in this 

state, on Sunday, Dec. 9th. He passed peacefully away to a well earned rest, 

Mr. Mackintosh was made an honorary life member at the 1899 meeting, as a 

well merited distinction for many years’ service with this society. 

The usual biographical sketch for both of these departed ones will appear in 

later issues. 
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EX-SEC’Y OLIVER GIBBS, 

PRESCOTT, WIS. 

Oliver Gibbs, whose portrait appears as frontispiece in this 

number of the Horticulturist, was born in Bethel, Vermont, Novem- 

ber 23, 1832, making him now in his 69th year. His father was born 

in Plymouth county, Massachusetts; his grandfather, Lemuel Gibbs, 

and his grandmother on that side of the house, born Hannah Putnam, 

were also Massachusetts people, although she was of the Connecticut 

Putnam stock, in the same family tree with Gen. Israel Putnam, of 

Revolutionary fame. His mother, born Zilpha Thomas, died when 

he was nine years old. She, as well as his father’s people, had a long 

lived ancestry, but was herself a victim of the ignorance of the day 

concerning sanitary conditions and medical practice. 

In 1833 his father and family removed to Pittsfield, Vermont, 

where Oliver was brought up, working on the farm and attending 

district and select school. 
In 1850 and 1851 he taught in neighboring district schools; 

working as a printer in 1852 in the Herald office and in Geo. A. 

Tuttle’s job office in Rutland. 

In 1853 he tramped westward, setting type on the Troy Whig, 

Syracuse Journal and Chicago Democrat. In February, 1854, he 

tramped again, this time south, making short stops in Indianapolis, 

Louisville, Memphis, Vicksburg and Jackson, and getting a steady 

situation in the office of the Brandon Republican, Rankin county, 

Mississippi. Getting homesick for the north, he came back to Chica- 

go, in July of that year, and till September, 1855, had employment as 
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compositor on the Prairie Farmer, himself and O. W. Wight, the 
editor, constituting the entire force on the paper ; also as city reporter 

of the Chicago Times. 
In September, 1855, he came to Prescott, Wisconsin, his present 

home, and entered into partnership with Charles E. Young in the 

publication of the Transcript, a weekly paper. In November, 1855, 

he was appointed clerk of the Pierce county board of supervisors, to 

fill a vacancy ;‘elected in 1856 for two years; re-elected in 1858. In 

1857, sold his interest in the Prescott Transcript. 
In 1861 he was commissioned as Adjutant 2nd Battalion of 

the Second Wisconsin Volunteer Cavalry (Col. C. C. Washburn), 
and served in the Missouri and Arkansas campaigns till July, 1862, 
when broken in health by exposure and privation in the White River 

Swamps, under Gen. Curtis, and his office having been abolished by 

Act of Congress, he resigned at Helena on surgeon’s certificate of 

disability and came home to Prescott. 
In October, 1863, he was appointed temporary clerk of the pay- 

master general’s office, War Department, Washington, and in the 

February following promoted to a regular clerkship, class 2, in the 
adjutant general’s office and assigned to duty as confidential clerk to 
Gen. E. D. Townsend, acting adjutant general. In March following 

he was transferred to the office of assistant secretary of war, under 

Charles A. Dana, and promoted by him to class 4 of the War De- 
partment rolls, the grade next to chief clerk. His work here was to 

create and organize an office with entirely new duties growing out 

of the exigencies of the war. That office still survives, using the 

same system. He served in this position under Dana and Gen. 

Thomas T. Eckert, now president of the Western Union Telegraph 
Company, the last assistant secretary of war under the civil war 

regime, afterward serving with and receiving his instructions per- 

sonally from Secretaries of War Stanton, Grant, Schofield and 

Rawlins. ais 
In 1869, again broken in health and his family all reduced invalids 

from the malaria then prevalent in East Washington, he resigned 

and moved to Lake City, Minnesota, and tried gardening and small 
fruit raising. Here, through the friendship of J. M. Underwood; 

S. M. Emery and others, he joined the State Horticultural Society, 
of which he was secretary from June, 1882, till January 1, 1885. 

At Lake City he passed (speaking after the manner of men) ten 

of the best years of his life afflicted by what was supposed to be an 

incurable disease, due to his army hardships and exposures in Arkan- 

sas, but yielding at last to a surgical operation. 
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In 1883 he made an exhibit of Minnesota fruits at the biennial 

meeting of the American Pomological Society, at Philadelphia, win- 
ning the Wilder medal, one of only four awarded on all the fruits of 

North America. 

In January, 1884, he was appointed commissioner to represent 

Minnesota at the World’s Industrial and Cotton Centennial Exposi- 
tion, New Orleans. With the assistance of Gov. Hubbard he raised, 

by subscription, about $40,000, $28,000 in cash and the balance in 

property, to pay the expenses of the exhibit, the legislature at that 
time not having made an appropriation for the purpose. 

With the consent of Gov. Hubbard he also served the exposition 

in a double capacity during the year 1884, up to December 1, the date 

-of the opening, being, besides United States commissioner for Minne- 

sota, the special commissioner of the exposition for Michigan, 

Illinois, Wisconsin and all the other northwestern states and terri- 

tories through to the Pacific, excepting Nebraska. Nearly two years 

were spent by him in this business, closing it out in the fall of 1885 
and escaping into South Dakota used up physically and threatened 

with complete nervous prostration. In the quiet and seclusion of 

farm life in a Dakota gulch, he recovered in about three years. 
In South Dakota Mr. Gibbs was an active member of their State 

Horticultural Society, and while in Dakota was made an honorary life 

member of the Minnesota Society, on motion of the veteran J. S. 
Harris. His South Dakota residence was Ramsey, McCook county. 

He was president of his town and county Farmers’ Alliance and of 
the McCook County Agricultural Society. 

In 1891-2 he was chosen general manager of the South Dakofa 
State Columbian World’s FairCommission and secretary and super- 

intendent of the same commission as reorganized in 1892; planning 

and collecting the state exhibit and establishing its relations to the 

exposition, including the state building and the several state depart- 

ment exhibits of his state. He also organized the Woman’s Com- 

mission for the state; but failing in health he resigned in December, 

1892, going to Florida to recuperate. 
In 1896 he was elected to the South cea legislature and 

served during the session of 1897. 

In the fall of that year he returned with his wife to their old 
home at Prescott, where they now reside in good health. 

In June, 1856, Mr. Gibbs was married to Rose Martin, of Will- 

iamstown, Vermont. They have five children living: Zilpha T. 
Converse, Palatine, Ill.; Charlotte M. Cobban, Minneapolis; Nettie 

M. Jackson, Ramsey, S. D.; Margaret E. Schmitt, Minneapolis, and 

B. O. Gibbs, Rock Island, IIl. 
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His career as a horticulturist can be partially traced in the 

records of the American Pomological Society, the Mississippi Valley 

Horticultural Society and in various state societies, and in gardens in 
the places where he has lived. He has not been so much of a grower 

of horticultural products as an organizer, stimulator, interpreter and 

torch bearer for others. 

LAKESIDE HOME OF OLIVER GIBBS, AT PRESCOTT, WIS. 

As secretary Mr. Gibbs issued two annual reports, each one 

some three times as large as previous annual reports, made possible 

in part by an Act of the Legislature providing for the society print- 

ing. As an officer he served the society with great fidelity. This 

pleasant official relation was only severed when‘ he was called to a 

position of higher responsibilities, for which his natural qualifica- 

tions and previous training well fitted him. 

In retirement, in the restful years of his later life,at his old home 

on the banks of the St. Croix River, just over the line in Wisconsin, 

Mr. Gibbs is serving the society with the same earnest faithfulness 

as in the days of his active official relation to it. A good leader is 
also a good worker in the ranks, and the subject of this sketch is seen 
to be both. This society has asked many services of him, and experts 

to ask many more during the period of years in which we hope he 

may long be spared to us. 

A. WE! 
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rial tations, 1900. 

CENTRAL TRIAL STATION, ST. ANTHONY PARK. 

PROF. S. B. GREEN, SUPT. 

The peculiarities of the past season and its unusual severity 

have somewhat interfered with the best progress of work at the 

Experiment Station. Last winter was unusually injurious to the 

tender roots of plants, and, as a result, we have considerable winter- 

killing of cherries, of one-year root-grafts and of blackberries. Some 

of our grape vines, too, seemed to be somewhat injured. The un- 

usually severe drought of the spring and early summer had a very 

injurious effect upon seeds sown and plants set out in the early 

spring, and the unusual amount of water and mild weather in the lat- 

ter part of the summer and in the autumn has had the effect of con- 

tinuing growth very late, so that many varieties of apples and many 

of our shrubs have not as yet shed their leaves, showing a rather im- 

mature condition of the wood. 
In spite of these disadvantages, the orchards, nurseries and 

grounds of the University Farm are in very good condition and 

have given us some interesting lessons. The large apple trees, 

which were transplanted in the thinning out process in the old Rus- 

sian orchard, on the Experiment Station grounds, one year ago, have 

done very well. The small fruit crops, including currants, goose- 

berries, raspberries and strawberries have been fairly good, although 

all of them were somewhat injured by the very dry weather which 

prevailed when they were ripening. Blackberries were a total fail- 

ure with us, owing to severe winter injury, but enough sprouts have 

started from the roots so that we have a fair stand of plants, which 

makes it desirable to continue the plantation as it was. The new 

vineyard fruited very well this year, and I am especially pleased with 

the Beta grape as a variety for general planting, knowing, as I do, 

its great hardiness. The bunches are all good sized and very often 

shouldered. The fruit is medium in size, quite acid, but of good 

quality. 
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The seedling orchard has produced a few fruits, but nothing 

of any consequence. This seedling orchard, it should be remem- 

bered, is grown from seed of our most promising hardy varieties, 

and but few of the trees are old enough to produce fruit. 
It is our intention to work up stocks of those varieties of plants 

that are new and not as yet offered by the ‘general nurserymen, pro- 
vided they have some qualities that recommend them for planting. 

Carrying out this idea, we have grown several thousand seedlings 

of Acer ginnala and of its parent, Acer tartarica. Seedlings have 
also been raised of the common thorn apple, sheepberry, Russian 

olive, wahoo, Pyrus baccata, high-bush cranberry and the Japanese 

lilac. About 400 seedlings of the Beta grape have also been raised. 
At the suggestion of some of the members of the horticultural so- 

ciety, this department bought all the seedlings which Mr. Peter M. 

Gideon had at his experiment station at the time of his death, some- 
thing over a year ago. These consisted of about 2,100 plants. 

About 1,000 of these were used as premiums for the horticultural 

society members, and the other 1,100 were planted on the grounds 

here for trial. 

Several years ago Mr. Wyman Elliot sent to the Experiment 
Station a small package of high-bush cranberries, which he selected 
from the plants that had borne most heavily in the vicinity of Lake 

Minnetonka that summer. From these about sixty good plants 

were raised. They fruited to a small extent in 1899, and this year 
bore a heavy crop, producing the largest fruit that 1 have ever seen. 

We shall continue this method of selection and planting, to see what 
may be developed from it. 

A new line that has been undertaken the past year has been the 

planting out of samples of hedge plants. In this planting about 

twenty-seven kinds have been used, including both evergreen and 

deciduous trees. Most of these have started well and will soon be- 
gin to make a good showing, and I think we may expect interesting 

results from them. 
Among the trees and shrubs that have been recently introduced, 

_and are attracting attention on our grounds on account of their de- 

sirability, may be mentioned a dwarf prunus from Japan, which has 

a very small, shiny leaf and lies nearly flat on the ground. The Al- 
pine currant, which I believe I have referred to in a former report, 
still maintains its reputation for hardiness and fresh green color and 

good form throughout the summer and late autumn. It seems to 
be especially desirable for planting along the edges of shrubbery or 

for a division line between city lots. It readily takes on a pretty 
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dwarf form, with its branches close to the ground, and I think should 

be more commonly grown by our nurserymen. 

Our cherry trees promised a crop when they were in flower, but 
shortly afterwards showed weakness, which, on examination, it was 
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clear resulted from winter injury to the roots, and we got very little 
fruit of good quality and lost some trees. 

The vegetable crops upon the farm were exceedingly good, es- 
pecially in the case of onions and potatoes. In the case of the 
onions, I lay our success largely to the fact that the seed was in the 
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ground before the dry weather of the spring. | Some of our experi- 

ments with the spraying of potatoes for the prevention of mildew 

have given results which seem to show that, at least in some years, 

this treatment may be profitable, and our experiments with fungi- 

- cide, to prevent scab on potatoes, show that it is seldom, if ever, that 

the potato grower can afford to neglect this precaution. 

The interest in forestry has been greatly enlarged in the last few 

years, and the forest garden at the Experiment Station is of increas- 

ed interest as the years go by, due partly to the fact that as the trees 

get older they teach more object lessons, and partly to the fact that 

people are beginning to understand these matters better. It is my 

intention to increase the amount of instruction offered in forestry 

in the College of Agriculture, so that it will make a much more thor- 

ough course, and, as one of the means to this end, we have recently 

laid out on the farm a square acre containing something like 400 

trees for lessons in scaling in timber, and some of the best trees on 

the grounds have been numbered and are to be measured each year 

and the increase figured. I believe this is a move in the line of 

practical forestry that may be of far reaching importance and will 

make our work much more practical than heretofore. 

It is interesting for me to note that there has been quite an in- 

crease of interest taken in horticultural matters by the superintend- 

ents of the university sub-experiment stations, and I think it will 

not be long before we shall get good results from all of them, and as 
they are now located in sections which are not covered by any of the 

trial stations of the horticultural society, they should add very much 

to our data regarding the horticultural possibilities of this state. 

EUREKA TRIAL STATION. 

C. W. SAMPSON, EXCELSIOR. 

Grapes and small fruit plants came through the winter (1899- 

1900) in very poor shape. Grape vines especially were badly root- 

killed. Some vineyards were almost entirely wiped out. The 

cause was no snow, and the ground was frozen very deep. Straw- 
berries were almost an entire failure except where they were irri- 

gated. Raspberries were about half a crop. Currants and goose- 

berries were a fair crop. Apples and plums both bore heavy crops 

of excellent fruit. . 

Campbell’s Early was our best grape this season. They have 

come to stay, and the vine is very hardy and vigorous. The grapes 

will hang on the vines and to the stem for four weeks after ripening. 
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They ripen about with Moore’s Early, Aug. 25th with us. Its bunch 

is large, black, with a beautiful bloom; flavor rich, without foxiness ; 

flesh a little meaty, sweet to the center, with small seed, parting free- 

ly from the pulp; skin thin but tenacious ; hanging to the vine without 

dropping its berries and remaining in sound condition until severe 

frost strips it of its foliage. It is really an improved Concord. 

Dracut Amber is one of our early grapes to ripen. Vine vig- 

orous, healthy and hardy; very early and productive; bunch large 

and long, compact, often shouldered ; berries large, round; skin 

thick, of pale red color; pulpy and a little foxy. Is a very nice 

table grape. : 
Woodruff’s Red. The vine is vigorous, short jointed, healthy 

and very productive; of iron-clad constitution. Its foliage is very 

healthy. Bunch and berries are very large and attractive; in color 

similar to Salem. It ripens early and is a good long keeper, and 

does not crack nor drop from the stem. 

Wilder. This is one of the best and most popular of the black 

varieties for the market. Bunch large, often shouldered, sometimes 

weighing a pound; berry globular; color dark purple, nearly black, 

slight bloom; resembling black Hamberg. For general cultivation 

in Minnesota, I would recommend planting Campbell’s Early, 

Moore’s Early, Worden, Delaware, Massachusetts, Janesville, Con- 

cord, Lady, and the Iona in favorable locations. The young vines 

should be covered with dirt and also a mulching of coarse litter over 

the roots for the first three years. The first year I let them run 

on the ground, the second year train them up a pole six feet high, and 

the third year train them on a wire trellis. | Grapes should be set in 

rows eight feet apart and eight feet in the row. 

EXCELSIOR TRIAL STATION. 

H. M LYMAN, SUPT. 

Owing to the very dry season, young trees made but slow 

growth till the latter part of the season, when an abundance of rain 

fell, causing them to start a vigorous growth which continued up 

to the middle of November last; therefore, they have gone into win- 

ter quarters in a very poor condition to withstand an extreme de- 
gree of cold. Though, if we have a winter as mild as last winter 

was, there will probably be no winter-killing of the tops; and if the 

present snow remains none in the roots. There was no snow 

here last winter, therefore young trees (and some older ones) were 

injured, and many in the nursery were killed by the deep freezing 
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of the ground. I put a mulch of straw manure around most of my 
trees in orchard, which saved those that were so treated; but the few 

that were left made a poor and sickly growth, and several died. 

The nursery trees were plowed between the rows late in the fall, 
which protected them to some extent, and there was but little root- 
killing. Some of them were also mulched, and of those none were 
injured. 

The apple crop was large, but owing to the great change from 

extremely dry to very wet during the ripening season, causing the 

trees to make a new start and an overflow of sap, they are not keep- 

ing as wellas usual. I expected that it would cause blight, but this 

season has been the one most free from it of any for several years. 
There was a little of it seen here on the Longfield and Yellow Trans- 
parent in the nursery, but none on the larger trees of those or any 

other variety—none even on the Transcendent. 

We have several seedlings which have borne for the first time 
this year—one very promising one. It is in the third generation 

from the Wealthy. It is a large sweet apple, red, and fine in qual- 

ity. Of the many seedlings that I have raised from the Wealthy 

(seed planted in 1876), nearly every one is of good size—some of 

them larger than the Wealthy, most of them as large. Many of them 

will keep as long as the Wealthy, and there are several varieties 
that will keep much longer. The Peerless is proving better than I 

once thought. It has fruited well the past season. The trees will 

rank in hardiness fully with the Wealthy. 

Our Prolific crab is still proving itself true to name by bearing 
heavy crops of apples. This year we picked from it thirty bushels. 

We had a large crop of plums; trees loaded to breaking. The 

Forest Garden, Wolf and Stoddard were fine and large. They were 

not overloaded like the De Soto. The Mankato is a choice plum 

when matured, but most of them rotted on the trees. I think quite 
highly of the Compass Cherry. Young trees were loaded with fruit. 

Its quality is quite good to eat from the hand, and it makes excellent 
sauce ; also the tree is perfectly hardy. 

LA CRESCENT TRIAL STATION. 

J. S. HARRIS, SUPT. 

We have not very much of interest to report at this time. The 
winter of 1899-1900 was not severe enough at this point to test the 

hardiness of the previous season’s growth of any but the very late 

growth that was made on trees that were so severely injured in the 
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previous winter that their growth was all made very late in the sea- 

son. An examination of such trees made late in November, be- 

fore winter had fairly set in, showed some discoloration under the 

bark of some varieties at the union of the new growth with the older, 
unsound wood, and a few such trees were found to be entirely dead 

at the opening of last spring. A rain occurred on the oth and roth 

of December (1899) that wet the soil to a depth of four or five 

inches, and was followed by a snowfall of nearly two feet, so that 

frost did not penetrate the ground to any great depth, and no root- 

killing occurred in the orchard or to the undug trees in the nursery. 

Notwithstanding, we had a severe lesson in root-killing. Some 2,000 

nursery trees had been dug and buried while the ground was yet dry 

and came out with the roots nearly all dead, while a few hundred 

others dug later and only indifferently heeled in, came through unin- 

jured. The buried trees were in an exposed place and in rather 

light soil, where the snow was blown off; while the heeled-in trees 

were left between rows in the body of the nursery. 

The early spring was backward, and the ground was well satu- 

rated with moisture from the melting of snow and moderaterains and 

continued too wet to work nicely through the most of the month of 

April, and the weather between the 16th of April and 3rd of May was 

warm and favorable for the starting of vegetation. Quite severe 
frosts occurred on the mornings of May 3rd, 4th and 5th, at which 

time native plums were generally in full bloom, and either from the 

effects of the frost or because there were no insects about to aid in 

pollinization, but little fruit set, and the larger part of that which did 

set, except De Sotos, was destroyed by curculio before fully grown. 

Following these frosts, the weather became very warm for the sea- 

son, and on the 13th of May the thermometer indicated go” in the 
shade. Apple trees came forward rapidly and bloomed fully as 

early as usual. The amount of bloom was wonderful, and the set- 

ting of fruit large; so large that but for the quantity that fell in the 

usual June drop it would have been disastrous to the trees. Still, 

after the heavy drop nearly all varieties were loaded to their fullest 

capacity at mid-summer, when, with many varieties, a second drop- 

ping began. The Walbridge, Fameuse, Westfield, Shockley, Utter, 

Scott’s Winter, Malinda, Anisim, Plumb Cider, Virginia crab and 

a few seedlings, were about all of the varieties that were hanging 

on well at the beginning of September—and these were mostly down 
before the 1oth of October. The Tetofsky and Duchess were fit 

for use when the second dropping began, but decay followed the 

dropping so close that much of the fruit was lost before it could be 

got to market, and the best would not bring the prices of first-class 
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hand picked fruit. The varieties of the Anis family (Russian), 

which all promised a large crop, began to fall about the middle of 

July, before much more than half grown, and by the:2oth of August 

there was not enough left upon the trees, even of the latest, such as 

Kursk Anis and Russian Green, from which to select specimens for 

the state fair. The fruit could not be sold at any price, in the home 

market, although I considered it of better quality than the Duchess. 

It was off too early in the season to ship to markets where it would 
sell, and the crop of twenty-six large trees proved nearly a total loss. 

The Antonovky and Okabena were ripe and nearly gone by Sept. 

Ist, and the Wealthy came to maturity fully a month earlier than 

in average seasons. One-half of the crop fell to the ground during 

the last week of August, and it was with difficulty that any were kept 

through September. Even the Walbridge, Shockley and other long 

keepers are not keeping well. 

NEW VARIETIES OF PROMISE. 

The Gideon apple fruited heavily this season, hung on well 

until the Duchess were all gone and took well in the market. The 

fruit is of good size and fair appearance. 

I have only one tree of the Deoma. It produces large fruit, 

much like McMahon in appearance, and bears very heavily on al- 

ternate years. The fruit hangs to the tree better and keeps a month 

later, while the tree appears to be equally as hardy and less subject 

to blight. I do not think that it is being propagated by nursery- 

men. 

The Daisy, which originated at the same time and place as the 

Okabena, fruited well this year. It is proving to be a fall apple at 

my place and but little later than the Okabena. It is a very hand- 

some, medium sized, pale yellow apple, with blush cheek; ffavor, 

sub-acid, good; use, dessert. ; 

The variety that I have been growing as T. J., No. 4 fruited 

well this season. The fruit is of medium size, smooth, round oblate 

form; color, greenish yellow and red striped; flavor, rich sub-acid ; 

season this year, October. I have given it the name of “Johnson’s 

Favorite,’ in honor of the originator, the late Tolus Johnson, of 

Houston county. I saw the original tree last August. It appears 

to be in perfect health and was bearing a crop of about twenty bush- 

els. 

The side hill orchard, which I began planting in 1896, now 
contains 800 trees of apple and plum, in about 200 varieties. The 

trees have not yet produced much fruit, but the majority have so far 

stood well and are looking well. These trees are largely of Rus- 
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sian and new western varieties, many of;them yet unnamed and of 

recent origin. As fast as any varieties prove to be worthless on ac- 

count of tendency to blight or tenderness of trees they will be taken 

out and replaced with others, and hardy varieties bearing undesirable 

fruit will be top-worked to better varieties. The Russian varieties, 

Enormous, Gipsy Girl, Sklonka, Swedenser, Ostrohoe, Stupka, Sweet 

Pipka, Sacharine, Sladanka and Red Repka, will be grubbed out the 

coming spring, and it is not unlikely that the Yellow Transparent 

and others of that family will have to go the same route, on account 

of their blighting proclivities. 
In the older plantations about 150 varieties fruited this year. 

About one-half of the bearing trees were sprayed with a solution of 

Paris green in water, 1 pound of Paris green to 200 gallons of water, 

a pound of quick lime being added to the mixture. These trees 

were sprayed once immediately after the bloom had fallen, and a few 

_ of them a second time a few days later. The result was very mark- 

ed in the reduced number of wormy and knotty specimens at har- 

vesting and the greater amount of perfect fruit. A few trees that 

had been sprayed the previous year were even better than those 

sprayed for the first time this year. A portion of the plum orchard 

was sprayed at the same time, but showed no perceptible difference 

in the quantity or quality of the fruit produced or in the health of 

the trees. 
New varieties added for trial this year were Nelson, University, 

and Lyman’s Prolific, and in the nursery grafts were set of the 

Homer No. 1, Hamburg, Long John and Thayer. 

The results of the last season, through the effects of drought 

and the excessive early dropping of fruit, and size, color and quality, 

do not favor as close planting as many of our people recommend 

and practice. Had I land to spare the closest that I would plant 

would be two rods apart each way, but I think that equally as good 

results may be obtained by planting the trees twenty feet apart in 

the rows and forty feet between the rows. 
Our raspberries and blackberries were not given winter protec- 

tion. Black cap raspberries, with the exception of the Older, were 

considerably injured, and the crop was light and poor. The Ohio 

has done so poorly a few years past that I do not think it worthy 

of farther planting. The Cuthbert (red) was somewhat injured, 

but produced a very fair crop. The Loudon is still doing well, 

and the King is very promising. Among the newer currants the 

Moore’s Ruby, Pomona and Red Cross have so far done the best. 
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MINNESOTA CITY TRIAL STATION. 

O. M. LORD, SUPT. 

Strawberries. For market purposes Bederwood and Warfield 
gave the best satisfaction; Splendid and Brandywine did well and 
are worthy of further trial; Wm. Belt and Marshall yielded lightly, 

and quality inferior. Red raspberries, except the Loudon, were a 

failure. 

Black caps: The Palmer, Gregg and Nemaha gave a fair crop; 

Conrath of no value. Blackberries: Snyder and Ancient Briton did 
well. Currants: Red Dutch and Victoria were very fine. Grapes: 

The only grapes on the premises were from a row that was not cut 

back nor laid down. ‘The intention was to dig them out, but the 

work was not done, and a fine crop was the result—an exception to 

the general rule. The question is, what part of the other process 

was responsible for the failure, whether of improper trimming or un- 

seasonable covering or raising up? 

The only cherry trees bearing a crop were the Wragg and one 
or two Russians. 

Apples were abundant and of good quality, though hurt by hail. 

Special mention should be made of the Wealthy, Okabena, Anisim 

and Hibernal; also some seedlings of the Wealthy. 

Native plums were a bountiful crop, the third consecutively. 

Among the varieties entitled to special mention as newly fruiting 
were the Brittlewood, Hunt, and Bursota. These attracted unusual 

attention from their large size and fine appearance. There were re- 

ceived for trial the Ames’ Hybrid, the Splendid, the Hammer and 

the Free Silver, from Iowa; the Wittmann, the Gray, the Odegaard, 

the Blackhawk, the Combination, the Chenebot, Yellow American, 

Zee and Stella. 

J. W. Kerr, of Maryland, says in his report of Japan plums that 

last year they all rotted on the trees, and science informed him that 

the rotten fruit must be carefully gathered and destroyed to pre- 

vent after contagion, but the work was not done, and this year he has 

a fine large crop, free from rot... At this station last year a few 

Gaylords, Hawkeye and Ocheeda rotted on the trees. They were 
carefully gathered and destroyed by picking from the trees and off 

the ground, and this year I had no trees out of seventy-five in bear- 

ing that were entirely free from rot, from which I infer that climatic . 
conditions are responsible for rot. In this connection I would also 

state that none of my trees produced this year any pods or plum pock- 

ets. 
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MONTEVIDEO TRIAL STATION. 

LYCURGUS R. MOYER, SUPT. 

APPLES. 

At Montevideo the apple making the best record was the 

Wealthy. It had been supposed that we were too far north 
and too far west to raise the Wealthy, but for the last two years it 
has been doing surprisingly well. People are beginning to plant 

apple trees, and it seems likely that the whole Minnesota valley will 

before very long produce its own supply of apples. 
The Hibernal, too, is making a good record, and young trees 

are bearing large crops of apples. The fruit is rather sour and a 

little coarse-grained, but it is better than the Missouri Ben Davis, that 

seems to have such a firm grip on the Minnesota market for a fall 

apple. 
Among the very new summer apples, the Blushed Calville easily 

stands at the head. It is a very fine apple, but why the name is pre- 

fixed with the adjective “Blushed,” is most difficult to understand. 

Our trees were received from Prof. Budd and ought to be true to 

name, but they do not betray the slightest tendency to blush. On 

the contrary, one would call it a very light yellow or white apple 
without the slightest tinge of red. The Blushed Calvilles began to 

ripen with us about July 2oth and were at their best about August 
4th. The trees seem to be very hardy and quite free from blight, 

and they are regular and abundant bearers. The trees come into 

bearing when they are very young, and the fruit is of high quality. 

The Blushed Calville is a Russian apple that one does not have to 

apologize for. 

No. 1 Simbrisk is a large apple of fair quality, ripening a little 

later than the Oldenburg. It does not seem to be a very heavy 

bearer. 
No. 984 appears to be an excellent, medium sized apple ripening 

in September. The apple is splashed with red, but the flesh is white 

and of very fine quality. 

Another apple of fine quality ripening in September was re- 

ceived from Prof. Budd under the name of Prosart’s Malenka. We 

shall watch its development with interest. 

The Whitney bore a large crop in this neighborhood. 

An apple sold by Storrs & Harrison, under the name Gideon, 
seems to be very hardy. It is a large sized yellow apple ripening 

in October. It is very sour, but is a good cooking apple. 
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PLUMS. 

The plum crop at Montevideo was almost a failure. A spring 

frost shortened the crop, and much that remained was diseased and 

bitter. 

LILACS. 

Here in western Minnesota the lilac still maintains its reputa- 

tion as the best flowering shrub. The lilac mildew was noted to 

some extent, but did no serious damage. The varieties growing at 

the station are: Syringa vulgaris and its varieties, Syringa vulgaris 

alba, Charles XII, and single and double Russian, Syringa Persica, 

Syringa Persica alba, Syringa Japonica, Syringa Josikaea and 

Syringa villosa. This last species is very distinct in its habit and 

looks more like an ash than a lilac. It blooms three or four weeks 

after the common species and thus prolongs the lilac season. Syringa 

Japonica is doing well but has not yet bloomed. 

OLEASTERS. 

Nothing that has been planted on the prairies of western Min- 

nesota seems more at home than the so-called Russian olive, Elaeag- 

nus angustifolia. It is a large shrub or small tree with beautiful 

silvery leaves and very hardy. Its bloom is very odoriferous. At 

Montevideo the station grounds are more than 100 rods from Win- 

dom Institute. Last spring the Windom preceptress declared that 

she could smell the odor of the oleaster at Windom. She had been 

familiar with the perfume in Persia, where the tree is common, while 

a missionary there, but had not seen an oleaster tree since she left 

New York. On inquiry she found that the oleaster trees at the sta- 

tion were in bloom, and that the winds had brought their fragrance 

to her. | 

Elaeagnus argentea seems to be quite common in the Red River 

valley and in North Dakota, but so far we have failed to get it es- 
tablished here. The last lot sent out from St. Anthony Park appear 
to be Elaeagnus angustifolia. 

BUSH HONEYSUCKLES. 

The several varieties of Lonicera Tartarica are among the most 

desirable border shrubs for planting in western Minnesota. The 

flowers of the typical species are red. The white flowered form is 

known as var. alba. According to Bailey, the form sent out by 

Prof. Budd as Lonicera gracilis should be known as var. parviflora. 

It has small pure white flowers. The form sent out by Prof. Budd 

as Lonicera splendens, with large flowers of deep pink color, is var. 

speciosa. With us it is the finest of them all and should be widely 

planted. 
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The little trailing honeysuckle from Turkestan, known in this 

state as Lonicera Albertii, should be called Lonicera spinosa. It 

is a very small shrub and very hardy; but its native habitat is lofty 

Alpine summits, and it does not seem to be entirely at home on the 

prairies. It needs to have the dead branches cut away every spring. 

It should be set in front of the shrubbery or in a bed with perennial | 

flowers, where it will not be over-topped by more robust growing 

species. Its flowers are very fragrant. 
Lonicera Morrowi and Lonicera Ruprechtiana have been plant- 

ed at the station and seem to be hardy, but they have not yet begun 

to bloom. 

Our native species, Lonicera dioecia, develops finely in the shrub 

border, and should not be overlooked by any one searching for beau- 

tiful things to plant. This species belongs to the climbing section 

of the genus, but in this climate is rarely more than a bushy shrub. 

Few of the climbing honeysuckles seem to be hardy enough for 

western Minnesota. Lonicera Sullivantii was received from Prof. 

Budd under the name Lonicera flava, and is doing very well. It is 
a fairly good climber, but the flowers are not fragrant. This species 

is a native in some parts of Minnesota. 

BARBERRIES. 

Berberis Amurensis does not differ greatly from Berberis vul- 
garis, but is somewhat more robust in habit and better adapted to 
prairie planting. Berberis Canadensis, as received and planted at 

this station, proves to be only Berberis vulgaris. | Nurserymen 

should be held to a stricter accountability. 

CHERRIES. 

The sand cherry, Prunus pumila, does not seem to do very well 

on the dark clay loams of western Minnesota. We have lately 

planted the western sand cherry, Prunus Besseyi, and hope for bet- 

ter results. A wild sand cherry on the rocks at Ortonville appears 

to be this species. 

There is a great deal of variation among the choke cherries of 
western Minnesota, and it seems likely that some of them will 

turn out to be the western choke cherry, Prunus demissa. Prof. 

Sargent is of the opinion that the two species intergrade, and that 

they may as well all be included in one species. Certain it is that 
there is vast difference in the quality of the fruit produced. We 

may reasonably expect that in the future a valuable fruit may be 

produced from the choke cherry. 
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The native wild red cherry, Prunus Pennsylvanica, does well in 

the shrub border and is hardy anywhere in western Minnesota. It 

grows wild on the rocky ledges in the upper Minnesota valley. 
Prunus Maackii, from Russia, is with us one of the most desir- 

able early spring flowering shrubs. 

ALMONDS. 

The dwarf almond, Amygdalus nana, keeps up its reputation 

as a very early spring flowering shrub of the first order of merit. 

Its bright pink flowers are very striking. 

PEA TREES. 

We have to continue our good reports as to Caragana arbores- 

cens, Caragana frutescens, Caragana Chamlagu, and Caragana 

pygmaea. ‘The first is a small sized tree; the last is a low dwarf 

shrub. All are very desirable, and in late spring when they are 

covered with yellow bloom they are a rich and beautiful sight. The 

dwarf species are easily propagated from sprouts and root cutting. 

They do well in any dry soil, where other things would fail. 

MOCK ORANGE. 

There is much confusion as to the nomenclature of the different 

species of Philadelphus. | We have heretofore reported that Phila- 

delphus coronarius is not so hardy as some of the other species. It 

is the fragrant species and the earliest that we have. Ours have 

now been standing about fifteen years, and although we frequently 

have to cut away dead wood, they were this season better than ever 

before. The Philadelphus sent out by Prof. Budd as 144 Vor. 

continues to make a good record. and is one of the best. Young ~ 

bushes of Philadelphus speciosus are doing well. Those purchased 

many years ago as Philadelphus grandiflorus and Philadelphus Gor- 

donianus are still with us and blooming every year, although they 

are in a crowded border where they do not have sufficient room to 

develop. The golden Philadelphus has disappointed us. 

SPIREAS. 

Nothing stands higher among spring flowering shrubs than 

spiraea Van Houtei. It is superb. Spiraea hypericefolia blooms 

somewhat earlier and is very hardy. It is not so showy, but is very 

desirable. 
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PLEASANT MOUNDS TRIAL STATION. 

J. S. PARKS, SUPT. 

The past season has been’ a peculiar one for the fruit grower 

of our section on account of: 

I. The continued dropping of apples during the growing sea- 

son. 

2. The late growth of apples after the ordinary growth had 

been attained, when several varieties, notably the Walbridge and 

Wolf River, made a large increase in size after the late fall rains 

had started vegetation growing rapidly. 

3. The rapid decay of apples, a serious loss not common to 

this state. 

4. Injurious insects have been more troublesome than hereto- 

fore and warn us that we have them to fight vigorously hereafter. 

Pyramid of Wolf River apples, shown at Blue Earth County Fair in 1900. 

J. S. Parks, the grower and H, C. Hataling, the supt., stand just behind them. 

The late growth of our trees has left a heavy growth of unrip- 

ened wood that we fear will not be in condition to stand the rigors 

of our ordinary winter. 

Very little experimenting has been done at our station this 

season. We have noticed for several years past that many nursery- 

men advised planters to set trees in the fall, and in most cases the 
e 
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result has been dead trees. Last fall we secured a few trees from 

a near-by nursery and carefully planted half of them and heeled in 

the balance. In the spring we got.a few more trees as a spring 

delivery, and at once set them and the heeled-in trees. The result is, 

that nearly every one of the fall set and the spring delivered trees 

are dead, while the trees heeled in through the winter have made 

a good growth and look promising. The trees were several va- 

rieties of apple and twenty varieties of plums. 

J. S. Park’s apple exhibit of 200 varieties at Blue Earth Co. Fair, in 1900. 

One of the two seedling trees from the Gideon homestead has 

made a satisfactory growth; the other is sickly and not likely to 

live. Owing to my inexperience in this business and the late 

setting apart of our station, | am not prepared to report on indi- 

vidual specimens, which I hope to do hereafter. 

SAUK RAPIDS TRIAL STATION. 

MRS. JENNIE STAGER, SUPT. 

Last spring all vegetation started beautifully. The trees blos- 

somed and the birds sang. Then came a severe frost which killed 

not only blossoms and leaves but, in some cases, the trees also. The 

frost seemed to move in waves, taking sometimes two and three 

rows and leaving other rows entirely unharmed. So we were not 

bereft of all. The plum orchard, on a northeast slope, escaped 

all harm. After this came a long continued drought, which low- 

ered our hopes to zero. The first of June we had a good rain and 

then another drought, but we were surprised with a fine crop of 
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large strawberries. We had mulched them quite late and heavily, 

as there was no snow, and owing to an overplus of work in the 

spring had failed to take the mulching off. The outcome was a 

full crop. 

Raspberries bore much later than usual, lasted longer and were 

a good crop. Other bush crops bore well. The currants were 

small. Old grape vines came out all right, but young ones died. 

Spring flowering bulbs, with the exception of German iris, failed 

to bloom, but all fall bulbs made up for it with a wilderness of 
blossom. Caladium esculentum was especially magnificent, and, 

strange to say, our evergreens made an abnormal growth. 

WINDOM TRIAL STATION. 

DEWAIN COOK, SUPT. 

The drought which threatened the destruction of all crops in 

this vicinity was broken about June 20th. Since that time we have 
had an abundance of rain. Our strawberry crop was very light; 

the rains came just in time to prevent its being a total failure. 

Our Juneberries, which I have been growing about fourteen 
years now, were a fine crop; we gathered about fifteen bushels. 

They are about as sure a cropper as any fruit I know of, having 

failed to produce a good crop only once during that time. We also 

had a very fine crop of seedling sand cherries. The fruit from a 

large portion of them was so bitter and astringent that I consider- 

ed them worthless and grubbed them out. However, about twenty- 

five per cent of them could be used for jelly and sauce, and out of 

the 400 bearing bushes we got two or three that I consider good. 

They were tender, juicy and sweet. As this fruit is so hardy, can 

be so easily and cheaply grown, I predict that the coming cherry 
for the prairie section of the northwest will be the dwarf sand 

cherry improved by selection. 

The plum crop was extra good. Our bearing trees had been 

well mulched with long stable manure, and we used a curculio 

catcher with great success. There was no dropping of immature 

fruit. Our earliest plum to ripen was one of the Manitobas, sent 

me some years ago by Thos. Frankland, of Stonewall, Manitoba. 

It is a rather small freestone of the Weaver type; ripened July 25th, 

and is of a beautiful cranberry color. 

The following varieties have given good satisfaction this sea- 

son: Cheney, Forest Garden, De Soto, Wyant; also the freestone 

Wolf and the clingstone Wolf, the Hawkeye and the Stoddard. The 
last named variety is the largest plum I grow. 
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I want to call attention to the Marcus plum from. northwest 

Iowa. It is of large size, etc.; season, a little later than De Soto. 

Its strongest point is its deep red color while the fruit is yet hard. 

It also keeps in condition for marketing a long time. 

The New Ulm rots so badly year after year that we will have 

to discard it. The Mankato and Wood plums also rotted badly. 

The Rockford is so small and scabs so badly that we have no use 

for it. 

Owing, no doubt to my getting after them with my jack-knife, 

we had less borers in our plum trees than usual, and the birds took 

the most of them. We also lost a few trees of our hardiest va- 

rieties of plums last winter by root-killing. 

Our crop of apples and crabs was very good. The Early 

Strawberry was the first crab to ripen; tree a great grower, great 

bearer and seems well adapted to our windy prairie. The Flor- 

ence has proved my most profitable crab for market. I think it 

should be more generally planted. The Martha makes a good tree 

for a windbreak, but at this station as a fruit producer it is a fail- 

ure. The Virginia is disappointing in that it does not bear enough 

fruit. The Sweet Russett gives good satisfaction. 

Of apples, the Wealthy and Duchess head the list for profit. 

The Breskovka proves to be valuable; it is about one week earlier 

than the Duchess. For extra early the Tetofsky has not yet been 

superseded here, although Juicy White and Red Duck, of the 

Transparent family, are very promising. For a fall apple I am 

very much pleased with the Lubsk Queen; it has such a deep red 

color; trees bear quite young. The Okabena has proved an early, 

heavy and reliable bearer. Patten’s Greening seems well adapted 

to our prairie soil but has not borne as heavily on young trees as 

has some of the other varieties. The Malnda top-worked is quite 

promising for a late apple, although our seasons are hardly long 

enough for it. Some of the fruit I neglected to gather is still 

hanging on the trees at this date, Dec. 2nd. 

The foliage of our apple trees the past season has been remark- 

ably free from fungous diseases, and the tree hoppers were not as 

bad as usual. 

The trees ripened up their wood in good shape and are now 

full of fruit buds for next season’s crop. This is especially so of 

the Wealthy. 

More foliage is still clinging to our apple trees than is usual 

at this season ; the Wealthy and some other late fall, also some early, 

varieties have nearly their entire summer foliage still upon the trees. 
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9 The only blight we have had this season was on our only Smit- 

za tree, that was badly attacked im June. It was promptly cut down 

and burned. Also our only tree of large Siberian crab, that was 

attacked with body blight late in October. 

I omitted to mention that a few Wealthys that were evidently 

root-injured the winter of ’98-’99, bore an extra heavy crop of fruit 

this season and dropped their foliage earlier than usual. 

Of evergreens, the Scotch pine seems to be the pioneer, grow- 

ing early and rapidly, without much regard as to cultivation. The 

white and black spruces do very well here. The Norway spruce 

is not quite hardy, although we have some good specimens. 

The native, or northern, red cedar, where well cultivated, 

grows very rapidly and will rank with the Scotch pine in value as a 

windbreak, and stands drought much better. 

The Black Hills spruce seems to be our hardiest evergreen, but 

on account of its extremely slow growth I doubt its ever being 

popular except as a lawn tree. 
The following varieties are also doing very well here: silver 

spruce, Douglas spruce, arbor vitae, Platt River cedar, silver cedar 

and Austrian pine. The white pine lives but does not grow much; 

it is not a success here. 

It seems almost absolutely necessary to succeed with any of the 

evergreens that they be planted where they will be somewhat shelter- 

ed from our heavy prairie winds; the more shelter, the greater the 

success in that line. 
I omitted to mention that I have by deep planting of my apple 

trees about prevented their root-killing, which is so prevalent in this 

section every winter. 

We sympathize with both nurserymen and planters because 

we have no hardy stock for our apple-roots, but the nurseryman who 

sends out plum trees on tender roots should, we think, be turned 

over to the tender mercies of his victims. 

MEADOW VALE TRIAL STATION. 

A. W. KEAYS, SUPT., ELK RIVER. 

(Read at Annual Meeting of the Meadow Vale Horticultural Club.) 

After the experience of the past winter we have learned that 

the ordinary apple seedling root, Pyrus malus, is worthless for stock 

in this section unless heavily protected by mulch. We lost over 

5,000 trees from root-killing, in all sizes from bearing trees to last 

season’s root-grafts—Duchess, Hibernal, Virginia all went out in the 

general wreck. But I have a few left. In ’96 I became convinced 
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that the trouble with trees killing was due to the tender roots; so I. 

tried some experiments in root-grafting, and this fall I have Char- 

lamoff, Longfield, Hibernal and Wealthy bearing, and the trees from 

which the cions were taken are all dead. This method of grafting 
brings trees into bearing very early,only four years from root-grafts, 

and makes a strong, healthy tree that will stand the test winters, but 

is harder to work than the ordinary method. Such trees could not 

be sold for less than $1.00 each. The root of a tree is not as hardy 

as the body or limbs. Wishing to bring some seedlings into early 

bearing | worked them on large trees and the cions grew, but the 

seedling trees from which the cions were taken never showed any 

life. The past winter (1899-1900) was mild, only 27° below zero, 
but the ground was bare a greater part of the winter, and apple roots 

were killed about ten inches deep. The best protection I have tried 

is six inches of strawy manure and four inches of dirt on top, around 

each tree as far out as the branches extend. 

Those twenty plates of small apples you see before you are seed- 

lings from Transcendent seed; they are all small, but there are some 

nice little eating apples among them, but the best part of them is that 

they have a hardy root under them. Not one of them was injured 

in the least the past winter. They come into bearing early and are 

strong growers; [ shall work a number of our large apples on them 

next season for experiment. Those small yellow crabs are the true 

Siberian. I know these roots are all right, for we have old trees 

thirty-five and forty years old that are sound today and bearing im- 

mense loads of fruit. I have in hand a number of experiments with 

those also. 

The cherries all went out except those I had worked on hardy 

stock, and those were in bearing this summer. Our orchard is in 

a very severe situation, exposed to the north and west winds and 

very low. We had thirty varieties of cultivated plums in bearing 

this season, which gave us eleven bushels of very fine fruit. Several 

seedlings came into bearing this year; three of those are valuable. 
One is a late, blue plum and very fine for sauce and canning, medium 

size, very early and a good bearer. The Sweet Gage was in bearing 

this season. This was sent me from Canada. It will be very valu- 

able here if the tree proves hardy. It comes into bearing early. 
Another fruit is in bearing this year, which is late, a good bearer, 

has a peculiar pleasant flavor, very different from the plum, and has 

a pit like a hybrid cherry. It is the best cooking plum we have tried. 

I have a box of the fruit kept in a common cellar in good condition 

until Oct. 20, and expect to have some at annual meeting. All plums 
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worked on native stock are hardy here, but those worked on south- 

ern stock are worthless. 

We have some seedling apples that are good keepers, good 

quality and a very hardy tree. The golden Russian willow is a fine 

thing and should be largely planted. It makes a good windbreak. 

The laurel-leaf willow, with its dark green shiny leaf, is very popu- 

lar for a shade tree. The weeping willows are not hardy here. 

Catalpas kill back some but are gaining every year. They do best in 

a sheltered location. The Russian mulberry has been fruiting sev- 

eral years in this vicinity. Among the evergreens on trial that are 

doing best here are red cedar, arbor vitae, silver cedar, mountain 

pine, white pine, blue spruce, white spruce, Douglas spruce and 

Scotch pine. It pays well to have evergreens mixed among the 

orchard trees. I find them a good protection for the trees, also being 

very ornamental. 

I am also keeping cases of apples, including all the new seed- 

lings, trying their keeping qualities. 

ANNUAL MEETING, 1901, MINNESOTA STATE 
AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

OLIVER GIBBS, PRESCOTT, WIS. 

The three-day annual meeting of the State Agricultural Society 

at St. Paul, the second week in January, was distinguished by the 

high practical character of the papers read and addresses delivered. 

It is to be regretted that the society has no means of getting these 

contributions to knowledge read by the people at large, beyond the 

meager reports of an already over-crowded newspaper press, and it 

also seems unfortunate that this society and the State Horticultural 

Society do not have it arranged to meet at so nearly the same time 

that they can intersect in joint convention at least one day or half 

day. 

Perhaps, if one were called to name the very brightest features 

of the meeting, where all were bright, the ones pointed out would 

exactly agree with the general opinion, and the mention would be 

Archbishop Ireland’s magnificent address on farm life and how it 

can be made more attractive and prosperous to prevent the over- 

trend of the young people from the farm to the cities ; the discussion 

between Supt. O. C. Gregg and Prof. Thomas Shaw, on the law of 
sexual influence in cattle breeding; Gen. Mark D. Flower’s paper on 

home feeding of beef and mutton and the relations of home stock 

yards to the Minnesota farmer; Dean W. A. Henry’s half hour’s 

address and additional hour’s enforced talk in answering questions 
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on the effect of different kinds of feed on the pork products and pork 

markets, his observations in Europe, etc.; J. W. Scott’s “Experience 

of a Young Stock Breeder ;” “Dairying in Minnesota,” by Prof. T. 

L. Hecker ; the brilliant talk of L. H. Kerrick, of Illinois, on breed- 

ing and feeding beef cattle; and the evening session at the capitol 

with the students of the School of Agriculture, demonstrating the 

progress and influence of training in farm business, including 

domestic economies at that school. 

The business session Thursday morning resulted in the re- Sie 

tion of Hon. John Cooper as president, and Thos. H. Shevlin, of 

Minneapolis, and Chester R. Smith, of St. Paul, as vice-presidents ; 

Col. W. M. Liggett to succeed himself as a member of the’board of 

managers for three years, and Mr. W. G. Sawyer, of Partridge, Pine 

county, to succeed J. H. Letson in a similar capacity, the latter de- 

clining to serve longer in the position he has filled with zeal and 

fidelity for a long term of years. 

The utmost harmony prevailed in all the deliberations of the 

meeting, and its results augur well for the future success of the 

state fair, whose conduct it is especially the province of this 

society to foster. 

The meeting wound up with a resolution instructing the board 

to make arrangements to report the next annual meeting and have 

its proceedings printed. 

ANNUAL MEETING, NORTHEASTERN IOWA 
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, 1900. 

E. F. PECK, AUSTIN, DELEGATE. 

Believing that the trite saying, “It’s the early bird that catches 

the worm,” might with a great deal of truth apply to the early dele- 

gate in news-gathering, we boarded the 7:45 p. m. train at Austin 

and arrived at Iowa Falls, and subsequently at the Woods hotel, 
shortly after one o’clock on Tuesday morning, Nov. 27th. After dis- 

playing our best sample of .chirography on the register, we called 

for a bed and were somewhat taken aback by the announcement 

“Everything here is full.” 

We were shown to a room two blocks away, where with J. B. 

Mitchell, the veteran horticulturist of Cresco, and F. G. Barnard, 

district director, of Waukon, we passed the balance of the night. 

The society held no session in’the forenoon, and we shook hands 

and got acquainted with the district directors and many other prom- 

inent horticulturists and were made to feel that we were at home, 

and this feeling stayed with «1s: during all the sessions, and we con- 
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sider the meeting a very profitable and pleasant one to all participat- 
ing. The attendance was not as good as might be wished, but the 
spirit was admirable. 

The fruit exhibit, consisting of some seventy-five varieties of ap- 
ples, was much ahead of the display of the Southern Minnesota So- 
ciety at Austin, but that was to be expected. The southern Minne- 

sota people are working to the Iowa model, and there is no feeling . 
of jealousy. 

President Gardner, as full of vim and vigor as ever, was 

promptly on hand, as well as vice-president Reeves, Secretary True 

and Treasurer Ivins. The secretary had everything in readiness to 

move when the president called the meeting to order at 1:30 p. m. 

The session opened with prayer by Rev. G. B. Shoemaker, of Iowa 

Falls. 

The executive committee, recognizing the mistake in calling the 

meeting to last over Thanksgiving, facilitated matters by the an- 

nouncement by the president that all papers sent in by members not 

in attendance would be filed with the secretary and not read, which 

would shorten the program so that members would be able to reach 

home in time for turkey. 

Reports from district directors regarding the fruit’ crop, mar- 

ket prices, condition of orchards and nursery stock were read, and al- 

though the same condition was reported to exist throughout the sev- 

eral districts as in Minnesota as regards late growth of trees it was 

the opinion of all that the orchards were in good condition to go 

into winter. : 

Elmer Reeves, expert orchardist, of Waverly, ruled that the 

clinging of the leaves of the apple tree was more of a mechanical 

connection than a natural one. Treasurer Ivins, of Iowa Falls, ex- 

hibited cuttings from several different varieties of apple trees, which, 

after a careful examination by members present and just as good au- 

thority as the state can produce, were pronounced in a perfectly 

healthy condition. 

The report of district directors was so complete that there was 

very little discussion, and at 3:30 the meeting adjourned until 7:30in 

the evening for the purpose of giving those who wished an oppor- 

tunity to visit the fruit farm of Mr. Ivins. Comfortable conveyances 

were soon at the door, and all took passage, and—with the excep- 

tion of your delegate—a finer looking lot of men never took part in 

any parade. 

We are glad to report that the society found his orchards and 

nursery in an exceedingly healthy condition, notwithstanding the soil 

and location was not one best adapted. It is an ideal small fruit 
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chance, and the fact that the orchard is doing so well is proof posi- 

tive that no one risks anything in planting the hardier varieties of 

apples and plums on any soil that will raise timothy hay or small 

grain on any location anywhere in northeastern Iowa or south- 

eastern Minnesota. To be sure, the orchard may not be as long lived 

as in some of the “down east” localities, but it will prove a good in- 

. vestment just the same. Everything about the premises showed the 

careful management of a skillful workman, for Mr. Ivins works with 

his hands as well as brain and is doing the community a great sery- 

ice, which we hope he finds appreciated in the substantial way it de- 

serves. Mr. Ivins is very enthusiastic in his praise of some of the va- 

rieties he is propagating, especially of apples. The Arctic he claims 

perfectly hardy with him and that it has a record of all the qualities 

that go to make a No. 1 apple as far north as Crookston in this state. 

It originated in New Hampshire. He has also the Aport, the Adam- 

son and the Boikin, all of which have a great future with him. We 
noticed the thriftiness of these varieties in the nursery row, especially 

the Arctic. Some specimens made a growth the first season of five 
feet, and the whole row would average over four feet and as smooth 

and clean as a bullrush. 

We doubt if money would have bought them, yet at the close of 

the meeting every one who wished, brought away scions of those 

valuable varieties, which had been cut at the proper time and prop- 

erly labeled, a free gift from Mr. Ivins. He is a veritable home mis- 

sionary. May his tribe increase! 
Tuesday evening’s session was well attended, opening with 

music by a quartet of Iowa Fall’s sweet singers. Address of wel- 

come by Mayor Williams was hearty and earnest and brought down 

the house. The responses by the Rockford editor, J. S. Trigg, 

voiced the sentiment of the visiting brethren and put every one in 

the best of humor. 
The program was fully carried out. Elmer Reeves, of Waverly, 

J. C. Ferris and S. W. Ferris, of Hampton, all prominent orchardists 

of northeastern Iowa, filled in the time with interesting papers along 

their line of work, and many timely hints were dropped by the way. 

The Wednesday morning session opened with prayer by Rev. 

J. Mulholland. The president’s address was nothing more or less 

than what every one that knows the gentleman has come to expect, 

a mesage of wisdom and good counsel. 

W. A. Burnap, of Clear Lake, insisted in his most emphatic 

manner that the time is here and cannot longer be delayed that we 

come to some understanding in regard to the Northwestern Green- 

ing. Either recommend it or warn against it. He called for the 
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opinion of every member in the house, which brought on quite an 
animated discussion, but was soon settled by a vote, four out of five 
recommending it. 

J. L. Herbst, of Sparta, Wis., and superintendent of trial or- 

chard at Wausau, reported the ten acre orchard there in a very prom- 

ising condition, especially Longfield, Northwestern Greening, Pat- 

ten’s Greening and Windsor. The Virginia crab is the best stock 
for top-working. All withstood the rigors of winter of ’98-9 without 
noticeable injury. 

J. S. Trigg told how a family could be supplied with fruit from 
a town lot, and those who were skeptical before the discussion had 

their doubts removed at the very start when the Rockford editor and 

horticulturist ruled that pieplant is fruit, and apportioned six hills 

to a small family, which if properly cared for would furnish pie and 

sauce in season and enough to can for winter. This with a variety of 

other fruit, which might easily be grown on a large town lot, made 

the solution of the problem quite easy. 
Afternoon. Eugene Secor, of Forest City, named his favorite 

shrubs and flowers, and while there are many things that are new 

and novel and nice, with names almost unintelligible, Mr. Secor still 
stands for the old fashioned lilac, snowball, syringa, tree honey- 

suckle, white and pink, the peony, dahlia, tulip, gladiolus, pansy, 

sweet pea, etc., and made us think of the old song, “There’s no 

friends like old friends.” 

W. H. Guilford, the Dubuque Sunday school teacher and ack- 

nowledged authority on grapes and cherries, got the floor several 

times during this session and always found eager and attentive listen- 

ers. He preaches the gospel of horticulture with a zeal that carries 

conviction with it—a genuine encyclopedia of knowledge—revised 

to date, from preface to appendix. 

The evening session opened with music. A very valuable paper 
on “Plant Breeding” was read by A. T. Erwin, a young man from 

the Ames School of Agriculture, and the subject was well handled. 

Many of the old heads absorbed information that they had never 

before been able to obtain. The young student is on the right 

track, and will be heard from later. 

The three days’ program was worked off in two days, and all 

went home with new energy, with greater earnestness and more en- 

thusiasm and a determination to make the influence of the horti- 

ticultural society appreciated and honored by every one. It was a 

genuine love feast from start to finish, and your delegate can truly 
say that itswas good to be there. We were, by a unanimous vote, 
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made an honorary member of the Northeastern Iowa Horticultural 

society early in the session, tendered the freedom of the city by its 

chief executive, royally entertained at the best hotels, and got back 

across the state line without being missed. 

IOWA STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, ANNUAL 
MEETING, DEC. 11 TO 14, 1900. 

PROF. WM. ROBERTSON, ST. ANTHONY PARK, DELEGATE. 

Iowa is divided horticulturally into four districts, each district 

having its organization auxiliary to the state society. Each holds 

meetings and discusses qtiestions affecting its particular territory. 

Each receives aid from the state society to the extent of $150, with 

a proposition at the last meeting to make the amount $200. Through 

these auxiliary societies, the horticulturists make their greatest ef- 

fort to reach the people of the state. This, along with the fact that 
the State Agricultural Society was in session at the same time in 

the same building, the state capitol at Des Moines, may explain why 

Iowa’s winter meeting was not so largely attended as we expected, 

and why the fruit exhibit was so very limited. 

You can imagine our surprise to hear several enthusiastic 

speakers proclaim that “Iowa is the greatest agricultural state in the 

Union,” when we have been told the same thing of Minnesota so 

many times from the platform that we had come to think that 

nobody disputed the question. 

Iowa’s membership is made up largely of men of long exper- 

ience in horticultural lines; consequently, the papers read and the 

discussions offered were very interesting and valuable. Many of 

these men are, and have been for many years, doing original work 

in the line of hybridizing and selecting, also growing seedlings, to 

improve the quality and durability of our fruits. 

Very interesting in this line was a paper by N. K. Fluke, of 

Davenport, a resident of Iowa for fifty years, a very modest man, 

but a persistent and enthusiastic experimenter. Wishing a large 

blackberry easy to cover, Mr. Fluke pollenized Snyder, Ancient 

Briton, Erie, Wilson’s Early, etc., with the Lucretia dewberry. Of 

fifty seedlings obtained, three were dewberry in character and never 

amounted to anything. The others varied from the dewberry to a 

blackberry as strong as the Ancient Briton. Of these, twelve were 

selected for trial. The canes grow to the height of two feet and run 

off on the ground to a distance of ten to twenty feet. Samples of 

these plants were shown by Mr. Fluke. Root cuttings made from 

these, and, after a year, set out in an exposed situation for fruiting, 
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were killed down the following winter, but have come again from 

deeper roots and have produced some fruit of good quality. 

Mr. Fluke has also done extensive work in hybridizing the 

Mercer county wild crab with Ben Davis, Duchess, Jonathan and 

Maiden Blush; always using the crab as female and the cultivated 

apple as male parent, that there might be no mistake or question in 

regard to results. The seedlings from these crosses have net yet 

fruited, but scions worked into the tops of other trees have fruited 

and given encouraging results. The trees, Mr. Fluke says, show in 

growth many characteristics of the male parent. Mr. Fluke’s plan, 

I believe, is to further improve these seedlings by continuing the 

crossing, always using the malus or cultivated strain as male par- 

ent. Those interested can get scions by sending to Mr. Fluke at 

his home. This is a field in which there are certainly great possi- 

bilities. 
Mr. Fluke has also grown fifty native crosses of Weaver, De 

Soto, etc. All have fruited, and some are equal to any in cultiva- 

tion. 

The sentiment in Iowa, judging from Mr. Wragg’s paper on 

plums, seems to favor a return to the American varieties for general 

planting. Much stress was laid upon the fact that plum fruit quality 

may have all kinds of variation, due to the character of the root they 

are on. Top-grafting and close planting were emphasized as neces- 

sary for good pollination and consequent fruiting. The lowa hor- 

ticulturists have not much time for the insect as a pollinator, credit- 

ing most of the work to the wind, and claiming that we shall not 

miss the bee in that line when he is gone. 

Mr. Reeves of Waverly wishes to go on record as disputing the 

claim that seeds, as the cherry, blackberry, raspberry, elderberry, 

etc., will germinate after passing through the alimentary canal of a 

bird. 
G. S. Bacon, of Des Moines, would have the Warfield and some 

other strawberries give way to the Splendid, Bissel, Wolverton and 
Enhance. The Morgan, Ridgeway and Sample he is not ready to 

recommend. He does not regard the Kenyon raspberry equal to the 

Loudon or Cuthbert. 

C. L. Watrous, of Des Moines, spoke very highly of the work 

being done by Theodore Williams, at Benson, Neb., in the line of 

hybridizing plums and cherries. Mr. Williams says it is a lonesome 

plum tree in his orchard that does not have from three to five var- 

ieties grafted into the top. Much top-grafting is done by small 

boys. The results were astonishng, when Mr. Watrous was there 

in fruiting time. 
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The horticulturists of Minnesota will do well to keep an eye on 

a seedling called the Windsor, fruit of which was exhibited by F. 
QO. Harrington, of York Centre, Ia. The first premium for seedling 

was given to Underwood No. 4. 

M. J. Wragg, of Waukee, was elected president of the Iowa 
society for the coming year, and “The Fruitman,” of Mount Ver- 

non, was made the official journal. 

Many other interesting things might be told of the Iowa meet- 

ing, but it would make this report too long. Your delegate was 

royally entertained at the Kirkwood, heard some very complimen- 

tary remarks in regard to the Minnesota Horticultural Society, and 

all in all had a very pleasant and profitable time. 

ASPARAGUS RUST. 

PROF. S. B. GREEN, STATE EXPERIMENT STATION. 

Recently rust has made its appearance among the asparagus 

beds of Minnesota. This disease has been known for five or six 

years in Massachusetts and New York, where it has occasionally: 
done very serious injury. It hasbeenknown, however, for a very long 

time in Hungary and various portions of Europe. _ The effect of the 

disease is to cause the tops to turn brown in August or, perhaps, as 

late as the first of September. In consequence of this, the roots fail 

to ripen up well, and only a very inferior growth of sprouts is se- 

cured. The disease seems to be most serious upon beds that. are 

located on dry soil, where they will suffer for water. On rich soil 

and where they have good cultivation, they are not nearly so liable 

to injury. The practice of spraying with Bordeaux mixture has 

failed to give good results; likewise the cutting and burning of the 

tops to destroy the infected plants. At present it would seem that 

the best method of treatment is to grow asparagus on moist soil and 

to give the very highest cultivation. 

In Europe, where it has been known for a long time, it is seldom 

injurious. An interesting thing in connection with this disease. 

which may account for the fact that it is seldom injurious on its 

home ground, is that this parasite has another parasite which feeds 

upon its spores and destroys them and in this way keeps the disease ° 

in check. It is quite probable that this parasite of the rust may be 

introduced into this country to work in its beneficial way, as it has 

in parts of Europe. 
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ANNUAL MEETING, 1900, MINNESOTA BEE- 
KEEPERS’ ASSOCIATION. 

IL. D. LEONARD, SEC’Y, MINNEAPOLIS. 

The Minnesota Bee-Keepers’ Association met Dec. 5th, 6th and 

7th, at the same time that the horticultural society was in session. 

The executive committee, consisting of Mr. H. G. Acklin, Mr. 

Van Vliet and Mr. Wm. Russell, had arranged a program, which 
resulted in one of the best meetings ever held in this state. And 

let me say in passing that the bee-keepers appreciate the action of 

the horticultural society in securing for them a hall in connection 

with their own, printing programs at small cost, and securing re- 

duced railroad rates; and the kindly feeling that goes with all this, 

and the courteous attention paid to any subject presented to them 

from the bee-keepers’ standpoint, makes the relation one that calls 

for any good office that may be in the power of the Bee-Keepers’ 
Association to do. 

The president, J. P. West, of Hastings, who has held the office 

for several years, was absent on account of sickness, and G, H. 

Pond, of Bloomington, first vice-president, took the chair. 
The morning of the first day was devoted to reports of com- 

mittees and officers, most of which had to do with the regular order 

of business. There was a special committee, however, which had 

been appointed to act in conjunction with the State Dairy and Food 

Commission to the end of suppressing the sale of adulterated honey, 

this being one of the most important questions affecting the indus- 

try of bee-keeping. A_ considerable ‘time was devoted to 

its discussion. It developed that in the last two years 

150 samples of alleged honey had been analyzed, 25 per 

cent of which was proven to be adulterated. Most of this 

spurious honey (made of glucose) was traced to three or four whole- 

sale grocery dealers in Minneapolis and St. Paul, who evidently 

have determined, in spite of the law to the contrary, that the people 

shall have pure glucose, worth one cent a pound, when they want 

pure honey, and think they are getting it when they pay ten or 

more cents a pound. 

There have been several retail dealers prosecuted and fined for 

selling this adulterated honey, and it will not be long before the 

makers will be called to time. 
The adulteration of food products must cease, and the strange 

thing about it is that old established firms will stoop to so low and 

paltry a fraud. 
In the afternoon a joint meeting was held with the horticult- 

urists, at which the literature relating to “The Mutual Relation of 
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Bees and Horticulture” was reviewed by L. D. Leonard, and a pa- 
per from President West on the same subject was read. 

The papers read during the following meetings were the Pres- 

ident’s Address, “Shipping and Selling Honey,” by Mr. Longfellow, 
of Minneapolis; “Work of Dairy and Food Commission,” by Mr. 

Corbett, of Minneapolis; “Cooking with Honey,’ by Miss Moeser, 

Minneapolis; “Disposing of Our Home Crop to the Best Advan- 

tage,” by G. H. Pond, of Bloomington; “‘Bee-Keeping near Du- 
luth,” by Dr. Mary McCoy, of Duluth; “Migratory Bee-Keeping,” 
by George A. Forgerson, of Farmington; “Premiums at Our State 

Fair,” by Wm. Russell, of Minnehaha Park, and ‘“Bee-Keeping 

for Pleasure,” by Dr. E. K. Jaques, of Crystal. 

The question box, under the supervision of Mrs. H. G. Acklin, 

of St. Paul, is a decided feature of the bee-keepers’ meetings. Most 

of the questions pertain directly to the bee-keeper; there are some, 

however, which are of general interest. One of these is “Is the mam- 

moth clover a good honey plant?” The answer was that a second 

crop will often yield honey while the first will not. “Is there foul 

brood in this state?” No one at the meeting knew of any. ‘What 

plants can be sown for bee-pasturage?” Answer: “Sweet and 

alsike clovers.”’ 

Communications received from the representative of the Pan- 

American Exposition regarding the exhibition of the products of the 
bee-keeping industry in Minnesota were placed in the hands of 

Dr. E. K. Jaques, of Crystal, who, in conjunction with the executive 

committee, will have entire charge of all arrangements pertaining to 

such exhibition, 
Dr. Jaques is well qualified for this office, as his former exper- 

ience shows, when he was in charge of the Minnesota honey exhibit 

at the Trans-Mississippi Exposition at Omaha. Minnesota at that 

time made one of the best, if not the best, honey exhibits of any 

state. We hope other organizations will communicate with our 

committee to the end that Minnesota will be in the front rank in all 

its exhibits at the Pan-American Exposition at Buffalo. 
At the last meeting the election of officers resulted in the fol- 

lowing : 

President, Wm. Russell, Minnehaha Park; first vice-president, 

G. A. Forgerson, Farmington; second vice-president, G. H. Pond, 

Bloomington; third vice-president, Dr. Mary McCoy, Duluth; sec- 

retary, L. D. Leonard, Syndicate Block, Minneapolis ; treasurer, L. 

E. Day, Farmington ; executive committee, H. G. Acklin, chairman, 

St. Paul; H. B. Van Vliet, Farmington; Dr. E. K. Jaques, Crystal. 
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THE BREEDING OF NATIVE NORTHWESTERN FRUITS. 

PROF, N. E. HANSEN, S. D. AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, BROOKINGS, S. D. 

All who are familiar with the severe conditions with which the 

planter has to deal who lives on the open prairies of the northwest 

must realize the urgent need of a hardier list of fruits than we have 

at present. Before this association there is no need of going into 

details concerning the great annual losses experienced on the prairies 

by those attempting to grow many kinds of fruit. Five years ago, 

upon first coming into the state, my general knowledge of the con- 

ditions induced me to make a beginning in this work by gathering 

together wild fruit plants and trees from various parts of North and 

South Dakota and Manitoba. The determination to follow out this 

line of work was greatly intensified by attendance upon numerous 

farmers’ institutes and by the many letters received from farmers 

who had failed in raising eastern and southern fruits. The woyk of 
raising seedlings was begun as soon as these plants began to fruit 

to any extent, which was in 1898. All the plants in fruit were care- 

fully gone over,and the seeds saved from the plants bearing the larg- 

est and best fruit. Seedlings were raised the following year and 

during the past season. A careful count this fall shows a total of 

over 27,000 seedlings, made up in round numbers as follows: 

Sand cherry, 8,400; plum, 4,000; grape, 5,000; wild strawberry. 

crossed with tame, 5,000; strawberry, pure native, 1,000; pin cherry, 

25; choke cherry, 360; gotden currant, 200; black currant, 2,200; 

buffalo berry, 180; gooseberry, 425; wild raspberry, crossed with 

tame, 200; raspberry, pure native, 40. Total, 27,030. 
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Showing Variation in Sand Cherry Seedlings 

The most promising of new types of fruit is the sand cherry 

(Prunus Besseyi). Some South Dakota plants were already on the 

station grounds. Over 5,000 more plants, grown at Marcus, Iowa, 

by M. E. Hinkley, now editor of the ““Fruitman,” from seed he had 

gathered in northern Nebraska, at Valentine, near the South Dakota 
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line, were obtained from him in the spring of 1896 and 1897, and 
seeds from the best plants as they fruited in 1898 and 1899. Of 
the over 14,000 seedlings I have raised from these plants, 8,400 have 
been reserved for fruiting. The plants show the most wonderful 
variety in size and flavor, as pointed out by Prof. Charles E. Bessey 

eleven years ago (American Pomological Society Report, 1899, 

p. 160) after examining the plants in their native habitat. Some 
of the plants found in this first plantation, most of which was 

grubbed up this fall, bear fruit of large size, with but little 

astringency. But little, in fact, remains to make this a choice table 

fruit, and it certainly makes a good fruit for culinary‘ use. 

Showing Variation in Wild Gooseberries (Ribes gracile). 

In strawberries the work is being followed along two lines: 
1. By crossing with cultivated varieties. 2. By pure selection. 

The native plants, as gathered together from various parts of the 

Dakotas and Manitoba, several thousand of which have fruited, 

show marked diversity in size. All are excellent in quality. About 

twenty plants were selected the past season and layered in pots for 

pure plantations next year. In crossing to obtain the 5,000 plants 

enumerated in the list, a new plan was tried. In the fall of 1899 
about 350 native and cultivated plants were taken up and grown 

in the greenhouse during the winter. The tame sorts included the 
everbearing sorts from France as well as leading American sorts. 
As the blossoms appeared, the bi-sexual ones were emasculated, and 

pollen from other varieties was applied to these and to the pistillate 

blossoms. The plan in all cases was to have one of the parents wild 

and the other cultivated. The seeds were sown at once and ger- 

minated freely. The pure native seedlings were grown from fruit 
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picked from small patches scattered through a plantation of culti- 

vated varieties. The object of this work is to originate a strawberry 

that will be perfectly hardy even without winter mulching. These 

plants go into winter quarters in good condition and will, I hope, 

begin to bear next year. The experiment will be repeated on a 

much larger scale this winter. A new lot of seventeen varieties was 

received in November, 1900, direct from France. I expect, how- 

ever, that the best results will come from pure selection and am 

prepared to fruit 200,000 seedlings or more if necessary within the 

next three or four years to get the variety wanted, if that is possible. 

and I believe it is. 

ae 
4 Wad Black Curcent 

Nov 2.1900, 

Two-year old Wild Gooseberry Plant. Two-year old Wild Black Currant. 

My methods are, in brief, an application of the principle laid 

down by Darwin that ‘excess of food causes variation.” In fact, I 

think that variation can be compelled to appear by such methods 

much sooner than by giving ordinary cultivation. The florist gives 

high feeding and culture to plants and reaches results much sooner 

than any other cultivator of plant-life by treating plants as individ- 
uals. The first few generations, then, apply the florist methods to 
any plant that we wish to modify or improve in any way. Break up 

the plants by the tens and hundreds of thousands, and select from 

these large numbers for the points desired. 
Crossing is resorted to whenever possible, as it hastens the 

process of evolution by introducing new elements of variation. 
Realizing, however, that crossing with tender cultivated species in 

many cases has given a lessened degree of hardiness, the main re- 
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liance is placed upon pure selection. For crossing, plants are ob- 

tained in some cases from drier and colder regions, to give, so to 

speak, an excess of hardiness. In all cases the plan is to grow as 

many generations as possible under cultivation in the shortest pos- 
sible time. My visits to many of the great seed farms of Europe 

lead me to think that there is much truth in the theory of the cumu- 

lative effect of cultivation in causing variation. 

Several other native fruits will be given a trial the coming year, 
and a considerablte quantity of seed has been gathered together 
from various parts of the northwest. 

Of work with cultivated fruits, the apple is made a leading 

feature. The main effort is to combine the hardiness of the Rus- 

sian with the long keeping capacity of the American varieties. Many 

sorts have been grown the past three seasons in boxes and pots, 

and cellared over winter. The trees are on Paradise stocks. I 

hope for an “orchard house” as soon as legislative appropriations 
permit. 

The minimum temperature at this station in the memorable 

winter of 1898-99 was forty degrees below zero, with the ground 

dry and bare of snow. It is plain that eastern and southern varieties 

are out of place in this region, and yet native fruits are plentiful. 
We must take the hint given us by nature and develop a pomology 

of our own. No work is more worthy of the attention of the station 

horticulturist in regions where similar extreme climatic conditions 

obtain. The field is great, and the workers should be many. Pa- 

tience and perseverance must be the watch words. 

Prof. Hansen: When a florist takes hold of a new plant he 
gives it that exhaustive breeding that will enable him in a year to 
produce a dozen varieties of it. We can do the same thing with wild 
fruits by this exhaustive breeding. The way I go at it, the general 
way, is to start the seeds in flats, and as soon as they are big enough 
to handle I set the plants in pots. I do not always put them in pots, 
sometimes I put them in frames and get them as big as possible. 
They surprised me very much by their size. First sow your seed in 
flats, then transplant them into frames and carefully tend them the 
first year and then put them out in the fall. Mine made a very good 
growth this year. During the dry weather they did not wilt in the 
least. It is the same with the sand cherry. Sow the seed in flats, 
transplant into pots and put them right out in the fall where you 
want them to stay, and you will get four years growth in two, and 
you will cause that variation to appear. If you get a variation that 
is satisfactory you can propagate by layering, cutting, grafting and 
in many other ways. . 

Mr. J. S. Harris: I would like to ask Prof. Hansen whether by 
this method of propagating to get a better quality of fruit it is not 
done at the expense of hardiness. 
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Prof. Hansen: If you carried the process too far there might 
be that danger, but I think you can do it to a very large extent and 
still keep it hardy. There might be such a thing as improving our 
native plums too much, but you would have to carry it a long way 
before you would impair the hardiness. For practical purposes I do 
not think there is any danger of breeding too high in our time. Still, 
we are experimenting, and we will know more about the matter by 
and by. 

ecretary’s (Yorner. 

THE PRESENT ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP ROLL—for 1901 numbers 447 at 

the date of writing, Jan. 24th, Shall we make it a thousand this year? It de- 

pends on you. Have you made an effort yet to help it along? It should not 

be difficult with all the inducements offered. Take one evening this month 

and do for another what some one has already done for you. 

DELEGATE TO WISCONSIN SOCIETY REPORTS.—President Pendergast, repre- 

senting this society at the Wisconsin meeting, has made a report of the doings 

of that society at Oshkosh on that occasion, but it has not been possible to get 

into thismumber. Reports of all the meetings in neighboring states are now 

in except that from South Dakota. 

ANNUAL MEETING, SOUTH DAKOTA STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,—This 

meeting was held this year on January 22 to 24 at Sioux Falls. Mr. Dewain 

Cook represented our society. The program for a three day’s session contains 

a large number of interesting topics on subjects of special value to the prairies 

of that state. Many of the papers written will probably be published in the 

‘“‘Horticulturist’’ later. 

A Goop MEETING.—Secretary E. W. Randall served up a rich program for 

the recent meeting of the Minnesota State Agricultural Society, and it was 

evidently appreciated, for just before adjournment the board of managers were 
instructed to furnish a stenographic reporter for the next annual gathering and 

arrange for printing a report of it. That is right. The farmers of the state 

should have the opportunity to study the wise things that are being said at 

such meetings as this. 

HORTICULTURE IN THE FARMERS’ INSTITUTE.—The withdrawal of Mr. A, 
K Bush from the institute corps to take his seat in the state legislature divides 

the work of teaching horticulture at the institutes among a number of the 

other lecturers, who are qualified to speak on this subject as well as interested 

to do so. Mr. A. W. Trow, who is a life member of this society, is attending 

to the distribution of our literature at the meetings, and is assisted on the plat- 

form in our special field by Messrs. Terry, Henry, Greely and others. Even 

Mr. Gregg himself takes a hand occasionally. 
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THE LATE MEETING APPRECIATED.—A member attending our meeting for 
the first time speaks in this pleasant way in a recent letter of his enjoyment of 

the occasion: “I feel it a pleasant duty to express my gratitude to you and the 
society for the pleasant and inspiring time enjoyed at the annual meeting. It 

was very elevating for a young man to listen to the addresses and take part in 

the society’s deliberations and notice the spirit which controls and rules the 

organization and to come in touch with such civil and noble minded people. 

It made an impression that will stay with me as long as life lasts.” 

NOTE FROM MANITOBA,—Mr. A. P. Stevenson, of Nelson, Manitoba, who 

attended our late annual meeting as a delegate of the Winnipeg Society, in a 
letter under date of Jan. 21, says: ‘‘We have hada few severe days since I 

came back from Minneapolis, 28° below zero being, I think, the lowest, but it 
was of short duration. It is the long continued severe cold I dread mostly. 

In this locality the snow fall is very light, barely sufficient for sleighing, 
although snow is abundant in other parts of the province; but I feel that every- 

thing is wintering all right yet. I start out in a few days to address a series of 
Farmer’s Institute meetings on the subjects of fruit growing and tree planting.”’ 

THE CRYING SIN.—Mr. Edson Gaylord, of Nora Springs, Ia., has some 

positive ideas, as may be seen from the following from his pen: 
“‘The crying sin of the horticulturists of this age is the well demonstrated 

fact that they let go before the readers of so many of our leading farm papers 

so many most serious and thoroughly proved errors, such as the use of tarred 
paper to protect trees; to set apple trees to the southwest; to set trees just 

a little deeper than grown in nursery; to head in on northeast side to make 
trees grow over to the southwest; to set apple trees down to an angle of 45°; 

to hedge in orchards closely by hedges, timber or other ways; that any soil 

that will grow good corn will grow good apples.”’ 

A NEW PREMIUM FOR OUR MEMBERS.—Prof. FE. S. Goff, well known to 

our membership as the professor of horticulture in the Wisconsin College of 

Agriculture, has lately issued a new book entitled, ‘‘Principles of Plant Cul- 

ture.’’ As its name indicates, it tells the story of plant life and in plain terms 

which do not require a previous technical training in botany, chemistry, etc., 

te understand. It isan intensely interesting as well as practical book and be- 

longs in the library of the progressive horticulturist alongside of others we 
have previously recommended. A cloth bound volume of 280 pages, well 

illustrated and with a full table of contents and index, it will be found very 

convenient and valuable for reference even after study has made the reader 

familiar with its contents. This book we offer as a premium for securing 

two new members for this society, or it will be given for securing one new 

member and 50 cts. For sale at this office for $1.00. 

Extra Early Potatoes.—If it is desirable to have potatoes 7 to 10 days 

ahead of those produced by ordinary field culture, place uncut tubers, 

blossom end up, in shallow boxes filled with sand. About % the length of 

the potato should protrude from the sand. Put the boxes in subdued light 

in a temperature of 50 or 60 degrees. From 25 to 30 days after the potatoes 

are thus started take the tubers from the sand and place in a field in the 

same position they occupied in the box. Potatoes treated in this way will 

be considerably earlier than if the seed is taken directly from the bin and 

planted in the ordinary manner. 
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~ Biography. 
EDSON GAYLORD, 

NORA SPRINGS, IA. 

Mr. Gaylord’s origin is traced, without missing name or date, 

to Wm. Gaillard, who came to Dorchester, Mass., in 1630, in the 

ship Mary and John, and whose French Huguenot ancestors had 

come to England in 1550, to escape persecution. This Wm. Gail- 

lard anglicized his name and became Wm. Gaylord. He was rep- 

resentative to the general assembly for the town of Windsor, Conn., 

forty successive sessions. One hundred and fifty graves in the ceme- 

teries of Norfolk and Gaylordsville now bear this name. Mr. Gay- 

lord says that “many by this name have undoubtedly deserved the 

jail, the whipping post and the gallows, but that up to date all have 

escaped.” 

His great grandfather, Samuel, took his son, Ager, aged six- 

teen, to the army at the breaking out of the French and Indian war. 

Samuel died soon, but Ager served fourteen years, to the close. 

While skirmishing, he saw two Frenchmen concealed behind trees. 

He crept behind a stump, and soon a number of shots were ex- 

changed between them. One Frenchman, getting out of powder, 

stepped to and behind the other. Ager saw his opportunity and 

quickly sent a ball through both at one shot, and took their valuables 
into camp. At the close of the war he received for pay, a musket, 

a knapsack and a roll of worthless money. 

His grandson, the subject of this sketch, was born in North- 

ville, Litchfield county, Conn., in 1825. He took his first lessons 

in horticulture when three years old, from a man employed to graft 
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his father’s orchard. Till about this time, everybody had depended 

on their home grown seedling apples, the best being saved for eating, 

and the bad going first to cider, and later to brandy. After follow- 

ing the grafter all day and hearing his wonderful stories of “big 

red,” “large yellow,” and “that great white apple,” all “so sweet, so 

mellow, so juicy,” is it strange that the boy was seen next morning 
in the orchard with a dish of clay, a wad of tow and a huge dull 

butcher knife? Not being able to get at the apple trees, he fell at a 

clump of quince shrubs but after many efforts left them in disgust 

and went to a choice young plum tree, for which his father had paid 

a large price. Here he renewed his efforts, and with vigorous 

strokes hacked the tree nearly off. 

When he was eight years old his father bought a farm in War- 

ren, eight miles north of their former home. His first leisure hours 

found him gathering stone and walling in a rod of ground, which he 

soon filled with shrubs and flowers. At thirteen he was hired out to 

Nelson A. Depew, to work on the farm six months at six dollars per 

month. 

When seventeen, he taught his first school in Sussex county, N. 

J., commencing his first term with ten pupils and a very limited edu- 

cation. He taught three terms, closing with fifty pupils, two of 

whom had families. 

Returning to Connecticut, he began attendance at the Howards 

high school. Three weeks later young Gaylord was called on to 

teach by the director of a rural school which was considered an un- 

usually hard school. Knowing this and his own need of a better 
education, he at first refused, but after much urging accepted, in 

case he could secure a certificate, of which he had slight hopes. He 

appeared before the examining committee, and after a long and te- 
dious examination was ushered into another room, where, after 

waiting some time, the chairman came and handed him a small fold 

of paper, which he still keeps, to the no small surprise of his friends. 
Here he learned that the boys had had a great time with the last 

teacher, who had left after being admonished by them that they 
would tar and feather him if he ever darkened their school house 

door. The fact that this teacher was older and stronger than him- 
self served to incréase his anxiety as to what would be the outcome. 

However, he appeared punctually at his post. Here he found the 

house full of big rustling boys who seemed to feel that they were 

the supreme masters of all they surveyed. With grave apprehension 

he rapped for order, and in a moment all was still. He addressed 

the motley crowd with a few kind but impressive words, and at 

once began to seat and classify the pupils. Suffice it to say that he 
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was employed to teach this same school each successive winter for 

three years and never saw or had better behaved pupils. His school 

was increased from adjoining districts till the benches were not suf- 
ficient to hold them. 

During this time he worked out on farms in the summer and 

also put in much time improving his old home, blasting huge rocks 

MR. GAYLORD IN HIS ORCHARD. 

and laying them into heavy stone fences. In this way he enclosed 
three acres, which he set full of apple, pear, cherry and peach trees. 

In 1899 he found all gone but the apple trees, these being loaded 

with the very finest fruit. He obtained his trees from the pastures, 

woods and by-ways, grafting them the year after set. His cherry 
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grafts came from the fruit yard of Henry Ward Beecher. In 1899 

not a tree had been grafted or a stone moved in the last fifty years, 

and those old, grim, moss-covered walls, built with his own hands 

so long before, still stand as everlasting sentinels to protect what 

still remains of his boyhood’s efforts at home making. 

After this, he worked a full year for Capt. John Peters, on the 

farm and in his iron works, making more time working nights here 

than he lost during the next five years. He next worked two sum- 

mers for D. C. Whittlesy, who offered to raise his wages two dollars 

per month if he would stay on. 

In 1851 he returned to New Jersey and taught school three 

terms at Mt. Pleasant, Warren county. Here, aided by his pupils, 
he walled in two rods of ground, which was divided into small plats, 

one of which was assigned to each pupil for growing vegetables and 

flowers. Each received special instruction from his teacher as best 

how to grow each variety successfully. This is thought to be the first 

school horticultural garden substantially fenced and kept up for 

years, in the United States. David R. Warbasse, then one of his 

students, is now one of the best orchardists in New Jersey, and took 
fourteen first prizes at their state fair in 1899, for finest apples. 

In the spring of *53, the five Gaylord brothers met in serious 

council, which resulted in the selection of the fourth brother, Edson, 

to go west and search out homes for the five. April found the young 

prospector in Kenosha, with cane and satchel. Traveling nearly al- 

ways on foot and alone, he passed over much of southern Wisconsin, 

northern Illinois as far south as Quincy, over southern Minnesota, 

and twice over eastern and northern Iowa. On Oct. 21, 1853, he 

set his first stakes, and in December completed his pioneer house 

without nail or sawed board. It was eighteen by twenty-four, mor- 

tared inside and out, two stories high, with large stone chimney and 

fireplace. He selected his land on and adjoining what is now the 

site of the city of Nora Springs, Ia. There were several hundred 

acres of this land, mostly very heavy timber. 

As an early pioneer, Mr. Gaylord ran many risks and endured 

great hardships. On the 14th of Nov., ’53, he rose at three o’clock 

in the morning to cut the first log for the first school and meeting- 

house in northern Iowa, from McGregor west to the Missouri. It 

was dark as Egypt, and he cut by guess, giving a few blows and 

feeling to find where they fell. In the spring he burned lime for 

the school house. Mr. Gaylord burned the only lime and made all 

the brick (except one small kiln) to supply the country for many 

years many miles in every direction. He cleared fifty acres of very 

heavy timber, handling most of this twice over with his own hands. 
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He gave all his earnings till twenty-one years of age to his parents, 

and much of them afterwards. He built a house for them near his 

own, went east and settled their estate, and taking what was left 

(two hundred and forty-two dollars), moved his invalid parents and 

two then invalid sisters west and cared for the father, mother and 

one of the sisters as long as they lived. 

Of the nine original members of the family, Mr. Gaylord is the 

only one now living. 

July 21, 1857, Mr. Gaylord was married to Miss Helen M. Lamb 

of Crystal Lake, Ill. They have one son, Wallace E., and one 

daughter, Vienna. Mr. Gaylord built the house which he now oc- 
cupies as a home, in 1866, using one hundred thousand brick and 

five hundred bushels of lime. The brick, lime, stone, sand and most 

of the lumber were obtained from the land he had deeded from the 

government. 

He set his first apple trees in the spring of ’54, on a “fourth rate”’ 

site, and has been setting and re-setting ever since. His experience 

has taught him that to be successful, trees must have hardy roots, 

stems and crotches, with the leading branches top-worked. He has 

now succeeded in fruiting one hundred choice varieties on his fourth 

rate site, and has one hundred more now coming into bearing. Mr. 

Gaylord has never set a tree except for home or friends, and never 

has sold a tree or had any interest in the sale of any nursery stock. 

He judges the value of all varieties from his own experience of their 

real worth and from over forty years’ observation of other orchards 

for many miles about him. 

Mr. Gaylord claims to be the first man, east or west, to declare 

in public that the sun, not wind, caused trees to grow northeast (Ia. 

R. ’79, p. 317) ; and also to publish and denounce the common prac- 

tice of growing our trees on tender roots (la. R. ’86, p. 188, “A 

Blow at the Root”). Also to demonstrate to the public that close 

protection was ruinous, by exhibiting fourteen varieties from closely 

protected sites, and fourteen of the same varieties from unprotected 

sites. These specimens were presented to the Iowa State Horticul- 

tural Society meeting at Cedar Falls. Those from protected sites 

were dark brown, those from unprotected sites clear white. The 

following fall he examined eight protected orchards, in which the 

trees had grown three inches and were seriously injured, while those 

of unprotected orchards had grown twelve, without injury. 

As to what he has done in giving us back so many of our old 

favorite apples, which we had given up so reluctantly, we can here 

only refer to some few of his latest contributions, viz: Ia. R. ’85, p. 

HOG; Mina Ro’ S6.p.116; Fa, R.792, p457;-la, Ri03, p. 322; la. R: 
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94, p- 182; also to his numerous writings in our horticultural and 

farm journals, particularly those of the northwest. That the north- 

west have most highly appreciated Mr. Gaylord’s unselfish labors in 

helping to advance the first and most noble calling given to man is 

seen from the fact that Minnesota many. years ago, and without his 

knowledge, made him an honorary life member of its society. His 

own state soon followed suit, as well as the N. E. Iowa Society, in 

each case by a unanimous vote. 

Few men are better known among the horticulturists of the 

northwest than the subject of this sketch, and none, we believe, are 

more highly honored for a persistent adherence to what they be- 

lieve to be the only and the true gospel of fruit growing. He is in 

every sense a pioneer, hardy and rugged, a true product of the stren- 

uous life the settler of an early day in a new country must live. As 

such, Mr. Gaylord is entitled to, and is receiving in a gratifying 

way, a large measure of respect, and his views, which are often radi- 

cal, the consideration that his experience and unusual powers of ob- 

servation entitle them to. A forceful man, his life has borne fruit, 

and its results will run on long after he has ceased his active labors. 

Such men continue to live, in the largest sense, even after the body 
is laid away to rest and the name even may have been forgotten. 

A. Wo see esec. 

Testing Seeds Cheaply.—One of the most important parts of gardening 

in winter, when but little outdoor work can be done, is the testing of seeds. 

Of course those obtained from first-class seed houses, and which are to be 

sown the year in which they have been purchased, do not require testing, 

as no dealer who values his reputation would send out seeds about the 

vitality of which there could be the least doubt. Seeds vary greatly in the 

length of time for which they retain their vitality. Some kinds cannot be 

relied upon after one year, while others are safe for ten and more years. It 

is, therefore, advisable to test all seeds on hand, and thus avoid disappoint- 

ment and loss of time and crops. 

There are several styles of “seed testers” in market, but in a small way 

any one can test the vitality of left-over seeds, without expense. Pieces of 

flannel or any kind of woolen material are cut to the size of saucers or plates. 

Two or three thicknesses are placed in the plate, and 50 or 100 seeds 

scattered over the surface. They are then covered with more pieces ot 

flannel and thoroughly moistened with lukewarm water. The saucers are 

then to be put in a warm place. The flannel should never be permitted 

to become dry. By examining the seeds from day to day and removing the 

sprouting ones, the percentage of good seeds is easily ascertained. 
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MY ANNUAL FLOWERS. 

WM. TOMLISON, HUTCHINSON. 

It is supposed that every lover of flowers at some time chooses his fa- 

vorite. So when a boy, we chose our: favorite from the beauties in 

the terraced gardens at Riverside, in the suburbs of Cincinnati. 

That choice stayed with us until we made our first excursions into Min- 

nesota, some twenty’ years ago, and from the profusion of potted plants in 

every house and wild flowers by the acre, we decided to make another choice, 

as our favorite was not seen in its perfection in this clime. But from the 

continuous new arrivals, and the old changing to greater size and beauty, 

we are undecided yet. 

About four years ago my wife asked to have a separate lot for flowers. 

On looking around we found an out-of-the-way corner, too small and irreg- 

ular for pumpkins or potatoes. So I says, “There! I will sacrifice that lot, 

though it is good, rich ground.” It was soon made so attractive that a 

lady from town saw and walked fast for the garden, exclaiming: “But how 

do you keep the chickens out?” And her companion says: “Don’t you 

see the fence?” just in time to save her from the rebound. 

I came, I saw and I heard the program of your meeting last winter for 

the first time. I received a new inspiration. For on arriving home, I made 

out a list of 160 apple trees, and then talked flowers. For who could do 

otherwise after hearing the papers on floriculture, with its pleasures and 

profits, by the ladies of this society? 

We had torn down the barns to build greater and more distant from the 

house. This rich lot left we decided to give for a better flower garden. My 

better half said it was worth my while to make another trip to the horticul- 

tural meeting. s 

Now for the expected profit, which is “pleasure.’”’ We prepared this lot 

according to directions, removing the hardy plants and shrubs to the back- 

ground, and then prepared to take lessons while the seed and bulb planting 

was done by those who knew better how. 

On April roth, from a bed of wild plants a little flower appeared. And 

now was early rising with the children to greet and count the new beauties, 

as they began to appear from every corner. A report was given at the break- 

fast table on the number, size, shape, color and beauty of the new arrivals. 

The last discovery was made Dec. Ist, ’99. The pansies were again in bloom. 

They found December Ist as pleasant as May. 

The path to my work led by this garden of our summer’s joy, and from 

its ever present trainers I learned the habits and requirements of many 

plants. 

The balsam is one of the most beautiful and easiest grown of all an- 

nuals. For early, sow the seed under glass; or sow in the prepared bed about 

May toth. Have plants 18 inches apart each way. They are gross feeders, 

and a very rich soil is not necessary. 

The petunia is a flower for everybody. It is best to start seed in the 

house, and plant in bed twelve inches apart. It seems to defy heat and 

drouth, and rain won’t hurt it. 

Phlox. The new ones of recent introduction surpass almost everything 

else in dazzling brilliancy. Plant a distinct kind, in rows close together, and 

you will have a beautiful ribbon bed. 
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Portulaca. This flower don’t ask any favor. It will grow without it. 

Plant the several varieties in a half circle, and they will outrival the rain- 

bow in colors.. 

Pansies. What is more beautiful and a more universal favorite with 

young and old than a bed of pansies! Friends call them heart’s-ease. 

They ask this favor: to be in the sunshine till noon, and the shadows to 

cover them in the afternoon. To prepare a bed, dig out the old soil, then 

get a supply of leaf mold, and mix with it one-fifth of well rotted manure 

and one-eighth ashes or soot. Fill the bed a little above the level. . Set 

plants a foot apart each way. 

Seed sown in the house in April should bloom in June. If sown in 

August and plants lightly covered through winter, they will bloom early in 

the spring. 

Asters. The queen of autumn annuals and indispensable for the flower 

garden. Among the best for show at fairs and exhibitions. Flower of the 

most perfect form, being loose, like the poppy, imbricated as the rose or 

incurved like the chrysanthemum. The plants are tall, half dwarf and dwaris. 

The dwarfs are like so many bouquets and are particularly fine for bor- 

ders; half dwarfs are most excellent for pot plants; the tall for background 

and cut flowers. To prolong the season make several sowings. These plants 

need water and mulching. 

Nasturtiums take a high stand among the annuals. They are so easily 

grown, with attractive foliage and beautiful blossoms, borne profusely all 

summer long. Insects have no use for them. They stand drouth well and 

need but little care. Plant on thin soil and don’t let seeds form. 

The nicotiana. A sweet scented, even bloomer. Is one of the best an- 

nuals to pot for winter, as it blooms profusely for months. 

Irregular planting about the grounds, leaving a broad, open lawn where 

possible, will add much to the beautifying of the place. 

A hardy vine may also be used here and there to cover an unsightly 

trunk of a tree or other object. It may also be trained to cover a portion 

of the house or porch with its graceful foliage. Herbaceous plants, perennial 

and annual flowers can also be worked in among the shrubbery and give to 

it a finishing touch by the surprise it affords. 

Tastes will differ much in the arrangement and extent to which some 

varieties are used, but on the whole there must be a basis to work on. It 

takes much thoughtful planning on the part of the planter to obtain desired 

results, and it is far better to go slow but sure. Thereby much greater 

success is likely to attend your efforts, and you will always have occasion 

to look upon the work accomplished as “A thing of beauty and a joy for- 

ever,” 

Give the Boys a Garden Plot.—My younger brothers, aged 7 and 9 years, 

who took a great interest in the garden last year, will be able to help me 

more this year. It was impossible to keep the time they worked, and I 

could only get at it by paying a small wage for doing certain things, and 

debiting it to garden. This pleased them and gave them quite an interest 

in it, and both wish small gardens of their own this year, which they are 

to get, and both have their plans already, as to what they are to grow in 

them. I expect the garden contest will bring many more young and’ old 

to take more interest in the garden, and among none is it more needed 

than among farmers, whose gardens very often in the fall are only notice- 

able by the weeds being particularly strong.—G. P. 
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VICE-PRESIDENT’S REPORT, FIRST CONGRESSIONAL 

DISTRICT. 

F. W. KIMBALL, AUSTIN. 

I have been out of the part of the country of which I am sup- 

posed to report a good share of the season, and have to report 

largely from general reports I get. The blossom in the spring was 

full and covered the entire country. As a rule, the berries suffered 

from one-third to one-half loss of crop, owing largely to the drought, 

and the crop was a good deal dependent on the cultivation it got or 

the amount of mulch. With me the strawberries were good, while 

the raspberries were almost a total failure—as well as the gooseber- 

ries. Apples were good all over the district, yet quite a large loss 

is reported from premature falling, owing probably to the drought 

of the early season. The trees have gone into winter quarters with 

a good deal of unripened wood, and a hard winter or even a short 

season of extreme cold is liable to cause a good deal of damage. I 

think the ground is so saturated with water that there can be no 

reason to fear root-killing, and hope that my fears for the tops may 

prove groundless. 

VICE-PRESIDENT’S REPORT, SECOND CONG. DIST. 

S. D. RICHARDSON, WINNEBAGO CITY. 

The fruit crop of all kinds was very satisfactory this year, es- 

pecially of apples and plums, although they began to drop early and 

dropped all through the season. 

Plums rotted a little in some localities, in aes not at all. 

Apples were so abundant that Duchess and crabs were prac- 

tically worthless and rotted on the ground in some parts of the dis- 
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trict ; in others they brought a good price. Wealthy and good ship- 

ping varieties could be sold even where apples were most plentiful. 

The drouth affected strawberries some, but in most localities 

where they were well mulched and on moist ground the crop was 

good. 

Raspberries winter-killed in some places where not covered, but 
where they were covered bore an immense crop. 

Blackberries were good. 

Sand cherries bore well with Dewain Cook, but here they have 
not amounted to very much for several years. Mr. Cook also re- 

ports a good crop of dewberries. The birds always capture all the 

dewberries and sand cherries at Winnebago City unless they are 

picked before they are ripe. We have a grove of Russian mulber- 

ries and depend on them to feed the birds, and we can raise cherries, 

of which the crop was fair this year, but the sand cherry comes later. 

Grapes were a light crop generally, but we have some Concords 
running wild over the trees which fruited much better than usual. 

Have heard reports of Wyant, Wood, Mankato and New Ulm 

rotting in some localities, while in others they were among the most 

satisfactory varieties raised. We have Cheney plums planted in 

two places, a few rods apart, and some years have had the fruit 
in one place entirely spoiled by the plum pocket, and in the other 

place perfectly free. 
The trees seem to be in good condition for winter, although ap- 

ples and cherries are holding their leaves like white oaks. 

FRUIT LIST FOR SECOND CONG. DIST. 

Best apple, thoroughly tested in all parts of the district, for market and 

home use: Wealthy. Earliest apple and crab: ‘Tetofsky, Early Straw- 

berry crab. Summer, fall and early winter apples: Duchess, Charlamoff, 

Hibernal, Longfield, Patten’s Greening, Kaump, Wolf River. 

Long-keeping winter apples, not very hardy but doing well in many lo- 

calities: Malinda, Talmon Sweet. 

For trial: Summer, fall and early winter apples that are bearing and do- 

ing well in some places in the district, or not far away, under conditions 

similar to those in the district: Okabena, Yellow Sweet, Breskovka, Nos. 2 

and 6 Oligher, Peerless, Superb, Plumb’s Cider. 

For trial, winter apples that are bearing in some places: Hotchkiss, Mary, 

No. 2 Crampton, Repka Malenka. 

Crabs -for general cultivation: Virginia, Martha, Whitney, Minnesota, 

Sweet Russett, Lyman’s Prolific, Florence. 

Cherries: Early Richmond, Ostheim, Wragg, Russian. 

Plums: De Soto, Forest Garden, Rollingstone, Wyant, Hawkeye, Stoddard. 

For trial: Aitkin, Surprise, Mankato. 

Grapes: Concord, Worden, Agawam, Janesville. 

Red Raspberries: Loudon, Turner, Brandywine. 

Black and Purple Raspberries: Palmer, Nemaha, Older, Gregg, Ohio, 

Columbian. 
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Blackberries: Ancient Briton, Snyder. 

Currants: Red Dutch, White Grape, Victoria, Stewart, Long Bunch Hol- 

land, North Star. 

Gooseberries: Houghton, Downing. 

Strawberries: Pistillate—Crescent, Warfield, Princess, Haverland. Stam- 

mate—Bederwood, Splendid, Branflywine, Clyde. 

Native fruits valuable in certain localities: Dwarf Juneberry, Sand Cherry. 

VICE-PRESIDENT’S REPORT, THIRD CONG. DIST. 

MRS. A. A. KENNEDY, HUTCHINSON. 

The crop of crab apples was immense. I never saw trees so 

heavily laden. In my garden I have Okabena, Hibernal, Borovinka, 

Stoddard, Wealthy, Patten’s Greening, Peerless, Duchess, Sweet 

Russet and Tonka crab. They were all set four years ago, except 

the Peerless, which I got eight years ago. I transplanted them once 
on the farm, and when we moved to Hutchinson took them up again. 

They bore last year for the first time, and one tree had seven apples. 

This year two of the seven trees bore a few, but the wind blew them 

nearly all off. They are making a good growth—bark smooth and 

show no signs of blight. My Okabena bore this year; the tree. 

hanging full of fruit, was a lovely sight to behold. - Wealthy is the 

only one that has blighted. These trees are growing on a southern 

slope, look well, healthy and are making a splendid growth in spite 

of predictions to the contrary. Plum trees on the same slope are 

looking fine. We set three Surprise plum trees this last spring. All 

lived and made an exceedingly good growth, while Mr. Taylor 

lost nearly all of his on account of the drouth. The water from a 

flowing well carried ours through all right. 

Mr. W. W. Pendergast has 450 apple trees in orchard, forty- 

nine in bearing. Early Strawberry, Volga Cross, Whitney No. 20, 

Red Anis and Wealthy blighted a little. Two Bessemianka pears 

are standing side by side: one blighted, the other did not. They 

were set seven years next spring. The kinds of apples he consid- 

ers the healthiest and strongest growers ‘are as follows: Hibernal, 

North Star, Volga Cross, Duchess, Wealthy, Okabena, Peerless, 

Charlamoff. Out of twenty-five hybrids, he designates these three 

as the very best: Whitney, No. 20, Sweet Russet, Early Strawberry ; 

the latter very good for just two days. 
Plums, 100 in number; twenty-five kinds. He would put 

Cheney at the head of the list, though on his soil it pockets ; Rolling- 

stone, 2nd; Wolf, 3rd; Aitkin, 4th; Cottrell, 5th; Odegaard, 6th; 

Wyant, 7th; Hawkeye, 8th; Wood, goth, early and large; Ocheeda, 

1oth, good; Comfort, 11th; Slender, slow grower, bushy, highly 

flavored, hardy. 
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Strawberries in our district winter-killed. In our garden, where 

we mulched with leaves, they came through all right. We have had 

the best success with Crescent and Bederwood. The early plums 

bore a good crop; later ones were cut off by frost. 

VICE-PRESIDENT’S REPORT, SIXTH CONG. DIST. 

MRS. JENNIE STAGER, SAUK RAPIDS. 

A great quantity of fruit plants were bought and planted this 

spring throughout this section of country; subsequently a good 

part of it was lost, owing to the long continued drought. Quite a 

large quantity of apples were harvested, but most small fruits did 

poorly. Wherever fruit was mulched well, a good crop was har- 

vested, but that was the exception. | Of course, more fruit trees 

and shrubs will be planted to replace those lost, as the omnipresent 

Flower garden and grounds at Mrs. Jennie Stager’s residence. 

fruit agent will always give us the chance. Cultivated plums, al- 

though not bearing much this year, have lived and thrived, and there 

is hardly a farm but has plum trees living and doing well. Rasp- 

berries (Cuthbert and the old Philadelphia) I find in every part of 

the country, as well as the Red Dutch currant, and in many places 

finer but not more prolific kinds are found. In a way, we are get- 

ting to be quite a fruit country up here. If only that thousand 

dollar prize apple tree was in evidence. 
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VICE-PRESIDENT’S REPORT, SEVENTH CONG. DIST. 

D. T. WHEATON, MORRIS. 

The climatic conditions during the past year have been char- 

acterized by extremes of temperature, severe and protracted drought 

and excessive moisture at times. The conditions have made the 

season a trying one for fruit growing. The fall of snow over a 

large part of this district was very light, and the temperature was 

low, so that the winter was something of a test one; but tree, bush 

and vine that had received proper care, with few exceptions, came 

out of winter quarters in good condition. Apple, plum and plant 

blossomed full and promised an abundant harvest, but the long con- 

tinued dry weather very materially shortened the crops, and espe- 

cially of small fruits. 
Strawberries started well and up to near ripening time were 

never more promising, but owing to lack of moisture the crop was 

very short. It was much the same with raspberries. Currants and 

gooseberries were a fair crop. Few grapes. 
Crap apples were plentiful, and the apple crop was abundant for 

northern Minnesota. 
Many trees, scattered over the northwest, that have survived the 

rough usage of man and beast, produced a good crop of fine apples 

and proved to a gainsaying and doubting people that apples can be 

grown in northern Minnesota. 
Of apples, the Duchess, Hibernal, Whitney and Minnesota stand 

at the head, but the Wealthy, Patten’s Greening, Peerless, Longfield 

and others are promising finely. 

The plum crop, both wild and cultivated, was never better. 

The season for plant growth was so dry that little growth was 

made till August, when heavy rains came. The July rain was not 

enough to do much good. A large growth was made during Au- 

gust and September, and it is questionable how well ripened the wood 

is to stand the winter. 
There was but very little fire blight, owing largely, without 

doubt, to the prevailing dry season. Too much or too little moisture 

often is the cause of failure in fruit growing. 

Horticultural interests are looking up and to the State Horti- 

cultural Society for help. 

FRUIT LIST. 

Apples: Duchess, Hibernal, Patten’s Greening, Wealthy, Longfield, Peer- 

less. 

Crabs and Hybrids: Minnesota, Whitney, Early Strawberry, Tonka, Pow- 

ers, Pride of Minneapolis, Faribault. 

Plums: De Soto, Wolf, Forest Garden, Rollingstone, Aitkin, Wyant, 

Cherry, Surprise. 
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Grapes: Concord, Worden, Janesville, Delaware. 

Raspberries: Red—Turner, Loudon, Purple—Schaffer. 

Black Caps: Kansas, Older. 

Blackberries: Ancient Briton. 

Currants: Red Dutch, Stewart, White Grape. 

Gooseberries: Houghton. 

Strawberries: Crescent, Haverland, Warfield, Capt. 

Lovett, Enhance. 
Jack, Bederwood, 

EUROPEAN NURSERIES. 

PROF. SAMUEL B. GREEN, ST. ANTHONY PARK. 

There are many scenes in European nurseries which strike the 

American nurseryman as peculiar. Among these there is perhaps no 

way in which they differ so much from us as in the use of hand labor, 

which in European nurseries almost entirely takes the place of horse 

Curious forms of pruning apples, pears and peaches seen at the National School of 
Horticulture, at Versailles, France. 

labor.. This is undoubtedly due to the fact that hand labor is so very 

cheap there. It is a common sight, too, to see women at work 

hoeing and in the general work of keeping down weeds. The great 

demand for trees trained in espalier and fan-shaped forms necessi- 
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tates the growing of these in the nurseries, and they are generally 

trained flat against several, perhaps six, stakes to each tree. Thus, 

an apple tree, instead of growing as with us, is very likely trained in 

fan-shaped form, extending across from one row nearly to the other. 

Such plants must be handled with great care and occupy so much of 

the land that it is out of the question to get in amongst them with a 

horse. 

The growing of gooseberries in tree form is also an object of in- 

terest, and in this section the gooseberry is a very important fruit 

and is eaten in a raw state in large quantities. Occasionally one will 

see both the currant and gooseberry on the same stock, and each 

worked about three feet from the ground. 

In response to a demand for trees for setting out during the 

growing season, the larger nurserymen grow apple, pear and other 

trees in pots, tubs or willow baskets, in which they may be moved at 

any season of the year. This is a feature that in some sections of 

this country might perhaps be adopted to some advantage, at least in 

a small way. It frequently happens that in some of the retail nurse- 

ries in this country, where a good retail business is done in high 

priced ornamentals, a customer comes around just after the sale 

season is past, or even late in June, and is willing to pay a good price 

if he can have his planting work done that season. It is under such 

conditions that it might be well here to grow some plants in-pots or 

tubs. I noted that it was a common practice to grow evergreens in 

beds, even after they were, perhaps, a foot or more high. I inquired 

the reason for this and asked why it would not be just as well to 
plant in long rows and to cultivate with some hand cultivator, and 

was informed that it would not do to walk between the rows of 

seedlings, as it would interfere with their growth, and at the same 

time I was given a sort of look as though I was not quite on to such 

matters and had simply displayed my ignorance. 

Among the few cases in which I saw a four-footed animal assist- 
ing in nursery work was where a small burro was used for drawing 

a spraying apparatus through the rows in a. nursery near. Berlin. 

This spraying apparatus, by the way, was of much interest to me 

from the fact that the power for forcing the spray came from car- 

bonic acid, which was generated in the receiver by the use of acid 

and marble dust in the machine itself. It was too heavy and clumsy, 

however, to be practical; but it may possibly indicate the direction in 

which improvements should work in this country. It is certainly a 
novel idea. 

It seemed to me that the nurserymen and seedsmen in Europe 
lay special stress on getting some land that lies along a railway track, 
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and then making it beautiful with a succession of flowering and 
foliage plants. Near by, of course, they will have a large but neat 
sign indicating whose’establishment it is. This form of advertising 
seemed to be a special feature among English nurserymen, and a 
very pleasant feature it is. There is a dignity and high standard and 
truthfulness about such advertising which no printing will take the 

‘| 
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Curious forms of pruning apples, pears and peaches seen at the National School of 
Horticulture, at Versailles, France. 

place of. When such places are by the side of some suburban line 
that is patronized by hundreds of thousands of people daily, many of 
whom come to note the frequent changes in landscape effects pro- 
duced during the season, I am inclined to think it a very desirable 
form of advertising. 

The melon caterpillar can usually be destroyed by spraying with Paris 
green while the larve are feeding upon the foliage or upon the outside of 
the stems. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY PLANTINGS IN THE ORCHARD AND 
THEIR ROTATION. 

O. M. LORD, MINNESOTA CITY. 

The conditions of orcharding in Minnesota are quite different 
from those farther east and south. There may be little difference in 

the elements of the natural soil, but the climatic conditions of life and 

growth are quite dissimilar. Here, with a newly planted orchard, a 

partial shading of the ground or some mechanical method of keeping 

the soil moist and cool during July and August is an absolute neces- 

sity. Taking into consideration the price of land and labor, for a 

large commercial orchard thorough shallowcultivation will probably 

be found to be the cheapest and most reliable method to secure these 

conditions. For the smaller orchards, for home use, where cheap 

hand labor is available, very good results may be obtained by sup- 

plementary plantings while the trees are young. 

It is assumed that the soil has been thoroughly subdued by culti- 

vated crops before planting the trees, and if old ground is used an 

application of manure may be necessary, at least a system of fine til- 

lage should be secured for best results with trees and with the sup- 

plementary crops. For first planting squashes are an excellent crop. 

They take little or nothing from the fertility adapted to the trees, 

shade the ground completely and keep the surface in fine condition to 

conserve the moisture during the heated term. 
If the soil is of such a nature or texture that more working is 

required, a crop of potatoes or of beans may be grown. If the or- 

chard ground has been highly manured or if it is nearly new, straw- 

berries may be profitably grown between the rows, leaving ample 

room next to the trees for cultivation. Very good results may be 

had with red raspberries, with no detriment to the trees and an ad- 

vantage of partial shade for the berries. If the trees are far enough 

apart, a row or two of blackberries may be grown very profitably ; 

though as the trees begin to bear fruit, these are more in the way 

than raspberries or strawberries. Rows of currant bushes serve a 
- mutually beneficial service. . 

For the small or home orchard any or all of these supplement- 

ary plantings are entirely practicable and desirable. If they interfere 

with the trees, they are easily removed, and clover may be substi- 

tuted, especially as the trees come into bearing ; but clover should not 

be removed from the ground. It should remain as a mulch. Under 

no conditions should timothy, wheat nor oats be sown in the young 

orchard. Buckwheat is sometimes advantageous, especially if the 

ground has become weedy or infested with quack or with fine grass. 
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Mr. Oliver Gibbs: I have had a little experience in planting 
squashes among apple trees. I find they will climb the trees and 
hang all over them, and they give them the same kind of protection 
the anaconda gives the deer. Thev hang their fruit on the tree—and 
how can a young apple tree stand it with a twenty pound squash 
hanging to it? The shade is very nice, but deliver me from any- 
thing that will climb the tree. I have had watermelons hanging on 
the side of a chicken fence three or four feet from the ground, and 
they hung there long enough to demonstrate the fact that when they 
get too heavy they drop off. If Mr. Lord will tell us some way of 
having those squash vines among the trees without having the 
squashes get into the trees I will take back all I said. 

Mr. E. R. Pond: I can tell him how he can prevent that; just 
pass along occasionally and cut off the vines before they grow up 
into the tree. 

Mr. O. M. Lord: I have found it necessary for the protection 
of my orchard and fruit to give it some care. If I wanted the vines 
to grow into the tree I would have said so; they should be planted 
in such a manner that they could not climb the trees. 

Mr. J. S. Harris: I have a few apple trees, and the most profit- 
able crop I ever raised on them were apples and pumpkins. I have 
been able to raise a few apples for the state fair, and I have also been 
able to get some very fine Hubbard squash. 

Mr. C. W. Spickerman: Almost any kind of vegetables planted 
among young trees would be proper, but when you come to rasp- 
berries, blackberries and currants I do not think they ought to be 
planted among apple trees because they are wood producing plants 
and draw from the earth the sustenance that should properly go to 
the apple tree. I think the trees are injured. I planted some trees 
in a black cap patch, and I had to remove them. I found it very in- 
jurious. Those set in the black cap patch did not make as much 
growth in three years as those in the truck patch did in one year. 

Mr. S. D. Richardson: The old saying is that “The proof of the 
pudding is in the eating.” I have seen raspberries, blackberries and 
currants planted among the orchard trees with the best results. In 
our section of the state experience has taught those who have been 
growing fruit the longest to shade the ground. It is not the natural 
condition for a tree to stand in the hot sun. An orchard left clean 
all the way through to November in the hot sun will be injured. I 
can show you orchards under cultivation grown up with weeds where 
they have grown lots of apples and have sold them and turned them 
into money. If you can set your orchard to small fruit and give the 
ground shade, you will find it the greatest benefit. Wherever I have 
seen it tried it has been a grand success. 

Mr. R. H. L. Jewett: Perhaps our experience is more in the 
way of raising apple trees between the raspberry rows, and our or- 
chard is set out in raspberries, strawberries and gooseberries. The 
berries did not get enough fertilizer to carry them all together. We 
put on this year about two hundred loads of good strong fertilizer, 
and we see them doing nicely. I want to say something about grow- 
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ing things between raspberries and strawberries, and more particu- 
larly raspberries and blackberries. I thought the ground should be 
covered with something ; I thought it ought to be shaded with some- 
thing adapted to it so it would not injure the crop. I put in potatoes, 
turnips, onions and peas and, finally, beans. Our experience with 
the peas was not very satisfactory, but the beans we have planted 
three years. We have got a variety of bean that will drop its leaf 
before we pull them. 

PLUM ORCHARDING. 

MARTIN PENNING, SLEEPY EYE, 

Wild plums thrive best where the soil rests in a state of nature. 

They propagate, or perpetuate, themselves by two methods, viz.: (1) 

by seeds falling in the ground and (2) by sprouts from the roots of 

the trees. A slight covering of the seeds with soil or leaf mold in the 

fall causes the seeds to grow in the spring. The seeds usually send 

down a tap root through the surface soil, and if the moisture is suffi- 

cient for life the root makes a right angle and searches for food in the 
leaf mold or surface soil. If moisture is lacking the tap root goes 

straight down and sends out lateral branches in search of food. 

Where the seeds are sown for cultivation in a finely prepared soil the 

roots usually go straight down, as the ground is not shaded and the 

natural conditions of moisture are not present. There are two ways 

of securing this necessary moisture for the growing trees and the 

production of fruit: by mulching and by thorough culture, or work- 

ing, of the soil. 

The mulching, though apparently conforming to nature’s 

method, has a tendency to produce roots nearer the surface, and the 

trees are more liable to suffer from drought than when the soil is 

properly worked and kept finely pulverized. 
Though nearly all of our soil has all the elements of fertility 

needed in plum culture, the trees will bountifully respond to generous 

manuring if the land has been devoted to grain or grass previous to 

planting. Almost any of the new lands are adapted to plums. : 

In cultivating the plum orchard where manure is applied, more 

or less weeds and grass will appear. The trees should be set so as to 

facilitate plowing and working both ways. Shallow cultivation is 

much the best, as deep plowing has a tendency to break the roots 

and thereby produce much sprouting and injury to fruiting. If 

weeds or grass are taken in time, very little plowing will be neces- 
sary. In any case the culture should only be deep, enough to insure 

good work. 
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On old ground an application of ashes will be found beneficial, 

especially to young trees, and it is believed that it has a marked in- 

fluence in perfecting the fruit. On new land the element of potash is 
generally abundant, as the vegetation has been annually burned for 
many years. 

In discussing the treatment of the soil for successful plum or- 

charding, no iron clad rule can be laid down, but we know alluvial 

soil to be adapted to their natural growth, indicating a rich soil, not 
only in its chemical composition but in its surface covered with leaf 

mold or other decayed vegetation. If the orchard must be placed on 

poor or worn out soil, the land should be enriched, and if 

Residence of Martin Penning, Sleepy Eye, Minn. 

upon a heavy clay soil should be deeply plowed and brought into fine 

tilth by thorough working. In short, any system may be followed 

necessary to produce a good crop of grain or roots. 

When the trees have reached maturity, if a good root system has 

become established, the orchard may be seeded to clover with no 

detriment to its fruiting. For the small orchard for farm use, when 

first set with trees the ground may be planted with potatoes or 

squash, which will shade the ground to advantage, but on no account 

will it be found profitable to sow grain. 

On a sandy or light soil fall plowing is not desirable, but a 

heavy clay will be benefited if plowing is done in the fall. If sum- 

mer cultivation is not practicable, a heavy mulching with manure or 

coarse litter, put on from the first to the middle of June, will in a 

measure assist the trees to maintain their vigor in season of drought. 
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ANNUAL MEETING OF THE WISCONSIN STATE 
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, 1901. 

W. W. PENDERGAST, DELEGATE. 

Hutchinson, Minn., Jan. 21, 1901. 

Having been appointed a delegate to represent our society and 

exchange greetings with that of our sister state at the Oshkosh 

meeting, held the first four days of last week (Jan. 14-17), it now 

becomes my pleasing duty to give a brief report of the work in which 

I found the society engaged and how they propose to carry it on. 

If we can learn anything from them that will help us in our ef- 

forts to do better work, that will be of special interest. 

The sessions began Monday evening, in order to close a day 

earlier, thus giving members from a distance two days during which 

they could visit neighboring orchards and nurseries—of which there 

are many in the vicinity of Winnebago Lake—and get some object 

lessons to illustrate the various papers and addresses made at the 

meeting, thus fixing the methods recommended more firmly in their 

minds, to be used as subjects of thought and experiment till the 

next meeting offers another opportunity for a general consultation 

and clearing up of the points not thoroughly understood or for 

further discussion of those whose correctness they feel like chal- 

lenging. 

The number of different subjects treated was very small in 

comparison with ours. For instance, instead of assigning the prop- 

agation of raspberries to one man, cultivation to another, fertiliza- 

tion to still another, pruning to a fourth, winter protection to a fifth, 

the best kinds to grow for the market to the sixth, will it pay to ir- 

rigate to the seventh? etc.,they would give the entire subject of smal! 

fruits to one or two members and use the time so gained in discus- 
sion. The discussions were very valuable, but I doubt if so many 

members are called out to the meetings as would be the case if sixty 

or seventy had parts assigned them a couple of months beforehand, 
and it was understood by all that no failures to respond at the proper 

time would be looked upon with the least degree of allowance, unless 

a good reason could be given. Both plans have their advantages, 

but it is almost always true that the better the attendance and the 

more widely the work is distributed, the more profitable the meeting. 

The talks given and the papers read were of a very high order, 

full of enthusiasm and earnestness and also full of meat. When it 

came to the discussions there was no lack of bright and experienced 

men to do their full duty by throwing additional light upon the 

various subjects and pointing out mistakes and showing wherein 

their individual experiences had led them to different conclusions. 
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While, as a rule, the horticulturists of Wisconsin seemed to be 

fighting the same enemies with which we have to contend—blight, 

summer scald, root-killing, apple curculio, plum curculio, coddling 
moth, plum-pocket, winter-killing, etc., it was nevertheless apparent 

that fruits which we watch with considerable anxiety during hard 

winters are considered quite hardy in all that part of the state south 

of the parallel of Oshkosh. Those who spoke of the Wealthy, Duch- 

ess and Hibernal put them all in the same list, and the Wealthy was 
generally spoken of as perfectly hardy. In answer to my question as 

to which was the hardier, Wealthy or Duchess, there were two an- 

swers, both in favor of the Wealthy. The others probably classed 

them together as sufficiently hardy for their climate. 

Among the apples exhibited I saw no Okabenas, Peerless, 
Peters, Patten’s Greenings, 102’s, Gilberts. Bretts or Repkas, 

though, possibly, some of them may have been there. 

The display was not as large or as varied as ours. That, doubt- 
less, indicated the repose of conscious strength. Michigan, it is 

said, had a decidedly smaller show. 

It was refreshing to see a good exhibit of garden vegetables, all 

of which were of the right size for culinary purposes ; no overgrown 

monstrosities, no imperfect specimens. I think we should do well to 

imitate our sister state by calling for a general assortment of vege- 

tables and offering small premiums for the best of the kind de- 

scribed. 
Although no official lists of fruits were adopted by the society, 

several experienced fruit growers were asked to give the society the 
benefit of their judgment. 

Mr. Henry Tarrant, of Janesville, gave his choice in the order 

of their seasons as follows:-For southern Wisconsin: Duchess, Mc- 

Mahon, Wealthy, Northwestern Greening, Flushing Spitzenberg. 
Dr. T. E. Loope, of Eureka, selected for central Wisconsin: 

Duchess, Wealthy, Northwestern Greening, Fameuse, Perry Russet. 

A. D. Appletree Barnes, of Waupaca, named for northern Wis- 

consin: Duchess, Wealthy, Northwestern Greening, Talman 

Sweet, Walbridge. 
Prof. E. S. Goff, of the State Experiment Station, recommend- 

ed as worthy of trial the following new plums selected from a large 

number with which he was experimenting: Brittlhewood, Bomber- 

ger, Etta, Freeman. They give promise of proving very valuable. 

Of the older varieties the following were spoken of by Prof. 

Goff and others as the best: De Soto, Hammer, Aitkin, Piper, Sur- 

prise, Springer, Wyant—Surprise, Springer and Wyant being the 

“creme de la creme.” 
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It was recommended to spray plums with Bordeaux mixture 

three weeks before buds swell and again soon after blooming. For 
chewing insects, add one ounce of arsenic to forty gallons of water. 

For sucking insects also spray with kerosene emulsjon. 

Instead of Bordeaux mixture some recommended a liquid made 

as follows: one lb. arsenic, two lbs. fresh lime, two gallons of water ; 

boil forty minutes. When used, add 300 gallons of water. 

The best three varieties recommended by Geo. J. Kellogg were: 

Bederwood (S), Warfield (P), and Senator Dunlap (S). Others 

highly spoken of were: Johnsons (S), Excelsior (S), Haverland 

(P), Sleeper (P), Tennessee (S), Kansas (S). 

Hon. Charles Hirschinger felt safe in recommending the fol- 

lowing cherries and no others: Early Richmond, Late Kentish, 

English Morello, Ostheim, Montmorency, Wragg and Jefferson. 

Not enough was said about other fruits to warrant my under- 

taking to say what the favorites were, as no official list was adopted. 

I must not, however, forget to mention that the Wealthy was 

-considered the most nearly perfect apple they had. 

The fact that the number of young members was small in com- 

parison with ours was very apparent, but the middle aged men were 

decidedly in earnest, and much is to be expected of them in the near 
future. 

There seemed to be a very “close communion” between their so- 

ciety and ours. Their sympathy with us and our work is most cor- 

dial, and they are anxious to have the two societies mutually helpful. 

The following resolution was unanimously and enthusiastically 

adopted : 

Resolved, that the executive committee of this society be author- 

ized and instructed to co-operate with corresponding committees of 

the Minnesota, Iowa, North Dakota and South Dakota societies in 

advancing the cause of horticulture, each state following a certain 
line allotted it ; and, also, in devising the best plan for a memorial to 

the late Peter M. Gideon to commemorate his grand work in the in- 

terest of apple growing in the northwest. 

The foregoing is the substance but not the exact language of the 

resolution, since I am obliged to reproduce it from memory. 

The meeting was an interesting and most valuable one. It will 

be long remembered with pleasure by your delegate. 
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ANNUAL MEETING, 1901, SOUTH DAKOTA STATE 
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

DEWAIN COOK, WINDOM, DELEGATE. 

Leaving Windom at noon, on Jan. 21st, I stopped over at 
Worthington, Minn., for about three hours and visited the Ludlow 
orchard, on the south shore of Okabena Lake. This orchard is about 
twenty-five years old, and the home of the original Okabena apple 
tree. I believe it is one of the finest, if not the best, old orchard in 
western Minnesota. The old Wealthy trees are in apparently just as 
good condition as were the old Duchess, and both were about per- 
fect. The original Okabena tree is in fair condition. It has quite 
a bit of sunscald upon it, but looks as if it was good for quite a few 
crops yet. This orchard was in a mat of blue grass, and it has not 
been cultivated for the past eighteen years, but has during that time 
been heavily mulched five times with stable manure. This method 
has certainly been a success with the old orchard, but his young 
orchard given something like the same treatment has not been 
much of a success and indicates to me that cultivation is preferable 
to blue grass or mulching for young trees. 

Again taking the train, I arrived at Sioux Falls a little after 
dark. On the morning of the 22d, we proceeded to Germania Hall, 
where about twenty persons were assembled. Mr. H. C. Warner, 
the president, not being present, Mr. Geo. Whiting, of Yankton, 
took the chair (and held it throughout the three day session). 
Prof. N. E. Hansen was secretary. 

Your delegate was made an honorary member for one year, 
and called upon for a few remarks. Prof. Hansen then gave a 
short talk on the root-killing of our otherwise hardy apple trees. 
This was followed by a talk by President Whiting. These talks, 
with the discussion that followed, brought out the fact that winter 
root-killing of newly set apple orchards is altogether of too fre- 
quent occurrence. 

Prof. Hansen stated that the plum worked on the sand cherry 
and allowed to grow in bush form was quite ornamental, and recom- 
mended it for the amateur and for the home garden. He also 
thought that the buffalo berry could in time be increased by selection, 
cultivation, etc., to ten times its present size. 

We convened in the afternoon with about fifty persons present. 
Mr. Whiting reported that 8,000 bushels of apples were grown in 
the Alderman orchard the past season. Joseph Andrews, of Hurley, 
in a paper on “Mulching vs. Cultivation,” stated that cultivation was 
best where it would be practical, but mulching should be resorted to 
by farmers, as they are not likely to cultivate as it should be done. 
Prof. Hansen cautioned against putting a heavy mulch around trees 
when the ground was deeply frozen, as he had known of trees being 
killed thereby, the trees putting forth their foliage in their usual 
season, while the roots being encased in ice could not supply the 
needed sap, and that which was in the trees became soon exhausted, 
and the trees died. He also thinks that cultivation should usually 
follow mulching, but that some fruits, like the currant and the goose- 
berry, will stand heavy mulching year after year. 
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Reports showed that the plum crop was destroyed by spring 
frost in the Missouri valley, but otherwise a fair crop of fruit was 
raised throughout the state, especially of apples. A discussion on 
black walnuts left the impression that they were short lived in ex- 
posed places, but did fairly well in moist, sheltered localities. 

Mrs. Ida M. Millers, in a paper on native fruits in the north- 
east part of state, reported the sand cherry, Juneberry and high 
bush cranberry as being valuable native fruit; also black raspber- 
ry and choke cherry as being good. 

Your delegate here read a paper on fruit culture in southwest- 
ern Minnesota. 

J. A. Carlton stated that the Whitney blighted some, but the 
Wealthy bore better than he ever knew it to in Wisconsin. 

The evening session was opened by A. Norby, of Madison, with 
a paper on “Evergreen Windbreak.” He recommended especially 
the northern red cedar. Discussion developed the fact that the 
northern red cedar was the preference of most, the Scotch pine was 
short lived, the Norway spruce not quite hardy. The Austrian pine, 
white spruce, blue spruce, Black Hills spruce and the Black Hills, 
or bull, pine, were also well spoken of. The white pine, balsam fir, 
arbor vitae and hemlock were generally considered as no good. The 
secretary said they should be discarded from the state. Mr. E. D. 
Cowles, of Vermillion, said a wire netting made the best of protec- 
tion for a young evergreen. Mr. A. Norby recommended giving the 
young evergreens winter protection by laying them down and cov- 
ering them with earth for the first three or four winters. This was 
considered a most important point for prairie planters. Mr. D. F. 
Harrington recommended the juniper savin for a low evergreen 
hedge. It was shown by Messrs. Whiting and Norby that in the 
Black Hills the rainfall was greater than in the surrounding coun- 
try; that the Ponderosa, or bull pine, had taken possession of the 
southern slopes, and the Black Hills spruce had taken the northern 
slopes, only higher up on the hills, where the rainfall was greater. 
Mr. Whiting mentioned the beautiful silver cedars he had seen in 
the vicinity of the Bad Lands. 

Mr. D. F. Harrington, of Sioux Falls, here read an interesting 
paper on “Ornamental Shrubs.” Other papers were read, but it 
was getting late, and my notes here are mostly blanks. 

Wednesday Morning, the 23rd—About sixty persons were 
present. Mr. C. E. Older, of Luverne, Minn., read his paper on 
“Currants and Gooseberries for Profit.” Each family should have 
three or four dozen plants—set at two years old, four by six feet. 
Cultivate well for two years; then mulch and allow no weeds to 
grow. Never divide an old currant bush to get sets from. 

Paper of C. W. Gurney, on “Commercial Strawberry Culture.” 
He recommends Crescent, Bederwood and Warfield. It is neces- 
sary to get a full stand the first season that rows should be only 
about three feet apart, thus not allowing too wide matted rows. He 
recommends the Bederwood as being the best single variety for 
home use. Mr. C. E. Older reported 800 quarts grown upon eight 
square rods of ground. 
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The mole was recommended as being of value to the fruit grow- 
er by his destroying a great many white grubs. 

Thomas Hobart, of South Sioux Falls, on “Market Garden- 
ing,” says, plow in the fall, six to ten inches deep, and harrow every 
week or ten days until the ground is planted. This is most impor- 
tant on land that is to be planted late in the season. The garden, as 
far as possible, should be planted in long rows and in one body. 
After cultivation is done, a one-horse Breed’s weeder should be 
used, going crossways of the rows. In this way hand weeding can 
nearly be dispensed with. 

E. F. Atwater, secretary of the Beekeepers’ Association, of 
Yankton, says bees accomplish perfect fertilization of bloom of fruits 
and some vegetables in rainy weather when other insects do not 
work. Bees cannot puncture sound fruit. Mr. Gurney says bees 
do not work on the strawberry bloom. 

Wednesday Afternoon Session.—About sixty present. A letter 
was read from President H. C. Warner, who stated that on account 
of sickness, he could not be present. A resolution of sympathy was 
passed. 

Mrs. L. A. Alderman’s letter stated that she had sold her or- 
chard and should retire from the business. Her paper stated that 
the Tetofsky was a fine harvest apple. Plant a few Whitney No. 20, 
but the tree is short lived and is a poor self-fertilizer. The Wealthy 
is the apple of all apples and should be planted on rather low land. 
The Virginia crab should take the place of most other crabs. 

A paper on plums was here read, from Martin Penning, of 
Sleepy Eye, Minn. He recommended the Surprise, Cheney, Aitkin 
and Odegaard for early; De Soto and Wyant, Comfort and Stod- 
dard. Plant in rows, sixteen feet apart and twelve feet in the row. 

Mr. A. Norby here gave a very interesting talk on plums. He 
thinks the Odegaard one of the very best. Your delegate here made 
a little talk, in which he endeavored to make friends for the De Soto 
and the Wyant. 

“Top-Grafting a Commercial Orchard,” A. D. Doungan, of 
Plankinton (near the Hills). He said Virginia crab is the hardiest 
and makes a good root formation on the scion better than the others ; 
hardiness above ground does not count when the trees are on tender 
roots. The Virginia is the best crab to fruit or to top-work on; 
plant trees and mulch during winter; plant only Duchess, Wealthy, 
Whitney No. 20 and Virginia crab. 

C. W. Gurney thinks we should go slow on crabs of all kinds, 
as they propagate and spread blight, and sometimes ruin fine or- 
chards. 

C. Thompson, of Rapid City, Black Hills, reports many varieties 
of apples and plums that are usually tender in the northwest as be- 
ing hardy, leaving the impression that the vicinity of the Black Hills 
is quite favorable to orcharding. 

Mr. E. D. Cowles, who lives near the Missouri river, says he 
lost his Ben Davis three times by sunscald, trimming up the sprouts 
to make trees of them, but they sunscalded each time. Now he lets 
them sprout at will and raises lots of Ben Davis apples on bushes. 
He says the cold does not kill our fruit trees, but the hot sun of 
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February and March starts thousands on the road to death (by sun- 
scald). He always tries to get a branch started low down on the 
south side of his apple trees. 

In a discussion on a windbreak for the orchard, the opinion 
prevailed that a windbreak did more harm to the fruit trees by sap- 
ping the ground, than it benefited them. This discussion, more than 
anything else, revealed to me that the drought conditions of South 
Dakota away from the influence of the Missouri river are still more 
severe than in southwestern Minnesota. 

Prof. Hansen thought it not best to cut back fruit trees at the 
time of planting, but rather to thin out the branches, as the strongest 
buds being at the ends, if these were all cut off only weak buds 
would remain, and the trees would not make as good a growth. As 
to windbreaks, the professor stated that the rule was, a tree gave a 
protection of sixteen feet to every foot in height, or at the ratio of 
sixteen to one, and was inclined to favor the windbreak for the or- 
chard. 

The Northwestern Greening was well spoken of by a few, but 
it was very plain from the papers and discussions that the Wealthy 
apple was fully as popular in South Dakota as it is in Minnesota. 

C. W. Gurney’s paper on “Propagation of the Plum and Apple,” 
says it is as important to have hardy roots on trees as it is to have 
hardy tops. In the nursery two years ago we found but little injury 
above the ground, but the roots were killed. ‘Talk about their root- 
killing because the ground was dry! That is not the case; many trees 
froze up in mud, and they thawed out in mud, but the roots were 
killed just the same as the others. The yellow Siberian seedlings 
did not root-kill.” He recommends using no stock for grafting the 
apple except the yellow Siberian seedlings, and they should be 
budded or grafted at the ground surface. Of the plum, we want no 
trees on Marianna or Myrobolan stocks; wants only the Americana 
to graft plums on, but says the sand cherry will do for stock and is 
perfectly hardy. 

Mr. Whiting says trees often root-kill worse when the 
ground is wet. Trees sometimes root-kill by dry freezing, but thinks 
starvation on account of drought weakens the trees, and they fall an 
easy victim. 

Wednesday Evening Session W. B. White, of Olivet, reports 
the Loudon raspberry not hardy without winter protection; white 
grubs destroyed many strawberry plants in new setting; but few 
apples will stay on the tree unless it has a good windbreak. 

Mr. E. D. Cowles and others told of agents or dealers taking a 
large number of orders for Russian hedge plants and honey locust, 
promising them Russian olives (Oleagnus), Russian pea trees 
(Caragana) or Russian osage. One man gave $100 for enough 
plants to set 100 rods, and in every case the common Osage orange 
was delivered instead. Prof. Hansen said there was no such plant 
as Russian osage, and that the osage orange would not live long 
enough in South Dakota to injure fruit or anything else. 

R. L. Kelley, of Worthing, reported trying to raise apples for 
the past fifteen years, but has yet to mature the first specimen, and 
advises those who want to grow apples to move to Oregon or to 
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Washington. Says we can grow plums, but thinks the supply of 
cherries will never be equal to the demand of the birds. 

Mrs. Downer says the little, almost invisible red spider is the 
greatest enemy to house plants and washing them in soapsuds is a 
certain remedy, two applications being sufficient. 

E. D. Cowles on “Out-Door Flowering Plants,” plants mostly 
in rows five feet apart and cultivates with two- horse cultivator. 
Bachelor button is the most popular flower; phlox, poppies, zinnias, 
sweet peas and pansies are among the best : sweet peas and pansies 
will not stand cultivation ; a bed of poppies eight feet wide and 160 
feet long could be distinctly seen one mile away. 

Hon. H. W. Lathrop, of Iowa City, Iowa, in a paper on “How 
to Produce the Coming Apple of South Dakota,” said, plant trees of 
the Malinda along with the Duchess, Whitney, Hibernal, etc., where 
the pollen will mix, or take the same class of trees and top-work with 
Malinda and plant seeds of the latter. Mr. C. W. Gurney ex- 
pressed himself as being almost of the opinion that if the art of graft- 
ing had not been discovered, and, instead, our attention had been di- 
rected to plant breeding, horticulture would have been further ad- 
vanced. Prof. Hansen was of the opinion that some time in the 
future all of our most valuable fruits will have in them more or less 
of the blood of our native fruits. He has seen wild crabs two and 
one-half inches in diameter. 

Prof. Hansen here read his paper on “Breeding Hardy Native 
Fruits.” The points came so fast that I could not keep track of 
them, but the general idea was that he was gathering wherever he 
could in the northwest and planting the hardiest of wild fruits of 
all kinds along with the best cultivated fruits of their kind, in such 
a way that the pollen would mix, and planting great quantities of the 
resultant hybridized seed and making selections from these hybrid 
seedlings. This, in the course of time, will give the northwest a 
pomology that is distinctly its own. 

Thursday Morning Session.—! am indebted to Mr. C. E. Older, 
of Luverne, Minn., for the following notes of this session: Place 
of next annual meeting, Sioux Falls. The summer meeting will be 
held in Brookings, at the Experiment Station; date to be set by 
the secretary. The following officers were elected : President, H. 
M. Avery, of Sioux Falls; vice-president, A. Norby, of Madison 
treasurer, M. J. DeWolf, Letcher ; librarian, E. D. Cowles, Vermil- 
ion. In conclusion, will say it will pay us ereatly to encourage this 
band of earnest workers, who never have been recognized by getting 
an appropriation from the state and get no reduced railroad or hotel 
rates—as one of the number put it, “work for nothing and board our- 
selves and pay for the privilege of doing it.” Their papers, if printed 
in our reports, will be of especial value to the western prairie sec- 
tion of Minnesota. Although South Dakota extends quite a bit 
south of the Minnesota line, outside of the Missouri valley, owing 
to their more severe drought conditions I am satisfied that any 
fruits that they can succeed with in their prairie sections, we can also 
succeed with in southern Minnesota. 
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE AWARD OF 
THE $1,000 PREMIUM FOR SEEDLING APPLE. 

PROF. S. B. GREEN, CHAIRMAN. 

The immediate effect of the offering of this premium of $1,000 
for a variety of apples as hardy as the Duchess, of as good quality 

as the Wealthy and of as good keeping qualities as the Malinda, has 

been to give our society much free advertising, in which we have 

been referred to in very complimentary terms for our enterprise. 

This has resulted in many inquiries from owners of seedling apples 

in various parts of the country, and in the entry of twenty-three 

seedling apples in this competition. Of these we have received scions 

of thirteen kinds. Of the scions received, eight kinds are growing 

upon the grounds of the Experiment Station, having been top- 

worked upon the Virginia crab. The scions of three varieties were 

received in such poor condition that they could not be made to grow, 

and two kinds have been received this autumn. One party, a wo- 

man, who entered the competition, says she will sell her apple tree 

for $1,000, but that she has nothing to give away and will not send 

scions—unless, I suppose, she should happen to change her mind. 

One variety has been ruled out of this competition because, on the 

statement of the owner, it is an autumn fruit. 

It would, perhaps, be well for me to refer again to the plan of 

the committee having the matter of this award in charge. This com- 

mittee plans to make and keep good, careful descriptions of the va- 
rieties entered ; to grow the trees from scions sent in, on the grounds 

of the University Experiment Station, preferably by top-grafting 
upon the Virginia crab, but also by root-grafting. As soon as the 

fruit is received, it is photographed and described. These records 

are kept in the office of the Division of Horticulture at the Experi- 

ment Station, and can be examined at any time. 

The parties who have entered this competition are as follows, 

in which list those who have sent scions are given a number which 

refers to the entry book of the University Experiment Station, 

where it is customary to give an entry number to all plants, scions 

and seeds received: 

Dateor a Expa Stas 
Entry. Number. : Address. 

Noy. 12, ’00 2469 A. E. Hart, Vermont, Fulton Co., Ills, Recd Autumn 1900 
Dec. 5, 99 2439 Devitt Carpenter, Homer, N. Y.. _ Too poor for use. 
Nov. 17, ’00 2382 John H. Mohr, Box 321, Emans, Penn. 
Nov. 14, ’00 2400 Capt. L. Olson, Decorah, lowa. 
Dec. 20, ’99 2384 August Ahlin, Exiter, Tulare Co., Cal. 
Nov. 16, ’00 2423 George Phillips, Woodburn, Clark Co., Ia. 
Nov. 27, ’99 2427 (1)*G. Sutherland, L’Avenir, Quebec, Canada. 

2428 (2) G Sutherland, L’Avenir, Quebec, Canada. 
Dec. 4, ’99 2403 Fred Propp, Grafton, Wis. 
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Nov. 1, 99 2424 Benj. Mitchelson, Polk, Ashland Co., Ohio. 
2401 Joseph Kamer, Reed’s Landing, Minn. Too poor for use. 

Mar. 16, ’99 2472 Mrs. M. Runkel, Klossner, Minn. Rec’d autumn. 
Dec. 2, ’99 2431 Edwin Woodward, Wilna, O. (Wilna Beauty) none grw. 
Mar 35,169 Mrs. E. L Austin, Dundas, Rice Co, Minn. 
Jan. 30, ’00 Miss C. G. Doughty, Carversville, Bucks Co., Penn. 
Mar. 25, ’99 Mathias Siebenaler, New Trier, Dakota Co., Minn. 

Alexander Thompson, Uxbridge, Ont., Canada. 
Mar. I, ’99 Mrs. Anna Billings, High Forest, Minn. 
Mar. 31, ’99 Hans A. Clausen, Evans, Minn. 
Noy. 15, ’99 Mrs. Daisy S. Haycroft, Madelia, Minn. 
Feb. 12, ’00 J. E. Hickernell, Saegertown, Penn. 

W. N. Norwood, Rhea, Ark. 
Nov. 21, ’99 Eaton T. Donnell, Donnellson, Ills. 
Jan. 16, ’0o Aa Church) Stony, sHorks Nee: 
Oct. » 99) 2377 RE Derby, Jr, Florence; rie'€o:) O2  (WerbyaAs) 
Dec. 25, ’99 A. H. Gaston, Harvey, Ills. 

HANDLING AND CARE OF NURSERY STOCK RECEIVED 
FROM THE NURSERY, FALL AND SPRING. 

W. S. HIGBIEK, WASHBURN. ~ 

I have no doubt that prospective buyers of nursery stock are less 

concerned over the question of how to properly care for their stock 

after they receive it than they are over the question of where to buy 

so as to get it in a condition that would warrant bestowing the neces- 

sary care upon it. When trees and plants are received in the condi- 

tion that the writer has sometimes gotten them, the instructions of 

how to care for them are very simple, viz.: choose a bare piece of 

ground a safe distance from everything you do not wish to destroy, 

pile the stock in a heap, throwing what dry straw was used as pack- 

ing over the whole and set on fire. This method will save work and 

anxiety. 

Now, I may be called to account for casting reflections upon the 

“honest and much abused nurserymen,” but who can help but feel 

disgusted, to say the least, after reading in catalogues the emphatic 

claims of excellency of stock, of superior packing facilities, etc., and 

after carefully selecting what is wanted and sending hard-earned 

cash, to receive, perhaps, passably good stock, but in the above 

noted condition? 

But to the text. I will first consider fall care. As a rule, I 

would advise planters to have their stock delivered in the spring, for 

all well equipped nurseries have storing cellars where trees and 

shrubs can be kept in perfect condition through the winter. But if 
the nursery patronized is at a considerable distance, with the proba- 

bility of getting the stock very late in the spring, it would be desir- 

able to order for fall delivery, with the exception of strawberries, 
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black cap raspberries and evergreens, which should not be dug un- 

til spring. 

Small fruits, noting the exceptions already stated, may be plant- 

ed at once, providing some good mulching material is placed over 

each plant as a winter protection, or they may be kept over winter 

by heeling them in. Select a well-drained piece of ground where the 

soil is mellow; dig a trench deep enough to place the roots of the 

plants at least six inches below the surface of the ground; place the 

plants in the trench without bunching them; work the soil well 

among the roots and pack firmly so as to leave no air spaces. When 

covering, take the earth from the side of the trench, thus making a 

place for another row. 

With trees the work of heeling in is much greater. Dig a pit 

two feet deep and of sufficient width and length to accommodate all 

the trees to be buried. Leave the bottom at one end sloping where 

the first course of trees is to be laid. After covering roots of the 
first layer, put in another layer lapping over the first, much as shin- 

gles are laid. When all the trees are in, the pit should be filled, cov- 

ering root and branch. The ground where nursery stock of any 

kind is heeled in for winter should be deeply mulched and well 

soaked with water before freezing. 

In case one receives stock that is frozen, it should not be al- 

lowed to thaw out in the open air, but should be heeled in at once 

or placed in a cold cellar without unpacking and well soaked with 
water. It will then thaw so slowly as to receive no great amount 

of injury. 
When plants or trees are delivered in the spring, caring for 

them is a very simple matter. The box or bale should be taken to 

where it is cool, either to the cellar or some shady place, unpacked 

at once, the roots sprinkled, and all mangled ones trimmed off 

smoothly. If they cannot be planted right away, they may be left in 

the cellar by repacking them, or be heeled in in the shade, simply 

covering the roots sufficiently to prevent drying out. Even straw- 

berry plants may be kept this way for ten days to two weeks by 

watering frequently. 

Before planting dip the roots of all trees and shrubs in a pud- 

dle made of clay and water. This forms a coating over the roots and 

prevents them from rapidly drying out. 
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‘ROTATION ON THE SMALL FRUIT FARM. 

Cc. W. MERRITT, HOMER. 

I think the secretary sized my ability as a writer in giving me 
this subject, as I cannot see there is much to write about. 

As for myself I rotate my plantings but little. Small fruits, ex- 

cept strawberries, where well set and cared for, are a fixture for sev- 

eral years. Ground should be well prepared, manured and culti- 

vated before the first setting. With that purpose in view, in setting 

red raspberries or blackberries I run a furrow, deep and straight, 

through the patch. I have a hand drop the plants in the furrow 

about three feet apart in the row and I set them as fast as dropped, 

packing the earth around the roots with my fist, giving each plant a 

little water first. When the row is finished in this way I fill in with 

a shovel—or a good tool for this purpose is the old fashioned potato 

hook. I seldom lose any plants. I like best a single row. What I 

mean by a single row is that they be not allowed to spread, and then 

they can be cultivated as well as a row of corn. The rows should be 

six feet apart. When set in with a row of trees in the orchard you 

cannot cultivate as close, and the rows will naturally spread until 

stopped by the cultivator. ; 

The exact time to dig out and reset the blackberry or raspberry 

patch must be determined by its fruitfulness. I leave them until they 

show signs of weakness, by age, or other cause, and then dig them 

out and cultivate the ground for one or two years in corn or potatoes 

or both, either of which leaves the ground free from weeds and in 
good shape for resetting. I like alternate rows of blackberries by 
themselves, a row of red raspberries either side of blackberries, and 

the latter don’t have so good a chance to “catch on” when cultivating. 

Mr. O. M. Lord: I do not know that there is any general sys- 
tem of rotation established. I have met with very good success in 
following strawberries with potatoes and corn and planting rasp- 
berries in the orchard. I have one patch, or one orchard, that has 
contained raspberries for eight or nine years with good success; I 
have reference to red raspberries. I have also had blackberries in the 
orchard, a couple of rows, with good success for fifteen years. It is 
true it requires considerable labor, but the work you put on them is 
very beneficial, not only to your crop of berries but to the orchard as 
well, and I am strongly inclined to believe that the raspberries plant- 
ed in my orchard have effectually prevented what we call sun scald 
in my orchard, as I have not for twenty years had a case of sun scald 
on my place. Where the berries are planted for such a series of 
years it can hardly be called rotation, but where the blackberries and 
raspberries are taken out of the orchard, of course, it would apply. 
I find it very little trouble to take them out and destroy them. I 
have sometimes seeded to clover, but sometimes without much suc- 
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cess as to catch and then had to resort to the vine. I do not like 
their appearance, but know of nothing better than leaving them on 
the ground as a mulch. 

Mr. Seth Kenney: I would like to ask what kind of blackberry 
he cultivates and whether he lays them down in the winter. 

Mr. Lord: I have not practiced laying down the red raspberry 
of any kind, but for trial I have had nearly all the raspberries in the 
general market. For my own use I prefer only two or three kinds: 
the Turner, Cuthbert and Loudon. With the black raspberries I 
have the best success with the Gregg and Palmer. I do not like to 
have them in my orchard for a number of reasons, but I have met 
with excellent success with the Snyder and Briton blackberries. I 
have tried half a dozen different varieties, but have had the best suc- 
cess with the Snyder and Ancient Briton. 

Mr. Seth Kenney: Do you have good success without laying 
them down? 

Mr. Lord: The past five years I did not lay them down, and I 
had excellent success, good crops. To be sure of a crop I would pre- 
fer to cover them, and sometimes I have partly covered some of them, 
but those standing came out as good as those covered. I have never 
found it necessary to cover red raspberries on my place, especially 
the Turner and Loudon. 

Mr. Oliver Gibbs: Yours is a sheltered situation, in the valley 
where your raspberries are, with trees surrounding them. 

Mr. Lord: It can hardly be called a sheltered valley, although 
my place is considered one of the most valuable in the state for fruit 
with the exception of apples. Prof. Green and Prof. Goff told me 
that my apple trees blighted worse than anything they had ever seen, 
although I take a great many premiums with my apples at fairs. 

Mr. A. P. Stevenson (Man.): I just want to say a word along 
that line of planting small fruits between apple trees. Our first 
planting of apple trees was without any planting of fruit between 
the trees, and we found a large percentage of our trees root-killed. 
After that we planted the red raspberries and red currants in the 
rows between the apple trees, and I found that the apple trees suc- 
ceeded a great deal better than without the fruit. The small fruits 
did thoroughly well, and it was only last year and the year before 
that we found it necessary to remove the small fruits as the trees 
were getting too large and needed the space. I consider it a great 
benefit to have the small fruit between the apple trees. 

Mr. W. D. Harris: Have you ever tried sweet corn between the 
apple trees? 

Mr. Lord: I have raised good crops after taking out the rasp- 
berries, but I would not advise planting field corn. 

The President: I have had good luck in planting three rows of 
peas, doing it with the seeder, filling up all the holes but three and 
dropping them along half way between the rows of apple trees on 
each side, and I did it for this reason: I knew that peas evaporate but 
little water and can be planted very early, generally the first of April 
and sometimes the last of March, and by planting early peas I can 
get them out of the way before the drought gets there, so they will 
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stop absorbing the water from the ground and injuring the trees be- 
fore the water is needed. The peas do well. The best way to make 
them pay is to have some kind like the Surprise pea that sells for a 
good price for seed, raising a crop and selling it to the seedsmen. 
In that way I can kill two birds with one stone and can cover the 
ground during part of the season when it is necessary to do it with 
little expense to the fruit trees. 

Mr. J. S. Harris: When I was a younger kid my father used to 
practice sowing peas in his orchard, a June pea. We would take a 
few messes of them to eat, and after those peas began to harden he 
would turn in a drove of pigs, and they would harrow the soil and 
eat the peas before the apples began to drop. He did that for two 
years in succession and then sowed the ground to clover, and when 
that came up well he would run the plow in and turn it under very 
shallow. He had the reputation of having the healthiest fruit and 
the best trees in the neighborhood, and the hogs and the fruit made a 
good harvest, and it saved wormy fruit. About rotating fruit crops: 
I have had a little experience if [ am young. I have never yet suc- 
ceeded in getting a second good stand of raspberries from the same 
ground unless | cultivated it to something else after taking them off. 
Now black raspberries are not profitable after three years, and in 
planting right in the first place, that is four feet each way, you take ~ 
off two crops and then take out every other row. We find strawber- 
ries succeed admirably, and then we plant to potatoes. We also find 
that raspberries succeed very well after putting the ground into 
strawberries, but with raspberries it is impossible to get a Bae ee 
the same eround again. I had one piece of eround from which I 
took three thousand quarts of strawberries the first year. I run itan- 
other year and then plowed it under, and although I gave it the same 
care as the first year I did not get half a yield. 

Mr. C. W. Merritt: In speaking about rotating strawberries, I 
will say that we do not raise many strawberries. We have three 
patches of ground we use for that purpose, and we set one of them, 
and the next season we plant one of the others and set the third one 
cut to something else, and the third year we dig up the first one and 
reset the third one and so keep them two years apart all the time. In 
that way we get the best result from the strawberry land. 

Mr. Harris: Is your second crop as good as the first ? 
Mr. Merritt: Oh, yes; we don’t notice any difference. We set 

enough plants the first season so they thoroughly fill out the ground. 
As for raspberries and blackberries, they should never be set among 
the trees. They will scratch the trees and injure them, but I think 
red raspberries are excellent. 

Prune off all broken ends of roots before ,planting the trees, always 

cutting from the under side. When the root is thus smoothly cut it will 

callous over quickly. 
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ROTATION OF CROPS. 

VINCINT REEVES, CHAMPLIN. 

I merely give you my experience of thirty years of practical 

work, and it might not agree with a great deal of theory that often- 

times is presented in various journals. There are very few tillers of 

the soil who have any knowledge of analyzing the soil; that is within 

the power of the chemist. Practice and science have combined to 

show us how all soils may be raised to the highest state of fertility, 

and a knowledge of the composition of crops and manures shows 

how we may best maintain its good conditions. Sometimes condi- 

tions occur with the market gardener so that his second crop does 

not reach that proper state of perfection for the labor bestowed upon 

it. Its cause may be traced in not having sufficient fertilizer, the sol- 
uble portion having been absorbed by the first crop. These remarks 

apply to the market gardener who is trying to obtain two or three 

crops the same season. Perhaps he has commenced the career of a 

market gardener on a soil deficient of plant food for such vegetables 

as he may have a desire to grow,; therefore he is liable to have a few 

seasons of disappointment until the manure gets thoroughly incor- 

porated into the soil. There is another thing to be considered, and 

that is, quality as well as quantity of manure. 

Many years ago Mr. Joseph Harris, of Moreton Farm, a prac- 

tical agriculturist, endeavored to impress on the minds of American 

agriculturists that the value of animal excrement depended on the 

food that was fed. He was extremely cautious in his experiments. 

We find wheat bran more valuable than corn; clover hay more 

valuable than timothy. 
When I commenced gardening I had what is called virgin soil, - 

composed of hazel brush and scrub oaks. When the land was par- 

tially subdued, I commenced using manure, at the rate of forty or 

fifty tons per acre, on the portion I desired to grow vegetables on. 

While I do not claim any credit to myself, for [certainly was indebted 
to Mr. Peter Henderson for the knowledge imparted to me, as well 

as to thousands of others engaged in the same business, I followed 
his teachings as far as practicable, with due consideration of the 
market to dispose of my produce, while the farmers traveling on the 

road thought I was slightly affected with lunacy in dressing land so 

heavily. They said my crops would all burn up. It was not many 

years after they commenced playing the same game. 

My soil being thus highly dressed with reasonably good manure, 
I found it contained a complete fertilizer for any vegetables I de- 
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sired to grow. I have grown early cabbage ten or twelve years in 
succession on the same land, following the same season with late 

beets and celery. I have grown beets for ten years in succession on 

the same land. Radishes I have grown on the same plat for many 

years, followed the same season with peppers, tomatoes and egg 

plant. 

I believe the majority of Minnesota soils, if highly dressed, will 

grow anything for a number of years in succession, barring droughts 
and frost. I have never paid any attention to rotation of crops, 

though it is true I discovered in about fourteen years the warning 

given by Mr. Henderson that where the soil was so heavily dressed 

it became somewhat like a member of the human family that had 

been surfeited with rich food and required a change of diet. So the 
soil required a rest by feeding it with clover, or any leguminous crop 

and plowing it under. Dame Nature was then restored and ready 

to be treated as before, and would cheerfully respond after being 
tickled with the hoe. 

There is one thing that tillers of the soil in Minnesota can con- 
gratulate themselves on, they are not spending any money in com- 

mercial fertilizers. I find in the year 1896, according to reliable sta- 
tistics collected by Mr. John Hyde, verified and compiled by 

American Agriculturist, that twenty-seven states purchased two mill- 

ion tons of commercial fertilizers at a cost of forty million of dollars, 

and no record that Minnesota expended a dollar. Wisconsin was the 

farthest western state on the list. We would infer from this that the 

soil of Minnesota is not yet impoverished so as to require any but 

home made fertilizers. It may be a fair conclusion that her system 
of farming will be greatly improved by rotation of crops, clover. be- 
ing the principal change crop, and in the future her products will 

increase with the knowledge disseminated by our experimental sta- 

tions, and by reliable agricultural journals, not forgetting Mr. Terry 
with the farmers’ institute. 

Evaporation from Different Soils—In some tests made at the Colorado 

station as to the amount of evaporation from different soils, it was found 

that from an upland soil of mulatto color in which there was a small amount 

of clay and considerable sand with enough lime to cement it and render 

it quite hard, 1,038 tons per acre evaporated during 85 days. From a very 

fine black soil from the hilltop 527 tons evaporated. From a rich clay soil, 

very dark, 425 tons, and from a fine, light colored soil, commonly called 

gopher clay, 600 tons. 
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COMMITTEE ON OBITUARY. 

J. S. HARRIS, CHAIRMAN. 

Mr. President and Members of the Minnesota State Horticul- 
tural Society :—While we congratulate you on the prosperity of our 

society, its increasing membership, the extending of its field of use- 
fulness and the increased interest manifested in the promotion of our 

cause, we are painfully reminded that some of our truest friends and 

most earnest workers are absent. Since our last annual meeting there 

have been removed by death, Col. John H. Stevens, Miss Sara M. 

Manning, J. W. Boxell, E. B. Jordon, Maj. Alfred G. Wilcox, Mr. 

C. Chadderdon and H. W. S. Cleveland. JohnH. Stevens died at his 
home in Minneapolis on May 28, 1900. Since the organization of our 

society no loss has been more keenly felt than that occasioned by the 

death of Col. Stevens. He was one of the founders and charter mem- 

bers of our society, one of its most earnest and truest friends. His 

well tried integrity, his ability and capacity for work, his dignified 

presence and the warm sympathy of his nature, were qualities which 

gained for him the highest appreciation and regard of all who knew 

him. He was elected an honorary life member of the society at the 

annual meeting held at Minneapolis in January, 1880. (For portrait 

and biography see “Trees, Fruits and Flowers of Minnesota,” 1900, 

page 321.) 
Miss Sara M. Manning died at Lake City, Minn., April 7, 1900, 

aged 48 years. Miss Manning had been for many years an honorary 

life member of our society. She was an earnest student and lover of 

art and nature and well versed in the botany of Minnesota, and past 

volumes of our reports contain able and well written articles from her 

pen. (For biography see “Trees, Fruits and Flowers of Minnesota,” 

1900, page 241.) 

J. W. Boxell died at St. Paul (date not known to your commit- 

tee). He was an active and useful member of the society for many 

years and in 1893 became a regular life member. 

E. B. Jordon died at Ontario, California, March 10, 1900, aged 

62. From 1868 until 1887 he was one of the most enterprising mem- 
bers and workers of our society, and well known to all of our older 
members and the horticulturists of the state. (For biography, see 

“Trees, Fruits and Flowers of Minnesota,” 1900, page 201.) 

Alfred G. Wilcox died suddenly at Hugo, Minn., June 6, 1900, 
aged 59 years. He had been a member of the society but five years 

prior to his death. He was a most earnest friend and champion of 

horticulture, and had his life been spared longer, gave promise of 
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becoming one of our most useful and prominent members. (For por- 

trait and biography see “Trees, Fruits and Flowers of Minnesota,” 
1900, page 281.) 4 

Mr. C. Chadderdon, of Windom, had been a member of the so- 

ciety but two years. Of his personal history, date and circumstances 

of his death, your committee are not informed. 
Mr. H. W. S. Cleveland died at his home in Chicago on 

Dec. 5, 1900, and your committee have not learned the particulars 

concerning his decease, but trust that some one will furnish for pub- 
lication in our magazine a suitable biography of this useful man. 
He was a landscape architect of the highest order, and always deeply 
interested in other branches of horticulture. His greatest sphere of 

usefulness, throughout a long and well spent life, was in improving, 

embellishing and beautifying parks, cemeteries, college and school 

grounds, and the artistic ornamentation of the suburban residences or 

city homes of Chicago and Minneapolis. He was an active mem- 

ber of the American Pomological Society in its earlier years, and one 

of the band of renowned horticulturists who had a place in its or- 

ganization in 1848. _He was a delegate from the New Jersey Horti- 
cultural Society at that time, to meet in New York with delegates 

from Massachusetts, Pennsylvania and other states for that purpose. 

At that time Marshall P. Wilder was elected its first president, and 

he was honored with that proud position until the day of his death 

on the 16th day of December, 1886. 

These worthy members have closed their earthly pilgrimage, 
but their labors in our cause will live on to bless our state and the 

world, and their names will be treasured up in our memories as pub- 

lic benefactors. 

Keeping Onions Over Winter.—Either keep them constantly but a 

few degrees above freezing, having a thermometer and a kerosene stove in 

the cellar ready for emergencies, or else lay them 18 inches thick on the 

floor in some outbuilding, and as soon as cold weather sets in with freezing 

temperature, cover with swamp hay, not far from two feet in depth, with 

about the same thickness of hay between the onions and the side of the 

building. 

Do not uncover or disturb in any way until freezing weather is past, 

nor then until just about ready to sell. It will be best for the frost to come 

out before any of the hay is removed, but if it is desired to market before 

the frost would naturally leave, then take off a part, never all, of the hay 

to promote thawing. When cellar-kept, they would better be on platform 

and piled not over 10 inches deep.—J. J. H. Gregory. 
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“THE DUCHESS APPI,E--crop here is of no value for shipment Heretofore 

it has not paid to put Duchess in cold storage because I have paid so much for 

ice ($4.00 per ton). I am now putting up my own ice and hope by improv- 

ing my cold storage plant to do a paying business.’”’—E H. S. Dartt. 

U. S. NuRSERY STOCK GET'S INTO MANITOBA.—‘“‘The Canadian government 

has just passed an order in council making it possible to get in nursery stock 
from the States. The stock must pass the customs between March 15th and 

May 15th and has to be fumigated before it can be distributed.’’—H. N. T. 

ALI, REPORTS ARK SENT PREPAID.—Most of the reports sent out from this 

offize to members of the society go by express and are IN ALL, CASES PRE-, 

PAID. If the express company in any case collects express charges on these 

Teports at the time of delivering, take a receipt and send it to the secretary, 

and the money will be refunded. 

ORIGIN OF THE ‘‘MOULTON’’ APPLE —“I desire to make a correction about 
the Moulton apple. In looking over an old order book of the late Peter M. 

Gideon, 1 saw in the list of apple orders sent out one variety under the name of 

MOULTON and supposed it was one of his seedlings. Recently, in talking with 

his oldest son, Ansel, I learned that this variety was procured from the old 

Moulton nursery in north-east Minneapolis and is nothing more or less than 

the White Transparent, a Russian variety.’’-—Wyman Elliot. 

A PROSPEROUS SOCIETY.—The Massachusetts Horticultural Society offer 

this year in prizes: plants, $2,000; flowers, $2,500; fruits, $1,700; vegetables, 

$1,200; gardens, $500; native plants, $175. These very liberal premiums 

emphasize a plethoric treasury. This society was organized seventy-one years 

ago. Fifteen years later it built its first hall, moving twenty-one years later 

into larger quarters. The holdings of this society have increased to a very 

large sum, making it probably the wealthiest organization of its kind in the 

country. 

INSECTS INJURIOUS TO CULTIVATED PLANTS.—The annual report of Prof. 

Otto Lugger, State Entomologist, just received, is of special value to the fruit 

- growers of the state as it contains a very full list of the bugs infesting fruit 

trees, plants, etc., giving accurate descriptions, accompanied by plenty of 

illustrations and suggestions as to methods of repression or extinction. If 

the reader is interested in this important subject,a copy of the report can be 

had without expense by addressing the author at St. Anthony Park. The book 

contains 259 pages and is well indexed for convenient reference. 

THE FORESTRY ASSOCIATION SEEKS AN APPROPRIATION.—A bill has been 

introduced into the legislature, which, if it becomes a law, will place in the 

hands of the Minnesota State Forestry Association $1,500 a year to be used in 

the furtherance of the valuable educational work they are doing. We hope it 

will pass, and if you are equally interested in its success you can aid very much 

by writing to the representatives from your district in regard to it. The 

association has had no appropriation the last two years but has still succeeded 

in doing considerable work. 
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THE WESTERN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY—located in Manitoba, with head- 

quarters in Winnipeg, holds its annual session this year on March 14th. Our 

society will be represented on that occasion by T. A. Hoverstad, Supt. of Exp. 

Station at Crookston. Prof.S.B. Green is also to be in attendance as 

guest of that society. 

Our Manitoba brethren in horticulture have been fortunate in securing from 

the government recognition to the amount of $200 per annum for expenses 

and the printing of their report. 

PATTEN’S ‘SSOULARD HYBRID.’’—A correspondent has evidently misunder- 

stood a reference to Patten’s ‘Soulard Hybrid’? which appeared in the 

biography of Mr. Patten, in the November, 1900, Horticulturist, to be in fact 

aclaim that he originated the Soulard crab. The variety referred to is one of 
Mr. Patten’s seedlings, a cross, as he thinks, of the Soulard crab with a Pippin 

apple. In describing it he says “It has no value as an apple except as it marks 

a decided step in the development of the native wild crab.’’ He is still en 
deavoring to improve upon the ‘‘Hybrid.”’ 

ARKANSAS STATE HORTICULTURAL SocrETy.—‘‘I came here from Ohio 
twenty-one years ago. We organized a State Horticultural Society soon after- 

wards. It has been slow, hard work building up our society. Our member- 

ship has been small, and our state has never given us any financial aid. We 

have had no income except from annual dues ($1.00) from members. All 

this has been required to meet current expenses, hence we have never been 

able to publish the proceedings of our society except in our newspapers. Our 

membership is now growing, and a much greater interest is being taken in 

horticulture. We are asking and expecting our legislature (now in session) to 
make an appropriation to publish the proceedings of our society and otherwise 

aid it in its useful work.’’—W. K. Tipton, Secretary. 

THE CULTURE OF GINSENG.—‘‘There has been much interest shown lately 

in the cultivation of ginseng. In fact, 1 am inclined to think there is rather 

more of a craze on this subject than is warranted. I have many inquiries for 
plants and seed, but I do not know any one in this state who has either for 

sale. Nine years ago we bought several hundred plants from an Indian trader 

at Fergus Falls and set them out on our grounds in as good a situation as we 
had, but we lost them by the drought of 1894. There are probably many 

sections of this state where this plant is obtained in small quantities, but I do 
not know to whom to direct inquirers and would be glad to know of some one 

who has either roots or seed to sell. It is a very easy matter to obtain roots or 

seedlings from North Carolina, but it has been a question in my mind as to 

whether the stock from so far south would be hardy with us, and with a view 

of testing this last October I bought 200 roots from North Carolina, which we 

shall plant in the spring.’’—Samuel B. Green, Horticulturist, St. Anthony 

Park. 

Who has these plants for sale ?—Sec’y. 

A recent communication brings to the writer the news of the death of Mr. 

R. H. Buttermore, of Lake City, which took place on December 10th last. 

The deceased first become a member of the society in 1892 and renewed 

the relationship from year to year thereafter till the time of hisdeath. He 

has many acquaintances in the association to mourn his loss. 
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In Memoriam, 

WILLIAM MACKINTOSH, 

LANGDON, MINN. 

Died Dec. 9, 1900, aged 81 years. 

William Mackintosh was born at Canton, Mass., March 19. 

1819. His ancestors were among the early settlers of Massachu- 

setts Bay colony and during the Revolutionary period his grand- 

father, Col. Wm. Mackintosh, was in charge of a brigade of Massa- 

chusetts troops under Washington during the White Plains cam- 

paign. He was also a descendent of Roger Sherman, who aided in 

drafting and securing the adoption of the Declaration of Inde- 

pendence. 

The early life of William Mackintosh was spent on a large 

market garden and small fruit farm in the vicinity of Boston, and 

it was here that he learned to love the companionship of fruits and 

flowers, a love that remained undiminished through a long and 

eventful life. 
For a number of years previous to 1850 he was in charge of the 

farm of Aaron D. Weld in what was then the city of Roxbury, now 

a part of Boston. In 1850 he moved to Lincoln, Mass., where for 

thirty years he was quite an extensive grower of peaches, apples, 

cherries and asparagus. 
In 1880 he moved to Minnesota, where he soon after purchased 

a farm at Langdon, Washington county, and engaged in gardening 

and general farming. 

Mr. Mackintosh was twice married. In 1841 to Miss Adeline 

Arnold, of Roxbury, who died ten years later. To them were born 

three daughters, who are living in New England. In 1852 he mar~- 
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ried Miss Eliza J. Tuttle, of Lexington, Mass. To them were born 

eight children, two of whom ‘are still living, John Q. and Roger S. 
Mackintosh. 

Mr. Mackintosh was always interested in the work of horti- 

cultural and kindred societies. He took great delight in participat- 

ing as an exhibitor at county and state fairs, and the enjoyment was 

intense if he could excel in producing the choicest specimens of 

fruits and vegetables. 

Soon after moving to Minnesota (in 1882) he joined the state 

horticultural society, and renewed his membership yearly until at the 

regular annual meeting of the society a year before his death, upon 

recommendation of the executive board, he was unanimously elected 

an honorary life member. Until failing health prevented he was a 

regular attendant at its meetings. He did not lead in discussions, but 

was more of a quiet worker in the ranks, a man of comparatively few 

words in a public way, but held in the highest esteem. In the great 

questions in public life of his time he took much interest and in 

his city and town held many offices of trust. The immediate cause 

of his death was an attack of erysipelas, which confined him to his 

bed but a few hours before the end. 

THE WINNIPEG MEETING. 

JESSE E. ROGERS, DELEGATE FROM (NEWARK) NEW JERSEY HORTICULTURAL 
SOCIETY. 

In company with Prof. S. B. Green I attended the annual meet- 
ing of the Western Horticultural Society at Winnipeg, March 14, 

1gor. Mr. T. A. Hoverstad, superintendent of Minnesota sub- 
station, at Crookston, attended also as a delegate from Minnesota 

State Horticultural Society and will report his impressions for the 

“Trees, Fruits and Flowers of Minnesota.” 

Having been asked by Secretary Latham to contribute a paper 

on my impressions of the horticultural interests of the northwest, 

from my standpoint as delegate of New Jersey State Horticultural 

Society, I cheerfully comply. 
The Western Horticultural Society is a live and progressive 

one, and though they think they are few in numbers yet this is char- 

acteristic of most horticultural societies. The field is vast, but the 

earnest laborers are few. Judged by results the Western Horti- 

cultural Society is doing a great work for northwestern horticultural 

interests and is entitled to credit for its devotion along these 

lines. From among the members of this society a corps of farmers 

institute workers could be selected, thoroughly competent for educat- 

ing the farmer in the pursuit of horticulture. 
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When in naming varieties of strawberries succeeding with them 
I heard the Wilson, Crescent and Gandy given as the best, many of 

the perplexing questions in pioneer strawberry culture vanished. 

These three varieties where successfully grown comprise the broad 

~ scope of home and commercial strawberry culture. 

The Crescent, in plant growth and yield, covers the field for 

light soil and requires no great knowledge to be successful with; 

when soil becomes too rich it runs to plant growth and does not pro- 

duce fruit. It is the plant for the masses, and the best one to begin 

with. It cannot be set alone, as the bloom is not perfect, and another 

variety must be planted alongside to have it fruit in paying quanti- 

ties. This other variety will have to be named by Manitoba growers. 

The Wilson is next in order in strawberry culture. The land 

must be heavier. It can be set alone, as its flower is perfect. The 

culture of this variety is a stepping stone to better quality. It does 

not succeed, as a rule, on light soil, but for heavy land is a pioneer 

variety, as the Crescent is on light soil. 

The Gandy originated on a mucky, black soil, too dry for cran- 

berry culture. It will fill the bill on moist, dark soil. Wherever it 

will succeed no fears may be had of lack of moisture for any variety 

of strawberry, as any lack of moisture is sure to cut its crop short. 

It can be set alone. 

All of these varieties are abundant plant makers, and if all run- 

ners are allowed to set the plants will become too thick in beds. All 

useless plants are but weeds and of no.use to grow; hence, the straw- 

berry grower should be able to assign a reason for allowing them 

toremain. In matted rows the tendency of most growers is to allow 

too many plants. These tend to waste the moisture, and even if soil 

contains moisture enough to carry through the fruiting season too 

thick foliage tends to soften the berry, lighten the color and decrease 

size. I am inclined to think that northwestern growers do not pay 

attention enough to this subject but allow too many plants to set. 

The red, yellow and black raspberries do well in Manitoba. In 

reds, Turner, Philadelphia, Cuthbert and Loudon; yellow, Golden 

Queen ; blacks I omitted to note. 

Many growers prefer Cuthbert and Golden Queen. The Golden 
Queen is a sport of the Cuthbert and is inclined to be rather a more 

vigorous grower, and is of better quality than Philadelphia. Black 

caps grow well and bear abundantly. All berries sell for about 20 

cents a quart, and this should be a great incentive to grow them. 

Currants, black, white and red, succeed admirably. 

Gooseberry. The Houghton is the most hardy and considered 
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the best in quality of American varieties. The Industry was named 
as promising. 

Grapes. Very few grown; too few to judge of value. 

One grower has fruited a single tree of the Early Richmond 

cherry, severely pruned and laid down each winter. 

Apples and plums I will leave to Mr. Hoverstad. 

I went to Winnipeg ignorant of what I should find, not because 

I did not endeavor to inform myself but found no one who knew any 

particulars. To us it was an unknown country. I came away hav- 

ing very bright hopes of the future for her berry interests. As to 

varieties grown it is favorable and far in advance of what I ex- 

pected to find. Experiments and experience in winter protection is 

needed, and from the papers and discussions had at the meeting | am 

confident these will be had. The Western Horticultural Society is 
doing a noble work, and its members have reached that point in their 

labors where an agricultural college has become a necessity. The 

old pioneers in small fruit culture are advanced in years and soon 

will have passed away. The foundations have been built, and now 

the rising generation must be instructed in the science of fruit grow- 

ing. Dairying, cattle, sheep, swine and hogs are not the only pro- 

ducts needed to advance Manitoba interests. Fruit, vegetables and 

flowers are also needed; yea, they are no longer a luxury but have 

become a necessity. 

I return to New Jersey having great expectations of small fruit 

culture in the northwest. 

THE FLOWER BUDS OF OUR FRUIT TREES. 

FROF. E. S. GOFF, MADISON, WIS. 

We all know that fruits proceed from flowers, and that flowers 

can come only from flower buds. If then we are going to study 

into the foundation processes of fruit growing we need to study 

something of the origin of fruit buds. For the last two years I have - 

given much attention to this subject, and I shall endeavor to show 

you tonight some of the things that I seem to have found, and also 

endeavor to apply them so that you may be able to use these prin- 

ciples in your fruit growing. 

It was a matter of interest to study into the origin of flower 

buds, but the real purpose that I had in my mind was to find some 

clue by which we might better control the formation of flowers and, 

consequently, of fruits. It is generally known that the buds from 

which the flowers come in our fruit trees are formed the season 

previous to their expansion; that is to say, the flowers that will open 
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next May on our plum and apple trees were formed in miniature the 

season before. This fact can easily be demonstrated. If we were 

to go into our orchards tomorrow with a good lens, we could in a 

very few moments discover the miniature flowers in the buds that 

are to open next May. The first point that we desire to learn is what 

time in the season these flower buds are formed. We know they are 

formed the preceding season, but as we do not know the precise time 

we are unable to prescribe any treatment that. would tend to induce 

the formation of flowers; so the first question we will consider is, 

how early are the flower buds formed? 

Before I speak further on this subject I wish to consider the 

structure of the flower bud and of the leaf bud. Two kinds of buds 

are recognized in our fruit books, and a knowledge of these two 

kinds of buds forms the basis of scientific fruit growing. 

All buds are formed as leaf buds, and it is probably true, also, 

that all buds are capable of becoming flower buds. If this is true the © 

leaf bud is only one stage in the life of the bud, and the flower bud is 

a more advanced stage. If every bud were enabled to follow out its 

full life history it would probably become a flower bud, and after 

the flower opened the bud would perish. The flower is the last 

stage in the life of the bud. I wish to have you bear that in mind, 

because it has an important bearing in relation to our fruit growing. 

[The speaker here showed lantern slides illustrating flower buds 
of the apple from the earliest stage at which they were discernible 

to the stage when the stamens and pistils were readily discernible. ] 

In the summer of 1900 these flower buds began to form the first 

part of July in the plum and cherry. In the apple they began to 

form almost two weeks earlier than in the cherry, and in the pear 

they began at an intermediate time between the apple and the cherry. 

In the cherry the blossom began to form three or four days earlier 

this year than last year. It is proposed to carry these observations 

further. 

We have seen that the flowers begin to form at a particular time 

on at least four of our fruit trees, and it is an interesting question 

why they begin at this time. Why do they not begin to fcerm at 

different times in different fruits? Why do not buds form flowers 

as fast as they are old enough? Again, why are flowers so much 

more numerous some years than others? If the flower is a stage 

in the life of the bud, why should we not have a regular formation 

of flowers every year, and the question comes up whether it is pos- 

sible by any means to treat our trees so as to encourage them to form 

flowers when we want them. I have studied these questions, and 

while I do not claim to have solved them all, they are clearer to me 
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than they formerly were, and I think we may hit upon a system in 
the management of our orchards so that we can have flowers every 
year unless they are cut off by frost. 

About the time the flowers commence to form, the growth of 
the tree ceases. It has been ascertained by different observers that, 

as a rule, the growth of wood in our fruit trees ceases about the first 

of July, and it is an interesting coincidence that about the time the 

wood stops growing the flowers begin to form. How long after 

this they continue to form is not yet clear. This past season the 
buds continued to form until they were checked by cold weather, 

but whether there was a continuous formation from July to cold 
weather, or whether there was a cessation and a recommencement 

remains to be proved. I noticed that last season there was a general 

second growth in our apple trees, and after that second growth we 

found that flowers were forming rapidly. Whether they stopped 

forming before that second growth was not ascertained. The point 
I wish to bring out is that after the wood growth comes to an end 
the flower growth begins. This brings up an interesting question in 

relation to the flower growth and the wood growth. I have ascer- 

tained in other experiments, and it has been generally known, that a 

cessation of growth will often cause flowers to form. In other 
words, the conditions that are favorable to growth are not generally 
favorable to the formation of flowers and vice versa. To state the 

case in another way, flower formation opposes growth and growth 

opposes flower formation. We can prove this in many cases. The 

florist understands full well that if he wants his flowers to bloom 

well he must not give them the conditions to grow well. If he 
wishes them to flower he gives them less water, and by checking the 

growth he can bring on flowers. If he wants to make the plant 
grow he gives it plenty of water and heat. We all know that during 

the early part of the season we have a very rapid growth in our 

fruit trees. We know pretty well that during the period of rapid 

growth we cannot have flowers formed for next year. It is only 

after that growth comes to an end that flower growth begins. The 

question arises, why do trees grow fast early in the season, and why 
do they stop growing before midsummer? It is well known that an 

abundant water supply produces rapid growth. Every farmer 

knows that his corn grows faster in hot, wet weather than in warm 
and dry weather. During the winter there is little evaporation from 

our fruit trees as compared with the summer season, because the 

leaves all fall in the autumn. The roots of the trees, however, do 

not undergo such a radical change. They are not checked in their 
natural functions to the same extent as the branches, but they con- 
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tinue to absorb water during winter weather, unless the ground 

about them is actually frozen, and as the water does not evaporate it 

accumulates in the tree. It is known that the tree is full of sap the 

latter part of the winter; that is the reason we can draw maple sap 
in early spring. When the warm weather comes they are in the 

best possible condition for growth, and we have a very rapid growth 

early in the spring because the branches are all gorged with water. 

After the leaves come out, evaporation becomes rapid, and the. roots 

are not able to keep up with the evaporation ; hence, the water supply 

begins to dwindle. The leaves are continually evaporating water, 
and the new leaves are expanding, and they have to be filled with 

water ; hence, as the season advances there occurs a decided dearth of 

water, and the trees cannot maintain the rapid growth they have com- 

menced. The roots may be able to keep up the supply in summer 

weather sufficient to prevent the leaves from wilting, but they cannot 

furnish water enough to grow on; hence, the growth comes to anend. 

And what results? The sap changes in. composition because the 

ieaves continue to evaporate water, and as the water supply di- 

minishes the sap becomes more concentrated. It has long been 

recognized that when the sap becomes stocked with the proper food, 

when the sap acquires a certain consistency, it is then in condition to 

form flowers and not before. We can demonstrate this by experi- 

ment. It is well known that if you girdle the branch of an apple 

tree, cutting around the branch and removing the bark from the 

tree, the part of the tree that has been girdled will produce flowers 

in many cases. In this way trees can be caused to fruit several 

years earlier than otherwise. What have we done in this case? We 

have cut in through the bark but not into the wood. It is well known 

that the food that is prepared in the leaves goes down through the 

inner bark, from the leaves into the branches, from the branches into 

the trunk and from the trunk into the roots. All the growth that is 

made has to be made through the leaves. If we remove the inner 

bark we interrupt the current of prepared food, consequently the 

water will pass off through the leaves, but the food that is formed 

cannot pass down. ‘The result is we have a thickened stem above the 

girdle and a formation of flowers, showing that an accumulation of 
food causes flowers. As I have said, it is only where there is an 

accumulation of food that the flower is formed. Every observer 

knows that the first flowers and fruits on a young apple tree are 

formed on the short branches that leave the main branches at nearly 

right angles. The union of the two branches causes the bark to 

wrinkle and acts to a certain extent like girdling, causing an accumu- 

lation of food that in turn causes flowers to appear. During the 
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latter part of summer, when the water begins to get scarce, the sap 

becomes of the consistency necessary to the formation of flowers, 

and the flowers form first where there is the greatest accumulation 
—so we have apples forming on the fruit spurs. 

What practical use can we make of these facts, if they are facts, 

in the production of fruit? The principle I stated a few moments 
ago gives us what I believe to be an important key to the manage- 

ment of our fruit trees. I said there is a law of relation between 

growth and the formation of flowers, and where growth takes place 

flowers cannot form, and where flowers do form growth does not 

take place. If this is true, and I might produce more evidence to 

show that it is true, it follows that if we can control growth we can 

control flowering. The conclusion is logical. It follows also that 
where we have normal growth we will have normal flowering in the 
proper season. The flowers will take care of themselves. That 

brings up the practical question, how can we make the growth 

normal? Normal growth I will define as the largest amount of 

growth we can have at the ends of the branches without causing 

shoots to start out from the older wood. As soon as the shoots 

start out from the old wood we may call it abnormal growth, because 

normal growth should be at the ends of the branches largely and 

not in the older wood. If we have an abnormal amount of growth 

the shoots that are ready to form flowers will commence growth, 

hence there will be a loss in the formation of flowers. 

How can we control growth? It is absolutely necessary that 

we should have a certain amount of growth, because, as I have said, 

when the bud blossoms it perishes. If we do not have new growth 

we do not have new buds formed, and our tree will come to an end 

as fast as the flowers form. It also follows that if we have an ab- 

normal growth one year and an abnormally large development of 

flowers the next year, our tree will be checked so we will have to 

give it time to make up the loss. What we want is a certain health- 

ful amount of growth every year to furnish flowers for the next year, 

because these flowers must come from the buds formed on the new 

growth. This growth needs to come to an end in midsummer to 

give the flowers a chance to form. Now our business as fruit 

growers is to apply all our energies toward the maintenance of that 

regular condition of growth. Of course, we cannot control the 

climate, but we can modify the effects of climate largely by treat- 

ment, and we can modify growth by pruning. Some farmers prune 

once in three or four years and then overprune. The result is an 

enormous growth of sap sprouts. That is the worst way any one 

ean treat the orchard. How shall we prune? Prune enough each 
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year so that the light can shine between the branches to enable the 

buds to form flowers, but do not prune enough to stintulate an ex- 

cessive growth in any part of the tree. Remember if you over- 

prune you postpone fruitage by interrupting the formation of flower 

buds. We can also modify growth by the use of fertilizers. I have 

said that growth should take place early in the season. We should 

fertilize in such a way as to stimulate early growth but not late 

growth; that is, we should apply some quick acting fertilizer early 

in the season. Whatever fertilizer we use on our apple trees should 

be in a thoroughly decomposed condition. Again, if we wish our 

trees to make rapid growth, they should be full of water in the 

spring. In our climate we usually have a dry autumn and some- 

times dry winters. Our trees should have plenty of water during 

autumn, winter and spring. How to give them this is a question 

for each orchardist to settle for himself. The windmill can be 

brought into use in some cases. In the fall evaporation is slow, and 

we can use a windmill to advantage. 

I wish to speak briefly of the effect of root killing on fruitage. 

Recent observations lead to the conclusion that root killing occurs 

to a greater or less extent nearly every winter. Root killing is the 

same to the tree as root pruning. I do not know that it makes any 

difference to the tree whether the roots are frozen off or cut off. 

The tendency of root killing is to cut off a part of the water supply 

of the tree and hence to check growth and to stimulate fruitage. 

This is probably one reason why our fruit trees do not grow so large 

here as in the east. We do not want to check the growth early in 

the spring, and so root killing is a disadvantage, but it probably tends 

to fruitfulness. 

We can control the water supply during the summer to some 

extent by cultivation. Suppose we have a wet April or May, as we 

sometimes do. There is danger that the trees may remain full of 

water too long, and we would rather not have an abnormal growth 

of wood as it would tend to cut off our flower crop. By deep culti- 

vation and keeping the ground rough, we can do something toward 

drying off the ground. On the other hand, if the ground is dry and 

we are afraid the trees are not going to get a normal amount of 

growth, we can modify the condition by keeping the surface of the 

ground fine and smooth. Suppose June is a wet month and we are 

afraid our trees will continue growing too long. We can check the 

growth by running a subsoil plow between the rows in both direc- 

tions. Thus we can control very largely the water supply to our 

trees. There are some dry seasons when we are at a loss to know 

how to supply sufficient water and our trees are suffering, but those 

seasons do not come very often. 
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In regard to our treatment for insects and fungi. We must 

not let these enemies feed on the leaves of our trees if we can help it. 
If we have it in our power to control these things we are not doing 
half our duty unless we do control them. We have learned pretty 

well how to control fungi and insects, and we must put our knowl- 

edge into practice. 

In conclusion, I want to say a word about the value of education 

in fruit growing. The remark is sometimes made slurringly, that 

the farmer can raise as good or better crops than the professor, etc. 

That is all true; but the question is whether the farmer can learn 

as much about the deeper questions connected with farming and fruit 

growing as one who has the time and apparatus to study these ques- 

tions, and if he can not learn something of value from these in- 

vestigations. If this kind of information will help a young man to 
grow fruit, then it is worth while to send our boy to the agricultural 
college and let him learn all that is to be known about the deeper 

and more intricate questions that affect our fruit trees. (Applause.) 

DARTT’S PARK AT OWATONNA. 

This private park, though given freely to the use of the public, 

contains about twenty acres of land, through which Maple Creek 

passes. Much leveling and excavating has been done. Old chan- 
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nels have been cleaned out and made wider, forming lagoons. Three 
dams have been erected securing more than three acres of water sur- 

face of sufficient depth for bathing purposes. The water comes 

from our mineral springs and is likely to heal while it purifies. 

There are three wooded islands. Straight lines are ignored and 
curved and irregular lines are the rule. A leading feature is the 

numerous driveways and walks that meander along shady and grassy 

banks by the side of still water. Everything is original, like the 

owner of the park. As a play place for the people it can hardly 

be surpassed. Who will follow so worthy an example? 

SCENE IN DARTT’S PARK. 
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The best evidence of intelligence, enterprise and good taste in 

a community is to find in it a well located, well arranged and well 

cared for public park. In locating a park it is best to secure if pos- 

sible a nearby place, with plenty of shade without waiting for trees | 

to grow and plenty of water. A park without water is a very tame 

affair. A site extending along the banks of a river or lake is desir- 

able. If banks are low, perhaps excavations can be made forming 

lagoons, which may add beauty to an already beautiful landscape. 

If no river or lake is available, then a creek, though small, may be 

utilized. Excavations may be made and dams may be erected form- 

ing little islands and lakelets that would serve as mirrors to reflect 

the beauties of nature in ways most charming to behold. Should 

water become scarce a gasoline engine will supply all demands— 

run gushing fountains and an arc light for each horse power of the 

engine. 

A city without a park is not attractive. It is like a home with 

neither garden, lawn, fruits nor flowers—like a picture book with 

the pictures all left out. It may do for an all work and no play peo- 

ple whose God is money, but those of a more social and cheerful 

turn of mind who believe that all the good things of this world were 

made to be enjoyed can find a more congenial home in towns where 

nature and art combine to beautify and to charm. 

VARIETIES OF PLUMS FOR MINNESOTA. 

WYMAN ELLIOT, MINNEAPOLIS. 

I do not consider myself an expert in plum culture, nor as 

having extensive knowledge about varieties in a cultural sense. I 

have given some time and thought to the examination of the varieties 

and sub-varieties exhibited at our state fairs the past four years and 

have gained much valuable information from cultivators of the plum 

that I hope some time to utilize. 

Of the great number of kinds exhibited at our last state fair 

there are very few, comparatively, that will be found profitable to 

the producer or become commercially popular. There were several 

new kinds that had'never been exhibited at our fairs. How good 

they will prove for culinary or market purposes can only be proven 

by experiment. I judge there will be but a very small percentage 

that will be esteemed first class, profitable kinds to the grower. Esti- 

mating the merits of any fruit by its appearance and condition upon 

the show table does not always give a correct diagnosis. To give a 
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fair and impartial judgment the person making the award should 

have the privilege of examining the fruit growing upon the trees 

and then again when it is in its best condition for testing as to quality 

and estimating its worth commercially. 

I think we should be cautious and conservative in naming 

varieties or recommending too many kinds of plums for cultivation 

in our state. At the last state fair there were on the exhibition 

tables gto plates of plums, representing over one hundred 

named varieties and over sixty seedlings, that I examined and tested 

as to quality, etc. Now, for me to say what is and what is not 

worthy of recommendation would be mere presumption; for there 

may be many that will be found equal if not superior to some of 

those already designated for recommendation by this society. I can 

say, judging from their appearance and behavior on the show table, 

there were some five or six kinds possessing qualifications that indi- 

cate them worthy of trial. A few of the seedlings were quite at- 

tractive in color and showed good shipping qualites. We are apt 

to judge a new fruit by its condition at the time we make the ex- 

amination, unless we are very well acquainted with its characteristic 

possibilities. The fruit may or it may not be in its best condition 

for showing all its good points of excellency ; in which case we may 

give an erroneous judgment. We find on comparison that of the 

named varieties on exhibition there were forty-six of the Americana 

group, six of Hortulana, two Angustifolia, one Triflora, one Nigra, 

one Domestica and one Cerasifera. 
Our conclusions drawn from this exhibition show that the 

Americana plums are what the people of this state should plant for 

home and market purposes, but if there are those who desire to plant 

the other types or groups of plums to gain knowledge (dearly 

bought) of what is possibly adapted to the climatic influences here 

and can afford to meet with disappointment and loss, they can do so; 
but the farmer and small planters of our state wishing to grow a 

profitable crop should leave this class of work to the experiment 

stations to develop, and when they have discovered anything of 

value and the trees are propagated and placed upon the market in 

quantity and at reasonable prices then it will be expedient for them 

to plant these newer varieties. 

The following varieties, all belonging to the Americana group 
of plums except one, can be relied upon as worthy of cultivation for 

home or commercial use, extending through the fruiting season : 

At the state fair I put this question to Messrs. O. M. Lord, M. 

Penning and Dewain Cook: If restricted to only four varieties of 

the plum to cultivate for profit in Minnesota, which of the many 
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varieties here on exhibition would you choose? The following are 
their answers as given: 

O. M. Lord would plant Surprise, De Soto, Rollingstone and 
Wyant. 

Martin Penning would use Surprise, Standard, Wyant and 
De Soto. 

Dewain Cook would take De Soto, Wolf, Standard and Wyant. 

Here we have the opinions of three men who have given a large 
amount of attention to the growing of plums, and this advice can be 
relied upon. 

I find on looking over the list of those varieties on exhibition 

there are many kinds having a local reputation of value commercially, 

but we as a society cannot recommend that they be placed upon our 

fruit list because they have been propagated only in very limited 
quantities if at all. 

After the fair was over I collected quite a number of pits. 
Four years ago I planted a lot of pits, and we had some fruits 
from those pits on exhibition at the last fair. I discovered 
among those seedlings that some had much better keeping qualities 
than others. I think I secured those whose qualities are the best, 
but in the shuffle of setting up things and judging names on the 
show table I am not certain today that I have the correct record of 
them ; but I am at work now trying to run them down, and if I am 
successful in the course of two years I will show you a plum that is 
a better shipping plum than anything we have got on our list today. 
There have been a great many plums sent to me for identification, 
but, of course, to do that correctly I would have to see the tree grow- 
ing and would have to have a chance to examine its foliage, and I 
would want to examine its history from A to Z. There are a good 
many things that enter into the identification of fruit that many of us 
have not thought of. My attention was called by Mr. Lord to the 
pits as one means of identifation some four years ago, and since then 
I have been making a study of that feature. I now have something 
over 105 varieties of pits, and I have got them all in envelopes, and 
when I get a few moments spare time I make a study of those pits. 
My folks at home say I am acrank. Let that be as it may; I don’t 
know but what I am throwing my time away, but I think something 
valuable will come of my efforts, and I hope every one of you will 
not only study pits of plums but will also study apple seeds. While 
we have been judging apples here at this meeting, the seed has in 
many instances decided about the varieties. Take, for instance, the 
Peter and the Wealthy. Those two apples are so much alike in 
color, texture and shape that it is only an expert can tell the differ- 
ence. If any one will take the Peter and cut it up and cut up the 
Wealthy and lay the two side by side, arranged so they can be seen 
as the seed appears in the apples, you will see a marked difference. 
When you come to the calyx tube you will find there is another 
marked difference, and when you take off the skin and take a knife 
and quarter them you will notice another marked difference. There 
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is a difference in the flower, but it is very slight, and when you come 
to the wood you can see there is a slight difference in the coloring, 
and when you come to examine the leaves you will see there is a 
marked difference, and you can convince any one who claims other- 
wise that there is a difference. When you go out to the orchard and 
see the trees growing side by side, without making a critical ex- 
amination you would say they are alike. How it is in the nursery 
row I cannot say; I have made no investigation there and have not 
had a chance to examine the color. Here is a chance for study. 
We know this, that the Wealthy will not keep as well as the Peter. 
Mr. Gideon, two or three years before he died, told me the Peter 
was a much longer keeper than the Wealthy, and he said he had 
kept it until June in an ordinary cellar. I have kept the Wealthy 
where I could keep it in a cool cellar until March in good condition. 

Mr. H. F. Busse: I would like to ask whether these lists are 
intended for home use, for market or for fresh use? 

Mr. Elliot: They are for both. 
Mr. Busse: I don’t see why some of the others have not been 

mentioned. 
Mr. Elliot: There are many varieties that are perhaps equaily 

as good as those mentioned, but this list is limited to four varieties. 
You can extend that to six or eight varieties and, perhaps, have 
some that are just as good as those mentioned. 

Mr. Martin Penning: I have sixty-four varieties, and last year 
I sold sixty-four bushels of Surprise at $1.50 a bushel—I sold the 
Stoddard at $1.50 and a number of the standard plums averaged 
$1.50. We have got to have different kinds to get a good price. 

Mr. Busse: The late plums bring the biggest price. 
Mr. Penning: You have got to have a plum the people want, 

and you have got to sell them just before they are soft, and they 
want them large for peeling, all of them. Nobody wants a small 
plum. 

The President: What plums peel readily when ripe? I think 
that is an important point. 

Mr. Penning: I think the best one is the Surprise. You can 
peel that when ripe just like a boiled potato, and if you dip them 
in boiling water you can peel the skin right off. Of course, you 
don’t want to let it get too soft. J am willing to state that as for 
a number of years I have sold all I could raise and propagate of 
the Surprise I am now willing to take off any restriction and throw 
it open to all plum lovers, and I want them to plant and graft it and 
do the best they can with it, and at the same time I want to extend 
my thanks to Prof. Green, Prof. Goff and Prof. Craig for helping 
me to introduce that plum. I had all kinds of calls to sell the tree, 
but I want to throw it open to everybody. (Applause.) 

Mr. C. G. Patten: I want to say in view of the opinion that has 
often been expressed that the Wealthy and the Peter were alike, 
if one will go into the nursery, while they look very much alike and 
the ordinary observer would not detect the Peter from the Wealthy, 
yet they are distinct. Looking along both rows of trees one can say 
positively that they are different individual trees. 
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CLOSE PLANTING OF TREES. 

J. S. HARRIS, LA CRESCENT, 

I want to say a word in regard to the close planting of 
trees. I plant my trees too close because I have not land enough; I 
plant on other people’s land; I have three or four orchards in dif- 
ferent places. I want to condemn the close planting of trees in our 

district. All the trees where they stood twelve to sixteen feet apart 

this year dropped their fruit a long time before they ought to have 

done so. In my opinion the sap went into the growth, and the apples 

went on the ground, and I don’t believe close planting is a good 

thing. There is another objection. Where trees are fifteen to six- 
teen years old all the lower branches are shaded and the fruit is 

light in color and inferior in flavor, and you have got to have a tall 

step ladder to get up to the fruit. I condemn too close planting; I 

think it is injurious. I noticed another thing. I had one Duchess 

tree that stood a number of rods from any other tree, and it did not 

drop its fruit. All the others dropped their fruit very badly. This 

one always produced very good crops, and I got good specimens 

for the state fair when the others had been gone two weeks. The 

quality of the fruit is a great deal better. Some seasons I could take 

as much fruit from that one tree as I could take from six planted 

close together. Where trees stand close together like that the fruit 
ripens a good deal earlier and is poorer. 

I think it is a bad plan to let an orchard get set over with June 

grass, because it will shed rain better than any roof you can put up. 

You will find dry ground more frequent under blue grass than any- 

where else. 

Mr. J. S. Trigg (Iowa) : You have been engaged in fruit grow- 
ing forty years. What have been the two or three valuable facts that 
you have learned in those years of experience down there that you 
have been engaged in fruit culture? 

Mr. Harris: One of those facts is that you must give the trees 
plenty of room; another is that cultivation is better than any other 
treatment. I used to keep the weeds off as clean as this floor and 
then mulch, and about the first of September I used to rake the 
ground with a rake. Another is that on account of the fact that in 
late years insects have become rather plentiful you need to spray or 
use traps to catch the insects. I think if a man would place bands 
around his trees in the orchard he would accomplish as much in 
that line as he would by spraying. Those are the three principal 
things: the trees need room, they need cultivation and they need 
spraying or the use of some method to keep off insects, but I have 
never yet learned a way to keep the gougers out. 

Mr. Trigg: Does the tree “gouger” get after you sometimes? 
(Laughter. ) ' 
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Mr. Harris: Here is another thing I have learned: Never buy 
a tree from an agent. I will wager you that if an agent were offered 
$500 to come to my place he would not come near. 

This whole country is flooded with men who say they 
represent certain nurseries. If you corner them they deny that 
they are representing the nursery they claimed they were. I 
learned by sad experience twenty-five years ago to let those fellows 
severely alone. Go to the nursery direct if you can, and if not send 
your order direct. Be sure the agent you are dealing with is repre- 
senting a responsible nursery—then trade with him. The agents that 
are sent out ought to be horticulturists. They ought to be able to 
know what a tree is ; they ought to be able to distinguish the variety ; 
they ought to know what kind of a location an orchard would do 
best on; then if sent to a farmer they could tell him what varieties 
would do him the most good in his family orchard and could tell 
him on what part of his farm to plant his orchard and how to prune 
them and how to take care of them—then those agents would almost 
be angels—but the nursery sends out the man that is the best talker, 
and the best talker is the man who can tell the biggest lies and can 
prove them. 

Mr. W. L. Taylor: Does Mr. Harris want to apply what he 
said to his locality or to the prairie country? I notice where they 
stand thickly on the prairie they stand all right, but where they are 
tar apart they don’t amount to much. 

Mr. Harris: I would set a shelter belt, and I would plant my 
trees not quite so far apart, but I would not set the trees closer than 
twenty-five feet apart. 

Mr. Taylor: How would it do to alternate the apple trees with 
forest trees and then cut them out after a while? 

Mr. Harris: You might cut the apple trees out after a while. 
(Laughter. ) 

Anon. Don’t you think setting a row of native plums would 
make a good shelter belt? I believe Mr. Kimball had some plums, 
and I know another place where he lost some by root-killing two 
years ago, and I believe if he had had a shelter belt of native plums 
he could have saved them. 

Mr. C. E. Older: It seems to me there is one point that we have 
lost sight of. On Mr. Harris’ place he cultivates on both sides. If 
we set trees we have to set them close together. The wind sweeps 
across our country, and we have to have shelter belts, and we can 
get our rows north and south inside of our shelter belt close together 
and let one tree protect another from sun scald, and still have 
an open space for the air to circulate through. I know an orchard 
of Duchess where they get three hundred bushels of apples every 
year. 

Mr. O. M. Lord: In Mr. Philips’ orchard, at West Salem, Wis., 
any one can stand and look as far as the eye can reach in every direc- 
tion. He says from his long experience he does not want any better 
windbreak than a few rows of Malinda apple trees. 
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APPLES. 

J. S. TRIGG, IOWA. 

I happen to come from the land of the five Cs: cows, creamer- 

ies, cheese, clover and corn, and we also raise apples, and nice apples 

too. We have gone through a trying experience in northeastern 

Iowa in our efforts to grow the apple. Every orchard set out would 

grow for a few years, but finally succumbed, and now every one 

is doing his best sowing the seed and trying to get an apple that will 

stand the winter. Yet it is true we credit Minnesota with giving 

us the best apple we have at the present time. The Wealthy apple, 

originated by one of your citizens, is proving a great success, and 

nearly every man who raises the Wealthy apple gets a lot of nice 

fall apples. In our state we have much promise in the Northwestern 

Greening, and at the recent meeting of the Northeastern Iowa As- 
sociation reports from this apple were received from nearly every 

part of the state, and in nearly every instance the report was favor- 

able to the Northwestern apple. It has not had a test winter yet. 

It. keeps with us perfectly packed in a barrel placed in an ordinary 

cellar until the last of February or the first of March—just with 

ordinary care such as you give your potatoes. The tree is entirely 

hardy under the conditions we have had up to this time. 

Mr. R. H. L. Jewett: What do you call.a test winter? 
Mr. J. S. Trigg: I don’t know just what a test winter is. The 

conditions under which so many of our trees were destroyed down 
there in 1885 were peculiar. There was no frost in the ground. We 
had a quantity of snow and warm weather in February and then a 

- very severe frost after the sap had started. It was not the cold, it 
was not your trouble that killed the trees, it was too much summer 
at the wrong time of the year. That is a condition we cannot guard 
against. The atmospheric phenomena like that may drop down at 
any time. This apple (indicating the Northwestern Greening) is a 
greater bearing apple than the Rhode Island Greening, and it is 
a better apple than the Patten Greening. The Patten Greening 
stands well with this apple in point of hardiness, but we are liable to 
have conditions arising that will kill every apple except the Siberian 
crab, and the progressive orchardist should keep on planting. I 
place the limit of the life of the average Wealthy tree in our vicinity, 
while they are thrifty and bear very heavily, I place the limit at about 
twenty years, and I think the man who wants plenty of Wealthy 
apples must keep on planting them. I doubt very much whether any 
man in this audience will ever get a saw log out of a Wealthy apple 
tree growing in Minnesota. The conditions are not favorable to 
the continual growing of the apple. At this season of the year we 
see the trees with as many leaves on them as they had in the sum- 
mer; I don’t know whether it is going to hurt them or not. I went 
out into a nursery at Iowa Falls last week where the leaves were 
hanging on the trees in that way, and I made a particular examina- 
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tion of the condition of the wood with a view of determining whether 
it was so very immature and whether it was likely to be injured. 
The color of the wood did not indicate that it was injured yet, but in 
the nursery row there were certain varieties that made a large growth 
this year, some that made a growth of five and one-half feet this 
year, and I presume you, would find the tip of that growth tender 
this year. It will certainly kill back this year. For myself I wish 
the leaves were off the trees. 

Mr. J. S. Harris: Is the Patten Greening a favorite and popu- 
lar apple in northeastern Iowa? In portions of this state it has done 
remarkably well for the last three or four years. 

Mr. J. S. Trigg: Well, so far as in me lies I will tell the truth 
about the Patten Greening. The apple was originated within fif- 
teen miles of where I live. I was acquainted with the mother tree. 
I have watched the tree in the nursery row and in the orchard. I 
believe these to be the facts: So far as I can judge, it is as hardy 

‘as a bur oak tree as a tree. I think it is fully as hardy as the Hi- 
bernal. The bark will remain green and smooth on the Patten 
Greening long after it has roughened up and assumed another color 
in other kinds of apple trees. It bears early. Mine have borne at 
four years from setting. But it sheds its fruit very badly the first 
two or three years, partly for the reason that the fruit on the young 
trees grows too large, so large, in fact, that the stem is not sufficient- 
ly strong to support an apple of that weight. The Patten Green- 
ing, unless you can keep the tree protected from wind—a wind that 
will rack the tree will break off the apples—frequently every apple 
will fall the first year, and this last year may be one-half of them 
fell. You must determine that point to suit yourselves. It is a 
short lived apple. It ripens with us about the season of the Wealthy ; 
it is not any later than the Wealthy, and in making the attempt to 
keep it I found I could keep the Wealthy much easier than the Pat- 
ten Greening. I donot call it a high grade apple to eat. Still there 
are two or three days before it spoils when it is passable as an eating 
apple. I think, however, it is a superior apple for a cooking apple. 
I think it makes the finest apple pie as well as roley poley of any 
apple I know. In the family orchard I would give the Patten 
Greening a place to the extent of two or three trees, but in the com- 
mercial orchard I should plant eight or ten Wealthy for every Pat- 
ten Greening. 

Mr. A. D. Leach: Have you experienced any trouble with the 
apples rotting on the tree in the summer? 

Mr. J. S. Trigg: Yes, and another thing, the blue jays never 
touched them. 

Mr. Clarence Wedge: That is on account of the color, is it not? 
Mr. J. S. Trigg: The bluejays do not bore for color, my friend. 

(Laughter. ) 
Mr. W. L. Taylor: How about the Good Peasant ? 
Mr. J. S. Trigg: I have two Good Peasant trees in my orchard, 

and if any one will dig them up, root, branch and all, and put in 
place a little yellow Siberian crab I will give him five dollars; I 
have no use for them. I do not think a cow will eat them. 
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Mr. O. M. Lord: What is the objection? 
Mr. Trigg: No flavor. 
Mr. Lord: What is the color? 
Mr. Trigg: A dirty red. (Laughter.) 
Mr. Lord: Are you sure you have got the Good Peasant ? 
Mr. Trigg: Perhaps I have been fooled, but those trees were 

sold to me under that name. 
Mr. O. M. Lord: Our Good Peasant is the Anisim. I consider 

it a beauty, and I would not take five dollars or five times that for 
my trees. 

Prof. N. E. Hansen (S. D.): The Russian name for Anisim in 
our translation means “a beauty,” and it is a beauty. If Mr. Trigg 
had seen our Anisim, if he had seen the Minnesota Anisim from a 
dozen different places at the state fair, he would not have described 
it as a “dirty red.” It has been called the Jonathan of the North. 

Mr. Trigg: It may be the Jonathan on the outside, but it isn’t 
on the inside. ‘ 

Mr. J. S. Harris: What is the description of your apple that you 
call the Anisim? 

Mr. Trigg: They are covered with a sort of bloom, a kind of 
a bluish cast over them, like as if they had fever and ague; but that 
would not be so bad, but if you cut them and undertake to eat them 
they have absolutely no merit. That is the apple I have got, but it is 
not the apple I ought to have. 

Mr. J. S. Harris: Here are two specimens (indicating) of the 
apple we call the Anisim. They were on exhibition at the state fair 
eight days and have been in cold storage since. When they were 
just ripe they were a very fine apple. 

Mr. Trigg: I have to announce with a profound sense of self- 
commiseration that I have been “‘stuck.” (Great laughter.) 

Mr. J. S. Harris: I used to attend horticultural meetings in 
Wisconsin, and there was a great diversity of opinion about the 
Northwestern Greening. Mr. Springer told me once that it had 
been killed root and branch. He said they had never endeavored to 
hold it over and never expected it to stand so they would get an ap- 
ple. On that account I have never planted many trees of it, but 
for a few vears it has been coming up steadily, and a great many 
people like it. I judged from remarks I heard at last winter’s meet- 
ing in Wisconsin that when it gets old it is one of the poorest apples 
they have. There are two places in Houston county where the apple 
is grown to a considerable extent, and they said at both places they 
did not think much of it. They said it took a long time to get into 
bearing ; there were many apples with dry spots in them. 

Indirect manures are those which do not furnish the plant with food 

directly, but by freeing the plant food locked up in the soil are beneficial to 

crops. 
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FRUIT IN MANITOBA. 

REMARKS BY A. P. STEVENSON, NELSON, MANITOBA. 

As your president has said, I come from Manitoba as a delegate 
from the Western Horticultural Society, and we follow as closely 
as possible the Minnesota society in a great many things. I must 

say that the Minnesota society is the only organization of this kind 

whose findings are of any value to us. With the Ontario society 
we have very little to do because their conditions and ours are en- 

tirely different. I may say this is the first time I have ever had the 

honor and the pleasure of being present at any of your society meet- 

ings, although I have been a member for nearly ten years. There are 
a great many members in the society with whom, although I have 

never met them personally, I feel acquainted, especially with their 
ideas, by simply reading their views in the Horticulturist. One 
thing that we are interested in up there is this thousand dollar prize 
apple seedling. We hope the day is not far distant when that seed- 

ling will be discovered. I think you will derive a vast benefit from 
that offer. 

Now, possibly, it may occur to some of the members to ask 

what we have been doing in Manitoba in horticultural lines, what 
success we have met with in the growing of trees and fruits. I will 
try to answer any anticipated questions as briefly as possible, be- 

cause I know it is time for lunch. 
Now in regard to growing fruit. It is something like eight 

years since I commenced growing fruit in Manitoba. You will un- 

derstand that what I have to say at least has the merit of experience 

to back it, because I know that an experience of one or two years 

only is of very little value. Something like twelve years ago we 

planted our first Russian apple trees, about seventy varieties. Of 
these some have fruited for four years, bearing fair crops. We have 
fruited the Blushed Calville and the Gravenstein, and we have had 

some very fine apples. Some varieties are just coming into bearing— 

one named the Russian Gravenstein apple—and then we have the 

Anisim, Hibernal, Repka, the Little Hat, Red Twig, Lieby, Ostre- 

koff, Antonovka, Sugar Sweet, Saccharine and Roman. Now these 

varieties planted twelve years ago have borne fruit, some of them 

good fruit, and some of them very poor fruit. I think the best qual- 

ity with us is the Anisim and Russian Gravenstein. The Hibernal 

is a good apple for cooking purposes. The Wealthy have borne fruit 

with us for the last five years. I may say that the Wealthy after 

being blighted killed down to the ground and sprouted up in bush 

form. They are bearing very profusely; we found it necessary to 
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prop up the limbs of the Wealthy to keep them from breaking 

down ; they were large apples, fine apples. The Peerless we received 
from Mr. Brand. It came into bearing last year with two good speci- 
mens. We also have the Patten Greening growing, and I can en- 

dorse all that has been said about that apple tree. It is without 

doubt the best and healthiest grower in the orchard. I have also 
some of Peter Gideon’s seedlings, but the only one that has fruited 

is the August. It does not appear to be of much account. This is 

briefly a history of the large apples we have grown. 

In our locality we grow an abundance of the crab apple, and 
we are not troubled with the blight as you are down here. We 

grow some enormous crops of Transcendent; we had nearly thirty 

bushels from one tree. We sold them by the pail, and we got a dollar 
a pailful for them, just an ordinary water pail. The other kinds we 

find very prolific are the Hyslop, Virginia, Montreal Beauty and a 

variety called the Greening, also the Minnesota crab, which came 

into bearing for the first time this year. It appears to be quite 

hardy. That about covers the extent of our apples. We have an- 

other fruit from Minnesota known as the Compass Cherry, that bore 

nice specimens of good fruit. I think it has a future before it in our 

country. We can grow all the small fruits without any difficulty. 
I may say one thing, however; Manitoba is a large province, just as 

the state of Minnesota is of considerable extent. You can grow 

some things in southern Minnesota that you cannot grow in north- 

ern Minnesota. In some localities of Manitoba they have not suc- 

ceeded in growing the crab apple, and in some localities they have 

succeeded in growing not only crab apples but some of the larger 

apples as well. 

Early Training of Fruit Trees ——All pruning of the apple should 

be done the first five years after planting in the orchard, except water 

sprouts, broken or dead limbs. In starting a young orchard; look 
after the trees all through the spring and summer, and wherever a 

limb is found to cross other limbs, it should be cut out. If a tree 

shows a disposition to grow in a forked shape, select one branch, the 

nearest in position, to form a main stem. Cut the end off all the 

other branches, leaving the one intended as the stem or center stalk 
without cutting, keeping watch on such a tree for two or three sea- 

sons afterward, and while in a growing condition nip the terminal 

buds from the side branches. This will soon give the stem the ad- 

vantage of the growth and the other limbs will become side branches. 

This corrects a forked top without injuring the growth—S. H. L. 
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THE USE OF DRAIN TILE IN THE GARDEN AND 
ORCHARD. 

R. A. WRIGHT, EXCELSIOR. 

Perhaps I can best present to you my ideas about drain tile by 

stating my experience with it. 

When I located on my farm eight years ago, I found it badly 

cut up with open ditches—one nearly seventy rods long and three 

cross ditches varying in length from ten to twenty rods each. These 

ditches were from a foot and a half to three feet deep, and about two 

feet wide, and were lined the entire length with weeds and bushes, 

making a very unsightly picture. As will readily be seen, there was 

much waste land as a result of this system of draining. Besides the 

actual width of the ditch, there was the usual allowance on either side 

necessary for turning when plowing and cultivating. My farm was 

divided and sub-divided, making it very inconvenient to work. 

These ditches carried off the surface water but did not drain the 

soil sufficiently in flat places. I concluded to try tiling, hoping to 

find a more satisfactory system of draining. Beginning at the lower 

end of the field, I laid six inch tile, four feet deep, a certain distance, 

then five inch tile a certain distance, and the remaining thirty rods 

used four inch tile. I then laid four branches with three inch tile. 

All of this tile is three feet or more beneath the surface of the 

ground except the ends of the branches, or cross tiling, which are 

from one and a half to two feet deep where they tap the low places. 

These low, flat places bothered me for three or four years dur- 
ing wet seasons with heavy rains. The tile did not carry off the 

water quickly enough to prevent the ground from souring, for in 

extreme wet weather water stood on the surface of the ground for 

days atatime. Asa result of this imperfect draining, I harvested 

very little fruit in these localities. Plants would do fairly well until 

a wet season came, when they would die, so there was no reasonable 

assurance that fruit would be harvested, and it seldom was. 

I tried digging quite a large hole at the end of the tile, filling 

it with small stones and broken brick. This plan worked nicely for a 

time, but every spring the mud would cover the stones, preventing 

the water from seeping through quickly, so that it would stand for 

days at a time on the surface of the ground. 

Four years ago, following a neighbor’s suggestion, I sunk a 

kerosene barrel at the end of each branch, setting the bottom of the 

barrel about one foot below the tile, and making a hole in the side of 
the barrel in which to place the end of the tile. I bored a half dozen 

inch holes near the top of the barrel—at the surface of the ground. 

Over the barrel, I placed a cover which I weighted down with a 
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stone. This does the work. I have five of these barrels sunk on 

the place, and they are a success. 

In the place of open ditches, grown up with weeds and bushes, 

running through the place, and patches of ground here and there 

where berry plants or apple trees would not grow, I now have one 

field; can drive the length and breadth of it with no hindrance from 

open ditches; there is no waste land, and plants are growing on all 

the low places. 

Counting the price of tile and the labor of laying, it may seem 

expensive to some, but I am satisfied with my investment and have 

been repaid for the time and money spent. 

Col. C. L. Watrous (Iowa): The ditching I have done—and I 
have done some miles of it—has been done with tile, and I would 
not think of having anything else but tile, and if a man should offer 
to come on my land and offer to make an open ditch for the water. 
to run, and do it for nothing, I would want that man to keep off. 
Now, in draining a marsh any amount of water that can be made 
to run through an open ditch can be made to run through tile if you 
use tile large enough and enough of them, if the tile are of proper 
size and placed at proper intervals; they will take the water from 
any ground anywhere except, I think, Niagara. Any of the 
sloughs and marshes of this western country can be drained in this 
way, and, as the gentleman who read the last paper said, with com- 
fort and with profit. I hope that any one who has any land he wishes 
to drain will consider the matter very seriously before he makes any 
open ditches. 

Mr. R. H. L. Jewett: I would like to inquire whether any of 
these gentlemen present have found any difficulty in the freezing of 
tile drains and damming up the water. We have a little place where 
we have no place of draining it except by an open ditch, but from 
observations of culverts along the roads I noticed that tile drains 
freeze up in the spring. What advantage would there be under 
those circumstances? 

Mr. S. D. Richardson: I have had a little experience in tile 
draining where there was not much fall. I started the ditch and cal- 
culated to dig it to water level and put in my tile. There came a rain 
in the winter, about New Years, and it froze up all my tile, and in 
the spring I had to dig it all out. The next spring I selected a box 
2x3 feet, and as my tile was only two feet underground I calculated 
when it came freezing weather in winter I would go down there 
where the box was placed at the outlet and empty the tile and I would 
have no trouble. I had another piece of ground where the water 
always stood as soon as there was a little more rain than usual, still 
it was not so wet the grass would not grow, but I managed to get 
tile through there two feet deep. I put it right through a slough 
two feet deep, and in the center of the slough I put down a box about 
4x5 feet, and when the water runs through the tile it runs into that 
box, and since I have done that I have not had any trouble from 
freezing. A year ago last summer we had about sixteen inches of 
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rain in four weeks time. I had four inch tile laid, and it was a 
failure. When you have four inches of water on a level within a 
few days that size is not sufficient to run it off, but ordinarily that 
four inch tile will empty the slough in a couple of hours. 

Mr. R. A. Wright: In regard to this freezing of the tile. If 
you have fall enough to carry your water off—and your tile ought 
to be two and one-half feet deep—there is not much danger of its 
freezing, but I had trouble with freezing with the end of my drain 
where it came out of the ground; the tile would stop up for some 
reason, and it would break out and cause me considerable trouble in 
the spring. About the third spring I noticed there was trouble with- 
in twelve feet of the end of my tile. One tile would be rotten and 
broken in. I concluded there was frost there and that was the reason 
it broke. I dug back about sixteen feet and in place of the tile I 
put in a square box, using twelve inch plank. That was four years 
ago. I have not had any trouble since with my tile freezing in any 
place. I have overcome the difficulty in that way. 

Col. C. L. Watrous (Iowa): Let your tile go down as far as 
you can without freezing, then carry it out with wood to the open 
ditch. 5 

Mr. R. H. L. Jewett: That meets one of the points that has 
been a question in my mind. The ground freezes, and the melting 
of the snow produces water while it is freezing. 

Mr. R. A. Wright: That is the reason I used the barrel. There 
are the holes at the surface, and if any water should get in there it 
would not settle, but would run out of the tile. 

Mr. Frank Yahnke: When I was in Germany I was inspector 
of a farm of five hundred acres. At the opening of the tile drain 
we always had four to eight feet of open ditch filled with stone, and 
wherever there was an opening this stone would be covered with 
straw to prevent freezing, and,we never had any trouble with freez- 
ing at either end. 

Mr. J. W. Murray: I laid a piece of tile to drain a meadow, 
and some times it froze and kept the water back, but it did not do 
much harm. I think the ditch should have had a little more slope, 
and in that way I should have remedied the freezing by not having 
the water collect in the tile to freeze. 

Mr. R. A. Wright: There is another thought that Mr. Jewett 
suggested. The water does stand around those barrels in the spring 
when it first thaws, but I have never seen any bad results in con- 
sequence. I do not think there will be any trouble where you have 
hard ground that is frozen solid. I have had’no damage done in 
the spring. 

Mr. R. H. L. Jewett: I make those inquiries because I wart 
to get some practical knowledge of the subject. Some apple trees 
standing near a spring died last spring. We found the bark had 
peeled off, and we are satisfied it was on account of the water freez- 
ing about the base of the tree. Now the question is how to get that 
water away. 

Prof. T. A. Hoverstad: I think some of that water would have 
been taken away if it had been a tile drain. One winter while I was 
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in Wisconsin there was a piece of ground near the experiment 
station that was tile drained. Close by was land that had been 
manured in the fall. We had some nice warm weather for a few 
days, the snow began to melt and the water in the tile began to 
flow and the water that came out of that tile was very much colored 
from the manure on the surface of the ground, and that made :t very 
evident that there was a percolation through the frozen ground. 

MY SCOTCH PINE WINDBREAK. 

PAUL P. KLEVANN, STARBUCK. 

The Scotch pine windbreak shown in the cut was planted in 
1892. The size of the plants when set was between twenty and 
thirty inches, five year old, and two times transplanted. Many of the 
trees are now from sixteen to eighteen feet and over high. They 
have had no cultivation but have been mulched twice with rotten 
straw, and the weeds have been cut down every summer and left 
upon the ground as a mulch. The trees are planted six by eight 
feet apart. This windbreak serves two purposes: it shelters the 
barnyard against the northwest storms and makes a cozy place for 
the stock; it protects the orchard on the west of it from the east 
winds, so destructive to fruit blossoms in the spring. 

The Scotch pine is hardy here and seems to be perfectly at home. 
It transplants easily and when once established will stand any kind 
of weather. 

SCOTCH PINE WINDBREAK. 
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APPLES BEST ADAPTED TO SOUTHERN MINNESOTA. 

WM. SOMERVILLE, VIOLA. 

In making this selection I do it from our own orchard of nearly 

two thousand trees, with more than one hundred varieties. In mak- 

ing a selection of some twelve varieties, taking into consideration 

the hardiness of wood, the productiveness of fruit, quality for mar- 

ket and home use, I would select the following varieties: Red Duck, 

as received from the Department at Washington, a red apple of 

medium size, good quality, ten to fifteen days earlier than Duchess ; 

Glass Green, the best of the Duchess family; Gilbert, my best fall 

apple; Patten Greening, large and fair quality ; Wealthy, fine, needs 

no comment; Longfield, fruit medium in size, but of good quality; 

Shylonka, late fall, large red, good quality; Rollin’s Prolific, win- 

ter, good quality; Brett No. 1, fruit large, fair quality; Anisim, 

fruit small, good quality, red; Repka Malenka, good keeper, fruit 

fair; Malinda, the best keeper we have, fruit rather poor but good 

when other fruit is gone. 

In this selection of twelve varieties I do not wish to be under- 

stood that these are the only varieties worthy of cultivation. There 

are anumber of the Thompson Seedlings which I believe will do well 

in the southeastern part of the state. McMahon’s White, White 

Transparent, Hibernal, Okabena and a number of other varieties 

may be planted and grown successfully in the southern part of the 

state, and perhaps many other varieties. 

APPLES FOR SOUTHERN MINNESOTA. 

F. W. CHAPMAN, PLAINVIEW. 

I will speak of these varieties in order as they ripen. The early 

summer apples which succeed well with us are Yellow Transparent 

and Tetofsky, both Russian varieties. They both ripen at about the 

same time. The trees are hardy and early bearers and produce a 

fine quality of fruit. 

Late summer and early autumn apples. We always include the 

Duchess in this list, and we would feel safe to recommend the 

Longfield and Wealthy. The first named is a Russian variety of 

recognized merit, a hardy tree, an early bearer and usually carries a 

fine crop each season. The Wealthy is coming into favor each year, 

as people become acquainted with it. We hear expressions like 

these: “It is an elegant apple;” “It is a dandy;” “It is perfectly 

splendid.” 
I will now mention three winter varieties, the Hibernal, North- 

western Greening and Malinda, all of which succeed in our locality. 
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The Hibernal has proved to be a hardy tree and a good bearer of a 
good quality of fruit. The Northwestern Greening is also a hardy 

tree. It comes into bearing in from three to four years after 

transplanting and carries a large apple of fine quality. The Ma- 

linda may be classed with the iron-clads. It usually bears every 

year after coming into bearing, which is from five to seven years. 

The tree possesses quite a number of good qualities to recommend 

it: hardiness, great bearing, long keeping and a fair quality of fruit. 

The three last named varieties may well be placed with the com- 
mercial sorts. 

There seems to be a growing demand for the Patten Greening. 
I would say, however, they have not come into bearing in our im- 

mediate vicinity as yet. The Peerless has proved to be another ex- 

ceptionally hardy tree and a fine apple. I believe it is all that is 

claimed for it. 

Mr. C. W. Gardner (Iowa): I have been listening to the valu- 
able paper that has just been read, but I would like to ask Mr. Trigg 
how he places the Hibernal with the winter apples. I would infer 
from the paper it was an apple of good quality. If I were to describe 
the quality of the Hibernal I should use just one word, atrocious. 
(Laughter. ) 

Mr. J. S. Trigg (Iowa): I simply read the paper for another 
man, so it was not my opinion at all. I coincide with all Mr. Gard- 
ner says. I would rather raise pumpkins. That apple is a terrible 
thing. 

Mr. W. L. Taylor: On the prairies it is the best thing we have. 
It is certainly the best cooking apple we have. When my wife wants 
apples for mince pies, she will have nothing but the Hibernal. 

Mr. Triggs: When you have got to mix up all kinds of flavoring 
with an apple like that for mince pies, you might just as well keep 
that thing out. (Laughter.) 

Mr. A. P. Stevenson (Man.): I am sorry to hear the Hibernal 
run down so much, because I can assure you it is quite an acquisition 
with us in the north, whatever it may be in southern Munnesota. 
It is the most hardy apple we have up there, and we find it keeps 
with us into February, and to eat it at that time we find it a thor- 
oughly good apple, and I believe equal to a great many others that 
are grown down here. 

Mr. Trigg: My friend lives in Manitoba. If he goes three 
hundred miles further he will probably find some fellow living out 
there who thanks the Lord every day for a crab apple because it is 
the only one he can raise. 

Mr. J. S. Harris: The only thing wrong about that paper was 
that he recommended the. Hibernal as a commercial apple.. You 
could not sell it in the city of La Crosse. You could not sell a bushel 

of Hibernals if there were any good apples in the market. 

Mr. Wyman Elliot: I am glad this thing has come up in the 

way it has. We have northwest of us a country where they can raise 
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little fruit of any kind, and if the Hibernal will cover that one locality 
we ought to recommend it, but in recommending anything on the 
list we want to decide what district it is adapted for, not recommend 
it for southern Minnesota or northern Iowa, but recommend it es- 
pecially for Manitoba or any place where it is regarded as a good 
apple. 

Mr. C. F. Gardner: I say the Hibernal is an absolutely hardy 
tree, free from blight, a good bearer and good fruit for certain pur- 
poses. 

Mr. C. E. Older: In South Dakota I find they have divided 
that state into six districts, each one having a different fruit list. 
Between the Missouri and the Big Sioux they can raise good fruit, 
but in the northern part of the state it is the other extreme. In the 
northwestern part of this state they cannot raise anything. 

Mr. J. S. Harris: I hope you will not condemn the Hibernal; 
my wife said if I would only plant enough Hibernal she did not care 
about the rest. 

Prof. N. E. Hansen: The Hibernal will live and bear in the 
north where they cannot grow anything else. It is an apple for 
which there is going to be a good field in Manitoba, the northern 
part of Minnesota, the northern part of South Dakota and North 
Dakota. 

Mr. O. F. Brand: Some sixteen years ago I got myself roundly 
cursed and abused for telling the truth about the Hibernal apple, and 
I find now that a good many of those horticulturists have come 
round to my way of thinking. I had a little discussion at that time 
with Prof. Budd and Col. Watrous about the Russian apple. I 
told them it was atrocious, as Col. Watrous said at that time. 
About its growing in the north: there are other varieties that are so 
immensely better. Take the little Meader’s Winter crab, that will 
grow further north and give them in the average home all they want, 
and there will be ninety-nine bushels of that crab raised where one 

bushel of Hibernal will be raised. It is one of the finest crabs 
raised, and people will use it in preference to anything else. There 
are other varieties that are three-fourths apple and one-fourth crab 
that will grow and produce bushels, will produce five where the 
Hibernal will produce one. 

Mr. F. W. Kimball: The question of apple raising in south- 
ern Minnesota is dependent upon whether you want to raise them 
for the home or for the immediate neighborhood market. If you 
want to raise it for the home I know of nothing better than the little 
sweet crab. It is raised at a good many points and makes a good 
baking apple. Sweet Russet crab it is called. 1 could recommend 
to every one to have one or two trees of that variety in the home. 
Then follows the Yellow Sweet. It is a medium sized apple, of de- 
lightful quality, but soon gone. Then comes the Briar Sweet, which 
is also a delightful apple. If you have children in your home do not 
fail to have some of the Briar Sweet. They can go out and pick 
them day after day. If picked and ripened in the cellar or house 
they are soon gone. Then follows the Duchess, about which it is 
not necessary to say anything, and then the Whitney, which should 
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not be neglected. The Wealthy needs no comment from me. Then 
follows the Minnesota crab. I think it should not be named a crab. 
I think so highly of the tree that I moved three years ago to have 
the name “crab” stricken from it. It has not been given the promi- 
nence it deserves. I can dispose readily of them at our place. It is 
a delightful apple that is good in November, and they are a heavy 
bearer after once started. Then the Peterson’s Charlamoff is an 
apple that should not be neglected. The Longfield is an apple that 
has the most merit of any apple I have, not in quality altogether, but 
it is a free bearer, a heavy bearer, and probably as hardy as the 
Wealthy. I have trees of the Longfield budded in the fall of 1894 
(set in the spring of 1895), from which the entire top was elimi- 
nated except a few spurs, and a new top was made since the spring of 
1895, and this year some have had as much as a barrel of apples. It 
has not missed a crop of fruit since two years old. The Patten 
Greening is of large size, a good cooking and a fair eating apple, 
perfectly hardy and free from blight. I am speaking of these 
things as they happen on my ground. The Blushed Calville is a 
delightful apple. An apple probably not much known is the Cresco 
seedling, an apple that was originated by Mr. Mitchell. It is very 
hardy, that is, on my grounds. It is what is called the Cresco seed- 
ling. It is an apple that looks something like the Blushed Calville, 
the same color and about the same quality. It is an apple well 
worth looking up. As to the Yellow Transparent, spoken about in 
the other paper, I would avoid it as I would any other blighting va- 
riety. I only require to know that a tree is a blighter, and I will not 
grow it. In the place I bought I had growing on the grounds two 
large Transcendent trees, and I set out quite an orchard of trees in 
a small way. I found them blighting badly, and knowing that the 
Transcendent was a blighter I determined to cut them out and see 
what the effect would be. I had other trees that I considered non- 
blighters that blighted badly. In the winter of 1895-6 I cut those 
two trees out, and in an orchard of six hundred trees I have not had 
a twig of blight since I cut out those Transcendent trees. I believe 
blight is as contagious as smallpox, and I would just as soon take 
a smallpox patient into my family as I would a blighting tree into 
my orchard. I do not believe I am entirely immune from blight; I 
may have it yet, but I believe I made a great stride toward eliminat- 
ing blight when I took out those Transcendents. That is the reason 
I would not plant the Yellow Transparent. 

Those are the trees I would recommend for our section. I 
would recommend those trees for the family orchard. When it 
comes to the question of an orchard in our section of the country, in 

which we are looking for commercial apples, I would plant Duchess, 

Peterson’s Charlamoff, Wealthy, Longfield, Patten Greening, and 

I would put in a few Northwestern Greening, although I do not 
think we have had sufficient experience yet to say whether they are 

entirely hardy. I visited Mr. Philips’ place in 1897, after the hard 

winter, and his Northwestern Greening were looking remarkably 

fine and stood the winter much better than I expected they would. 

We know what the record of the Malinda is in point of hardiness, 

————E—— i 
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and it is an apple well worth planting to some extent. On its own 
roots it is a very slow bearer, it comes into bearing very slowly, but 
top-worked on to other varieties it has proved a very early and quite 
prolific bearer, and I should recommend for the commercial orchard 
setting out some Malinda, especially if top-worked. I would rec- 
ommend each one to top-work that has the tree. I use the Hibernal 
for top-working; I think it is a great tree for that purpose. Al- 
though it is not worthy of propagation in the southern part of Min- 
nesota for the purpose of fruit, it is thoroughly worth propagating 
for top-working, and I hope to see hundreds of thousands used for 
that purpose. I have one tree of the Perry growing, but I cannot 
speak personally of it. I think it is coming into our section of the 
country and is being recognized as a pretty good apple, but whether 
I would want to set it for commercial purposes in large quantities is 
still undecided. 

VARIETIES OF APPLES FOR CENTRAL MINNESOTA. 

D. F. AKIN, FARMINGTON. 

In giving you my views of the varieties of apples best suited 

for general planting in central Minnesota, I would refer you to the 

premium list of the State Agricultural Society and to the reports 

of our horticultural society. As far back as 1866, the first stated 

meeting of this society, many varieties were recommended that still 

retain a place in many orchards and must, after the trial of thirty- 

four years, be admitted to be worthy of general cultivation. I will 

name a few of the varieties which were recommended by some of 

the first meetings of this society and give you my experience with 

them, if the varieties I bought were true to name. Red Astrachan 

sun scalds easily and blights; not a success on my grounds. Haas: 

this I consider a good annual bearer, a good market variety worthy 

of trial; does best top-worked on other stock. Limber Twig: none 

ever produced fruit for me. Walbridge: every one killed. Fa- 

meuse: _not a success. Tallman Sweet: bore a little top- 

worked on wild or native crab. Duchess: hardy and good bearer, 

but the fruit drops easily. Wealthy: a splendid apple; does best 

top-worked. Tetofsky: hardy, a slow grower and biennial bearer. 

Saxton: still is in bearing. And many other varieties only a few of 
them now being grown in central Minnesota. I have set about 

eighty of the old named varieties, and out of the lot there are only a 

few left worthy of being called a tree. Many never lived to blossom, 

although my grounds and location are considered as good as can be 

found in this part of the state—a very heavy clay soil and subsoil 

twenty feet deep, underlaid by limestone rock; a southeast exposure, 

on an elevation eighty feet above the valley on three sides, northeast, 
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south and southwest. This high ground trends toward the north- 

west. 

I can only recommend for planting in central Minnesota the 

varieties of apples which I have in my orchard now living, and this 
list must necessarily be very incomplete, as there are so many 

varieties which I have not that may be as good or better than those 

Ihave. This refers particularly to the named varieties, as I believe 

there are many seedlings not named that are better suited for general 

cultivation in central Minnesota than any now named. I have 

seedling apple trees that gave me apples from the first of August, 

1900, till the first of August, 1901, without cold storage. Some of 

these trees are from seed planted in 1871, are ten to twelve inches in 

diameter and lived through the dry seasons that killed most of the 

poplars and soft maples in the county. 

I also have Transcendents which do not kill or blight as badly 
as that variety has the reputation of doing. One of them has hardly 

shown any blight, so little that one of my neighbors got some scions 

from it this year, thinking it is blight proof. Let me tell you about 

these Transcendents. 1 bought one hundred of them from J. T. 

Grimes five and six years old. In setting these trees where they now 

stand I had the holes dug three and a half feet deep and four feet 

in diameter and put into each hole three bushels of very fine, nearly 

decayed chips. I then set the trees in the holes two feet deeper than 

they grew in the nursery. Every tree lived, and the third year after 

setting they produced one hundred and fifty dollars worth of apples. 

They have produced fruit every year since, this year giving from 

three to four hundred bushels. I have set other apple trees a foot 

deeper than they grew in the nursery, and believe it a good plan, as 

the ground at four to six feet deep is not so much ie. by the 

wet and dry weather as at the surface. 
What I think would make a hardier tree yet is to plant the seed 

where the tree is to stand, as the transplanting breaks the tap root 

and thereby to a great extent prevents the deep rooting so natural 

and essential to the long life and hardiness of all trees, more especial- 

ly the apple. Drought never kills deep rooted trees. Consider the 

oak family. You can find species of it in every latitude, the standard 

of hardiness, whose tap root is said to extend as far below as its top 

does above the surface of the earth. Consider the conifers with roots 

extending sixty to eighty feet below the surface and tops one hun- 

dred and fifty to two hundred feet above, with layers showing a 

thousand years’ growth. 

Persons who intend setting out apple trees would naturally 

choose such varieties as would give them fruit in succession during 
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the year if possible. I will give the varieties in bearing on my 
grounds in the order of their ripening, viz.: Tetofsky, Duchess, 
Borovinka, Whitney No. 20, Transcendent, Red Astrachan, Minne- 

sota, Haas, Hebron, Wealthy, Peerless, Virginia, Plumb’s Cider, 

Lieby and Briar Sweet. I have fruited many other varieties, but 

these named have proved the most hardy. 

A tew words about setting the tree. Have your trees dug with 

the tap root entire, if possible; have the holes dug roomy enough to 

take the roots all in without bending; set one or two of the lower (= aes 

roots straight down; set the tree a foot at least deeper than it grew 
in the nursery and the same side to the south, and having it marked 

before digging; fill the hole with dirt above the roots of the tree ; 

then put in water enough to make this new dirt a soft mass, or like 

mortar ; lean the body of the tree to the southwest about ten degrees 

out of perpendicular; then put on a little dry dirt, say two inches, 

and tread it enough to work the mortar all solid among the roots ; 

then fill up the hole with dry dirt and pack it again; then mulch with- 

in twenty-four hours but not within three or four inches of the body 

of the tree. This tree will live if properly cared for before setting. 

Protect the body of the tree from sun scald, mice, rabbits and borers, 

with screen wire from earth to limb. Kill all pocket gophers with 

a little strychnine on a piece of an apple, and you have a show for 

success. 

Mr. C. G. Patten (Iowa): I was interested in the gentleman’s 
paper in that he seemed to recommend the Haas and the Plumb 
Cider. As I understand it, the iatitude in which Mr. Akin lives must 
be about forty-four and one-half degrees. I live in lowa below your 
state line, and on the common prairie soil of northern Lowa the Haas 
and the tlumb’s Cider are not worthy to be recommended. The 
Plumb’s Cider on yellow clay soil underlaid with lime rock or a heavy 
similar soil is considered a success, and the Haas would be a success 
on the same soil, but neither one of those varieties is to be depended 
upon. I make this statement in order to present another idea, and 
that is, I believe in the discussion of these papers we should consider 
locality of the orchard that is reported, and if I understand correctly 
Mr. Akin is located upon an elevated site and probably has an 
especially good soil for the apple. So it would not be safe to recom- 
mend the Haas or Plumb’s Cider for general planting even on quite 
favorable soils in central Minnesota; it would not be safe to recom- 
mend it in northern Iowa for those kinds of soils. 

I will just state an experience along the line of artificial experi- 
ments that I have been making with the apple. It was the first large 
experiment I undertook in cross-fertilizing, and our present pomolo- 
gist, Major Brackett, was the man who did the work. We secured 
pollen of the old Talman Sweet and crossed it with the Briar Sweet. 
I knew the origin of the Briar Sweet, as I happened to live when a 
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young man near where it originated. This Mr. Briar had the old 
large Red Siberian and the Bayley Sweet apple, and he planted the 
seed, and that Briar Sweet was the result. Those of you who see 
the apple will be apt to notice the general appearance of the leaf of 
the tree from that cross, and especially when you look at the Briar 
Sweet apple, and you can readily detect the marked resemblance of 
the apple with the Bayley cross. Out of eight trees I have from 
that cross four of them have fruited this year, and every one of those 
four apples are sweet apples, one of them resembling the Briar 
Sweet, but one of them resembling the Talman Sweet in color and 
flavor and the excellent sweetness it has. Many of them are con- 
siderably larger than the Briar Sweet. 

Mr. J. S. Harris: Tell us something of the University apple. 
Mr. Patten: The origin of the University apple is a seedling 

of the Perry Russet, and the seedling was grown on the university 
farm in Wisconsin, and the seed came up in 1881. It is a remark- 
ably erect tree. You could travel a long distance, even in forests, to 
discover anything more erect than that No. 2, or University, apple. 
It has been a fair bearer and is a good apple of a good and uniform 
size. I had thought for a long time that it ought to be a valuable 
apple for a much more northern locality than where I live. Its-sea- 
son is not late, and yet with care I have kept it through January. It 
is not an apple having a good skin; it is easily bruised and spoils and 
rots like any fall or early winter fruit, but with care it will keep quite 
a length of time. It is something like the Wealthy in that regard. 

Prof. N. E. Hansen: Have you finished about the Briar Sweet, 
about the future of the work? What do you expect to do, put more 
sweet into it or how? 

Mr. Patten: It would be difficult to put more sweet into the 
apple than we have. The only thing I have that is more sweet is 
a seedling of the Wealthy that is perfectly hardy and sweet. 

Mr. O. F. Brand: The remarks of the gentleman from Iowa 
raises the question of the comparative hardiness of our apple trees 
we are breeding here. He seems to advise us to be very cautious 
with the Haas and the Plumb Cider. Now the Haas and the Plumb 
Cider were in bearing here a great many years prior to 1884, and 
they were old trees then; in 1882 I picked a barrel of apples from 
a Plumb Cider. But my Plumb Cider were all killed (1 had planted 
a number of them) in 1884-5. At that time the Patten Greening was 

not known in this state, did not know that the tree had ever been 
planted, but the Haas came right on of those that were killed down. 
The Plumb Cider nearly all killed root and branch, the Haas killed 
to the ground, others killed to the snow line, and I frequently saw 
trees at the northern edge of fences where there was protection 
formed by snow drifts in 1884 that soon came into bearing again, 
(and I judge them to be hardier than the Patten Greening, and I 
have good reason for thinking the Haas is hardier than the Patten 
Greening and is more valuable in southern Minnesota than the Patten 
Greening, because the Patten Greening has had no test in this state 

yet). Now in Mr. Akin’s paper he stated that there was no better 

way of getting an orchard than by planting seeds, and I am very 
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strongly of that opinion myself, for the average farmer cannot do 
better than to save seeds from Duchess apples and perhaps a few 
others, but if he can find Duchess growing alone where there is no 
possible chance for cross-fertilization he will do well to save the 
seeds from the largest apples which mature and hang on the trees 
the longest. I have a lot of such seedlings mysélf that have been 
in bearing a number of years. An Illinois nurseryman was at my 
place last. summer and stood looking at those trees and he seemed 
to be quite carried away with them, and he made this remark : “What 
better way can the average farmer do to secure a good orchard than 
to take your plan and plant seeds from the Duchess apple?” We 
have in our county some sweet seedlings. I have among that lot of 
Duchess seedlings no sweet ones, but “Mr. Miller, the originator of 
the Peerless, has upon his place a tree that has been bearing a good 
many years. It produces a sweet apple about the size of the Golden 
Russet and one of the best sweet apples for eating and baking that | 
have ever tasted. I do not think it came from the seeds of a sweet 
apple, because he saved seeds from his own orchard at that time, 
and he had no sweet varieties in bearing. I think we had better go 
a little slow in recommending trees that have not passed through 
the winter of 1884-5, except seedlings. 

Min he Ta > yewett : I would like to take your time for a 
minute or two. It is hardly fair, it seems to me (taking the gentle- 
man who has just spoken at his word), it is hardly fair to condemn 
the Patten Greening. It is all right for him to praise and recommend 
the Haas, since it has been tested. I do not know what a test winter 
is unless last winter or the previous winter were examples. I have 
fifty of the Patten Greening set in an exposed position, the snow was 
blown off, no mulch and no special care taken of them, and they came 
through without the terminal bud being injured, and as handsome 
as any tree I have ever seen. I am not speaking of the Haas and 
the Plumb Cider. I could not compare the two, but I am stating 
what I do know to be so of a certain apple I am acquainted with. 
An inquiry was made about the University apple. I have some of 
those trees growing, and every tree made a splendid growth. They 
have the right kind of limbs, are of a dark color and are strong and 
vigorous growers. I wish some of these older horticulturists would 
tell me what a test winter is. [ know thousands of trees disappeared 
last winter. 

Mr. A. D. Leach: I want to say a word about the Patten 
Greening. I have the University, possible the oldest in this part of 
the state. It was sent me by Mr. Patten eight or nine years ago. 
The University has kept well with me. It has borne some for three 
years. It had about a half bushel to a bushel this year and about 
the same a year ago. It is an apple of medium size, a firm, smooth 
apple, with very little red, but it colors a little where the sun strikes 
it; it is mostly yellow and light green, and I consider it, so far as I 
have had a chance to test it, one of the hardiest trees I have. It is 
certainly the handsomest tree in my whole orchard. 

The Patten Greening I have had about the same time. I got 
them, I think, the same year with the other trees. They have never 
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shown any blight, never had a bud killed. I have seven trees of 
them. They bear finely, and if there is any fault to be found with 
the Patten Greening it is with the skin of the apple. For the past 
two years black spots have made their appearance on the skin during 
the growing season. It commenced the middle of the season. The 
skin would turn black and begin to rot, and quite a few rotted on 
my trees this year and also last year before the apple was ripe. All 
those that did not rot were nice apples, but rather an inferior eating 
apple. As compared with the Haas—I have Haas that were set in 
1881 and were killed in 1884-5 somewhat worse than my Wealthy, 
but they grew up again, and they are large bearing trees now. They 
killed very badly two years ago. I cut off the limbs that did not 
grow, and they bore a good crop of apples this year, but I do not con- 
sider the Haas as hardy a tree as the Patten Greening. 

Mr. J. S. Parks: I have a few Haas trees, three or four of 
them, that I think were set in 1874 or ’75, and I do not know of their 
ever losing a bud by being killed by blight or by being 
winter-killed. I consider them among the hardiest trees growing. 
In regard to going slow on those trees that are out for trial, I think 
that is a good idea. I have a tree that is evidently a crab of some 
kind, although it is a long keeper—I have bragged about that tree as 
being as hardy as anything there was in Minnesota. The trunk of 
the tree is upwards of ten inches in diameter, and the top is perhaps 
twenty feet in diameter and has borne from twenty-five to thirty 
bushels of apples yearly for a number of years. It was a good 
bearer, and I supposed it would stand anything. This year it is 
dead all but one limb on one side of the tree. So I think we should 
go slow so far as recommending new varieties is concerned. I wish 
some older member would tell us what a test winter is. I think a 
test winter is one that kills every tree. 

Mr. C. G. Patten (Iowa): I just want to reply for a half 
minute to what Mr. Brand has said. I presume Mr. Brand would 
not question a comparison between any other tree and the Duchess 

of Oldenburg. The Greening sprang up in the spring of 1870, and 
I had it when those test winters came, and trees of the Duchess of 
Oldenburg, numbers of them, and I had scores of Haas on my 
grounds about the same age as the Greening that would be a fair 

comparison with them. In the winter of 1884-5 in a row of Duchess 

of Oldenburg twelve to fourteen rods long, three or four of them 

were killed entirely, and some of the best trees lost a portion of their 

limbs in those trees. The very best Duchess of Oldenburg I had had 

spurs killed on them from twelve to eighteen inches long, numbers 

of them, and I had injured and lost six to one of the Patten Green- 

ing. The Haas on my grounds stand on better soil than the Patten 

Greening. The Greening stand on very severe soil, but the Haas 

on my grounds have been a perfect wreck ever since that winter. 

There is no more comparison between the hardiness of the Haas and 

the Patten Greening than there is between the Jonathan and the 

Duchess of Oldenburg. I state this most positively. I know that 

my ground is such that I can test trees fully as well as you can in- 

the latitude of Minneapolis. The Patten Greening, the original 
tree, is as vigorous as it ever was and nearly as perfect. 
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Mr. A. P. Stevenson (Man.): As to the comparative merits of 
the Haas and Patten Greening I cannot say, but as to the Patten 
Greening itself [ would say that I planted the Patten Greening eight 
or nine years ago in Manitoba. Our location is very favorable, or 
supposed to be so in Manitoba. I must say that at the present time 
it is one of the most healthy and vigorous trees growing. We have 
between three and four hundred trees growing there, and it is one of 
the most vigorous trees we have. It fruited the past year for the 
first time. That is all I know about the Patten Greening. 

Mr. Patten: I intended to add that probably the specking of 
the Greening or any other apple that shows evidence of rot can be 
controlled with the Bordeaux mixture. My large Duchess of Olden- 
burg orchard had become so affected with that rot that two years 
previous to the past one I received almost no fruit from it that was 
perfect, and I sprayed very early with the result that the fruit was 
almost perfect. 

Mr. FE. R. Pond: What time did you spray for that disease? 
Mr. Patten: I spray before the buds are open, then adding 

Paris green I spray again immediately after the petals have fallen, 
then again about ten days or two weeks later. 

Potatoes from Seed.—I gather my seed balls in the fall and bury 
them and plant the rotten mass in the spring. Whenever you are in 
doubt as to whether the potato stem or vine comes from the seed of 
a seed ball or from the tuber, just note the roots when digging. Po- 
tato vines from seed have a long tap root, but when from a piece of 
cut potato, the roots grow near the surface and are very branching.— 
H. M. M. 

Use of Dynamite in Tree Planting.—The most practical way to 
prepare a site for planting fruit or ornamental trees on heavy clay, 
hard, dry or even wet, soggy soils, is by the use of a small charge of 
dynamite ‘for each tree. I have practiced this method for a number 
of years with grand success and at an expense of not to exceed roc 
for each tree. I began by shoveling away the earth where the tree 
is to be planted, from a space 3 to 5 ft. in diameter, and from 10 to 20 
in. deep, or until I reach the hardpan or dry, hard earth. In center 
of this excavation I make a hole about 2 ft. deep, with a crowbar or 
post auger. At the bottom of this I place a small portion of a stick 
of dynamite, to which is attached a cap and fuse. I tamp clay in 
firmly above the dynamite and set off the charge. 

The explosion will loosen and shatter the most compact clay bed 
or dry, hard substance that underlies any soil from 5 to Io ft. in di- 
ameter, the depth of course depending upon the amount of dynamite 
used. In ordinary cases 2 to 4 oz. is sufficient to make a splendid 
tree bed. It does not throw the soil completely out, but loosens and 
mellows it so the roots and the moisture will penetrate to a greater 
depth.—A. D. Barnes, Wis. 



_Geeretary’s Porner. 

COMMENDATORY.—‘‘ Should be very sorry to cease being a member of so 

glorious an organization.’’—F. S. 

NovELTIES.—‘‘Last fall I left one of my Bokara No. 3 peaches unprotected. 
It has come through the winter without serious injury, only the tips being 

slightly discolored. I have one Gideon seedling apple that produces double 

or sethi-double flowers. I have been wondering lately if this is an uncommon 

form.’’—Henry Dunsmore, Olivia, Minn. 

PROTECTION OF ROSE BUSHES FROM INSECTS.—E. E. Rexford in “ Gard- 
ening’’ recommends for an insecticide which has proved more satisfactory than 

Paris green, hellebore or whale oil soap when used on rose bushes common 

ivory soap in the proportion of half a pound of soap to two pails of water, first 

shaving the soap and dissolving in a small quantity of hot water. Spray thor- 

oughly twice a week during the insect season. 

NURSERY SHIPMENTS FOR MANITOBA.—The, governor general of Canada 

has issued an order permitting the shipment of nursery stock into the Domin- 

ion at Winnipeg (and at other points not accessible for Minnesotans), between 

March 15th and May 15th, and between October 7th and December 7th. 

When received the stock will be fumigated with hydrocyanic gas. Nothing is 

said asto the duty, but undoubtedly it remains as heretofore. 

SouTH DAKOTA TO BUILD A PLANT BREEDING HovsE.~ Prof. N. E. Han- 

sen is to be congratulated on having secured an appropriation of $10,000 for 

the construction of the plant breeding house of which he has spoken a number 

of times in his articles in this magazine and in talks before the society. This 

will give him material assistance in his efforts to develop and improve upon 

the native fruits by cross-breeding, etc. We have an equal interest with the 

people of South Dakota in the result. 

J. S. Harris’ BEQUEST TO OUR LIBRARY.—The son of the late Mr. Har- 

ris writes that his father made a bequest of books to the library of this society. 

This is in accord with his oft repeated statement that the horticultural society 

were to have his library when he passed away. This bequest will be placed in 

a library case by itself suitably inscribed and will be prized not alone for the 
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intrinsic value of the books but more for the memory of the loved hands that 

have used them. 

THE LAST OF EARTH OF JOHN S. HarRIs.—There is not one of our mem- 

bers but will be deeply pained to hear of the death of our much loved and 

time honored fellow member, John S. Harris. He was taken down with an 

attack of the grippe late in January from which he recovered in part, though 

not sufficiently to overcome a run of typhoid fever, which at the end of three 

weeks caused his death. He anticipated the possibility of a fatal ending to 

this sickness and in his methodical and careful way made proper disposal of 

his various interests in preparation for such a contingency. The end came at 

12.30 a.m. on Sunday, March 24th, peacefully and painlessly at the last. 
The funeral took place at La Crescent village, in the Presbyterian church, 

of which he had long been a member. A full attendance of his friends and 

neighbors was there and followed the remains to its last resting place on a 

sightly hill about half a mile from the church and the same distance from his 

home. Here we left all that is mortal of our old and true friend. A number 

of m2mbers of the society from a distance gathered in honor and love of his 

memory: F. W. Kimball, of Austin; W. S. Widmoyer, of Dresbach; O. M. 

Lord, Minnesota City; J. M. Underwood, Lake City; Wyman Elliot and A W. 

Latham, of Minneapolis. On behalf of the society, Mr. Underwood spoke 
briefly at the church of the life and service of the deceased in connection with 

its work. 
Mr. Harris left an unfinished work of great importance in his experiment 

orchards and elsewhere, which now falls into the hands of his son, Frank I. 

Harris, who is quite familiar with it and will be able to give it the needed 

care. We expect to find in him a worthy successor to so honored a father. 

Hybridizing Carnations.—Projecting above the flower, which 
shows better if the petals are split down, are two horn-like growths. 
These are the pistils or female organs of the flower. The anthers 
contain the pollen. In hybridizing, this pollen is removed from one 
flower and spread upon the pistils of the flower which we wish to 
bear the seed. This is done by tweezers or a camel's hair brush and 
in some instances by simply taking the flower and scattering the 
pollen over the pistils. Soon after the flower begins to wither and 
the petals close together. This is an indication that fertilization has 
taken place. 

After fertilization has taken place, the seed pod continues its 
growth for four or five weeks and usually ripens its seed within six 
to eight weeks after the date of fertilization. After the seeds are 
ripened they are carefully sown and treated the same as the seeds of 
any choice greenhouse plant.—C. W. W. 



In Coving Memory. | 

JOHN S. HARRIS 

Passed peacefully away, at his home in La Crescent, 

Minn., Sunday morning, March 24, 1901, after 

an illness of several weeks. So closes a life of 

loving service to this society and the cause it 

cherishes, which were dear to his heart. 

“Che ripened sheaf is fifly Sarnered.”’ 
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In Memoriam, 

JOHN S. HARRIS, 

LA CRESCENT, MINN. 

Died March 24, 1901, aged 74 years. 

The biographical sketch of Mr. Harris which follows was pre- 

pared some nine years since and carefully revised by him before its 

publication in the 1892 report of this society, and as known to be ac- 

curate it is thought best to republish it, with a few slight alterations 

required by the changed date of publication. It was’ accompanied, 

in the volume referred to, by a portrait taken evidently during the 

prime of his life though at a date not known with exactness to the 

writer. The portrait accompanying this obituary and appearing | 

as frontispiece of this number was made from the large photograph 

presented to the society at the winter meeting of 1897 and now hang- 

ing in this office. It is a noble portrait of a noble man, and no pos- 

session of the society is or can ever be more highly prized. Hang- 

ing just over the secretary’s desk, it is a constant reminder of that 

steady adherence to unswerving duty which was one of the most 

marked characteristics of our departed friend and ever an inspiration 

to high and useful effort. This picture was taken in December, 

1897. The account of the presentation of this and another in which 

he appears also as a member of a group of “Veterans in Horticulture” 

is published on page 28, Report of 1898, and in this connection it will 

be found appropriate and interesting reading. 

“John S. Harris was born in Seville, Medina County, Ohio, 
August 17, 1826. His ancestors were among the founders and de- 
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fenders of this republic, and his parents, Samuel Harris, of Connec- 
ticut, and Mabel Gibbs, of Massachusetts, were among the hardy 
pioneers who felled the forests of northern Ohio to carve out farms 
and homes and lay the foundations of the present prosperity of that 
great state. His father was a thorough and practical farmer, and 
an enthusiastic pomologist and gardener. 

“At a very early age the lad, John S., exhibited a great love for 
horticulture, and, under his father’s instruction and a diligent study 
of the meager horticultural literature that found its way to western 
homes in that early day, soon became a skillful propagator of trees 
and plants, and at the early age of eleven years started and managed 
a nursery and garden of his own. He remained upon the farm un- 
til the death of his father in 1844, when, following the advice of his 
guardian, he served an apprenticeship to learn the cabinet maker’s 
trade, but during that time improved every opportunity to practice 
his favorite pursuit. 

“In the spring of 1847, he enlisted as a private in Company H, 
15th U. S. Infantry, to serve in the war with Mexico; went forward 
with his regiment, joined Gen. Scott at Pueblo and was with him in 
the campaign that resulted in the capture of the City of Mexico. 
After his return from Mexico he remained in Ohio about one year, 
then took a trip west and, making his headquarters in Walworth 
county, Wis., spent much time in traveling over Wisconsin, north- 
ern Illinois and Iowa, at that time a new and sparsely settled coun- 
try, making long journeys on foot, often with no companion except a 
faithful dog and trusty rifle, the object being to recover his health, 
which had been badly wrecked in the hardships and privations of the 
Mexican campaign. 

“In the summer of 1851 he landed in La Crosse still in poor 
health and with a cash capital of just one shilling, where, after work- 
ing at carpentering or anything else that turned up for nearly two 
years, he engaged in the market gardening business. Finding the 
sandy soil at La Crosse not reliable for gardening or adapted to fruit 
culture, in 1856 he removed to La Crescent and started a general gar- 
dening, fruit growing and florist business. He planted his first or- 
chard in 1857, and has continued to plant more or less trees every 
year since, making his place virtually a Minnesota horticultural 
experiment station in which has been planted for trial every choice 
American variety of apples of which trees could be procured, to- 
gether with pears, plums, cherries, grapes and other small fruits. 
He has been twice, in the winters of 1872-3 and 1884-5, nearly con- 
quered and cleaned out by the elements, but has never surrendered to 
them. 

“He began to attend fairs and exhibit fruit of his,own growing 
in 1864, and has followed it up down to the present time, without a 
break of a single year. At the state fair held in Rochester in Octo- 
ber, 1866, he made the largest exhibit of home grown fruit that had 
been made in the state, and assisted in the organization of this so- 
ciety, the first name on the roll; he has continued a steadfast and act- 

ive member. In September, 1868, he was elected vice-president of 

the society, and in October, 1869, president, and held the office until 
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January, 1871. He was then made corresponding secretary, holding 
the office two years, and was then elected secretary for one year, 
and edited the second volume of transactions. Again from 1881 to 
1884, he was president of the society, and has since been a member 
of the executive committee. In 1875, he was elected a member of 
the board of managers of the State Agricultural Society, and held 
the position twelve years. 

“His has been an active life. Beginning without any capital, 
except a knowledge of his business, and the help of a willing and 
frugal wife, he has created a comfortable home in one of the most 
beautiful spots in the Mississippi valley, and yet has found time to 
do much for the advancement of agriculture and horticulture, and 
has spoken and written much upon these subjects during the last 
forty years, and for many years of the time the writing and study 
was done at night after long days of hard toil. His school education 
was limited to the most common English branches that were taught 
in the common schools of that day, but he has never ceased to con- 
tinue to educate himself by reading and studying nature.” 

Mr. Harris took an honest pride in his record as an exhibitor at 

the state fair, and his record continued unbroken from the time the 

above was written until the date of his decease. His exhibits last 

fall, and, indeed, this is true for many years past, being far in excess 

of those of any other single exhibitor of fruit at the fair. So largely 

did he contribute to the success of this department that unless his 

son shall take up this work where he has laid it down and prove a 

worthy successor of so worthy a father, as we anticipate, it may re- 

quire a radical re-adjustment of the arrangements in the hall to pro- 

vide against this loss. 

As a member of this society it is impossible to say too much for 

the fidelity and untiring zeal he manifested in its service. He has 

been well titled the “godfather” of the society. A leading spirit in 

its organization, thirty-five years ago, he has never faltered in his 

efforts to advance its interests. This unselfish work has been ap- 

preciated by his fellow members, and he had the pleasure of know- 

ing this was true for many years. In recognition of the special 

value of his services he was unanimously elected an honorary life 

member at the annual meeting in Jan. 1880. He and two others at 

that meeting were given this honor, Chas. Y. Lacy, the retiring sec- 

retary, who had served the society well as secretary for some years 

without compensation, and the late Col. John H. Stevens. These 

were the first life members placed upon our roll, except Mrs. Wm. 

Paist. His official relation to the society is recited in the quotation 

given above. It remains to be said that he continued to be honored 

with a position on the executive board of the society till the time of 

his death, making eighteen years continuous service in that office. 

As the committee on seedlings and a member of the committee on 
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nomenclature he occupied places for a long term of years which it 

will be exceedingly difficult to fill with anything like equal ability 

and effectiveness. Indeed, in what field was he not of infinite use to 

this society? We shall sadly miss him in every branch of our work, 

which he loved so well. The life of thé society was in large meas- 

ure his life, and its reports teem with his thoughtful words and the 

productions of his facile pen. 

As an attendant at the meetings of the society he had a re- 

markable record, with one unavoidable exception, as far as the writer 

can learn, never having failed to be present at the annual gatherings 

of the society since its organization in 1866. 
As to what Mr. Harris has done for the pomology of the state 

we will let his own words speak in a scrap of his penciling that has 

come into our hands since his death: 

“T have spent more than one-half of a reasonable long life and 
the best years of it in helping to work out the problem of successful 
pomology for Minnesota. From the first planting made in 1857 
which consists of apple, pear, plums and grapes, down to the present 
time my work has been largely experimental, and I have given every 
variety a trial that I could get hold of that offered any reasonable 
hope of succeeding under any conditions, and in that time have 
planted thousands of trees and hundreds of varieties.” 

Mr. Harris’ name is a household word throughout the northwest 

with all who have any interest in its horticultural development. His 

valuable services were recognized beyond the boundaries of our own 

state and even those of the contiguous states. Few pomologists of 

the day inthis country had a wider a acquaintance, and none are more 

highly respected and loved for a sturdy honesty, a wise discernment, 

and a kindly heart. 
Other words which should and sometime will be said about the 

life and work of this lamented one are left by the writer to a more 

eloquent pen, though no one has it more in heart to write them. This 

death comes as personal loss to each one who knew him, but to no 

one outside the immediate family circle more than to the writer. In 

his memory is found a precious legacy, an inspiration and a hope, 

and this he is leaving to each of us who still “linger on the shore.” 
Mr. Harris was married on Dec. 24, 1851, to Miss Melissa J. 

Clayton, who still survives him, as also four children, Mrs. Emma 

J. Webster and Mr. Frank I. Harris, of La Crescent, Minn.; Mr. 

Eugene E. Harris, of Galesville, Wis. ; and Mrs. Ida May Robinson, 

of Money Creek, Minn. 
A.,W. LatHam, SEC’Y. 

* “Were you to ask me who has been the most constant and suc- 
cessful exhibitor of beautiful ‘‘object lessons” before the agricultural 

Rs i ih ok 
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societies of the northwest, I should say, after many years of careful 
survey of the field—John S. Harris. 

“Were you to ask me who has done the most efficient hard work 
for the Minn. State Horticultural Society from its very inception to 
the present day, I should answer, according to the best of my knowl- 
edge that man’s name is John S. Harris.” 

Aa WU SLAS: 
Harbor View, April 4, 1901. 

ANNUAL MEETING, 1901, WESTERN (WINNIPEG) 
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

T, A. HOVERSTAD, DELEGATE, CROOKSTON. 

The arnual meeting of the Western Horticultural Society met 

in the council chamber, City Hall, Winnipeg, March 14, at 2 p. m. 

The reports of the officers of the previous year were received. This 

was followed by the election of officers. Nearly all the old officers 

were re-elected. Prof. S. B. Green, Mr. J. B. Rogers of Newark, N. 

J., and the writer were elected honorary members. Mr. A. P. Stev- 
enson then read a very carefully prepared paper, reporting the meet- 

ing of the Minnesota Horticultural Society, to which he was a dele- 

gate at their last convention. The report was very complete and 

very interesting. 

Mr. John Caldwell, of Verden, read a paper on “Tree Plant- 

ing.” His efforts were towards interesting people in growing shel- 

ter belts for protection. He recommended varieties and methods of 

planting. The session was closed with the reading of a’ paper on 

“Bee-Keeping.” This was written by A. Du Pasquier. Many pa- 

pers were sent by those who were on the program but unable to at- 

tend. 

The evening session was opened by a brief address by the 

writer, followed by a lecture on Small Fruit by J. B. Rogers, of 

Newark, N. J. His remarks created a great discussion, and it was 

with difficulty that the president was able to stop it and continue the 

program. 

Alderman Barklay, of Winnipeg, then gave a talk on “Winter 

Flowering Bulbs.” He showed great familiarity with many of the 

flowering bulbs and gave definite instructions in growing them. 

Certain varieties were also recommended. 

The main address of the meeting was delivered by Prof. S. B. 

Green. His topic was “Agricultural Education.” He gave first a 

brief sketch of the agricultural schools of Europe. In referring to 

the American schools of agriculture he dwelt in detail on the “Min- 
nesota plan.” He gave a very good idea of the work the school was 

doing in all its branches and gave many illustrations of the methods 
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pursued in the course of instruction. His address was received with 
great enthusiasm, and a vote of thanks was extended to him, and 

the plan he had presented was most heartily approved. 
The Minnesota delegates were received and entertained most 

royally. The Western Horticultural Association is yet small but 

has many very enthusiastic members and is doing much good. The 

society is on a good working basis and in the future its influence 

will be keenly felt. 

MY EXPERIENCE WITH PLUMS. 

MARTIN PENNING, SLEEPY EYE. 

(Paper read before South Dak. Horticultural Meeting.) 

My first experience in grafting in Minnesota was as long ago as 

1866, and the scions used I brought with me from Wisconsin. They 

were the large blue plum, originally from Germany, and we grew 

them quite successfully in Wisconsin. The first attempt made in the 

then new state of Minnesota did not result very satisfactorily, al- 
though they grew well, bore a few plums and then gave up the 

ghost. This ended my plum experience for a number of years, and 

my appetite in that direction was satisfied with the wild plums from 

the woods which I had dug up and transplanted into my garden. 

Some of these plums were large and very good. 
The first improved plums I planted were the Miners and Wild 

Goose, in 1872. The Wild Goose bore but once, and the Miner bore 

for a number of years. These plums ripened rather late for our 

season, and_to me at that time it seemed that we were going to have 

a good deal of trouble getting a plum that would stand the rigorous 

climate of Minnesota. Careful study and intelligent application 

finally overcame this difficulty, in fact, it was overcome very quickly, 

once the horticulturists set themselves about it and profited by each 

other’s successes and also by each other’s failures. Many planted 

seeds from improved plums, and to the few came the gratification of 

getting really valuable seedlings, seedlings that have proven both 

hardy and productive. 
I was one of these experimenters, and in 1882 planted seeds of 

the De Soto, Weaver and a few Miner. From these seeds I got a 

thousand or more seedlings. These I transplanted two years later 

and gave each an opportunity to prove its value. Two years later 

most of them bore fruit, and it was out of this lot that I got the 

Surprise and a few other real good seedlings. Two years ago I got 

another good seedling—not yet named—the fruit from which won 

first premium at the Minnesota State fair. This plum is as large as 
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either the Stoddard or Hawkeye, as good as either, darker in color, 

hardy, productive and a good market plum. 

There has been great progress made in fruit growing in the 
northwest in the last ten years, the most noticeable progress being 

made in the apple. At the last winter meeting of our association I 

saw many fine seedlings, large, good in quality and late keepers. At 

the last state fair there were over 3,000 plates of apples and 850 

plates of plums. In the plum list there seems to be something over 

two hundred varieties, many of which are too small to be of any 

value and no good, consequently, for market. There is no use in 

such a long list, and the smaller and less valuable varieties should be 
destroyed root and branch. 

In my opinion a farmer should not attempt too much in the way 

of plum growing but should content himself with the selection of 

from six to eight good varieties and give them the culture they 

need. I would recommend as a starter the following: for early 
plums, the Cheney, Aitken, Odegaard ; for medium, Surprise, Wyant ; 

for late plums, Stoddard, De Soto, Comfort. The best four plums 

for market, the plums that bring the most money, are the Surprise, 

Wyant, Stoddard and De Soto. These four are reliable bearers, 
quite large and some of the best market plums. These four are my 

peeling plums, and for this purpose the fruit should be colored up 

finely but should not be soft. After peeling plums should be thrown 

into water to keep them fresh in color. Peeled plums are very fine, 

in my opinion fully as fine as the very finest peach. For plum butter 

I would recommend the New Ulm, Cheney and Rollingstone. For 

canning purposes with the peel on I like the Surprise, and Wyant. 

Last summer I sold 146 bushels of plums from my orchard, 

over one-half of them being for peeling. The demand in the mar- 

ket is for plums of uniform size, large and well colored. 
I would recommend that plums be planted in rows, north and 

south.- The rows should be about twelve feet apart with six- 

teen feet between. We must have room to drive in the orchard 

in order to spread manure. A plum orchard in bearing should 

have a dressing of manure every fall. I prefer well-rotted 

barnyard manure. I also find it essential to mulch plum trees in the 

fall as well as apple trees. For this purpose I use barnyard manure 

and then in the spring I spread this mulch and cultivate it in. I pre- 

fer clean cultivation for the plum orchard. I also cultivate after 

each rain as soon as the ground is dry enough to do good work. 
This keeps the moisture in the ground, prevents evaporation and kills 

the weeds at the same time. 
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METHODS OF PLOWING AS A PREPARATION FOR 
PLANTING FRUITS. 

PROF. WM..ROBERTSON, MINN. COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE. 

One method-of plowing for planting fruits is not to plow at all 

but to dig a hole in the sod, set the plant out, and with this assist- 

ance leave it to work out its own salvation. Probably more farm 

fruits have had this kind of preparation than have had any other. I 

tried it myself some nine years ago, with six apple trees. First, I 

bought the trees one Saturday afternoon to get rid of a tree agent 

when we were anxious to get our hay in shape for Sunday. The 

trees came to a town ten miles away, got a ride out with the mail 

carrier—the roots exposed through the entire ride—and arrived when 

the threshers were on hand. They were heeled in for the winter, 

were banqueted upon by the mice under the snow, and in spring 

when all other work was done they were consigned to their holes in 
the sod. Two of these trees—a Whitney No. 20 and an Emperor 

Alexander—fought a good fight, and today stand as evidence of the 

fact that some apple trees can succeed even with this method of 

plowing. 

Really, in plowing for planting fruits, we ought to take into 

consideration the various features that are to affect the life of the 

plant. We are to remember, too, that this final plowing is to be the 

last for a longer or shorter series of years at the spot where the plant 

stands. We plow yearly for the annual crop, and if we make a 

mistake this year we may correct it next. But not so in plowing 

for fruit planting, so we had better do our job well now and avoid 

the discouragements and regrets of after years. 

The plant we are to set out is to work over certain elements of 

the soil into edible combinations and forms. Then it is necessary 

that this material be at hand in the soil. The plant reaches out by 

means of an extensive root system to gather this material. The ma- 

terial must be in soluble form and must be brought to these roots by 

the movement of water in the soil. It requires energy to force this 

root system through the soil. The action of the plant in working 

over this material is much affected by the temperature and the air 

circulation in the soil as well as out of it. The plant when set out 

has only a small amount of reserve force, which is to help it till it 

gets established in its new home; so, in transplanting, it should be 

given an intimate and immediate connection with the soil. — 

Now, the supply of food material, the movement, abundance 

and presence of water, the temperature, the air circulation, the ease 

and evenness of root distribution and the intimacy of immediate root 
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contact with the soil are all points that may be affected and should 

be considered in plowing or preparing the soil for planting, as should 

the destruction of weeds and weed seeds and the prevention of bak- 

ing, and contracting and straining of delicate roots in clayey soils. 

As actual experience goes for more than simple theory, I offer 

you an account of the preparation of the ground for my own home 

fruits. The experience is limited but was had with a view to ac- 

complishing desired effects, as mentioned before. 

The ground selected was chosen not because of the adaptability 

of the soil but for the convenience of location. It had a thin, clayey 

surface soil with a yellow clay subsoil, and this again underlaid with 

sand. It had been under cultivation for about forty years and had, 

probably, raised twenty-five crops of wheat, quite a number of oats 

and a few of corn. But little manure had been added in the time 

mentioned. To emphasize the condition, I may say that it was prob- 

ably the poorest piece of ground on the farm for producing a crop 

of grain, and the general condition of the farm may be understood 

from the fact that it had been rented for about fifteen years, had had 

no stock on it for ten years, and the year preceding the entire crop 

had to be given to induce anybody to work the place. 

In the year 1890 this piece was sowed to oats and seeded to 

clover and timothy. The following spring it was fenced, and some 
hogs with no rings in the nose were turned in to give it its first plow- 

ing as a preparation for the planting of fruit. After having the com- 

panionship of the hog for several years, this ground was completely 

covered with strawy barnyard manure. In the spring of 1897 it was 

plowed from eight to ten inches deep with an eighteen-inch plow and 

three horses. On top of the plowing in its rough state went another 

coat of the strawy manure. Then followed the disc harrow loaded 

with about one hundred pounds of stone on each side (as we do in 

preparing acornfield) and with a man in the middle. This, alternated 

with the slant-toothed harrow, maybe half-a-dozen times, firmed it 

and incorporated the straw and manure with the upper three or four 

inches of surface soil. The ground was then sowed to millet in June, 

and on this millet another coat of strawy manure was put, and the 

millet cut off in the fall with a binder, to prevent gathering the 

manure with the hay. Another plowing in the fall, another light coat 

of manure in the spring of 1898, and another attempt to disc this in. 

But we found ourselves in trouble now. The mechanical condition 

of our ground had changed so that although we went over it several 

times with disc and slant-toothed harrow, we had to return to the 

plow and three horses again to work this last dressing into the 
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ground. Several harrowings followed this plowing, and our ground 
was ready for planting. 

Did this method of plowing pay? Yes. The planting was 

done in ’98. In ’99 we ate from that planting some raspberries, 

blackberries and currants, and feasted on strawberries. The past 

season, the third in the growth of this fruit, we ate four varieties of 

apples from the orchard, while strawberries, raspberries and cur- 

rants got to be very common articles. Incidentally, the potatoes, 

corn, pop-corn and beans grown between the rows of apple-trees 

have in their increase of yield more than paid all the extra work of 

preparation. At the end of next season’s growth I shall look for 

some of the trees of this orchard to be as large as those that have 
been struggling in the grass for eight or nine years. 

Have I gone beyond my subject and talked about fertilizer? I 

can’t help that. Plowing must have an object. Is my method the 

method for you? I don’t know. Your case must be settled accord- 

ing to the conditions. I needed humus, a better tilth, deeper soil, 

a conservation of moisture, a higher temperature, less baking, a 

ready connection of soil with roots, and I got it by thoroughly incor- 

porating the straw and manure, and plowing to a greater depth. In 

closing permit me to say that there is no better tool on the farm 

than the disc-harrow. 

Mr. J. S. Trigg, (lowa): Didn’t the gentleman make a mis- 
take in putting in millet? Would it not have been better to have put 
in clover? 

Prof. Robertson: I wanted to use the land next spring, and 
there was only this short time to prepare it. There was nothing 
else convenient to put on except the millet, and I followed it up with 
the straw manure again, and the only thing I was afraid of was that 
we got in too much material. On my apple trees I got one branch of 
this year’s growth that was five feet ten inches long, and that is 
growth enough for one year anyway. 

Mr. J. P. Andrews: Laying the question of fertilizer aside, I 
thought the proper time to apply it would be in the fall to loosen the 
ground so as to give it the benefit of the fall rains and then plow it 
late before the ground freezes up. It would have a tendency then to 
loosen up the ground. Of course, fertilizing is best and deep plow- 
ing is best if we have a deep soil. 

Prof. Robertson: I have only about two inches of soil to plow 
under at the surface, so if that statement is correct my plowing is 
wrong. 

Mr. S. D. Richardson: Is it not a fact that in many portions 
of our state subsoiling is all right if you get the manure on and 
get it stirred in. I have a piece of land on my place where I made a 
‘knoll and built a house and dug all of the top soil into the clay sur- 
face, and then I went to work and put five inches of well rotted 
manure on and stirred it in, and that soil is as good as any I have on 
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the place. Out on the railroad track they threw out the yellow clay, 
and it is yellow clay still. It has been stirred and cultivated, but it 
has not been manured. 

Mr. Andrews: We treated a piece of soil similar to that last 
and just loaded the manure on, and after cultivating it it was in very 
fine shape. 

Mr. Frank Yahnke: I believe in deep culture; we have got to 
do it, and if you were enriching the soil less it would be the same 
thing as if a man had a horse weighing 1,800 pounds and would feed 
that horse no more grain than he would an 800 pound horse. That 
same horse would do more work on the same oats than the 1,800 
pound horse could do, but if the 1,800 pound horse got double the 
oats he could do twice as much work. We can take this lesson to 
ourselves in this way: if we do not enrich the soil, although we 
plow it eight to twelve inches deep, we have accomplished nothing, 
but if we also put on manure we will get better results, no matter 
what crop we plant, whether fruit or anything else. 

Mr. T. T. Batcheller: Would it have been necessary to have 
gone to all that trouble? Could he not have got the same benefit by 
turning in hogs? 

Prof. Robertson: There is nothing objectionable in the hog 
feature, except I knew I would not be on the ground where I could 
attend to it sooner, but by cultivating for about two years the ground 
was put in the best possible shape, and, although it takes lots of 
work, at the end of three years the ground will be in fine condition. 

Mr. Wyman Elliot: I would like to know what he fed those 
hogs before they were put on the ground. 

Prof. Robertson: They ate the clover that was on that land 
until that disappeared ; then they had the timothy grass that followed ; 
then they were fed corn and milk. There was not a great number, 
perhaps twenty or such a matter. I expected somebody was going 
to give me fits about putting on that strawy manure, and I would like 
to hear somebody go for me about that. 

Mr. S. D. Richardson: I would like to ask if well rotted 
manure would not have given the same results as the strawy manure. 
I always get the best results from well rotted manure. 

Prof. Robertson: That would not do, because we never have 
any of that kind; it goes out the same year it is made. The second 
year plowing up the clay, as I did, I think the strawy manure was 
just the thing to put on to make the mechanical condition of the soil 
right, and today you would not think that there had ever been any 
clay in that soil. 

Mr. Wyman Elliot: Did I understand you to say that you did 
not put on a subsoiler ? 

Prof. Robertson: We put on an 18 inch plow and three horses 
and made them pull as hard as they could. 

Mr. J. S. Trigg (Iowa): How deep did you plow? 
Prof. Robertson: We had three horses on the plow and a man 

on the beam all the time, and we made the plow go down as deep as 
possible. The discing is the important feature. We went over that 
ground about twenty times with the disc. 
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LAYING OUT THE PLUM ORCHARD AND HANDLING 
THE TREES AND PLANTING. 

AUGUST WITTMANN, MERRIAM PARK. 

An orchard may be laid out in various ways without diminish- 

ing the bearing qualities of the trees, but if one wishes to lay out a 

good sized orchard it is best to plant the trees in crosswise fashion so 

that each tree has its proper place. By a nicely laid out orchard the 

planter shows his skill, and the trees being planted in regular rows 

makes cultivating the ground more convenient. The laying out of 

an orchard is a very important matter and should be done right in 

the first place. It is necessary to have a line and a pole, say fourteen 

feet long, or so long as one wishes to set the trees apart. The di- 

rections of north and south should first be ascertained, and placing at 

both ends of the first rows a stake or marker, the line should then be 

drawn east and west and staked off a pole’s length apart. I now 
take the plow and plow the jand north and south in narrow pieces, so 

that each furrow runs directly from one stake to the other. I plow 
the land deep enough, so that the furrow is deep enough to plant my 

trees in. I arrange the ground on the proper places where a tree is 

going to be set to allow lots of room for the roots. Before planting 

one should always dip the trees in a pool of water and earth prepared 

for the purpose. 

Trees that are obtained from the nursery are generally tall and 

slender with but few roots. A fine looking tree without regard to 

roots seeming to be the idea, which I have found to be all wrong. 

What we need in this climate is a tree with low branches and a good 

supply of strong, frost proof roots. Trees which have not been 

forced in growing are, in my opinion, the best orchard trees. 

There is apparently a great difference of opinion regarding the 

depth at which a tree should be planted, some maintaining it should 

be set from twenty-four to thirty inches in the ground to protect the 

roots from frost, avoid excessive drought and to get a tree on its own 

roots. My experience has been that if I plant a tree from eighteen 

to twenty-four inches in the ground, I have to wait till the tree forms 
new roots over the old ones, which requires about ten years to get the 

tree in a good fruit bearing condition, the old roots hardly being able 

to keep the tree alive. Up to the sixth and seventh year, the tree 

shows but little life, after which it generally begins to pick up. I 

have noticed that from the tenth to the sixteenth year these trees 

bear fruit very sparingly compared with other trees of the same size. 
The nearer I plant a tree to the surface, the sooner they come in 

fruit bearing. If I plant a tree so that the top roots are covered with 
three or four inches of ground, they will generally bear fruit the 
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second year after planting. This experiment has taught me that the 

plum tree finds most of its nourishment in the surface soil and roots 

best in loose soil. For this reason I am in favor of shallow planting. 

Another important matter regarding the handling of young 

trees is that the roots and branches should be cut back, which should, 

however, be done before the tree is set in its permanent place, there- 

by insuring better roots and a stouter tree. A yearling tree should 

be dug up, the roots and branches trimmed and again set in nursery 

row; the second year after again slightly cut back, and then set 

in its permanent place. There is some labor connected with 

handling the trees in this fashion, but it will well repay us. I know 

of no plant, shrub or tree that is so thankful for good and kind 

treatment as a plum tree. 

Our native plum in many ways surpasses the imported plum, 

and we should ascertain the best methods in order that the general 

run of plums sold on our markets may be of the same size as the 

beautiful samples exhibited at the state fair. Good plums are very 

much sought for as an article of food. If we do not make greater 

efforts to secure a large stock of good trees, they will be very scarce 

yet fora good many years. The wild plums which twenty years ago 

flooded the market are gradually disappearing, but our selected kinds 

do not come in fast enough to take their place. In my opinion, the 

best stock of good trees is to be secured by raising them from sprouts 

of our selected seedlings. 
It is quite an undertaking for me to discuss this subject, but 

from my long experience in raising trees from sprouts and on the 

lines above indicated, I feel satisfied that with the necessary care and 

attention our plum orchards will be more regular in their bounty, 

and afford us an ever increasing source of pleasure as well as of 

profit. 

LAYING OUT THE COMMERCIAL SMALL FRUIT FARM 
AND GENERAL PRINCIPLES INVOLVED. 

THOS. E. CASHMAN, OWATONNA. 

In treating this subject I find there are a great many principles 

involved to insure success, and to give a thorough treatise of all would 

require more time than is allotted to me, so I will begin on the most 

essential feature, which is the market. We must have a good mar- 

ket to insure success. It must be a city of some size and not already 

overloaded by producers of fruit. Those selecting locations near a 

large city must take into consideration the kinds of fruit that have 

the greatest demand and which pay best for the amount of labor it 

takes to produce acrop. The quantity of each kind to plant also de- 
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pends upon the market. I know of some towns in Minnesota where 
red raspberries readily sold for fifteen cents per quart while in others 

of equal size they went begging for eight and ten cents the past sea- 

son—and the same was true of strawberries. While the crop was 

short on account of drouth a few of our cities were overloaded, while 

others not thirty miles distant depended on these places for their 

berries. The last place described would be a good site for a small 
fruit farm. 

The location of the plantation must be the second consideration. 

I would select a well drained tract of land, varied in slopes and re- 

tentive of moisture, but the northeast and southeast slopes seem to 

be the most preferable. 1 would prefer to plant strawberries, rasp- 

berries, blackberries, grapes, currants and gooseberries on a gentle 

southeast slope where there is good air drainage, which will gener- 

ally prevent frosts from nipping the blooms in spring. In a small 

fruit farm I want a goodly proportion of hardy varieties of com- 

mercial apples and a plum orchard of our best native sorts. The ap- 

ples and plums I should plant on the northeast slope. 

From observation I am convinced that in order to bring about 

best results a neighboring body of water is a fine protection for a 

small fruit plantation. Such a location seems to favor grapes more 

than any other fruit. You all know the effect a body of water has 

on the surrounding country. The past season has demonstrated that 
in order to insure success one year with another an irrigation plant is 

a very essential addition to a small fruit farm. If near a body of 

water, as I have mentioned, I would use a gasoline engine to pump 

the water from the lake or river, as the case may be; and if we should 

not have this favored location I would put in a deep well and force 
the water into an elevated tank by means of a good strong windmill 

or a gasoline engine and irrigate through pipes from the tank. This 

tank should be on the highest point of the farm. 

After selecting the location you must set to work and prepare 

the soil. It cannot be too rich if properly cultivated. The most 

desirable land seems to be where it has been seeded to clover for a 

few years, and on such a piece one year’s preparation will suffice. 

After cutting the first crop of clover, which is generally done the last 
of June, cover heavily with well rotted manure, plow at least twelve 

inches deep, not later than September Ist; then get after it with a 

disc harrow, and drag until it is thoroughly pulverized. Plowing 
and discing thus early in the season will give the roots of clover and 

the manure plenty of time to decompose, and the land is solid and 

well settled for business the following spring. I find that late fall 

plowing or spring plowing does not prepare the ground properly for 
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the planting of trees or plants of any kind. It leaves the ground 

loose, and it will dry out too early, while if the land is plowed early 
the previous summer and if plenty of cultivation is given the plants 

will hold their own for at least two months without rain. 
I will state here that in spite of the long drouth in the vicinity 

of Owatonna I did not lose more than five per cent of my apple 

erafts and about ten per cent of four to six inch evergreens, and I 

have a perfect stand of strawberry plants all set last spring. I at- 

‘tribute this to the land being plowed very early and well harrowed 

last season. I planted as soon as the ground worked nicely and then 

began cultivating and hoeing, which I kept up constantly until the 

rains came about July 7th, the first we had of any consequence at 

Owatonna dating back to April 17th. 
In laying out the ground I would run all my rows north 

and south for\protection, as each plant receives an equal amount of 

the sun’s rays on three sides of the bush, unless very thick on all 

sides, which insures an even ripening of fruit. I would have a 

driveway running directly through the center of the piece with a 

cross road the other way and the packing shed in the center or to 

one side of where the roads cross, arranged so that one foreman, un- 

less it were a very large plantation, could keep tab on the pickers and 

at the same time look after the packing and shipping of the berries. 

Next to consider would be selection of varieties and the distance 

of planting. I will begin with our smallest plant and what [ con- 

sider our most profitable plant, the strawberry. I would plant Be- 

derwood, Warfield, Splendid, Lovett, Enhance and Parker Earle; 

but largely of Bederwood and Warfield, and arrange so that the 

Warfield would be near enough to the Bederwood to insure pol- 

lination. I would not plant Parker Earle except on low ground 

where water will not lodge for any length of time in the spring, and 

will say that on very rich low ground the Parker Earle is a world’ 

beater, but it has got to have abundant moisture. 

To get best results out of ground planted to apple trees I would 

plant my trees 16 feet apart in rows and 30 feet between rows, and 

in the 30 feet spaces, which, by the way, are running north and south, 

I would plant one-half the ground to Bederwood and Warfield straw- 

berries and the other half to Enhance. I have stated that my apples 

would be planted on the northeast slope. Now by planting these 

strawberries on the northeast exposure it would make a difference of 

at least three to four days in the ripening of such varieties as Beder- 

wood and Warfield, while the Enhance, which is a much later berry 

than the others mentioned, would prolong the strawberry season at 

* least one week. In the rows of these apple trees I would plant cur- 
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rant bushes; first, to utilize the ground; second, to protect the body 

of the tree from the direct rays of the sun and prevent sunscald; 

third, to hold snow around the trees in winter to prevent thawing— 

and under these conditions the plants and trees should receive a good 

coat of fertilizer each year to keep them strong and vigorous. I 

would use my irrigation plant towards furnishing the trees sufficient 

moisture to keep them in good condition, providing it be a dry season 

and after getting the ground well saturated with water. About 

Noy. 15th I would begin hauling manure around my apple trees and 

put around them a sufficient quantity to keep the ground from thaw- 

ing out in the winter and prevent freezing too hard, also to keep the 

trees from starting too early in the spring. The bulk of this manure 

may be taken off or spread away from the tree about May Ist. 

Strawberries should be planted fifteen inches apart in rows and 
four feet between rows. 

Of red raspberries I would plant largely of Loudon. They are 

a very large, fine, bright crimson berry and are also very hardy and 

productive. Of other varieties I would plant Turner, Marlborough 

and Columbia. I will say that the Columbia is quite tender and 

needs more protection than the others mentioned, but if well covered 

with dirt each winter will give the best of satisfaction. 

Of black caps I would plant the Older, which is a good, low 
bush plant producing good fruit abundantly. The Hilburn is an- 

other good black cap; it grows a much larger cane than the Older 

and is considered a more profitable variety by some. I would recom- 
mend planting, first, three rows of both black and red raspberries 

three foot apart in the rows and six feet apart between them and leave 
a space of ten feet for a driveway. To insure success each year 

in Minnesota raspberries of all varieties, except Loudon and Turner, 

should be covered each winter with dirt, and in very severe locations 

I would recommend that the Loudon and Turner be covered also. 

Of the blackberries | would plant the Snyder and Ancient 
Briton, three feet apart in rows and the rows arranged the same as 

for raspberries, allowing a driveway in every third space. Black- 

berries should be planted on low, well drained land; if they do not 

have plenty of moisture in fruiting they are liable to dry up. If 

planted on high land the irrigation plant will be of great value. 

On the highest point I would plant at least a small vineyard of 

such varieties as Worden, Concord, Agawam and Moore’s Diamond— 

and right here will mention a variety that is little known but has 
come under my observation quite often in ‘our locality. It.was 

originated by Mr. Geo. L. Wolford, of Medford, Minn. He calls it 

the “Medford Prolific.” It is a cross between the Muscatine and . 
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the Delaware, a dark red grape fully two weeks earlier than Con- 

cord, about the size of Agawam and as fine a flavored grape as I 

ever tasted. Mr. Wolford claims this variety as superior to any 

other red grape and hardier than any black for Minnesota. From 

what I have seen of it I am convinced that this grape is all that he 

claims for it, and would want a goodly number of this variety in a 

commercial small fruit farm. I would plant my grapes eight feet 

apart in rows and ten feet between rows. 
I would not consider this small fruit farm complete without a 

good patch of currants and gooseberries. Of currants I would plant 

Victoria, Red Dutch, Long Bunch Holland and White Grape. Of 
gooseberries I would plant Houghton and Downing, and on the west 

and north side of my ground I would plant a hedge of the buffalo 

berry, planting one out of five to male plants to insure a crop. 

Buffalo berries, if planted three feet apart, will make a perfect hedge 

and a very good fence as well, and while making a good fence will 

produce a very nice crop of fruit. 

LAYING OUT AND PLANTING THE STRAWBERRY 
FIELD. 

A. W. KEAYS, ELK RIVER. 

Although the strawberry crop is very uncertain in this section 

of the state, we have never been without some fruit since we com- 

menced to grow strawberries—the Jenkins is sure to bear when 

all else fail. 
I select a piece of level land that will not be affected by drouth 

and manure heavily with well rotted, heavy manure. 1 plow deep, 

and if the land is clay I subsoil. I plant to turnips, beets, carrots or 

squash. I am very particular to not let a weed go to seed. After 

the crop is removed I again manure heavily with well rotted dressing 

and plow down for winter. In the spring I work well with an Acme 

pulverizer as soon as the soil is in good condition to work; I use a 

number 14 wire line to set the plants, which should be in rows four 

and five feet apart and fifteen to eighteen inches apart in the rows. 

I use a spade or spading fork to set the plants. I commence 

planting about the first or tenth of May if the soil is moist enough. 

I press the soil firmly about the roots, taking care to not get the 

plants too deep or have the roots above the level of the surface; as - 

soon as the plants are set I rake around the plants with a fine tooth 

rake to bring the moisture to the surface. 

In a week I go over the beds and reset all that have failed or 

are weak; I rake after every rain or once a week for several weeks ; 
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I do not let a weed go to seed. I do all the raking with a horse. 

When the plants begin to run I use a small tooth cultivator that will! 

throw a little dirt on the plants; they will root better. Each time I 

work a little farther away from the row, and by fall I have a well 

matted row two feet wide. Strawy horse manure makes a good 

mulch pait on when the ground first freezes. I never use heavy 

manure, as it will smother the plants. 

It is a good plan to plant the kinds that do the best in your 

locality. Some kinds do well everywhere, and others are very 

particular about the location. I am very particular about the plants 

I use for setting; I use good, strong, well rooted plants. It is hard 

to get good plants of some kinds, like the Lovett, but only the 

best are used. The plants must be uncovered in the spring as soon 

as they start to grow. 
4 

PREPARATION AND CARE OF THE SOIL IN THE 
STRAWBERRY FIELD. 

GEO. W. STRAND, TAYLOR’S FALL yg 

Land that has been prepared in the best possible manner for the 

planting of corn is none too good for the strawberry bed, for, as | 

berry growers, you will agree with me in the statement that the 

proper preparation and care of the soil, with good plants, is the 

chief factor in the production of a good and profitable crop. 

No matter what kind of soil you wish to use for the strawberry 

field, it will be best to plow as early in the fall as possible, following 

soon after with the harrow. This will induce a large number of the 

weed seeds to germinate, and if gone over a few more times at in- 

tervals of a few days the greater part of those in the surface soil will 

have germinated and been killed. As early in the spring as the 

ground is fit to work, harrow up thoroughly and before planting go 

over it again, leaving it as smooth as possible. 

This soil now should be reasonably clean of weeds, and a great 

amount of weed killing that would be necessary otherwise has been 

done away with—providing you do not put in a cultivator and man 

that will root down into the soil too deeply and turn up a new supply 

from below. For this reason, and others also, the harrow tooth 

cultivator is the best to use from that time on. 
In planting a spade is about the best implement for opening. 

One man follows, setting the plants and firming with the foot. This 

is a rapid method and gives good results even with ground as dry 

as it was this season. 
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The cultivator should be started as soon after planting as pos- 

sible and kept at it at least once every week through the entire grow- 

ing season. In case of rain it is best to get on to the ground as soon 

after as the soil permits. The necessity of a compact soil, well culti- 

vated on the surface, for the conservation of moisture, is a lesson 

that was impressed upon many of us by the past season. 

The aim is to cultivate as close as possible to the plants or newly 

set runners and by going the same way each time keep the runners 

pushed in in one direction. 

Before the runners have set, it will probably be necessary to go 

over them one or more times with the hand weeder, depending on 

how weedy the land was and how well the work of preparation was 

attended to. For this purpose the Lang weeder commends itselt, 

and no person doing any gardening should be without one. It 

costs but a few cents and pays for itself in a few hours’ work. 

What weeds show themselves after the runners have set will have 

to be pulled by hand and not allowed to go to seed. 

Among the newer implements that promise to be of value in this 

connection the Hallock weeder comes highly recommended by those 

who have used it or seen it at work. 

There is also a new form of cultivator having hoes instead of 

teeth, which in most sections is bound to be a desirable implement 

for the thoughtful planter. The weeds get too much of a start at 

times to clean out with the harrow tooth cultivator, and it is then 

that this implement is needed, and a clean job is assured without the 

necessity of deeper cultivation. " 

To the berry grower this matter of soil preparation and care 

thereof cannot receive too much attention, as the lessened expense 

of bringing a patch into bearing is one of the best openings for in- 

creasing profits. 

A PLEA FOR OUR TREES. 

PROF. MARIA L. SANFORD, UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA. 

(A Talk.) 

I am very glad of the privilege to speak before a society that has 
done as much as this one in making beautiful and making comfort- 
able our homes and our cities, and before I begin to speak on this 
special topic I wish to talk upon I want to say one word, if I may, in 
regard to this very interesting subject that we have had before us, 
and that one word is that it pays. When you have in your good 
work such a motive as this you have great hope of getting on—and 
in your effort to enlighten and educate the people if you will only 
set before them the picture of two towns or two villages such as I 
saw in a journey through Pennsylvania recently, one of them the 
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most God-forsaken looking place I ever set eyes upon, pigs and cattle 
running in the street, everything down at the heel and wretched 
looking! After a half or three-quarters of an hour’s ride we came 
to another town. It was a very beautiful place, the houses painted, 
the streets clean, the lawns green and planted with trees, everything 
showing thrift and energy. Now, if you can set before the people 
a picture of two towns like that, which one will they be most likely 
to select for a home? If you were looking for a place to buy as a 
home, if the lots were of the same size and the places were equally 
adapted to your business, which would you pay the most for? Every 
man that has sense, and especially every woman, every father and 
mother who have children know they would pay a great deal more 
for a home in a beautiful town—and what is true of you is true 
of everybody else. If you will only make your towns and villages 
beautiful, you will add to the value of every house and lot in the 
village and secure the best class of people. (Applause.) This is 
a hard fact, and you want to get it in the minds of your people, and 
they will go to work and clean up. 

It is just in the same line to speak of the forest reserve and talk 
about the beauty of the trees and their value. I shall not speak of 
the fruit trees, although I am so fond of apples that I could almost 
say I am like the boy Beecher spoke of, that he could eat a hatful 
of apples, but I am always glad to see a big dish full. I cannot 
speak along that line, but what I can speak of is of the country and 
village home, the planting of trees and shrubs and the pleasures 
of fruit growing. But the line I want to talk about is the trees for 
beauty. I think we all realize the value of the treasure we have 
here in our pine forest. It was a grand possession until we-became 
usurpers, until the thought came to the mind, “Cut it down,” and we 
now have to cultivate that spirit that says, ‘Let it stand.’’ There 
are places in the United States where a tree has rights, rights that 
must be respected. When it becomes decrepit or dangerous a 
placard is put on that tree stating that it is the intention to cut down 
that tree, and if anybody has any objection to offer to be present at 
such and such a place. It is just that | want to impress upon you, 
that thought that the trees of our state have rights, and I should like’ 
to say that trees have rights that are only a source of pleasure. 
Every spot where a tree ought to grow, if a tree is planted there, will 
be the means of making the world more beautiful, and when you 
have made beauty, as Beecher says, you have the best thing God 
ever made. 

In the first place, for the trees that are now standing in our 
forests that are so rapidly diminishing, that beautiful park country 
that we women have tried so hard to preserve, I should like to beg 
of you, each and all, to throw your influence energetically in favor of 
the preservation of that park. I am afraid the lumberman’s ax is 
already laid at the root of the tree. 1 am afraid we shall lose that 
beautiful tract of timber, and before it is too late we should do all 
that lies within our power to preserve that beautiful forest for those 
that come after us. When we think of the tens of thousands occupy- 
ing this country and the hundreds of thousands who will occupy it, 
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we should want a place of beauty where, when we have opportunity 
to go away from home, we can go and hold quiet communion with 
God and nature. Now let us preserve such a place in the northern 
portion of Minnesota, that is just fitted for this purpose of a park, 
and before it has been cut over, before it calls for a greater outlay 
to preserve the forest, let us make it possible to have a forest there 
for a hundred years when we are all sleeping in our graves that shall 
be a source of joy and delight. It seems to me there is unanimity 
of sentiment that something ought to be done so that when we are 
gone we may leave a rich heritage to those that we have loved. 

To come back to the practical side of this question, I want to say 
what I said of village improvement, it pays. Those waste lands up 
north, those unsightly cut-over tracts, the desolate appearance of the 
country that makes the heart sick to ride through—all this could be 
made to bring in a good return; and what we want to impress upon 
the minds of the people so that the project can be carried out is the 
fact that it is feasible and practicable to establish scientific forestry, 
so that instead of taking the land and fitting it for the raising of 
crops we should raise there a splendid crop of trees and that we 
should preserve those trees, giving employment to hundreds of men, 
the same as employment is given in scientific forestry in Germany, 
France and other countries of Europe. In France, where this 
scientific forestry was inaugurated only fifty or seventy-five years 
ago, there are forests now that are a large source of revenue. They 
plant them and care for them, and when they are grown they cut 
them. This is what we are working for, and we want to preserve 
the forest that is already there. 

I could talk on this subject all night, but I must not say any 
more on that point except to urge you to inform yourselves on the 
subject through the report that our able fire warden has recently 
sent out. We want it done. 

I want in turn to urge you to plant trees around your towns and 
villages. The straight line is not the most zsthetic style of planting 
trees, but if you plant straight lines of trees on your streets about 
your towns and villages in Minnesota my mind dwells with delight 
of what may come as the result in future years. We could have 
stretching out from our farms beautiful lines of trees, reaching their 
tops together, so that the young children going to school would not 
have to walk in the blistering sun, but could walk under the elm or 
the oak or the pine, so that their esthetic nature could be cultivated 
and their lower nature made comfortable by this delightful shade 
of these avenues of trees. This is a picture, it is true, but it is not 
an improbable thing; it is a thing that every one of us can help to 
bring about. This is what I want to ask you to do, to implant in 
the mind of every child that you have—and if you have no child take 
some neighbor’s child—the idea that he is going to have for himself 
or herself a tree planted every year of his life, and when he comes 
to have children of his own that he will plant a tree every year for 
every child until that child is old enough to plant for himself. If 
this could be started and the trees were taken care of until able to 
take care of themselves what a wonderful thing it would be! If the 
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children could be instructed in tree planting they would be more 
willing to do it. A great many people are willing to plant trees, 
but they do not know how. I once thought I would set out trees, 
and so I had a little hole dug in the sand and put in a little bit of 
good earth around the tree and expected the tree to grow, but I 
found after a while that if anything was expected to go through our 
dry Minnesota summers you must give it plenty of good, rich earth. 
When you have planted and loved the tree for the love you bear your 
boy or girl, you will not find it hard to plant for each child a tree, 
and as the children grow up to love the trees they will not find it 
hard to plant more trees, and when they grow to manhood and 
womanhood they will realize that what they did was not done for 
themselves only but for the benefit of humanity, that they have done 
something to make the world more beautiful and better, and the 
child that does that will be a better citizen, a more loyal patriot and 
a more unselfish man or woman because of this lesson he has re- 
ceived. I want to urge you to take care of the trees, to plant trees, 
to make our state of Minnesota beautiful in all respects. (Applause. ) 

GROWING TREES IN AND FOR THE WINDBREAK. 

ALFRED TERRY, SLAYTON. 

I would most emphatically advise the plants for a windbreak 

to be bought from one of the large forest tree nurserymen, who are 

able to raise and deliver to any part of Minnesota forest trees rang- 

ing from twelve to twenty-four inches high, at a cost of about one- 

fourth the expense it would take to grow the same trees yourself. 

To make a perfect windbreak the first thing necessary is that ° 

the planter should think sufficiently of the great need of a grove that 

will actually break the wind, so that he will be encouraged to deviate | 
from the usual course now practiced of planting only one kind of 

tree in the grove. I visited a farm a few days ago with a large 

grove consisting wholly of cottonwoods and, with their slim trunks, 

ight colored bark and few low down branches, it looked about the 

bleakest thing in the way of a windbreak that I had ever seen. 

While I should plant in the middle of the grove such branchy trees 

as the soft maple, box elder, elm, hackberry, etc., I prefer for the 

two or three outside rows to plant such as European larch or Scotch 
pine, with an outside border of shrubs, such as lilac, syringa or the 

like. In this way we make our artificial groves more like the natural 

ones, and the lilac and syringa holding their leaves until very late 

in the year, and being about the first in the spring to open their buds, 

will give the whole grove a handsome appearance, as well as better 

break the wind. I know that many may be afraid of the expense 

of these flowering shrubs, but if they were to order of their nursery- 

men small flowering shrubs by the hundred, instead of by ones and 
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twos, I have no doubt that they would find the price very little more 

than that of forest trees. If they will not purchase the shrubs, then 

I should advise them to use deciduous trees on the outside of the 

grove and leave these rows untrimmed. If the farmers of our 

prairies were to deal strictly with the nurserymen and our forest 

tree men they would find that the planting of a, say, three or four 

acre shelter groveon the north and west sides of their farm buildings 

would not cost them the first year over $20.00 or $25.00 all told. By 

taking my advice in planting many sorts, they will find that the trees 

themselves grow thicker and better and give a more natural ap- 

pearance to the whole grove. For appearance’s sake do not put a 

cottonwood in with other trees, because they grow so much faster 

and taller than the trees that I have named that it will give a dwarfish 

appearance to the rest of the grove, and also because a cottonwood 

tree’s roots spread to the detriment of almost every other kind of tree. 

After having planted your trees, say, four feet apart in the row 

and rows eight feet apart, be liberal with your cultivation. Trees 

will return a dividend for a dust blanket as much as corn will. Be- 

ginning this cultivation each year early in the spring, cultivate four 

times and finish early in July. The following fall prune your young 

trees (with the exception of coniferous trees and shrubs) to one 

trunk, and continue this annually as long as the tree roots do not 

make the cultivation too heavy upon your horses. Four years from 

planting you will ‘have a good windbreak for your yards. The fall 

of the year is the time for trimming and not in the spring, when it 

will cause trees to bleed. I would plant three or four trees of a kind 
together and then three or four trees of another kind next to them 

in a row, so that when you begin to thin out you will always be able 

to leave the same proportion of each kind as when first planted. 

Protect your trees with proper fencing, just the same as you would 

your orchard. 

The few words of advice herein are given from a thirty years’ 

experience in planting groves upon the open prairie country of south- 

west Minnesota. 

The forest aids the fruit grower in two ways: First, it prevents 

the severe sweep of winds breaking trees and creating sudden atmos- 

pheric changes ; second, it conserves and balances atmospheric mois- 

ture. The sweep of winds when undisturbed bears away the mois- 

ture from the soil and also from the trees and their buds. It is well 

known that fruit buds will endure two or three degrees severer 

freezing when the air is moist than when it is dry.—E. P. P. 
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WALKER’S SEEDLING APPLE. 

The accompanying cut shows, alongside a Duchess tree for 

comparison, a seedling apple originated on the place of Mr. J. C. 

Walker, of Rose Creek, Minn. The tree is now sixteen years old, 

while the Duchess (in front of which his little grandson is standing 
in the picture) is about twenty-eight years old. The tree has been 

bearing since its sixth year and produces a fruit of medium size, of 

rich red blush color. Its quality the originator describes as “fair 

J. C. Walker, Rose Creek, Minn., and his seedling apple tree. 

to good.” The tree is productive, the fruit hanging well on the tree 
till ripe enough to gather (about Sept. 15th) ; of excellent quality. 

The tree “is as hardy as the Duchess and more productive, and when 

loaded with fruit is not liable to breaking of limbs, as the wood is 

tougher than that of other trees; in fact, it is the most profitable of 

all.’ Mr. Walker shows a commendably liberal spirit in the dis- 

tribution of cions from this tree, which he considers of much value. 

In his own words “when I have a good thing I want some one to 

share it with me.” 
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THE DUCHESS ORCHARD. 

E. H. S. DARTT, OWATONNA. 

The Duchess orchard is now of no commercial value unless it is 

within easy reach of a good market without shipment, or unless 

nearby cold storage is available. Sometimes the shipper realizes a 

profit, but on an average he ships Duchess at a loss. It will often 

pay to change over such an orchard to Wealthy or Peter or other 

valuable long-keeping varieties by top-grafting. This will require 

considerable labor, depending largely upon the size of the trees to be 

grafted. If trees are large, grafting must be done farther out on the 
limbs, and many limbs must be grafted on each tree to maintain a 

well balanced top. This work is usually delayed till it is warm 
enough in the spring so that wax will work readily, which crowds 

the work into a short space of time and a very busy season of the 
year. I am working over a large orchard in this way and have in- 

vented a wax warmer (not patented) which enables me to do the 

work in March or April, and I incline to the opinion that it might be 

done in late fall or midwinter just as well. Take a short length of 

stovepipe, put on a broad flat bottom so that the thing will stand 

up, put in a door near the bottom to admit a good sized kerosene 

lamp, fit a tin or iron vessel in the top to hold the wax to be melted. 

We graft a tree or two, then melt wax and apply with a small brush. 

After the weather warms up all should be gone over carefully to see 

that the wax covering remains in perfect condition. 

GINSENG CULTURE. 

H. SIMMONS, HOWARD LAKE, 

The mystery of growing ginseng by artificial means has been 

revealed for some time, and, in fact, it is not at all difficult but, on 

the contrary, is quite easy and pleasant as well as highly profitable. 

In this connection I wish to quote the Botanist in his letter of trans- 

mittal of report to the U. S. Department of Agriculture. 

He says: “The report brings out the facts that the wholesale 

price of ginseng has steadily increased from 52 cents per pound 

in 1858 to somewhat more than $3.00 per pound in 1893, and that 

the value of the export for the past decade has amounted to between 

$600,000 and $1,000,000 per year. The report also points out the 

fact that the natural supply is now rapidly decreasing, and that its 

extermination, if present conditions continue, is inevitable in a very 

short time. At the same time there can be no doubt but that the 

cultivation of ginseng is entirely practicable.’ This report was 
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made in 1894, and since that time enough has been achieved in 

various parts of America to fully demonstrate the truth of the 

Botantist’s statement in regard to the practicability of its cultivation. 

I have had ample opportunities to study the conditions found 

to exist where the plant grows wild and have grown it for several 

years very successfully. It takes from three to five years to grow 

roots large enough for market from the seed—roots that are two or 

three years old will bring from two to three cents each when dried 

for market—and one acre will produce from 750,000 to 1,000,000 

roots. Can any one show better results from an aere of ground in 

the same length of time? 

While the root is the principal source of income from the plant, 

the seed is in great demand for the purpose of planting and forms 

an incidental source of profit. Ginseng produces seed quite freely. 

An ounce contains about 500 seeds. 

The wild root this spring (1901) is worth $5.05 per pound, 

while the cultivated root is from $7.50 to $10.00 per pound. 

SUBSOILING AS A PREPARATION FOR FRUIT 
CULTURE. 

FRANK YAHNKE, WINONA. 

My experience in subsoiling for fruit culture is limited, but 1 

have had some experience in subsoiling for root crops. The princi- 

ples in the preparation of the soil for fruit culture are much the 

same as in root crops. 

The preparation of soil for fruit culture is a very important 

factor to success, so I will give you a few general principles for 

guidance in this matter. 

The purpose of subsoiling is to retain more moisture in the soil, 
or to obtain a deeper surface soil. 

Subsoiling is not necessary in light, porous, sandy soils, and 

may be injurious where the subsoil is gravelly. It is not beneficial in 

heavy, wet soils, unless they are previously thoroughly underdrained ; 

also I would not recommend it on steep side hills. 

Subsoiling, when properly done, consists merely in breaking up 

the subsoil without bringing it to the surface or in any way incor- 
porating it with the upper layer of the soil. The ideal subsoiler con- 

sists merely of a tongue, as shown in this cut. The subsoiler usually 

follows an ordinary plow, but the plow should only cut small fur- 

rows, or else the subsoiler would leave a strip between each furrow 

unstirred. The subsoiler should be run at as great a depth as pos- 

sible. It is often advisable by this means to break up a hardpan 
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formed by long continued plowing at a uniform depth or existing as 

a natural formation below the surface. 

Subsoiling is beneficial for fruit culture in any soil of medium 

or of heavy texture, especially where the rainfall occurs in heavy 

and infrequent showers and when it is necessary to increase the ca- 

pacity of the soil to absorb water readily and rapidly. 

The best time to subsoil for fruit culture is in the late autumn, 

and the soil should be left in rough furrows over winter, as it will 

decay in the winter through the action of the frost. However, if 

subsoiling is left till the spring, it should be done early enough to 

insure to the soil a thorough soaking with rain before planting, oth- 

erwise it may injure rather than improve the soil condition for the 

first year. Subsoiling by stirring the land to an unusual depth fav- 

ors the drying out of the soil, so that if it is not supplemented by a 

soaking rain before the fruit is planted the ground is drier than if 

the work had not been done. 

Where subsoiling is intelligently carried on it will increase the 

water-holding capacity of the soil and serve as a protection against 

A Subsoil Plow. 

drought, which has doubtless a very important effect upon the fruit 

crops, and often means the difference between profit and loss to the 

fruit grower. 

A piece of land that has to be prepared for fruit culture which 

has previously only been shallow plowed, cannot be at once plowed 

to the desired depth without turning too much of the subsoil onto 

the surface, and subsoiling can be done to obtain the desired depth 
without turning the subsoil to the surface, but the land has to be en- 

riched by manure a season before. For nursery stock, subsoiling is 

very beneficial, as the subsoiled land will keep from five to ten per 

cent more moisture during June, July and August, when the young 

trees need moisture the most. 
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The virgin soil of this state is comparatively rich in the elements 

of plant food. In this we are fortunate. 

Experience, however, has taught us that plants, shrubs and 

trees may suffer during periods of severe drought; sometimes they 

are killed; not infrequently the top of the tree is killed, while the 

trunk and lower limbs survive. When the drought period is past 

there are seen trees with dead tops and green lower limbs, forming 

what is sometimes called “stag head” or “dry top.” 

These dead top trees are found where the soil and subsoil are 

compact, not permitting the rain water to penetrate the soil, or where 

rock, impervious clay or hardpan formation is near the surface. 

They are found also on low ground where the surface soil is for long 

periods of time saturated with water to the exclusion of aeration, 
and when evaporation takes place the trees suffer. 

Both air and moisture are essential to plant life; a deficiency of 

either works injury if not death. 

How then can be best furnished to plant or tree that which is 

essential for the best culture and development, is the question that 
should receive our earnest and careful consideration. 

In cases where the injury results from imperfect root action 

owing to soil conditions, it may be improved by drainage, by culti- 

vation and in other ways by which more air and moisture are given 

to the roots. If the soil is too dry, as is often the case, its water- 

holding capacity may be improved by proper cultivation. If the soil 

is well dried out when winter sets in, injury is likely to occur by the 

evaporation caused by severe freezing. 
Tender rootlets do not easily penetrate compact lumpy soil. 

The advantage, therefore, of subsoiling for fruit culture is in 

thoroughly pulverizing the ground, so that, like a sponge, it will ab- 

sorb both moisture and air in times of plenty and give it back, 
through capillary attraction, in the periods of drought. It also per- 

mits the roots of the trees to penetrate the soil to a greater depth, 

and for this reason they are less liable to be root-killed during the 
severe test winters. 

Mr. Oliver Gibbs: The best subsoiler I ever had on my farm 
was the pocket gopher. I think we can all learn something from his 
methods, and it is true what Gov. Pillsbury said to Prof. Porter, 
“He wants considerable room to work out his plans, but he does it 
thoroughly.” The only orchard I ever planted that was a success 
from the start and remained alive for years and years after planting, 
was one in which the ground had been prepared by that little friend 
of the farmer. In our wells we find another similar lesson. In 
the mixture of the drillings thrown out from two deep wells on my 
own farm—wells that were one hundred and fifty feet deep—in 
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those mixtures after being exposed to the weather for a few years, I 
raised melons that were very satisfactory to the boys of my neigh- 
borhood. (Laughter.) 

The President: The objection I have to the pocket gopher is, 
that he does not discriminate sufficiently ; he seems to choose my ap- 
ple trees and works more upon them than he does at the business of 
subsoiling. In the last two winters he has taken about twenty good 
trees three inches in diameter. The first I noticed they were leaning 
over a little, and the next day a little more, and upon making an ex- 
amination I found the pocket gopher had been there and cut off the 
roots irregularly five or six inches below the surface. He makes 
clean work of it. If he begins below where the roots begin to branch 
out, he takes every root. I have tried to look up his favorable rec- 
ord to see if we cannot find enough per contra to overbalance the 
injury he has done. 

DRAINAGE OF MARSH LAND AND ITS USE IN 
GARDENING. 

W. LL. TAYLOR, LITCHFIELD. 

This is a subject that has claimed the attention of the leading 

agriculturists, wherever land is valuable, since the earliest settlement 

of our country. 

Not only is drainage beneficial from an agricultural point of 

view, but as a sanitary measure its value cannot be overestimated. 

Who can determine the value of drainage when it not only changes 

marshes into arable land but causes the deadly malaria to disappear 

forever, thus leaving our homes healthful and little ones happy? 

Too often the removal of a loved one from our midst is called a 

“dispensation of Providence” when the main cause was a marsh 

near the house, which ought to have been drained. 

The home of my boyhood in eastern Illinois was a land con- 

taining many ponds and marshes. From my earliest recollections 

I can hardly remember a time when some one in our neighborhood 

did not have typhoid fever, and ague was so common that almost 

every one had a “shake” each year and sometimes for many months. 

Then they began to drain the marshes and tile the low lands and, 

oh, what a change it made in the healthfulness! Fever and ague al- 

most disappeared, and the cases of typhoid fever were few and far 

between. 
By the use of tile drainage the marshes where I used to fish are 

said to produce a hundred bushels of corn per acre.’ 

My own experience of drainage extends over a period of thirty 

years. There was a large marsh on the farm where I now reside, 

and it was formerly inhabited by fish, muskrats and mosquitoes, 

and the surrounding lands were too wet for cultivation. Four hun- 
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dred rods of ditch four feet wide and three feet deep was dug, which 

caused the water to subside, and in a few years the marsh became 

one of the finest of meadows, and the adjacent lands were in a con- 

dition to raise wheat. More ditching was done from time to time, 

and we came to use a part of the marsh for a garden. Cabbage grew 

in abundance, onions yielded 600 bu. per acre. Tomatoes did well, 

but were apt to rot unless trellised. Celery grew to perfection. But 

the crop that paid the best was strawberries. They seemed to be right 

at home on that marsh. How luxuriantly those plants grew! How 

they labored through the warm summer days to pump water to pro- 

duce those enormous berries, which we sold at 20 cents per quart! 

The amount of water we sold in those berries would have made any 

respectable milkman blush with shame. 

Several years ago a fire ran over a part of the marsh, burning 

the peat from 6 to 12 inches deep. On this burnt strip the largest 

potatoes were raised, also corn and wheat, but it was too low for 

wheat except one dry season, when it grew straw five feet high and 

wheat that yielded 50 bushels per acre. We are satisfied that many 

of the marshes in Minnesota could be drained to great advantage 

to the owner. 
By the use of tile drainage those unhealthy marshes may be- 

come fruitful gardens and a blessing to humanity. 

Mr. H. H. Chapman: At Grand Rapids we have this problem 
before us, and it is one of the principal features. The marsh land 

of northern Minnesota occupies the largest territory in that section, 

and it is very largely composed of peat. If some of it can be re- 

deemed it is a matter of very great importance to us. I do not think, 

however, a tile drain would be the practical method of draining the 

land because of its peaty nature. We have resorted to open ditches, 

and as far as our ditching goes, we find it costs us about 25 cents 

per rod; a man working at this rate will earn from $1.50 to $1.75 

per day. It pays to surround the marsh completely, as it keeps the 

water from getting in. 

Borers.—Good, clean cultivation is worth more than all the 

washes and dressings that can be applied to prevent borers. A good 

wash, however, is often worth many times what it costs to apply and 

will do much toward preventing the attacks of borers and other in- 

sects. A 1 lb. can of concentrated lye dissolved in 2 or 3 gallons cf 

water makes a very good tree wash. Another good wash can be 

made of 14 pint pine tar, 14 pint carbolic acid, and 2 gallons soft 

soap. These washes can easily be applied with an old whitewash 

brush or a swab made of old rags tied on the end of a stick. The 

wash should be applied two or three times to the trunk and large 

limbs during the spring and early summer.—Okla. Exp. Sta. 
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PROPAGATING NEW VARIETIES OF TREE FRUITS 
FROM SEED. 

C. G. PATTEN, CHARLES CITY, IA. 

The secretary doubtless intended to have me tell you how to 

produce improved fruits from seed, and in so doing he assigned me 

a difficult task. But difficult as it is I shall undertake it cheerfully 

and hopefully, realizing that in the forward march in horticuliure 

there is no place for pessimism. We catch no inspiration from halt- 

ting doubt or from the deep shadows and mists of narrow valleys, 

but from the higher levels of mountain side and mountain top, where 
the vision scans the widening landscape of hills and valleys and 

sparkling rivers and sunlit heights. 

We discard the ancient teachings that we must plant a thousand 

seeds to get one good fruit, or the later fact as given by Dr. Dennis, 

of Iowa, that it required the growing of a thousand plum seedlings at 

“Sleepy Eye” to awaken one Surprise. If reversion to lower types 

is such a potent factor in preventing us from producing improved 

varieties as some believe, then indeed is our Jordan “a hard road to 

travel.” 

At the Iowa state fair I once saw the grand cow Mercedes, that 
was milked three times a day and gave in twenty-four hours over 

eighty pounds of milk. I have seen herds of these cattle that were 

really very remarkable cows. 

A Jersey cow, Mary Ann, of St. Lambert, made 936 pounds of 

butter in one year, and the most magnificent large dairy that I ever 
saw was of this breed of cattle at Spring Hill, Tennessee. Yet 

from Minneapolis to Des Moines I have seen all along the line great 

numbers of very inferior Holstein cattle, and I have also seen very 

large numbers of scrub Jerseys. What developed such results in 

these breeds? Surely they are good dairy cattle. Was it not want 

of forethought, want of selection, neglecting to weed out the in- 

ferior animals? Breeding from animals that reverted so far back 

to the ancestral type that they were at least 75 per cent scrubs? 

Mr. Gideon realized this fact in his endeavor to improve the apple. 

He knew that the air in his orchard was full of the pollen of the little 

acrid, austere Siberian, mean in almost every quality but hardiness. 

Hence his desire to establish an experiment station in southwestern 

Iowa, where he believed the conditions were more favorable for his 

work; and this is the reason why no better advance has been made 

with our larger fruits. We have put too little science and common 

sense into the formula and have too often forgotten the trite saying 

that “like begets like,” or the likeness of a former ancestor. 
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We know but little of the ancestry of our fruit trees, and so we. 
have need to be wiser and more thoughtful than the stockgrower. 
To breed improved fruits for this climate every element of perfection 

in tree and fruit that it is possible to find should be brought to- 

gether. Hardiness, freedom from blight, vigor, leaves that are re- 

sistant to unfavorable combinations of heat and moisture, fruits that 

hang well to the tree until mature, good size, freedom from defect 

in skin, beautiful, productive and of as good quality as possible. 

Such a tree should hold its leaves for a normal length of season for 

the latitude in which we are working. Judged by these points, the 

Oldenburg and Hibernal are defective, for they both drop their 

leaves seven to ten days earlier than they should in the average sea- 

son, and both also drop their fruit too easily. Our northern native 

plums are defective in dropping their fruit and shedding their leaves 

too early, and I have no doubt that these defects will be improved 

upon by crossing them with the Miner plum and some of its seed- 
lings. 

Innumerable and serious mistakes have been made all over the 

northwest in an endeavor to mingle the little Siberian with our cul- 

tivated apple, forgetting that violent crosses produce untold defects 

in fruits and plants, as well as in animals. Some of our most noted 

originators of new plums here in the west are, I fear, making this 

mistake, getting too far away from line breeding and mixing wide- 

ly distinct types. What was once one of the most important stock 

centers of the west for high bred cattle has greatly deteriorated on 
account of this mixing process. A little Holstein, a little Short 

Horn, a little Polled Angus, and a little Jersey has wrought the mis- 
chief. 

The mixing process is a scattering and diluting process nearly 

every time. In improving the apple for Minnesota and the north- 

west, we must have hardiness. ‘Then,’ says one, “you must go back 

to the Siberian.” Not so, for it has been demonstrated by actual 

experiment that some of the third hybrids, like Whitney’s No. 20 

and Briar’s Sweet, that are at least seventy-five per cent apple, will 

produce seedlings that are hardy and more free from defects than 

where the old Siberians were crossed with the apple. So that if we 

would make an all around advance with the apple, one of the parents 

should be such advanced hybrids as Sweet Russet, Minnesota and 

Meader’s Winter, and better, if you know them, being sure that they 

hold both leaves and fruit reasonably well, and first rate, if possible. 
However, holding a large part of the leaves too late would be an in- 

dication of immaturity. 
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The seeming advantage that the stock men have with their high- 

ly developed breeds may be more seeming than real. The horticul- 

turist has at least this advantage, that when he has once secured a 

Concord or a Worden grape, or a Wealthy apple, he can multiply 

them by the millions and have them exactly alike, while the stock 

breeder can only rarely exceed the high average of his herd, even 

with the most thoughtful care, and at best his failures will be con- 

siderable. 

And there is still another feature that most horticulturists have 

overlooked in the production of new varieties; namely, that such 

plants and trees as the Concord and Worden grapes, the Ben Davis, 

Wine Sap, Fameuse, Duchess, Wealthy and the Patten’s Greening 

apples and the Richmond cherry are the crowning results in horti- 

cultural evolution. They are to horticulture, whether produced by 

natural or artificial selection or development, what the Morgan horse 

is to horse breeders, Stoke Pogis 3rd to the dairymen and Bates and 

Cruickshank Short Horns to the producer of beef cattle. Such 

plants and trees are even more than thoroughbreds. They are the 

highest types of their race. They are the culmination of all the 

cumulative forces toward a higher perfection in horticulture. They 

are the prepotent individuals that establish breeds and families in 

fruits. Their seedlings are often as pronouncedly stamped as are 

the offspring of the Holstein or the Jersey cattle. And if horticul- 

turists would pay attention to the scientific laws of development 

and breed from such plants, we would hear less about the deteriorat- 
ing forces of reversion to lower ancestral types, and our table would 

not be burdened with a multitude of small and worthless fruits. 

Of course, if we plant the seeds of inferior seedlings and their 
crosses, that fairly represent generations of worthless fruits behind 

them, the law of reversion will be strikingly manifest. 
On the grounds of the writer are seedlings of known parent- 

age already in bearing. Such as Duchess crossed with Grimes’ 

Golden, Patten’s Greening and Grimes’ Golden, Pink Anis and Jona- 

than, Maiden Blush and a Duchess seedling—a cross of fall Pippin 

and Duchess—and Briar’s Sweet with Pound Sweet and Wolf River 

also, and so on. Also four or five grand-seedlings of the Duchess 

with parentage partly known. 

When we know that in such crosses as Duchess and Grimes’ 

Golden we have hardiness and excellence of fruit combined, why not 
pollinize that tree with its own pollen, or pollen of the Patten’s 

Greening and Grimes’ Golden cross, instead of taking chances of dis- 

sipating and scattering the forces that we have already eee 

with the uncertain pollen of any other variety. 
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According to the written experience of Mr. Budd, the Duchess 

is a very prepotent sort, but by actual test on my grounds the re- 

verse is true except in hardiness. I know of no variety that is more 

easily overcome by the pollen of another sort. It does perpetuate its 

hardiness to a reasonable degree. In one instance a cross of Grimes’ 

Golden obliterated every trace of it both in tree and fruit, except 

as stated. 

In conclusion, permit me to say that I believe that the practice 

of emasculating the stamens and cutting off the petals in pollinizing 

is faulty, and that we would reach higher results if we would let the 

flower remain intact. I believe that the Infinite Mind knows better 

than we whether the perfect maturity of both petals and stamens 

were necessary to the highest development of the embryo germ of 

the future fruit that is forming in the flowers. 

There are so many instances on record of one plant when 

crossed on another where the pollinizing parent obliterated the char- 

acteristics of the other parent, that we cannot doubt that whether 

we practice heroric surgery or not on the flower, the fact still re- 

mains that one plant when crossed on another in its most natural 

and perfect condition will obliterate the distinctive characteristics 

of the other parent in their offspring. This is a broad field full of 

mysteries and surprises, and he who labors faithfully and lovingly in 

it will be sure to find happiness if not gold. 

TWO MINUTE SPEECHES AT CLOSE OF THE ANNUAL 
MEETING, DECEMBER 7, 1900. 

Mr. Jno. Freeman, Austin: The attendance at this meeting 
has certainly been a very joyous privilege to me. This is the first 
opportunity I have ever had of attending an entire session of this 
annual meeting. Personally, I have been greatly benefited, and I 
hope I may return to my home filled, and return to some extent to 
those who sent me up here to represent them and to enjoy this ses- 
sion much that I have received that may be of abundant benefit to 
many who are taking their first lesson in horticulture in the Southern 
Minnesota Horticultural Association. I want to thank you all for 
making it so pleasant and again wish to say that I enjoyed it very 
much. 

Mr. A. P. Stevenson (Manitoba): I am sure it has afforded 
me a great deal of pleasure to meet the horticulturists of Minnesota 
here during their annual meeting. I have learned a great deal from 
the veteran horticulturists down here which I know will be of great 
value to us adjoining your state on the north. These things which 
I have learned here will encourage us up there, and it gives me 
courage to hope that we yet have a prospect of growing fruit to some 
extent. We know that in past years you were somewhat in the posi- 
tion in which we now are in Manitoba, that is, you were experiment- 
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ing and deriving knowledge from the experience of others, and from 
what I have learned here I will endeavor to carry back to our society 
as much information as I possibly can. I thank you for the kind re- 
ception you have tendered me and hope you may have the greatest 
measure of success. 

Mr. C. M. Loring: It is an honor to be a member of the Min- 
nesota State Horticultural Society. Quite a number of years ago I 
was an active member, but ill health made it necessary for me to be 
away for sixteen consecutive years during the time you held your 
annual meetings, and, therefore, I lost my membership. When I 
think of where we started, of the few little crab apples that used to 
be brought and put on the tables, and then look at the tables in the 
exhibition room today, it seems to me every member in the associa- 
tion should feel proud that he has been interested in aiding to ac- 
complish that we now see before us. It hardly seems possible when 
I look back and think how much discouragement we met with and 
how little of success, that gentlemen like my friend Mr. Harris and 
some of the older members here should have kept right on trying 
to raise apples in the state of Minnesota. I can assure the gentle- 
man from Manitoba who just spoke that there could be little more 
reason for discouragement in his country than we had to contend 
with in Minnesota. I know nearly every one was at work and in- 
terested in horticulture in the early days, taking an interest in nearly 
everything that came along. We bought trees from the Rochester 
nurseries—and nearly everything we did buy came from Rochester— 
we would plant them in the spring, and the next spring they were 
dead. Of course, that is very discouraging. When we see what 
is before us and what has been done by that grand old man, Mr. 
Gideon, it certainly seems to me this society should raise a monu- 
ment to his memory. 

Prof. N. E. Hansen (S.D.): Instead of saying anything about 
the meeting I wish to speak about something else. I have enjoyed 
the meeting immensely, and I am always glad to come, but I want 
to give you a sort of prophecy of a time say forty or fifty years in 
the future. I believe by that time we will have found the apple we 
are looking for, an apple that will keep until apples come again, that 
will be hardy in the northern part of the state, even in Mr. Steven- 
son’s country and the Canadian Northwest. I believe very many of 
our wild fruits will have been civilized and developed to a high state 
of perfection, and that we will have a pomology of our own that 
will give us a iong list of fruits we have not today. 

The history of cultivated plants extends back, as in the case of 
the apple, five thousand years; from time immemorial the apple has 
been cultivated in Europe and Asia. The history of that and a great 
many other cultivated plants contains a great list. We find two 
kinds of selection in plant life, one the unconscious and the other is 
conscious. An unconscious selection is along the slow amelioration 
of plants through the centuries, ages and ages, as generations come 
and go, but in the last few generations conscious selection has been 
practiced more and more, and we have come to breed plants like 
animals, and the work is yastly quicker than it was in the early days 
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of man’s life on this planet. In the early days man had to subdue 
wild nature; he had to fight against all the forces of nature for a 
chance to live. As he has conquered nature in more recent genera- 
tions, he has more time to devote to the improvement of plants, he 
can get plants of a higher development than the ordinary gardener 
is able to get, he knows more of the forces and principles that under- 
lie the development of plants; so if he keeps on his selection and 
breeding he will do more for plant life in the northwest in a genera- 
tion than a thousand years would do by the old method of uncon- 
scious selection. 

Mr. J. S. Harris: Of course, I had my say last night over at 
the banquet, but I was just thinking what a fine thing it would be 
if we could be our grandsons after we old fellows have thrown off 
this mortal coil. For more than thirty years I have been preaching 
the doctrine that Minnesota would come to be not only a good apple 
state, but a good fruit state in other respects. I remember about 
thirty years ago at a meeting I was theorizing about what could be 
done with the native crab and plum by improving the quality and 
hardiness of our common apple by crossing with the crab, and a 
learned man who sat near me said: “I would hate to expose my 
ignorance like that.” It kind of hurt me, but it did not put me down. 
We have hardier fruits than we had thirty years ago and better, and 
in those days we old fellows did not know anything about this arti- 
ficial hybridizing that is going on at the present time. If we could 
only be our grandsons and have another thirty-four years in the 
society we would see the garden of Eden filled with all kinds of fruits 
and inhabited by the happiest people on earth. (Applause.) 

Mr. J. S. Trigg (Iowa): Mr. President, the time is far spent, 
and the friends wish to go home, and I only wish to say one word, 
and that is to bid you a hearty God-speed in the good missionary 
work you are doing. It has been left to you men assembled here 
the last few days to do a grand work in this state in which you live. 
It is a mission of beauty and home, it is a mission to improve the 
school house, it is your mission to preach that the almighty dollar 
is not the only thing to be sought after, and your mission is a grand 
one in uplifting the life of the community along this line of horti- 
culture. You do a splendid work here, and I go back to my own 
state carrying with me the knowledge of what you have done and are 
doing, and it is an inspiration to me as one from outside your society, 
and I am sure our people will be glad to hear the report I have to 
take with me at this time. I wish you all prosperity and success and 
the pleasure of finding that thousand dollar apple you are seeking 
after. (Applause. ) 

Capt. A. H. Reed, Glencoe: I have been trying for the last 
forty years to learn something about horticulture. Some forty-three 
years ago I commenced to plant apple trees in Minnesota. I sent 
to Rochester, New York, in 1857, I think, for some trees, but I found: 
myself a perfect failure in trying to be a horticulturist. I have spent 
a considerable sum of money in buying trees at different times and 
trying to learn what I could about raising apples, but it has been, 
I might say, a failure. While I have got trees growing, trees that 
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are twenty years old, they are all, I think, of the crab varieties. This 
past summer I have been out considerably through the smaller towns 
from St. Cloud south to Albert Lea through the counties of Wright, 
McLeod, Sibley, Nicollet and Blue Earth, and from what I have 
seen this summer it has renewed my belief that we can raise apples 
in this state. I have seen trees of standard apples growing and hung 
so full that they had to prop up the limbs, and so plentiful that some 
farmers did not pick them up from under the trees, and I believe 
Minnesota is yet going to be one of the best apple growing states in 
the union. I have commenced again to set out apple trees. I set out 
some two hundred and fifty last spring, and I am going to set out 
some every year, and I believe I will, eventually, succeed. I am 
satisfied I never did take hold of the matter right, but through the 
information I have received here and will receive in the future I 
believe I can make a success of it. 

Mr. J. S. Harris: I would like to tell something about Capt. 
Reed, something that will atone for his failure in horticultural 
practice. Capt. Reed has the honor of being the father of the 
farmers’ institute of this state. (Applause.) He is the man that 
got a few of us cranks together before the state would give anything, 
before anybody would come to an institute, but we held quite a num- 
ber of institutes at the expense of Capt. Reed, and I know we will all 
consider that what he did in that direction will amply atone for all 
his shortcomings in horticulture. (Applause.) 

Mr. Oliver Gibbs, Wis.: Mr. President, I hardly expected 
to find my name on the list of prophets in this race. I never thought 
I would have to come into active service again. When the sharp 
young man sees an old man coming down the street, and he does not 
want a reminiscence he takes to the nearest alley, but when two old 
men meet on the street there is a moment of happy conjunction of 
venerable heads. When I was visiting with my old friend ex-gov- 
ernor Turner, of Nebraska, he said to me he thought he had better 
quit trying to keep up with the crowd, and I thought I would have 
to follow his example, but I have changed my opinion entirely. I 
believe the proper thing for us old men to do is to keep right on saw- 
ing wood and die in our tracks doing it. At the same time bear in 
mind that we have got to be succeeded by somebody, and we must 
bring these young men into training to be always ready to step in 
and take an official position in the horticultural society. 

The Secretary: There have been between thirty and forty 
young men attending this session; they are all interested members, 
and they are going to stay. There is a lot of young blood coming 
in that is going to help in the future. 

Prof. C. B. Waldron (N.D.): Mr. President, one of the great- 
est things that is accomplished by this society is the missionary work 
that is being done, the extent of whose influence is found through- 
out the whole northwest. Except for the fact that I had drawn 
courage and inspiration from my visits and from the reports of this 
society, I have seen many times in the last ten years when I felt like 
lying down and giving up every hope of trying to instill any horti- 
cultural feeling or spirit into the people of North Dakota. Last 
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spring I went to a real estate agent for a man in Wisconsin who 
wanted a piece of land to grow fruit upon. He did not want to sell 
any land for fear he would beat the man out of his money. When a 
real estate man has that kind of a feeling he must certainly have an 
idea that fruit cannot be raised. It gives you some idea of the in- 
terest that exists among those people in pushing horticultural 
progress. The greater part of your work consists in stimulating 
more or less confidence in those newer regions that lie outside of the 
direct influence of your society, and I am glad your society exists 
to that grand end, and I want to thank you for the encouragement 
I receive every day from the work you are doing in stimulating con- 
fidence in northwestern horticulture. (Applause. ) 

Mrs. L. A. Alderman (S. D.): Mr. President, I feel indebted 
to the Minnesota Horticultural Society for even the little I know 
in the line of horticulture, but I feel a good deal about my horti- 
culture like the old resident of California who was asked to prophesy 
what kind of a winter they were going to have. “I don’t know,” 
he replied, “I have been here too long; ask some tenderfoot.” I 
have the feeling that I don’t know as much about horticulture as I 
did ten years ago, the cause of blight, etc., things I feel quite lost 
about; yet we have had some good measure of success in raising 
apples and small fruits in South Dakota, and I came all the way from 
there to sit at the feet of these Gamaliels and learn what I could. I 
feel amply repaid. I thank you. (Applause.) 

The President: Sometimes we are a great deal like those boys 
when they arrive at the age of sixteen to eighteen when they know 
more than their fathers. I have often advised them to write a book 
and have it printed and preserved, because they will never know so 
much again. (Laughter.) We all remember those early days that 
have been so feelingly alluded to by my friends, Harris and Reed, 
when everything looked dark and gloomy, and we were all at sea, 
no light anywhere to guide us, no mark to guide our pathway, not 
even so much as the mariner had who went out to sea fifteen or twen- 
ty miles on a dark night and dropped a shingle every half mile, think- 
ing on the way back he would pick them up and thus find his way to 
shore. We had no such guide as that, not even a shingle to guide us. 
But now we have got onto terra firma, we feel that our feet are on 
solid ground, we are feeling like Archimides wanted to be. He said: 
“You give me ground solid enough to stand on and a lever long 
enough, and I will move the world.” We have got the solid ground 
and the question is whether our lever is quite long enough or not ; 
but it is growing, and everything in the horticultural line is begin- 
ning to move, and it has. been moving rapidly the last two or three 
years, and its course is still upward and onward. What the end 
will be not even the most sanguine can prophesy. 
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THE HORTICULTURIST AT THE IOWA EXPERIMENT STATION.—The place 

left vacant by the departure of Prof. Craig some months since has been filled 

by Homer C. Pierce, late assistant horticulturist at the Ohio State University, 

who comes to his new field with a good reputation as a practical worker, and, as 

the “Fruitman’”’ says, ‘‘with no local prejudices.”’ 

APPOINTED ON THE FOREST RESERVE BOARD.—-Gov. Van Sant has an- 

nounced the following appointments on the State Forest Reserve Board for the 

ensuing two years: 
Judson N. Cross, Minneapolis, to represent the state forestry association. 

Greenleaf Clark, St. Paul, to represent the state agricultural society. 

M. W. Williams, of Little Falls, to represent the state horticultural society. 

To TEACH AGRICULTURE IN THE “RURAL SCHOOLS.’’—The state legisla- 

ture at its late session, appropriated $2,000 to pay the expense of preparing 

and distributing lesson helps, etc., to be used in teaching “agriculture, home 

economics and rural life generally’? in the country schools of the state—to be 
expended by the Agricultural College management. This plan has received 

much attention from Prof. W. M. Hays lately, and he was, no doubt, largely 

instrumental in securing the appropriation. Members of our society will 

watch this movement with large interest and much faith in its practical re- 

sults. 

HoRTICULTURAL REPORTS FOR THE STATE TRAVELING LIBRARIES.—The 
state legislature two years since passed a bill, introduced and championed by 

our fellow member, A. K. Bush, providing for a system of traveling libraries. 

This innovation has proyed a decided success and there is a strong demand, for 

more material to work with in this field. To help along, at the suggestion of 

Mr. Bush, fifty copies of the report of this society for 1899, the next to the 
last issue, have been furnished for use in these libraries this year. Thereports 

of the past year are too nearly gone to spare any for this purpose. 

STORING REPORTS AT THE EXPERIMENT STATION.—To insure greater 

safety in the diminishing stock of surplus reports of this society, about half 
of those heretofore held at Pillsbury Hall, State University, have been removed 

to Horticultural Hall, at the State Agricultural College, in St. Anthony Park, 

and are stored there in the charge of Prof. S. B. Green. The following is a 

list of reports so removed: 1881 paper 100, 1882 paper 100, 1883 cloth 
100, 1884 paper 50, 1885 paper 100, 1886 paper 80, 1889 paper 16, 

1890 paper 100, 1891 paper 50, 1892 cloth 100, 1893 cloth 100, 1894 

cloth 100, 1895 cloth 100, 1896 cloth 100, 1897 cloth 100, 1898 cloth 

100, 1899 cloth 100. 

Do You PLANT TREES?—The Minnesota State Forestry Association still 

has a few copies of “Forestry in Minnesota,’’ a 312 page practical treatise on 
forestry, prepared by Prof. S. B. Green and used as a text book at the School 

of Agriculture. Write at once if you desire a copy. Sent postpaid for 5 cts. 

in paper covers; 25 cts. cloth bound. 
Membership fee (permanent) in the association is $1.00, which includes 

a cloth bound copy of the above publication and 10 Douglas spruce seedlings. 

Plant distribution. Douglas spruce, 2 cts. each, postpaid. A limited 
number of 6-inch seedlings of the above will be distributed by the association 
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this spring, in quantities as desired. This variety bids fair to be one of the 

best evergreens for ornamental or timber plantings and should be given a trial. 

Very rapid grower, hardy, graceful and of beautiful color and appearance. 

Instructions given with order. Apply at once to Geo. W. Strand, Secy., 
Taylors Falls, Minn. 

NEW QUARTERS FOR HORTICULTURE AT THE STATE FArIR.—The state 

legislature, at the session lately adjourned, made an appropriation of $25,000 

to pay the cost of erecting an agricultural building on state fair grounds. This 
structure, the contract for the erection of which will soon be let, is to be for 

the joint use of both agriculture and horticulture, though the term ‘‘Agricul- 

tural Hail’’ is not an incorrect title, the general term, agriculture, embracing 

also horticulture and other kindred subdivisions. As near as can be judged by 

the plans under consideration, the building will be some three times the size 

of the present “Horticultural Hall,’’ and will furnish ample space for both in- 

terests. The fruit and flower displays will probably be allotted a space some- 

what larger than in the old building. Will vow be there next September to 
help ‘‘shine up’’ the new quarters? 

THE Ox-EVvED Daisy A LEGAL OuTcasT.—Among the laws passed by 

the late session of the state legislature is one directed towards the extermina- 

tion of this most familiar flower. As a law it has been made sufficiently drastic. 

Under it one may be imprisoned ninety days for allowing this plant to grow on 

any land he owns or controls. Should this law be successfully enforced most 

of the owners of unoccupied real estate in this city would from now on for 

some time be transacting business from the interior of the county jail. It 

might be well, as an educator and an object lesson, in the case of this and 

similiar laws, for the public authorities to set an example by exterminating 

plants so interdicted upon the public highways and on other lands under public 
control, or otherwise they should consistently arrest, fine and imprison them- 

selves. Until this is done it is hardly to be expected that private citizens will 

generally heed these laws and they will remain, as in the past, practically dead 

letters. Let the public set the example—and they will do it when there is a suf- 
ficiently strong public sentiment behind them to secure a general enforcement. 

Such laws are in the right direction, but our people need to be educated up to 

them. 

Mr. AND Mrs. A. G. TUTTLE CELEBRATE SIXTY-THIRD WEDDING AN- 
NIVERSARY.—Mr. A. G. Tuttle, of Baraboo, Wis., has been for many years an 

honorary life member of this society, an honor he is fully entitled to by reason 

of his long services to the horticulture of the northwest. He and his wife have 

lately celebrated a wedding anniversary much beyond the usual alotted limit 

of the average married couple. ‘“They were married in Northfield, Conn., and 

came to Wisconsin in 1846, settling in Madison, where Mr. Tuttle. was for a 
short time engaged in the mercantile business. In the spring of 1847 he went 
to Portage and opened the first store in that place. A year later he removed 

to Baraboo where he and his wife has resided ever since. Mr. Tuttle started 
the first nursery in the state and is still engaged in that business. He has 

always taken an active part in horticultural affairs and served several years as 

president of the State Horticultural Society. He was the first nurseryman to 

introduce the Russian apple trees into this country. Notwithstanding his age, 
87 years, Mr. Tuttle is still active and walks to town, nearly two miles, almost 

every day for his mail. His wife is 84 years of age and has been an 

invalid for several years. They have four sons, A. Clark, of Baraboo; Herbert, 

of Mather; Edward, of St. Paul; and Merritt, of Ft. Morgan, Colo.”’ 
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GLIMPSE OF HOME OF THE LATE JOHN S. HARRIS, SHOWING HIM AND A FAVORITE GRANDSON ON THE PORCH. 
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FROM A PHOTO TAKEN BY PROF. S. B. GREEN SEVERAL, YEARS AC 
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SEEDLINGS IN 1900. 

J. S. HARRIS, COMMITTEE. 

(Report made at last Annual Meeting.) 

It has been a favorable year for the fruiting of seedling apples, 

and hundreds of varieties in different parts of the state have pro- 

duced bountiful crops. Owing to the carrying out of a long-cher- 

ished plan of visiting my native state, Ohio, and spending an entire 

month among the scenes and surroundings of my boyhood days, I 

have been able to visit but few of our seedling orchards, and these 

only in the way of other business. 

In August I visited the seedling orchards in Houston county be- 

longing to John Holtz and Ole Oleson. There are more seedling 

varieties in these orchards producing fruit of good quality, large 
size and fair appearance than at any other place I have seen in the 

state, and the trees did not appear to have been injured by the winter 

of 1898-99. I have mentioned these orchards in previous reports, 

and consider them well worthy of being looked after. 

At Edward Null’s, town of Union, Caledonia county, there are 

two fine seedlings from the Duchess, bearing fruit of about the same 

or rather better quality, and keeping well from one to two months 

later. But very few apples have been sent to me so far this season 
for examination. One, named St. Antoine, sent in by R. Park- 

hill, of Chatfield, has at least the merit of great beauty of appearance, 

and is said to be a long keeper. The fruit is of large medium size; 

round, oblate form; colored yellowish ground nearly covered with 

orange and crimson in stripes and splashes; flavor, a mild or sub- 

acid sweet. 
L. W. Prosser, of LeRoy, has sent me a number of samples of an 

apple that I am unable to identify, and so far have not found any one 

who is able to help me out. I think that it is either a seedling or a 
graft hybrid. The fruit equals the Ben Davis in size and appear- 
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ance; is much like it in form but of better quality. He states that 
in ordinary seasons it has kept well through the entire winter. A 
plate of them are on exhibition at this meeting. 

W. L. Allen, of Spring Valley, has also furnished me samples 

of a very pretty, medium sized apple that he reports as keeping until 

late in the spring, and he thinks that the tree is entirelv hardy. He 

does not know that it is a seedling. It is hardy and a long keeper. 
I estimate it to be of more value than either the Malinda or Repka 

Malenka. 

There were large and fine exhibits of seedlings shown at the late 

state fair, but I have not been furnished with samples for examina- 
tion and cannot report intelligently upon them. The largest collec- 

tion was from the orchards of the late Peter M. Gideon, but I am 

inclined to the opinion that the collection shown by D. F. Akin, of 

Farmington, was not very much behind it for real merit and quality. 

I feel safe in reporting that good progress is being made in the 

originating ‘of new seedlings of value, and that our people are on 

the right road to secure a reliable pomology adapted to this climate. 

In the exhibition at this meeting, there are a few varieties that 

appear to be worthy of looking after. One originated by Andrew 

Wilfert, at Cleveland, is of most desirable size, form and color, and 

is said to keep well until late in the spring. Mr. Alling, of Homer, 

exhibits a yellow apple of good size and form that keeps well all 

winter. Frank Yahnke, of Winona, shows a small, high colored, red 

apple that he calls Double Stars; a very late keeper, and tree believed 

to be extra hardy. 

There are a number of other seedlings in the exhibition that, so 

far as appearance and quality go, seem to be well worthy of propa- 

gation for trial. Among such there are a number of varieties in the 

extensive collection of D. F. Akin, of Farmington. 

RASPBERRY PLANTS are more certain to live and make a good 
healthy growth if allowed to send up a new growth from three 

to five inches above the ground before transplanting. This plan 
requires more time in setting than if while dormant, as at that 

time you are unable to tell whether they are winter killed or not. 

In setting plants that have made several inches growth, place 

them one inch deeper than when dug, preparing the earth firmly 

over the roots with the foot. 
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GROWING GOOSEBERRY AND CURRANT PLANTS. 
GEO. W. STRAND, TAYLOR’S FALLS. 

Currants may be increased either by cuttings, layers or division 

of old plants. Where only a few plants are wanted and old ones of 

that variety are accessible, if sections are taken which are fairly well 
rooted and composed of the newer growth, they will make very good 

and vigorous plants, but it is preferable to start them by either of 

the other methods. 

For commercial purposes currants are grown almost exclusive- 

ly from cuttings. These are made from the new growth soon after 

the leaves fall, which is about the 1st of September in this latitude. 

They are made six or eight inches long and tied in bunches, having 

the butts all one way. Although some plant them at once, it is pref- 

erable to callous them first, as this hastens the rooting process. This 
may be done by placing them in the ground butts up, covering them 

enough to prevent them from drying out. Fermenting manure is 

sometimes used to hasten it. As soon as calloused and before the 

small roots start they should be set out about four or six inches 

apart, in rows from three to four feet apart, set firm, in a slanting 

position, leaving only the upper bud exposed. A mulch of straw, 

applied soon after, will also be of great benefit, removing the same 

from just over the row before growth starts in the spring. Cuttings 
thus treated wili have roots started before severe weather sets in and 

are in condition to make the best plants. 

If necessary they may be set early in the spring, but they do not 

stand near the chance of growing or making as good plants as fall 

planted cuttings. 

Thrifty one-year-old plants are all right for transplanting, but 

two-year-olds give the best satisfaction generally. 

Currants root very readily by layering. This may be done dur- 

ing the fore part of the growing season by bending down and partly 

covering the new growth. 

Gooseberries do not start as eae as currants from cuttings 

and are grown mostly from layers.. The layers are generally started 

as soon as the new growth is long enough to conveniently handle in 

June. These are taken up in the fall and transplanted into rows, 

about six inches apart, to be grown for one or two years the same 

as currants. 

Another method of starting gooseberry plants is to hill up the 

two-year-old plants that are to be dug that fall. This will cause 

roots to form in the newer growth, and a good stock of layers can 

thus be procured with very little labor or expense. The trimming 

up which the stock thus receives will be more beneficial than in- 

jurious. 
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In starting layers, if a cut is made in the lower side—making it 
rather long and almost to the centre of the stalk,—so it will stay 

apart when pressed back into the soil—this will greatly aid the for- 
mation of roots, as they start more readily from a calloused surface. 
In fact, this is about the only way some varieties of the gooseberry 

and other hardy plants, such as roses, can be induced to root to 

any extent when propagated in the open. 

As in the production of other kinds of nursery stock, the season, 

soil and care has much to do with the quantity and quality. 
The President: I would suggest that these cuttings be set in 

very shallow trenches and very near together, two inches apart, and 
have the ground slope a very. little, so that in a dry time you can 
throw a pail of water on to the upper end of the shallow trench and 
water every little slip in the whole trench in that way at the same 
time. In that way you can water three or four hundred in a minute. 
If you put them farther apart you will have to carry more water. 

Mr. Frank Yahnke: In dry prairie soil it will be very much bet- 
ter if you make a trench to fill in before planting with sand and 
then set your cuttings in immediately and cover in with common dirt. 
They will start right away. 

Mr. Oliver Gibbs: -Has there been any difference discovered in 
the fruiting qualities between layered and cutting plants? Does the 
layered plant bear better than the cutting? 

Mr. Yahnke: I never noticed any difference between layers 
and cuttings, and I have planted both extensively, but there is a dif- 
ference in the bushes. I would not like to propagate from any bush 
that is not good; it might influence the progeny. : 

Prof. E. S. Goff-(Wis): The gentleman stated, and I think we 
have been taught in books and other publications, that only young 
wood should be used for cuttings. I visited one of our largest Wis- 
consin currant growers and was surprised at the way he did his 
propagating. He did not use young wood, but he took his cuttings 
from the older wood. He took the prunings from the oldest 
branches that got down where the currants got dirty. He cuts them 
out and then he cuts the branches off at every joint and leaves on a 
small shoot of young wood.which he uses as a cutting. They were 
very finely rooted; in fact, I found they were so nicely rooted that I 
could make several plants of them. It may possibly mean earlier 
bearing. This gentleman said he had adopted this method, because 
he found it better in his own work. He cut them off in the spring 
and planted them in the ground. I wish to be understood, however, 
that all of these cuttings had a bud at least of young wood, or one or 
two buds of young wood somewhere on them, but they included a 
portion of the older wood, so that every branch of old cane that has 
an inch or two of young wood can be used for cuttings. 

Mr. W. D. Harris: I have tried a similar plan in propagating 
gooseberries. The method is early in the spring before the bushes 
have started growing to bend them down and cover up entirely the 
old limbs, and the buds will break through and will make a mass of 
rooted plants before fall. 

ny 
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VARIETIES OF GRAPES BEST ADAPTED TO 
MINNESOTA. 

J. W. MURRAY, EXCELSIOR. 

If I were raising but one grape for profit, I would raise no other 

but the Delaware. Next, in the line of red grapes, is the Brighton. 

That is one of the finest grapes grown in the northwest. Next is 

the Iona. I am located in one of the most favorable grape regions 

in the northwest, on the south shore of Lake Minnetonka. It will 

ripen there in most situations. The Rogers No. 15 is a very fine 

grape, subject to the objection that after four or five years it will 

mildew. Now to get. to the black grapes. The Concord stands at 

the head so far as grapes raised to sell are concerned. My experience 

is, and it is borne out by the testimony of some of the most promi- 

nent commission men, that the only grapes that it will pay to grow to 

sell are the Concord and the Delaware. They will not pay as much 

for any other kind of grape as they will for the Concord and Dela- 
ware. 

Then there is the Janesville. Where you must have a hardy 

grape or none, it is valuable. Where you can raise the Delaware 

or Concord it is not worth ground room. Moore’s Early would be 

the king of grapes if it bore as heavily and the vines were as re- 

liable as the Concord, because it is considerably earlier. Black 

grapes are the same to most people. With me the Moore’s Early 

proved such a poor bearer that I finally dug them all out except a 

dozen for my own use. It isa poor bearer, and it is very hard to get 

a good vine because the spurs will kill out in the winter time. I dug _ 

them all out. The Cottage grape is a fine, good grower, the grape is 

_ very sweet ; but after mentioning those qualities the list is exhausted, 

and it is hardly worth ground room. The Lady and the Martha 

are two white grapes, and we have found they do not do very well 

with us. They are tardy bearers and light bearers, and all such 
things are useless to raise for profit. I could make twice as much 

from some other varieties. Then there is the Prentiss. I used to 

look through the grape books and wish I could produce such grape 

vines as were produced in the books. In the Prentiss you have just 

such a vine as you see in the books. It branches very beautifully, 
too much in fact; it is a very fine vine, very hardy—a white grape 

and pulpy and solid. I often wondered how so many grapes could 

be packed on a stem. It has a rather peculiar growth, and on the 

whole it is hardly worth raising. 
Of the new grapes, Campbell’s Early is an eastern grape of the 

black variety, of which I do not know enough to speak intelligently. 
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One more that is a great grape with grape lovers, and that is the 

Niagara. It will hardly ripen in this locality. It will only ripen in 

the most favorable localities we have and then not fully; it is such a 

fine grape for cooking purposes that many people tell me it is the 

best grape I raise. I do not recommend it for eating or market pur- 

poses, but it is a peerless grape for cooking and canning. You will 
have no market for it unless you educate your neighbors around you, 

but if you give them only one basket full or enough to put up a pint 

jar you will have buyers for all the rest. It produces some of those 
great white clusters of grapes, and as I said before there is nothing 

better in the shape of a grape for cooking or canning and so dif- 
ferent from the others that it might pass for some other fruit. Whert 
you have tried it once you will want it afterward. It would not pay 
to raise unless you want it for your own use or had established a 

home market for it for cooking and canning purposes, because it will 
not ripen, and it is only good for the purposes which I have stated. 

I have briefly and hastily mentioned a few varieties that can be 

grown in our section of the country. 
Mr. O. M. Lord: I corresponded with Mr. Rogers of Milton, 

Fla., and he wrote me once, “I have a bunch of Niagara on my desk, 
and I am trying to make myself believe it is good.” They are 
raised in Florida in large quantities and do finely there. I do not 
pretend at all to say that they should be eaten from the vine; they 
should only be raised for the purpose of cooking and canning. 

SUBSOILING AS A PREPARATION FOR FRUIT 
CULTURE. 

DAVID SECOR, WINNEBAGO CITY. 

As we look at the grand display of fruits exhibited by mem- ~ 

bers of this society, we are led to believe that a bright future is be- 
fore us and that our land is a goodly heritage. 

Owing to a diversity of soils and subsoils within the state, the 
same method of preparation for fruit culture and the same treat- 

ment of the soils does not apply in all cases. 
In localities fruit culture is attended with a reasonable degree 

of success without special preparation being made before planting 

other than to have the surface soil in a fair state of cultivation. This 

method may be attended with fair success where there is a fertile 
soil with a porous subsoil and good natural drainage. 

An important matter in the planting and successful cultivation 

of fruits is to have sufficient drainage to prevent water from re- 

maining in pools or ponds on the surface for any considerable length 

of time. If the subsoil is a hardpan or a stiff clay impervious to 
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water, and the surface irregular so as to form basins where water 

remains in pools until removed by evaporation, it should be ditched 
and tiled to carry off all surface water. 

Thorough preparation of the ground, by draining where neces- 

‘sary, and deep culture of the soil and subsoil is the key to success 
in fruit culture. 

Franklin, in his Poor Richard, said: “Plow deep while slug- 

gards sleep, and you shall have corn to sell and keep.” This couplet 

of Franklin’s so far as it relates to deep plowing applies with much 
force in the preparation of ground for fruit culture. 

Horticulturists are generally agreed as to the advantage of dig- 
ging a broad, deep hole where young trees are to be set, and then 
filling it in part with frésh pulverized earth, for the young rootlets 

to rest on in planting the tree. But if it is good to thus loosen the 

earth when the young tree is planted, it is equally beneficial and, 

I may add, important to loosen the subsoil to a considerable depth 

and for a much greater distance, for the benefit of the tree in after 

years, when through growth the roots have extended far beyond 
the limits of the hole in which at first planted. 

It does not need argument to convince members of this society 
that during periods of severe drought a loose, porous soil and sub- 

soil retain moisture much better than a hard compact soil. Our 

observation and experience have demonstrated this fact. 

According to Prof. Ansted, “A good soil should be composed 

of nearly equal parts of three earths, sand, clay and lime; it should 
imbibe moisture and give it back to the air without much difficulty ; 

it should have depth sufficient to permit the roots of the plants to 
sink and extend without coming to rock, to water or to some in- 

jurious earth; the subsoil should be moderately porous, but not 

too much so; and in case of need the subsoil should be able to im- 

prove the soil by admixture with it. Three essentials to plant growth 

most likely to be lacking in cultivated soils are nitrogen, phosphoric 

acid and potash.” 

By chemical analysis, made by the Commissioner of Agriculture, 
of soils and subsoils taken from ten different localities, it is demon- 

strated that potash equals an average of two per cent, and that the 

subsoil contains slightly more potash than the surface soil. 

As potassium sulphate is one of the best and most extensively 

used of the commercial fertilizers, and, as has been demonstrated by 

analysis, the average subsoil cqntains a larger per cent of potash 

than the surface soil, it follows that pulverizing of the subsoil and 

mixing with the surface soil increases fertility and is in most soils 
beneficial. 
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THE MINER PLUM. 

(A discussion. ) 

Mr. W. L. Taylor: The Miner is the choicest plum I have on 
my place. They grow immensely and are doing very well, but they 
seem to be a tardy bearer. This was the second year they bore, and 
they have been grafted on the wild stock seven years. I have been 
told they bear a great deal better a little later, and if any one has the 
variety I would like to hear from him. 

Mr. O. M. Lord: It will not stand the winter on my place’ It 
invariably kills down. 

The President: I was afraid to touch the Miner plum because 
I thought it not safe. How many have tried it? (About Io.) 

How many of you think it is a tolerably safe plum so it will 
watrant one in raising it? (About 6.) 

Mr. C. W. Merritt: At Winona it is a Se bearer. It needs 
grafting. 

Mr. J. S. Trigg (Iowa): I have a neighbor who grew the 
Miner plum for fourteen years. It grew and blossomed profusely 
but never bore a plum. Last year he went down in the woods and 
cut two wild plum trees in bloom and stuck them in the crotch of the 
Miner plum tree, and they bore the largest crop of fruit I ever saw. 
Last year he did not do it, and he did not have any fruit. My ex- 
perience is that you have got to plant it with other trees in order 
to have it bear any fruit. If you will do asa gentlemen said a few 
minutes ago, graft some other variety in it, you can get plenty of 
good Miner plums. 

Mr. H. M. Lyman: I have grown the Miner for about thirty- 
five years. After a very cold winter it kills back and does not bear 
well. For the last five years I have raised fine crops. 

THE MINNESOTA CRAB. 

(A discussion.) 

Mr. C. G. Patten (Iowa): I would like to inquire how many 
have tried the Minnesota crab and how many would recommend the 
tree. I ask this question on account of the fact that I would like to 
know the degree of hardiness the tree possesses. 

(A large number raised their hands.) 
The President: How many would recommend it for hardiness? 
(About all.) 
The President: Is there any one who would not recommend it? 
(A unanimous negative. ) 
The President: How many find it blights? 
(About five.) 
Mr. A. B. Lyman: In Carver county the Minnesota crab is 

making a fine showing. A man living near our place i is so taken with 
it that, not knowing the name, he has had some scions cut to propa- 
gate it. 

Mr. Frank Yahnke: I think as much of the Minnesota crab as 
of any apple I have. I planted the trees twenty-five years ago last 

— 
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spring, and they are very healthy trees. They bear good crops every 
other year and a light crop the year between. The apples are fine 
eating, and it is a good sized apple. It takes well in the mar- 
ket and at home. It does not look much like a crab. 

Mr. A. P. Stevenson (Man.): We have it in our orchard in 
Manitoba with a great many other crab trees, and we find it is as 
healthy and hardy and vigorous as any of them. It has fruited with 
us and furnished us a very desirable little apple. 

Mr. C. E. Older: We consider it in our part of the state as one 
of the very best. It is a nice eating apple, free from blight, a good 
grower and simply indispensable. 

Mr. C. G. Patten (lowa) : What is its season? 
Mr. Older: It is a little later than the Wealthy. 
Mr. Patten: From all that I have been able to learn of the Min- 

nesota crab it is one of the most valuable of the large hybrids that we 
have in all this northwest for experimental work in° developing 
new and better varieties. It has a large percentage of apple in it, it 
has hardiness, freedom from blight and general good qualities. 
There is no question there is in this apple the cross of a distinctive 
winter fruit, so I believe it is one of our very best. 

Mr. Andrew Wilfert: I live in this locality, and it is the only 
tree I have on the place that blights, and as fat as I am concerned 
I cannot recommend it. 

The President: Has it borne? 
Mars Wilferts; Yes; sir 
The President: Is this the dpplee (Indicating. ) 
Mr. Wilfert: Yes, that isthe apple. It had about three fale 

of apples this year, but it blighted badly. 
Mr. Wilfert: I had some Transcendent trees, and when I 

grubbed them out I thought I had got rid of the blight, but the Min- 
nesota blights almost as bad. 

Mr. Frank Yahnke: Did the tree stand near the Transcendent? 
Mr. Wilfert: Yes, sir. 
Mr. Yahnke: That’s where it got it. 
Mr. U. Tanner: Is there any place where you can find a mar- 

ket for the Minnesota crab? 
Mr. W. L. Taylor: The Minnesota is the most prolific bearer 

in Meeker county, where I live. I had some this year, and you could 
not see the body of the tree for the apples. They told me they had 
picked eight bushels from four trees. They usually keep well, but 
with us they did not keep well this year. It is the most valuable we 
have in the county. 

Mr. Wm. Allen: I fruited them four or five years. They were 
a medium sized crab apple, and the trees were very late; the crop was 
large, but like the gentleman over here I would like to know where 
to find a market for them. The children would not eat them, they 
would pick them out. 

Mr. S. D. Richardson: That is the Minnesota crab without 
any doubt. We do not regard it as a first rate apple. It is all right 
as a shipping apple. It is a first rate cider apple. It is not a good 
apple, and we have little use for it. - It is as near an annual bearer as 
it can be. 
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Mr. Frank Yahnke: I must dispute that point a little in regard 
to not finding a sale for the Minnesota crab. I can sell Minnesota 
crabs as fast as I can bring them to market. I have got the same 
market Mr. Allen has, and I cannot bring them in too fast to suit 
my customers. 

Mr. Seth Kenney: I raised the Minnesota crab, and they were 
about the only apple the boys would not steal. (Laughter. ) 

Mr. C. E. Older: Before the Minnesota comes in season it is: 
not good for anything. When it comes into season we can market 
in our place all we can grow. 

Mr. J. S. Trigg (Iowa): It will give the small boy a bigger 
stomach ache than any apple I know of. (Laughter.) 

Mr. D. T. Wheaton: I believe that is the apple a good many 
people are looking for. 

NOTES ON THE WINDBREAK. 

A. TERRY, SLAYTON. 

You must remember that I come from a portion of the country 

that is perfectly treeless. When I first went there we had nothing to: 
break the wind, and to speak about growing apple trees in such a 

country as that seemed almost ridiculous. I considered that by 
planting forest trees at the same time that I planted hardy apple 

trees, they would grow sufficiently fast for a protection. I remem- 

ber I used to plant a row for every foot in height, supposing that. 

would give protection on one side. I made my first experiment om 

the open prairie, digging the holes and planting, in my ignorance, 

the Fameuse apple tree, and immediately following it by a willow 

hedge. However, absurd as it may appear, it was a step in the right 

direction. I found the Fameuse apple was very well protected by the 

willow hedge that was planted afterward. 

I have heard so much from our society about beautifying our 

homes. One of my greatest anxieties was to keep the boys at home, 

and another anxiety was to get good neighbors, and I believe a man: 
located out on the open prairie can do nothing better than to plant 

apple trees and plant shelter groves, and we should use all of our 

little judgment as to what kind of a shelter grove we plant. I passed. 

the other day a shelter grove where a large amount of money had 

been spent, and there was only one kind of tree, that was the cot- 

tonwood, and the faster they grew the less shelter they were, and 

they compared well in color with the snow beneath them. Again I 

should have other trees planted near them. After having planted 
there several times I have come to the conclusion that the most im- 

portant point is to plant nurse trees; that is to say, plant the largest 

number of trees that are not the healthiest and hardiest, and it wilk 
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help the more permanent trees to grow. The old box elder that we 

all know so well is one of the best nurse trees we have. The ash 

tree, which I believe is a lasting tree with fine wood—and more 

heat, I believe, can be obtained from ash wood than from any other 

wood we grow in Minnesota, and it is hardy. The only fault and the 

only objection is that the leaf is taken off by a worm. Still the box 

elder planted on either side will remedy that to a great extent, and 

it will do in one year what it would require three years to do without 
the box elder. I grew it by planting in a grove three or four of a 

kind in each row, and that will enable one to cut out afterward in- 

ferior trees and forest trees of a mixed kind. 

Perhaps I can just allude to this, that as the leaves of the trees 

spread themselves before the sun an analysis is performed in which 

something goes into the sap of the tree, and when that sap is changed 
it begins to return in the wood and tree. Those leaves as they show 

themselves to the sun take in different colors of the sun. If you 

plant the same kind of tree, one next to the other, you will naturally 

find that the trees will not do so well. For instance the ash tree, 

which is of such a different color from almost any other tree, will 

grow alongside a strip of cottonwood or any other kind of tree that 

has not very extensive branches, and the simple reason is that one 

tree takes in a certain color from the sun while the other tree takes 

in other colors of the sun, and I found for that reason it was better 

for me to mix my trees. 

Another thing that is needed to make our trees a perfect shelter 
is to be sure that we have a smaller grove and a thicker grove on the 

outside of our groves. My plan used to be to trim up the inside rows 
of my trees, trim them thoroughly. By the way, in the matter of 

trimming we have great complaint of the soft maple not being a 

hardy tree. The principal reason for that is that people will usually 

trim them in the spring of the year, and in such trimming they are 

injuring the tree, and by extensive bleeding for one year in three or 

four years afterward the tree loses its vigor and dies. Therefore, 

we should be careful at what time of the year we trim our trees. I 

used to allow the outside trees to grow without trimming, and I 

found it a great benefit. Since then I found a new plan. Your 

friends up here used to ridicule me because I knew nothing about 

the evergreen. Now, I begin to place the Scotch pine with the Eu- 

ropean larch, and they will thrive; then place the European larch to 
nurse the Scotch pine, and I find by that mixture and placing them 

outside the grove for the sake of economy, I find that a small grove 

that is reset will turn more wind than a large grove of tall ‘rees 

trimmed to the very outside. 
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Here is another thing that may interest some of your profession- 

al nurserymen. I found when I went to the old country such trees 

or shrubs as the rhododendron making such a magnificent showing 

that I wished the North Star State could grow rhododendrons and 
scatter them throughout our western groves. I found they used 

lilacs, syringas and other shrubs. I found it was easy to propagate 

them very cheaply for the outside of the shelter groves and it would 

make a better windbreak and everybody would admire the home, and 

if they admired the home they would admire me. We get the benefit 

of both beauty and utility. I am speaking now not only to the nurs- 

erymen, but to those who like myself are amateur prairie settlers. 
Don’t be afraid of the cost of these things. The cost is not high if 

you will only order them of your nurserymen by the hundred and 

place them as I have said, and you will find they will serve you thor- 

oughly. . . 
Mr. W. L. Taylor: If one row of red cedar is placed near the 

windbreak it makes a thorough protection. They will grow in al- 
most any soil, and with us we find it one of the finest windbreak 

trees we have. 

OPERATIONS IN WORKING THE SOIL IN GROWING 
RASPBERRIES AND BLACKBERRIES. 

W.S. WIDMOYER, DRESBACH. 

As others will tell us how to properly prepare the soil for plant- 

ing these fruits I will commence with the cultivation. : 

We plant blackberries in rows eight feet apart, the hills being 

four feet apart in the row; raspberries in rows seven feet apart, 

three and one-half feet apart in the rows, letting them grow together 

in the rows after the first year. 
We plant early potatoes and tomatoes between the rows the first 

season, always planting early potatoes between the black raspberries 

in order to get the land clear in time to layer the tops to raise our 

plants. In planting this way we can cultivate both ways a good 

share of the first season. 

As soon as the berries and potatoes are planted, we go over the 

field with a small fourteen-tooth cultivator, and as soon as the po- 

tatoes are up go through again with a large one, and hoe around the 

hills with hand hoes, keeping the cultivation up, at intervals of ten 

days or two weeks, until the potato vines cover the ground, when 

cultivation should be discontinued until the potatoes are ripe and 

dug. Then we give the black raspberries one more good cultiva- 

tion and, if necessary, hand hoeing, to properly fit the land for lay- 
ering the tips and put it in shape for winter. 
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The second year the first cultivation is given with a small corn 

plow, as soon as the land is in condition to be worked, throwing 

the earth towards the rows. In about a week, the cultivator is run 

through between the rows, and hand hoes used between and around 

the hills. If the land is not very full of weed seeds, one hoeing is 

usually sufficient, but the cultivator is kept going until picking time, 
and in dry seasons all through the picking, which is as late as we 

like to work among the canes except to loosen the soil with the corn 

plow or cultivator if it has become packed hard by the pickers. 

After the second season the earth is thrown away from the 

rows at the first plowing, there being quite a ridge left where the 

canes were laid down and covered during the winter. As the berries 

are left to grow together in the rows after the first year, the hand © 

hoe is seldom used after the second season, but we use a small three- 

tined potato hook to pull the dirt from among the plants after plow- 

ing in the spring. This does the work very thoroughly and leaves 

the soil in good condition. The past season was so wet we did not 

get this work done as thoroughly as usual, although we had every- 

thing in good shape wnen the raspberries commenced to ripen. 

About a week after we had commenced to pick, we cultivated half 

of the reds again, when the rainy weather set in again and pre- 

vented any further cultivation until too late in the fall. Those that 

received the extra cultivation gave a much better yield than the rest. 

MOVEMENT OF THE SOIL IN THE SUCCESSFUL 
VINEYARD. 

C. W. SAMPSON, EUREKA. 

In the first place, in laying out and planting a vineyard the soil 

should be thoroughly prepared. It should be plowed very deep 

and, if possible, subsoiled, stirring the ground for a depth of sixteen 

inches. It is a good plan before planting to use an Acme harrow, 
which will thoroughly pulverize the surface and settle it so as to re- 

sist the drouth. After the young vines are set the soil should be 

kept thoroughly cultivated during the early summer up to about 

August Ist. After that time only the surface soil should be stirred 

very lightly, only enough to keep the weeds in check. Every fall 

it is a good plan to use a one-horse plow and plow up the entire 

surface between the rows, throwing the dirt towards the vines and 

leaving a dead furrow in the middle. This leaves the soil per- 

fectly loose, and it will not freeze so deep as it otherwise would. 

It also leaves the soil in good condition for cultivating the next 

spring. Care should be taken to run plow shallow so as not to 

cut any roots. 
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Mr. J. W. Murray: I would like to second very heartily what 
was said a while ago about this fall cultivation. I got caught once 
or twice by freezing weather before I had my grapes down, but 
wherever I had gone over the ground the day before it was not 
frozen at all. Plowing in the fall leaves the soil in good condition 
for spring working, and | think it would be a valuable winter pro- 
tection against freezing. 

MY DUCHESS ORCHARD. 
Cc. L. BLAIR, ST. CHARLES. 

I began to set trees in Minnesota in 1855. My first orchard 

consisted of 468 trees of such kinds as the Roxbury Russet, Rhode 

Island Greening, Seek-No-Further, Early Strawberry and other 

varieties hardy in the east. The best of this first orchard was killed 

in the winter of 1884 and 1885. I began setting out my first Duch- 

Cc. L. BLAIR. 

Old Duchess orchard in bloom on place of C. l. Blair, at St. Charles, Minn. 

ess trees in 1870 and 1871. I do not remember the exact number of 

Duchess trees I set out, but as I had not at that time begun to make 

protectors for my trees the mice and rabbits destroyed a good many 

of them. Some of the trees were injured by sunscald. This injury 

I think is done mostly in the months of February and March, about 

the middle of the day, from eleven to two or three o’clock, when the 
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sunshine thaws the bark on the southwest side of the tree. For sev- 

eral years I raised corn or potatoes in my orchard. 

I do not think that the Duchess are early bearing trees, as least 
mine were not. I began to mulch my trees about 1880. I have 

seldom failed to make a good crop of Duchess apples. Some years 

we have had more than 1,000 bushels. This year they were very 
full of fruit, but owing to the great drouth and high winds, a great 
many apples dropped off, and on account of the drouth we do not 

think that they were quite so large as they usually are. 

I have generally mulched my Duchess trees about every other 

year. I try to have a space mulched about as large around as the 

limbs cover. In ten acres of orchard we pasture some eighty or one 

hundred hogs, including pigs. 

MANIPULATION OF SOIL NECESSARY OR PROFITABLE 
FOR A PLUM ORCHARD. 

DEWAIN COOK, WINDOM. 

Plum trees should make a strong growth each season, until 
they get to bearing profitable crops. This can best be accomplished 
by cultivation of some kind, and if a goodly quantity of stable man- 

ure is incorporated into the soil the results will be more satisfac- 
tory. 

Mulching a newly set plum orchard should never be resorted to 

unless cultivation is impracticable, for the reason that the mulched 

trees will not grow near as vigorously as will the cultivated trees, 

When the plum orchard gets to bearing freely, we have to be 

careful not to cultivate too deep, especially close to the trees. 

When the orchard gets to bearing heavily we prefer to have the soil 

as near to forest condition as we conveniently can, which, of course, 
precludes any cultivation whatever, mulching the trees instead. The 

plum, if allowed, will in one season fill the surface soil full of fine 

roots, feeders for the fruit, and any cultivation which disturbs these 

feeders will reduce the size of the fruit. 
The winter of 1898-9 I hauled stable manure and mulched all of 

my plum trees that were large enough to bear a bushel or more of 
fruit to the tree, putting it on thick enough to keep down most of 

the weeds and covering the ground completely. Well, the season 
just passed we harvested some two hundred bushels of fine fruit 

from those mulched trees. My neighbor, Jos. Wood, in noting the 

heavy loads the trees were carrying, said: “The trees could never 

have matured the fruit if you had not fixed them up.” 
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I am not in favor of mulching, even the older plum trees, year 

after year, but think advantage should be taken of non-bearing sea- 
sons and plow under a lot of this mulching, and then harrow, culti- 

vate and mulch again for the next season’s crop. 

Good crops of plums are often grown without mulching being 
resorted to, but better crops can be grown by using stable manure 

for mulching. After all, circumstances must largely govern our 

actions in this, as in other matters. 

The point I wish to bring out in this paper is this: Cultivate 

for growth of wood, but mulch for fine fruit. 

Mr. Frank Yahnke: What do you do for killing weeds when 
you do not cultivate close to the trees? 

Mr. Dewain Cook: I take a sharp hoe and cut them off; some- 
times I take a scythe. 

Prof. Robertson: May I ask Mr. Cook why he gets more 
growth by cultivation than by mulching: 

Mr. Cook: That is true of young trees; I don’t know why it 
is so, but it is so. 

Prof. Robertson: I have commenced that mulching already, 
that is the reason I asked the question, and, as Mr. Cook says, I 
know one orchard that has had a hundred ioads piled on it during 
the last ten years. I know another orchard that has had oat straw 
piled on it in rack loads so as to cover the ground two feet deep, and 
I know that orchard blights less than any other I know. I com- 
menced as soon as I could and gave those trees a good mulch with 
this strawy manure to keep the weeds down, and if that is not right 
I would like to know what the injury would be. 

Mr. C. W. Merritt: It would not injure them at all if you 
should give them heavier manure; it would only feed the trees a 
little heavier. Put on manure enough to form a mulch instead of 
putting on straw manure; put on heavy manure, and you attain two 
results at once. Where I live we cultivate all our young trees three 
or four years, that gives them.a good growth, and after they branch 

out too far to cultivate we go to work and cover the ground thor- 
oughly with very heavy manure. 

Prof. Robertson: How do you get close enough to cultivate? 
Mr. Merritt: We cannot get close enough to cultivate after 

three or four years, but by dodging around under the limbs a little 

you can get at the trees. They have orchard cultivators where the 

wings pass between the rows and cultivate next to the trees. 

Prof. Robertson: In case you cannot cultivate what do you 

do? 
Mr. Merritt: In case I cannot cultivate I mulch. I feed the 

tree at the same time. 
Mr. Clarence Wedge: I am quite surprised at friend Cook’s 

heterodox doctrine in regard to the management of the plum orch- 

ard. I had supposed that it was a very well settled fact that the 

best management consisted in continual cultivation to keep the, soil 

open, while manuring was very important in keeping up the fertility 
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of the soil which the plum craves so much, but in order to combat 
the enemies which take refuge in litter and mulching, and in order to 
get the best fruitage, I thought it was advantageous to keep the 
orchard in a continual state of cultivation. So far as the difficulty 
in reaching the trees is concerned, I think that could in a measure 
be obviated by using a cultivator with wings for the purpose of cul- 
tivating close to the trees. Some of the nicest plum trees I have 
seen were on the grounds of Mr. Gardner, at Osage, Iowa, and he 
kept his trees thoroughly cultivated. 

Mr. Martin Penning: I mulched some plum trees some eight 
or ten years ago with rich manure and killed them all. I think the 
manure was too rich; anyway they all died next summer. I have 
a plum orchard planted twenty years ago, twenty-four trees in a 
row each of De Soto, Forest Garden and Weaver, and the last three 
or four years the trees looked bad, and the fruit was small. Last 
fall I looked at them, and as they did not suit me I decided to throw 
them out. Digging those trees out I found that the side roots were 
all killed and “nothing alive but the tap root. Those trees had all 
died back and did not have much growth left. I mulched the rows 
along the east and west sides, I put in a lot of manure, but in those 
dry winters the straw blew from the west to the east side and on the 
west sides the ground was perfectly bare, the straw had all blown 
off, and on those trees from which it was blown away there was 
nothing alive but the tap root; they are all dead now. I think it is 
a good plan to mulch. I don’t think much of this idea of planting 
IOx10 feet; that is too close. I planted an orchard three years ago, 
and I set the trees 12x16. The principal trouble with most farmers 
is that their trees bear too much, but it makes them feel good to see 
so much fruit on the trees. Two-thirds of that fruit ought to be 
removed in order to keep the trees healthy. Then mulch or culti- 
vate. That is the way I treat my trees. 

Mr. J. S. Trigg (Iowa): Do you mean to say you killed trees 
with manure? 

Mr. Penning: Yes, sir. 
Mr. Trigg: What kind did you use? 
Mr. Penning: Cow manure. I piled it around the trees to a 

depth of three or four inches. 
Mr. Trigg: What do you think was the trouble? 
Mr. Penning: I think it was too strong, it soaked into the 

ground and killed the roots. 
Mr. Trigg: How aid it affect the roots? 
Mr. Penning: The roots looked as though strong lye had been 

put on them. 
Mr. Trigg: I cultivate mine very week except when it 

rains, and I cultivate as soon after a rain as I can. 
The President: What is the objection to the Washington plan? 

The Washington harrow extends four or five feet on each side of 

the team and the team goes along midway between the rows. Let 

the harrow be: about as wide as the distance from one row to an- 

other, and let those wings of the harrow run under the branches 
and cultivate as near as you can to the trees. 
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Prof. Robertson: We cannot find men who will be careful 
enough of the trees. 

The President: That is the way they do it out there; they 
spread the harrow and let it run under the branches. It is simply 
a broad harrow, and they hitch the team to the center. 

Mr. C. W. Merritt: There is no question but what the harrow 
or any cultivator will do better than any mulching you can put on. 
At the same time if you are going to mulch put in a lot of poultry 
to do the scratching and so get rid of the insects. 

Mr. C. E. Older: I have had the best success in cultivating 
with a one-horse cultivator, the Planet, Jr., cultivating close up to 
the trees and mulching in the fall; then in the spring I cultivate 
thoroughly, keeping the ground rich to keep the trees growing well, 
and in the plum orchard, especially with the De Soto, that method 
gives me the best results. We had twenty bushels of De Soto on a 
setting of thirty trees two years ago. That fall I manured with a 
good, rich manure and then cultivated early last spring. 

Mr. Dewain Cook: Mr. Penning in his remarks stated that he 
was quite positive that the manure killed his plum trees. I do not 
like to have that statement go out to the public, because my opinion 
is that Mr. Penning had plum trees grafted on stock that was too 
tender. I bought my plum trees from —————— nurserymen, 
grafted on tender stock, and they were less hardy than a peach. 
They all root-killed the first winter, and it is my opinion they were 
killed from that cause. The tap root indicated that they were killed 
from cold. 

Mr. Martin Penning: Those trees that were killed were the 
Miner, and I wanted to take very good care of them, so I mulched 
them with that heavy manure. I believe the manure was too sharp, 
and in support of that opinion I will state a case that came under 
my observation. A neighber of mine had a cow yard in the same 
place for fifteen or twenty years. He kept from thirty-five to forty 
head of cattle. Some years ago he decided to break up that yard 
and plant it to an orchard. I told him the ground was too strong, 
that he would kill his trees, but he planted the trees, and they all 
died the second year, all that were in that cow yard. I think the 
manure was a little too sharp. 

Prof. N. E. Hansen: I think the point Mr. Older made should 
be emphasized. I live where we have the same conditions as obtain 
in Mr. Older’s locality. If you mulch with manure and keep on 
mulching it will bring the roots near the surface, and sometimes 
they will root-kill. If you mulch in the fall, you can cultivate the 
next spring and summer and thus prevent the roots from coming 
too close to the surface. The point that Mr. Cook made about 
tender stock should be emphasized, and it explains a good many 
dead orchards. In regard to covering raspberries and other small 
fruits, the sooner we get out of that idea of covering raspberries the 
better. The average farmer will not do it; if he has to cover his 
fruit he will not grow any. I find where we covered carefully they 
did not do well the next year. We must take our native wild fruits 
and fit them and breed them up to a good standard, and it will take 
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a shorter time than any of you realize, and then they will not need 
to be laid down. ; 

Mr. A. P. Stevenson (Manitoba): I was very much interested, 
indeed, in the discussion of the mulching of the plum. We grow 
considerable of the native plum, the Cheney, the Wyant, the Weaver, 
etc., and we have never found mulching necessary. We cultivate 
and manure, cultivate very thoroughly, but the orchard has never 
been mulched, and we get very good crops. From some of the best, 
like the Wyant, we sold ten dollars worth of plums, and did as well 

also with some of the Cheney. These three or four varieties were 
practically bare, but we have not found it necessary to mulch. We 
cultivate with the horse cultivator and use the harrow to keep down 
the sprouts. Now in regard to the other question of small fruits, 
the mulching of the red “raspberries. We find the Cuthbert is too 
tender with us, but the Turner, Philadelphia, Kenyon and Loudon 
gave paying crops, but we find we have got to protect the blackcaps 
by bending them down and covering in the usual way. 

Prom eaancen (S. Dey ek Goad like to ask Mr. Stevenson 

how deep the snowfall is in his locality. 
Mr. A. P. Stevenson (Man.): During the last winter in our 

locality we did not use serie We have had to use the wagon the 
last two years because there was not enough snow for sleighing. 

Other years we have a fair average snowfall, some ten or fourteen 
inches, but for the last two years we have had no snow in the lo- 
cality where I reside. 

Mr. J. W. Murray: Don’t you protect the Loudon at all? 
Mr. A. P. Stevenson: We do not find it necessary to protect 

the Turner, the Philadelphia, the Kenyon or the Sarah. The Sarah 
is a variety that originated in Ontario. And then we have another 
variety, originated by Dr. Rieder. But we found it necessary to 
protect the ‘Cuthbert ‘and the Golden Queen. 

TRANSPLANTING AND CARE OF EVERGREENS. 

PROF. C. B. WALDRON, AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, FARGO, N. D. 

The coniferous evergreen occupies a peculiar place among the 

commonwealth of trees and is, therefore, possessed of unusual char- 

acteristics and habits that must be taken account of in its cultivation. 

It is a remnant of the early geologic times when continents were 

smaller and oceans larger and warmer and the uniformity of the 

seasons was such that it was not necessary for a really successful 

tree to have one garb for summer and another for winter. 

Before the mountains were brought forth to disturb the ancient 

monotony of uniform and sufficient rainfall the primitive conifer 

did not find its beautiful character of unchangeableness and con- 

stancy a handicap in the race for life. Though there were no great 

rich alluvial plains such as characterize the present geologic time, yet 

the coarse and rocky soils of the earlier periods furnished it such 
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conditions as met its requirements best. As time passed on and 
conditions of forest growth became more difficult, through the de- 
velopment of great continental areas with extremes of heat and cold 
and periods of drought, the evergreen responded in a measure by 
developing narrow leaves with a protecting coat of resin. Because 

of these changes the evergreen still survives amid surroundings that 
are surely uncongenial enough for our own comfort, but on the other 
hand just because it is an evergreen and persists in retaining its 

tenderest parts in season and out of season we must meet and re- 

ward its faithfulness by unusual and intelligent care. 

We may not revive the genial monotony of the triassic period, 
but in one way and another we may lessen the effect of great or sud- 

den changes and in the same measure increase the possibilities of — 

success in cultivation. Within the past ten years I have trans- 

planted several thousand evergreens, ranging in age from five to 

twenty years, and through all degrees of success and failure have 

come to understand fully that the evergreen will not readily endure 

marked and sudden changes in temperature or moisture. If one 

would succeed with them in localities as difficult as the one in which 

I have worked, he must not neglect this cardinal principle. The 

surest way to attain this end is to plant the evergreens in a grove or 

woodland, where the soil doesn’t usually become very dry, nor bake 

very hard, nor freeze to a great depth. In addition to the modifying 

effect upon the soil the surrounding trees temper the sun and wind 

and tend to prevent loss of moisture, which, by the way, is a more 

active cause than any other in bringing about the death of evergreens. 

It will be objected right here that most of those who would 

plant evergreens in the northwest have no grove to begin with. If 

such is the case the struggle to get evergreens established will be a 

hard and expensive one, and unless there is some ameliorating cir- 

cumstance, such as a ravine or northern slope of a hillside, to modify 

the unfavorable climate, one had better spend his time at first upon 

quick growing hardy trees, depending upon them to later furnish the 

conditions requisite for growing evergreens. 

The only native evergreens in North Dakota are in the extreme 

western part of the state, where the rainfall is only thirteen inches. 

Down in the deep ravines that characterize the Bad Lands and ex- 

tending to a considerable distance up the north side of the Buttes, 

the red cedar finds a fairly congenial home, and though the dwarfing 

effect of the dry climate is rather pronounced yet the trees are vigor- 

ous, green and thrifty. The surrounding hills afford much the same 

protection from drying sun and winds as would be found in a forest. 
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In the larger towns the clustered buildings afford some such 

conditions, and evergreens are grown with a reasonable measure of 

success. My own efforts have been toward growing evergreens in 

open and exposed locations. Where several hundred have been 

grown in a body and the whole protected at the sides by belts of 

deciduous trees ten to twelve feet high, the experiment has been 

really successful, but of the isolated specimens and clumps of a 

dozen or so here and there but a few of the hardiest ones remain. 

Single specimens planted among deciduous trees that had made con- 

siderable growth have also passed two years successfully. 

In the Red River Valley, where the fall is usually dry and the 

snow fall apt to be light, the ground becomes dry in winter, and in 
freezing wide cracks open up that extend to a depth of several feet. 

Nothing can be more fatal to trees than a condition like this, and to 

prevent it I continue the cultivation of trees up until the time that 

winter sets in, and if the soil is unusually dry add a good covering 
of mulch, for the double purpose of retaining the moisture and de- 

laying the freezing as long as possible. Whatever tends to make 

the soil loose and friable also keeps it from freezing so deeply, and 
for this reason deep cultivation seems to be an advantage. I find a 

one horse moldboard plow a convenient tool for this purpose, to be 

used about the middle of the season, afterwards gradually working 

the furrows back with an ordinary cultivator. The transplanting 

of an evergreen is quite as important a matter as its subsequent care. 

I will pass over those points that must be taken account of in 

every locality, points that you, at least, are all familiar with, and 

speak only of those measures that apply especially to conditions 

found in the prairie regions of the northwest. I would meanwhile 

beg your indulgence for any savor of the first person that these re- 

marks may have, as I am somewhat of a pioneer and have not been 

favored with the opportunity to personally observe the work as car- 

ried on by others. 

When the trees are small so as not to make the process too ex- 

pensive, I find a good time to transplant evergreens is in very early 

spring before the ground is thawed out. The holes for the trees are 

dug the fall before, and the soil around the tree may be loosened up 

with a narrow ditching spade so that the part left directly about the 

roots of the tree may be taken up intact when the time comes, with- 

out great difficulty. Filling in around the tree after it is placed and 

covering with a mulch completes a process that probably cannot be 

improved upon so far as good results are concerned. After this, 

the best time seems to be early in June, when the tree has well started 

its season’s growth and keeps right on in spite of the shock of trans- 
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planting. If evergreens be transplanted after the ground thaws out, 

but before the buds start, many of them are inclined to carry out the 

process of living with such foliage as they already have and neglect 

to develop new shoots or, at least, defer it until very late in the 

season. Even deciduous trees sometimes attempt to get through 

the season with such activity as the chlorophyl in the young twigs 

affords, but with them a severe pruning is sufficient to awaken them 

to the duty of putting forth leaves. As this is impossible with ever- 

greens, it is generally conceded that middle spring is not a good 

time to transplant. 

Looking toward the end that deep freezing is to be avoided so 

far as possible, the soil in which evergreens are planted should be 

loosened to a great depth. Four feet is not too much for a tree six 

feet high. If the soil is hard and clayey, the object will be still bet- 

ter accomplished by filling in the bottom with coarse gravel and 

brickbats with enough good soil to encourage the roots to grow 

downward below the frost line. When this position of the roots is 

once attained, so that they may supply the moisture given off by 

the tree in the bright, sunny days of winter, it may be considered 

a permanent feature of the landscape. 

Of the half dozen varieties of evergreens grown on the station 

grounds at Fargo the white spruce easily stands first in hardiness 

and general good qualities. Individual specimens of the arbor vite 
and jack pine have endured the vigors of many seasons and are still 

unscathed. The most hopeful feature in the cultivation of ever- 

greens in the Red River Valley lies in the fact that they don’t freeze - 

to death but, instead, suffer worst in mild and open winters, from 

causes that are more or less under our control. The most fatal 

period in the last ten years was in March, 1895, when strong warm 

winds blew from the south, and with fatal caresses induced the 

exposed ones to give up their last spark of life. In days to come 

sheltering groves will furnish a benign protection, and in the future, 

as in the remote past, the evergreen will grace with its rich verdure 

the land of the Dakotas. 

Mr. W. L. Taylor: I would like to ask you about the trim- 

ming you spoke of. 
‘Prof. Waldron: Well, the idea is to get the trees down deeper 

in order to get the roots below the frost line; it is necessary to get 

the roots down deep. 
Mr. A. P. Stevenson (Man.): Have you the Scotch pine? 

Prof. Waldron: Yes, but they all killed out in that marsh. 

The ground was pretty well dried out, and they could not supply 

the moisture. 
Mr. G. D. Taylor: Do you find the jack pine easy to trans- 

plant ? 
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Prof. Waldron: Yes, we have some there, and they are doing 
very well. 

Mr. Alfred Terry: Do I understand the gentleman to say it 
was safe to plant in the fall? 

Prof. Waldron: No, never in the fall, but in the spring after 
the buds are started. Some had shoots on nearly an inch long. 

Mr. H. H. Chapman: Do you consider it necessary to plant 
evergreens at the depth at which they were originally grown? 

Prof. Waldron: No, I set them deeper. 
Mr. Chapman: What is your idea in doing that? 
Prof. Waldron: The deeper we can get them without cutting 

off the lower branches the better; we want to get the roots below 
the frost line, that is the idea. 

Prof. Hansen: I believe the jack pine in northwestern Min- 
nesota is worth looking after. It is the hardiest thing we have at 
Brookings. 

Mr. A. W. Keays: Which is the best time to transplant the 
jack pine. 

Prof. Hansen: About the same time as other evergreens, early 
in the spring or late in the spring after the buds have started, about 
the first of June. _ 

IRRIGATION IN THE MINNESOTA GARDEN AND 
ORCHARD. 

P.M. ENDSLEY, MINNEAPOLIS. 

The average annual rainfall in Minnesota if properly distributed 

through the growing season of each year is sufficient to produce 

satisfactory results in the cultivation of the orchard and garden, but 

if unevenly distributed, as during the past summer, serious loss will 

follow unless irrigation is resorted to, and even in a season of 

average rainfall proper irrigation will materially aid in the growth 

of the largest quantity of fruit and garden produce of the highest 

quality. 
In 1897 I commenced planting fruit trees and plants on my farm 

at Lake Minnetonka, near Fairview, and, believing that I could ac- 

complish far more by having ample moisture, | made some investi- 

gations as to the method of irrigation used in this state, and in my 

researches ransacked all government bulletins and reports on the 

subject of irrigation that I could find for suggestions and example, 

but found little that covered the real conditions of this locality. 

However, in the spring of 1898 I constructed an irrigating plant, 

covering eleven acres of the farm above referred to. The water is 

raised by a six horse power gasoline engine and 5x8 triplex pump, 

located 150 feet distant and seventeen feet above the water in the 

lake. The water is brought through a 4” iron suction pipe to the 

pump and then forced through 400 feet of 3” discharge pipe into a 
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300 barrel tank, which is elevated thirty feet above the ground. 
Two 3” discharge pipes run out from the tank in different directions, 

and the water is conveyed over the land through about 5,000 feet of 
different sizes of pipes, which are required, by the sprinkling system, 

to cover all parts of the eleven acres. 

One and one-fourth inch iron hydrants are located along these 

pipes ninety-five feet apart. Water is distributed with sprinklers 

attached to 34” galvanized iron pipes, made in sections of fifty feet, 

consisting of three pieces twelve and one-half feet long and made 

flexible by connecting them together with four sections of rubber 

hose three feet long. In applying the water, I use twenty-six of 

these sprinklers, each of them covering a space sixteen feet to 

twenty-five feet in diameter, according to the pressure of the loca- 

tion. The water is allowed to run through each sprinkler from 
thirty to forty minutes in one place and then changed to a new 

location. About one-third of the time of one man is required to 
place these sprinklers in position and change them to new places. 

The pump has a capacity of one hundred gallons per minute, 

and when the tank is full and the hydrants open the water is forced 

through these sprinklers as fast as it is pumped into the tank. Two 

acres per day can be irrigated in this way, covering the land with 

water one inch deep. The quantity of gasoline consumed by the 

engine during a day of twelve hours was about ten gallons, which 

at 12 cents per gallon amounted to $1.20 per day, or 60 cents per 

acre. 
When the plant was first constructed, in 1898, I distributed the 

water by running it through V shaped wooden troughs laid across 

the rows, and through openings in these troughs the water ran out 

and down the furrows between the rows, but I found that the water 

soaked into the soil to such an extent that at least six inches in depth 

were required before all the land would be fully covered. About 
28,000 gallons are required to cover an acre one inch in depth, and 

in order to irrigate an acre by this method at least 168,000 gallons 

of water would be required, or nearly three days’ constant pumping. 

After using this method one season, I became convinced that 

the conditions and requirements in this locality were entirely differ- 

ent from what they were in the arid regions of the west and south- 

west, and that one inch of water applied at the proper time, in a 

proper manner, with adequate cultivation after such application, 

would keep the soil in fine condition for at least ten days, and that 

three such applications would keep all plants, shrubs and trees in 

a thrifty growing condition and carry them safely through a pretty 

severe Minnesota drouth. 
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In the spring of 1899, acting on these convictions, I changed 

the method of distributing the water to sprinkling and found that 

when there was water in the tank I could apply it evenly, in any 

quantity desired, on any part of the farm, or in different parts at the 

same-time, by simply attaching the sprinklers and opening the 

hydrant valves. During the severe drouth of last summer, I applied 

water to my raspberries only twice and obtained an excellent crop 

of fine berries, especially from bushes one year old. Apple and 

plum trees planted in 1899 which were watered last. year when the 

leaves were withering, and twice this year, have made more than 

the usual growth and with the loss of but one plum tree out of 150 

planted. Not one apple tree was lost out of 181 planted. My lawn 

and ornamental grounds, consisting of about one acre, were kept 

in fine condition all summer, but on the lawn water had to be ap- 

plied oftener than it did where the soil could be stirred and culti- 

vated. Everything in the garden flourished, and from 120 hills of 

watermelons planted in it 700 fine, luscious melons were grown, 

which commenced ripening as early as July 15th. From fifteen 

rose bushes planted last year fully 1,500 fine roses were picked this 

last season. About 100 ornamental trees and shrubs, planted rather 

late last spring, made a vigorous growth without any loss of trees 

or shrubs, notwithstanding the dry weather. In fact, everything 

to which water was applied gave excellent results, and I did not 

find any bad results from applying water to any kind of plants in 

the hottest sunshine. 

Methods of irrigation must vary according to conditions and 

requirements in different localities, and much depends upon the 

proper application of water in any locality, not only from an econom- 

ical standpoint but to obtain the best results. The beginner in try- 

ing to solve these questions without a full knowledge of practical 

irrigation does not always succeed, and the Minnesota State Horti- 

cultural Society can render valuable assistance in the successful 

cultivation of the Minnesota orchard and garden by adopting some 

intelligent method of investigation of the subject of practical 

irrigation. 

Drouth-Resisting Strawberries.—Some varieties of strawberries 

have greater ability to withstand drouth than others. McKinley, 

Yale, Ideal, Crescent and William Belt, in the order named, were 

found most resistant last season by the R. I. Experiment Station, 

while Haverland, Parker Earle, Princess, Hunn and Bubach, in this 

order, suffered the most. 
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COUNTRY SCHOOL GROUNDS. 
MISS LUCIA E, DANFORTH, NORTHFIELD. 

A city school may have a beautiful building but can not have 

very beautiful grounds ; a country school can not have a very elegant 

building, but every country school can have very beautiful grounds. 

In spite of this fact, and in spite of the fact that the greater part 

of a child’s most impressionable years aré spent there, most of the 

country schools which we see are a by-word and a desolation. Box- 

like structures, apologetically resting on a treeless, wind swept prai- 

rie and crowded in by luxuriant corn fields! We have all seen them 

and shuddered. Fortunate are those of us who received our early 

education in the pitifully few ideal country schools. 

There are three objects to be secured, pleasure, education and 

beauty ; there are three methods of securing these objects, judicious 

selection, respectful letting alone and labor; there are three classes 

of people to do this, the women, the men and the youth. 

There are some neighborhoods where little-is necessary save 

judicious selection. There may be a place where our two acres can 

be secured near a brook, which furnishes skating in winter, clam 

shells in summer and beauty always; near hills which furnish coast- 

ing, a windbreak and scenery; possessed of natural trees and love- 

ly views; having, withal, enough level ground for base ball. . If 

there is such a place in the neighborhood, let us select it, rejoice and 

put in some hitching posts to save the trees, and then put our at- 

tention and labor on the school house itself. But there are many 

neighborhoods where there is no such place, and our two acres must 

be on the treeless prairie. Then some labor must ensue. Two 

acres are allowed by the law, and two acres, at the least, we must 

have. 

I have made a plan where the school house faces south. The 

school should be near enough to the road to leave at least an acre 

and a half in the rear for a ball ground. After this our main work 

will be planting—planting trees, planting shrubs, planting flowers, 

planting vines, and after this planting more trees, planting more 

shrubs, planting more flowers, planting more vines and with and 

after it, protection. On the north should be a windbreak, not of 

Lombardy poplar but of evergreens. What to select our “Horti- 

- culturalist” tells us every year, but some hardy and beautiful trees 

are the white spruce, Colorado blue spruce, red cedar, red pine, 

white pine, arbor vite and, perhaps, balsam fir. This windbreak of 

evergreens should also continue on the west side unless it would shut 

off some beautiful view. On the east side we might have a hedge 

row instead of a wire fence, which is dangerous and hideous, and 

instead of nothing, which tempts encroachments by adjoining 
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farmers, a hedge row of blush rose bushes, barberry and the many, 

many beautiful wild shrubs of Minnesota, which would be easily 

planted, easily kept and beautiful all the year. 

In front and at the sides of the school house great variety is 

possible. As many trees of the native Minnesota kinds as possible 

should be placed here. This is not only for beauty but for educa- 

tion. It is said that William Hamilton Gibson when a mere boy 

knew all the trees of his locality, even in the winter. Not only our 

city but our country boys often know few of the varieties in their 

state, whether in spring, summer or autumn—far less in winter. 

Here is a place which can, with little expense and divided labor, be 

made an arboretum. What if an oak will not be full grown for 

two hundred years? It will be educating the children who plant 

it and will cause our successors to rejoice in our existence. Elms 

are beautiful from the first and have the great advantage of winter 

beauty. Maples will rejoice us with their autumnal glory and spring 

sap. Willows and birches are graceful and pretty, even when small. 

The ash is hardy and regular. The black walnut, hickory and but- 

ternut speak for themselves. Some of our wild crabs are very love- 

ly and, of course, hardy. 
Mountain ash trees are short lived but give the winter bright- 

ness, which we need. This question of winter brightness is a seri- 

ous one, but we can have willows with colored bark, bittersweet and 

evergreens and some black or red oaks and birches, which keep their 

leaves late. 

It is often said that trees will not live, and, indeed, some of our 

school grounds are cemeteries for departed trees, planted but unpro- 

tected. The young trees must be carefully protected on the south- 

west to avoid sun scalding, and on the other sides to resist bovine 

encroachments. 
Beside trees we should have shrubs. One of the great 

beauties of England and one of our own unnecessary lacks is 

in these beautiful shrubs. There is no reason for this. The Horti- 

culturist frequently gives lists of beautiful shrubs which are hardy 

in Minnesota. Lilacs of various sorts; elder, green and golden- 

leaved ; syringa, spiraea Van Houtii, Tartarian honeysuckle, snow- 

ball; barberries, common and purple-leaved ; flowering currant, June- 

berry, the strawberry tree, and many another, doubtless, are per- 

fectly hardy. 
One point seems to me very necessary. While we all believe in 

co-education, and while the country girl may play baseball with her 

brother, boys and girls should each have part of the ground sacred 

to themselves. Behind the school house should be a close hedge, 

separating the parts, and thick clumps of evergreens and shrubbery, 
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thus ensuring that independence and privacy which are absolutely 
essential and are almost universally neglected. 

Great beauty can be added to the grounds by vines, and nothing 

is lovelier than the wild grape vines, the clematis and the wood- 

bine, which grow everywhere in our woods, are perfectly hardy and 

need no care. If the school house is stone or brick it can be cov- 

ered with the variety of woodbine so plentiful in Faribault and 
Northfield and, perhaps, elsewhere, which clings to brick and stone 

without support. 
As to flowers, much must depend on the interest and perma- 

nency of the teacher, but some flowers can be managed in every 

neighborhood. Wild flowers can easily be transplanted, such as 

violets, dicentras, trilliums, asters,-brown eyed Susans, anemones 

and golden rod; self perpetuating garden flowers, such as lilies of 

the valley, perennial phlox, iris, columbine, golden glow, peonies 

and phlox. To these may be added countless others if the teacher 

is the sort to be interested and to realize the importance of this 

study for the children. 

But a school yard should be not only a place for the children 

but one for the whole neighborhood. It is not feasible in most 

places to have a separate park, but its school grounds may take 

the place of one. They should be appropriate for picnics, for Fourth 

of July speeches, for family outings. There should be a few garden 

seats. The big boys of the school can make them and would be 

glad to. There ought to be a box in which to throw papers or odds 

and ends, that even the country accumulates. The lawn can be im- 

proved by sprinkling white clover on poor places. 

The approach to the school can be made more attractive by 

planting avenues of trees. A strenuous effort should be made to 

eradicate the fast spreading poison ivy. 

The grass can be mowed with a field mower. 

Excellent plans are given in the Cornell bulletin, No. 160, pub- 

lished at Ithaca, N. Y., at the agricultural station. 

Now as to the method and workers. The women of the state 

have been given the unsought privilege—and a privilege is 

a duty—of voting in educational matters. They should go to the 

school meetings with suggestions. They should request the ap- 

propriation of twenty-five, ten, five dollars, as the case may be, each 

year for the improvement of the grounds. They should have a 
sub-committee appointed as park committee or committee on school 

grounds. The men will in most cases be glad to help, and the 

young people, I believe, always. Much should be made of Arbor 

Day. It should be a festive occasion when men, teams, women and 
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children come together to labor for the neighborhood home—the 

country school. 

Children are nature lovers, if they are ever introduced to na- 

ture; they are beauty lovers, if they are allowed to see beauty. They 

are enthusiastic, optimistic, altruistic.. What I have told of requires 

little money, no natural advantages, little save enthusiasm, optimism 

and altruism in the fathers, mothers and teachers, working together 

with each other and with the children and youth, who will always 

seek the best and highest as the best and highest presents itself to 

them, and who will give loyal and appreciative service if loyal, ap- 

preciative service is expected. 

Mr.-L. R. Moyer: I live on the prairie in western Minne- 
sota. There they put the school house in the middle of the middle 
section which makes it a half mile to any road, and there is little 
around a school house except plowed fields. It is difficult to do any 
landscape gardening under such conditions. The first thing to do 
is to get the school house moved to the center of the township. 
Have only one good school house in the center of the township. 
Have the children delivered the same as cans of milk are delivered 
at the creamery and have all the children go to one school in the 
middle of the township. Have a teacher that is able to carry on 
an experiment station, who knows the names of all the trees planted 
and can teach the children all about trees and shrubs. Our ordi- 
nary teacher could not teach the boys the names of those trees. We 
have got to get another crop of teachers before we are able to tell 
the children the names of common shrubs. I have no criticism to 
offer on-the paper. It is a good plan to put the shrubbery on the 
outside of the grounds and leave an open place in the middle to 
be mowed. I do not think I would plant the Norway spruce, be- 
cause it is not hardy out there. It is not adapted to the climate. 
The Norway spruce fails in many places, but I would plant the 
white spruce, a native of Minnesota. I would add another to the 
list of shrubs; some of those red twigged willows would make a 
very nice appearance. 

Mr. Jno. Freeman: It is utterly impossible for me to keep my 
seat after listening to this very able paper and one so much in har- 
mony with my best convictions. I presented a paper along a simi- 
lar line to that presented by the professor this afternoon. The im- 

portance of this subject has impressed itself deeply upon my mind, 
and especially so since my experience in the country school district, 

but I would disagree a little in some respects with the last speaker 

on the floor. Of course, the work is great, but the step taken is a 

long one as advanced by the last speaker. But I believe we need 

something like an extensive improvement in our small country 

school district as at present conducted. Most of our school grounds 

are four by eight rods square, without tree or shrub, and until we 

can do better can we not strive to spend a small portion of the tax 

to give our children a preliminary instruction in horticulture? I 
a 
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am certainly in favor of making strenuous efforts to unite anywhere 
from five to ten or more school districts into one. If the township 
is very populous make it two instead of one. I think such a-move- 
ment would appeal to the voters and tax payers. Let us try to make 
possible this idea of a central school location where we can have 
our children instructed in their early days in the rudiments of hor- 
ticulture and become acquainted with the beauties of nature. It 
seems to me a vital point to be considered by us who are tax payers. 
In five years our teachers will become capable instructors. I hope 
this idea will soon be taken up in our state. 

Mr. J. S. Trigg (Iowa): I wish to say to the-everlasting 
credit of the state of Minnesota that it possesses the nearest ap- 
proach to the model school house grounds of any I ever saw. I 
will not name the county, but it is somewhere near where my friend 
(Mr. Freeman) lives. The interesting paper presented by the lady 
this afternoon is really too much of a good thing when you con- 
sider what most of the school house grounds in the west are. It 
is something too far in advance. Every man can take something 
out of the paper and apply it in his own locality, and what I want 
to say can be put into practical operation by any one. 

Trees constitute the first element in the beautifying of school 
house grounds. The legislature of the state of lowa absolutely re- 
quires the planting of, I think, fifteen or twenty trees in the country 
districts of that state. The great trouble has been that while the- 
trees have been planted there has been no fence placed around the 
property to keep people from hitching their horses to the trees. The 
first thing I want to do is to insist that there should be a substantial 
fence built around the school house grounds so that no unregenerate 
voter can come there and hitch his horse to the trees. So first put 
a fence around the school house grounds and then plant the trees. 
This particular school house that I mentioned before is located about 
fifteen miles from the Iowa line. It has a bell in the tower, a few 
natural shade trees and a few evergreens around it and is sur- 
rounded with a four-board fence so a man cannot drive into the 
grounds and hitch his horses to the trees. As I ride by on the rail- 
road I always notice that school house. The schoolma’am that 
teaches in that school house I know is pretty; she must be. If I 
was a young man living in that vicinity I would go to see that school 
ma’ain. I know she would make a good wife for any man. 

Mr. Oliver Gibbs: That was an excellent paper that the lady 
read, but it was way up among the clouds and sunshine of the ideal 
state, and I am glad to see an effort made to get down to bed rock. 
If you have got to keep a fence around the grounds to keep the un- 
regenerate voter from hitching his horses to the trees what is there 
to prevent him jumping over the fence and cutting the young trees 
for whip stocks? The first thing to do is to organize a local horti- 
cultural society in every school district, and then to commence with 
the education of these same unregenerate voters, and when we have 
done that we can go ahead with our improvements. 

Mr. O. M. Lord: I had the question asked nearly a year ago 
as to how all this beautifying that was proposed should be done, 
and the answer was to elect women on the school board 

~ 
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VARIETIES OF STRAWBERRIES FOR MINNESOTA. 
F. F, FARRAR, WHITE BEAR. 

It would be presumptuous for any person with a very limited 

experience to give in an authoritative way certain varieties of straw- 

berries as the best for Minnesota, especially if there are many va- 

rieties that have been tried for a short time only or not at all. 

In giving a list of the best varieties, the method of cultivation 

as generally followed in the state must be taken into account, also 

the object in view, whether for market or home use. It seems to 

be the general practice to use the matted row system, mulch in the 

fall or winter and give no spring cultivation, and get as many ber- 

ries as possible for the market irrespective of their quality or ap- 

pearance. 
We doubtless have much to learn yet as to the best methods 

of raising berries. When soils, fertilizers, cultivation and the like 

are better understood, many varieties which are now discarded will 

-be classed among the most profitable. 

The general public is not so very critical about quality. Any- 

thing that is of fair size, and looks good, will sell well, whether its 
quality be good, bad or indifferent. Until a large number of those 

who buy have been educated to appreciate and demand the best to 

be had, it will not pay to raise some excellent varieties which re- 

quire special treatment and should therefore bring a higher price 

to make them profitable. Until that time comes the majority of 

those who raise berries for the market will prefer the most pro- 

ductive kinds, paying but little attention to quality. The Warfield, 

Bederwood and Clyde are suitable for this purpose. 

When people understand that there are different varieties of 

varying qualities, that some excel in size, some in flavor, others for 

canning, the man who has something a little fancy to offer will find 

a ready market and can afford to raise some kinds whose cultivation 

would now yield him no adequate return for his labor. There are 

signs that the discriminating process has begun, and the time is 

not far distant when those who have an article of extra value will 

be the gainers. ‘ 

It is not my purpose to recommend my favorites for all parts 

of the state, since the diversity of soils and methods has so much 

influence on different varieties. A neighbor one mile away does 

not succeed with some varieties that do well with me, and vice versa. 

At the present time the. Brandywine heads my list, as it is a general 

purpose berry, good for the home or the market. It is of large 

size, with very few small berries, bears for a long time, is excellent 

for canning, will keep for days without getting soft, has a foliage 

of vigorous growth to protect from the hot sun and makes plenty 
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of runners. It is the only variety that has never failed me and has 

more good points than any other variety that I have tried. How- 

ever it is a little dark for some markets and is not quite so produc- 
tive as desirable, yet has brought me from two to five cents per 

quart more than the market price of my other kinds. 

The Tennessee and the Haverland have also given satisfaction, 

as they yield well and are of uniform appearance. The first berries 

of the Tennessee are somewhat misshapen, while the Haverland is 

a trifle too soft and too light in color. The Clyde is in the experi- 

mental stage but will undoubtedly prove a good market berry be- 

cause of its size. 

The Isabella gives promise of good results. The vines are vig- 

orous and were literally loaded with fruit this year, when the 

drought spoiled them. The berries are of good size, a dark glossy 

color, and have a peculiar but not unpleasant taste. A good berry 

to can. 

The Enhance, another dark berry, was the only variety besides. 

the Brandywine to withstand the drought. It, however, is mis- 

shapen and too dark and lustreless for the market. 

The Henry, which is said to be the Marshall under another 

name, is of the finest flavor, but altogether too shy in its returns. 

Perhaps the right method of growing it has not been used. 

The Bismarck, Margaret, Ocean City, Parker Earle, Edgar 

Queen, Sparta, Monarch, Crescent, Bederwood, Princess, Eureka, 

Warfield, Mary, Beverly and Carrie have been discarded for various 

reasons. 
The latest on trial are the Aroma, Bride, Sample, Seaford. 

Jerry Rusk, Nick Ohmer, Shepperd, Klondike and Ridgeway. Of 

these, the Sample gave the best impression this year. 

One of my neighbors speaks highly of the Saunders and Bar- 
ton’s Eclipse, the former always doing well when other varieties fail. 

Had I rich, low lying land, I would plant the Bubach quite exten- 

sively. 

. With my limited experience I do not wish to say that such and 

such a berry is the best for the state. Observations from my own 

experience is all that I have attempted to give. There are many 

varieties that have not been grown by me at all, and some of these 

are well recommended in the state. : 
Each grower has his favorites and the best way to get at the 

relative value of different varieties throughout the state as a whole 
might be to have each member of the society name, say five varie- 

ties, giving them in the order of preference. In this manner some 

idea of the popularity of the kinds generally grown could be gained. 
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LAYING OUT AND SETTING THE CURRANT AND 
GOOSEBERRY PLANTATION. 

C. E. OLDER, LUVERNE. 

Currants and gooseberries are the easiest to raise of all the 

fruits, and if only a small amount of energy is employed, coupled 

with intelligent action, success is most sure to meet you half way. 

They can be raised with less effort, with less care and with less 

sense than any other of the fruits. 

In the first place, I want a good, nearby, level piece of rich land, 

deeply plowed and thoroughly worked. Then lay off the land in 
rows six feet apart and with a team and plow turn out a furrow each 

way, making a narrow dead-furrow. Then mark the field cross- 

wise of these furrows, making the rows four feet apart, so your 

plants will stand four feet apart in the row and the rows six feet 

apart. It would be well to plant a row of potatoes or other hoed 

crop to fill the space between the rows, for the first year or two. 

Set the currants deep and fill well up so that the roots are well 
under the surface of the ground when finished, but leave the ground 
dishing toward the plants. Tramp the soil well down around the 

plants, leaving the surface loose for a mulch or dust blanket. Trim 

off all weak or small limbs, leaving not more than four of the strong- 

est branches. 

In setting gooseberries trim off all lower branches, so that the 
limbs will come well up from the ground on one strong stem. If 

they branch low at the surface of the ground, they will take root and 

spread too much and will not-bear nearly so well as when treated as 
indicated aboye. This I consider essential for fruiting, and it is a 

great help where mildew troubles the plants as well as a con- 
venience in cultivation. Trim the tops of the new growth occasional- 

ly to keep them in shape and for convenience in picking. Culti- 

vate thoroughly early and late and allow no weeds to go to seed. 
After the second year discontinue cultivation and mulch heavily, 

to retain the moisture and keep down the weeds. At this time there 

should be considerable fruit to gather. 

Now a few words as to varieties. In currants we have had 

splendid success with Fay’s, Long Bunch Holland, White Grape 

and Versailles. We also have Pomona and North Star, recently 

planted. Personally I would not pick the ordinary gooseberry for 

them, although I have more applicants to pick gooseberries than 
for any other kind of fruit, but I know of a row of gooseberries in 

our part of the state that I would pick, and will pick, too, some 

night. You can see the berries as soon as you can the leaves, large, 

light green or white, beauties to look at and a pleasure to grow 

them. I refer to the “White Queen,” of which twenty bushes last 
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year produced seven and one-quarter bushels at one picking. -We 

also have recently set Columbus and Ked Jacket. The Houghton 

and Downing we have always. grown with moderate success. 

DARTT’S HYBRID. 

E. H. S. DARTT, OWATONNA, 

Dartt’s Hybrid, now called Dartt, grew from Tetofsky seed and 
from its habit of growth is supposed to be a cross with Hislop crab. 
I obtained the Tetofsky about fifty years ago from Ingraham Gould, 
of Beaver Dam, Wis., under the name of Russian Crab. He got it 

Original tree of Dartt’s Hybrid. 

from a man in Milwaukee who had received it from Canada. Later 
on it was boomed as Tetofsky. I sold J. C. Plumb 2,000 Tetofsky 
scions for $38. From the prepotency of Tetofsky seeds and the 
hardiness of its seedlings, I have no doubt it is part crab. I have 
planted seeds of the Dartt and have 27 grafted varieties. These ap- 
ples range in size from a large crab to a full medium sized apple; 
some of ‘them blight, some do not. The Dartt is a first class nur- 
sery tree; quality good. A housekeeper said I might brag it up 
as high as I pleased for canning purposes, and I would not get it 
too high. All trees and men have their weak points. I think the 
weakest point with the Dartt is its liability to blight. It has never 
blighted badly with me. 



NOTICE 

OF THE 

ummer eeting, 

1901, 

OF THE 

MINNESOTA STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

The regular summer gathering of the society will be held as usual this 

year at the State Experiment Station, at St. Anthony Park, on Thursday, the 

2oth day of June. This date is set as nearly as possible to accommodate the 

strawberry growers in the part of the state most accessible to thewplace of 

meeting, and with this object in view a liberal premium list has been prepared. 

The order of exercises for the day will not differ materially from that of 

similar occasions in previous years. The forenoon will give ample oppor- 

ttinity to those so inclined to look over the experiment gardens and orchards 

and observe the changes and progress in this interesting and valuable work. 

Several of the professors and their assistants will be in attendance to explain 

the character of this work. 
At 12:30 o’clock basket lunch will be spread in Armory Hall, and all at- 

tending are invited to contribute towards this festive occasion. Every one 

is welcome. If not a member, $1.00 will make you such, if you wish, and 

give you the publications of the society and a voice in its deliberations. 

At 2 o’clock p. m. the regular summer session of the society will be held. - 

A somewhat informal program will occupy the following two hours. A num- 

ber of the professors connected with the Experiment Station have consented 

to make brief addresses to the meeting, and an opportunity will be offered 

to all who may desire to ask questions in regard to the work of the Station 

cr the Farm School. 

Remember that the social feature is especially emphasized, and don’t 
forget to bring along your wife or husband, as the case may be. 

Meeting of the Women’s Auxiliary.—The regular summer meeting of 

this auxiliary society will be held at some convenient time during the 

day, to be announced. 
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HOW TO REACH THE GROUNDS. 

Take the Como-Interurban electric car in either St. Paul or Minneapolis 
and get off at Dooley avenue, where carriages will be found in waiting to 

carry visitors to the grounds, one-half mile distant, from 9:30 a. m. to 1:30 

p. m. Those who drive over in their own conveyances will find ample ac- 

commodations on the grounds for stabling. 

Visitors should NOT take the Interurban car, but TAKE the Como- 

Interurban-Harriet car. 

For further information address 

W. W. PENDERGAST, President, Hutchinson. 

A. W. LATHAM, Secretary, 207 Kasota Block, Minneapolis, - 

PREMIUM LIST. 

All exhibits must be entered with the secretary and in place by 12 m., to 

be entitled to compete for premiums. 
Exhibitors competing must be members of this society and the growers 

or makers of the articles exhibited. The fruit and flowers exhibited must 

have been grown in Minnesota and must be correctly labeled. 

No premiums will be awarded on unworthy articles. 

FLOWERS. 

Ist prem. 2d prem. 3d prem. 

Collection of outdoor roses, six blooms of 

each ~ lind “shown 25 eee eee eee $3.00 $2.00 $1.00 
Collection of peonies, three blooms of each kind 

SHOWS Ss che Ge ee oe te aoe eee ae 3.00 2.00 1.co 

Bouquet of garden flowers .............. 1.50 co eee OO .50 

FRUIT. 

(One quart of each variety.) 

Ist prem. 2d prem. 3d prem. 

Collection ‘of strawberries. 0243066. ..0 es .20> $4.00 $3.00 $2.00 

Each named variety of strawberries ......... 75 .50 325 

Seedling strawberry never having received a 
premium from this society .............. 3.00 2.00 T.00 

Each named variety of currants ............ 75 .50 .25 

Each named variety of gooseberries ......... Af .50 s25 

VEGETABLES. 

Ist prem. 2d prem. 3d prem. 

Collection of early vegetables ........:..... $3.00 $2.00 $1.00 

Head letttice; wheads: soe eens see eens .50 wy 

Asparagus, Dundle © oe a wre ps5 eu ne eee ee .50 .25 

Peas ‘in: the pad, 34 “peck +5... 7s eres .50 125 

Rutiharp. .Gostalks.. ces so uadee es eee .50 .25 



_Seeretary’s %orner. 

NOTICE OF SUMMER MEETING.—Did you seeit? You will find it in this 

number of the Horticulturist. Be sure and come to the meeting—with a ple- 

thoric lunch basket—and some fruit, flowers or vegetables to help out in the 

display. See premium list. 

APPLE SCIONS FROM RussIA.—A consignment of apple scions has just 

been received from Vacklav Niemetz, of Ruga, Russia, of varieties which in the 

judgment of the sender may prove of value here. Prof. Green, of the Central 

Experiment Station, has taken charge of them and will make a test of their 
value and report results. 

SEEDLING CHERRIES AT THE EXPERIMENT STATION.—“I have succeeded 
in getting about a thousand seedling cherries from last year’s seed. I intend 

to make quite a point of this growing of cherries from seed, asI think the 

opportunities of getting something more valuable than anything we now have 

for Minnesota are very good.’’— Prof. Green. 

NOTE FROM OWATONNA TREE STATION.— “Tree station work is progressing 
finely. I have the same trusty man that has been with me for these many 

years. We are putting in over 100 new varieties of seedling apples, many of 
which are winter and of crab origin. My_health permits me to do more busi- 
ness than ever before.’’—E. H. S. Dartt, April 30, 1901. 

AMERICAN POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY MEETING.—The regular biennial ses- 

sion of this national organization is to convene at Buffalo, N. Y., on September 

12 and13. Our society has usually been represented at these gatherings. If 

any of our members contemplate being in Buffalo at that time, in attendance 

at the Exposition, will they kindly notify the secretary. 

A PRACTICAL MUSHROOM BULLETIN.—The Idaho Agricultural Experiment 
Station has just published a very valuable and concise treatise on the mush- 
room, describing and illustrating by half tone pictures the common, edible, 

and poisonous varieties, describing their habits, place of growth, methods of 

cooking, etc. It contains what the mushroom amateur wants to know in a nut- 

shell. Send for it if you are interested, Bulletin No. 27, to Jas. A. McLean, 
Director, Moscow, Idaho. 

PREMIUM LIST, MINNESOTA STATE FAIR.—The 1901 premium list of the 

state fair is now out, a pocket edition with flexible cover. It will be found 

valuable reading for all who have any kind of an interest in this thriving pub- 

lic institution. Commencing on page 99 will be found the premiums on fruits 
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and flowers. Send for a copy to Sec. E. W. Randall, Hamline, Minn., if you 

have not already received one, andsee what you can bring to this great show to 

help dedicate the new Agricultural and Horticultural Hall. 

INFORMATION WANTED FROM You.—A blank circular has-been or soon 

will be sent out to each Minnesota member of this society asking for certain> 

information from each one. It will take only a few minutes to write in the 

answers to the questions asked in this circular, and a prompt and generous 

response will be greatly appreciated by the officers of the society. A general 

reply will add much to the effectiveness of the work of the society. 

Wuy ?—“Why does the Minnésota society exclude from their lists of hardy 

and safe trees for Minnesota such trees as the Florence crab and Greenwood 

crab? At my place they take the lead of all the crabs in earliness to fruit and 

are strong, healthy growers, hardy and will stand most anything except the 

chopper’s ax. Second: Why are they not propagated more? Third: There 

are others also as good—the Arctic and Tonka, Isham and Moulton. The 

Power crab is hardy but sunscalds more than those named.’’ O. J. HAGEN, 

Red River Valley. 

A WorD To THE WISE.—‘‘Warn your readers to let the high priced Winter 

Banana apple tree alone; grafts all killed out last winter. Ditus Day and 

Phoenix No. 50, from Dartt, wintered finely. I am working the Lounsend, a 

new blue Wisconsin plum; it has proved very hardy at Baraboo. 

“T received some sirong evidence of my top-working theory from Minnesota 

the other day. An apple grower informs me that a Wealthy tree grafted on a 

Transcendent stock twenty-five years ago bore five barrels of apples last year. 

I putin 1,000 grafts this spring in Virginia and Hibernal.’’—A. J. Philips, West 

Salem, Wis., May 4, 1901. 

THE WoORLD’sS FAIR DIPLOMAS AND MEDALS.—Nearly eight years ago 

certain diplomas and medals were awarded to Minnesota by the Columbian 

Exposition for fruits displayed there under the auspices of this society. To- 

day, as the result of much correspondence, they have at last come to light from 

the vaults of the State Historical Society, still in the original packages, and 

have been transferred to this society as the proper custodian, They are four 

in number and are for the following articles: 

1. Collection of Grapes. 
2. Small Fruits, 

3. Pomaceous and Stone Fruits. 
4. Refrigerator. 

They will be on exhibition in this office hereafter. 

NEW QUARTERS FOR HORTICULTURE AT THE STATE FarR.—A new build- 

ing is now under contract, to be completed in time for use at the next state 

fair, intended to furnish ample space to accommodate the two closely related 

interests of agriculture and horticulture. Its size is approximately 240 feet 

long and 165 feet wide. The horticultural department will occupy the north 

end, and as the building faces west, with that end a short distance south of the 

Farmer’s Institute building, the new location will not be far removed from the 

old. We shall need at this time probably a space about 80 feet wide by 165 
feet long, the full width of the building. This will give us a little more space 
for the floral display as well as a little more space for the fruit tables than we 

have been using. To fill this space creditably we shall need the assistance of 
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all the regular exhibitors and a number of others who have not heretofore been 

with us. What have you in the way of fruit you can bring to the next state 

fair and help to fill up handsomely this ‘‘spick and span’ new building that is | 

to be hereafter “the building” of our fair. Very liberal premiums are offered 

for fruits and flowers, and you will find that there is good compensation in con- 

“nection with such an exhibit, to say nothing of the larger pleasure of meeting 

with those having a common interest on such an occasion. 

AN INOUIRY AS TO TOP-WORKING.—‘‘May we not hear from your corre- 

spondents who have tested changing over bearing trees by either top-grafting 

or budding whether they find it successful and profitable at the north. Before 

Mr. A. W. Sias moved from Minnesota, there was a pretty extensive trial of 

changing over orchard trees, some in bearing and some younger, some grafted 

up in the tops and some in the trunks and some at the surface on E. B. Jor- 

dan’s, for that day, large orchards, near Rochester, Minn. I have never heard 

whether that experiment succeeded. For all I know top-working by cleft 

grafting or budding may be considered too risky in our northwestern climate. 

As varieties better adapted to our severe climate are grown and more at- 

tention is paid to horticulture, grafting and budding will be more common 

in the west. Hurry up the hardy varieties.’”"—F. K. Phoenix, Delavan, Wis. 

May 11, 1901. 
Reply through the ‘‘Horticulturist.’’—Secretary. 

** AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENTS,’ A NEW MINNESOTA MONTHLY.— 

Under the above title, Mr. T. T. Bacheller, of Minneapolis, an enthusiastic, 

member of this society, issued in April the first number of a monthly journal 

which is to occupy a unique field, its purpose being to present to its readers 

the ‘“‘meat,’’ in a digestible form, of the work of experimentation now being 

carried on most comprehensively by the agricultural experiment stations of 

the country, both public and private. As every state in the Union has such a 

station, liberally equipped and hard at work, to say nothing of a long list of 

subordinate and other similar stations, there is seen to be a limitless supply of 

material at hand for such a publication, which if properly handled will result 

in large ben-fit to both the editor and his readers. The gentleman at the head 

of this enterprise is a man of push and intends to makethis asuccess. Twenty- 

four pages, monthly, 50 cents per year. Address Boston Block, Minneapolis. 

This first number starts out with a salutatory by Prof. S. B. Green. 

MASSACHUSETTS HORTICULTURAL HALL.—The new hall of the Massachu- 
setts Horticultural Society is now completed and is to be opened the 29th of 

May with a unique exhibition. A local paper describes it as follows: 

“The show will be one of the most remarkable in horticultural annals in that 

the exhibitors will be practically anonymous and the arrangement of the flow- 

ers entirely in the hands of one man, Professor Charles S. Sargent, of the 

Arnold Arboretum. 
“The first floor of the new building will be given wholly to the flowers, which 

will be displayed in great masses of color, the Hunnewell rhododendrons, for 

example, filling an entire end of the large earth-floored exhibition hall and 

_the rest of the room being filled with the azaleas to which Professor Sargent 

has given fifty years of careful and scientific cultivation. In the smaller exhi- 

bition room the orchids will occupy the centre, and along the sides, through 

the vestibule and in the great lecture hall there will be thousands and thou- 

_sands of other blossoms.”’ 
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IMPROVEMENTS AT THE STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.—The late ses- 
sion of the state legislature, while it failed to provide means for the construc- 

tion of a main building (estimated to cost $200,000), did satisfy the other 

pressing needs of this institution. Prof. W. M. Hays, in a recent letter has 

summarized the various appropriations made as follows: 
BUILDINGS: 

Veterinary and live Stock: 5/021... «cin: 3s (cant $25,000 

Agricdltural ‘chemistry. - 2. 5.-'. «<<< 50 +«. o> See 25,000 

Girls” dormitory |. vaiz3 snes. te.  - 9  o 12,000 

Meats:(curing, dressing, ete.). /..... 2s 2e de eee 7,500 

Swine 2.5253 Fis sa tos Sos ee ene eee 3,000 

Blacksmith ‘shop (addition). . n2. 2.2: sapien eee 3,000 

Hquipment in-dairy hall.....5........s:- 2s eee 3,000 
For introducing agriculture in rural schools, $2,000 

annalhys selec ete tesco ds vos ee 4,000 

Totali.c. 5 25235 vskiteoe she cane eee $82,500 

Looking forward, he writes: ‘“ But the future will see very large growth in 

this institution, greater than most of us have yet dreamed of. Good work 

depends far more on the men than on their tools in most lines of work, and 

much can be done with present facilities in divisions not yet provided for. 

Those instructors who have new buildings provided are planning with renewed 

energy to carry forward good work in instruction and in experimentation. 

‘‘We are especially pleased with the appropriation, though it is small, look- 

ing toward the introduction of agriculture and nature study into the rural 

schools of the state. The popular sentiment of the legislature was exceedingly 

favorable to this department of the university, and if we can continue to merit 

it we shall surely secure ample means for a large institution. The national 

Department of Agriculture is recognizing this institution by making it a party 
to extensive co-operative experiments, the means for which are partly to be 

supplied by the general government.” 

DEATH OF PROF. OTTO LUGGER.—This distinguished scientist, state ento- 

mologist, and professor of entomology and botany at the Minnesota State 

Experiment Station for the past fourteen years, died suddenly at his residence 
in St. Anthony Park, Minn., on Tuesday forenoon, May 21, 1901. He had 

been confined to his bed for about a week but was apparently improving, and 

his early recovery was expected. 

Prof. Lugger was a man of large attainments in his favorite pursuits and 

was universally held in the. highest esteem. As a member of this society, he 

was a co-worker with us during all the time of his residence in the state, always 

ready and willing to assist in any way in his power in advancing the interests 

of the organization. In his death we have lost a dear friend as well as an 

earnest practical worker. A suitable obituary will appear in a later number. 
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COMMERCIAL ORCHARDS FOR THE NORTHWEST. 

J. S. TRIGG, ROCKFORD, IA. 

The study of horticulture in the northwest may be divided into 

two separate and distinct branches, the one which seeks to promote 

ihe growth and production of fruit for the family, and the other the 

commercial aspect of the case, where fruit is raised to sell. In what 

I may say to you I shall confine myself wholly and entirely to the 

commercial side or portion. 

The first thing to consider in relation to the commercial portion 

is that you must produce the apple and then sell it. It is a well 

known fact that the entire section of the northwest up to the present 

time has had to import its fruit, with the possible exception of a sup- 

ply for a short period during the summer season. I took a couple 
of hours yesterday afternoon and made the rounds of the fruit men 

in the city of Minneapolis, of the men who buy apples and supply the 

trade of the northwest, and it may interest you to know the facts as 

to the number of barrels of apples that are bought by these men, 

shipped in here and distributed from this point to the interior points 

in the northwest. A very conservative statement given to me by the 

man who handles more fruit than any other man here is this, that 

not less than 1,600 carloads of apples were shipped in here between 
the first of September and the first day of February. These cars 
each averaged 165 barrels, or, to get at it in round numbers, there 

have been imported into this section of the country 250,000 barrels 

of apples to supply the wants of the people of the northwest. This is 

of interest to you as showing what you can do if you raise apples to 

sell. Of course, we run against the market with our summer apples 

and find it is glutted, and I presume many here have seen their 

Duchess and Transcendent crabs and other varieties of summer ap- 
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ples rot under the trees for want of a market. This man also told 
me that this demand for apples through the northwest, through this 

territory, is continually widening, the demand is continually increas- 

ing. This is my first point to make with regard to commercial or- 

charding. If you raise apples can you sell them? 

The next point of interest is the price the apples bring. I am 

told by this same gentleman that the average price of apples whole- 

saled by them to the retail dealer is $2.30 per barrel. Now the ap- 
ples which they have shipped in and which they sold for that money 

were largely produced in the state of New York—altogether, I may, 

say, this year. A year ago you got large consignments from the 

state of Missouri, but this year they were almost all from New York 

and consisted of Ben Davis, Baldwin, Rhode Island Greening and, 

scattering, a number of other varieties, a few barrels in a consign- 

ment, the three varieties mentioned largely leading. I asked this 
man, as I stated here yesterday, what the standing of the Wealthy 

apple was in this market. He told me that the Wealthy apple, 

whether kept in cold storage and put on the market in February or 

March, or sold earlier in the season not kept in cold storage, outsold 

any apple they could get in the city of Minneapolis put side by side 

with Baldwins, Rhode Island Greenings or any of those standard 
apples. I want you to get that into your heads, because this is a 

-Minnesota apple, is in popular favor and leads everything now 

produced as a market apple that the common people want to buy to 

eat and cook. So Iam safe up to this point in drawing the conclu- 

sion that if enough Wealthy apples can be produced in this territory 
to supply the demand of the territory that you are pretty safe to get 

from $2.00 to $3.00 per barrel for them. This point will be left so 

far as the commercial orchard is concerned. 

From the days when Mr. Harris was going without shoes down 
there at La Crescent in order that he might save up enough money 

to buy a half dozen fruit trees until the present, it has been a constant 

struggle, a continued research and persistent effort to make some 

headway in this apple business. I want to say to you horticulturists 

of Minnesota that I believe the dark days have passed away. I be- 

lieve we can see daylight; we know things we can do; we are more 

confident in our efforts brought about by experience. And while we 

stl should keep on experimenting in the line Mr. Patten and others 

are doing, yet I do maintain here today that we have arrived at that 

point in the history of horticulture here in the northwest when it is 

absolutely safe for any one to plant a commercial orchard. Now, I 

want to make this point, that for as many as possess the proper loca- 

tion it is safe to do so. 
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Now the question is, how to do it? The planting of a commer- 

cial orchard is absolutely in itself a business. You can not stick a 

tree in the ground and then go off and leave it. You go out to the 

Pacific coast, and you will find that commercial orcharding is made 

a business, a science, the utmost care is given to that orchard to make 

it produce. The orchard is fertilized, given cultivation, everything 

is done in order to bring about the best result. If any man wants 

to go into commercial orcharding as a business he must be prepared 

to put in his work and pay as close attention to it as though he were 

raising fine stock. It is a business that must have attention peculiar 
to the business itself. 

Where should you plant the commercial orchard? I know 

there is a great variety of soil and a great variety of sites and condi- 

tions. I cannot touch them all, but I will do this: I will say that I 

think where the best site is is on the highest point of land you have, 

and if you have not such a point you must grade and do the best 

you can. I think there are thousands of acres of land along the Mis- 

Sissippi river that can be planted to orchards to better advantage 

than any other way. That takes in only a narrow strip of country, 

however, so in what I have to say I will have to confine myself large- 

ly to the average prairie country as we find it in this state and in 

Iowa. I would take the highest parts of land I could get ; you cannot 

get them too high. I would then go on the northeast or northwest 

slopes and would plant the trees north and south. I would plant 

them in such a way that when they get to bearing the branches of 

the trees in the rows running north and south would just about 
lap, and that would depend, of course, upon the trees and upon the 

kind of soil in which they were planted. I would give them plenty 

of ait space in the rows, but have the trees act as protectors one to 

the other from sun scald and from the excessive heat in our summer 

days. I would plant the trees deep. I think the testimony brought 
out at this meeting goes to show that they should be planted from 

ten to eighteen inches deeper than they grew in the nursery. 

What kind of trees would you plant to get the most money 
out of? I wish to confine myself to the territory where the Wealthy 

will grow. I hear of the Wealthy growing 150 miles north of St. 

Paul and doing well, and I know it will do well 150 miles south. 

Consequently, here is a belt of territory in the northwest three hun- 

dred miles in width that can be devoted to the growing of the 

Wealthy apple. If I were going to plant an orchard today anywhere 
within this three hundred mile limit, I should plant the whole to 

Wealthy apple trees. I would do it for this reason, that these fruit 

men here in Minneapolis told me that while the Duchess gets on the 
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market before the other fruits get in it is so perishable and so hard 

to handle that it is not advisable for a man to raise that apple with 

the expectation of making money out of it as he would by the plant- 

ing of Wealthy. They were unanimous yesterday in their answer 

when the question was asked which to plant, the Duchess or the 

Wealthy. Every one said, “Plant the Wealthy.” : 

What kind of a tree would you plant, how graft it? If I were 
going to set out a commercial orchard today I would get this kind of 

a tree: I would have a crab root; I would put the Virginia on the 

crab root and would grow it in the nursery until two years old, then 

I would cut off the top and put on the Wealthy. That would meet 

the hard conditions in this country. . 

After you have got your orchard planted use the forest trees 

us an indication how to take care of it. If you will go into the forest 

today where the trees grow thrifty and tall, you will find the natural 

condition of the soil and surroundings the very best guide to you 

as to how to care for your orchard. You will find the leaves making 

a perfect mulch over the surface of the ground. You will find the 
small brush, little shrubs, forest weeds and flowers growing among 

the trees, and there ‘you have at a glance the conditions under which 

the tree, any sort of a tree, fulfills its mission the best. While you 

cannot reproduce that condition exactly in the orchard, you must re- 

member that the apple is a lover of as cool weather as you can give 
it and as cool conditions as you can surround it with. You will 

notice in our orchards that the trees lean to the northeast as much 

as two or three degrees from the perpendicular line. The reason is 

that the north side of the tree is shaded and protected and conse- 

quently is cooler, and it makes the greatest growth under that con- 
dition aud, therefore, leans that way. Possibly, the winds of the 

southwest have something to do in pushing the tree that way, but I 

think it is the habit of the tree growing in a cooler condition. 
I told you how I did in my little orchard. I cultivated four 

years and then seeded to red clover, cut the clover twice a year and 

laid it alongside the trunk of the tree. That is the way I keep my 

orchard. I would keep everything out of this commercial orchard 

in the way of stock unless I let a flock of sheep run through at the 

time wormy apples fall, but cattle and other stock should be kept 

out of the orchard. This thing also must be remembered about a 

commercial orchard, that if you wish to get a good sale for your 
fruit you must have enough of some one kind so that a fruit buyer 

will be willing to come to your place and buy. If you had fifty va- 

rieties of apples in your orchard as good as the Wealthy, if you had 

fifty varieties and got five thousand bushels, you would not get as 
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much money for them as if you had only the one kind. They tell 

me that in order that a man may make a success of a commercial 

orchard he should have at least one carload of a given variety of 
fruit; then instead of peddling your apples in an interior town, if 

you have a carload of fruit a buyer will come to your orchard and 

pick the fruit and pay you nearly again as much as you can get 

peddling it out. In order to be able to sell your fruit and get a good 

price commercially you must have enough of a given variety of fruit 

to make it an object for the buyer to come to your place. 

How much should the orchard pay you? The Wealthy apple 

will begin to bear after it has been planted six or seven years. I 
believe it is a fair estimate to say that with one hundred and twenty- 

five trees to the acre your Wealthy will pay you one dollar per tree 

per year; consequently, after they are nine years old—say you 

planted 125 trees to the acre and allowing twenty-five trees to die or 

kill out, leaving you one hundred trees to the acre—they will give 

you an income of $100 to the acre for every acre of Wealthy you 

plant. It may not be every year, but it will average that. I believe 

that is a fair, conservative estimate of the money represented in a 

good orchard of Wealthy trees. 
Now, outside all of this experimental work that has been done 

I would be trying to get on the commercial side of this thing. It 

will pay you to go home and study it over. Look around your 

neighborhood and find a suitable site. You can do nothing better 

for your boy than to plant an orchard for him, if you live inside this 

belt I have spoken of, and you will not regret it. 

Mr. Carl Vollenweider: When a young man talks about plant- 

ing out a big orchard in whatever locality he may live in Minnesota, 

most people laugh at him and say he has too much in his head, that 

apples have been tried for the last fifteen to tweny-five years, and- 

nobody has made any money out of them. I have studied that ques- 

tion for the last five or six years, and I endorse everything that Mr. 

Trigg has said, and I would like to find out what most of the horti- 

culturists here present think about it. I would like to know whether 

they believe that in the southeastern part of the state a young man 

can make a success of orcharding by planting Wealthy trees, taking 

care of them as Mr. Trigg suggested, and whether, if he goes to 

work and puts out two hundred acres of Wealthy trees, invests $50 

an acre in his land and buys the trees, he is going to get a return 

for his money equal to five or six per cent interest or more on the 

money invested. I would like to have all those men who think it 

would be a profitable investment in southeastern Minnesota raise 

their hands. (A few hands were raised.) There are not very many. 

Mr. C. L. Blair: I have been for quite a number of years trying 

to grow a commercial orchard in a small way. While I would not 

condemn what Mr. Trigg has said, I believe by substituting the 

Peerless for the Wealthy it would be a grand improvement. The 
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apple is hardier in the first place, and in the second place it is a more 
beautiful apple, and it is a better flavored apple, and it will keep a 
month longer. That has been my experience, and I believe when I 
get them on the market they will be more valuable and that there 
will be more money in them, as the tree is hardier and better. That 
is what I have to say about the commercial orchard, and I com- 
menced to grow Wealthy some time ago. I cannot give you the 
date of the first I set out, but I set out seventy-five as early as 1879 
of the Wealthy, and my experience is that if I were going to set out 
an orchard I would sooner pay three times the price of three hundred 
Wealthy for one hundred of the Peerless if I were to use them in a 
commercial orchard. 

Mr. Trigg: I have no desire to dictate as to what you must 
plant, but I simply mentioned the Wealthy because it has estab- 
lished itself in the market, its price is fixed, and you have got to 
accept the conditons as you find them today. You may have one 
hundred varieties that may be better than the Wealthy, but I called 
your attention to an apple that is called for to supply the demand. 

Mr. Blair: I was simply telling what would be the effect of im- 
provement over his suggestion. (Laughter.) 

Mr. O. M. Lord: The probability is that Mr. Blair is compara- 
tively unknown to the members of the society, but I will say that 
under hard conditions he grows more apples than any other man 
in our county, and has sold the past year a thousand bushels off his 
place, and his place is on our prairie with a soil different from our 
subsoil in the northwest ; there is hardly such a soil found anywhere 
in the state as in that particular part of Winona county. Mr. Blair 
claims he has not met with good success with the Wealthy. That 
only illustrates what I said in my paper yesterday, that there are ex- 
ceptions to all general rules. 

Mr. Frank Yahnke: I would like to make a few remarks on 
the question that the young man raised, and I am sorry he got so 
little encouragement, but the reason was that his question was a 
little too large. If he had started with forty acres I believe he would 
have met with a more cordial response. I believe if a young man 
goes to work now if he has the money he had better buy ten acres 
and plant one thousand trees and take care of them, and by the time 

they bear he will be older and have more experience, and when those 

first trees bear they will bring enough to support him and give him 

money to buy more land. But by all means he should choose a good 

locality and select a good variety of trees, and I believe he cannot 

do much better than to use the Wealthy, but he might try some 

other varieties as to whether he could do better. Then plant enough 

to make a commercial orchard, that is, if he has got to ship his ap- 

ples. If he selects a piece of land near by a home market 1 would 

advise him to plant five or six varieties; that is, to get some early 

varieties, get a few Duchess, get some varieties that are good eating 

apples at the time the Duchess are in market. He wants a first-class. 

eating apple during the season of the Duchess. I would advise him 

to plant such an apple in the orchard and then plant the Wealthy 

and then follow with something later than the Wealthy, so he can 

have them at all seasons. If a man buys a piece of land near a home 
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market he can make his living from ten acres right from the start. 
. He can raise fruit between the apple trees, and if he attends strictly 

to business he will be a good horticulturist by the time he becomes 
as gray as] am. (Applause.) 

Mrs. L. A. Alderman (S. D.): I have been in the commercial 
orchard business for ten or twelve years, and I should say it would 
most distinctly be a mistake to plant but one variety. Our Duchess 
have been more profit to us than the Wealthy. We have four thou- 
sand Wealthy apple trees in bearing, and I should say it would be a 
decided mistake to have only one variety. I make more from my 
Plumb Cider than from any Wealthy on my place. I had a Plumb 
Cider bear fourteen bushels of apples. It is true you want a few 
varieties, but if possible you should aim to cover the entire season, 
and in planting I would advise to begin in a small way and find out 
what you can do in your locality. With us the Wealthy is only a 
moderate success on high ground, but we are in Dakota where we 
have less rainfall, and we find the drouth affects the Wealthy more 
than it does the Duchess. I do not know what Mr. Trigg would do 
with his Wealthy where the dealers want Duchess apples. 

find a good market for half grown Duchess. A 
half grown Duchess makes very good pies and sauce. We have to 
have apples to cover the whole season, and if in this entire territory 
of three hundred miles you plant only Wealthy I think you would 
meet with only moderate success. We find the Plumb Cider a good 
success and the Haas only moderate. 

Mr. Frank Yahnke: When I hear the Plumb Cider spoken of it 
sounds to me like the wife who said “she had lost all respect for her 
husband when he was dead.” (Laughter.) The first name is the 
name of the man who originated the apple. I have planted those ap- 
ple trees, and I have sold some to Mr. O. M. Lord, and they are all 
dead. I sold some the same year, in 1873, to a neighbor, and they 
bore heavy crops this year. The fact is we have got to put that 
Plumb Cider down, it will not do on a sandy soil. The Plumb Cider 
wants clay soil, and I told Mr. Lord, Mr. Merritt and Dr. Wall so. 
Dr. Wall has got some growing, and I saw the nicest apples I ever 
looked at on his trees. He brought them in to the storekeeper, and he 
put them in the window as show apples. It cannot be grown on 
sandy soil, but if aman has heavy clay soil it can be made a success. 

Mr. Carl Vollenweider: I realize that some of the older mem- 
bers here that have been experimenting and planting a half dozen 
trees at a time have become pretty old, and if a young man were to 
start in that way he would become old without doing more. I have 
had an opportunity to learn a little something as I am a neighbor of 
Mr. J. S. Harris. I claim a young man can get to a point in a short 
period of time where it took an old man thirty years to do and learn 
the same thing. A young man could not learn it if he had to try it all 
himself, but he has the experience of others to go on and a wider 
knowledge than men possessed when they began this work. It 

makes no difference whether a man raises strawberries or apples in 

a little garden and tries to supply the wants of the people, or whether 

he raises thousands of bushels and supplies three or four states. He 

sells them locally or ships them to other points, whichever way he 
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can get the most money for what he produces.. I can make more 
money out of the Wealthy, and I do not have to start out with ten 
acres. If one man can take care of ten acres, two men can take care 
of twenty, and three can take care of more still, and I think we have 
got to that point in commercial orcharding where we no longer have 
to experiment with it for a lifetime, but if gone at intelligently there 
will not be much danger of failure. 

A LUMBERMAN’S VIEW OF THE FORESTRY 
SITUATION. 

COL. W. B. ALLEN, ST. PAUL. 

I rather surmised when the secretary requested me to give a 

lumberman’s view of the situation that it was to be a confession of 

past misdeeds. For most of my life I have devoted the great part 

of my time to the destruction of forests, and for that course I do not 

have any particular apology to offer. I place myself with that vast 

multitude of people, whether they are called lumbermen, woods- 

men or farmers, that for the last two hundred years have been de- 

voting themselves to the destruction of forests. The pioneers of our 

country who commenced on the Atlantic coast and advanced 

through the dense forests up to the Mississippi Valley axe in hand 

would have very little sympathy with anything that looked on the 

sentimental side of forestry. They were absolutely bent upon de- 

stroying forests so far as they could, and that destruction has had 

in view the removal of trees. They were obstacles to be gotten out 

of the way. They were obstacles they considered as one of their 

worst enemies, and the woodsman, for two hundred years past, has 

been employed in destroying the forests of America. So far as that 

destruction has inured to the benefit of the people, these axemen 

have been doing a good work for this country. They have opened 

up the forest, planted their crops, built their towns, planted orchards 

and put in place other trees, as this horticultural society has been 

doing, that are more beneficial than those that have been destroyed. 

I regret the destruction of many trees in the middle states, especial- 

ly, that would now be valuable for timber. The same thing can be 

said in regard to the destruction of pine trees to a large extent. 

Every pine tree that has gone into the building of a house, the im- 
provement of a farm or otherwise in this great country has con- | 

tributed its share to the progress of civilization; therefore, | do not 

hold anything against the lumbermen, and I do not appear to de- 

fend them at this time. I still claim I have nothing to apologize for, 

having been a lumberman most of my life. 
The general view of most of our people is still that the tree that 

stands in the way of anything else, that a tree growing where a hill 
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of corn can be planted or where potatoes can be planted is some- 

thing*to be rid of. I will admit that. But there is a large tract of 

country covered by trees that if those trees are removed is absolutely 

useless for any other purpose, and it is those trees that we lumber- 

men to a great extent have been removing. Aside from what the 

benefit derived from those trees has been to the people, enabling 

them to build their houses, and build them in a manner they could 

not otherwise have built them, all this territory has been a marked 

contribution to the civilization of the United States. If we were 

to consider for a minute what would be the result if we had to de- 

pend, especially on the prairies of this western country, upon the 

use of stone, brick or even hardwood in the construction of build- 

ings, we could at once see the immense benefit the easily worked and 

tributary white pine is to the country in the western states, saying 

nothing of the eastern or middle states—yet there is a tendency to 

charge the lumbermen with some blame. There are some epithets 

thrown at them, they are charged with reckless destruction, unthink- 

ing greed, but as far as lumbermen themselves are concerned they 

have been simply middlemen, in one sense servants of the people 

who have demanded this destruction. Instead of saying unthinking 

greed, if there has been an unecessary destruction of pine trees, I 

would say it was the unthinking demand for lumber that caused the 

unusual destruction. The forests have been stripped for the benefit 

of this generation and to the detriment of future generations, but 

this work has been done unthinkingly, it has been done at the de- 

mand of you horticulturists, you farmers and dwellers in the towns 

and cities of the country, who have demanded as far as you could 

obtain it a cheap building material, and the lumbermen are no more 

to be blamed for this work than the axe in their hands could be 

blamed. 

Still, laying the question of the past aside, it is my belief as a 

lumberman and a member of this forestry association that some- 

thing more should be looked into than the wants of the present 

generation in the matter of forestry. We could strip the forests off 

of the northern part of Minnesota, and the effect would probably 

not be felt in this generation. We would notice, perhaps, that our 

lakes were getting lower, our streams were drying up, there might 

be some increase of epidemics, some unsanitary conditions we would 

notice, but the great blow would fall to future generations. It is 

for that reason that I think the time has come when not only lum- 

bermen but all good citizens should give greater attention to the 

forest question, and from a personal lumberman’s view of the situ- 

ation I present it as it is now. 
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In the first place, the only step that has been taken in forestry 
in this state, and almost in any state in the United States, has been 

to preserve what is left from fire. It is a fact that in the cutting 

and slashing of the ordinary way of lumbering that fires destroy a 

good proportion of the timber. I do not believe it destroys as much 

as the woodsman cuts down; in some portions of the country it is 

true, but as a general thing it is not true. Forest trees that are full 

length are usually pretty safe from fire, especially if any work is 

done in that immediate vicinity. But the fire protection of the ex- 

isting forests is a personal, pressing question, and the state has done 

as much as it could do to prevent fires. The state law for the pro- 

tection of forests against fire has been in operation for several years, 

and the results have been good as far as there have been any results 

at all. The work has been handicapped for the lack of funds. The 

appropriation is a small one, but probably as large as it ought to be. 

The fire protection, therefore, can be considered as a question for 

the people to waken up to, and it is a question for the lumberman to 

consider as well as any other citizen. I lived for a great many 

years in the forests of the north, and the question of fire was what 

interested me more than anything else, and there were times when 

I doubted it was my duty to live any longer in that country with my 

family, which was liable to destruction and my home liable to be 

burned down by a forest fire. This is the first consideration. There 

is another thing which I think has been considerably agitated, so it 
has taken hold on the public mind, and that is interesting the United 

States to inaugurate upon its lands a system of forest propagation 
and protection. The first real attempt made in Minnesota is the 

step now taken to set aside and make a government reservation upon 

true forestry principles. This is an important step. I think that 

will fail. 
And now I come to the only thing my brother lumbermen 

would differ from me in, and that is that this work of interesting 

the United States to make appropriations to place certain of their 

government lands under forestry protection will never go forward 

until it is understood and impressed upon our legislators at Wash- 

ington that there are certain parts of the public domain that should 

be absolutely withdrawn from the market. That touches lumber- 

men right at the heart, the withdrawal of timber from the market. 

I have been somewhat interested since receiving this invitation in 

the fact that during the present fall, commencing, I think, in Octo- 

ber, there has been a steady pressure brought to bear upon the au- 

thorities at Washington to put more and more of the timber lands 

of the United States on the market, and the result has been indicated 
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from time to time by the newspaper slips that I have cut out now 

and then, and which I will read to you, of the immense amount of 

timber land that is being thrown open to the public having forestry 

advantages. There is no objection to anybody cutting down their 

timber, and there is abundant reason why private owners should cut 

that does not apply to the United States. I therefore give it as my 

belief, from my knowledge of the frontier of the north country, that 
the United States should withdraw all its timber lands from the 

market. What has been the result this fall? (Reads newspaper 

clipping stating that pressure has been brought to bear upon the 

government to place certain of its lands upon the market under the 

dead and down timber act.) That is the first step, pressure brought 

to bear upon Secretary Hitchcock under the action of the dead and 

down timber act to throw open to the forestry method of lumbering, 
which is carried on by all lumbermen, causing the destruction of 

that much forest, lands the title of which should be presedved in the 

United States or for the Indians who own it. The theory is, of 

course, that the Indians need the money and that the timber would 
be destroyed if not cut this winter. There is no doubt but that the 

Indians want the money, whether they get it by cutting off the 

timber or any other way, but there is no danger of destruction. The 

claim that this timber will deteriorate so it is worth little if not 

sold this year has no bearing with me. The idea of the forestry 

people, which in my opinion is the correct idea, is to reserve the 

timber if necessary, and if necessary to buy it of the Indians upon 

a fair estimate to be made by commissioners and reserve that money 

so that yearly those Indians will get some good from that timber, 
and under the restrictions of the government to see that the mature 

timber is cut and put upon the market. It will not have the effect 
of cheapening the timber, and that is the objection the public have. 

The fact is that the principal objection to the scheme of the 

reservation of timber upon the Leech Lake reservation, which is a 

large and thrifty body of timber, comes not so much from the lum- 

bermen as it does from settlers in the immediate vicinity who would 

profit by the operation of cutting it, and from the settlers on the 

prairies in the west who think that any such act would have a ten- 

dency to increase the price of lumber, and the selfish objection from 

the tradesmen who sell goods to those who would market this tim- 

ber. Up to within a recent period the impression was that the sale 
would not be authorized this time. That is where their work has 

come in. What has changed the idea of the Secretary of the In- 

terior I don’t know. I do not think that pressure, whatever it is, is 

a legitimate pressure. It is certainly not one that the people of the 
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state of Minnesota should favor. Here is another item dated Nov. 
21st. It states that 140,000,000 feet of pine timber on Indian reser- 
vations in Minnesota will be placed on the market; that means this 
winter. Now 140,000,000 feet of pine timber is a great big lot of 
timber, and placed on the market under such circumstances would 
utterly ruin that reservation for park purposes. As I have already 
indicated, the plea is made that the Indians need the money, but such 
money would be spent in a short time, and the Indians would be no 
better off than before. The other intimation in regard to the fact 
that the Indians are pressing for this and that the Indian favors it 

show where the influence comes from. That is not all. Here is a 

slip dated Nov. 27th: “The sale of pine on the ceded portion 

of the White Earth reservation is 100,000,000 feet, and one-third 

only is sold.” Add that 100,000,000 feet to 140,000,000 feet and 

you have 240,000,000 feet that has been offered to the lumbermen, 

and they would be fools if they would not accept the offer, this 
timber to be cut largely this coming winter and certainly during the 
next three years. That pine stands almost without exception upon 

land that is non-agricultural. I claim that the next step of the friends 

of forestry who desire to keep the forests of this state for genera- 

tions to come is to bring such pressure to bear upon their members 
in congress as to influence them to have the destruction of 240,- 

000,000 feet of timber a year stopped. 
That is a lumberman’s view of the forestry situation. It is, 

of course, not necessary for me to say that this timber in feet rep- 

resents a large acreage. In many cases that timber is scattering, 

and although it is mere guesswork to say how much, I would ven- 

ture to say that with the timber that has been sold by the state added 

to this, that at least 300,000,000 feet of timber will be placed 

by the state and national authorities at the mercy of the lumber- 

man’s axe this winter. I don’t believe in that. I know that private 

owners of timber do not sacrifice their timber for fear it will burn 

next year or the year thereafter. Private owners are buying this 

timber and letting their own stand, which is just as liable to burn 

as that of the government. So I say the government ought to keep 

it until a forestry plan can be formulated in this country; I do not 

mean a local plan, but a plan for the entire United States, a plan 
similar to that adopted by foreign countries, and meanwhile this land 

should be holden for future generations until a system can be adopted 

so they can be cut systematically and benefit the people for ages, as 

the forests of Germany have benefited the people of that country. 
I presume in saying this much, I have not shown myself a very 

good lumberman, but I claim I have spoken on behalf of forestry, 
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and I.am interested fully as much in that as in lumbering. We are 

not practical in a great many things in this country. In some of 

those foreign countries a farmer owning a piece of woodland js not 

allowed to cut it off unless he can satisfy the authorities it would 

be more valuable as farm than it is as timber land. A man would 

be foolish to cut down his timber if it were more valuable for that 

purpose than for any other. Fires are started, and a great deal of 

timber is destroyed by farmers themselves in clearing and endeavor- 

ing to clear the land for crops, and in hundreds of cases those same 

farms have been abandoned afterwards and have grown up to brush 

and weeds—but it would not be consonant with our institutions 

to deny a man’s right to use his private property in his own way. 

There are certain tracts of timber in this state and in other 

states, in. Wisconsin, Michigan, New York and Maine that are of no 

practical use for agricultural purposes. They are just as good for 

the growth of trees, so that private owners could afford to hold them 

for future use just as well as they can for agricultural purposes. 

The government can hold them, there is no tax to pay. We can 

hold them to use for ourselves and posterity, and it is our duty, from 

my point of view, to insist upon this being done. 

AGRICULTURE IN OUR RURALS CHOOLS. 

PROF. WILLET M. HAYS, ST. ANTHONY PARK. 

I am exceedingly proud to follow these able and progressive 

ladies, these women who, unlike the women of a generation ago, are 

taking hold of these larger public affairs and are exerting an influ- 

ence which is having an enormous and wonderful effect upon our 

civilization. I was impressed by the accounts of the work that is 
being done by this league of women as presented by Mrs. Hamlin 

of St. Paul. I was much pleased with what my good friend, Prof. 

Sanford, said about our forests and her faith that they can be in 

part saved. But how are we to bring about these results? We lack 

the people; we lack the public sentiment. We must get at the chil- 

dren that the next generation may be better ready for these im- 

proved methods, and to reach these youths we must get at the 

teachers who teach them. We can reach our hundreds in the col- 

lege of agriculture and in the school of agriculture, but to reach the 

hundreds of thousands we must teach in the public schools of the 

state. The question is, how shall we build up the common home 

life, the country and city life of the state and nation, and how shall 

we beautify our cities and villages? We must teach the children of 

school age, must build up these subjects in our common schools. 
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The city is a magnet that draws the population from the country. 

Fewer farmers are needed from decade to decade because each farm 
worker can produce proportionately more than formerly. The en- 

larged percentage of population in the city and the lessened propor- 

tion of people on the farm is a result of economic and industrial 
changes, not of mere sentiment, as some philanthropists assume. 

It is far easier for rural people to become city people than for city 

children to be educated to live and work in the country. The city 

needs a constant supply of strong people from the country, and God 

pity the day when the city can no longer bring in virile blood from 
the country. . 

We must take the situation as we find it. We do not want too 

many people in the country, because that would mean an over pro- 

duction of rural products. We want only so many people in the 

country as will get sufficient remuneration for their work, so that 

the children may have the means for at least a high school educa- 

tion. Our city high schools lead from the farm; our agricultural 

high school educates a goodly number for the farm, and its capacity 

should be rapidly multiplied, because it makes a class of people who 

are really trained in the science and art of farming and farm home 

making. But, how are we going to get hold of the hundreds of 

thousands who do not pass beyond the country schools? How are 

we to teach the great mass of the country youth better farming and 

better home making? We must first modify the education of the 

teachers of the rural schools. If we could have one generation of 

rural school teachers, who, without lessening the effort for good 

instruction in the common branches, could teach of the farm and 

the farm home, the next generation of farm boys and girls would be 

better prepared to become teachers of the generation following 

them. Through our agricultural school, through our summer 

teachers’ institutes and through other agencies, we must train a class 

of rural school teachers. 

With the already full curriculum, and with the complaint that the 
common studies are not well taught, it is asked how we are going 

to find means of putting in more work and teach rural pupils some- 

thing about their present and future life and work. In the first place 

our agricultural colleges are building up a wonderful body of scien- 

tific and interesting thought in agriculture and home making. The 

American experiment stations and the national Department of Ag- 

riculture are doing better work than those of any other country, and 

theirliteratureis already rich with interesting and useful facts. What 

we need to do is to get more men and women who are in 

touch with agricultural science and agricultural education, and 
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with home economics, to turn a portion of their attention to the 

rural school. They will be able to give us the reading books, the 
charts, the remodeled text books and the outlines for experiments 
and observation exercises which are needed. 

The trained rural school teachers have an abundance of inter- 

esting material for nature study near at hand. They have the farm- 

ers’ homes, the fields, gardens, school grounds, lanes and woods. 

If we will only educate teachers how to use their eyes and give them 

some helps so that they can teach their pupils interesting facts, they 

can start the country boy and girl on the road to an appreciation 

of the beauty of the country, the interests of the farm and the joys 

and duties of home making, We have much material that we can 

put into the school room. Here I have some samples of drawings 

of wheat and other field crops (exhibiting) which show how the 

flowers are constructed and how their fertilization takes place. There 

are no better subjects for half of this instruction than the crops of 

the field, of the garden and of the forest. Charts and reading les- 

sons could be made dealing with the plants, domestic and wild 

animals, the farm and grounds, the buildings and the home. 

The Minnesota Experiment Station has made some experiments 

along a line of interest in this connection. We have devised and 

used plans of gardens suited to the country school grounds. These 
gardens have been so easily and successfully managed at the experi- 

ment station that we are greatly encouraged that many schools can 

adopt the idea. People are apt to think of the merely interesting 

things, the matters relating to pure science, and the fancy things, 

but we can put in these gardens much that is practical as well as 
interesting. For example, we wish to show that some simple experi- 

ments could be carried on with fieid crops and even with farm man- 

agement. We have succeeded in using fields only eight or ten feet 

“square, showing the operation of a farm with its systems of rota- 

tion. The school of agriculture has found that the students do not 
take readily to the practice of systematic farm rotations. They have 

so long learned farming without system, that system in the manage- 

ment of fields seemed to them unnatural. But in these small gar- 

dens the principle of crop rotations is shown in a very practical way. 

A rural school garden forty feet square can be made to serve many 

useful purposes. In addition to the very small fields of the ordinary 

grain, forage and root crops, small plots and rows of garden veget- 

ables and annual flowers should be in such gardens. Beside this 

there is room for a number of perennial and annual plants, giving to 

each an area two or three feet square. 
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Note accompanying charts on preceding pages. Fields A, B, C, D 
and F are in a five year rotation as follows: First year wheat, with 
which grass seed is sown; second year grass; third year grass ; fourth 

years oats, and rye is sown early in September on the fall plowed 

oats stubble; fifth year rye pastured early and plowed under for 

corn, rape being sown with the corn at the last cultivation to be used 

for late fall plowing. 

By starting with wheat a year later on each successive field the 

five fields are used each year as follows: One field of wheat, two 
fields of grass, one field of oats and one field of corn; thus making 
a systematic rotation, each crop rotating around to each field every 

fifth year. A few years are necessary to have all the rotation in its 

regular order. 

In fields E and G a two year rotation is carried on: a spring 

grain followed in the fall by rye; the rye is pastured the next spring 

and followed by fodder corn. “Phe next two years is a repetition of 

the first two, etc. In field H fodder corn is grown year after year. 

In the left hand chart are, first, short rows of annual 

flowering plants, then rows of vegetable crops. In the center of the 

left hand*chart are numerous individual plants of perennials and 

ornamental fruits and vegetable crops; in the lower part of this 

chart are numerous individual plants of the common field crops, to 

be used for botanical study of their leaves, stems, roots, flowers and 

seeds. 

Gardens planted in this manner, forty feet square, are found to 

be very satisfactory in size, and where all the labor is paid for such 
a garden costs only a few dollars annually. 

The only drawback to managing these school gardens comes 

from the absence of the teacher and pupils during part of the sum- 

mer season. Some one willbe needed near each school who will 

assume the care of the garden during the vacation and who will con- 

sult with the teacher when there is a change from one teacher to 

another. Possibly this women’s league can get the farm women of 

the state interested, and in many localities appoint women who will 

interest themselves in keeping up these gardens. These experi- 
ments have given us new hope in this plan of work in our public 

schools. If we can get all interested to work in introducing agri- 

cultural leaflets and text books into our rural schools ; if we can have 

hung on the walls of the country school house charts relating to the 
interesting and important in farming and farm life; and if we can get 

our teachers to instruct in these nature studies, we will have in the 

future a greater state horticultural society and a greater state ag- 

ricultural society. The introduction of agriculture and nature study 
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into the rural schools will bring more students into the state agri- 

cultural school and college, and will not only build up technical 

knowledge but will build up a better civilization on our farms and in 

our state. 

GATHERING, HANDLING AND PACKING TRANS- 
CENDANT APPLES. 

J. T. GRIMES, MINNEAPOLIS. 

I have 332 Transcendant apple trees, from which were gathered 

the past season 1,283 bushels of apples, an average of about four 

bushels to the tree. Some of the largest trees yielded over ten 

bushels. We had so much fruit, we were at a loss to know what to 

do with it. Transcendants picked green, bruised and in bad condi- 

tion had been forced upon the market in such large quantities that 

there seemed to be no demand, and we had too many to think of dis- 

posing of them at retail. So we applied to a shipper, who sent out 

his inspector to examine our orchard. They made us an offer of 

fifty cents a bushel for one car load of 160 barrels, they to furnish 

the barrels and packer, and we to pay the pickers and deliver on 

the cars. Sothe deal was closed, and the car was sent out. We soon 

got a reply, saying it was as nice a lot of fruit as they had ever 

received and to send another car. We got our returns promptly in 

cash with the request that when we had fruit to ship, they would like 

to have the privilege of handling it. 

Some instructions are here given to those of you who expect 

to grow Transcendants by the car load, or any other apples, for that 

matter. 

In the first place, ladders must be provided for as many pickers 

as you expect to employ. If the trees are large, they should be from 

sixteen to eighteen feet long and made light and strong. The pick- 

ing should not begin until the fruit is fairly ripe, that is, beginning 

to color up. Then everything should be ready. Drop a notice in 

one or two of the daily papers that you want so many boys from 

sixteen to eighteen years of age to pick apples, to commence at a 

certain time. It is wonderful how boys will turn out, more than 

you know what to do with, but then you can take the pick of the 

boys. They get eight cents a bushel for picking, which is a fair 

price. Some of the boys only make from six to eight bushels while 

others turn out from twelve to sixteen for a day’s work. Each boy 

is provided with a belt upon which to hook a light basket, holding 

about a third of a bushel, thus enabling him to use both hands in 
picking. The fruit must not be dropped into the basket but handled 
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carefully without bruising, and the boy who neglects to do this is not 

wanted. The same precaution must be taken in filling the bushel 

baskets placed on the ground, which when full are taken to the 

packer, who is also the inspector, and when accepted a card which 

the boy holds is punched, so the score is kept correct. There is also 

a manager to see that clean work is done, to help the boys change 

their ladders and assist in carrying the baskets that are filled to the 

packers stand. No boy is allowed to change from one tree to an- 

other until the work is thoroughly done. 

Batreling Transcendant crab apples. 

Fruit that has fallen to the ground is not gathered up by the 
pickers, the most of it being bruised; but with care there need be but 
little dropped. There are boys and girls usually around that watch 
the opportunity to gather it up together with the best of the wind- 
falls and pay fifteen cents a bushel for the privilege, so there is 
really nothing lost. 

We will now see what the packer is doing. His outfit con- 

sists of a packing screw and table. He has also a boy to assist, who 
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selects the largest specimens and best colored fruit, removing the 

stems and placing it carefully on the stem end, covering the bottom 

of the barrel, which will be the top when it is opened. This is-called 

facing the barrel and adds very much to the appearance of the fruit 

when opened. Some of the nicest of the fruit picked from the tops 

of the trees is then filled in through a sack open at both ends. The 

barrel is then shaken lightly to settle the fruit and placed under the 

lower edge of the slanting table, which is a kind of shallow box on 

legs, with the bottom padded upon which the fruit is first emptied. 

Gathering crab apples. 

It is let down carefully into the barrel over a sack apron, one end of 

which is fastened to the lower edge of the table and the other con- 

trolled by the left hand. 

When the barrel is filled and well rounded up, the packing screw 

is applied and the head pressed down to its proper place and the 

hoops tightened and nailed, the fruit being packed so solid and firm 

that it cannot well be bruised in after handling. A good packer can 

put up about sixty barrels a day ready for shipment. 



Trial tations. 

MIDSUMMER REPORTS,1901. 

CENTRAL TRIAL STATION, UNIVERSITY FARM, 

ST. ANTHONY PARK. 

PROF, SAMUEL B. GREEN, SUPT. 

These summer reports from the experimental stations are not 

supposed to have in them the exact data that would naturally be ex- 

pected in an annual report, but they are a sort of report of progress, 

such as one would give to a friend in a few minutes conversation. 

The season, as a whole, has been very favorable thus far, and 

our nursery stock and fruit plants have come through the winter in 

excellent condition, there being very little winter-killing. The out- 

look now is for a crop of strawberries, raspberries and plums. Ap- 

ples will be rather light, this being the off year, but some trees have 

set heavily. Our cherries promise a fair crop. Our seedling beds 

are in as good condition as perhaps we have ever had them, and if 

present indications hold we shall have about 3,000 seedlings of Rus- 

sian olive, 16,000 buffalo berries, 14,000 Pyrus baccata, 500 high 

bush cranberries, and perhaps ten or fifteen thousand seedling pines 

and spruces. The campus is in excellent condition, and the frequent 

rains have renewed the lawns so that but little artificial watering has 

been required. Shrubs never bloomed better, and our show of tulips, 

irises and peonies has been first class. The only insect that has been 

especially abundant with us is the plant aphis, which has infested 

snowballs, box elder, elm and a few varieties of plums. I have pre- 

pared some new hoop tents, with the intention of smoking our plum 

trees to rid them of lice, as earlier in the season it seemed as if it 

would be necessary to resort to some such treatment; but at present 

the necessity is not apparent, largely due I think to the fact that the 

beating rains and lady bugs have checked the ravages of the lice. 

While our experiment work has been very successful, and we 

have closed perhaps the most successful year in the history of our 

school of agriculture, yet we have met with a very serious and re- 

grettable loss in the death of Dr. Lugger, who was well known to 

most of the members of our society. He had been connected with 

the university farm for thirteen years, and his death is the first break 
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in our faculty circle. The writer had been closely associated with 

Dr. Lugger during all the time he was connected with the state uni- 

versity, and had come to regard him as something more than an or- 

dinary friend. These breaks must come, and we all look forward to 

them, but nevertheless when they do come they find us unprepared. 

EUREKA TRIAL STATION. 

C. W. SAMPSON, SUPT. 

Grapes and all small fruit came through the winter in remark- 

ably fine shape. Even the apple trees that carried their leaves all 

winter and did not appear to have their wood well ripened up, came 

out all right. Strawberries look well, and a good crop is almost 

assured, beginning to ripen at the present time. Currants and goose- 

berries are well loaded with fruit. Apples are light. Plums are a 

full crop. Red raspberries are much better than last year on account 

of frequent rains. I look forward to a good crop of berries and 

fruit. 

MINNESOTA CITY TRIAL STATION. 

O. M. LORD, SUPT. 

The specialty of this trial station is plums, which now promise 

a fuli crop, the fourth in succession. Eight varieties are in bearing 

this year that have not fruited before: Gold, Ames, Hybrid, Mon- 

tana, Guilford No. 2, Mankato, Aitkin, Red June and Abundance. 

The curculio have not been as destructive as usual, and there is no 

appearance of aphis nor of plum pockets. 

Plants from the university station were received of Pyrus bac- 

cata, Abies concolor, Russian olive; also McPike grape and Rath- 

bun blackberry, all of which are growing. 
Scions of the Oglesby plum, from Ames, Iowa, are growing; 

also some scions from Mr. Wilfert’s apple seedling from Ben Davis 

are doing well. 

Apple trees from Mr. Widmoyer, 15 M Cross, Beecher’s Sweet, 

Rollin’s Prolific and Pippin and Windsor Chief, are doing well. 

From C. G. Patten, 1 Greening, 1 Northwestern Greening, 1 B. D. 

Sweet, 1 Brier Sweet No. 2. 

Strawberries received for trial are the Excelsior, from Wid- 

moyer, and the Walker, from S. R. Spates. The strawberry crop is 

undeveloped, from drouth. Blackberries of all varieties promise 

weil. 
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Red raspberries and black at this station are a complete failure 
this year, probably owing to a late growth of canes last fall. 

No Wealthy apple trees are in bearing this year, and very few 

of any others except Florence and Virginia crab. Cherries set 

heavily, but many immature fruits are falling off. The Wragg 

seems to be least affected. 

Currants are a very heavy crop. Grapes are not worthy of 

mention. 

PLEASANT MOUNDS TRIAL STATION. 

J. S. PARKS, SUPT. 

Observations at this station lately have been somewhat limited 

owing to my absence from home at circuit court. I find, however, 

that a few varieties of apples, notably the Hyslop and Transcendant, 

have blighted badly and will lose some fruit in consequence. Al- 

though this is an off year for apples, we shall have a fair showing 

of most varieties, and at this time but little falling off has been no- 

ticed as was the case last year. 

Plums will be a fair crop—no pockets, blight or curculio noticed 

thus far. 
Raspberries promise bountiful crops, having wintered well. 

Strawberries and grapes were injured by the late frosts. All trees 

are making a fine growth this season. Newly set trees look prom- 

ising. A variety of nursery stock from the state experiment farm 

is growing and looks encouraging. A few varieties of apples of 

last year’s growth are still keeping well in our cellars, and we expect 

to keep some until new apples are ripe. 

SAUK RAPIDS TRIAL STATION. 
MRS. JENNIE STAGER, SUPT. 

There is a fair prospect of fruit, as we are having fine weather. 

I received this spring from the experimental farm six apple trees, 

half dozen raspberry plants, two grape vines, nineteen bull pine 

seedlings, twelve cedar seedlings and a basket of plants, and from 

Mr. Sampson, Minnetonka Nursery, three Compass cherries and 
two University apple trees. I bought and planted five hundred ever- 

green seedlings, black spruce, Norway spruce, hemlock, Douglas 

spruce, blue spruce, and so forth; twenty mountain ash, six feet ; sev- 

enty-five catalpas, 100 roses; also shrubs and 100 perennial plants ; 

also fifty apple trees, two thousand strawberries, some Stoddard 

plums and Wragg cherries and 100 new gladioli. Have trans- 
planted a large bed of Turner raspberries, as they do well here. 

Hope to give a good account next spring if nothing happens. 
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WINDOM TRIAL STATION. 

DEWAIN COOK, SUPT. 

We have to report that the trees and plants at this station were 

never in better condition than they are at the present time. Nota 

blighted or a winter-killed twig of a fruit tree on the place, and 

the foliage, especially of the apple trees, unusually healthy and the 

trees growing vigorously. The prospect is good for a fair crop of 

early and medium early plums. The blossoms of the late bloom- 

ing varieties were caught by the cold rains and frosts and are not 

bearing much. 
On the whole our apple orchard is bearing fully as much as in 

1900, the Duchess not quite as much, but the Wealthy is bearing 

even better than last season and is again proving itself the king of 

apples. Many varieties of apples are now bearing for the first time. 

We have quite a number of reputed late varieties among them. 

We have had plenty of rain so far. The exceedingly heavy 

rains on the afternoon and evening of the 15th inst. have insured us 

against early summer drouth. i 

Raspberries, both red and black caps, wintered all right, with 

no other protection than our trees and some snow. They are bearing 

heavily. No anthracanose. We are now in the midst of our straw- 

berry harvest, and the crop is a good one. The Crescent is giving as 

good satisfaction as any. The Bederwood is the best all around 

home variety but is too soft and light colored to be generally satis- 

factory on the market. 

. Currants will be a light crop. The bunches are not well filled. 

Long Bunch Holland seems to succeed as well as any. The Red 

Dutch is not doing as well as it did a few years ago. 

Most hardy and half hardy shrubs and bushes in sheltered loca- 

tions wintered all right without other protection. 
If one lesson has been impressed upon my mind more than an- 

other it is the great value of a good windbreak on all sides of our 

orchards and small fruit plantations. 

Asparagus rust, which threatened to destroy this industry a few 

years ago and caused widespread alarm, can be largely controlled 

by clean culture. Use of fertilizers, spraying with bordeaux mixture, 

or anything which tends to produce a strong growth should be 

practiced. Extensive tests show that the effect of the rust is re- 

duced from 17 to 20 per cent by careful spraying. 
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MINNESOTA STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

MISS EMMA V. WHITE, MINNEAPOLIS. 

The regular summer gathering of this society was held at the 

State Experiment Station, at St. Anthony Park, on July 2oth, as 

planned. Fortune, as usual, favored the association with fair skies | 

and cool breezes, so that none who were minded to come were kept 

away by the elements. The attendance was large. In the neighbor- 

hood of 350 were there and took part in the festivities, for this meet- 

ing is made a festive occasion rather than one for serious delibera- 

tion. 

The forenoon was passed in visiting the grounds on the part of 

those most interested to see the experimental work being carried on, 

or in attendance in the exhibition room, where a handsome display 

of fruit, flowers and vegetables was made. Not as many strawber- 

ries as usual were shown this year, on account of the very general in- 

jury from late frosts, but the quality of those shown was excellent. 

The splendid array of flowers made up in full for the decreased ex- 

hibit of strawberries. 

The amount paid out for premiums was $76.50. The list of 

premiums awarded follows this report and tells the story in detail. 

At two o'clock President W. W. Pendergast called the friends 

together for an informal program, himself leading in a few pleasant 

words of greeting. He also spoke of his experience and experiments 

in plum growing. Inasmuch as plums may be grown in any part of 

the state and almost never fail, no matter what happens to other 

crops, he urged the horticulturists to be experimenting in this line, 

and thus establish the varieties best adapted to the several parts of 

the state. He has some eighty varieties growing, which he has 

picked up through visiting the horticultural societies of the neighbor- 

ing states, through correspondence with plum men and, last but not 

least, from the Minnesota Experiment Station. From this large 

number of varieties he hopes to find the best seven or eight most suit- 
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ed for Minnesota culture. Thus far, the Suprise, Aitkin and 

DeSoto seem to be the best growers and best suited, at least to his 

part of the state. 

In the absence of Col. Liggett, who was to give some words of 

welcome, the members were called upon to give some accounts of 

experiences that might be helpful. J. M. Underwood responded by 

telling of his trouble with cut worms this season. A whole block 

of young plum trees had been practically wiped out by them, to the 

tune of two or three hundred dollars. So he began investigating 

methods of combating the worms. In some of the agricultural bul- 

letins (which, by the way, he said should be read by all interested in 

agriculture or horticulture, as they contain much valuable informa- 

tion, and so condensed that the busiest men can find time to read 

them,) he found suggested remedies which he tried. First, clover 

treated with a solution of Paris green was strewed around the trees, 

but without much effect. But another mixture of bran and Paris 

green had been eaten quite readily by the worms, and they were 

greatly thinned out. In talking with Mr. Elliot of his trouble, the 

latter offered to give him a remedy, which proved to be the same as 

already tried and found helpful—Paris green and bran—but sweet- 

ened by the addition of molasses. 

Following Mr. Underwood, Dean Liggett, in his hearty and 

genial way, welcomed the horticulturists and made them feel per- 

fectly at home at the agricultural school, assuring them of his hearty 

appreciation of the encouragement and help they had always been 

to the school, and of a continued welcome if they would come year 

after year for their summer outing. 
Prof. S. B. Green gave an interesting review of the work of the 

agricultural school and station, speaking somewhat as follows: 

“T came to this school and station in 1888. Since then the hor- 
ticulturists have had their annual summer meetings here, with one 
or two exceptions, making this their twelfth or thirteenth summer 
meeting here since my connection with the faculty. In looking back 
to see what has been accomplished in this time, I recall that there 
was not a student in the school of agriculture in 1888; the very 
name of “experiment station” excited wonder. We finally estab- 
lished a class, which numbered twenty-seven pupils. But this ef- 
fort was only a little thing away off in a corner, a byword, and 
looked upon with almost contempt. We have grown from nothing 
in 1888 to an enrollment last year of 541 students. 1 remember of 
saying to some one at that time that my idea of the work of an agri- 
cultural college was that it should turn out men who would go onto 
the farms, and the glory of this institution would consist in the num- 
ber of boys sent out into the country and onto the farms. The Min- 
nesota agricultural school has signally succeeded in this direction. 
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I know that in point of excellence the agricultural department of the 
University of Minnesota is ranked higher than any other department 
of our university. I have visited the principal agricultural schools 
and colleges in this country, and I know they have to work hard 
to get students, and comparatively few of them go back onto the 
farms. We do not have to work hard for this, for our system edu- 
cates that way. I have visited also most of the principal European 
agricultural schools and colleges, and I do not know of one that I 
would rank higher than ours, or one that I would rather belong to 
than to the faculty of the Minnesota agricultural school. Minne- 
sota is good enough for me. 

“The first faculty consisted of Professors Porter, Hays, Sprague 
and Harper and Dr. Lugger and myself. There have been a few 
changes and only one death here, which we have recently experienced 
in the great and untimely loss of our friend, Dr. Otto Lugger. 
These men with others who have joined with them have made this 
school a splendid success. They came here for their life work, and 
they recognize that their lives are not going to be long enough to 
make this work as great a success as it should be. They feel that 
the work is immortal but the workers are very mortal. 

“People come here and see our fine buildings, the dairy building, 
the horticultural building, the armory, the girls’ building and others, 
and our fine grounds, and they say nature has done much for us—but 
we have done something to help nature. We have tried to imitate 
nature as she appears at her best, and this natural appearance of our 
campus is the result of a great amount of work and care. At first 
there was no highway or graded road where is our present entrance. 
We came across the fields to reach the institution. So our buildings 
have increased in number, (and we are soon to have additional 
ones) and our grounds have grown in beauty, and the work of the 
experiment station has grown in greater proportion; and our school 
has surpassed all that was thought possible, until we are looked upon 
throughout the northwest as having an ideal institution; that is, the 
stone that was rejected of the builders has become the head of the 
corner. 

“Last winter the legislature made an appropriation of $2,000 
a year for the purpose of sending agricultural literature from the 
school of agriculture to the rural schools. The idea is to give a 
start in rural education in agriculture. Short bulletins on subjects 
of special interest will be prepared and sent to all the district schools. 
This is a movement that will result in great good, for it is of no use 
for the legislature to pass a law requiring the teachers to teach some- 
thing of horticulture or agriculture in the public schools when they 
do not know anything about these subjects themselves, much less 
how to teach them. I believe great good will come from these 
pamphlets sent out, so that the teachers will know what and how to 
teach horticultural or agricultural topics. When the work is better 
known there will come to be a demand for it, and it will become an 
important qualification in teachers.” 

Prof. Snyder, of the department of chemistry, was next called 

upon and read an able and practical paper on “Plant Foods for 
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Horticultural Crops,’ which will appear later in our monthly. (See 

index. ) 
Prof. T. L. Haecker, of the dairy department, spoke of the 

dairy interests of Minnesota. “Modern dairying in Minnesota,” he 

said, “extends over a period of only about ten years. Prior to 1890 

there was no real commercial dairying in the state. I made a trip 

throughout the state in 1891. I found no good butter being made 

in factories at that time. The butter was chiefly noted for its va- 

riety. The cream was raised, some in cellars, some in kitchens, 

some in tanks in barns. This was gathered and carried sometimes 

twenty or thirty miles, and it was poor stuff by the time it got to the 

creamery. Butter makers then were not trained men. I did not 

find a single factory then that was clean or fit to make butter in. 

The result was a general dissatisfaction. The farmers were dis- 

satisfied, the butter makers were poorly paid, and the creamery men 

could not get good prices. There were one or two instances of co- 
operative creameries where separators were used, and these were 

giving satisfaction. These have multiplied until now we have about 

seven hundred of these modern creameries. In fact, the growth has 

been almost too rapid, and some creameries have been built where 

they were not needed, and a few creameries are idle because they 

were built where they should not be.- 

“Some one at one of the farmers’ institutes asked why Minnesota 

made such good butter. This may be answered by asking why the 

butter of Faribault county is so different from that of an adjoining 

county. At the farmers’ institutes in Faribault county we have had 

large gatherings, while in the adjoining county we could not get an 

audience. This will explain why Minnesota as a whole makes such 

good butter. 

“The past year the cash receipts to the farmers, after defraying 

the expenses of the manufactory, the net returns to the men that pro- 

duced the milk, were between eleven and twelve million dollars. : 

We also have an income from the private dairies of about five mil- 

lion dollars, and these, with income from other sources, bring the 

returns from the dairy interests of the state up to about $20,000,000. 

“No small results from the introduction of modern dairy methods 
is the relief to the housewife. It is often thought that the south 

part of the state is especially adapted to dairy interests, but I think 

the time is coming when the central and northern parts of the state 

will do more work of this kind than is now being done in the south,” 

Prof. M. H. Reynolds, veterinary surgeon at the station, gave a 

short talk on recent developments in medical science, es- 

pecially as pertaining to veterinary practice. ASe-sit ais 
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possible now to make diagnoses of diseases of man with 

a certainty and positiveness that were impossible a few 

years ago, and as the art of prevention in such diseases 

as diphtheria and smallpox by means of vaccination and other 

wise has greatly improved, so an equally great advance has been 

made in the knowledge and prevention of diseases of animals. Black 

leg and other diseases for which it was formerly thought nothing 

could be done can now be prevented with great certainty. Texas 
fever has interfered greatly with cattle traffic, but this problem is 

almost solved. It has been found the disease is possible only in the 
presence of a certain tick. The cure for this is to give the southern 

cattle some treatment before they leave the south that will kill the 

tick. The only difficulty is to find something that will kill every 

tick without injuring the cattle. But work is progressing along 

this line. A serious proposition with cows is milk fever. We now. 

have a treatment that will cure 96 or 97 per cent of such cases. 

Five years ago we would not have thought of treating the disease. 

We are getting on positive ground in the diagnosing, prevention 

and treatment of diseases of animals. 

Prof. Thos. Shaw, of the live stock department, in response to the 

president’s call, said he should talk on horticulture, not because he 

knew much about the subject, but because he knew so little and 

wanted to learn something about it. He first paid a compliment to 

the horticultural society, expressing his surprise to learn of its near- 

ly 1,000 members and of its first rank in size of all kindred societies 

of the country. He gave warning that he should study its methods 

with a view to make the Live Stock Association, of which he was 

an interested member, its rival in membership. Prof. Shaw’s talk 

was bright and breezy, and hinged about three questions which he 

propounded as follows: 

Recounting his own failure in getting a crop of strawberries 

from a most thrifty looking bed because he had planted varieties 

that were not self-fertilizing, he asked: First, “Ought not persons 

who are sending out strawberry plants to the farmers to send out 

only self-fertilizing varieties. If a professor fails in his attempts 

at strawberry culture what can you expect of the average farmer ?” 

Second, “Would it not be better to plant red raspberries -close to- 
gether in wide rows so that they would catch the snow and be thus 

protected in winter, rather than in the regular way of planting wide 

apart with the purpose of burying them in winter? The average 

farmer will not grow these berries if he must lay them down and 

cover with earth to protect the vines. If this can be avoided he 
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may be pursuaded to raise the berries.” Third, “What can be done 
with black raspberry bushes to prevent their being blown by the 

wind ?”’ 

Mr. Underwood suggested that the laying down of raspberry 

vines was just as practicable as any other part of the average far- 

mer’s work. 
Prof. W. H. Cole, superintendent of public schools in Hunting- 

ton, W. Va., who was visiting Dean Liggett, an old time friend, 

expressed his interest in the program of the afternoon, and told of 

his surprise at the development of this northwestern country, where 

he had been taught to believe no one could ever prosper, and spoke 

in words of praise of the great agricultural institution he had found 

here under the fostering care of his old friend. 

The following resolutions of respect for the memory of the late 

John S. Harris were presented by Mr. Clarence Wedge: 

RESOLUTIONS IN MEMORY OF JOHN S. HARRIS. 

Resolved: That as citizens of Minnesota we wish to express 
our appreciation of the great benefits our state has derived from the 
life and labors of our departed brother, John S. Harris. While in 
imore conspicuous places others may have made more brilliant rec- 
ords for public services, it may well be doubted if any man has added 
more to the resources of the state, the comfort and beauty of its 
homes or the happiness of its citizens. 

- As northern horticulturists we deeply realize the burden of 
gratitude we owe to a leader and fellow worker whose courage never 
faltered, whose industry never flagged, who labored faithfully in 
season and out of season to lay the foundations of horticulture in 
this new, needy and seemingly uncongenial soil. Others have had 
a large and honorable part in this work, but without any dispar- 
agement of their labors we easily agree that no other hand has been 
raised so long, so earnestly and so effectively in behalf of every de- 
partment of our art. Our gardens have a richer color and a sweeter 
fragrance from his touch; our sheltering groves whisper his cherish- 
ing; our orchards droop with a more beautiful and luscious fruitage 
in perpetual memorial of his life. 

As members of this society we would recognize the one chiefly 
instrumental in its founding, and for thirty-five years its most active, 
regular and useful. supporter. Repeatedly honored with the most 
important offices within our gift, he rather did honor to these offices 
and to the society by his earnest and unselfish use of them to further 
its beneficent ends. 

As friends and associates we would at this time express some- 
thing of that love and esteem that we all feel for one whose life of 
genial kindness was a constant benediction. Verily did he follow 
in the way of his Master, in that “He came not to be ministered unto, 
but to minister.”” We shall miss him now for many days. There is 
no one to fill his place. Indeed, no one can ever fill his place in our 
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hearts and in our councils. But we shall cherish his memory as 
one of those whom we shall hope to meet and greet again, 

‘(When the sins and the sorrows of time shall be o’er, 
Its pangs and its partings remembered no more.” 

These resolutions were adopted by a rising vote. 

Similar resolutions pertaining to the late Dr. Lugger were pre- 

sented by Mr. J. T. Grimes and similarly adopted: 

RESOLUTIONS IN MEMORY OF PROF. OTTO LUGGER. 

Whereas, It becomes our solemn and painful duty to record the 
death of our brother, friend and co-worker, Professor Otto Lugger, 
of the Department of Entomology and Botany in the College of Ag- 
riculture of the University of Minnesota, which occurred May 21, 
1goI, in the 57th year of his age—revered, honored, loved and re- 
spected by all. 

And whereas, In the loss of Dr. Lugger this society is deprived 
of one of its most valuable aids in defining the habits of both insect 
and plant life, so as to distinguish our friends from our enemies in 
nature ; and the bulletins which he issued from time to time on those 
subjects are regarded everywhere as of undoubted authority. 

And whereas, His name has become a household word in many 
of our homes.. Though unassuming and retiring in disposition, his 
manner was most genial and cordial. A man of profound learning 
in the science of his profession, he was ever ready to impart that 
knowledge which he had acquired to those around him. How much 
this society, as well as the state at large, owes to his labors, can never 
be fully known. ; 

Therefore, Be it Resolved, That we bow in humble submission 
to the Divine Will, believing that our loss is but his gain, and that 
he has only been removed to a higher sphere of usefulness ; and while 
we cherish his memory, let us also try to emulate his virtues. 

Resolved, That we will ever hold in remembrance his patient 
work and perseverence in-the research and development of useful 
knowledge, and that his zeal will stimulate our efforts to perform our ~ 
duties in our several callings with like honesty, fidelity and truth. 

And finally, Resolved, That our secretary be instructed to for- 
ward to his bereaved family, in this their hour of deep affliction, our 
warmest sympathy, together with a copy of these resolutions. 

It was also voted that copies of the above resolutions be pre- 

sented to the respective families of the deceased. 

Wyman Elliot, on behalf of the executive board, presented the 

name of A. K. Bush, of Dover, as worthy an honorary life member- 

ship in the society on account of the faithful work he had done in its 
interests, and moved that this honor be conferred. The motion was 

unanimously carried. 

J. M. Underwood had a few words to say about the new hor- 

ticultural quarters at the state fair grounds. A new building cost- 

ing $25,000 that is to accommodate both horticulture and agriculture. 
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is in the process of erection. It is 160 feet wide and 240 feet long, 
and covers a space four times as large as the old horticultural quar- 

ters. Mr. Underwood urged the importance of every horticulturist 

rallying to the support of the exhibit that will be made there next 

fall, that it may be the most attractive display of its kind ever made 

in the northwest. As much of value may be learned in the six days of 

the fair as in a year, perhaps, in days gone by. Premiums are lib- 

eral, bring your apples, or anything mentioned in the premium list, 

and win all you can. 

Mr. Elliot suggested that any especially nice specimens of 

strawberries, or other fruit too early for the fair, be prepared in cans 

and b:ought in for exhibition. 
The exercises closed by the reading of an interesting paper— 

a prose poem it might be called, by J. T. Grimes, on “The Army of 

Flowers,” which is given in full elsewhere in our monthly. (See in- 

Cex. ) 

The hour for dismissal having arrived, President Pendergast 

declared the meeting closed. 
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LAYING OUT AND SETTING THE RASPBERRY FIELD. 

ROLLA STUBBS, BEDERWOOD. 

The red raspberry. One year previous to setting plants, I haul 

out and cover the ground with a good coat of manure, choosing the 

oldest and poorest land that has been cultivated. I choose a heavy 

clay soil or with clay as near the surface as I can get it. Then cul- 

tivate it to corn one year, kéeping the ground clear of grass and 

weeds, and getting the manure thoroughly mixed with the soil. I 

usually set two to three acres at once. Then the next spring J 

plow my ground six to eight inches deep, harrowing the ground 

thoroughly and making it very smooth. 

Next take a marker made like a corn marker only having run- 

ners five feet apart making three furrows at one time of crossing 

the field. When marked one way turn and cross the other way mak- 

ing five feet apart each way. As I have tried the matted row system 

and three by six and four by six I find that five feet each way is the 

best, and almost all the fruit growers in my vicinity are adopting 

the same plan. If grown in this way they are much easier to pick 

from and to cultivate, producing almost as many berries as in matted 

rows and a much larger and finer berry. I also find that red rasp- 

berries grown on heavy clay soil will be larger and much finer, 

making them more desirable for shipping. 

The fall previous to spring setting, I get good plants from a 

two-year-old bed. Heel them in good, and they will be better than 

those dug in the spring. Dug in the fall they are then ready to set 

early inspring. I set as early as the ground will work good. After the 

ground is prepared as above two persons set out the plants. Take a 

one-horse stone boat, having on it a tub or half barrel with plants 
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in water. Let the horse go along between two rows. Each man 

has a spade, and placing it at the cross mark, pushes it down, and 

pressing back and forward, draws out the spade. He then takes a 

plant out of the water, and putting it in opening made, presses the 

soil around it with the foot. If there are plenty of plants I put two 

in each hill, which will insure a better stand and will get better re- 

turns the first year after the plants are set. I cultivate two or three 
times a week through the season. 

As soon as we are through picking berries we cut out all the 

old wood, throwing two rows together in piles. When through 

take a two-horse wagon and hay rack, haul the vines off and burn 

them at once. 

In the fall, from the fifteenth of October until November first, 

we lay our plants down. Generally two men go along, one taking 

hold of the hill, pulling it over and pressing the vines down close to 

the ground as can be without breaking the canes; the other takes 

a spade or shovel and covers the end of the plants with dirt to hold 

them down, laying the plants all down one way parallel with the 

row. One man may do the work by using a six-tined fork to hold 

the vine down. When through tipping I take two horses and a 

fourteen-inch plow with an evener five feet long, straddling the 

row with horses, one man to drive, and another to hold the plow, 

and throw furrow up on each side, being careful not to run too close 

to the hills. When we get through plowing we take shovels and 

cover what is left uncovered. 
Early in the spring, usually about the fifteenth of April, I take 

up the vines with a six-tined fork or potato fork. When the vines are 

raised up I run through them with a double shovel plow first, then 

follow up with a five-tooth cultivator both ways to get the ground 

leveled down well. Then take a Hoe or garden rake and pull the 

soil away from the hill to make it level with the other ground. 

After this I go through with a hand clipper, cutting off the tops and 

leaving the canes about three feet high, and also cut off all broken 

canes, leaving eight to ten stalks, or cares, to a hill. Cultivate two 

or three times a week or oftener, according to the season, till the 

berries begin to ripen. Berres treated this way I usually get $50 

to$6o per acre at one year old; $75 to $80 at two years old; and $100 

to $150 at three and four years old. I have never failed to have a 

fair crop of berries in the last twelve years. Black raspberries are 

treated the same as red ones, except I plant them four by eight foot. 

I have seen one seedling red raspberry originated by J. Corlett, 

Mound Prairie, La Crescent P. O., Minn., that promises to become 

a strong rival of the Loudon. The fruit is of about the same size, 
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color and appearance as the Loudon, and the plant of similar habit 

of growth. The fruit appears to be easier to pick, less liable to 

crumble and keeps longer after gathering, while the quality and 

flavor are thought to be better than the Loudon. 

WHAT TO PLANT WITH THE STRAWBERRY, RASP- 
BERRY AND BLACKBERRY. 

M. CUTLER, PRINCETON. 

In considering this subject we find it necessary to treat it from 

two standpoints, that of the small gardener with a limited area of 

land, and that of the extensive grower with plenty of room for ex- 

pansion. For a limited area, strawberries during the first season 

may be grown with early vegetables, like radishes, lettuce, peas, and 

string beans. Care should be used in seeding and not plant too 

thickly, and good cultivation given with hand cultivators. On large 

areas I do not consider it profitable to plant any other crop with 

strawberries. My plan is to mark both ways, three by four feet, set 

two good strong plants at the intersection of the marks, and culti- 

vate both ways until the runners are well started. 

Between raspberries and blackberries I find early potatoes 

planted about five inches deep and given level cultivation one of 

the best and most profitable crops. Early sweet corn, peas, beans, 

and some other garden vegetables may be planted, provided the land 

is rich, and given intensive cultivation throughout the season. Apple 

and plum trees set in the rows will do well provided the land is 

adapted to such fruits. After the second season I would not at- 

tempt to grow’any other crop between the above named fruits, be- 

lieving it more profitable to give them the entire use of the ground. 

One of the simplest seed testers consists of a shallow box of 

loose earth or sand dampened and kept in the house until it is warm. 

The soaked seeds are counted, placed in the box and covered with 

a thin layer of earth or sand. The box is to remain in the living 

room for several days. As the seedlings come up, count them and 

compare with the number planted. It is advisable to record the 

date and number of seeds planted. It is best not to fill the box 

quite full of earth or sand, as it may then be covered with a board 

to prevent evaporation. 

The Oregon Apple Box—The Oregon Fruit Growers’ Asso- 

ciation has fixed as the standard box one having inside measure- 

ment 18xI1I¥4x10%4 inches, containing 2173 cubic inches. 
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DID vou ATTEND THE SUMMER MEETING ?—If not you are much the loser. 

Read the account of it on another page of this number and resolve to be with 

us another year and so on, ad infinitum, to the end. Fruits and flowers, a host 

of kind friends united by a common interest and a surcease of care were the 

lot of those of us who were there. 

Frost May 257TH.—‘‘Tender things such as squash, tomatoes, beans, cu- 

cumbers, melons and the tips of grapes are frozen; also potatoes and corn, but 

not to a great extent. Ithink it is hard on grape blossoms, also on raspber- 

ries and strawberries. Plum crop very small in this section, about one-quarter 

of acrop. Apples are fair but trees not bearing full crop.”’ 

May 25th, 1901. MARTIN PENNING, Sleepy Eye. 

CHEERY Worps—“‘I thought of you people yesterday when I mulched with 

my hands a nice top-worked tree that Dartt named ‘‘Ditus Day’’ when he sent 

me cions. My grounds, trees, last year’s buds and this year’s grafts never 

looked finer. Strawberries and fifty trees of Early Richmond cherries are 

well loaded and just getting ripe. Robins in abundance, and they act as if 

they were sole owners here.”’ 

June 15th, 1901. A. J. Paiiips, West Salem, Wis. 

WHy IS THE MARTHA A LIGHT BEARER ?—‘‘ Although the bloom was 

ligbt on most varieties of apples, the Martha bloomed exceedingly heavy, and 

the frost of May 24th and 25th entirely killed the Martha fruit stalks, whereas 

the Whitney No. 20, Virginia, Early Strawberry, Wealthy, Duchess, etc., were 

not injured at all. This may account in some measure for the complaint that 

the Martha is a shy or tardy bearer. Certain it is that it did not stand the 

frost that other varieties did.”’ C. EK. OLDER, Luverne, Minn. 

INQUIRY ABOUT THE CoRK BARK ELmM.—‘‘Is not the Cork Bark or Rock 

Elm a very desirable and very much neglected hardy northern native shade 

tree? Will not some of your able contributors knowing both the common 

White and the much less common Cork Bark Elm give your readers a com- 

parison between the two? A Wisconsin nurseryman writes: ‘The Cork Bark 

I think the handsomest of the Elms, its leaf larger than the White Elm leaf, 

its seed much larger and growth slower.’ ” 
June 12, 1901. F. K. PHOENIX, Delavan, Wis. 

SuRE DEATH FOR CuT Worms.—Wyman Elliot stands sponsor for the 

following ‘‘sure thing’’?; Mix one pound of Paris green thoroughly with a 
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bushel of bran and add a gallon of molasses, stirring together till the whole 

mass is ‘‘crumbly.’’ If you can't bring it to that consistency then you have 

got too much or too little molasses and must change accordingly. This mix- 

ture strewed around the plants desired to protect will do the business. Try 

and report results. 

A New Honorary LIFE MEMBER.—Hon. A. K. Bush, of Dover, Minn., 

was without dissent elected an honorary life member at the late summer meet- 

ing. His name was recommended to the society as a candidate for this honor 

in recognition of his signal services to the society, notably in connection with 

the farmer’s institute and the state legislature. He has shown himself more- 

over a friend and worker for the society in every possible direction, which is 

emphasized further by his appointment as a member of the executive board, as 

announced in this number. 

DELEGATE TO THE AMERICAN POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY.—This national 

society holds its biennial session at Buffalo on September 12th and 13th. 

Prof. S. B. Green is expecting to be visiting the exposition at that time, and 
has accepted credentials from this society and will represent us at that gath- 

ering. Some of the states will have a dozen delegates there, and we should be 

glad of further representation if any other of our members are to be there 

at that time. Don’t forget to notify the secretary in season to forward proper 

credentials. 

WILL YoU EXHIBIT FRUIT AT THE STATE FAIR ?—Fruit is not any too 

plentiful in some parts of the state this year, and the right filling up of the new 

horticultural quarters will require the efforts of all our members who have any 

thing to show. Make your plans to come early and stay late. If only one 

plate of apples or plums bring or send it, not forgetting to make the proper 

entries. Send to Secretary E. W. Randall for a premium list, and even though 

you have never exhibited at the fair before the directions contained therein 

will make the course easy to you. 

THE JAPANESE LILAC (SYRINGA JAPONICA).—Amongst the items of inter- 

est to be seen at the State Experiment Station at the time of our summer gath- 

ering none was more noticeable or attractive than specimens of the above 

named shrub in full bloom. Growing toa large size for a shrub and covered 
with great clusters of creamy white flowers, very fragrant, it was a thing of 

beauty long to be remembered. It has moreover the imperative advantage in 

this climate of being perfectly hardy. Gentle reader, make haste to adorn your 

home with one of these most handsome plants. 

VACANCIES FILLED BY THE EXECUTIVE BOARD.—A number of vacancies 
created by the death of J. S. Harris were filled by appointment by the board at 

a meeting held the evening before the late summer meeting. Hon. A. K. Bush 

was selected to succeed him on the executive board, Messrs. S. B. Green, O. 

M. Lord and F. W. Kimball on the seedling committee, and his son, Frank I. 
Harris, was appointed in charge of the society trial station which has been 

located at his father’s place for a generation. The various appointments 

emphasize in small part only the extent of the work our lamented friend was 

doing for the society. 

A GENUINE WINTER CRAB.—Ex-Secretary A. J. Philips, of West Salem, 

Wis., has growing on his place a crab, from seed planted over forty years ago, 

that he has at last discovered is a genuine long keeper. Three barrels of this 
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fruit were gathered last year, and it kept well till the middle of April, being 

used daily after February 1st for pies and sauce up to that time. Prof. Goff 

pronounces it good enough to propagate, so Mr. Philips says, and he ts going 

to grow it and put it on the market to fill a long felt want as a real winter 
crab. His name for this new candidate is sufficiently unique, being called 

Shook Winter Crab, because the fruit kept so well notwithstanding he ‘‘shook”’ 

the fruit down instead of hand-picking it. 

ANENT THE “MISSING LINK’? APPL&.—An official high in the Illinois 
State Horticultural Society writes as follows in regard to this new variety of 
apple, which is at present being somewhat exploited in the northwest, (this in 

answer to aninquiry): ‘The only endorsement of the apple that I know of is 

that at the annual meetings a premium is offered for the ‘best plate of new 

apples, good enough to be recommended.’ The apple has been entered and 

received this premium two or three times, one time, I know, without any 

competition, and once the other competitors were ruled out because their 
varieties were not considered new. As you have the reports, you can find the 

report of the committees under the head of ‘premium awards.’ One party, 

writing from the vicinity near where it is claimed the variety originated, calls 

ita fraud. I do not know enough about it to express an opinion and have not 

found any prominent horticulturist who does know much about it. I can 

frankly say that I do not like the method taken to push it, and it is very evi- 

dent that there is a great effort to ‘work’ the Illinois Horticultural Society in 

connection with it.”’ 

STORE FRUIT FOR THE STATE FAIR AND THE ANNUAL MEETING.— 
Arrangements same as for a number of years past have been made with the — 
Produce Refrigerating Co., 410 1st Street North, Minneapolis, to receive and 

care for fruit stored there for either of the occasions referred to above. Any 

varieties of apples, plums, peaches or pears that you are willing to exhibit and 

that will not keep till then under ordinary cellar conditions, can be sent to 

this address for storage, where it will be kept in a temperature of 32 to 35 

above zero, which will retain it in good condition a long time. Fruit should 
be picked, carefully wrapped and sent by express prepaid as fast as it ripens, 

and in this way the exhibitor will be able to make a full show of whatever 

varieties are growing on the place regardless of when they mature. It is this 

ptocess which is enabling us to make such fine shows of fruit at both the state 

fair and the regular winter meeting of the society. No charge will be made to 
the person storing the fruit for keeping it, and it will be delivered at the places 

of exhibition at the proper time also without expense. Any contemplating 

exhibiting fruit should send to Secretary Latham and get shipping tags speci- 

ally printed for this purpose. Send early and store everything you are able to. 

We want /hese exhibitions to be the ‘‘top notch.”’ 
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In Memoriam, 

DR. OTTO LUGGER, 

St. ANTHONY Park, MINN. 

Died May 21, 1901. Aged 57 years. 

In the death of Dr. Otto Lugger, the farmers and horticulturists 

of Minnesota have lost one of their ablest advisers ; the agricultural 

department of the university has lost one of the men who have done 

much to make its practical education popular with the people of 

the state; science has lost one who loved science and who delighted 

in a large connection with its achievements. 

Dr. Lugger had rare native ability for the work of a naturalist. 

Early in life he developed a strong instinct for nature study. His 

father, who was a scientist, wisely included in his school work a 

broad line of education in the German gymnasium and in the Ger- 

man universities. Coming to this country in early manhood, Dr. 

Lugger continued his studies both in university laboratories and in 

the field. For a time he was connected with the national geological 

survey on the the great lakes. Here he began a collection of insects, 

which was afterward burned in the great Chicago fire. About this 

time he became acquainted with Prof. C. V. Riley, who was then 

in newspaper work in Chicago. When Prof. Riley became state 

entomologist of Missouri, in 1868, he took with him young Lugger 

as assistant. Dr. L. O. Howard, Lugger’s former associate in the 
national Department of Agriculture, and now head of the entomo- 

logical division of that department, says concerning Lugger’s work 

in Missouri,—“During the years 1868 to 1875, when Riley estab- 

lished his great reputation as economic entomologist and published 

eight of the nine annual reports which brought him lasting fame, 

Lugger remained his quiet, unassuming, self-sacrificing, devoted 

helper.” 
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In 1875 he married Lena Rosewald and soon after became 

curator of the Maryland Academy of Science and naturalist of the 
city parks. During this time, he did much work in John Hopkins 

University and did much scientific work in his private laboratory. 

One pleasant and valuable experience was a trip to South America, 
in which he collected museum material for the city parks. In 1885 

he was appointed assistant in the division of entomology in the U. S. 

Department of Agriculture. From there he came to Minnesota in 

1888, where for thirteen years he held the position of professor of 
entomology in the university and entomologist of the experiment 

station and for several years had been state entomologist. The fol- 

lowing is quoted from a recent article in “Science” by Dr. L. O. 
Howard: . 

“His first entomological experience in the state of Minnesota 
was one of great interest and importance, and his vigorous and in- 

telligent action in the face of a great emergency fixed his standing 
as a most useful officer firmly in the minds of the Minnesota farmers. 
An enormous swarm of the Rocky Mountain locust, or western 
migratory grasshopper, had settled down in Ottertail County. By 
Lugger’s advice and energetic field work, backed as he was by a 

public-spirited and intelligent governor (Hon. W. R. Merriam, now 
director of the U. S. Census) who personally guaranteed the funds 
necessary for the campaign, the hordes of destructive insects were 

annihilated, and great damage was averted. 
“From that time to the time of his death, nearly thirteen years, 

Lugger’s work was most active; his publications were frequent, and 

he gained the profound respect of his constituents and of the scien- 

tific men of the country. His bibliography, covering about thirty 

titles of record, comprises almost exclusively articles on economic 

entomology, but he was by no means a one-sided naturalist. He 

was a good botanist and published several papers concerning plant 

diseases, notably his article on the black rust (Bulletin 64, Univ. 

Minn. Agric. Exp. Station). 

“Some years ago he began the publication of a series of large 
papers which when brought together would have formed an elabo- 
rate treatise on the entomology of Minnesota. The parts which 
had been published were an extensive paper on the parasites of man 

and domestic animals (Bul. 48, 1896, Minn. Agr. Exp. Station, pp. 
72-270, figs. 187, plates 16), the Orthoptera of Minnesota (Bul. 55, 

1897, pp. 91-386, figs. 187), the Lepidoptera of Minnesota (Bul. 61, 

1898, pp. 55-334, figs. 237, plates 24), the Coleoptera of Minnesota 
(Bul. 66, 1899, pp. 85-331, figs. 249, plates 6), and the Hemiptera 
of Minnesota (Bul. 69, 1900, pp. 1-259, figs. 200, plates 15). It is 
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a great pity that Dr. Lugger did not live to complete this series, 

since the elaborate numbers were profusely illustrated and were 

prepared with great care and written in most interesting style. At 

the time of his death he was preparing the part on Diptera, in which 

he intended possibly to include the Neuropteroids. It is greatly to 

be hoped that his manuscript was sufficiently advanced to permit 
its publication. 

“Aside from his scientific ability, Lugger was a man of ad- 

mirable qualities. His wide information, his agreeable personality 

and his keen sense of humor made him one of the most delightful 

companions I have ever known. Many of his stories and humorous 

sayings are current among entomologists all over the United States, 
and his loss will be felt for many years to come.” 

Dr. Lugger’s public work in Minnesota forms an interesting 

chapter in his life’s history. I remember his first public lecture, 

which was given before the state horticultural society in the old 
market hall at the corner of Hennepin and First street north. Upon 

the invitation of the secretary to address the society on that evening, 

Dr. Lugger prepared an elaborate paper on “Insect-Eating Plants.” 

He had expected to occupy the entire evening with his lecture, and 
besides writing it out in excellent form he had prepared many 

colored drawings which he displayed before the audience. He was 

not called until after several others were heard, and the audience 

was already well tired with long sitting before he began. 

His speech was then somewhat broken with German brogue, 

and the audience had much difficulty in following him until he left 

reading and began to talk about the pictures, when all were alive to 

the ability and to the interesting character of this new-comer into 

Minnesota agriculture. This speech taught Dr. Lugger that he 

could not interest Minnesota audiences by reading scientific papers 

to them, but could greatly interest them by his talks and his pictures. 

He developed from this time very rapidly as a public speaker, 
whether before his classes, before delegations of farmers visiting 

university farm, before county commissioners and public meetings 
of farmers interested in destroying grasshoppers or before any of 

the numerous state and national societies in which he presented 

scientific and practical subjects. He not only learned to talk well, 

but his ever ready wit and his many illustrations made of him a most 
entertaining lecturer. Some of the papers he presented before the 
state horticultural society required days and even weeks of patient 
labor in preparing the colored illustrations. The newspapers of 

Minnesota have had many interesting articles from Dr. Lugger’s 
pen. He did not confine his scientific work nor his writings simply 
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to entomology, but he published many interesting things in botany. 

He had made a mounted collection of wild animals and birds with 

notes showing the relation of each to plant production. 

The many kind and complimentary things which have been said 

about Dr. Lugger in the newspapers of the state, in private con- 

versation and in public meetings since his death are very gratifying 
to the doctor’s friends. It has made us all realize what a hold he 

had on the popular mind of the people among whom he worked. 

Witet M. Hays. 

SOME LESSONS OF THE YEAR 1900. 

J. S. HARRIS, LA CRESCENT. 

(Read at late meeting of the Southern Minnesota Horticultural So- 

ciety, in November, 1900.) 

At the early opening of last spring (1900) there was a brilliant 

prospect for a very large crop of fruit in Minnesota of all kinds that 

can be made to succeed in this climate, but in some respects the 

promise has not been fulfilled. The previous winter had been a com- 

paratively mild one, and trees and plants with few exceptions had 

received little if any perceptible injury from cold, and those excep- 

tions were either from root-killing in bleak and unsheltered posi- 
tions where the ground was bare from snow the greater part of the 

winter and no artificial protection was given, or with trees that were 

blackened or so nearly killed in the winter of 1898-9 that they did 

not start into growth until very late in the season and the growth 

was soft and unripened. Such growth was injured by the first frost 
of the autumn, and such of the trees as did not come out dead in 

the spring have still a very sorry appearance and are only fit to fur- 

nish breeding places for insects and diseases. The lesson in this 

case is that such badly winter-killed trees had better be taken out, 

root and branch, and burned, providing they are old trees, but if they 

are young trees with good healthy roots they may be cut off at the 

surface of the ground and sprouts allowed to grow, thinning to one 

sprout after the first year. I have adopted this practice with the 

Fameuse, Utter, Walbridge and Wealthy that were killed back in the 

winter of 1884-5 with excellent results, having fine trees of those va- 

rieties tliat have fruited well for the past few years. These varieties 

root very freely from the scion above the stock and near the sur- 

face of the ground, and the sprouts are generally from the graft and 

“come true to nature. Ben Davis, Wine Sap, Northern Spy and ~ 

‘many other varieties treated in the same manner have not proved 
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satisfactory, and the sprouts have not been of the same variety as 

the original tree. . 

The final summing up of the season in this part of the state 

shows that there was harvested less than one-half a crop of straw- 

berries, but little more than a half crop of raspberries, about an aver- 

age crop of blackberries and grapes and a variable crop of native 

plums, while apples were generaily an exceptionally large crop, much 

of which was lost from causes which will be mentioned later. If we 

can locate the causes for these facts, valuable lessons will have been 

learned. 
Strawberries—Over much of the state the previous fall was 

very dry, and its effect upon strawberries was that upon a large pro- 

portion of the plantations (particularly new ones) the runners had 

failed to form strong, well rooted plants, and although the bloom 

was liberal, owing to this cause and the drouth which prevailed last 

spring and continued until the season was well advanced, the plants 

wcre too weak and feebly rooted to mature a full crop of perfect 

fruit. Plantations that were put out very early the previous year 

and had made a good supply of plants before the drouth set in did 

much the best, which goes to show that clipping the runners off in 

the earlier part of the season and depending upon later ones for 

fruiting is not always a safe practice. Had all plantations been 

made early, given proper cultivation and treated to irrigation in 

August of the previous year, and again after the fruit had set last 

spring, the crop would have been better. It is said that Mr. R. H. 

L. Jewett, of Faribault, treated his plantation to irrigation and se- 

cured a larger and better crop of fruit than the generality of 

growers. 

I visited a plantation at Galesville, Wis., in the fruiting season, 

where a liberal application of old barnyard manure had been spread 

between the rows, to get rid of it about mid-summer, and they were 

mulched for the following winter with litter from the stables because 

other material for the purpose was not at hand, and I never saw a 

jarger or better crop growing anywhere in any season. This ma- 

nure kept the ground moist while the plants were making their 

growth, and the manure winter mulching did not take up the mois- 

ture made by melting snow and light spring rains but allowed the 

moisture to carry nutriment to the roots of the plants. The lesson 

favors irrigation in times of drouth and old manure on the surface 

as a stimulant to growing plants. 

I have not come to a final decision upon the causes of the partial 

failure of the raspberry crop. It did not appear to be any better 

where the canes were laid down and covered during the winter than 
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where left exposed. It is not unlikely that the roots had been in- 

jured in the winter of the previous year and, consequently, made a 

later growth that was not fully ripened. 

The crop of blackberries and grapes came on after the drouth of 

this season was broken and was very fine. 

Our native plums are considered to be absolutely hardy, to en- 

dure the most severe winters, and often they will stand considerable 
frost after the fruit has formed without injury. From the obser- 

vations that I have been able to make, the variableness of the crop 

this season can largely be attributed to a lack of pollenization, but 

possibly from the frost that occurred on the mornings of the 3rd and 
4th of May, when the early varieties in warm localities were in full 

bloom but the fruit had not been formed, and there were no insects 

working in the bloom to assist in pollenization. The later blooming 
varieties and other varieties in locations where they came into bloom 
a few days later when insects were plenty, set their fruit well and 

matured a good crop. 
In the valleys along the Mississippi river and its tributaries there 

were but few plums, while upon the high lands, where they came 

into bloom a week later, the crop was abundant. I do not keep bees 

but am inclined to the opinion that if they were kept in or near the 
plum orchard the results would have been better, and if the season 

-of blooming could be retarded a little the crop would be more cer- 

tain. In most seasons jarring the trees and catching the curculios 
on sheets and destroying them would increase the quantity and qual- 

ity of the fruit raised, but with me this season there was but little 

fruit for them to work on. 

The growing of apples is at this time leading all other fruits 

in interest. The bloom of the apple trees last spring exceeded that 

of any previous year since 1884, and the set of the fruit was heavy. 

The usual June dropping was very large, but none too large for the 
welfare of the trees and to insure a full crop, but early varieties, and 

especially the Duchess and Tetofsky, continued to drop during the 

entire season until when fully ripe there were but few remaining to 
gather. As these varieties are useful for cooking, a considerable 

portion of them were utilized for market. The Okabena, Peerless 

and nearly every variety of Russian origin followed suit and were 

mostly off the trees by the 25th of August, but we succeeded in dis- 

posing of the most of them as Duchess without hearing of any fault 

found by our customers; but the windfall Russians were not wanted 

at any price and were not fit for converting into cider or vinegar, be- 

cause they had dropped from two to four weeks before time for 

gathering them, and while the weather was so warm that decay set 

OS ee eee 
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in at once, and they could not be sent to distant markets. The 

Wealthy, Fameuse, Utter, Shockly, Plumb’s Cider and the Russian 

Anisim and Antonovky hung on very well until the last week in 

August,-when they began to drop freely, from having ripened too 

early, and as they would not keep well had to be gathered and mar- 

keted while prices were low to save them. The few long-keepers 
that are grown with us are already decaying badly, and good winter 

apples are scarce. The causes for this are generally attributed to 

the drouth of early summer, the warm rains of mid-summer that 

started a vigorous wood growth, diverting the sap from the devel- 

opment of fruit to the formation of wood, and the propagation of 
fungous diseases and the long-continued extreme heat that occurred 

during the month of August. 

Some orchards, some localities and some methods of treatment 

brought better results than others, and it is from observations and 
making comparisons that we are to learn our lessons. In my own 

orchard scattering trees, standing in ground that was kept cultivated, 

did not drop their fruit as early, and two large Duchess trees carried 
a full crop up to the end of the season. On other scattering trees 

that were not thoroughly cultivated the fruit hung on longer, and 
it came to greater perfection than on those in full rows in the regular 
orchard. Trees that stood twelve by eighteen to twenty feet apart 

and had reached the age of sixteen to twenty years and but indiffer- 

ently cultivated, ripened and dropped the whole crop earlier than 

those standing at greater distance apart, and decay began earlier. 

Trees on elevated land of clay loam or limestone soils held their fruit 

better, and the quality was better than in orchards on low or valley 

lands of light alluvial soils. Orchards on eastern and northern slopes 

of hills or bluffs with shelter not too close on the south and west 

did about as well as those on the tops of the hills, where they were 

not too closely planted, and were less affected by heavy wind storms. 

Where spraying was practiced and bands put upon the trunks as a 

remedy against the codling worm and apple gouger, there was a 

much larger proportion of the fruit that was of fair appearance and 

free from worms and the irregularities caused by the gouger than 

where these means were not practiced. In some cases where liberal 

mulching was applied before the soil became too dry, the results 

produced seemed to be favorable. 

The lessons to be learned in a season like the last are: First.— 

That the best site for an orchard is upon high, well drained land, with 

strong clay loam or limestone soil or on the northern and eastern 

slopes of hills and bluffs. Second.—That for best results the trees 

should not be too closely planted. For large commercial orchards 
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I would recommend planting the trees twenty or more feet apart in 

the rows and the rows thirty to forty feet apart, according to loca- 

tion, and growing early maturing hoed crops between until the trees 

need the whole space. This distance affords better facilities for 

cultivation, and the roots have ample room in which to find moisture 

and nutrition without robbing neighboring trees—besides the fruit 

and foliage is less liable to suffer from the attacks of fungous dis- 

eases. Third.—Cultivation of the orchard, at least until midsummer, 

is better than even mulching, but probably a combination of the two 

or a light mulch under the trees and out as far as the branches ex- 

tend might be still better. Fourth.—lIt is injurious to the orchard 

to let it become heavily sodded with grasses or to raise small grain 

between the trees. Fifth—Shelter belts at a suitable distance from 

the orchard on the southwest and south sides are beneficial by break- 

ing the force of winds and checking evaporation. Sixth.—Judicious 
spraying and methods of trapping and destroying injurious insects 

are a necessity in order to raise an abundance of high grade fruit. 

THE ARMY OF FLOWERS. 

J. T. GRIMES, MINNEAPOLIS. 

When we speak of an army our thoughts naturally turn to some 

large body of disciplined soldiers, rushing madly forward with the 
force of an irresistible conquerer, carrying fire and sword, demolish- 

ing towns and cities, depopulating countries and villages and spread- 

ing on every side slaughter, destruction, desolation and want as he 

advances—and not the least of all the evils are the widows and or- 

phans left behind, whose life hopes were blasted when that proud 

soldier went down to bite the dust upon the glorious battlefield. No ~ 

more shall his smiles greet them, no more shall his arm of protection 

be placed about them; a life sacrificed, perhaps, more to the ambition 

of some proud mortal than for the sake of country or home. And 

what can be said of that maiden fair, no longer young in years, but 

wearing still the sacred pledge of future bliss that never can 

transpire? Could we have heard her last refrain: - “Oh cruel Fate, 

how sad an end, to mama’s hopes, and mine!” Who would envy an 

Alexander or Napoleon their glory when built upon a foundation 

like this? 

Welcome to your laurels, welcome to all your glory, welcome, 

thrice welcome to your blood-stained garments! I covet them not, 

_neithet would [ boast of having slain a brother and go to my Maker 
with the mark of Cain upon my brow. But enough of this. I wish 

it were all a dream. 

—<« Ps 

=~ 
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We will now lay aside this image of darkness, the curse of all the 

centuries, and turn our faces to the light and view with more com- 

plaisant satisfaction the beauties of nature’s handiwork in its de- 

velopment as exemplified in the formation of the great “Army of 

Flowers.” 
One who is infinitely wiser than we hath said, that Solomon, 

when at the height of his glory, could not afford to dress so rich nor 

clothe in such royal splendor as one of these humble privates in 

Queen Flora’s imperial army. It will be interesting for us to pass in 

review and note the movements of this great army as they march 

along. Look out upon the landscape on every side, and you will see 

a very different picture from the one first introduced, a picture more 

bright, more cheerful, more refining, more lovely, one that brings 

happiness and joy to its possessor, a picture of the liveliest and 

brightest colors, drawn iti such endless variety and profusion, a 

picture that no artist’s pencil could follow in all its delicate mark- 

ings. 
You may well ask, whence comes this lovely picture? It was 

drawn by the hand of the God of nature. Who is the God of nature? 

Can you tell? Without the circling seasons and revolving day, this 

earth would be a lifeless mass of inactive matter. Whence have the 

flowers their distinctive individuality, in all the beauty of shade and 

exquisite markings? The sun darts its rays upon them and paints 

the spring in all its gorgeous colorings, with breath perfumed flowers 

the essence of the garden, and casts their fragrance to the breeze and 

fills our senses with feasts of luxurious delight, a feast that never 
cloys the appetite and in its indulgence is incapable of excess. Mel- 

ancholy could scarcely exist within the atmosphere of flowers. 

We first started out to review this great army, but fall back in 

astonishment and are lost in admiration at the vastness of its num- 

bers, the endless variety of uniforms and perfect discipline in the 

order of marching. Scarcely are two columns brought into action 

at the same time, but column after column in regular succession, 

without confusion or breaking of ranks. 
The flag (Iris) under which they march is restricted to the 

white and the blue ; white being the emblem of love, peace and purity, 

and the blue signifying truth, loyalty and faithfulness. You will no- 

tice the red, which is a part of our own national colors and may be 

called the representative of blood, is left out altogether. 

When the lines are formed for action the Snowdrop is foremost 

of all the lovely train, breaking her way through ice and snow at the 
moment the command is given. The next column to move forward is 

the Crocus, proceeding more cautiously and with some timidity, lest 
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some parting shot of winter should break her ranks. Then comes the 

Tulips, uniformed in the gayest dresses that blooming nature wears, 

looking more like a wedding party than a band of soldiers. Seeming- 

ly too gay to fight and yet too proud to run, they stand their ground 

and conquer by their attractions. The next column to move is the 
Carnations. More stately, more soldierly, their force is irresistible, 

subduing every affection with their charms, captivating every eye 

with a noble spread of graces and charming the senses with a pro- 

fusion of delicious odors. They come but to conquer. “Veni, vidi, 

-vici’ (I came, I saw, I conquered). 

I shall not attempt to further portray this wonderful army in 

its discipline and movements. Suffice it to say, it is endless in char- 

acter, invincible in courage, perfect in order and ever ready for action 
when the time for duty approaches. It consists of two grand di- 

visions, the volunteers and the regulars. The first enlist only for 

a season and are termed annuals and are discharged when their time 

of service expires. They seem to have been called into service to 
fill some special emergency more than for constant duty. The regu- 
lars, or main division of the army, is composed of perennials, or those 

who enlist during life and are more to be depended upon for constant 
service. 

Now cast your eyes abroad! The whole plains are covered 
with the moving masses! Was ever an army so magnificently ar- 

rayed, in such beautiful colors and shades of color, from the purest 

white to the deepest scarlet, from the gayest and most conspicuous 

to the more sober and thoughtful? You see no two companies 
dressed alike in the uniforms they wear, and yet the whole procession 
blends in complete harmony. What an admirable arrangement in 

time of action, when each division is expected to perform its duty, 

and how easy for the one in command to distinguish one regiment 

from another in daring deeds of valor! 
What general ever commanded so great an army with such con- 

summate skill and military discipline? See in what order they march, 

company after company, column after column, battalion after bat- 

talion, regiment after regiment, in quick succession! No sooner does 

one company perform its duty and step aside than another takes its 

place, without disorder or breaking of ranks, forming, still forming, 
still changing, ever renewing and still executing some new design, 

with military order and precision, throughout the whole of the flow- 

ering seasons. 
Flowers were first strewn in Paradise for the enjoyment of man 

alone, and none of the beasts of the field ever seem to notice, care 

for or place any value upon them. If there are such a multiplicity 
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of colors in the flowering plants, all emanating from the same soil, 

the same culture and the same conditions in every respect, so far as 

we can discern, there are no less an equal variety of scents emanating 

from their bosoms, every distinctive variety having one peculiarly 

its own. No botanist ever yet attempted to classify them or arrange 

into groups the different kinds of odors, or give to them certain 

names by which one class could be distinguished from another in the 

relation they bear to the plants from which the odors are extracted. 
Their presence can only be known and detected by the delicate sense 

of smell. 

Some of the most beautiful illustrations of record in the Bible 

are drawn from the inspiration of flowers. Who does not feel their 

refining influence, and shall the beauties of the landscape go un- 

heeded? Flowers are said to be the footprints of the angels, sent 

down to earth as messengers of mercy to proclaim peace and good 

will to men, and, hence, must be immortal. No artist’s pencil or 

painter’s brush could have marked out their delicate forms and per- 

fected their colorings with such exquisite taste and finish—and their 

perfume, what is it but the breath of the Creator? Let me but live 

in the midst of the flowers, and I shall not be far removed from 

Heaven itself. 

When I look out upon that neat painted cottage, with its well 

kept lawn and blooming beds of flowers, interspersed with shrubbery, 

all drawn from nature’s hand, a living work of Art Divine, I almost 

envy the occupant of that home, knowing that it must be the abode 

of culture and refinement as well as a place of beauty and a source 

of delight to its possessor. 

The love of flowers is an inherent principle, born in our birth 
and nurtured with our growth, extending through our lives and 

ceasing only when we cease to exist and are laid aside. 

Some time ago a little girl, not more than nine or ten years of 

age, came to my house and said to me: ‘Mister, please, can I have 

some flowers? My father is dead.” I enquired her name and where 

she lived, and also learned that her people were poor. So I gave her 
the flowers, for which she seemed to be thankful. Some little time 
after, she came again and said: ‘Mister, please, can I have some 
flowers? My little baby brother is dead.’ “Certainly, you shall have 
flowers to carry home to your dear little brother.” But imagine my 
surprise, when in a little while after she returned again and said: 
“Mister, please, can I have some flowers? My sister is dead.” “Well 
now, it seems to me, your family is dying very fast. I will just go 
back home with you, and then I will see what can be done.” But like 
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a frightened bird she flew away, and I have seen nothing of her 

since. 
The fact may be, that little girl had such a fondness of flowers 

that she would have buried every relative she had, in her own mind, 

to have procured those funeral tokens. 1 hope she may be able some 

day to have a flower garden all her own, in the sweet by and by. 

When I enlist and become a soldier it will be in the imperial 

army of Queen Flora, beneath the star spangled banner of the white 

and the blue, where I may pitch my tent beside the Rose of Sharon- 
in the Lily of the Valley, and when the Trumpet Flower blows I 

would fall into line and march proudly, beside the Asters and the 

Mary Goulds, to win the Morning Glory on the battlefield. 

With the Lackspur Id rise to the top of the morning, 
To catch the first glimpse of the sweet-scented breeze, 
Where zephyrs are wafting and perfumes are greeting 
My nostrils, with odors of Rose smelling trees ; 
And sip the sweet nectar from the Honeysuckles bosom 
And then take my rest, on a bed of Heart’s Ease. 

Or like some rapid growing vine 
Let me but climb the skies, 
And bring to earth again, my home, 
Once lost in Paradise. 
Then, when my Thyme shall expire, 
I would gracefully retire ; 

Marching, marching, to the music of the Canterbury Bells. 
In the garden of the gods, 
Lay me down among the sods, 

And in memory Forget-me-not, sweet Immortelles! 
Then may the Bleeding Heart in anguish, 
Mourn the loss of a comrade so brave; 
And the Weeping Ash in deep sorrow 
Shed bitter tears over my grave! 

Beautiful Buffalo Berry—This attractive shrub belongs to the 

olive family. It blossoms early, has a foliage of satiny silver and 

besides bears enormous crops of fruit fully equal to the currant. It 

is sometimes called the winter currant, as the berries often remain 

on the bushes until January. The shrubs are of two sexes, conse- 

quently should be planted in clumps or hedges, so that all the blos- 

soms will be properly fertilized. 

Where the common currant fails because of lack of moisture 

they frequently succeed. The blossoms and fruit of this handsome 

plant make it very attractive. It is suitable for decorative purposes 

about the home, and as it is very thorny it can be used for fences. 
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OUTDOOR IMPROVEMENT WORK OF CIVIC LEAGUE 
OF ST. PAUL. 

MRS. CONDE HAMLIN, PRESIDENT. 

I find myself this afternoon in speaking before the horticultural 

society in the predicament of the woman who spoke last month before 

the New York Federation of Women’s Clubs. Her paper was on 

the subject of domestic science, and she said she had done so much 

talking about domestic science that she had had no opportunity to 

learn about it, and she hoped after she was out of office to be able 

to take a course in domestic science in college. 1 feel very much 

that way. I have had so much to do in trying to get what little has 

been accomplished done that | have not had much opportunity to 

learn the real things along this interesting line of work for which 
you meet here today. The secretary gave me permission, and I came 

here on the condition that I may be allowed to speak to you without 

notes, as for want of time I could make no preparation, and what I 

may say to you may be somewhat discursive, but I shall aim to give 

you somewhat of an idea of what the Civic League in St. Paul has 

done. By the program of our open meetings this year you will see 

at once that our outdoor work is a very small section of our activi- 

ties, and you will realize that the limited amount of work we have 

done in that line does not imply that we have accomplished nothing 
else. Our activities cover a wide scope. 

In regard to the outdoor work, I will read briefly from my first 

and last report. I will just read a little section concerning our work 

in parks, streets and vacant lots which will show you what we have 

done along that line: 
“A text for our work in this department was furnished by the 

president of the park board, when he said, in an address delivered 

at an early meeting of the league: ‘Women are peculiarly fitted for 

this work, for it is only housekeeping on a large scale—municipal 

housekeeping—and women are our housekeepers by right and law 

of sex. It is their province to make and keep our homes neat and 

clean, and well ordered and beautiful indoors and outdoors, and it 

is a perfectly natural and logical expansion of that province that the 

queens of the household should extend their sway into the street 
which fronts their premises and into the immediate neighborhood. 

Women could put the inspiration of their love of order and beauty 

into the administration of these branches of the public service.’ The 

league’s first step along this line was taken in the appointment of a 

committee instructed to endeavor to secure the passage through the 

state legislature of two bills, known as House Files Nos. 637 and 
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638. One of these bills provided for the planting of trees in street 
lawns by the park board, on petition of a majority of the property 
owners in a given street; the other for the cutting of grass in street 
lawns on similar petition. The committee was successful in rescuing 

both of these bills from the oblivion into which they had been pushed 
by more aggressive measures and securing their passage. 

“The league then set about formulating a plan by which the resi- 

dence portion of the city might be thoroughly policed with a view 

to improving the appearance of vacant property, neglected street 

lawns, untidy alleys and the like. A committee known as that on 

parks, streets and vacant lots, was created, with Mrs. Willis Hall 

Vittum as its chairman, and a truly remarkable piece of organization 
was perfected under her active and capable leadership. In the 

seventh ward, which is practically a solid residence district, almost 

every street had its chairman and, with few exceptions, each block 

its sub-chairman. The influence of this sort of organization was 
not only direct, but reflex, and I am told that the woman is not far 

to seek who, clothed in a little brief authority, has taken her skirts in 
her hand and sallied forth into her alley righteously intent on pluck- 

ing a mote out of her neighbor’s back premises, only to discover a 

beam in her own. It is hardly necessary to dwell upon the miracle 
which has been worked in the appearance of many of our streets 

during the past summer. Hundreds of feet of vacant property 

which had been a perpetual eyesore, covered as it was with ashes, tin 

cans, rubbish of all sorts, overgrown with noxious weeds, offensive 

not alone to the eye, but to the nostril as well—have been put in clean 
and orderly condition through the organized effort of the women. 

“The second ward, better known as Dayton’s Bluff, with Mrs. 

IF. W. Bergmeier as chairman, has developed a feature peculiarly its 

own as far as our city is concerned. The active co-operation of the 
school children was secured, and a children’s auxiliary formed, 

which christened itself the Junior Civic League. The keen interest 
displayed by these children in the work of improving the neighbor- 
hood readily leads to the belief that a children’s league of good 

citizenship might be successfully inaugurated in connection with the 
public schools of the city at large. The following invitation, in- 
scribed on a postal card and signed by the ward chairman, gives 

an idea of the manner in which the little people were led to co- 
operate with the grown-ups on the bluff last summer: ‘As a mem- 

ber of the Junior Civic League you are requested to assist in putting 
the large lot in Ravine street, extending from Bates to Maria avenue, 
in order on Saturday evening, July 15th, from 6 to 9 p.m. Please 
bring a sickle, hatchet or spade with which to carry on the merry 

ee 
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war. Invite any one who is strong and willing to work. The 

ladies will serve refreshments.’ ”’ 

Some of the other things we have been able to do right along 
this line is to secure petitions for small parks in various sections of 

the city and undertake to get the property owners to pay their fair 

share of the purchase price. One of these has been condemned and 
assessed, and the others probably will go through. There has been 

quite a sentiment worked up in connection with improving our 

boulevards in outlying sections. We have had meetings arranged 

where the plans have been discussed. 

The work in the wards is done in the summer, and in the winter 

_we have our program and do such general work as we can do. 

I will read another brief extract from my report to show what 

we accomplished in connection with the health department in the 

matter of sanitation, pure milk and the disposal of garbage: 

“The work of the league which has told most directly upon the 

community as a whole during the past year is that which has been 

done in co-operation with the city health department. The league 
had been in existence barely a month when it responded to an appeal 

made to it by the commissioner of health to aid in securing the pas- 

sage of an ordinance providing that dairymen supplying 

the city with milk be required to submit their herds to the tuberculin 
test before they could receive a license. True to its colors from the 

first, the league spared no effort to bring the matter to a successful 

issue, even to invading the sacred precincts of the council chamber 

in silent but awful array. The persuasive eloquence and daring gen- 

eralship displayed by the health commissioner on that occasion, fight- 

ing against odds as he was, inspired us with a confidence in his 

prowess which subsequent encounters under his leadership have only 

served to confirm. The league from the first regretted the necessity 
of requiring a fee from the dairymen—since ruled to be unconstitu- 

tional by the supreme court—but under the interpretation of the 

charter made at the time no funds for the expense incident to the in- 

spection were held to be otherwise available. 

“The health department reports that since the passage of the 

ordinance, April 22, 1899, 2,084 cows have been tested for tubercu- 

losis, of which number 154 were found to be diseased. 

“The present week is a notable one in the annals of the league 

in that it is distinguished by the capitulation of the enemy in the 
great garbage campaign. For two months the warfare has waged 

from committee room to council chamber and from council chamber 
to committee room. With the heroic figure of the Herr Doctor in 
the van we have stormed one kop only to be repulsed with fearful 
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though bloodless slaughter at the next. We have turned our ad- 

versaries’ flank in the night only to find him sleepless and watchful, 

drawn up in battle array across our path. But at length the cruel 

war is over. We thank our allies who have so valiantly stood to 

their guns, and now with good will toward all and malice toward 

none we lay down our arms and return to our homes, after the man- 

ner of the American citizen soldier since the government began. It 

but remains for the women of the city to co-operate individually with 

the health department in the working out of the details of the new 

system. Let each housekeeper now do her part and the result will 

be so manifest an improvement over the old state of things that even 

those who have opposed the change will be glad it was made. 

“A brief resume of the circumstances which brought about a 

solution of the garbage problem may not be without interest. The 

work done by the women last summer in the organized wards tended 

to make apparent the necessity of a radical change in the system of 

garbage collection, and for some provision for the disposal of tin 

cans, waste paper, bottles, ashes, old shoes, etc., other than by per- 

mitting them to accumulate in alleys and vacant lots. In the busi- 

ness wards a systematic plan of weekly inspection and report was 

conducted from early in May to October 1st. These wards were 

divided into districts, and a woman inspector placed over each dis- 

trict. 

“The result of the summer’s work was two fold. The appear- 

ance of the districts covered was immensely improved and—what 

has proved vastly more valuable—a comprehensive grasp was ob- 

tained of the whole problem of city waste as it affected our city and 
the way pointed out of its solution. It was readily apparent that the 

first thing to be done was to get rid of the contract system, and we 
set about doing it. Our greatest strength from the first has been 

that we were so familiar with the facts that we knew we were on 

the right track, and the trial which has been given the health depart- 

ment, even under adverse circumstances, since the contracts expired 

December 31st, has served to strengthen our position. Everything 
is now working smoothly, and we are assured that the expense will 

fall well inside the appropriation.” 

I suppose this last year the most important thing we did was 
to educate public opinion in favor of getting a new charter before 
the people, and in a very quiet way we started the wheels rolling a 

little and then worked with the committee who had the matter in 
hand. I am not laying the credit of all this to the league, for it 
would have been practically impossible to do the work in the time we 

had at our disposal, as it required four-sevenths of the ballot cast, 
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and it was only two weeks before the time the charter would be 

adopted. A very successful canvass was made and forty-two meet- 

ings were held and addressed by the most representative men in the 
city. Twenty-five thousand slips were distributed; then on the day 

of the polls the boys of the high school, wearing white badges to 

indicate their authority, were posted at the various polling places 

in the city to distribute these slips under the auspices of the citizens’ 

committee. On the slips were’ printed the words: “Vote for the 

charter.” With a total vote of 22,857 we carried the charter by 
17,845, whereas it required only 13,061. So we have home rule, no 

matter what our charter is. ; 

In one or two other things the league has taken an active part 

in outdoor work. The league conducted two play grounds last year 

and one this, putting more money into the one we conducted this 

summer, feeling it is better to do one thing well than to do a half 
dozen things and slight some features of the work. 

Then we are also interested in the improvement of street car 

lines, which work is stimulated by ward improvement associa- 

tions. I do not think the women intend to keep up this street block 

organization further. The idea is merely to arouse public sentiment 

and help people to realize the way things ought to be done, and so 

we hope the result of our outdoor work will be to have an improve- 

ment association composed of both men and women, thinking they 

would be interested in carrying on the work in the solution of so- 
cial and ecoriomic problems. 

I have perhaps not mentioned all the things we are interested 

in, but I have spoken of the general features of our work as it has 

been carried on thus far. I think this gives you a complete idea so 

far as I am able to present it to you of what we are trying to do. 

(Applause. ) 

Mr. C. M. Loring: I wish to impress upon your minds the im- 
portance of the work done by the lady who has just spoken. The 
fact is, as many of us must realize, that our Minnesota villages, a 
great many of them, are a disgrace to the state. There has not been 
the least movement made for their beautifying or for esthetic im- 
provement. These improvements come just through such organ- 
izations as Mrs. Hamlin represents. The beginning of all those im- 
provements is through those little associations that are started in 
the neighborhood or in the villages. The village improvement as- 
sociation is one of the most important organizations that you can 
have in any village at the present day. It has been my good fortune 
to have seen the effect of the work done by some of those organiza- 
tions which were started under the most discouraging circumstances. 
We all of us who have come from New England villages know how 
beautiful most New England villages are.* The villages in the west 
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that have been founded for thirty to forty years or more look just 
as they did thirty or forty years ago. There is no reason for such 
a condition of things. In a little village in Kansas where there are 
but sixty-five voters there is one of the most perfect organizations 
to be found in the west. It was all brought about by the influence 
of one man. In 1891 that man planted himself on the naked prairie. 
There was not a tree or shrub in sight. Today it is one of the most 
beautiful places in the country. I refer to Bluff City, Kansas. 
Every house is surrounded by a neat fence, every house has beauti- 
ful trees around it, and it is surprising how the trees have grown in 
the short time they have been planted,—and I was told that every 
owner of a house had a lawn mower. It is situated in the midst of 
some 50,000 acres of wheat, and at the regular band concerts in the 
park the farmers from all around drive in and enjoy themselves. 
Bluff City is a practical example of what one or two leading spirits 
can do in a community to bring about ideal results, and it does not 
take many years to do it either. Is it not to be believed that children 
raised under such circumstances and surroundings make better men 
and women than those others who live in this state and the Dakotas ? 
I believe that we in the west should go to work today,—every one 
of you should go home and organize in your towns and villages im- 
provement associations. (Applause.) The lady who spoke about the 
school grounds here has a very high standard, there is no doubt 
about that, and it seems as though we could hardly ever reach it, 
but you can if you begin where you should. You have got to begin, 
as one gentleman said, by educating the children, not the parents of 
the children. One man said today, in speaking of planting trees on 
school house grounds, that after the trees were planted the neigh- 
bors would destroy them. Such a thing cannot happen in that little 
village in Kansas. In a little city in Missouri the superintendent of 
the school makes that one of the important points, one of the great 
studies, nature study. The teachers are obliged to take their schools 
into the woods, and those children are taught to know the trees and 
shrubs that are growing there. There are children in Minnesota 
who never saw a tree; especially are there such in the Dakotas. I 
owned a farm in Dakota myself, and I know acres and acres of coun- 
try like that ; not one single tree in sight; crops grown there worth 
thousands of dollars, but not one dollar to beautify the place. 

I want to impress upon you gentlemen this thought: Go home 
and start an improvement association in your town, in your com- 
munity and make Minnesota the most beautiful state in the union. 
(Applause. ) 

Mrs. A. A. Kennedy: There is one little town in this state that 
is a good one. It is the nicest town I have ever seen. It has beau- 
tiful streets, handsome lawns and an abundance of trees. We have 
two large school houses, and right behind the school house is a nice 
lawn, and we also have an electric light plant put in. Our door 
yards, both front and back, are kept clean; we have trees and ever- 
greens all around; in fact, as I said before, Hutchinson is the most 
beautiful town I ever saw. 
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Mr. A. G. Long: I live at Lake Minnetonka, which has been 
termed the Lake Como of America, and where of all places it would 
seem, with its wonderful natural beauties, that the improvement 
and beautifying sentiment should flourish. A little less than a year 
ago I asked Mr. Loring to come out and give us a practical talk 
along the line of improvement, which he did, illustrating it with 
lantern slides, and it was the means of organizing an improvement 
association, but in the community the sentiment is as dead as though 
it had never been heard of. It is absolutely impossible to have an 
attendance of more than a half dozen at each meeting, and the work 
the organization is trying to accomplish is even ridiculed and 
laughed at by some of the best citizens. We have been told here to- 
day what we ought to accomplish with an improvement association, 
and the suggestions are all very good, but first of all we want to 
know how to get a community interested, how to create a sentiment 
in favor of improvement. When we have found that out the rest 
will be easily attainable. 

Mr. Frank Yahnke: Get the ladies interested. 
Mr. Long: Tell us how. 
Pres. Pendergast: You must have this association work up a 

sentiment for improvement. Set about it in the right way, stir up 
an enthusiasm, and you will accomplish something by and by. The 
trouble is with my friend at Lake Minnetonka that he expects to ac- 
complish too much at once. He should feel like the neighbor’s boy 
who lived beside me in New Hampshire. One day the boy said to 
his father, “Pa, I have looked out for my winter’s cap; I caught a 
musquash today.” “Yes,” said his father, “that will make you a 
good cap, but where is your musquash?” “Well,” said he, “I 
didn’t quite get him today, but I am going to have him tomorrow.” 
(Laughter.) And so if he cannot have this thing done today he 
will have it done tomorrow if he keeps right on. 

GROWING STRAWBERRY PLANTS FOR RE-SETTING. 

E. F. PECK, AUSTIN. 

To obtain the best results, the soil should be thoroughly sub- 
dued the year before planting, and this can best be done by a hoed 

crop. If the ground has been enriched by a plentiful application of 

manure from the cow stable, a crop of sweet corn will not seriously 

detract from its fertility, and the weeds can better be kept under 

subjection than with any other crop, being planted late in May and 

maturing as early as the last of July, when all weeds that escape the 

cultivator can be destroyed. The corn stubble can easily be gotten 

rid of by straddling the row with a team and a sharp plow cutting 

off just below the surface of the ground, when the next plowing will 

carry it to the bottom of the furrow. This should be done early in 

September to the depth of at least eight inches. 

This method requires twice plowing in the spring, but tillage 

adds fertility, and a thorough pulverizing and fining of the soil to 
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the depth of eight inches insures plenty of moisture for the plants, 

provided the surface is kept from encrusting by frequent cultivation 

with a fine tooth cultivator or rake. 

The best time to kill weeds is when they are below the surface. 

I have a rake three feet in width with 60d spikes for teeth two inches 

apart, set at the proper angle for good work, and I like it so well 

that I often go through the patch with it in preference to the horse 

and eleven-tooth Planet Jr. with pulverizer attachment, because it 
runs light and is so quickly and easily turned at the end of the row. 

I advise setting plants as early as the ground can be got in con- 

dition. April is a good time, and is a little ahead of the rush of 

spring work. The atmosphere is cool, the soil always damp, and 

plants set at this time seldom receive any noticeable back-set. 

Rows four feet apart and plants two feet apart in row. I 

would not set different varieties side by side, but rather ending one 

to another with sufficient distance between to insure no danger 

from mixing. 
I set plants with a mason’s trowel, putting the roots down to 

their full length, taking pains to spread them out when placing in 

position, thereby helping them to quickly gain a foothold on the 
soil. 

Cut off all runners when they first appear, allowing none to 

joint until the middle of July, by which method the parent becomes 

exceedingly vigorous. By this means the ground can be kept per- 

fectly clean from weeds, which could not have been easily done if 

the first runners had been left to grow and take root. 
By this time strong runners will put forth from all sides, and by 

watching for vacant places and training in that direction all the 

ground will be occupied with plants and no weeds left to sap the 
soil of fertility and moisture. 

This method, as a rule, brings the hoped for result, but if the 

exception should threaten and a failure seem inevitable by reason of 

drouth, and plants do not root, put in the cultivator, although it will 

crowd the plants along the row, which is fatal to the best results,— 

but it is the only thing that can be done if many plants are needed. 

By this method many plants will be covered too deep, but the greater 

part will come through and nearly all will take root. I would not, 

under any circumstances, put in the cultivator till the middle of 

September, but rather take the chance of a late fall with attending 

rainfall. I would not use the cultivator on my whole plant bed, but 

run the risk of a failure on a portion, and if the first method was a 

success I would know where to get the plants for my own use, and 

to fill small orders at remunerative prices, and also where to get 
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plants in competition with those that are advertised by many grow- 

ers at prices that I do not consider a fair compensation for the best 

that are produced under the most favorable conditions. 

I have noticed that a dry July and August is almost invariably 

followed by plenty of rain later on. 

By the first method, with a little care and some labor, plants 

can be made to form from four to six inches apart over the whole 

surface which makes ideal plants and an enviable reputation for the 

grower. The latter method insures many good plants, and as an off- 

set for the difference in the result of the two methods a good crop 

of fruit can often be secured by leaving a hedge row of plants to 

bear and a redistribution of the mulch over the entire surface dug 

over. I find the strawberry a very vigorous and persistent plant, 

and it often succeeds under adverse circumstances. 

If one is only raising plants on a small scale, the layering pro- 

cess never fails, but it can not be profitably followed in commercial 
planting. 

I would not be averse to planting on ground that had not been 

fitted the previous year, if rich enough for most garden crops, but 

would not manure the same season unless by top dressing in early 

fall if plants had set plentifully. 

I mulch before the ground is frozen to a depth of six inches with 

well threshed barley straw. It remains in position the best of any- 

thing I have used by reason of its fineness, and it is generally quite 

free from foul seed. 

OPENING OF THE NEW HORTICULTURAL HALL, 

BOSTON. 

Possibly never before in American history has a building de- 

voted to the uses of Horticulture been opened to the public with so 
much eclat as attended the function of the Massachusetts Horticul- 

tural Society this week. The doors of this half-million dollar struc- 

ture were formally opened to the public at 8 p. m. on Monday, June 

3, and in less than an hour 2,000 visitors had passed in. These were 

mostly members of the most aristocratic families of Boston and dis- 

trict. It was fitting that such a congregation should be received by 

the most aristocratic of Flora’s Kingdom, and of these there were 

never before in this country such an assembly. The most recherche 

of every country and clime had been brought together. Representa- 

tives of tropical America and of the islands of the seas vied with 

those from India and from Japan. 
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It is still an open question, after watching the multitude of vis- 

itors, as to which of Flora’s gems were the most attractive. Hon- 

ors seemed to be equal between the wonderful group of fifteen Wis- 

tarias (including three white), specimens varying from six feet to 

sixteen feet in diameter, and with stems five feet to twelve feet in 

height, all in large pots or tubs; Professor Sargent’s Azaleas or the 

exhibit of about 1,000 plants of Orchids in many varieties. 

The exhibition is divided over three halls. In the first hall on 

the right was an excellent display of Gloxinias, Pelargoniums, Calla 

Rothschildianum, Hydrangeas, and Amaryllis, also the wonderful 

Wistarias from Mr. Sargent, already mentioned. Another notable 

plant in this hall was the large Licuala grandis, from Mr. Hunne- 

wall. And to help the setting were two extremely fine Bay Trees 

(Laurus nobilis), from Mrs. C. P. Sprague. Passing from here to 

the large hall through the “loggia” on the right and left, are about 

two dozen monster trained plants of Rhyncospermum jasminoides 

in full bloom—a grand lot! 

From here the visitor works down upon an indescribable dis- 

play of color made by the Indian Azaleas, and from the banking and 

bedding in green sod one is immediately reminded of some of the 

brilliant shows of pleasant memory at the Royal Botanic Gardens in 

London. The effect of natural paths and green sod is good. The 

specimens are in perfect condition. Mr. Hunnewell’s Rhododen- 

drons at the extreme end are very attractive, and will improve day 

by day during the week, being only partially opened as we write. 

Next is the Orchid hall, where one is ushered into the presence 

of such an extravagance of wealth as is seldom seen. Five dollar 

plants and $500 plants stand side by side, or are used for grouping: 

and display in such democratic fashion as is possible in Boston and 

nowhere else in the world; for we venture to think that never before 

have owners of rare plants allowed their own identity to be lost at 

an exhibition or the identity of their rare plants. Yet such is the 

case throughout this exhibition. Plants are staged as best calcu- 

lated to force certain color value, regardless of ownership. The 

orchids have not been assigned sufficient space, although arranged 

in the same manner as a well filled conservatory, without divisions. 

So great is the success of the show that it will be kept open an- 
other week yet.—( American Gardening. ) 

For Earthworms in Pots, use lime water freely. Slake 1 pound 
of fresh stone lime in 1 gallon of water and let stand for 24 hours. 
Pour off the clear liquid without disturbing the lime in the bottom 
and put your pots in this water for about five minutes. 
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WISDOM OF NATIONAL PARK MOVEMENT. 

LEO M. CRAFTS, M. D., MINNEAPOLIS. 

In what I have to say I am going outside the physician’s stand- 

point because | am interested in this subject for more reasons than 

that. Let me briefly review the general reasons why it is wise to es- 

tablish a national park in the northern part of the state. You all 

know thoroughly well, I presume, the location of the proposed park, 

and yet some of you may not have a very clear idea of it. I have 

brought with me a map of the state, and you can see that the pro- 

posed park area is located in the north center of the state. These 

lakes form a great reservoir which serves as a supply for the Mis- 

sissippi river. One reason why it should be established for a national 

park is for the improvement of the water supply of the Mississippi 

river. Capt. Allen referred to the drying up of our lakes and rivers 

incident to the cutting off of the timber. Some of us have observed 

the depreciation of the water supply during the last twenty-five 

years. In the Mississippi at this point (indicating) there has been a 

marked depreciation. It is estimated that the cutting of the timber 

around these lakes will diminish the water supply to such an extent 

that in less than forty years no water power will be available for 

practical purposes. 

Another reason why the timber should be preserved and a na- 

tional park provided for is because of the influence of forests upon 

the rainfall and moisture, with the conditions of which most of you 

are more familiar than I am. I have lately seen it stated that the 

forests have no relation to the rainfall and water supply, but that 

certainly does not agree with established theories I have read, and 

I think it is well established that the rainfall does depend in a large 

measure upon the forest area itself. Those who have not traveled 

cannot appreciate the desolation which reigns over the northern 

part of the state where the lumberman has gone ahead and fire has 

followed him. To the slashes which remain the forest fire would to 

a large degree be an improvement. Within forty miles of the interior 

I have seen a partial failure of the crops, and it is a well established 

fact that the drouth this year (1900) was brought about partially by 

the cutting of timber in the northern part of the state, and this is only 

a beginning in a state that has practically never seen a crop failure. 

The time will come when, as a result of this timber cutting, the 

failure of crops will be the rule and not the exception. I am per- 

sonally familiar with that country, | have been there a good many 

times. For recreation there is no other region in America that can 

equal it, and if we look on the aesthetic side of it we ought for that 
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reason alone to endeavor to preserve it for future generations who 
may be within reach of this region. There are twenty-four million 

or more of people living within twenty-four hours ride of that region, 

and I think it has been clearly established that there is no other 

single region in this country that has equal health qualities for a 

great many conditions as that region in the northern part of the state. 

I personally know of a number of lives that have been saved by go- 

ing there. 

There is another reason I might speak of why this tract should 

be preserved, and that is that it would be sure to attract thousands 

of visitors from outside the state; it will justify railroads in building 

their lines in that direction, and it will be the means of bringing 

millions of dollars within the state. Within the state of New Hamp- 

shire are the White Mountains, which cannot be compared with this 
region, and six and one-half million dollars are left there yearly by 

those that come from outside the state, and at the rate the influx 

is increasing the income from that source will soon amount to twenty 
millions of dollars or more. We would have an income to this state 

of as large an amount as that if this national park project were 

pushed to completion. 

I am particularly to emphasize the value of health conditions 

and the value of the region as a health resort, not only for consump- 

tives, but for nervous conditions and a great many other conditions 

of physical failing health. 

Now a few things in reference to the objection to the acquiring 

of this region as a national park, and what some of us or all of us 

may be able to do towards preserving it. There is no objection ex- 

cept by lumbermen. The inhabitants of that region do not object to 

it. The town of Cass Lake appreciates the value of it, and the busi- 

ness men in session there not long ago unanimously voted to sup- 

port and favor the park measure. In the town of Cass Lake senti- 
ment is divided. It is right in the midst of the proposed reservation, 

there are two big lumber mills right in the town, and it is their object 

to throw all the obstacles in the way of this reservation. If the de- 
struction of the timber is kept up at the present rate it will be gone 

in a few years; 140,000,000 feet is small compared with the whole 

amount to be cut. I understand the estimate is 300,000,000 feet, and 

if the lumberman goes in and cuts that amount, fire will remove three 

times as much. You may have seen the statement in the report of 

the fire warden which spoke of the number of townships burned over 

in the past few years, and most of the fires were started in the 

slashes of the lumberman’s cuttings. I also saw an account of two 

lumbermen being convicted of setting fires for the purpose of mak- 

nal: 
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ing dead and down timber, and they were sentenced to prison for two 

years without the option of a fine. A few years ago a verdict was 

rendered in the courts against certain parties for the stealing of 

twenty million feet of timber from the Winnebago Reservation. I 

found last summer at the base of a magnificent pine tree a little 

tin torch that was set within the hollow of the tree to produce dead 

and down timber. Men are hired for that purpose. That is the 

way they get much of their dead and down timber. I have here 

three photographs that were taken of the three stages in a pine for- 

est; one the white pine before it is cut, another showing the slashes 

and the third showing where the fire has burned the slashes, and 

they were all taken within a quarter of a mile of each other at Leech 

Lake. 
I want to say here that Mr. T. B. Walker who owns land along 

the shore of this lake outside of the reservation has recently signified 

his intention and willingness to have that land devoted to this pur- 

pose. In other states in the United States there have been regions 
set aside as forest reserves. In states further west it has been done, 

but in this state the United States has not done it. 
If this region is secured as a national park it will be one of the 

most picturesque spots in the country. I hope every one of you will 

become an advocate for this national park in the northern part of the 

state, and that you all fully appreciate the reasons for making it a 

permanent reserve. ' 
The President: I am exceedingly sorry we have not the time 

to hear from Mr. Chapman, who is located in the pine territory and 
who made an experiment of planting evergreens of all kinds and 
only one per cent of them have.been killed. He has prepared an ar- 
ticle as I suggested to him, and he has taken photographs since the 
snow came. He planted fifteen or twenty varieties where the stumps 
and slashes were left and a good many trees were left in their native 
state after the lumbermen had got through with them. The experi- 
ment was very interesting to me. I hope some of the newspapers 
will take this up and publish it. 

The plant boxes usually set in the window on a broad shelf 

or sill are liable to warp, to be tipped over or injure the window sill. 

A better way is to support the plant box even with the sill by strong 

iron brackets, and to line it with a water-tight zinc pan. ‘This can 

be made quickly and inexpensively at any tinsmith’s. The edges 

of the box might be converted into shelves for small pots by nailing 

narrow strips of wood along the top on three sides. 
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SYRINGA JAPONICA. 
PROF. S. B. GREEN. 

This is a lilac from Japan that is not as well known as it should 

be. It is of vigorous growth and easily takes on the tree form, pro- 

ducing no suckers from the root; in fact, it is a small tree rather 

than a shrub. In appearance the bark resembles that of the plum. 

It does not come into flower early, but generally has to be from six 

Flowers of Syringa Japonica, from specimen over ten feet high and perfectly hardy, 

at Minn. State Experiment Station Grounds. 

to ten years old before it produces blossoms. These appear in the 

latter part of June or early in July. They are a yellowish white in 

color, and the clusters are frequently sixteen inches long. As the 

tree produces a large number of such clusters, it is one of the best 

ornamental plants that we have. It continues in flower after the 

other lilacs have gone. It is one of the hardiest plants that I know 

of, and is probably fully as hardy as the common lilac. It should 

be more generally known. It is especially well adapted to parks and 

large shrubberies. I doubt very much if it ever becomes very popular, 

on account of its requiring such a long time before it comes into 

flower. 
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TOOLS FOR GARDEN AND ORCHARD USE. 

S. D. RICHARDSON, WINNEBAGO CITY. 

I have been a farmer and nurseryman all my life, and what I 

have to say will be for the farmer, for I do not know what tools are 

necessary for the market gardener. I would state as a starting point 

that if possible a garden should be situated so that a horse can be 

used to cultivate, and that everything be planted in rows. I some- 

times plant three rows of the small vegetables close together and 

use a hoe for the two inside rows and cultivate on the outside. Some 

kind of an adjustable cultivator for one horse, that will stir the 

ground thoroughly, three inches deep, if necessary, and leave the 

ground level, not hill up the rows, seems to be necessary for both 

garden and orchard. We use one with fourteen shovels the size of 

ordinary seeder shovels. If used often and early enough, while the 

weeds are small, there will not be much use for a hoe between the 

rows. 
For the orchard two whiffletrees, each eighteen inches long, an 

evener to match, some cloth to wind the outside ends of the whiffle- 

trees, a steady team and a man to drive them that has what a Yan- 

kee calls “gumption” and a westerner “horse-sense,”’ and the tools 

usually found among our farmers will be all that is needed. 

Mr. Wyman Elliot: I think we want to emphasize the last 
clause of Mr. Richardson’s paper, the “gumption;” I think that is 
the foundation of all cultivation. Now, the tools we have for gar- 
dening and for orchard use are nearly the same, and the first tool 
is the plow. That is the most essential tool on the farm. A good 
plow should turn the furrow nicely and should break and pulverize 
the soil. Then we follow the plow with the harrow. Either the 
spike tooth, the disc or the Acme harrow should be used, and I think 
the Acme is the preferable tool of the three for putting the soil in the 
best condition. Mr. Richardson has not touched upon gardening 
tools, and being an old gardener, perhaps I would be more familiar 
with that part of it than some others. The gardener has to use tools 
very similar to those of the farmer, and sometimes he uses tools that 
the farmer does not use, but I think every farmer should have what 
is called a seeder and cultivator combined. The Planet, Jr., and the 
Matthew seed drills are two very essential forms of tools for the 
gardener, and they can also be put to good use on the farm, espec- 
ially where farmers grow any kind of garden truck. [am sorry to 
say that our farmers as a class do not pay the attention to growing 
vegetables that they should. There are many of the minor tools, such 
as the spade, fork, hoe, etc., that are very essential on the farm and 
in gardening, but there is one tool in particular that I want to rec- 
ommend to you all if you want a good one, and that is the Bronk hoe 
for the destruction of weeds. You can take a long handled manure 
fork and have the tines turned down five or six inches, and then you 
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have a six tined implement that will work to perfection, and it is very 
cheap. If you can get the old Hexamer hoe, which is adjusted with 
a wedge to hold it in place, you will have about the same implement, 
but you can take a long handled manure fork with six tines and have 
a tool made that will answer the purpose excellently. 

Mr. C. W. Merritt: One of the best tools the farmer or gar- 
dener can use is the twelve toothed cultivator with a pulverizer drag- 
ging behind. In my experience of twenty-five years I have never 
found a tool which gave me so much satisfaction. I use a small one- 
horse plow in the rows of berries and then go over with that twelve 
tooth cultivator between the rows which pulverizes the soil thorough- 
ly and deep enough. 

Mr. C. E. Older: I failed to hear one tool spoken of, and that is 
the Breed weeder. Those weeders give the greatest satisfaction, but 
the ground must be thoroughly prepared before it can be used, but 
in strawberries and small fruit you can go through them with one 
horse, and it kills the weeds before they come up, and it keeps the 
ground thoroughly pulverized. Youcan go over ground twice in a day 
with the weeder where it would take you a week to go over with the 
hoe. There is one farmer in our county that uses the Acme harrow. 
I consider it one of the best tools for the orchard or for the farm, 
and I consider it essential to use the Acme harrow before you get 
ready to use the Breed weeder. Taking the little Planet Jr., wheel 
hoe and the horse hoe, they make a very satisfactory combination. 
Keep the horse going and let the horse do all the work possible. 

Mr. J. P. Andrews: What is your soil? 
Mr, C. E. Older: It is a light soil. 
Mr. Oliver Gibbs: I just want to say a word. The commer- 

cial gardener and the home gardener in the preparation of the soil 
need about the same tools, but when you come to the tools for the 

’ home garden, instead of labor saving tools they are luxuries and not 
necessities. I have nearly all of them, but I am always reminded of 
the remark of Mr. Stickney, of Wisconsin, that the best tool he had 
was the old fashioned Dutch hoe. Let me substitue the Warren hoe, 
and you may have all the rest of them; I have not much use for 
them. 

Mr. Frank Yahnke: I would like to make a remark on the sub- 
ject that Mr. Richardson brought up about planting three rows to- 
gether. I have been a gardener almost all my life. I never could 
make a success planting three rows together and then cultivating on 
the outside and working the center with the hoe. You cannot find 
the average farmer willing to do that; he will not work with the hoe 
if he cannot work with the horse. I can plant the rows twenty inches | 
apart and still get through with the cultivator by setting it close to- 
gether. If you are careful you do not cover anything, and you will 
hardly have any hand work to do. Most farmers do not like to work 
with the hoe. Encourage him to use the horse, and he will plant 
vegetables; advocate the planting eighteen inches to two feet 
apart and then use the horse hoe, and he will hardly have any hand 
work to do. I planted a piece of land in sugar beets for cattle, and 
I worked them with the horse hoe, except that I used a narrow hoe 
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to thin them out about eight inches apart, and they were perfectly 
free from weeds. 

Mr. R. H. L. Jewett: I wish to emphasize what has been said 
in regard to the Breed weeder. We have a Surprise weeder. It is 
a surprise.to see how much one can do with it after having run the 
ground over with an Acme harrow. Every weed is thoroughly 
destroyed. I want to say something in connection with another tool 
that has been mentioned, and that is the Planet Jr. twelve tooth drag, 
or harrow. Any one who has used the Planet Jr. hand cultivators 
knows what is called the hoe, a little tool with branching blades. 
We have had made for our work a large tool for the horse cultivator 
similar to the small tool. It is a steel blade about eight inches wide 
with a shoulder and socket so we can fasten it on each wing, and this 
is run along just under the surface of the ground. In cultivating 
melons, strawberries or vines that run out from the plant, you can 
run it close up to the plant as the tool runs along under the soil and 
does not disturb the vines but destroys all the weeds, and by revers- 
ing the action of the hoes, changing them about, it cuts everything 
on the inside between the rows. Above all we find the weeder re- 
ferred to to be the best tool we have. We go anywhere with it; we 
have no trouble going anywhere. 

Mr. J. P. Andrews: I would like to ask Mr. Jewett if the Suc- 
cess does not go over the ground better than the Breed weeder. 

Mr. Jewett: I think it does. The Breed weeder has round 
teeth and straight, and the Success has curved teeth. 

Mr. W. L. Taylor: I consider that one of the most valuable 
tools I have. We run a farm as well as a nursery, and we use it 
in the corn, and we run over the corn when it gets ten to twelve 
inches high, and we run over everything before the weeds start ; but 
after the weeds are fairly started it does not give satisfaction. 

Mr. S. D. Richardson: I had a neighbor who had a cornfield on 
one side of the road, and I had one on the other. He used the Suc- 
cess weeder, and I used the harrow, and my success was much better 
than his. 

Mr. Clarence Wedge: I think it ought to be stated that the suc- 
cess or failure in the use of these weeders depends altogether upon 
the character of the soil. If the soil is loose and sandy the weeder is 
a great success, but if the ground is a heavy clay soil, like mine, it 
is a failure; but my neighbors on their light soil use it with great 
success. } 

Mr. Jno. Freeman: I have given the weeder a very thorough 
trial the last three years in heavy clay loam soil, and it will do noth- 
ing after a rain. We have got to put in extra work with the old farm 
cultivator. After we use that it is a very fine pulverizer and smooth- 
er if the ground is in perfect condition, but in heavy soil it has 
proved a perfect failure with me. 

Mr. C. E. Older: I have had no experience in heavy clay soil, 
but I thought I emphasized the fact the ground must be in nice con- 
dition before you use it, but then you can use it with the greatest ad- 
vantage. In our loam soil it is just the tool to use. 

Mr. J. P. Andrews: We have a Breed weeder but never had 
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any use for it until this year. We have had it for seven or eight 
years, but we always had rain enough so we did not need to use it 
until this year. 

GROWING EVERGREENS FROM SEED. 
CLARENCE WEDGE, ALBERT LEA. 

It is the usual practice to lay out the land in beds four feet wide, 
with paths between them about a foot wide, and this is the plan that 

I have adopted. I like to do this work in the fall, as it gives the 

ground a chance to settle and assume a permanent shape before 
planting time. When freshly made the beds should be three to four 

inches higher than the paths, and if the land is on a slope subject to 

wash in a heavy rain it is very important to provide ditches suffi- 

cient to prevent any water from running over the beds, as any wash 

would be very destructive during the greater part of the first season. 

With the exception of the red cedar, I sow all seed in the spring. 

Whether early or middle or late spring sowing will be most success- 

ful will depend more on the peculiarities of the season than with al- 

most any other crop, but taking one season with another I think the 

last week in April will be about the best time. 

There is no dainty more enticing to mice, gophers and squirrels 

than evergreen seed. They will dig for it as soon as planted and 

keep industriously at it even after the seed has sprouted and been 

brought to the surface by the little seedlings in the act of breaking 

through the ground. Hence, it will be wise to make a systematic 

effort to poison all such vermin before sowing the seed. 
The posts or stakes to support the artificial shade necessary for 

most species the first season should be set at this time. Any artificial 

shade that shuts off half the direct rays of the sun will be sufficient. 

Seedlings do not make a satisfactory growth under the shade of 

trees, probably on account of the presence of the roots in the soil 

under the beds. The fixed elevated shade, usually made of brush 

placed about seven feet above the beds, and the movable low lath 

shades resting on stakes about a foot high are in general use. The 

elevated shade has the advantage of allowing perfect freedom for 

work beneath it, and two years ago I would have said that it was 

the only sensible kind to use. But the past season those portions of 

our beds that were under the low shades gave us much the best 
stand and a decidedly better grade of seedlings, and for next sea- 

son’s beds I shall use about half of each kind. 

As a final preparation for the seed, which is sown broadcast by 

hand, I go over the beds with a common iron rake, making the earth 

as smooth as possible and leaving what I find to be the best possible 

surface upon which to make an even distribution. After sowing the 
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seed I smooth and pack the surface by patting with the back of a 

bright spade, and then sift on clean sand, a quarter of an inch deep 

over the smaller seeds, like the arbor vitz and white spruce, and a 

half-inch deep over the larger seeds. I find that many varieties of 

weed seed do not germinate as freely under such a layer of sand, 

and that it makes a most excellent mulch to retain the moisture of 

the soil in such a case as this, where cultivation is impossible. As 

soon as the seed is sown the land should be inclosed with poultry 

netting with the lower selvedge carefully staked down, so that no 

dog, rabbit or even mud turtle will be able to get within the inclos- 

ure, as there are several weeks that the tracks of even such insignifi- 

cant creatures will be very destructive. 

And now begins the merry war with beast, bird, drouth, weeds 

and fungus. All are the avowed, persistent and frequently success- 

ful enemies of the undertaking. Scatter poisoned corn meal mush 

as long as there are indications that any rodents are left. Keep a 

boy with a shotgun and plenty of ammunition working in or near the 

beds every day to scare away the birds, until the trees are well in 

leaf. Water in time of severe drouth, root out the weeds, and within 

a few weeks you will have a reasonable certainty of gazing with 

pride and satisfaction upon a multitude of little trees. But, alas, 

your wonder will change to a very different feeling, as within a few 

days you stand helpless, watching your fine stand of seedlings 

change to ragged and unprofitable beds, the work of an unseen and, 

so far as we know, uncontrollable fungus. The remedy that is gen- 

erally proposed for “damping off,’ I have given a pretty thorough 

trial without being able to discover any important difference be- 

tween those portions of the beds that were treated and those un- 

treated. It is a very tedious and expensive process—sprinkling with 

sand, which has been dried and stored for the purpose, over the beds 

as the ground begins to dry after each rain. It may do some good, 

but it is no specific. Perhaps I did not go at it the right way, and 

perhaps I had a virulent form of the disease. I shall try again and 

advise others to do so. The greatest surprise that I have had in 

watching the erratic conduct of this destructive fungus was in losing 

a fine stand of Scotch pine and Norway spruce during three weeks 

of perfect drouth last summer. I thought it ideal seedling weather, 

but they damped off just the same, although the surface of the 

ground was bone dry. 

The summer care of the beds is the simplest possible matter, 

consisting entirely of pulling the weeds as fast as they get large 

enough to handle. 

On the approach of winter, poison should be again freely used 
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to rid that portion of the nursery of mice, as they delight to nest 

in such a dense and cozy shelter, and in making their system of run- 

ways and in working off their surplus energy generally will make 

sad havoc among the little trees in one short winter. It is also neces- 
sary to spread a slight covering of straw over the beds the first win- 

ter, and even then they will occasionally come out looking more or 

less browned, especially if they did not fully ripen up the previous 

fall. 

VALUABLE FACTS. 

EDSON GAYLORD, NORA SPRINGS, IA. 

I wish to refer to what I deem a most interesting occurrence 
in connection with a Charlamoff tree, started by Prof. Budd about 

1882, and sent to me in 1886. In 1899 it set full of fruit ; two-thirds 

of the top died in August, but the other one-third matured a fine 

crop. In 1900 this one-third blossomed and hung unusually full 

and for some months seemed to flourish finely, but in August it com- 

menced to fail and was soon dead, seemingly, root and branch. 

Later on I grubbed up the tree and thinking there must be some- 

thing very strange in its dying in such a way I examined its roots 

carefully and found the first two-thirds of its roots dead and rotten. 

These were at the bottom. The other one-third of the roots were 

dead, but still quite sound, and these had started out from the upper 

part and from the other side, as could be very plainly seen, from the 

Charlamoff scion. I have referred to this, as | consider it a most. 

important fact worth its weight in gold to horticulture over the 

northwest. 

In close connection with this object lesson I have another teem- 

ing with like importance. Somewhere near thirty years ago I se- 

cured a number of apple trees and set them on a fourth and fifth rate 

site. They were of various kinds, including a number of Wealthys, 

top-worked on Transcendant crab trees about three years old. These 

and all the others excepting two Wealthy trees were started on ten- 

der roots. These two Wealthys were started on crab roots. Eighteen 

hundred and eighty-five found all these trees dead except the 

Wealthy. They were set back in the tops some, but came right on and 

-have been bearing heavy crops of fine fruit ever since. They came 

through that firey ordeal better than my Duchess, close by them. In 
short, these are nearly all the Wealthy that can be found of that age 
in this township. These are facts, and facts are stubborn things. 

— 
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LIST OF PREMIUMS ON FRUIT AND FLOWERS, 

MINNESOTA STATE FAIR, 1801. 

(For rules and regulations see page 100, premium list, which can be had on application 
to Sec’y E. W. Randall, Hamline, Minn.) 

CLASS 55.—APPLES. Open to all. 
ist 

Lot. Prem, 
1. Sweepstakes collection. Open to all competitors and sub- 

ject to all the foregoing rules, with the following modifica- 
tions: Ist. The fruit need not have been grown by the 
exhibitor, 2nd. Thecollection may include any variety, 
seedling or otherwise, grown in Minnesota. 3rd, Each 
plate shown must be plainly labeled with the name of its 
grower. Printed cards for this purpose will be furnished 
onapplication to the'superintendent................-2.... $25.00 

Ast 
Lot. . Prem. 

Ato TRESS Chi NGA Ney Eloy SS Ce Sadan) usc codtion saps aod odaseE nas $5.00 
3. Collection of 10 varieties of apples, to be judged with spe- 

cial reference to the size, beauty and perfection of the 
fruit (crabs and hybrids excepted) She) Hao er aOriat menos 25.00 

To be divided pro-rata among all the exhibitors in this lot. 

CLASS 56—APPLES. For Professionals. 

1st 2nd 3rd 
Lot. Prem. Prem. Prem. 

4. Collection (hybridsand crabs excepted)..$25.00 $20.00 $15.00 
5, Collection of hybrids and crabs, not to ex- 

CEERPLOLVATICHIESE 52. cjsis veel enerieeae 5.00 4.00 3.00 

SINGLE PLATES. 1st 

Lot Prem 
GyeANtinoV Kas cc cne one clas seein tee ee Rede eee enciemeelwenas eeeiee esos DULOU 
ee JAMMISIMY 5... = copra blo O10) 
8. Long Arcade . 1.00 
9. Blushed Calville.. 1.00 

TO) Brett: Coa Sethe SaaS NSS Chee Hicks Gin oeisions eRe cities daties ioe i QO 
18 Breskovka. . 1.00 
12. Ben Davis. SE ao O CURDS ORONO AIek ceSePeehcis stadt! e400) 
18% Charlamoff, EGCESOII SEL) ooh cs os Shee ae eae ee see ROO 
14. Christmas. 1.00 
BL ies teem CLOSS Ane Says icathe cio) cciniaieraey icles har ae ain See eroe astecat foieeme er aeciate 1.00 
16. Fameuse 1.00 
U7 5) Cv lores Sera ae tec arm an oe Cade na pat EeCRODE sac ccos, BomTeaaT 1.00 
18. Grundy 1.00 
LD LAT GL Oss Sararce crise acne sh lewies @ Howrelye cube 1.00 
20. Humboldt. 1.00 
21. Haas.. Nepetercciran le ore eratwiarevalhelctevovsidlinie,  sbeicmreieietere Bee Oe) 
22. Judson oes. esate ieie teeter eeees 1.00 
23. Kaump. 1.00 
24. Longfield. . Bias che eran Crs 1.00 
25. Lubsk Queen... 1.00 
26. Lowland Raspberry . 1.00 
27. Maple. Se TARE AINA 2 Ue TG Oe re reer () 
A ANIRC RAHI Wilile LUnist ee rice ce. eee mene sheer neon s 1.00 
29. Malinda . i 1.00 
30. Northwestern Greening .. : 1 00 
31. Ostrekoff (true) .. x 5 1.00 
SE RCCLICSSE site attic isierat ci cea teal ein ele cle cuniereinte nee ad eee cee eee 1.00 
ES ETITE DG eral stecnia SNe she arelsy tel alelecai cays aieie: alacasls ol'sle, Sle ale ham seu dediestmce aed Ls OO 
RAMEE LOL Fe Nalste cere pais ciaista ce aretorers. ces whe oe lseveie, are erehate al esere terete eis base cia aeateie 1.00 
BO pRepkarMalemikal ida so scse sso aatamecieree teeter ae OU 
Se OROMINS PrOliies. oz) cous aise o ahee cane nie etree 100 
SI) eral 1G) Es Bice Oo eee eine ARCA Bladen Bn aA es 1.00 
38. Tama.. 1.00 
39. Talman ‘Sweet... 1.00 
40. Tetofsky .. UP ifejs blatensid se assiete venice cles aebteananie ns diss nasteete OO) 
PU CCE TGs tee rel afhatciois ats sss aieitsherelsionearsts qioister swale aWetovarele rele son tele wi mcrele . 1.00 
42. Walbridge....... Ke : 1.00 
ASSN Ol RAV Olio si: ciaysiote nelt oie oke Sloluicton he sievaera parevelo are wlasdee since pepe eyererals 1.00 
Ma ON IEEY PIS COM: etaites ei cereis crates oolerotokciab ierceetas cle tela toiatie etaredetsterencle aie 1.00 
Poet RV EMOW PS OWEEE voices cee arate! Osis eis s esbatersteieisice ele icon eteisieleretertee 1.00 
46. Yellow ‘transparent . elotatelsfelaieias San, etginiebrstyetel oa seal nipiswieaiseeebentisle 1.00 

2nd 
Prem, 

$15.00 

2nd 
Prem. 
$3.00 

4th 
Prem. 
$10.00 

2.00 

3rd 
Prem. 

$10.00 

3rd 
Prem. 
$2.00 
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1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 
Lot. Prem. Prem. Prem. Prem. Prem. Prem. 
47. Duchess of SOE es GS Rem at nek eters $1.75 $1 50 $1.25 $1.00 $0.75 $0.50 
48. Hibernal. aie wyiass tafe stars rah LED 1.50 1.25 1.00 15 .50 
49. ‘Okabenae: 4 secaoese.ss we aietan oo Le 1.50 1.25 1.00 15 .50 
50. Patten’s' Greening.) ..c..005 «sce ons 1.50 1259.5. 00 -75 .50 
Bis, AWeal iy. een ce eat tei soernetes LS 1.50 1.25 1.00 -15 .50 

CLASS 57—APPLES. For Amateurs. 

(An amateur is one engaged in a pursuit not as a business.) 

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
Lot. Prem. Prem. Prem. Prehie) Ete, 
52. Collection, ee and crabsexcepted.. $15.00 $10.00 $8.00 $4 00 $2.00 
53. Collection of hybrids and crabs, not to 

exceed LO iwaTrietiest).<cicces acs detec cos 5.00 4.00 3 00 2.09 1.00 

SINGLE PLATES. 

54. Antinovka.. siodiciie'biaree, Veroavs Viera ieie ese ees eon ESC eee ee OE $0.75 $0.50 
55: - SATIS ois heise de draelgate Saveew cto a = oes ee A Ee ae See ea LO Wd -50 
56. Long RACADE Seong nn ta Cede ee Ce ee 1.00 15 50 
AT. (BlushediCalwille wo. "s cp Laswaste tcc atiiaqle os oe oa ella ten erie Pella 018) Pal 34 .50 
Sit, Breskovkcad. .- oSaadteraccoesaueae) leis aatsepes ciel Ada muelinie | elehs tse Ce eee hes .50 
59. Brett . eros NELGII Sw crete SuMPeR Sais Ss cS ENS Se akc, Seve ehay he teat eam aie .50 
60. Ben Davis. Soish ue og. dF elebaiale ns Hesereh BO Seeee be eee Ee we 50 
61. Charlamoff, “Petarsen’s ... <3. so. chaser seed east eee ee 5 .50 
62 /4Christimas>. ieee. ME ee acto Rade balés AEE RR Rar EE Oe eT ee “75 .50 
ee 2 (0 Ae ae OS RISO AO IIE COCO GAS ue DOIN: hOGGdON j -75 .50 
OAS eR AIMEMSE Foc oc ccreteetesd os wroitin eiecle Wharstele #2 lefis/vt sicilete aiokalovale(e arciniatac senate 

GL 2 AKANITAN PD orci Sis 5 eile ce esa co IAN ete ores tasogele lao md seetoe enar ate eae bie eee ; Phe) .50 
72. Longfield... EE NEL TOOT E TMI OOS OTT 63 ato: 
73. Lubsk Queen . peer MRS eo areas ro apakaeasssce: Jl: ; 
74. Lowland Raspberry . va d,0 sata epatp aves cicee cles acieicis SS eee eee 1.00 -75 .50 
pe Maple. sc cacia cisrsin oe case a vas @ nalesa outa ele" «ends Cae Pe eee eee 1.00 «75 .50 
76. MacMahon White.. EBs as. ~ ce guts eles oie nave o/elo crolas als ere LD .75 -00 
77. Malinda. Neotbits be Rioealoe nga wie Solent ae ene a hes -50 
78. Northwestern Greening .. ‘ative’ Je Siew caine Gece 3 teslonene eta 15 .50 
79. Ostrekoff pals Sotehaotsis aulp OS UeE eiSisiayea NEN S sleaele erele ele Te ae eae 15 .50 
80. Peerless . pale rein cto eittiaie b. eiclofel sara teed Rane lcm) crane ese eke ecm en «15 50 
Siz SPhebeiss Mone sce taskes clos wa ttele ate one Cece eee tae ae a oe he) .75 .50 
82. Peter. sie To ai¥e (Se als sate Sol dfalerallove diaxsPoRa also (are deleiaietciel sierctatatammneees ‘ 
83. Repka Malenka.. eles shgeicten Besateice Soe arbele ws aalee hes peel Re ee -75 .50 
84. Rollin’s Prolific . Notes pubiwielsiele ae ebissees cinchndice velsn eee ean See Pf #2) -50 
85. SatidysGlass iricc As lis eecenanlds ak secne a eo ea en eee 1.00 75 .50 
Os) e DAMIANES jariee sin spss cus le PU Soedles acon wajesleene wis dialed earner queen mE «15 .50 
Si) <Valman Sweetin eencsees eed CaS toner conte heat eee «75 .50 
BRU ADELOLSICY, is wave ciciete js ir ysna curr o eleig hocalos, o erainlnis leva) alee) ey scalstat alone eee 1.00 715 -50 
BO MU GE ORs ss aek cs sisal oh oe teers ontetolnte ov Gia pol ete eed ole tater oie Oe aL -75 .50 
90. Walbridge.. Bah ia bisa rates are ohio: sateshatoiete hte ee TOT ca Soe re eee 75 .50 
91. Wolf River. Ee alate Wave otipe creates t= ol tejdvietoate hee Soi ade Ae te ear :75 .50 
92. White Pigeon . Be Bee Bee Eine IEE BOP ACR UAT OE DUG AOet Ge One: - 1.00 -75 .50 
93. Yellow Sweet. Binichsalojete'nia sie aavalstea > sValaul ele a cinbioe: Lisi Siete 1.00 -75 .50 
94. Yellow Transparent . Dawe otelserh ats erlenss Oainipcie Slam enatests Rea 1.00 -75 .50 

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 
Lot. Prem. Prem. Prem. Prem. Prem, Prem, 
95. Duchess of Oldenburg ............$1.75 $1.50 $1.25 $1.00 $0.75 $0.50 
GG oer Dertial s waviaste tne neo slot sive bases 175 1.50 1.25 1.00 175 .50 
Oi. Okabena: es... see ccennie pO 1.50 1.25 1.00 15 .50 
98. Patten’s Greening. . Salln Med ee ra iD 1.50 1.25 1.00 15 .50 
OO. Wiealblivis Gonatcbeh dedcod eNesaa chs naelene 1.50 1.25 1.00 “15 -50 
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CLASS 58—CRABS AND HYBRIDS. Open toa 
st 2nd 3rd 

Lot. Prem. Prem. Prem. 
NGOS = MB tiaa SS wei toca ct pac ciciseles. « <iatot seibienselsieisctee inslals. slate cies slarele $1.00 $0.75 $0.50 
PRC TDD tect (accake nc tvefcletsiaie clafeiate oles iisieis e1cmielereizia-ciele «ei ateicto.e/slaisiwictee ete siete 1.00 10 .50 
102. Early Saw heEtys: do DODO RO TORO Oe Uac COO CU GhC ADS Oeab Saati 1.00 .75 .50 
103. Florence ....- Faas ation sels See eae ee. Bieso ce cewas. 00 175 50 
104. Gideon’s No. 6.. La fredee ecaled sige ae eeeese easel oee aes 00 ui5 .50 
HOSS sGreenwOGd sans cccese os cists cies seishein asia Peaecla meres! Masts, ajtele 1.00 aris) .50 
106. Hyslop PE BINON Za OBOE CERINte DOyc cco CEO ROC eerecmme! a0 0) 75 .50 
107. Lyman’s Proline te eee RE ete cece tees Leu 15 .50 
108. Martha . = Se een aeslernie emia’ cise emus rse eee OO 15 .50 
109. Pride of Minneapolis . SE Cat oo co ce oeor Ecce tere S aloo) ay .50 
110, Sweet Russet i ie) 50 
tbls Donia: ti 50 
112. Transcendant . BP DOR GAC AER on OOD ROO EERT, SuOe Re “ho, .50 
EPSP AVIS SUTIN | rays te cottiars terre ote nsefonsinies cleperads atorane eaetunieiesay <inrt ord oie eneielafote se to) .59 
SEAS WIEN Yasin veel oso - BY 3) 50 

SEEDLING APPLES. Open to All. 

115. Collection, excluding crabsand hybrids .................... 8.00 6.00 4.00 
116. Collection of crabs and hybrids ........... TE Ae GOO 4.00 2.00 

A sample of wood, three years old, from the free pearing the fruit exhibited must accom- 
pany the exhibit in the three lots followi ing, and hardiness of tree, asappearing in this sample, 
shall be considered by the judges. 

117. Fall variety, not sweet, never having received a premium at 
the Minnesota State Fair ..............ceee cece cesses see. $6.00 $4.00 $2.00 

118. Winter variety, not sweet, never HENiDe received a Pe 
at the Minnesota State Fair ........ Seen . 10.00 8.00 2.00 

Before premiums are paid in this lot ethic = fhe same neat: must again be exam- 
ined and found in good condition (by the same committee. if possible), at the next winter 
meeting of the Minnesota. State Horticultural Society; the apples not having been kept in 
cold storage. 

119. Sweet variety, never having received a premium at the 
Minnesota State Fair, of such excellent quality as to make 
it worthy of general cultivation; either fall or winter.....$6.00 $4.00 $2.00 

CLASS 59—GRAPES. Open to All. 

Must be placed on exhibition by 9 a. m. Tuesday, the second day of the fair. 

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
Lot. Prem. Prem. Prem. Prem. Prem. 
WANs COLE ction iar. ssdeeateceee ss vee on eeles $20.00 $15.00 $10.00 38.00 $5.00 

Ist 2nd 3rd 
Lot. Prem. Prem. Prem. 
ICR AS awatite(ROXENS INO, US) soc. «cnt siciet a cletc cee sd clone enterateey: $1.50 $1.00 $0 50 
122. Aminia (Roger’s No. 39) saccice qorcuices eceete cite ce mine aie se tOO 1.00 -50 
123. ee eet SNe SEES Oa ore eel aay 1.50 1.00 50 
124. Ha Sara NO OES Mae MOR OCHO Cerne net ete ee aa) 1.00 .50 
125. Concord. Ne casa aaa eie to calte ea syen coe eat etree alo. 1.00 .50 
126. Cottage.. SOND OAS CER TOO OOHE LS EGR CoO mE Rute anmin eta nd ene 1.00 .50 
UAT fe Campbell's arly .. Sais dieh is See eae ea ee eee nee ew col) 1.00 .50 
128. Delaware.. s Biahane ais: Sapete sisoislelakhciwtas hae ws aero etnies ee eels ecto, OU 100 .50 
129. Duchess. Fee RT Es ARTO TRE Ra MO OM er ene ama) 1.00 50 
130. Harlv Victor ............ eu slesdialsiarsissa 2S ROME erecta tats areres ok ce. 1.00 .50 
TES PEL OTA COM ee esse erate nia Uracke tytn aaateineeteaia aoen WPaRoS ce 1.50 1.00 .50 
Ue WE Mipirestateyscsa.. sock aya Matetee nisl 1s binle Mites ASAIN ate eee LO 1.00 .50 
133. Green Mountain ..... Sey cfnettetd Sie tow Achaia, lercinaaia nc eee LO 1.00 .50 
134. Heer (Reger s No: 44). ecee cess cette secrete eerie tees 1.50 1.00 50 
35) long esse are ee ear eet er eae ed Lav) 1.00 .50 
136. Janesville .... Gareie bebe ee) eee are ae nn neha eee eae Cee OO 1.00 .50 
137. Bandicy (Rogers No: QO) Se sclce sctamselsarcw tesal,  PlGjigeiSsssictmerce 1.50 1.00 .50 
BSS Ses ALY Bee eros erage neieciorveisie) <P tausiajaieiafeg De aa ciom eel BM awe ore Reel OO) 1.00 .50 
MSOs we Manthia ye soos) oc ccise arte ok y elec een See YESe ORie cette ae SOL enon ELeo 1.00 .50 
140. Massasoit ( Roger's No. 2B) sees e eee sete et sete ee nee eees ees 1.50 1.00 50 
PPI NMOOLE SyDIAMONG. a" potions oosche dagen cocci ae ARLE LOO 1.00 .50 
142. ee Cee ys wel sleyers. lay Sexoistares te tiiey srcke ie eauserctenee Rie eels eat aera ee O) 1.00 .50 
Rel ns INIA ec alles me eR rere esc cee araie Ayko ini hehe oes cia ie eee er ae ee 1.50 1.00 .50 
144. Pocklington.. SAE a ORO DRC aeD oor oer eases, oLLMaTN 1.00 .50 
145, Pokeepsie Red .. BE One ACR Io ale ee eee BND) 100 -50 
146, Telegraph.. Pee at Ce SHA SEEN fee Oe ere el [ots 0) 1.00 .50 
147. Wilder (Roger's No. 4). SAO OCT CE CO Le he Ee aor Leo) 1.00 .50 
148. Woodruff Red. Sra a talete siete siohetiae ieee: Dinara cent (ane ated era ae 1.50 1.00 50 
149. Worden. Pea ates, crsreie & rraatae toate, . Bahia pattems sive Sete tolerate ote CEA 1.00 .50 
150. Wyoming Ped ets <i ot ee Pe ulna UE Seen oe 1.50 100 .50 

SEEDLING GRAPES. 

HD Ie SIN STeiVva Tet ys: cae see stee seas detec Beles oeaha me Jictuseeeseele LOU 1.00 .50 
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CLASS 60—PLUMS. Open to All, 

152, Sweepstakes Collection. Open to all competitors and subject to all the forego- 
ing rules, with the following modifications: 1st. The fruit need not have 
been grown by the exhibitor. 2nd. The collection may include any variety,. 
seedling or otherwise, grown in Minnesota. 3rd. Each plate shown must 
be plainly labeled with the name and address of its grower. Printed cards 
for this purpose will be furnished on application to the superintendent...... $50.00 

To be divided pro-rata among all exhibitors in this lot. 

1st 2nd 3rd 
Prem. Prem. Prem. 

153. Collection (not to exceed 15 varieties) in uniform one pint 
glass jars. To be accompanied 2 a statement of the 
method used in putting them up . Wola: ahs bieetarsee eee Cen $10.00 $8.00 $6.00 

The following recipes may be used: ro the thick-skinne! varieties: Two per cent 
formaline and 10 per cent alcohol, 88 per cent distilled water. The thinner the skin the 
more alcohol should be used. 

Another: Fill jar with plums and fresh water, and to one pint of water add one-half 
teaspoonful of salicylic acid. 

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 
Lot. Prem, Prem. Prem. Prem. 
154, Collection, not to exceed 15 varieties (not in glass; 

fruit of f early Epenide pay be cae in cold stor- 
age) . mere aie*=\c]ei steeper 2 weet OW. $4.00 $3.00. $2.00 

5p. Aitkin ss). aPetasels eloxstol Navepe “puie hevetoreieteret sia) ta) « martoretcter 1.00 .75 -50 
156. Black Hawk . J cab elelgwieieya cele Os sie sieistehelwalsin este tae aie MULEOLO 275 .50 
157. Cheney . mraln(e'ia’e whe nile piseestoceitnn os bilsfers/areighiese ieee erste ee CLD -75 .50 
158. DeSoto. DORA ANAL Sa OCR ona mnomesaon. Le(0X0, -75 50 
159. Forest Garden. ........... 1.00 -T5 50 
GO Hawkeye yenes. see 1.00 715 50 
tol, Mankato. ...: eal sel Ss Pv yess ase eisbadeeueleweroloadciaoteneiee akeipeerer Me LULU ,75 50 
NG Aico NGiwvs Wilts ceteris: deaths tov erties octets clatets ano iad Noree eaters 1.00 75 .50 
TGS 5; MOCHECT A Wi See efh el Soeend alc, Uaiatctahers toe ntrs atone neta -75 50 
LG AiR OKT OT siescestachhonta tel sale ake eee ee tlie ae Rete ote ROO -75 .50 
165. Rollingstone. gochey saa URNS Nbc) odd. Rate He AT eer 1.00 -75 50 
UGGSr StodGanad eta s cre areler ace ettooc el omiosile eaters spins eerie eee ae AO 715 -50 
LGM: SSULPEISE) Seidel oe deiie esac Pareraxatorst sha cistorste Bee hae ee 75 .50 
NGS M4 WAVER Bids accoss sell alas sis: aleCib ly ciaialsinsiey vorncle ce ameovsyaee 1.00 75 .50 
TE SE WO lig de Sap csciaie cso ayas ee otete ect ele ci eielel  g1gveoe ae ilk clere one aL 75 -50 
170. Wyant. OF verotahfele\ ate e Save ciaverscatciin steravea hel cleterovatare va tebe ere OU 75 .50 
171. Windom ..... 1.00 -75 .50 
172. Seedling, to equal or excel the De Soto plum, never 

having received a premium at the Minnesota State 
Raitt Peis clea: AEE arsteels) (iRise hears eves R OD, 3.00 2.00 

LETS te ROATS/..22 iors oie atiisja wlekee stversioeue eee eealseets nOee ene 2 OM 1 00 
WAT IPEACHES Ha Healers cls: oo cbscniete et anise oes lee ua ate caer ARO 1.00 

CLASS 61—SUNDRIES. Open to All. 
1st 2nd 3rd 

Prem. Prem. Prem. 
U7 5} Ancient Briton DIACKDENrhies 7. ante n. cee celieteeeteecients . $1.00 $0.75 $0.50 
MiG Snyder iblack DELries iiss s sncecmdeerceie ce eae oe eee eee 1.00 -75 -50 
177. Badger blackberries . wie a Sid aoeiag ele arenes eh OL rufa) .50 
178. Sand cherries or sand ‘che: ry hybrids... CR america ne ON0! 1.00 .50 

CLASS 62—FLOWERS. For Professionals. 

PLANTS. 

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
Prem. Prem. Prem. Prem. Prem, 

179. Collection of foliage and decorative plants.$35.00 $30.00 $20.00 $15.00 $10.00 
180. Collection of green houseplants ..,........ 20.00 15.00 10.00 5.00 
181. Collection of climbing vines............... 2.00 1.00 .50 ; 
182. Collection of five Meueing baskets, one of 

aera. cae:  SepeRmseaislgetice coniteee ALOU 3.00 2 00 1.00 
183. Collection of coleus ..... 2.00 1 00 .50 
184. Collection of tuberous- rooted ‘begonias.. 4.00 3.00 2.00 
185. Single specimen palm. . SoHo pac 4.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 
186. Collection of geraniums in bloom A OOU Sot 4.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 
187. Collection of carnationsin bloom.......... 3.00 2.00 1.00 .50 
188. Vase filled with plants at the fountain in 

Jstor dere Nhaboreuhis cul h ee einen omenica 2 24 (x0) 3.00 2.00 1.00 

CUT FLOWERS. 

To be placed on exhibition Tuesday a. m., the second day of the fair. 

ist 2nd 3rd 
bad Prem, Prem. Prem. 

189s. Collectioniof astensie 12:2. acc cein eevee acer ceisler islets samira mcs ps oO $2.00 $1.00 
LOO Collection oficatMmations 2 acc coset siete narcotics nate eleiotatstiosiateareeerae Oe 2.00 1.00 
MOL (Collection Oferoses 4! sc ais. bie teks sient uaa Hecate teem ste 2.00 1.00 
192° .Collectioniormpetimiasy 5.15.0 steers opiatterion asteaiee ane k mee yarar 2.00 1.00 .50 
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DESIGNS, BASKETS AND BOUQUETS. 

To be placed on exhibition Tuesday a, m., the second day of the fair. 

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 
Prem. Prem, Prem. Prem. 

OS Mantelpiece decoration). .ses-cesune dee eciee cscs DLOLOON LOR $6.00 $4 00 
194. Twelve-inch basket of flowers .......-...+cesesee- 5.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 
195. Pyramid bouquet....... MatiGisieeris, OOO 2.00 1.00 .50 
196. Hand bouquet, nine inches Across. HOceEn Se Pee | Ee OAe 2.00 1.00 .50 
197. Bridal bouquet, white flowers.. Sse Gin no OOOO. SHOU) 2.00 1.00 -50 

CLASS 63—FLOWERS. For Amateurs. 

PLANTS. 
Ist 2nd 3rd 

Prem. Prem, Prem, 
GSS Sin oles wOnaehenmy sce eedeicia crass, cee elnino slain eiaret malate aiabreisershsiol avers . $1 50 $1.00 $0.50 
GON Single foliareyplanit yr. cease caer tadialeaice nan oeee bce eoueesree 1.50 1.00 .50 
ZO0s Sing leitchsiavin bloom: )=2:1) smeneenieaerinlLa seek care Secon mL OO 1.00 50 
ZAOIS Sie eS feces aval seea) Hat }o) (eCosrel deca aoa bones c0 seed oboN ogee Tece sped 1.50 1.00 .50 
ZZ asinine berorita ini looms). aas lee fines seine eeels meyers aatere Sieve inlatep! MLO) 1.00 -50 
203. Single hanging basket . Sian foley ater eiayaluiin/ciaWirelareiey/asetecel oareaye attra a pe ghaed O 1.00 .50 
CAD Boe SSU alsa Va oy: b coe Ga Rance aoe CAR EERO Tt Cr ch oC ca eon MER rd a Ne To baa 0) 1.00 00 

CUT FLOWERS. 

To be placed on exhibition Tuesday a. m., the second day of the fair. 

Ist 2nd 3rd 
Prem. Prem. Prem. 

ZOSeaCollectionlior dastersy sacejectacioa Meee sess one see et on ee ceca OO $1.00 $0.50 
206. Collection of coreopsis . sfeasie a cusiohs; eae Tal eg ele eave eetetawe Moke sina rene LO) 1.00 250 
207. Collection of dahlias . 2.00 1.00 .50 
208. Collection of everlasting flowers. . ESR cis ROES Se ania nxt ately ee 1.00 .50 
AOE); = ComMSeetorn en sich esses Ae bedkowads oc dou enen fo) Z4UK0) 1.00 50 
210. Collection of pansies . 2.00 1.00 50 
211. Collection of marguerite carnations . SuASe Sood oahONA Se eion AOU) 1.00 .50 
AANA COMECHONTONVEnDEN AS) ssan;cs Aaland Sete nee ais tle temean eee eyeeeiaiotal 2.00 1.00 50 
DUS enCONeCEONIOh ZIMMIAS a traitement yc ia tele nye OR ns ae ae OO, 1.00 .50 

CLASS 64—MUSHROOMS. 

214, Tobe placed on exhibition Tuesday a. m , the second day of the fair, and renewed 
from day to day up to and including pees, following the exhibit will be 
judged daily. Premium. ... Mhelnilere terete sittrmteitalepelits kates ofeterietate .. $40.00 

To be divided pro-rata among the exhibitors. 

Controlling Apple Tree Borers—The best way to prevent borers 

getting at the trees is to use common window screening. Wrap a 

strip about 16 inches high around the base of the tree. See that the 

lower edge is a little below the surface of the ground. Of course, 

any borers already in the limbs must be dug out. 

A simple seed tester consists of two dinner plates and two pieces 

of white flannel of about the same size. Dampen the 

flannel thoroughly and spread a piece on a plate and soak 

the seeds, count and lay them upon the flannel; spread the other 

piece over the seeds and cover with another plate. It is necessary 

only to lift the plate and remove the upper piece of flannel to ex- 

amine the seeds. 
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HAVE vou MADE YOUR ENTRIES FOR THE STATE FAIR?—If not attend to it 

at once and not put it off till the last moment. Make entries for everything 
you are likely to have to exhibit, and then if you are not able later to exhibit 

everything entered no one is the loser by it. We are to havea great fruit show 

—if you do your part. 

AN EXCELLENT FRUIT PRESERVATIVE.—A preparation of soft water and 

two per cent of formaline is one of the best known for the preservation of fresh 
fruit. All kinds of fruit can be kept in this mixture, andthey will retain very 

well their natural color and ferm. Try this for plums to be exhibited at the 

state fair or for exhibition at the winter meeting; also for crab apples, etc. 

SEND EARLY RIPENING FRUITS TO CoLD STORAGE.—You can show at the 

state fair and the winter meeting everything growing on your place, as all kinds 

of fruit that mature before that time can be kept without difficulty by gather- 

ing after fully grown and before becoming mellow and sending at once by 

express to cold storage. Gather a few more specimens than actually needed 

and wrap each one carefully to prevent bruising in handling. 

A NEw HorvTIcuLturaL CLus.—A number of sensible people in the neighbor- 

hood of Constance have organized themselves into a club, the general purpose 

of which is well indicated by the title, ‘The Farmers’ Horticultural and Gen- 

eral Improvement Club of Constance, Minn.’’ They are to hold weekly meet- 

ings in the winter and bi-weekly in the summer. The president is Mr. J. P. 

Ness and the secretary Mr. Fred Johnson. This example could be profitably 

followed by every community in the state. 

Our NEw BUILDING AT THE STATE FarR,—The new agricultural hall at the 

state fair, of which horticulture is to occupy about two-fifths, is rapidly near- 

ing completion and will be ready for the exhibitors on August 10th, The 

floors are to be all artificial stone, the glass all painted in white to exclude the 

sun’s rays, and the inside walls and all wood work painted also in white. The 
building is a beauty inside and out, and we are proud to have the opportunity 

to participate in the “house warming”’ on September 2nd next. Will you be 

there to take a part with us? 

PROF. GREEN REVISES ‘‘VEGETABLE GARDENING’? AND “FORESTRY IN 

Minnesora.’’—Prof. Green is putting in much leisure time this summer in 
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revising these two popular works, which were prepared originally as text 

books for his classes in the state agricultural school. Both of them have been 

very generally adopted as text booksin similar schools throughout the country. 

The changes made in them are so extensive as to require the entire resetting of 

both books. Large editions of these works have been disposed of, mostly in the 

northwest, though they are almost equally adapted to all parts of the country. 

The revision will undoubtedly largely increase the demand for them as it will 

their value. 

A VERY EARLY PLuM.—J. M. Underwood, of Lake City, sent to this office 

July 27 a seedling plum, fully ripe, of good quality and of large, not extra 

large, size. In colorand marking it closely resembles the Miner plum, of 

which it may be a seedling; but this seems unlikely as it is so extremely early, 

and the Miner is of the very latest. Who is ripening a good plum earlier than 

this? 

THE HARDINESS OF PLANTS.—I was much interested last summer in com- 

paring notes with some English gardeners. Along the line of hardiness, for 

instance, I was told that in central England the ordinary hydrangea, which is 

so hardy here, was pretty sure to kill to the ground and even to kill out en- 

tirely, and that it was not a satisfactory plant on this account. And yet, this 

was in a section where they can grow a wonderful variety of plants which 

would scarcely be hardy in southern Ohjo. S. B. GREEN. 

“CAN EARLY VARIETIES OF APPLES BE KEPT IN COLD STORAGE FOR THE 

WINTER MEETING?’’—Yes, without difficulty. They should be carefully picked 

by hand to avoid bruising, each specimen wrapped in paper and tightly packed 

in a box so they can not jar about, and sent at once by express to cold storage, 

as directed. They should not be allowed to become fully ripe on the trees but 

be gathered while still firm and hard, as they keep better at this stage than 

when fully matured. Try this for all early varieties for state fair or winter 

meeting. 

PHOTOGRAPHS OF FRUITS, Etc.—If any of our readers have already or 

should have taken photographs of fruit trees, orchards, fruit gardens, orna- 

mental trees or shrubs, evergreens, windbreaks, etc., anything that would be 

of interest to the horticultural public, they are requested to communicate with 

the secretary in regard to them, as such pictures can be used to’ good advantage 

in illustrating our monthly. Photographs of new varieties of apple trees raised 

from the seed are especially desirable, accompanied by suitable description. 

What can you send us? 

THE STATE FAIR PREMIUM LisT.—For purposes of preservation and con- 

venient reference, the list of premiums offered by the Minnesota State Fair on 

fruits and flowers is printed in full in thisissue. Those contemplating exhibit- 

ing or interested in the subject will find it worth while to give this list careful 

study. Very few of our members but could exhibit something for a premium 

that is noted in it. The horticultural department of the fair needs many new 

exhibitors this year. Look the list over and see what you can show, notifying 

Sec’y E. W. Randall, Hamline, Minn., of your wish and ask for a premium 

list so that you may study the regulations, to be found on page 100 of the 

premium list. Send something to the fair. 
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GROWING AT THE OWATONNA TREE EXPERIMENT STATION.—This station 
has a large equipment of growing stock, including in all ‘‘more than 1,100 

varieties of apples, with a goodly number of plums and a few pears and 

cherries. Of the apples 304 varieties have been gathered in from our most 

noted and successful experimenters, scattered over the northwest; some from 

far off Vermont. In addition there are 218 Russian varieties, and, last but not 

least, there are 590 varieties that have been originated on the grounds.” 
‘Among these new seedlings that have borne there are perhaps twenty good 

sized apples, but the general average is small.’’ 

Valuable results may be looked for from this collection in the near future. 

Call upon Mr. E. H. S. Dartt, the superintendent of this station, when in Owa- 

tonna and get him to show you around, not forgetting to take a look at his 

park, which has been described in a late number of this magazine. 

SAVE THE SEEDS, APPLE, PLUM AND BERRY.—We are greatly in need of 

better and hardier varieties for the North. We can no longer hope to get these 
better varieties from other regions, they must come from the seed of our own 

best varieties grown right at home. Reserve a little place in the home garden 

for sowing such seeds as they ripen. Cover with a mulch during winter, 

and upon removing in the spring the little Minnesotans will soon struggle to 

the surface and in a short time begin to show such an interesting variety of 

form, size and color as will surprise the planter. 

The Minnesota State Horticultural Society offers a reward of a $1,000 fora 

seedling apple that will meet the needs of our state for a winter apple. But 

one can have this prize, but many can have the satisfaction and honor of doing 

their part in adding to the comfort and resources of our country. Tell the 

children about this; they can each have varieties all their own, for every seed 

will bring a new variety that will have a style and color all its own and may 

be named to suit their pleasure. Children, many of them, have tastes for these 

happy avocations that only lack the opportunity to develop iu order to become 

most useful and delightful occupations for their leisure thoughts and hours in 
later life. 

CLARENCE WEDGE, from ‘‘Farmer.’’ 

DIVISION OF FORESTRY NOW A BUREAU.—‘‘On July 1 the division of forestry 

and three other scientific divisions of the United States Department of Agricul- 

ture were advanced to bureaus. This was provided for by the last session of 

congress, which appropriated for the expenses of the bureau of forestry during 

its first year $185,440. 

“The appropriation for the division of forestry during the year just ended 
was $88,520. For the year 1898-99 it was $28,520. These figures show 

how rapidly the forest work of the government has expanded of late, and also 

how well it has commended itself to congress. 

‘‘The change from a division to a bureau, and the larger appropriation, will 

make possible both an improved office organization and more extended field 

work. The bureau will be provided with a much larger office force and will be 
organized in three divisions. But field work, not office work, is what the 

bureau exists for. 

“‘Several state governments have asked the aid of the bureau. But the great- 

est demand is that of the Department of the Interior of the national government, 

which has asked for working plans for all the forest reserves, with the enor- 
mous total area of about 47,000,000 acres.”’—Wpls. Journal. 
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COMMERCIAL STRAWBERRY CULTURE. 

Cc. W. GURNEY, YANKTON, S. D. 

(Paper read before the South Dakota State Horticultural Society, at Sioux Falls, 

Jan. 23, 1901. 

In the entire list of small fruits grown for the market there is no 

one that reaches the strawberry in its adaptability to the conditions in 

South Dakota and consequent profitableness to the grower. That 

this fruit can be grown nearly as successfully here as elsewhere has 

been established, but many are deterred from engaging in this 
branch fearing the market would be soon glutted. After an ex- 

perience extending over many years I feel perfectly safe in assert- 

ing that there is no reasonable likelihood of such a condition exist- 

ing in this latitude. 

Years ago when just before our fruit was ripening, and foreign 

berries were selling at a few cents a quart and the market glutted, 

I looked forward to about the same market for locally grown fruit. 

This did not occur, and I think never will. As soon as the south- 

ern crop was exhausted, the prices jumped up, and the demand so far 

has been greater than the local growers could meet. I have never 

sold berries here in Yankton at less than $2.40 a case for twenty- 

four full quart cases. They have retailed readily for good berries 

at two boxes for a quarter or 15 cents per single box. 

We have only one foreign competitor that is'in the way. A 

berry is shipped in from Oregon, more than a thousand miles, the 

name of which I have been unable to learn, which reaches us in a 

condition about as good as when fresh and is of very superior qual- 

ity. This berry sells beside home grown fruit at the same prices. 

This berry has given rise to much discussion in our horticul- 

tural societies. Many have wished to get it, but it might be worth- 

less if grown here. This is one of the pronounced peculiarities of 

this fruit. The same berry which gives the best results in one lo- 
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cality may be practically worthless a few miles distant under dif- 

ferent conditions of soil and culture. There are some exceptions 

to this rule. The Crescent, Bederwood and Warfield will succeed 

in nearly every locality and condition with good treatment. 

It is not my purpose to go into the details of planting. Any 

one who can successfully transplant a cabbage should not with the 
same care have any trouble in setting strawberry plants. There are, 

however, some points where failures are sometimes made that it 

may be well to consider. Above all things be sure to get a full 

stand on the first planting. If not you will not be likely to get one 

after by patching up. 

There is more danger of getting the plants too wet in shipping 

than too dry. If the former, the crown rots, and the plant is ° 

worthless. If received quite dry and in good condition otherwise, 

wet the roots immediately, handling them a bunch at a time. They 

are put up in bunches of twenty-five. Be careful and not wet the 

tops or the crowns. If ready to plant put them all in the shade, 

out of the wind, and only take out as many at a time as can be 
planted before the roots get dry. If not ready, the roots should be 

dipped in a thin mud, not so thick but it will penetrate all parts 

of the bunch, or a still better way is to wet them and then open the 

roots and thoroughly sprinkle with dry dust. They then may be 

safely laid away for a day or two, but generally the quicker a plant 

is set after received the better. 

Some strawberry specialists insist on putting a pint of water on 

each plant as soon as set. This might do in small plantings, but the 

commercial strawberry.man will not do it. It is expensive and la- 
borious, and not necessary under ordinary circumstances. 

We cut off about half the leaves while in the bunch, doing it 

with a sharp knife, cutting across the top of the bunch. Where we 

take plants up fresh and immediately reset them we do not practice 
this. 

The commercial strawberry man generally gets two crops, one of 

plants and one of fruit.. These two plantations should never be in 
the same beds. Keep the plantation for plants separate from that 

for fruit, as they are handled quite different. For plants it will not 
be necessary to intersperse varieties for the purpose of fertilizing, 

or pollenizing. It is better to keep the same varieties as separate as 

practicable, that the plants do not intermix by running across the 

rows. These we take up clean in the spring, carry them to the 

cellar where they are sorted, and all the old plants as well as the 

small ones are thrown out. 
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In cultivating this plantation we use no coulter for cutting off 

the runners, the object being to get as many to grow as practicable. 

The plants in either case must be kept clean. We do much 

work with the hoe. 
In the plant plantation we have always put the rows four feet 

apart and the plants in the row from twelve to twenty inches. This 

depends upon the variety. Some will cover the whole ground at 

the last named or a greater distance, while others, like the Parker 

Earle, make very few and short runners. 

We have always planted the fruit plantation the same distance 

between rows, but using a little more space between the plants, as 

it is very desirable if good fruit is wanted not to allow the plants 

to set too close from the runners. Hereafter, however, we shall re- 

duce the distance between the rows in our fruit plantations to three 

feet. The rows will not be allowed to-mat quite as wide, conse- 

quently a little less fruit to the row, but more than enough rows to 

make up this deficiency. This will conserve labor, giving a greater 

proportion to the cultivator and that much less to the hoes. 

A cultivator is used for the fruit beds with a thin, sharp coulter 

on one side, which cuts off all too rampant runners without disturb- 

ing stolons that have caught on the same runners. 
This work all being properly done, the next thing is to cover 

in the fall. We have had occasion to change our mind and practice 

in this recently. We have not covered till ground was frozen hard 

enough to bear up a team and wagon, but where the fall is long 

and interspersed with freezing nights and warm days the foliage is 

killed and the plants consequently weakened before this time comes. 

There is no danger of the plants being smothered out any time after 

they have become dormant if straw is used as a cover. If I were 

intending to use straw stable manure, which is always advisable, I 
would either wait a little longer or would first cover rather lightly 

with straw and apply the other at any time later, even to mid-winter. 

I practice covering with straw very heavily. This prevents its 

blowing off. My plantation is entirely unprotected, situated in a 
broad valley down which the wind sweeps unobstructed and at 

times with untiring energy. Still I have no cover blown off. A 

few spears of straw thrown on the ground will blow away, but it 

takes a strong wind to blow off the top of a straw stack. The 

straws interlace perpendicularly and hold it fast. If your cover by 

any means does blow off you must lose no time in replacing it. 
We remove the mulch over the rows as much as is necessary 

in the spring, after we notice some plants trying to get through, 

always being careful not to remove more than is necessary. 
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We have a three inch artesian well and fields so located that 

they can be flooded from it, but practically we grow this fruit with- 

out irrigation. The first year we sometimes use it sparingly but 

never the second or fruiting year unless it is very early, soon after 

plants are out of bloom. It is impractical to use it during the 

picking season. If thoroughly soaked at this time our ground would 
be soft enough to mire a snipe and the pickers would rebel. 

Where we can do so we get girls for pickers. They are more 

conscientious (at this age at least) and will obey orders. They 

seldom throw clods at each other, or want to stop and go fishing in 

a busy time. - There are never any leaves or straws in their boxes; 

they pick them full and generally pay strict attention to business. 

Boys do sometimes but not always. 
Again let me quietly hint to my brother strawberry men, when 

you go to town for pickers go to the best families. You can get 

them. It is a healthful and novel experience, and, though they have 

not been used to much hard work they soon learn it and enjoy it, 

besides it adds to their little pin money. 

Always use full quart boxes and see that they are filled. They 

should be rounded up so as to be at least full after settling twenty- 

four hours. 

At the last of the season it is well to instruct the pickers to 

make two grades of berries. Imperfect or smaller ones are kept 

separate for home use, canning, etc., and do not reduce the price, 

as they will when mixed with good berries. 

We do not get the yields here that they do, or claim they do, 

in some, perhaps, more favored localities. Perhaps we do not give 
them the extensive cultivation that is given which produces those 

phenomenal yields. 

I have been in the big strawberry fields of Illinois where they 

claim those big yields, but, as I estimate and remember it, I have 

never seen anything better than a field of about ten acres grown 

by the Gray Brothers, in Yankton, last year. I am told they made 

a net profit of $1,000. 

All nursery stock going into Canada must enter the customs 

ports only of St. John, N. B., St. Johns, Que., Niagara Falls and 

Windsor, Ont., and Winnipeg, in Manitoba, between March 15 and 

May 15, and Oct. 7 and Dec. 7. Entrance at Vancouver, B. C., 

from Oct. 15 to March 15. All nursery stock will be fumigated at 
these ports at the risk of the shippers or consignees. 
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METHODS OF MULCHING AND THEIR 

COMPARATIVELY VALUE. 

J. S. HARRIS, LA CRESCENT. 

Mulching of orchard trees is recommended by a number of our 

most. successful horticulturists and more or less practiced by many 

of them. Some practice it to save cultivation and others for speci- 

fic purposes. In the latter case if properly done it is in all cases 

more or less beneficial, but as a substitute for cultivation it is often 

of doubtful utility and sometimes positively injurious. Besides, to 

save cultivation it is variously practiced to conserve moisture, to 

keep out frost and heat and prevent injury from them, and to keep 

fruit clean and free from grit. The operation is nothing more than 

covering the ground about the stems of trees and plants and between 

the rows with coarse straw or barnyard litter, marsh hay, the bot- 

toms of straw stacks or some other material that will not take up 

moisture from the soil, but will prevent evaporation, thus keeping 

the soil beneath from drying out rapidly and maintaining it in that 

moist and equable condition of temperature that is most favorable 

for the growth of young roots of trees and plants. In the orchard 

it is an excellent practice with newly transplanted trees and especial- 

ly for such as are set rather late in the spring. Very many trees in 

a dry season fail at mid-summer after having had a. fair start. 

From the dry and parched condition of the earth about the roots, sur- 

face watering fails to save them, while if they had been properly 

mulched at the time of planting, when the soil was charged with 

ample moisture, or, in a case of drouth at time of planting, well wat- 

ered in the holes, an inch or two of dry, loose soil on the surface 

and a light covering of litter on top would have carried them 

through a dry, hot spell with comparative safety. If no other ma- 

terial is at hand, two inches of sand from the road side will answer 

a very good purpose. 

Watering upon the surface after the ground has become hard 

and dry is most generally an injurious practice unless immediately 

covered with a mulch, but mulching will do but little if any good 

applied over a hard, dried out soil, and I do not believe that a 

heavy mulching is at any time desirable in the summer months, be- 

cause light rains are all absorbed by it, and it prevents the dampen- 
ing of the soil below, and many times this is the case through the 
entire summer. It is also dangerous to use any kind of mulch 
through which water would not penetrate quickly or that would 
carry water away from the trees. Where the land is nearly level 
the best of all mulches is a mellow surface soil of the depth of two 

\ 
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or three inches, made and kept so by cultivating immediately after 

any rain that compacts the surface of the ground. Where such 

cultivation cannot be given a light covering of clover or other fresh 

mown grass will answer the purpose almost as well if applied when 

the soil is in the right condition and renewed as needed. 

To sum up, the best practice seems to be a light mulch im- 
mediately under the trees where it cannot be reached with the har- 

row or cultivator and a frequent stirring of the surface soil between. 

The mulching to save labor is in most cases a snare and a delusion. 

The mulching does not hold the moisture as the cultivating will. I 

consider good and thorough cutivation of the utmost importance 

in the growing of fruits of any kind, but there are times when it 

is not practicable to continue it with the small fruits. Strawberries 

should not be cultivated from the opening of spring until the season 

of fruiting is over, or the fruit will be a dirty, gritty mess. They 

should have a liberal mulch of clean straw or prairie hay between 

the rows until the fruiting season is past, and a light covering of the 

rows through the winter to help keep out frost and prevent exposure 

to changes of weather or frequent freezing and thawing. — Rasp- 

berries and blackberries are better for shallow cultivation in the 

early part of the season, but when the fruit begins to color the 

ground about them should be liberally mulched—and the best ma- 

terial for the purpose is green fresh mown clover. 

The dust mulch produced by frequent cultivation is the only 

one suitable for the successful production of grapes in our climate. 

The only danger from continuous cultivation of bearing orchards 

seems to be the exhaustion of humus, without which the soil will 

become hard and compact. This in a great measure can be remedied 

by the growing of suitable cover crops. Common peas, cow peas or 

buckwheat, sown at the last cultivation about the first of August, ro- 

tated with clover about every third year and to be plowed under 

shallow when in full growth, are among the best cover crops, but no 

crop of forage should be removed from the ground. 

Mr. J. S. Harris: I would like to tell you why heavy mulch- 
ing is sometimes dangerous. A year ago last winter a great many 
trees were root-killed in this state that were heavily mulched. If 
they had not been mulched so heavily before the fall rains there 
would have been a good many live roots. They were mulched be- 
fore the rains came, and as no moisture reached the soil beneath 

them during the fore part of the winter the consequence was that 
the roots were killed, while trees near by where the snow only had 
collected came through in good shape. Where you use heavy mulch 
in’an orchard to save cultivation it is dangerous. I knew a man 
who put on a half load of barnyard manure every year, and for three 
of four years he had the reputation of having the finest orchard 
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around, but after several years the roots came up above the soil in 
which the trees were planted, he got tired of mulching, and a hard 
wind came along and his trees tipped over. He had no roots in 
the soil. I believe in light mulching and wherever practicable having 
a dust mulch. 

Mr. Clarence Wedge: I commend heartily everything that was 
said in the paper, but I differ from the remarks which followed the 
paper. The dangers that may come from mulching | think are al- 
together exaggerated as compared with the dangers that may come 
without the mulch. The example Mr. Harris gave of the man who 
mulched his orchard and then neglected it and, as a consequence, 
lost his trees seems to me to be rather in favor of the mulching. 

- Of course, mulching should be kept on during the year. During the 
past year we have found that the ground without snow or without 
mulching is a very dangerous thing. When we get to grafting upon 
the stocks which Prof. Hansen is recommending to us, those Pyrus 
baccata, then, perhaps, we can do away with the mulching, but at 
the present time I consider mulching as the safety anchor for our 
orchards in these snowless winters. Another point Mr. Harris 
stated in his paper, that a dust blanket was equal to straw or bet- 
ter. I shall have to express my decided dissent from that. The 
difference in value between these two classes of mulch was very 
firmly impressed upon my mind in heeling in a lot of nursery trees 
in the fall. A portion of the ground had been cultivated, and we 
had cultivated it unceasingly during the year ; it was practically a dust 
blanket when we heeled in the trees, while another portion which 
was contiguous was covered with straw. In heeling in the trees we 
found the soil very dry under the dust blanket, so dry, in fact, that 
we had to use a good deal of water to heel them in safely, while in 
heeling in that portion that was covered with straw we found the 
soil so moist that we needed no water at all in order to carry the 
trees through the winter. That was my experience with the two 
styles of mulching. 

Mr. J. S. Harris: In answer to Mr. Wedge’s first exception I 
want to say that I used the term “excessive mulching,’ and I stick 
to it, because I thoroughly believe that a heavy mulch, especially 
when the ground is dry under it, is dangerous to the orchard, but a 
light mulching, with the ground suitably moist under it, if we would 
apply it every winter about this time, I believe would be a great bene- 
fit to our trees. However, if you put on a heavy mulch just be- 
fore the fall rains take place you have got to pay for what you do. 

Mr. Clarence Wedge: In regard to that mulch shedding water. 
It is a great mistake to place mulch in such a way that it will shed 
water. We must get away from that idea. The roots of a tree 
of any size—the roots six or eight feet away from the tree—are just 
as important and just as valuable or more so, but the mulch should 
be put on in a level form so as not to shed any water. It should 
be kept on all the season round. I do not believe in this spasmodic 
mulching; I believe it should be kept on all the time. 

Mr. Wyman Elliot: We have with us today a man who has 
had considerable experience in mulching, but with material different 
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from anything that Mr. Harris mentioned in his paper, and I would 
like to hear from our friend Seth Kenney, of Morristown. 

Mr. Seth Kenney: | have an orchard of about 600 apple trees, 
and 300 of them are Wealthy. Most of them bore a full crop last 
year, and | mulched with the pressed stalks of the sorghum cane. 
We had an abundance of that material, and the results were very 
beneficial. I have a lattice work two and a half feet high around 
my trees to keep the rabbits and mice away, and it also shades the 
trunk of the tree, and that, with the mulching, has kept back the 
trees two weeks in the spring so they would not leaf out so quick 
as without the mulching. We could easily see the value of mulching, 
and any one could see the difference. ‘The orchard bore so heavily 
we had to pick off a good many apples to keep the limbs from 
breaking, and sometimes they would break the tree. I am very fa- 
vorably impressed with the value of mulching. In the dry time last 
summer I pulled away some mulching about the trees and | found 
the soil was damp, and the apples did not check, and they did not 
fall from the tree. I had some 300 bushels of Wealthy, and the 
merchants to whom I sold them said they were the most salable ap- 
ples they had ever got hold of. 1 went from one town to another 
and celivered them, “about twenty bushels to a load. I would leave 
the barrels at a place, and the next time I would take them back 
with me and leave some full barrels. I picked them and delivered 
them myself, and ] had no commission. to pay, and they had them 
all sold by the time I got around with another load. I found that 
the ground being moist and in good condition they outgrew their 
skins a good deal this year, so they did not keep so well as they have 
kept in former years. I had some eleven inches in circumference. 
I can recommend the Wealthy as a commercial apple that gives satis- 
faction to all who purchase it. 

The President: How great was the diameter of the circle of 
that lattice work vou placed about your trees, the wire fence you 
put around them? 

Mr. Seth Kenney: The wire was put on lath with little gal- 
vanized wire staples and then put around the tree. It was about 
a foot in diameter. I never had a tree where a borer went below 
this lattice work, 

The President: How far back from this circle did you apply 
the mulch? 

Mr. Seth Kenney: I mulched three feet on each side. The 
trees were set eighteen by thirty, the rows eighteen feet apart and 
thirty feet between the trees, and the mulching was put in between, 
and it worked grandly. When I took my apples to market I was not 
sorry that I had mulched my trees. 

Prof. Robertson: When did you apply that mulch? 
Mr. Kenney: I put it on about this season of the year (Dec.) 
Prof. Robertson: How thick did you put it on? 
Mr. Kenney: We put it on about three or four inches deep. 
Prof. Robertson: What price did you obtain for your apples? 
Mr. Kenney: First I began to sell them for fifty cents a bushel, 

and finally I got eighty cents for the Wealthy. 
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Mr. Oliver Gibbs: I can find nothing in Mr. Harris’ paper to 
find any tault with. I think the keynote of the whole matter was 
sounded in Mr. Cook’s paper when he advocated mulching and cul- 
tivation in alternation. 1 want to call attention to the facts drawn 
out three years ago from Mr. Somerville. Mr. Somerville has 
grown famous through his large and well known orchard, and it 
may be that his success was due to mulching. The question was 
asked him three years ago when a mulch became necessary. He 
replied that he put on his mulch late in the fall, and in the spring 
he turned his hogs into the orchard, and they gave it the alternate 
cultivation. Many of the older members and some of the younger 
members know the reputation of Mr. Somerville’s orchard, but I set 
it down on the tablets of my memory at that time that mulching was 
not doing the work alone, but that it was done by mulching and cul- 
tivation in combination. 

Mr. A. D. Leach: I am rather an enthusiastic advocate of 
mulching myself, although I do not believe that too heavy a mulch 
should be applied. I never put on a mulch so thick that it will not 
wet through in a good shower. I have been raising apples in Min- 
nesota for thirty years inthe same way. I set out in 1881 a Wealthy 
orchard of thircy trees and succeeded in obtaininy some apples. 
Then came that hard winter of 1884-5, and the cold killed them in 
such a manner that they had to be cut back. Those trees sprouted 
up until they have become large, thriftv bearing trees today, but the 
shape of them prevents cultivation. They are set 16x24 feet apart. 
They cover the whole ground and the limbs branch out not more 
than a foot or two above the ground. They spread over the entire 
ground, and it is just barely possible to go through with the wagon, 
but no more. Now the question arose what to do with those trees. 
We could not cultivate them, and I did not know what to do. About 
six years ago they showed signs of weakness. I had not manured 
them any, so I went to work and fertilized them with about a wheel- 
barrow load of manure about each tree. I had the orchard in clover 
and instead of taking it off the ground I spread it around each tree 
over a space of about six feet. I let it lie there until the next spring 
when it was quite thoroughly rotted, and the next spring, instead 
of turning in the hogs, I took a six tined fork and went around the 
orchard digging up the ground. When summer came again I put 
on another mulching of clover and put on some manure the next 
fall. Next spring J treated it again in the same way I did the pre- 
ceding spring, and I think I now have as thrifty and nice and well 
bearing an orchard as can be found in the ‘state of Minnesota. I 
harvested this summer between 150 and 175 bushels of extra fine 
Wealthy apples, and nearly all of them were of a good or medium 
size. In cultivating young trees I am in favor of cultivating around 
and up to the trees and keeping on a good dust mulch. If the 
orchard gets too big I am in favor of mulching and forking in the 
manure, when spring comes taking a fork and digging the manure 
well into the soil. 

Mr. R. A. Wright: All the discussion so far has been upon 
the apple. In recard to small fruits I want to sav that I am in 
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favor of mulching the raspberry and the blackberry. Two years 
ago I mulched a half acre with straw and cultivated another piece 
three times a week for two months. I do not think I missed once 
except we had a heavy shower of rain. It was very dry two or three 
years ago in July and August. I found that the blackberry field 
that was mulched with straw gave me very much better returns than 
the other field that was cultivated. When I dug into the soil below 
the surface of the cultivated ground I found it dry, and in stirring 
the soil great lumps would come up, but under the straw when I dug 
in with a fork I found the soil mellow and loose, and it seemed to me 
the straw kept the soil in better shape than did the dust mulch, and 
if I had to make a choice between cultivation and mulching I would 
mulch my berries every time. 

Prof. Robertson: I want to make one assertion that may be 
disputed, but I hold it is true. Everybody said that the proper time 
to mulch was in the winter, and I say the proper time is about the 

_ last of June. Put on your mulch right after it rains and then you 
will get the greatest benefit. 

Mr. Wyman Elliot: What would you do in a season like that 
of 1900 when we had no rain for eight months? 

Prof. Robertson: That is just when you will retain the mois- 
ture that is then in the soil. Now, if we had gone to those old 
straw piles and taken the straw that was allowed to go to waste 
and put it on the ground after we had done some of our cultivating, 
then we would have found that it kept the moisture there during the 
summer. When you do not get the rain after plowing then it is 
making its greatest draft on the soil. So I think if the ground had 
been mulched with straw you would have found throughout all this 
summer the same conditions existing as described by the gentleman 
who just spoke, that under that dry straw where no rain had come 
you would have found a nice moist soil. Where you attempt 
to keep your dust blanket you must go around every day to keep it 
in nice shape, while this straw will serve as a blanket to conserve 
the moisture for two or three months during the summer. 

Mr. R. H. L. Jewett: I was requested to add a word or two to 
the last paper that was read, and we have fully discussed the next 
paper under this one. In the cultivation of our grounds we have 
used the dust mulch almost exclusively. I was led to look into this 
question somewhat upon observing the effects upon a grove of trees 
we had that were naturally mulched with leaves and weeds. I 
thing that many of our trees, large and small, show the effects of 
the drouth, and I found upon investigation that nature had pro- 
vided this mulch and the roots came close to the surface. We no- 
ticed the effect upon the forest trees, and the trees we planted in the 
orchard we set pretty deep. We planted them about twenty-four 
inches deep and tried to get a good growth of roots as far below the 
surface as we could and then kept on a dust blanket. If we kept 
a straw mulch on we would produce the conditions found in the 
grove, and that same mistake continued for a year or two would 
leave the roots of our trees exposed to the sun. We are trying an 
experiment. We have one row of trees covered with straw six feet 
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on either side of the trees, trying to give them the natural forest 
condition, the same that our grove has, and the other row we 
mulched with a dust blanket. Both of these rows produced apples 
this year. I think the better apples were on the trees that were 
cultivated and more of them. My theory was that we would en- 
courage the roots to keep too close to the surface and so would be- 
come exposed to the frost and to the sun. 

Mr. Jno. Freeman: I wish to ask a question for information. 
What do we mean by a dust mulch? How often must we cultivate 
from the first of May to the first of November? Must the cultiva- 
tion be continuous, and how often must it be done to make what is 
called a dust mulch under any plan of cultivation? We were taught 
in my youth and early age that we must not cultivate after a certain 
time or we would cause injury. Now I would like to get all the 
information I can on this point of the dust mulch. 

The Secretary: We all know that our president is a very mod- 
est man, and as he is a modest man he is afraid to announce to you 
that he is next on the program with a paper that treats expressly 
of the subject about which Mr. Freeman desires information. Now 
I think it would be well for him to read his paper before Mr. Free- 
man’s question is answered and perhaps that will solve the problem. 
(See index for paper entitled “The Dust Mulch in Minnesota,” by 

W. W. Pendergast.) 

NURSERY CULTURE OF THE APPLE. 

J. P. ANDREWS, FARIBAULT. 

In view of the fact that apple trees have root-killed four or five 

different winters during the past thirty years it is a good precaution 

to plant the very hardiest seed obtainable. 

Where stocks are grown on a commercial scale, the common 

apple seed has been almost invariably used. Though French crab 

seed is used some it is probably no hardier, if any different, from 

our common apple seed. This year we saved a bushel or such a 

matter of the seed of the Siberian crab, Early Strawberry, Virginia, 

and some others and shall continue to use the Siberian hereafter on 

account of its hardiness. 

After separating the seed from the pomace it should be planted 

in new, rich, deeply plowed, subsoiled and thoroughly pulverized 

ground in the fall or early spring. If not planted till spring the seed 

should be thoroughly mixed with sand in the fall and remain out 

during winter where it will keep moist and freeze. 

After growing one season, take up and pack away in the cellar 

in the late fall and graft during the winter, care being taken to keep 

the cions, stocks and grafts packed in sand or some material that 

will keep them cool and just moist, until they can be planted out in 

early spring. 
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To have good healthy apple trees they should be grown on ele- 

vated land, where the range of temperature is not so great as on low 

land, and on clay loam, where the wood will ripen early in the fall, 

and on clay subsoil, that will retain moisture. The ground should be 

plowed deeply and subsoiled in the fall; then in the spring pulverize 

thoroughly to the depth of ten inches or more and plant the grafts 

six or eight inches apart, in rows four feet apart. 

Cultivation should begin as soon as planting is finished and 

repeated at least once a week through the growing season, and as 

much oftener as the ground gets in good condition to cultivate after 

each rain. If very shallow surface cultivation is given during the 
fall, so that the ground takes up and retains the fall rains and early 

melting snows, it will probably prove a good protection against root- 

killing—or late crops of oats or buckwheat may be grown to cover 

the ground to protect from root-killing. 

The first year there will be no trimming required if all but the 

strongest shoot is rubbed off when they start growth in the spring. 

Cultivation the second year should begin as early as the ground 
will work and continue through the growing season, as before, 

using more horse and less hand work as the trees get larger. 

Pruning the second year should be almost nothing, simply cut- 

ting back any injured tips to perfectly sound wood and rubbing the 

buds off the bodies from the ground up to where the top is to be 

formed. 

At the close of the second season the trees will be in nice shape 

for transplanting in the orchard, with a good top one year old, a 

good body two years old and a fine root three years old, that can be 

lifted out with almost the entire roots after the tree digger has 

loosened the soil around them. The trees will stand from three to 

six feet high, depending on the varieties, the season and the care. 

But if these trees are calculated for the market they will have 

to be headed back in the spring and grown a year or two more, for 

' the average planter wants more timber in his trees. 

During this last year while you are engaged in tree culture you 

should also be cultivating the acquaintance of a tree man to sell 
them, and if you could hear him talk while doing his part of the 

work you would probably feel well repaid, and it may be all you 

will ever get for your four or five years of hard work growing and 

packing them for him. 

Mr. J. S. Harris: Generally a nurseryman starts in with the 
idea that by using our crab seeds for root-grafiting stocks, it makes 
the best stock to use for his purpose. I will just cite you one in- 
stance. E. S. Wilcox, of Trempeleau, Wis., one of the best fruit 
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men in the northwest, but who is not now living, got that idea in 
1873, after that hard winter, and thought the crab was the thing. 
He secured all the crabs he could get hold of and saved the seed and 
went to propagating trees on crab roots. His nursery proved a fail- 
ure, and the originals planted were more or less a failure. The 
crab root is a success for grafting upon it the crab cion. The only 
success Mr. Wilcox met with was with the Utter and the Astrachan 
put upon this root, which grew more rapidly than upon the apple 
root, but after four or five years they were all toppled over. The 
only success he had was to graft the crab upon the crab root and 
top-work other varieties upon the branches, and whenever he found 
varieties congenial they were a success. I bought a good many 
trees from Mr. Wilcox on those crab roots, and some of them lived 
for seven or eight years. The crab root to use to make a root-graft 
is not reliable for a great many of our varieties. I believe that the 
road to success—if I lived in Dakota and had to have those roots I 
would make a dwarf tree—but the road to success for the general 
nurseryman is to secure seeds of the hardiest varieties as far north 
as he can secure them, and then you will get something into which 
nature has put the germ of a little more hardiness. 

Mr. J. S. Park: I have had some such experience as has been 
spoken of here, and I lay my failure to some other things than have 
been assigned by Mr. Harris. Perhaps it was from the cause he 
speaks of. I sent a good many years.ago to Mr. Whitney, of Illi-. 
nois, of No. 20 notoriety, and bought a lot of crab seeds. I sowed 
those seeds, and when they were grown enough I took them up and 
grafted them, using some seventy or eighty varieties of apples, such 
as the Ben Davis, Baldwin, Northern Spy and enough others to make 
some eighty varieties, and all of them died. I think I could have 
found a few, such as the Briar Sweet and some of those varieties 
that did live, but I laid the loss of them at that time to the fact that 
I got the seeds from the south. I had an idea if I had got northern 
seeds [ would have done better. 

Mr. C. G. Patten (Iowa): This I consider a very important 
question for the horticulturist of the northwest to consider, and as 
I have had considerable experience along this line I wish to rise | 
thus early in your session to say a few words. As Mr. Harris has 
said, and according to my experience has said very truly, any one 
who relies upon the seedlings of the whole root of the yellow crab, 
or any of that type of crab, will meet with utter failure. I do not 
remember whether it was in one of the Minnesota papers I made 
a report a few years ago in regard to my work, but I will briefly 
state it here. After the winter of 1872-3, as you know, the roots of 
our trees were terribly killed all over the northwest, and the follow- 
ing summer a large quantity of seed of the cherry and large red and 
yellow crabs was planted, and the people planted the seed with a 
great deal of courage. I tried at least seventeen or eighteen varieties 
of the apple, as well as the Hyslop crab and one or two others 
that my memory fails to catch just now, and I tried that on a very 
extensive scale. I grafted the first year, I think, at least 30,000. 
For the first two years many of those trees apparently prospered ; 
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they grew more vigorously than anything on the common seed!ing 
roots, but at three or four years old they began to show failure in 
vigor. The vigorous roots succumbed, and on many trees the root 
was dwarfed to a single stem. I tried it for two years, grafting at 
least 70,000 crabs; perhaps not quite as many as that—but the ‘re- 
sult of my experiment was an utter failure. There were a few trees, 
of course, that did better than others, but the result, as a whole, as 
I stated, was a failure. 

Mr. Harris: As I remember, the Wealthy did better than any 
other variety worked in that way. 

Mr. Patten: The Wealthy and the Saxton did the best. Now, 
I believe if we would go a step farther and use the seeds of such 
hybrids as the Minnesota, Briar Sweet and the Whitney No. 20, 
that are really hardy and represent 75 per cent of the apple, we 
would make a forward step. There is no question in my mind, be- 
cause I have demonstrated the fact by planting Briar Sweet and 
Whitney No. 20, and they have produced seedlings fully equal in 
hardiness to the first cross of the Siberian with the apple and with- 
out their defects. I think herein lies the road to improvement of our 
stocks with the apple. 

The President: Do you think anything of advantage can come 
from this double grafting ? 

Mr. Patten: No, sir; I do not believe that any advantage is 
derived from double erafting with the true Siberian stocks, but there 
might come some advantage by selecting these best seedlings and 
grafting them six inches or a foot above the ground, giving to the 
root a more even balance with the top. There is a great deal in 
that. In my experiments with top-grafting the crab my attention 
was first called to it on Mr. Tuttle’s ground, where he had the Wal- 
bridge grafted scarcely two feet from the ground on those Siberian 
crabs, and in my own experience later on in grafting on the stem of 
the Siberian I found if a variety would not succeed when grafted on 
two feet or three feet of the stem it would not succeed if grafted 
in the limbs of the trees, and they would nearly all finally blow off. 

Mr. J. S. Harris: I would suggest for the benefit of the nur- 
serymen who want a crab seed that there is nothing better than the 
Dartt’s Hybrid, and they bear a striking resemblance to the original, 
and I believe they would make a good seed for the nurserymen to 
use for stocks. 

Prof. N. E. Hansen (S. D.): In Bulletin 65 of the South Da- 
kota Experiment Statfon, on root-killing, I introduced two points 
but they are both in the experimental stage as yet. I must insist that 
from all my experience and from what I have been able to learn, not- 
withstanding the experience of Mr. Patten and Mr. Watrous, I must 
insist that that piece root-grafting will not do for several reasons. 
Now, if you bud on the eround so that -everything is below the 
ground, you are going to get a smaller tree, but I think it would be 
a better tree than you could get by piece root-grafting. I got hold 
of the German experience since I published the bulletin, which is, 
that the tree will be intermediate in size between the ordinary dwart 
tree and the ordinary tree, hence it may be preferred for severe situ- 
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ations or where root-killing is apt to cause trouble. They are desir- 
able in certain situations where other trees cannot be used. I want 
to insist that you do not do any piece root-grafting on Siberian stocks 
in the nursery, but bud on the stocks or do crown-grafting, which is 
practically the same thing. It must be understood, from the very 
beginning, in all our discussions, we should state whether it was 
piece root-grafted or budded. 

Col. C. L. Watrous (lowa): It is certainly not any experiment 
where it has been tried, ground-grafting and budding and then 
planting in the orchard. 

Prof. Hansen: I do not know of any in the United States. I 
do know it has been done in some instances in Germany and in the 
northern part of Russia. 

Mr. S. D. Richardson: Iam a nurseryman and have had some 
experience in this root-killing business and have seen it in a good 
many orchards in my section of the country, and as far as I know 
it is the nurseryman that stands the brunt of the loss by tender stock 
root-killing. After the tree gets large enough to go out of the nur- 
sery and stand for itself, if it is properly cared for there is no dan- 
ger of root-killing, and in my experience since 1885 I have never had 
a large sized tree root-killed. I have lost lots of trees one and two 
years old that have been transplanted, and I have lost them by root- 
killing, but I have never lost any by root-killing where the ground 
was covered. Further north there may be danger, but where the 
ground is covered I do not believe there is any danger of root-killing. 
I have had black walnut trees root-killed; I lost a great many by 
root-killing. Ona patch of ground that was clean I lost every black 
walnut that was on it. Bare ground will kill young stocks. 

Col. C. L..Watrous (Iowa): It seems to me the sum of all 
this is that whoever attempt to try to raise a nursery of apple trees 
on the Siberian pyrus baccata stock, whether it be Russian or other- 
wise, is treading on extremely thin ice, and his experiments should 
not involve more money and time than he is able to lose. I have 
been watching Prof. Hansen’s experiments for some time and noted 
what he put forth in a paper that contained many excellent things. 
One of his statements was that the day of piece root-grafting in the 
northwest was practically obsolete. If we could succeed by his plan 
whereby root-killing could be avoided we could afford to take up 
something new, but if we go into it on a large scale it may be at a 
loss to the nurseryman and to the planter of the trees, and it ought to 
be gone into very carefully and proved in some way at the state ex- 
periment stations, and that for a number of years, until the matter 
has been decided, until it has been fully decided. There is one thing 
that has not been spoken of here, and that is, that some good success 
has been had in propagating our common apple tree on the crab, on 
this same pyrus baccata, that is grown up to be five or six years old. 
The growth of the current year is used as a scion. Mr. Williams, of 
Nebraska, told Prof. Craig and myself that that was the only way 
in which he had success, and he puts it up a foot or two from the 
bottom of the tree; but he says in his experience the one thing you 
must not fail to do is to allow the crab tree to have its own top. If 
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you wish to propagate or grow that as a side issue you can do so. If 
you cut the top of the crab and undertake to make a top out of your 
new apple you have organized failure then and there. 

Prof. Hansen (S. D.): To look at the question from the stand- 
point of the whole northwest I think it can be put in this way, that 
in a very large part of the country root-killing comes only once in a 
generation or two, and the people need lose no sleep on that account. 
In Minnesota and the north root-killing comes oftener, especially 
along the west line of Minnesota, where there is little snow. There 
you are forced to investigate the subject more closely. Then as you 
go farther north in North Dakota and the northern part of Minne- 
sota, root-killing is a factor they have to deal with every winter, and 
then what are you going to do? All the cultivated apple stocks that 
I know anything about kill every winter, seedlings and the rest. We 
have to find something that will stand the rigors of that climate, and 
so far as | can see I do not know of anything else to try except the 
Siberian. With us we get the very severest freezing when the 
ground is perfectly dry and bare. 

Mr. S. D. Richardson: If we have our ground clean and bare 
we get root-killing every time, but if the ground is covered in any 
way the roots will not take any injury. We do not need to have the 
bare ground unless we want it. If it has a protection of weeds it is 
all that is necessary. 

Prof. Hansen: Perhaps the only thing to do is to grow weeds. 
The whole thing is still in an experimental stage. We have to 
abandon the ordinary apple stocks in certain portions of the north- 
west. What are you going to do when you get into this severe sec- 
tion? How are you going to grow apples where you have no snow 
at all when severe freezing comes, and you are just as liable to get 40 
degrees below as you are to get 10 below, and either will do the busi- 
ness with no snow on the ground. In lowa root-killing comes so 
seldom that it is hardly considered a factor in the business. I am 
firmly convinced that in the far north, north of the northern lowa 
line and in northern Minnesota and in North Dakota and in a portion 
of South Dakota we have to be content with dwarf trees only two- — 
thirds the size of the ordinarv apple tree, and have to keep them cut 
back to keep them in dwarf shape. It is not commercial stock 
we talk about; what I mean is the yellow Siberian for the far north 
where root-killing has to be taken into account every year. That is 
what I am speaking about. The whole thing, however, is still in the 
experimental stage. 

Mr. C. E. Older: There is a nurseryman in our part of the 
state who says he does not fear the first year in the way of root- 
killing. He runs a furrow on each side of the row of seedlings and 
then takes a hoe and covers them up, but the second winter gets him. 
Two years ago he lost twenty thousand. 

Prof. E. S. Goff (Wis.): The gentleman on my right made a 
statement which surprised me very much. I understood him to 
say that his experience in root-killing was limited to the nursery, that 
after the trees were transplanted he no longer feared it. That is a 
very different experience from’ ours at our place two years ago. At 
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the experiment station in Wisconsin we lost two-thirds of our trees 
by root-killing. 

Mr. S. D. Richardson: Was the ground bare? 
Prof. Goff: “No, it was covered. 
Mr. Richardson: | have never known a tree to be root-killed 

where the ground was covered. 
Prof. Goff: I have. In the vicinity of our experiment farm 

there were Duchess that had stood twenty years or more that root- 
killed, and one died this past summer. I had native plum trees, 
Americana plum trees, that were mulched six inches deep with marsh 
hay, that root-killed, only one or two of them to be sure, but to me 
it is clear that in the nursery is not the only place of danger. In 
southern Wisconsin we are liable to have trees root-killed long after 
they leave the nursery, and I find on reading our early horticultural 
reports that one or two other winters are reported that have done 
very serious damage by root-killing. It seems to me at whatever 
stage this experimental work of Prof. Hansen’s is at this time, it is 
of supreme importance to know that we cannot depend upon our 
common stock for an apple in southern Wisconsin, although we may 
get along twenty years without such a winter, and then we may have 
a winter that will take out whole orchards. 

Mr. C. G. Patten (Iowa): I think I can answer Prof. Hansen’s 
question, at least to my own thorough satisfaction, as to what he 
should do and what others should do in the dry climate to the west 
and northwest of us, as our horticulturists all know to be the con- 
ditions in Minnesota and the Dakotas. As I said before, I think 
I have proven on my ground that even fourth hybrids from the 
Siberian will produce just the tree that Prof. Hansen needs and that 
we all need, and our attention should be drawn toward the observa- 
tion of such trees, and we should grow such trees to graft and grow 
the seedlings of such trees. Now, I believe we can grow varieties 
from the seeds of such trees, in the way I mentioned, that are far 
better adapted to the purpose that Prof. Hansen desires than we can 
get from the small Siberian, because they are so unadapted to the 
apple that he can never tell when he has a hundred or a thousand 
seedlings what they are going to be worth until he has experimented 
with them, and that would involve a great loss. In my mind there 
is no question but that we can grow from the fourth hybrids seed- 
lings that are fully as hardy as the Siberian. 

Mr. D. F. Akin: There is one question that has not been con- 
sidered. Now, all the experience that has been produced here has 
assumed that the roots of the apple trees were killed by the hard 
winters. My idea about root-killing is that it is not so much freez- 
ing as it is the drouth that does the work, and I would like to know 
whether any of these gentlemen have a record of the temperature 
and the amount of rainfall at the time or previous to this root-killing. 
It is certain if the tops of the trees die the roots will, and if the tem- 
perature and the amount of rainfall are the same for each year in 
our section it may be it is the temperature which does the business. 
Several years ago we had a winter the February of which was very 
cold, some two or three weeks below zero weather, the thermometer 
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sometimes 34 to 36 below zero, but on inquiry among horticulturists 
throughout the state it was found that their apple trees were not 
killed. They said it was on account of the water. The limbs were 
covered with ice and snow, and the temperature was as low as it ever 
goes, but no root-killing or any bad effects were noticeable in the 
apple trees. I would like to know if any of the gentlemen have cor- 
rect records of the temperature compared with the amount of 
moisture in the soil. Several years ago a neighbor of mine had a row 
of soft maples set out, and the drouth came on and was so severe 
that the water in the well that supplied them went down eighteen 
feet, and every one of those soft maples died, and almost every pop- 
lar, or what we call shallow rooted trees died, while those with a 
tap root, like the oak or the apple tree in its natural state, or those 
where the seed was planted, all remained. And so we found that 
those apple trees with the tap root would not kill, but every surface 
rooted tree would kill. If any gentleman has tried this experiment 
or noted the difference between the temperature and moisture, I 
would like to hear the result of his investigation. I recognize the 
great trouble caused by root-killing, but I think it is done by the 
drouth instead of the temperature. 

Prof. E. S. Goff (Wis.): In our case we had an accurate 
record of the rainfall and the temperature. The lowest tempera- 
ture in our orchard—and the record was taken just at the top of the 
hill only a few feet distant from the highest part of our orchard— 
the minimum temperature was 274 degrees below zero. During 
the autumn the rainfall was slightly less than normal, and during 
the winter we had almost no rain before the cold snap in February. 
There was no question but what the roots were killed in our case. 
Many of those trees leaved out in the spring and in most every case 
they leaved out at the terminal bud. Furthermore we dug down in 
a number of cases to note the condition of the roots, but we found 
that most of the trees had lost their roots, and most of those that 
were not killed had lost their shallow roots. Strange to say that 
those trees that had only one or two main roots left lived through 
and have borne since. There is no question but what it was the roots 
that failed. It is alsotrue that while the surface soil was wet enough 
for garden purposes when we got down three feet deep the ground 
was entirely dry and had been so throughout southern Wisconsin for 
more than two years, since the dry summer we had four or five years 
ago. I think the ground has become wet down deeper, but this sum- 
mer we have had only three feet of moist soil. Those were the con- 
ditions under which root-killing occurred in our experience. 

Mr. J. S. Harris: In all my experience and observation I have 
never known any bad cases of root-killing where there was ample 
moisture in the soil to a depth of three or four feet. In the winter 
of 1872 we had no moisture in the soil, but in January the ground 
was wet down about a foot. That winter I lost all my orchard ex- 
cept, perhaps, a few Duchess. I also lost my vineyard, and the vines 
that were covered the deepest killed the worst. Three or four years 
prior to 1872 they had a great drouth in Wisconsin, down in the 
vicinity of Janesville and Whitewater, and the killing of nursery 
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stock was greater than ever occurred in Minnesota or northern Iowa. 
For a depth of four or five feet from the surface there was no 
moisture in the ground. I do not think there is any danger when 
the soil is moist, and I have heard of trees killed deep in the ground 
just as frequently as where the roots were on the surface. I don’t 
care if half the roots get on top of the ground; that is the reason I 
plant shallow. 

Mr. Wyman Elliot: In Mr. Patten’s remarks he spoke of 
fourth hybrids. I would like to have him give us an explanation of 
that term. 

Mr. C. G. Patten (lowa): I mean starting with the old cherry 
crab and the small yellow crab the next generation was the large red 
and the large yellow crab, the next was the Transcendent and the 
Hyslop and the next the Whitney No. 20 and the Briar Sweet. They 
are the second, third and fourth generation from the Siberian crab 
as we had it in this country. There are but few of the fourth gen- 
eration. I do not think I made myself quite clear in that matter. 
I have the fourth generation removed from the Siberian seedling, 
a fine appearing apple, fully as large as the Fameuse, and I believe 
such a seedling root-grafted on the stock I have spoken of, root- 
grafted with a ‘short root and a long scion set deep in the eround,— 
I believe a body on that stock would meet Prof. Hansen’s require- 
ments. 

The President: I think it may do to give out as a subject for 
thought, that I find that the little yellow Siberian crab, the pyrus 
baccata, is hardier—(some one said it was no hardier than some of 
the hybrids) I find it is hardier than any other tree in Minnesota. I 
do not care what tree you select, the oak, elm, hackberry, take twenty 
of the hardiest in the most trying situation you can find and put the 
little yellow Siberian along side of them, and that will live when all 
the others are dead. I have some now that have never taken any in- 
jury at all that bore twenty bushels of apples this past season. I 
have no tree that comes near (the ash comes nearest to it) that will 
stand in the same situations. They never blight. There is nothing 
wrong about them; they never root-kill at all. What is there about 
the root of this yellow Siberian crab that the roots of other apples do 
not possess that renders them immune to all these troubles that strike 
the other apples, that makes them ironclad? Examine those roots 
and see what there is about them that makes them strong and vigor- 
ous under all circumstances. 

Mr. Oliver Gibbs: How many present have found the pyrus 
baccata blighting badly where it evidently did not take the blight 
from some other variety? 

Mr. J.S. Harris: I have one that is not within fifteen or twenty 
rods of any other tree, but it blights every year. 

Mr. Gibbs: I will put the question in a different form. How 
many have known it to blight? (A few hands were raised.) 

The President : How many have known it to root-kill? (No 
hands up.) 

Mr. S. D. Richardson: The most serious form of blight is in 
the bud, as far as my experience goes with the yellow crab. It is 
inclined to blight in the bud and die. 
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The President: The place where mine are is the most trying 
I know of. Absolutely no other apple tree has succeeded in that 
situation. It isa black soil, the bottom of an old lake, a coarse bot- 
tom with clam shells and cobble stones all the way down to the hard 
pan, twenty to thirty feet. 

Mr. Oliver Gibbs: How many have found it not a bad blighter ? 
(An almost unanimous show of hands.) 

Mr. C. G. Patten (Iowa): I have not found it a bad blighter. 
Mr. H. F. Busse: 1 grafted some in 1885, and they grew along 

for three or four years; I planted them alongside the Whitney No. 
20, the Wealthy and the Martha crab, and I think it was the fourth 
year after planting they blighted so it killed top, root and everything. 

Mr. Frank Yahnke: When you speak of the pyrus baccata it 
is like speaking of the Prunus Americana. Riegel speaks of a num- 
ber or them. The true Siberian is about as big asa currant. I have 
tried to get some light on this subject as to whether it is a blighter 
or not, and I find it is not as bad a blighter as a great many other 
crabs that might be mentioned. The question is whether to have 
blight part of the time or root-killing all the time. 

Mr. L. R. Moyer: Is not the Tonka one of the varieties of the 
pyrus baccata? 

Prof. Hansen: Yes, I think I should call it an improved 
baccata. The only way you can tell the difference between the pure 
Siberian and the mongrel Siberian is that the true Siberian has a 
smooth calyx. It is the same way with plums; you go far enough 
south, you get the Chickasaw plum, and in the north you get the 
Americana plum. With the apple in Asia it happens the same way. 
In the south you get the pyrus malus, and in the north you get the 
pure crab. There is a large part of Russia and Europe where they 
intermingle, and they get a sort of mongrel type. It is neither a 
pure crab or a true apple; it is half and half. 

Mr. Clarence Wedge: I realize that this subject of root-killing 
is a very live one, at least to the nurserymen. So far as the ideas 
advanced by my neighbor, Mr. Richardson, are concerned, while we 
are generally on good terms, I desire to combat some of his ideas 
that root-killing is not prevalent in our orchards. I do not know 
how it is in his county, I know he has a different soil, but in our 
county the orchards have suffered very severely. You remember 
my friend, Mr. Freeman, speaking of an orchard that has been en- 
tirely killed. It was my lot to go through that orchard some time 
ago, and it is my opinion that they died from root injury. As re- 
gards a cover crop of weeds, buckwheat or some other such cover 
crop being a protection against root-killing, I do not find it so on my 
place. Last winter I lost very heavily of all ages in my nursery, one, 
two and three year old. A large part was protected by the most 
abundant growth of buckwheat I have ever seen, and yet I lost two- 
thirds of my trees. It was so all through the county, both in the 
orchards and nurseries. Regarding the inducing cause of root-kill- 
ing, I know that in a dry season there is much more danger of root- 
killing than in a reasonably moist season, but we must take con- 
ditions as they are, and the average of every year in this country is . 
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that it is always a little drier than it should be in this climate ; hence 
we have root-killing more than we ought to have; in fact, we have 
root-killing almost every winter. On Mr. Kimball’s place there was 
severe root-killing where there was a very heavy growth of weeds. 

Mr. Wyman Elliot: What is the soil? 

Mr. Wedge: Our soil has a yellow clay subsoil. It is a glacial 
formation. The surface of the soil isa clay loam, with a good yellow 
clay subsoil. No gravel, nothing of that sort, a very retentive soil. 
A year ago this past winter my chief loss was where the soil was 
particularly moist, where the snow had happened to blow off and 
given an exposure. There was a reasonable amount of moisture in 
the soil generally, and it proved to my mind conclusively that a 
reasonable amount of moisture in the soil was not a sure preventive 
against root-killing. But that was a low temperature without any 
cover. 

I want to ask Mr. Patten this question: I am somewhat in- 
clined to be taken with this fever of hardier stock, and it occurs to 
me, as near as I can learn, that there has been no experiment tried 

that would exactly combat Prof. Hansen’s idea that trees budded at 
the surface, Siberian stock, would not make good union and good 
roots for our common commercial varieties. Mr. Patten knows 
there is something peculiar about the collar. For instance, you can 
put the common wild plum at the surface of the ground on the col- 
lar on the little sand cherry, and it will make a very passable job, but 
if you put the plum up six or eight inches on the sand cherry it will 
fall. over. 

Mr. C. G. Patten: Will * be fruitful when it makes a union? 

Mr. Wedge: Yes, I have found it so. . The trees will make a 
good union at the collar but not above. The question I want to ask 
is this: Has this experiment of Prof. Hansen’s ever had a trial 
in the United States? 

Mr. C. G. Patten: I think it has. I think in our experiments 
in top-working that question has been practically answered, and 
that, as Col. Watrous has said, any experiment of that kind is only 
an experiment and should be so regarded. I think it has been 
demonstrated from the fact, as I said before, whether you graft low 
down, below the ground, or whether you graft two, three or four 
feet up on the Siberian crab, on both we find that while one Siberian 
will unite three feet from the ground very nicely with a given variety 
of apple, another variety placed upon that Siberian will not unite, 
and you must place that down within a foot of the ground, and the 
reason it will not do to place them down upon the ground I sub- 
stantially stated before. There is a growth going on continually be- 
tween the roots and the scion, and if there is so wide a difference be- 
tween the root and the scion it will certainly dwarf the root and 
dwarf the scion, and if the top is dwarfed it will render it unfruit- 
ful, certainly on my ground. Now, to show you that it will not 
do to grow orchards in this way, I will give you an illustration that 
came under my observation and in my own experience in producing 
seedlings from one of the Hesper hybrids, a large hybrid. I grew 
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an apple that I sent out as the largest hybrid, as large as the 
Wealthy. I had plenty of Duchess trees at that early time, and I 
wanted to increase this variety, so I budded a large number of 
Duchess trees just above the collar with that apple. It did very 
finely, indeed, for four or five years, then those trees one after an- 
other began to die, as has been remarked here before about the 
Siberian dying. I could not tell the cause, but they simply failed 
and died, and nearly all of them passed out. So I think we have 
top-worked enough to know that we do not know a thing about the 
Siberian until we have proven it. I have sent to the experiment 
station for trial a few scions of the Briar Sweet that I have full con- 
fidence will meet the demands of a more rigorous climate than we 
have here. 

Mr. Frank Yahnke: How old are your oldest trees top-grafted, 
of any kind? 

Mr. Patten: I have some that have been grafted twenty years. 

Mr. Yahnke: Are they doing well? 

Mr. Patten: Some are, and some are not. 

Mr. T. E. Cashman: Is it not a fact that where you have 
orchard trees and your nursery goes into winter quarters protected 
by a heavy mulching of snow that the trees come through without 
any danger? That is the experience I have had, although limited, 
that where the young trees or the orchard are well covered with 
snow or mulch no damage comes to the roots. Two years ago I had 
a large setting of grafts on Siberian roots. I had no buckwheat 
protection or any kind of cover. In January came a thaw of four 
inches, and immediately after that thaw I examined the trees, and I 
found every root in this ground where it had thawed had been 
killed. while below the thaw the roots were all right, and at certain 
corners where there happened to be a good covering of snow the 
trees came through uninjured. Last winter the trees were pro- 
tected with buckwheat, and we had this same thaw, and then it froze 
up and the thermometer went down to 20 degrees below zero, and 
while at our place it did not get quite as warm as it did further south 
we had more snow. I found where the snow staid on the ground I 
did not lose any trees, but where the snow thawed off I lost the 
trees. I also found this past summer that where the orchard trees 
were thoroughly mulched the trees came through in good shape and 
showed no signs of injury. While these gentlemen who are running 
the experiment stations are experimenting with these Siberian crabs, 
the pyrus baccata, how can we bring our trees through the severe 
winters? In dry falls I mulch heavily about this time of the year, 
and if necessary put a wagon load of manure around the tree, and 
although I may have to take it away in the spring, I believe we can 
protect our apple tree roots by giving them a sufficient covering to 
prevent thawing and freezing. 
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THE CAMPBELL SUBSOIL PACKER IN SOUTHWEST 
MINNESOTA. 

O. C. GREGG, LYND. 

We write definitely concerning this packer as adapted to the 

average conditions upon the prairie in southwest Minnesota. We 

also write cautiously, because our experience with it has not as yet 

been extended enough so that we feel sure in our own minds as to 

its intrinsic worth under the average farm conditions. 

Before we can havea good understanding of this matter, we 

should have a fair understanding as to some conditions which main- 

tain in the soils of this section. First of all, it has a grand subsoil 

for the retaining of moisture. It is a clay of a peculiar texture 

which is capable of retaining a large amount of water, without at 

the same time having the adverse conditions which are found in the 

too compact blue clays or other impervious clays. This subsoil is 

the redeeming feature in this section, particularly in times of 

drouth. Wherever we find a subsoil of sand or gravel we find a soil 

which will fail the tiller in drouthy times. Judging from thirty 

years of experience in this section, we estimate that about one-half 

of our seasons may be called drouthy ones, and during those sea- 

sons in particular we must depend very largely upon the subsoil 

water for the growing of our crops. There are times even dur- 

ing a plentiful rainfall, such as the one through which we have just 

passed, namely, the summer of 1900, when during the very impor- 

tant growing season of the month of June we must then get the 

water from the subsoil that the growing crop demands. From what 

we have now seen of this section, we observe that the moisture 

which falls in summer by rain and in winter and spring by thaw- 

ing snows is stored up in the subsoil, and if we handle the soil 

aright we shall see to it that we make all the conditions necessary to 

use it rather than to let it escape through the influence of the hot 

suns and the south and southwest winds. 

Another factor in the surface soil is that it is inclined to be- 

come loose under most of the conditions of cultivation, and when it 

is in that condition it very readily parts with the moisture and allows 

it to rapidly escape from the subsoil that we have referred to. 

Facts in the newer agriculture for this section—First, we have 

learned the value of a compact soil that enables it by capillary ac- 

tion to bring water from beneath to sustain the growing crop. In 

other words, the successful farmer of that section will check against 

a loss in his crop by ever keeping in mind a density of soil so that 

he can be assured that his crop can fall back upon subsoil mois- 
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ture in case the rains shall fail him. For this reason we have 

learned in the matter of plowing to do our deep plowing in the 

early part of the season, so as to give the soil a chance to retain its 
original density. If we plow late in the fall (unless it be for corn), 

then we plow more shallow, so as not to make too loose a soil for 

the crop of the following summer. | 

For this reason largely we have found by experience that one 

of the best conditions for a grain crop is to keep the corn field clean 

—which has already become compact by natural settlement and in- 

creased by the packing of the tools, teams and men in its culti- 

vation—and discing the same to the depth of about two or three 

inches. By this method it is readily seen that we have this compact 

soil that we have referred to. 

The second fact is that we know to a certainty the great value 

that there is in some: form of mulch for the surface soil, that shall 

check evaporation. In some cases, as in the growing of trees, we 

can use the mulch of straw, hay and other refuse. In place of this 
we use the earth mulch, or what is sometimes called the dust blan- 

ket, which is nothing more nor less than keeping the surface soil 

loosened by continuous cultivation, which destroys the capillary 

action of the denser soil and prevents the escape of water, because it 

cannot ascend through this loosened condition of soil. 

What the Campbell packer proposes to do.—With the under- 

standing now of our conditions of soil and also a clear view of these 

two facts, which will ever maintain in our best agriculture, we can 

readily see what Mr. Campbell proposed to do with what is termed 

his subsoil packer. 

First of all, he proposes to restore the density of the soil arti- 

ficially by putting upon the newly plowed land when it is freshly 

turned his packer, which is a roller composed of wheels, each wheel 

‘having a wedge face, and the wheels closely placed upon an axle, 

and all put within a frame very like the wooden roller, and the 

whole weighted down by rocks, which are placed in the box so as to 

give it a proper weight. We here call attention to what we believe 

to be sometimes a serious defect on the part of the operator in us- 

ing a Campbell packer. If one shall fail to do the rolling while the 

soil is in a moist condition then the work is very inefficiently done 

and, we consider, would not be worth the time consumed in pass- 

ing the roller over the soil. On the other hand, if the packer is 
used while the soil is moist, immediately after the plowing, it will 

settle that soil back to a high degree of density, packing it not upon 

the surface alone, indeed leaving that in somewhat of a loose con- 
dition, but packing it quite firmly from the bottom of the furrow 
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to within about one inch of the top of the soil. We have taken a 

spade after the packer has been used and cut down through the soil 

to the bottom of the furrow and have found the soil to be in what 

we have called a firmly packed condition. 

Where the Campbell packer may fail in giving good results.— 

In case the growing season is reasonably moist, by reason of show- 

ers at proper times, then it is evident that the work of the packer 

would not be very valuable, as there would be but little need for 

the plant to call upon the reservoir of moisture in the subsoil, and, 

consequently, this dense condition that would be favorable to capil- 

lary action would not be needed. Here is where we think the 

Campbell packer has been discounted as to its value, because the 

test was made in a season where this condition existed. 

The Campbell packer aids in late plowing—lIn case a farmer 

has a piece of land that ought to be plowed deeper than he has 

plowed it, and his work has been such that he could not do it in the 

early part of the season, then by the aid of the Campbell packer he 

can plow deeper in the late fall and restore the dense condition 

that we have referred to as being so desirable by this artificial 

method. In other words he can make the packer do what time and 

gravity would have done, provided he had plowed in August. 

Another help can be gained from the packer in that we can 

have a larger opportunity for breaking up the soil at a depth that 

is desirable when it becomes too hard. There is no question but 

what the continued plowing of the land at a certain depth tends by 

reason of the pressure of the plow and the tramping of the teams 

to make a density at the bottom of the furrow which is more than 

is to be desired and very naturally checks the downward growth of 

many of the roots of our crops. If one shall attempt to break this 

by very deep plowing, regardless of time or the aid of this packer, 

he is very apt to create a condition of looseness of the soil that 

will seriously injure his crop for the next season, provided it is a 

drouthy one. By means of the packer this danger can be avoided, 

for regardless of time he may plow as deep as he wishes and 

then restore the desirable condition of density at once by means of 

this implement. 

One word of caution.—There might be a time when the soil 
would be so moist that we should not use this packer, as it would 

almost tend to puddle the land. This, however, is a condition of 

things which rarely ever maintains in the section of the state that we 

refer to. We should, however, keep this matter in mind in the 

using of the packer, so that while we would want a moist condition 
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at the time of its use, we would see to it that it was not what would 

be called wet when we passed this roller over the soil. 

Surface cultivate when the Campbell packer is used.—Those 

who are familiar with the writings of Mr. Campbell recall the fact 

that he lays great stress upon the cultivation of all crops. He 

goes so far as to advocate even the cultivation of the small grains. 
We had upon our place one of his grain cultivators. He proposed 

to drill in the small grain, either wheat or oats, upon this compact 
soil, so made by his packer, and then to cultivate between the drill 

rows. Now, we think that this is too costly a method to pursue in 

connection with small grain growing on these western prairies. 
We have, however, very successfully used a slanting tooth drag 

upon the growing grain in a dry season and in that way in a rapid 

manner made the condition of mulch that he was seeking for. The 

method which he advocates ever recognizes one principle which we 

must keep in mind in the use of this packer when it is made val- 

uable for a dry season, and that is, while the method of packing 

restores density to the soil and in that way provides for good capil- 
lary action by which the subsoil water will ascend to the surface 

of the soil in times of drouth, there must also be the dust blanket 

which shall prevent the wasting of the water after it has so ascend- 

ed. In other words, we can sum up the condition by stating that 
he proposes by means of his packer and cultivator to provide for 

the ascent of the water and then as strictly provide against its wast- 

ing. In all our experience with the packer, and in all that we may 

do in future, we shall ever keep in mind these two principles when- 

ever we expect to get any good results from what is called the 

Campbell System of Cultivation. 

THE SAN JOSE SCALE IN PENNSYLVANIA. 

Extracts from an Act Passed in that State and Approved June 10, 1901, 

Section 2. It shall be the duty of the Secretary of Agriculture 

to cause an examination to be made, at least once each year, of each 

and every nursery or other place in this state where trees, shrubs, 

vines or plants, commonly known as nursery stock, are grown for 

sale, forthe purpose of ascertaining whether the trees, shrubs, vines 

or plants, therein kept or propagated for sale, are infested with San 

Jose Scale or other insect pest destructive of such trees, shrubs, vines 

or plants. If, after such examination, it is found that the said trees, 

shrubs, vines or other plants, so examined, are free in all respects 

from any such dangerously injurious insect pest or pests, the said 

secretary, or his duly authorized agent or other person designated 
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to make such examination, shall thereupon issue to the owner or 

proprietor of the said stock, thus examined, a certificate setting forth 

the fact of the examination and that the stock so examined is ap- 

parently free from any and all such destructive insect pest or pests. 

Section 3. Should any nurseryman, agent, dealer or broker send 

out or deliver, within the state, trees, vines, shrubs, plants, buds, or 

cuttings, commonly known as nursery stock, and which are subject 

to the attacks of the insects designated in this act, unless he has in his 

possession a copy of said certificate, dated within the year thereof, 

or wrongfully be in possession of said certificate, he shall be guilty 

of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall be punished in accord- 

ance with the provisions of section eight of this act. 

Section 4. All nursery stock, as designated in this act, sent 

out by any nurseryman, agent, dealer or broker within this state, 

shall be accompanied by a copy of said certificate attached to each 

box, bale or package. <A certificate issued by an official of the United 

States, setting forth the fact that the nursery stock is free from any 

and all such destructive insect pest orspests, shall be accepted in lieu 

of state inspection. Also, empowering all transportation companies 

to reject all nursery stock not accompanied with a certificate of in- 

spection. 

Section 5. Whenever any trees, shrubs, plants or vines are 

shipped into the state from some other state, country or province, 

every package thereof shall be plainly labeled on the outside with 

the name of the consignor, the name of the consignee, and a certifi- 

cate showing that the contents have been inspected by a state or gov- 

ernment officer, and that the trees, vines, shrubs or plants therein 

contained appear free from all dangerously destructive insects. 

Section 7. When the Secretary of Agriculture, or the person 

or persons appointed by him, shall finally determine, in accordance 

with the provisions of this act, that any tree or trees, shrubs, vines 

or other plants, must be treated or destroyed, he shall notify in writ- 

ing the owner or the person in charge of said infested stock or prop- 

erty, and shall direct him, within a time and in a manner prescribed 

in such notice, to treat or destroy such infested property. If the 

person so notified shall refuse or neglect to treat, destroy or disinfect 

said property, in the manner and within the time prescribed in the 

said notice, the secretary shall cause such property to be so treated, 

and he may employ all necessary assistants for that purpose; and 

such person or persons, agent or agents, employe or employes, may 

enter any or all premises in any township, borough or city, necessary 

for the purpose of such treatment, removal or destruction, and he 

shall certify to the owner or person in charge of the premises the 
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amount of the cost of said treatment, removal or destruction, and 

if not paid to him within sixty days thereafter, the same may be re- 

covered together with the cost of action. 

Section 8. Any person violating the provisions of this act or 

offering any hindrance to the carrying out of this act, shall be ad- 

judged guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction before a 

magistrate or justice of the peace, shall be fined not less than ten 

dollars and not more than one hundred dollars for each and every 

offense, together with all the costs of the prosecution, and shall stand 

committed until the same is paid. 

SMALL FRUITS IN NORTHEASTERN MINNESOTA. 

H. H. CHAPMAN, SUPT. SUB-EXPERIMENT STATION, GRAND RAPIDS. 

There is practically no prairie in northeastern Minnesota. 

Every farm becomes such only by dint of such labor as our fore- 

fathers underwent in New England and Ohio, But the soil resem- 

bles much more closely New England than Ohio conditions, there 

being but little of the clay and black loam soils peculiar to the latter 

state, which made the labor of clearing yield such rich returns. 

Ours is a frontier section and like all such has its proportion 
of shiftless as well as industrious settlers. The growing of small 

fruits on a large scale for market will be limited for some time to 

come, first, by the fact that so little of the soil is subdued to any 

kind of agriculture; second, by the indisposition of settlers to diver- 

sify or specialize while the main struggle for a livelihood is press- 

ing them so hard; third, by the distance from market and poor 

roads, which handicap many of them. 

Here and there, where local conditions are favorable for grow- 

ing and marketing, men are found specializing in strawberries and 
other fruits, with good results. When strawberries are grown com- 
mercially this far north, they have the decided advantage of a late 

market. At Grand Rapids the crop ripens between the 4th and 18th 

of July. 

Wild fruit is very abundant, especially raspberries and straw- 
berries. The blueberry crop is more uncertain, but in favorable 

years there is never more than a small fraction of the crop gathered 

for market—the labor involved being greater than the returns. 

High bush cranberries are abundant in favorable seasons. 

These native fruits supply the settler’s table for the trouble 
of picking them, and delay the advent of the day when the culti- 

vated varieties will take their place. In the main, small fruits are 

now grown in northeastern Minnesota, in a small way, as the set- 
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tlers find time to set out a few strawberries or raspberries, for the 

sake of their superior size and quality. It will only be a question of 

time when northeastern Minnesota will be known as a good fruit 

growing section. The comparative certainty of a heavy snowfall, 

and the protection from sweeping winds furnished by the timber, 

which insures a more even distribution of the snow over the surface, 

extends the range of hardy varieties much further north than would 

be the case in a prairie section. A somewhat heavier and better 

distributed summer rainfall, due to the vicinity of Lake Superior 

and, possibly, in part to the timber, is another encouraging factor. 

Locally, such large bodies of water as Mille Lacs, Leech Lake and 

others, modify climatic extremes and make conditions very favor- 

able for fruit growing. Such conditions are well illustrated on the 

west shore of Rainy Lake, where a Duchess apple tree has borne 

fruit for six consecutive seasons. The region about Mille Lacs has 

already a reputation for its fruit. 

The experiment station at Grand Rapids is well to the north of 

the bulk of settlement and not particularly favored by natural fea- 

tures. It is therefore well suited to the work of testing varieties 

for hardiness. The limitations of the means and working force of 

the station have prevented us from engaging extensively in the test- 

ing of new varieties, and it was thought better to thoroughly test 

a few of the standard sorts for their adaptability to this region and 

extend the work as opportunity offered. In strawberries, the Cres- 

cent, Warfield, Haverland and Bederwood have given us good 

crops and proved perfectly hardy. The Splendid, Lovett, Ruby, 

Muskingum, Bissell and others give good promise but have not as 

yet had a fair trial. It has at least been shown that strawberries 

can be successfully grown in this soil and climate. The residents 

of Grand Rapids and vicinity have previously not had great success, 

the trouble being due probably to lack of proper mulching during 

the bearing season and failure to properly mix the staminate and 

pistillate varieties in planting. 

Of the red raspberries tried, the Turner has stood the best, with 

Marlboro a close second. Columbian was more or less injured by 

winter-killing, and Logan did not prove hardy. The black caps 

have stood well but were more severely injured last winter than the 

reds. Older has proved hardiest, and Nemaha a little less so, while 

the Ohio appears to be unable to hold its own. The Snyder black- 

berry has borne fairly well and is hardy, and Ancient Briton, while 

later, seems to be hardy and bears well. 
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SUN-SCALDED SOFT MAPLE. 

The soft maple, in common with many other of our native trees, 
is occasionally severely injured by sunscald. These trees are espe- 
cially susceptible to it when they are first set out, or when set back 
by any adverse conditions, and for this reason the trunks of such 

A sun-scalded soft maple. 

trees should be protected, at least until the trees are well estab- 
lished. The best treatment for wounds of this kind is to cut away 
the dead bark and then smear the wound with soft clay, grafting 
wax or white lead, and wrap with a piece of old sacking or similar 
material. When thus treated, they heal up quickly, while if ne- 
glected the injuries may become permanent. 

5S. B. GREEN. 
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ORIGINATING NEW VARIETIES OF SMALL FRUITS. 

J. C. KRAMER, LA CRESCENT. 

I will endeavor to write my past experience in regard to how 

to obtain new varieties of small fruit. 
tst. Save the seed from hardy trees, bushes, shrubs or plants 

of healthy growth. 

and. Select the very best and prime berries of the kind you 

wish to plant. 

ard. Keep the seed of each tree or vine separate, and when 

you plant the seeds plant each kind from each plant separate, or 

you will make a mistake. Place labels on each row so you will 

know just where you are at and where you will be later on. 

4th. Next as to the place where to raise or germinate the seeds. 

Take a box about two feet long, one foot wide and five or six inches 

deep. Fill this box with rich earth, pulverizing it fine, and press 

it solid. Mark it off in slight drills two or three inches apart. Now 

put in your seed, covering lightly with earth. Next take dry moss, 

rubbing it fine and making a light covering over the whole box. 

Do this in October or November. Then place the box in the cel- 

lar and keep moist (not wet) until March. Then bring it to light 

and warmth and water regularly, when they soon come up. The 

raspberry is slow to come up. 

5th. Now is the time to keep careful watch that you have each 

kind separate. Now experiment and select the weak ones from the 

strong ones. It is no wonder that so many apple trees die young 

in the orchards. I generally examine my young trees or plants 

the first summer every day to see how they are acting. The shape 

of the tree, the bark and the leaf all show whether it is a good one 

or not. Pull up the poor trees and throw them away or, better still, 

burn them. They are useless and cause two or three months of 

trouble for nothing. 
Examine your work closely, and you will find your way through 

to success. Never think it an easy matter, as I call it good luck if 

I get one out of fifty that is a good plant. I keep right on and plant 

seeds every year in hopes of getting good results. 

In spring when danger of frosts has passed, then set the young 

seedlings in a good locality in well manured ground, about one foot 

apart and see what they will do. Some of them will bring fruit in 

eighteen months from the seed, others will go for two years and, 

again, to three years. 
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RAISING PLANTS OF THE RASPBERRY AND 
BLACKBERRY. 

A M. SHEPHERD, MINNEAPOLIS. 

We secure almost our entire output of these plants from suck- 

ers. QOur practice is to set a new plantation every spring for grow- 

ing plants only, and to secure plants from this plantation in the 

fall of the second and third years only (preferably the second), dig- 

ging the plants in the fall and heeling in for use the following 

spring. Plants taken from the plats after the third year from set- 

ting propagate less freely and are weaker each succeeding year as 

the plantation grows older. 

Early in the spring of the second year (and third, if plants are 

used) we cultivate deeply to break the roots, causing them to sucker 

much more freely. After this early cultivation they are left entirely 

to themselves until the plants are dug. The main thing in securing 

sucker plants that will make a strong growth is to dig properly. 

Don’t push the spade in once beside the plant and then pull and 

pry it out! Such plants have no parent or lead root, it being broken 

off by this improper mode of digging, and the plant is not worth 

setting as a gift. Take your spade (we assume that it is always 

sharp) and cut off the lead root, not closer than two inches from 

the plant on both sides, viz.: toward the parent plant and in a paral- 

lel line on opposite side of the sucker. Then insert the spade near 

the plant between these two cuts and dig out the plant—not pull it 

out. These plants have the parent root as in root cuttings, and with 

us give results fully equal to them and at a minimum expenditure of 

labor. | 
New varieties are obtained from seed saved as soon as the 

fruit is ripe and planted in the open ground if the soil is in prime 

condition, or stratified until the following spring if not. Root cut- 

tings are made in the fall from roots from one-fourth to one-half an 

inch in diameter, and cut in pieces from one to four inches long 

(preferably long) according to scarcity of the variety propagated. 

These may be buried in boxes of sand or stored in a cool cellar till 

spring. They callous more rapidly in a cool cellar. They are 

planted in April or May in the open ground. The pieces are 

planted horizontally, about two inches deep, in rich, mellow soil. 

Bottom heat may be used and stronger growth of cane secured the 

first season, as they are thus started from one to two months earlier 

in the frames. At current prices of plants, however, this is imprac- 

ticable except in case of scarce or new varieties. Where bottom 

heat is used shorter and slender roots may be used, which would 

not do where planted in the open ground. 
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Black raspberries are multiplied by layerage. The extreme tips 

are secured by covering the current season’s growth with a light 
‘covering of earth, and a strong plant is formed thereby for next 

season’s planting. Some propagators wait until the new wood is 
partially matured before tipping. We tip as soon as possible after 

the old canes are through fruiting. In our experience, the sooner 

tipped the stronger the new plant. Black-caps may also be pro- 

pagated by root cutting, though it is very seldom resorted to. 

BLACKBERRY CULTURE. 

ROLLA STUBBS, BEDERWOOD. 

For blackberries I prefer clay soil, as it holds the moisture much 

better than black loam. After putting my ground in good condi- 
tion for planting I take a single shovel plow and run furrows eight 

feet apart. Then | take good thrifty plants and plant in the furrows 

four feet apart in the row. When through planting I cultivate be- 

tween the rows to fill up the furrows. The first season I raise pota- 

toes between the rows set. I hoe and cultivate blackberry plants 

every season and do not mulch with hay or straw. I prefer keep- 

_ing the ground clean and a dust mulch. Plow two or three times 
a week with cultivator. 

My experience has been mostly with the Synder. I think 

they are most prolific in bearing and surer of a crop than Ancient 

Briton or Stone’s Hardy. With me the canes do not grow large or 

stiff, which makes them easier to lay down in the fall. In this respect 
I prefer the Synder, and they are not much harder to handle than 

raspberries except for the thorns. In putting them down I use the 
same method as in raspberries. 

I do not pinch or trim the vines off in spring, but } go through 
and trim off the new wood that comes out in the way of picking the 
fruit. Early in the spring I cut off the tops of canes that are to bear 
fruit, leaving canes three and one-half to four feet high. Pruned 

in this way, they send out branches producing.a heavy crop of fruit. 

The last two years I have received $2.00 per case for 24 quarts each 

throughout the season, making $200 per acre some _ sea- 

sons. Some of my neighbors have tried raising blackber- 

ries on marsh lands, but it has not proved a success. One 

great objection is that the stalks grow too large and are then too 

brittle to lay down. I do not wire them upon a trellis, as the vines 
hold the fruit up good in clay ground. Those vines that are 

eighteen inches to two feet above ground and where the fruit is 
shaded, I find bear the largest and sweetest berries. 
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GROWING HALF-HARDY FRUITS. 

J. R. CUMMINS, WASHBURN. 

Under conditions prevailing in this state, we cannot clearly 
decide what is hardy and what is not. With a range of tempera- 
ture of go° to 100° above to 20° and 50° below zero every year, long 
periods of drought, a dry atmosphere and high winds, sudden 

changes of temperature in the winter and quite often poor cultiva- 

tion, we cannot say that any fruit trees or plants are perfectly hardy 

in the northwest. Of the apple, very few varieties are perfectly 

hardy. The Yellow Sweet seems to be more so than even the Hi- 

bernal. While the Duchess may be generally hardy, it is not in all 

locations. Without any doubt many of the new seedlings, hybrids 

and apples originating in the state will endure the climatic changes 

better than those we have been growing. The successful growing 
of some varieties of apples from the south, for some years, has been 

very encouraging. Many varieties supposed to be tender have 

come through in good shape. Among these is the Jonathan, though 

some injured in the winter of 1898 and ’99—Feb. 9th, 20° to 40° be- 

low, and for fourteen days previous to Feb. 12, below zero—not 

at all injured last winter—2o0° below. This year the tree has made 

a good growth. Scotts Winter, Iowa Blush, Red Warrior, Mann 

and others came through the last winter in good condition. 

The growing of some varieties of the pear is promising. The 

Russian varieties seem to be perfectly hardy, not injured any in 

1898 or ’99. The Flemish Beauty, Seckel and Wilder were injured 

on the limbs and top but the body was not. Bessemianka proved 

hardy. Kiefer, some protected, not injured—came through last 

winter not protected, and fruited this summer. Flemish Beauty 

fruited this summer, not protected last winter. All dwarf pears (on 

quince roots) were entirely killed last winter, owing to the roots 

being hurt, as were also several hundred grafted two-year apple and 

hybrid trees. 

The quince may be grown but will need protection, particularly 

the roots, in a winter of not much snow. There is not much encour- 

agement in growing the peach; even if good protection has brought 

the tree through, unfavorable weather will destroy the bloom in 

the spring. 
While the native plum tree is perfectly hardy grafted on roots 

of the wild, there is a failure quite often of the fruit, from unfavor- 
able weather at blooming. The crop of plums this year (1900) was 

the largest, perhaps, ever grown in the state. The conditions prevail- 
ing in the spring were very favorable for the first setting. Cheney, 
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one of the Japans, Col. Wilder, Aitkin and some others blooming 
April 27th, April 29th, 54° to 80° and 54° to 70°, to May 2d, when 

there was frost and mercury at 30°. Also frost May 4th. For some 

reason the early blooming plums were not hurt. After this the 

weather continued dry and warm and so favorable that the Miner 

fruited heartily. 

Seedlings of the Miner plum gave good yields last year. The 

earliest, the Milton, was ripe July 20, Col. Wilder a few days later 
and the Duchess first part of October. The Domestica is not sure 
to produce fruit, the Russian also doubtful. While the Japans or- 

iginating in this country endure the climate much better than va- 

rieties from Japan, they are not to be depended on. Red June and 

Simonii fruited this last summer. Abundance, near Carver, top- 

worked, also bore. Many varieties of grapes were badly injured 

last winter though well covered. 

Several varieties of the cherry seem to be hardy. 

TREATMENT OF THE STRAWBERRY FIELD AFTER 

PLOWING AND BEFORE RE-SETTING. 

JOHN EKLOF, STOCKHOLM. 

There are various methods of treating an old strawberry bed 
to get the soil in good condition for resetting it to strawberries, 

which requires not less than two years. When the strawberry bed 

becomes unprofitable it is plowed up, as soon as the crop is har- 

vested. The straw is not burnt off unless it is so heavy as to hinder 

plowing. We usually mulch two-year-old beds also. The land is 

again plowed in the fall and seeded to wheat or oats the following 

spring. After the grain is harvested we apply manure at the rate 

of fifty loads to the acre. The land is then plowed immediately after 

the manure is spread. The next year corn is planted, without plow- 

ing. We go over twice with the cultivator and finish with the har- 

row. The ground is then in good condition for a crop of corn. In 

the fall when the corn is cleared off the ground, which we do as 

early as possible, we again plow, this time quite deep. 

During winter we haul about eight loads of soft wood ashes 
to the acre, which is put all in one pile on this land, and covered 

with hay to keep from leaching. Only soft wood ashes are obtain- 

able here, but any amount of it can be had at two neighboring 

creameries and one flouring mill. The object of hauling the ashes 
in winter, is because time is too valuable in spring when the ashes 
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are to be used. The ashes are easily distributed over the field with 
one horse and a road scraper and afterwards spread with a shovel. 

In the spring before planting time, the ashes are spread and — 
the land gone over with the riding cultivator until it is perfectly 

free from weeds. | 
Of course the corn stubble is now on the surface, and must be 

removed, but it takes one man with a hand rake only half a day to 

clear one acre. After this is done, the land should be gone over 

once with the harrow. The land is then ready for marking and re- 

setting of the strawberry field. 

THE GREENWOOD CRAB AND OTHER TREES. 

E. H. S. DARTT, OWATONNA. 

In a letter from Geo. A. Tracy, of Watertown, S. D., who has 

had much experience in fruit growing, he says: “Of the trees I 
bought of you in 1882 and ’83, but few are alive. Of fifteen Green- 

wood crab planted, ten are alive. Of ten Milton crab, four are 

alive. Of. five Briars Sweet, three are alive. Of fifty Duchess 
planted, two are alive. Tetofsky are all dead. Wealthy all died in 
two or three years. Dartt’s Hybrid (now Dartt), bore a few crops 

and then blighted to death. Early Strawberry bore splendidly a 
few years and then died. Two Minnesota were killed by rabbits. 

Orange crab did well five or six years, then died. Hyslop and Lake 
Winter never amounted to much; all dead. Haas and Maiden’s 

Blush died first winter. The Johnson plum (now Owatonna), I got 

of you, lived and bore lots of plums. Trees died mostly from root- 
freezing and drouth, a few from rabbits and mice. Have you the 
Greenwood now? They are the most profitable tree that has yet 
borne apples for me.” 

I have had the Greenwood crab about thirty years. In tree it 
nears perfection. It is a No. 1 stock on which to graft other va- 

rieties. It is a very early and abundant bearer. Ffuit medium 
size and quality good. It should be on our recommended list for 
northern Minnesota. It ripens with the Duchess and is not of great 

value where the Duchess is successfully grown. However, it may 
be well to have a few trees to bear in off years. One season ten 

Greenwoods produced more bushels than 2,500 other trees in the 
same orchard of an average older growth. It came originally from 

Ingraham Gould, a pioneer nurseryman of Beaver Dam, Wis. 
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GRAPES ADAPTED TO MINNESOTA. 

GUST JOHNSON, EXCELSIOR. 

If the question before this society was what kind of grapes can 

be raised in Minnesota, I would say we can raise any kind of grapes 

from Champion up to Catawba and get them ripe in most years, 

but when we come to talk about kinds adapted to this state, the 

list has to be cut down a great deal. The reason many kinds grow 
here and still are not adapted, is from causes not sufficiently under- 

stood. Some of these causes are mildew, tenderness from early and 
late frosts and root-killing. One of the greatest causes I have found 

in my experiments, is over-bearing. They seem to get along all 

right until the time of ripening, when they stop while they are green 

or half ripe, even if the weather is warm and favorable for ripening. 

As an example I would name Rog. 15, Agawam. I should hate 

to have to give up raising it, because it bears heavily, is a good 

keeper and seller. If we get a cold night or two early in Septem- 

ber, it won’t go ahead and ripen like the Concord, for instance, 
which seems to get increased energy to ripen from the same cause. 

On the other hand we find varieties of entirely northern blood, as 

Concord and its progeny of pure and hybrid seedlings, showing 

better adaptability to this state. In order I would first name the 

Concord. Even if it is late on account of a heavy crop, it don’t 

show the disposition of not ripening its fruit like some of the hy- 

brids, but if overloaded it will rid itself of part of the crop by rot 

and ripen its fruit with its wood. The next in order would be its 

seedling Worden, which is earlier but will have to have better care 

than its parent. Still earlier is the Moore’s Early, which I like. 

Of the finer quality of grapes we can’t very well omit the Delaware, 
which has probably done more than any other variety to bring 

Minnetonka grapes into popular favor, and the Brighton, which is 

one of our finest hybrids but is more subject to root-killing than 

the others named. If one likes to try the Rogers hybrids, the No. 

g generally ripens but don’t set perfect bunches every year. 

Before I end this paper I want to speak’ a good word for two 

more kinds that are not much spoken of here. The first is the 

Wyoming Red, which ripens early, mostly ripe and gone before 

the Delaware. It is a healthy and heavy bearer, but ripens its crop 

well. And Pocklington, a Concord seedling, which bears a heavy 

crop every year. It is rather late, a few days after Concord but will 

ripen about as well as the Concord and if not ripe will bring more 

for jelly than Concord ripe will. These two have done well with 

me for a series of years, and I would recommend them for trial. 
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THE COMPASS CHERRY. 
O. W. MOORE, SPRING VALLEY. 

(Read before the So. Minn. Hort. Society.) 

I find that the Compass Cherry is comparatively a new fruit and 
is but little known in the southern part of the state. It is a hybrid 

of the sand cherry and the Miner plum. Its habit of growth is of the 

medium between the upright and spreading form, and it is perfectly 

hardy in every respect. Those that I have have had no root protec- 

tion whatever and have withstood the winters of 1897-8 and 1898-9 

without injury. They bore fruit the past season, being the second 

year after planting, and the quantity of fruit was surprising for 

trees of their age. For home use and canning purposes they fill a 
long felt want in the cherry line. It is true that they are not the real 

cherry, but, in my estimation, they are the next best fruit pertaining 

to the cherry yet found. In my opinion they are not a fruit that will 

bear shipping, as their skin is very thin and easily broken, and the 
fruit perishable. The tree has a habit of making wood very rapidly 

after the fruit is gathered and in time also for it to get well ripened 

before cold weather. It is the only fruit with me thus far that some 

bug or insect is not lying in want to get in its work on as soon as 

opportunity offers. It is not troubled by the curculio or the birds 

or anything else unless it might be that ever prevailing danger, the 

boys. As to its drouth resisting qualifications, there is no doubt as to 
their effectiveness. During the severe drouth of about three months 

in the fore part of the past summer my Compass Cherry trees stood 
the ordeal in a remarkable manner. Their staunch, sprightly vigor 

in leaf, wood and fruit told a tale of drouth resisting power that 

must be seen to be appreciated. 

The Orchard Map.—Labels fade out, and if attached by string 
are often lost, while wire fastenings work into the wood. A con- 
venient plan is to make out a rough map of the orchard with good 
paper and ink, showing location of all varieties, with age, date of 
planting, name of nursery and other useful notes. If such a map is 
kept with the same care as other valuable papers, it will prove a good 
help. : 

Purchase trees from a home nursery, as you are most likely to 
secure varieties that will succeed in your locality, and for the further 
reason that if anything is not satisfactory the matter can be more 
readily adjusted than where the nursery is several hundred miles 
away. 

“T am using bushel crates to store apples for winter keeping. 
They are made with solid ends and bottoms and slatted sides. For 
ends I use 34 in. boards, and for bottoms 1% in. stuff made at a basket 
factory near by. The slats are 2 in. wide. The crates are 13 in. 
wide, 12 in. deep and 18 in. long and will hold a plump bushel of 
apples when level full. This allows of one crate being set on top of 
another when filled with fruit without bruising the contents.”—S. 
W...B: 
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CoME TO THE STATE FAIR.—If for no other reason, come to see the new 

Agricultural Building where horticulture is making a regal spread. 

A LicHt APPLE Crop.—Too much fruit last year and very dry conditions 

this season are making the apple crop of 1901 avery light one. There are, 

however, exceptional orchards that are bearing well from local rains or from 

light bearing last year. Can’t you arrange to give your thirsty trees a good 

drink another year when the weather is hot and dry and so keep the fruit on 

the trees as well as give it size? 

THE CHIEF OF THE DIVISION OF FORESTRY—Mr. Gifford Pinchot, the 

present occupant of this office visited the northwest in the interest of the work 

intrusted to his charge the last week in July, and the writer had an opportunity 

to shake hands with him Friday of that week. He had much to say of the 

practical work in the way of protection of the forests and reforestation now 

under way and is full of faith in the largeness of results. 

THE SAN JOSE SCALE IN PENNSYLVANIA.—A law has just been passed by 

the legislature of Pennsylvania, becoming operative August 1st, requiring 

among the other usual regulations in similar laws directed against this pernicious 

insect that all nursery stock coming into the state shall be accompanied by a 

certificate from the proper officer stating its freedom therefrom. A large pro- 

portion of the northern states now have such inspection laws in force. 

Is Your APPLE Crop A GoopD ONE?—A correspondent says: “I picked 

off lots of apples last year and am getting my pay this year.’’ That tells the 

whole story. Did you thin your trees last year, when apples were fifty cents a 

bushel and so get a good crop this year, when they are worth three times as 

much?—and some have sold in this market at wholesale as high as $1.85 per 

bushel. Next year will be a big apple year in all probability, and of course 

you will then thin out your over-bearing Wealthy trees and get your pay the 

next year. . 

MINNESOTA FRUIT AT THE PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION.—With the lim- 

ited means at their disposal the Minnesota Commissioners are trying to make 

a creditable showing of fall fruits at the Buffalo Exposition, and some fruit has 
already been engaged for this purpose. Perhaps the reader may have’ an op- 

portunity in a practical way to assist in this effort. The very light apple crop 

this year makes the undertaking an especially difficult one, as we can readily 

judge from our experience in connection with a similar exhibit at our state 

fair. 
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A MONUMENT FOR THE ORIGINAL WEALTHY APPLE TREE.—‘‘In my 
immediate vicinity (five miles away) more than one hundred years ago, was 

discovered the Baldwin apple. Quite recently a granite monument, ten feet 

high, has been erected by the Woburn Historical Society near the site of the 

original tree. This monument has a record inscribed on it, and on the top of 
the granite pillar an apple as large asa peck measure iscarved. I suggest the 
locality where the Wealthy apple was grown be marked with a substantial 

stone monument, to which I will contribute $5.00 when it is completed. 
‘© About 1790,Colonel Loammi Baldwin, of Woburn, Mass., an eminent civil 

engineer, while surveying a route for the Middlesex Canal (the first canal in 
America), came to a native apple tree on the Butters’ farm, in Wilmington, 

Mass., the fruit of which he believed in. After grafting it into his orchard he 

was free to give the fruit and scions to his many acquaintances. Baldwin’s 

name for his favorite apple was “ Pecker,’’ after the marks on the bark of the 

tree made by the woodpecker. 

‘“‘ Colonel Baldwin was one of the founders of the Middlesex Agricultural 
Society in 1795, the first of its kind in America. The apple became so gener- 
ally appreciated in Baldwin’s day, that at a business meeting of the society, 
when he was present, a vote was taken, that with his consent the apple should 
be renamed the ‘‘ Baldwin.”’ 

“It is well to designate in enduring granite the locality where such superb 

fruits as the Baldwin and Wealthy apples were born, sacred spots or Meccas 

where interested pilgrims may visit and see where good fruits began, 
‘*T have guided many persons to the ‘‘Butters’ Row”’ in Wilmington, Mass., 

on the Butters’ farm, where the Baldwin apple came up, at least one hundred 

and fifty years ago. 

‘““The Wealthy apple is a part of the life work of Peter M. Gideon, pro- 

duced by him from a seed in far away Minnesota—and may it remain a blessing 

for one hundred years or more! 

“About 1863 John Butters, who was then eighty-three years old, told me 

that he ate apples that had fallen from the original tree, for it was on his 
grandmother’s farm. He said, ‘they were fine to eat in the fall.’ So it may 

be said that I am a sort of connecting link with the Baldwin apple, by way of 

conversation with live men, having talked with John Butters, who ate fruit from 

the original tree of one of America’s most noted apples, not less than one 

hundred and fifteen years ago. 

‘‘These two benefactors, Baldwin and Gideon, lived long enough to see 

that the world was better for their living in it, by their efforts in apple culture, 

Their example is worthy of imitation by a host of followers.” 
Jacosp W. MANNING. 

Reading, Mass., August 15, 1901. 
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HORTICULTURE AT THE 1901 MINNESOTA STATE 
FAIR. 

A. W. LATHAM, ASST. SUPT. HORT. DEPT. 

The Minnesota State Fair, closing Sept. 7, stands easily at the 

head of the long line of successful fairs that have been held under 

the management of the Minnesota State Agricultural Society. In 

this success the horticultural department claims its full share. Many 

things contributed to make the 1901 exhibit of fruits and flowers 

especially complete and attractive. First in the list stands the oc- 

cupation of the new structure bearing on its front the title, “Agri- 

culture,” and on its north end the title, “Horticulture.” The horti- 

cultural exhibit occupied in the north end of this new building a 

space eighty feet in depth by the full width of the building, 160 feet. 

This area is of about the same length and a few feet wider than 

the old horticultural hall, the additional width being taken up in in- 

creasing the width of the aisle spaces. The tables used were the 

same in number and practically the same in width as in the old hall, 

though averaging a little longer. These more spacious aisles, as 

well as the wide open space, some thirty-two feet, opposite the north 

entrance, added greatly to the attractiveness of the display as well 
as to the comfort of the multitudes of visitors. 

The arrangement of the space devoted to horticulture was very 

much the same as heretofore, the body of the hall being occupied by 

the tables referred to on which the fruit was displayed, while the 

florists’ exhibits were arranged along the wall spaces. The World’s 

Fair Booth, which has been such a conspicuous object in the horti- 

cultural hall since 1893, was transferred to the new hall and placed 

at the north end of it. Evergreen decorations were displayed on 

the walls between and over the windows, and on the posts support- 

ing the interior of the structure, and festoons of evergreen rope 

were suspended between this department and that occupied by 

agriculture. 
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No general description of the hall would be complete without 

referring to the unique and most attractive exhibit of the Jewell 

Nursery Company. This consisted of a turret, about nine feet high 

and eighteen feet in diameter, mounting four guns, all, both turret 

and guns, being veneered with apples, and resting on a pyramid of 

shelves some six feet from the floor. The shelves were filled with 

plates of fruit. This exhibit was thought to be of so much value 

asanexponent of Minnesota horticulture by the Minnesota Board of — 

Commissioners for the Pan-American Exposition that they ar- 

ranged to have it transferred to the exposition at Buffalo, where as 
this goes to press the turret-is doubtless revolving, telling its tale of 

the beauties of Minnesota fruit. 

Other nursery displays were made by the Minnetonka Nursery 

and W. L. Taylor, of Howard Lake. 

Notwithstanding the scarcity of fruit in Minnesota this year 
that shown was of even a higher quality than that shown the year 

before, although in numbers of plates it may have fallen off a little. 
The fruit was not more highly colored, but of larger size, and espe- 

cially in plums it was an extraordinary display. Grapes were also 

much better than in the previous year. The mushroom exhibit was, 
as usual, a very attractive feature of the hall, though it was not as 

large as in some other years. This was not the fault of the exhib- 

itors, however, but was owing to climatic conditions peculiarly un- 

favorable to the development of the mushroom. 

There were shown altogether 3,348 plates of fruit, made up as 
follows: apples, 2,364 plates; plums, 515 plates; grapes, 454 plates; 

and a number of plates of peaches and pears. Premiums were of- 

fered in this department as follows: Apples, $501.25; grapes, 

$151.00; plums, $136.25; sundries, $16.25; total for fruit, $704.75. 

Flowers for professionals, $309.50; for amateurs, $52.50; total for 

flowers, $362.00. Mushrooms, $40.00. 

The published list of the names of the varieties of fruits shown 

at this fair, following this report, will be found of great interest to 

those who are keeping posted as to the development of pomology 

in our state. The total number of varieties in the various classes 

will doubtless be a surprise to the readers, as it was to the compilers. 

The details of the work and results in this department are better set 

forth in this list and in the list of awards, also printed herewith, 

than they can be in any other way, and to these the reader who is 

interested to pursue the subject further is referred. 

Many well known horticulturists of the northwest were present 

at the fair, among whom were Professors N. E. Hansen, of Brook- 

ings, S. D., and C. B. Waldron, of Fargo, N. D., horticulturists of 
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the experiment stations of their respective states. Most of the older 

exhibitors were in attendance as usual. The absence of the late J. S. 

Harris was especially noted, as he has ever since the organization of 

the society been such a conspicuous figure at the state fair. His 

counsel and ready help were sorely missed. The exhibit from his 

old experiment orchard was arranged by his son, Frank I. Harris, 

who was in attendance. Wm. Somerville, of Viola, was also un- 

able to be present. His place was filled by his son, L. E. Somer- 

ville. There are many new exhibitors coming into this department 

to take the places of those whose absence we lament, thus assuring 

its continued growth and interest. 

Experience, reinforced by consultation with exhibitors in this 

department, suggests the advisability of a number of changes in the 

premium list, the principal of which consists, first, of merging the 

professional and amateur classes into one, the distinction between 

the being found strictly arbitrary; and, second, the offering of pre- 

miums on all collections in a lump sum to be divided pro rata among 

all exhibitors, thus insuring recognition and compensation for each. 

The lists of varieties on which premiums are offered also need re- 

arranging, and other minor changes could be made, it is believed, 

with advantage. 

VARIETIES OF FRUIT EXHIBITED AT THE MINNESOTA 
STATE FAIR, 1901. 

The following list contains the names of apples and plums 
shown at the Minnesota State Fair, in Sept, 1901, and the num- 
of plates of each kind. The correctness of the spelling of some 
of these names can not be vouched for, as they are not to be 

found in any published list accessible to the proof reader. The 
list includes a few numbered seedlings. 

APPLES. No. of Plates. 
POUR OM Listes teeiente cictehivtet ecomeriseketeints 1 

No. of Plates. BEND aviSuist a. selects velsereerstters 16 
PAM CEOSON wenwetstacslae so striie tee clsi5 i “Ben Davis Sweet ncess en ee 2 
Anderson, P. Byes ad aces 1 Ben Davis Seedling .......... 1 
AMIS OV Icat in Soetoro coes Titer leidcit a cnn Albeo Saaaarinettn momcacoon 21 
PAW Ae Meine setrterel btafe eieteleraanle/eieievelae 2 IBretu eNO dite nccatoe tec cciemeste 2 
PAT CAMER IE CALEY ateitelnc sect ciseivac 2, SBrett NOs Br caccceoecindoertaces 4 
PACA Let vaa nee sulneie telnet wich a aetiels 3) Brett NOt oaea tae nsose cemeteries 2 
TAT CAG SC FROUMGI 2 afas2:<1c1elajsieleie's alata It. SIBTESK GVA a cae eine ecaliwe sont sales al 
INIAH AO Dy ee eae oe eet Oe Ze) HBOUE>-cacmeeesceneese oie eens rectis 12 
PARIS, HI SLEIPECO (Sajqnsncr acc se ciscieles 8 STOW occ ahiesec ce oeetrveae maccoee 6 3 
PA ISUINA, Ezy alcrateiciaic slay ts <arciasoio1o\s(auaraye 35 PS OLOVAN Caine hoes asic wore sete corer 11 
PASTE OMT ONASAD Mi otalarels ichesarcholarsloteisteictecronsl 28 BoOsdanole © vaiecien cice noente he aneee 3 
PANG ra THe sat ccs aay noha ieee YS PE OL SMO Miia meee nace ameracausione ite 11 
ATKANSAS. laGk= ey be. vicseiioles il Sates WrmteI ecb amie cares ciacrte's ak 
PACED e are cress ohh 05 Medina asa 3h to NaS etal 2 IBADDIGE Saacnrrc cick tats cate ceice aelseae 1 
TAR CAG Gis cide siete ain )narersint:o slepeleies 4 Bailey, Sweet. 62s csrnimsiecjecne ses 1 
PAVE Xa OTL crieicieien rn acichera inet 2 Bourbons Queen eieeso. neous 1 
Autumn Streaked .............. 4 Chenango Strawberry ........ 2 
ATCC press a se he aa cte gsr eles ie CZar Ss CE noOrne secs AO OOAHOCODOn a lh 
American CoGghiniey voc. caiietetntes il CLOSE a accenate see ae cee 11 
PATIONE » stereccisialesesiee Ps au siecle saltclelns 2 @rLOSSvANOL 413 Cyc oo. 2 tasted ole cease 2 
BIE s-AMIS:. crrceswasee et ctecp ates 2 CWHEISTMAS '. ss saicne ne teaeens Sede ee 7 
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No. of Plates. 
ACM PEN rete e sloteiajansioie iranelelereyars 24 
GUL Ven S) Greer caccieee cee 2 
COttETneHES INO Meilia steereranietsercla(atelare 1 
GOtterelVisMNiO ae spree. cidarraces fl 
COtHETEI SING trac antes dentuiecsinaci 1 
CpTEETENIES NOH Aaa cewicisleiisreistss ois 1 
COLECTOLIVS TINO re Die rcreis eeoeisicio cits 2 
Gotterellis! UNOF 62.0. o\dsnees se = oi 
GAIN MA NTO MY Tar ssste tore? gaiteieevepereie rats 1 
Charlotien’ ry. ccrtclvee tee oem oe 1 
Cramp tony iiacsceeicrneeeinei ee iclerss 4 
Clarks Orange geccneme ster ioekc 2 
Clara 1 
Day’s No. 1 x 
Day’s No. 2 1 
DDEVASE INGO pion riiicttot tae teresa 1 
DMay7s VS ced lines sk Fc casinos aeons if 
WuUeChesss NiO wei ccceeeceasnes ce 3 
WiIGhHess. NG. WOsic octet 3 
Duchess No. ae S atielaterelrtee cele nis il 
IDIEWESS INO A iGecanisrenteclssetsereciek 4 
Duchess of eases Rn Stan 122 
TDA OLE neo st cpereiasvesstaudie oreo derstchnraSertelene 1 
TDA Lee: cher ce Wasarkeae pice ee il 
DAC y er Ave ve wtiaciie Mechiemecmiacine 1 
Dovelas INOS: Bost. ncewe cee eee. 1 
Douwslas NOs Aisccesenpiccbeteeut 1 
TX CEISTOR Fes jackie sstice rein be nroen’s 5 
SVU TATA GAY shes ase,sis starei, tare torerorsle aiateistols 1 
Marly Champion joscesceensces 2 
VWEEASGOM pennies 
A stalline? een 
Elgin Beauty ... 
MOSSDETE pk ectst sete 
ING HeaIDISEY Boacsncccoc 
Giant Swaar 
Grey SCeCaliME ce oawernions cowie cern 3 
Grimes? HGoldenit.nve.. cose. al 
GoOldenwsRUSSEte erccmcens selene 7 
Glass Green ..... Misia) acts vaya avelete 2 
Gramdfathenetscecne sete mancurcce al 
Getmeie ee erase inceie cate aeheele 2 
Golden SPearls nsa.ceeeucecet cee 1 
Grepn’SWanter 6)... ke-tocee i 
Golden aiwibite: mica. sccracseeeniee 2 
Gideon” NOs evan cons eee ree 2 
Gideon. Seedlings. 2.6 jest a. een 1 
(SiIDEr tH lochs ne Wak wrote este 5 
Green's Sweetinio i0...eees oe al! 
Grundy: tiie tecieee cee Seer eee 8 
Grin diye Williteulasene rics amen. 1 
Gideom! oe cece oe Adare 5 
Goldens Pip pinvmereecceecne eee: 1 
Greents) Shylonkal .-peeecen ce 1 
Hindusin’s Streaked ........... 2 
EVO WetdeiNiot Zsa. eecnionsnce cnet 2 
Ely brid IatiSSeta ane neisnseneens 1 
Elibernaly et eteumen onue Oe enee 45 
Fibernal SNOW aise scusdeniate OL 1 
EVA ASS soars: None stent oe net 35 
mich etolincl=eryr ance paints PeEAEM Mens MP aE 5 
FLOCKS teeracac sta eee eee 4 
Leb bbechalabuena oreosnboe Chetoo sora s ak 
howar Beanitivilescsseen vee eaee en 3 
EVOT AWHATEG aciieciette terccloas cote 1 
VONATH AM wash Node ea emaouns alt 
“lis KXa) GAR SO AACRG BA SOAR. GAG Dae 11 
DUBS OCAU Ae seen notes ee eee 1 
JOMETICS Pacis ceen sees tears ic ae 2 
VAMOS SWeSte cas sschccee nce eces 2 
TEG alills Ses Gr RUHR Senet are IA il 
NGANIMND octet e tae 8 
ESSIMIIROS KOI oa emt acctnn nee oeiote ios 1 
SAV ELOS! (ocd de Tice sata 2 
KiTIMSKOC ede ddece 2 
Lydiard’s No. 2 il 
ON OLSH RY shel ioloe sleatarsnteveleleiotea election 2 
WIOUAUSM SWIC... cana suerte ere. 2 
vanes INO Met oe ate el eeae 1 
PADS VQUCEN! Tse scwicedee. 13 
Lowland Raspberry ........... 6 
Mette Epa tet o.oo citee serleeu aan 5 
HOMO MMELG Sas cae cals alocehe ares ne setae 34 
Mieda MAWES ttt lelsictalstcleloseiaetaattes i 

No. of Plates. 
Lead: (8m): (2: scit este cemicnetrcaeirer Mj 
LiOU 4 su.) Wace ae SER ante pee 3 
Little Roman Stem ........... 1 
Liy Gia’ s..0.0se0 leroy eee ee ee eee 2 
Large Long White? ...0...0. es. 1 
Loudon Seedling = .......sseeees ill 
MOSCOW. %. éc0:cs.ceiel inser eee 1 
Mass: Red < \sist scsbstewcenmeeene i 
MiltOm | sisi. 2c weatictume atten pee 1 
Maples .:...c.2% tos tees ee eee 5 
Malinda, «i. stecsmedeslnn daemon 28 
Melon: «......as ced a henttece oat tae 8 
Melvin, 3c siinat's eee meen eee nee 1 
MeMahon Wihitetaeenseee: ooeae 34 
Mill’S. (.32\..0.s,sc,sieinie ua tule a eee eee 1 
Milw alkee ~. s:rccs¢ visip'e) peemichines 1 
Manni. ias.swiacscuy ealelselce sores al 
New. Yorker | fic. scerecwe eceent 3 
Noel) cis 0 :ncioe sales loniete cate eree eee 4 
Newell's Winter acsec0+.saaenee 3 
Northern Spy ceecsauccunentient 4 
Northwestern Greening ...... 37 
North: Stars cso: .osrecelianete 2 
Overflowing. saas-sosew eee renee nl 
Ole K. INOv Sinlicccteane tea eerte 3 
Ohlizee;, . NO; wsioeteeeasseecee i 
OD aL cies, cccisiepet pete ciate oe areereitemte 2 
Oka bends «it sanies emer e eRe 96 
Ostrokoffi, (mye acess eneeeroee 18 
Ostrokoff ‘Glassy sacdeasesnteae 2 
Oxford’s: (WiAnLeEry weerceseer eee af 
@xford’s* Oran'ee,reseaeeeieee Al 
OR@LrGe:. ;...-5) sites elt piece ceteris 1 
Octoberwe >} ssaesceener 9 
Plumb’s Cider .. 5 
Perry Russet 3 
Patten’s Greening ............. 43 
Peerless: - .:si.'s sknerctee peep eeeeaeeiee 69 
Paul, | .cs, ess ons teen ee eee 2 
Prolific; Sweet. sec. esses crane 2 
Pewaukee (oc deisajeainchntceeamete 4 
POteTHOME is ceiienmenaie meee 1 
Pickett’s: No. 52ee cee eee al 
Pickett’S Prolific) Ae joes aces 1 
Patten’s No. W0a0n2 2 econ 1 
Patten’s No: 105 soc. enceneseeee 1, 
Pete? isiicuicsea recut Oe DO oeeee ere 17 
PHROECDE | cs de Boles eeine eee eee 6 
Price’s Sweet: it ccrcncdesseeseeee 1 
Peach f2245..eeepetisones estonia 6 
Queen. Muscatine nent 1 
Oblines” INjol diet vey rcceeiane 1 
OMeENCGSK yo. jeecsjereee 2 
Rollin’s Russet 2 
Rollin’s Pippin 4 
Rollin’s Prolifie 7 
Red. ‘Queen... .2) sscsenie enous 6 
Roland Beauty 1 
Red Repke. .vsncesoecher eee 3 
Red. Pipka’ «<< nsheheeeeeanees 3 
Red. Cheek sce aiocseeaoneeie 2 
Resonant: 2..2..050) pape eee 1 
Russian Gravenstein .......... 2 
Red Duck 4).0.iy-saeeacel anaes 4 
Red Astrachamn |... .eeccstenceste y 
Redpath’s Seedling ........... ib 
Repka Malenka ........ i pationee 12 
Roxbury” Russet een eee 2 
Russet’s INO. L scsoceeeee seen 1 
Rose Queen. |... c/s see eee 2 
FROMMECO: + visisicviewiste evel teloereteane mee al 
Rosy ‘Aport. vckne cleeecewkee eee il 
Russian: Green ic. ceceecen ase tees 3 
Red: Anis: \....scuccecwstebpweeekies 1 
Russian C 
Russian 
Russian 
Russian 
Russian 
Russian 
Russian 
Russian 
Russian 
Russian 
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No. of Plates. No. of Plates. 

ERTIS Gey Ta Ost tarciare cols versie leit fale eintete Tye WLOL AN ates croctater nesters 3 
Pence Vl Rar rpooupobadaaceT 2 White Russet 
RUS STA ao One ere <ieioieieiseielo) dsisieleiniesells if WVIOLL. HERI VGTis Sitertabeleintcisleisteterseincc's 
TRbieienal Vel séouaeodrnoosescedoqud 1 White Pippin 
SEMILS SUUINe pHi dimecrchataiel sislalefalos so sieke re iokerews at Wiabashal iatknoeeccoos 
iPr shighay 4G) GooosenseGeessnacosce 1 White Arctic 
EMUSS Leu O00 be cere cicctes sere teeiaisie eeAVVAN GSO, <scc nescence 
ING WACO So basonmoneesorododc 2 Warder’s Golden Sweet....... 1 
1EYohoaknalicele 086 sooo aobioks Woe eaOndn 11 WIIG PIS COM yi hecticeiies tice ee 15 
ReiMette WLOULSK Yee. csc sie NS he] WMVEENU Ape eerngsianas soootoDdegSr 189 
[Sopaaiahislie: “eon bicos Acondcnsose cur 4 WVU TEN yoo aiatey sssnaleusls. navererecelerateve facsteers 1 
BS WILE ZOIG aiecratee analesvtre sunicia © einlateieversiote 4 VV a VSS ovals, wratehe ave creed claetosaatersrs 1 
NS AUN LOD Sicresascrcte avecoiars ait Corsickesarevorenetaye al VIA TG SSD ascmcrccrceveamacremieciiaec 15 
Spleed. “AT OMAGIG ce cans ote cleo 1 MGTIO Wi SWECU ies otis esi sisteciueeases 17 
sehisigalavolloay sahacsooobeone eocaeds 1 Yellow Transparent ........... 26 
Schmidt’s Seedling ............ it AOCON OM ei tgeinc ice ac oes wetieieiate ster il 
Slitse IEINsic ARISE Tessencocncada 1 VAVVROMEAS, WwVahahKee) sincosooneocande 5 
OIC Chet crercniee cere neal lelsreinae bres 2 
Slaten ne sa escictelav lactic sland aretets 1 
Smith’s Seedling No. 2 ..... ate ek CRABS AND HYBRIDS. 
SAU COMM ais isieseis si siatecaretreiets ersicierme etelatels 3 
Sandy WGIlASS (sie. cie ecto sicvwle Scie al O PADS aia ae el ccclevcialatavarets Uatetarstn cartels 5 
DS COUtLS | GreVemeum lyeiemn-teteicieielaieie siete 3 NY op F228 Das aN CD OREO CERO ICES 1 
Shite) MABE ate aKever Na ahah Ho canotecnuL 9 Beecher’s Sweet ..............: 2 
SaGRIG ORG Ejacccatesamieiet sis cisicke i! Brier. ‘Sweet 220 sihcheecesdes sais 21 
Swill y VIS sirsecccls cio-clsderes 14 Cotterellia. Mos tees ceeteeulesinetuec a 1 
Siwyie bap Kia aeetctecpciclelancteelcie’s atare 1 GOMICAEN ER cace took ance reece 1 
SHEECHNOSEI EE Sirs seis etaiaiatcsew serena 2 TD) 6 bare re Se MHP rin cialis Gace oo 2 
Skylonikka., “Green7se ci. cesses cea 2 Marly Strawberry <.2...:...... 7 
Thompson’s Seedling .......... 21 IGE WA MINES Bee ooogunce  séovdaccads 2 
ERNO MPS OMIS IN Oeumors eeisis!cjelerstorererele 1 MIGFENGE sai ouincdaniee ciel letsciaets 19 
Thompson’s INOi.5 2.2.2... ..5.. 3 Gideon INGOs 16) 5, Saeaatsaey-la<srasteaes 9 
Mhompsonis: NOs OF = sccec secre 2 GTrECUN WOO Swen saccuace ones 5 
PITOMPSOMsSiNOs ele citeniecsceetersrers at Golden “Beauty <5. 95s.) .5 4.00% 3 
MMTOMPS ONS INO eLon teciserctesereclarets 3 Gen We Grats iiss sae otis cissicsisuate 7 
Thompson's Now 1S: xcs cic st- 2 GTI atari silecetlnner srepaie at tete relate merges 5 
Thompson’s p 5 ELV SIG (ericcatue ers scat meee Tabere= 23 
Thompson's 1 1aWespoaie Jswhiiar Savemsogocennanson a 
Thompson's 3 IDAmoatshoi fries Ko lbhiley Suadowmouder cor 9 
Thompson's 3 Piydiands Nie easiest seme set 1 
Thompson’s . 4 Ney. Giar CaINIO2 ai eae alesis a ectcteierats 2 
AMTOMIpPSON Ss INO gees weciscaels oieleisiere 5 VIET AS sera ckevore ere oe gcleare cl anetexsere 3 
SRINOHUDS ONLSM INION MO, stasicisietelslslez< 2 MINES OT ae Noni cet unease sistesislemie 17 
TRHOMPSONLS INOe col. aspire tessa 3 Meader’s Fall ..g...........-- 2 
Thompsons NOW ban sees cet 3 INORG Staley. stsersleeralciseretee rincraaisin 1 
Miampsonrs) UNO. ws + save cscs vc i ORaMP ee ee mecca tacaeers ttre 8 
TMH OM P SONGS INO =n HDs joes sires asic 4 Orion sce aderes ae sinc wears 1 
MhrompPSOMS WNiOO IO ste ciao sien le 2 OCtOW ere ate. weustrcheta ene sterctetenents 9 
Av avahaal ofs(oalssy Dyiojye Wil aes eeercee 1 POMC NS ieee inate Nevertire (oi ddiete/ Noles Aarepere 4 
PRalardim  Swie eters atta s cro cc reso 5 Pride of Minneapolis .......... 17 
ST ETES tretore a eve ratetocah cine are itatingers 3 Quaker Beauty cc cccawceccscene 2 
ANH CO1ES! ee mhigas dead co uvOe OOO mD alré Re PEAKS Winter We canes oraieioints i 
MENA ST Meet tare rae evnsesereue kale to creverslc ats farce P 1RYz(6 le Siohaksra An BO aAOCU AED OmB Te 4 
UREEG Oninet ahaa aban wet anon soca 10 ShivGC el aqiscan taganaddeessoadsco as 8 
ROTC T SI teyg invcmicraarnreteiacirey, erasers 5 Solas ss gece crcienerera strains 1 
Wiolmar* Cravhity sas saeistsais sciste se cisceso aft SHISUGS case cteccsltatesia cies slersrerefale 1 
MOtmas CEOSSM. dmacinecinn -eisjeeine er 1 TRYANSGENGEME. =ceecinimeiecd) irene 23 
BViatir OTL STscr Waytarayatarey aceceeresate steers ssers 1 “ittonal <cle Nee ouaanaranon totorcmobheaenas 40 
BVAUREG ATI wer etarsvate araiclavscey Pearcisisns paiets(orerahe al A Werle} chit Vinee ecaercetacere terrane accr 34 

1 WOrOmTtS > EVEGi tis ccoeiseireeiae ar 1 
cael ANMaih iavshiae PmratoePea re Scoeuno none 29 
a VVEEUON? Bepoonngsoad. coockoddandot 8 

The following is the list of varieties exhibited and number of 

plates of each variety in the ten entries for best ten apples: 

DUCHESS see ebe elec 7 (Shenae 2s donaoco.aoenanaaaeuT i 
IPCERIESS! ticcinecteocteets vet 0 TRAV CLO S tiaye cyelayas hata cronies hinicieciarsiare 1 
Charlamoff 5 WOME ALCL C) ecsitarss sarcyetsterpe) mies sectever 1 
lathorsigalzyl caagahoaoger Si, VOUTIE Oo hAsooceew adoosadheddass 1 
Ola DOM ay, cae ese stews are 5 Northwestern Greening Karol 
Pattents Greening s....c6..00s 5 North Star (Patten’s) 1 
PSTN ODO CE ANE CE IRE SO 3 TE CACHAN sj ctettersr cetera spi biatarscoyenere eiete tater 1 
PATE OTOL perraruicls Welsretsicve se Sancta tars 3 IPieOMNVAKEs SHVAASIP VG sindcucoedaenooosn 1 
IBTete) Beinn teases Aves ae oae 2 (@nversin Isvechblinig | Ge oooncsporeoesns 1 
Edin ape hays Seer, ( err aece emcee cers tervel esse Zo TRO SYR EAD Oli ba wats, tee iciais nieces vse myale) alotets 1 
VU AULT INGA) have ocis Notes. cle sh Pk stote-cxaroraie 2 (VGN bee GO TIE SRS ie vercte)«/cjereis'sieye == 1 
Ie Miahion) SWHaCe§ sence ere 2 RUS Sama GANAS cbispayaera een olepnic, els face 1 
OS HO) Oli Osea aAnpaGabs » soo pe omese 2 Thompson's: No. 24 .........-.- 1 
IROC EBeasoeuecee ice eroproncac tact 2 Thompson's INO.) 380: fe. ssi 5 1 
SV Vi tiNe MEMVIC TI Aiaelete crea reicetsporsteuste clots 2 MEER T cyst erstster sd srancreubstnretste tt elevearovare 1 
POTS eR eens Boe one Toone a cme per 1 Nias opaneslal edateol! Aang ecta Adbonsocae 1 
ASYOYS (see Roe er Oa: ae ene Tanne 1 — 
Gi MEO Meda eoA ters cioks iaustale ore emiey 1 FTV Si ames rca beta aaclaads Te Sisters Celsee iaterals 80 
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PLUMS, NATIVE. No. of Plates. 
No. Plates. Muney (2 s20320222 20225 une 1 

BAIERTH rece Seth | foc cle eee See gh ike 10 Moremam :7:77::¢ "8. secu eeeee 1 
American Eagle taletets ow eee 4 Nebraska ‘sds. 22507525) eee anaes 1 
Beatty ei cssercnctt | os ete 1 Niel’s ‘Peach: i000. ase eereie i 
Blockha wi 4:2) 224 seen + North Star (Penning) ......... 2 
1546 Jan dosent Rie ea AACAAIIE 1 New “Ulm wicca acsticaeeesaeeee 11 
IBTIEtIe WOOO. LINO! y10.c2% soneee al Ocheeda. 2222222228 sssen oe eee 7 
Brittlewood; . No: 2).¢..<.42.--- 3 Odegaard: :.:22023502 eee if 
Bradshaw. 182 sos soca see 1 Paul’ (Wolf tsisc seer suse ane 2 
Bursota eosin ee eee eae 1 Parker (W. Ex) vee cee kane atte 3 
Pepe fyi Bl, ihe Brae iPtseri oer crt ae fit Peach’ (Gideon’s)! 3.22-2cesceere 1 
California Seedling ............ 2 Penning’s Seedling No. 3.. ut 
Chas.) Dowie \..is.-sscamesree- 1 Redpath Seedling (from Aitkin) 1 
@HEeYT Oc tee 20 | -Reed*>.c2:: 5525. eee 1 
Choice MECOUNES -.. ose teases 5 Rollmgstone’\. 7. hceuae tees iG 
Clb ee aes oh Se ees 2,. Rockford” *....2..5--2 eee eee 12 
Godin Ohoice si osc aeee eee 1 Silas: “Wilson +2 Wece. ter seen 1 
Clement’s Seedling ............ 1 Smith’s - Red <25i-24ce7eeeeeeeee z 
CGomtorted ewes ites eee bot see 2 Stellar’s ‘Not 3) soc eee eee 1 
COLTBHEIIY ere cee eee nerees 2 St.: Paul Si. ccs iescee eee 1 
Conmipass “Pum 2 6...5ise cco eecne 4 Stoddard +s i355.7 055 eee eee 12 
De SOLO cass cts tones soe a sees 22 Surprise "5255.2: 22500) sae eee 12 
PDL ATIAY) Bic i scloes vee es, seieece eee waees 1 Van -Buren 72/22. en eat eee il 
DWrespach? to25 havea er ue cee eae 1 Weaver” 3:5 5555.20 Geen eee 15 
BANG Y) oc ee reas hoe elena ae ae 2 Wilder -+5..006i5 5. cest cee eee 1 
BIStHEN “3 svae'ses oe SE oeteeseonpres 1 Wood © 5... 8s bitcioe eee eee eee 1 
PTA Wes soccs sect toes coe ene eeen ee if Wood’s Seedling No. 1......... 2 
WUTC A Veeco secs he ee ee 5 Wood’s Seedling No. 9........ 1 
Hotest) Garden 2. «25 :eceserotee 22 Wolf’ (Cling). c--s- eee eee AS 
MOreste Rose = scicc oo cece eke 1 ‘Wolf: (free Stone); ..-.-----eee 2 
SSAVIGTE colic eu acces ap cetera 1 Wittman No. 2 se0 senor 3 
Gararass SHarivieis. a eeeeraeeee 5 Wittman‘ No 2il. ee 3 
Golden Queen sc sasscneseee ess it Wyant, 60:22 5555 sae cae cetera 14 
gE cab ecl=) gue eRe meee 
EROS te. stad 
FICUTOM tp otedacsxocs DOMESTICA AND JAPANESE 
Hart's “De Soto? cc .nshlesese news 
Harrison’s Peach Abundances. ons eee ee 3 
Hawkeye! \i7-.ck.ss v3 rs Burbank.” otc weer 4 
Hein’s Seedling ......... ae Burbank’s Japanese 1 
Us 6 Ole Ree tae Burbank’s America .. iL 
Hybrid Sand Cherries ........ 2, Burbank’s Seedling 1 
LOWE “BeCalIty, uc eowosaae ees dees 1 Blue Damson).7. ace 2 
Rerinedy Siar: Rr cee eee eee 1 Damson Swedish 1 
EPCUSer oo asces ue ore eee 1 Domestica Seedling 1 
ASEVEHOVER saree socan) cee aebaee sl Domestica Seedling (O. M. 
POT DIC) ens ation eee ook ean 1 Tord) © 25S dees eee eens eee 1 
Leudlofi’s: Vellow "\2.:2..st-..< a Gh Green Gage Seedling.......... 1 
EiOWISC 20 ie b eke cea ee, eee eee 3 Marianna): : 2) seeker ee 1 
Lemke’s Yellow Seedling..... i Moore’s Arctic .o.0..csseecseeee 1 
IGS es oats ale bt hoin eaters 1 Knudson’s Japanese .......... 1 
Manreus! .:vokicnecses veces teow oe 1 Japanese’ De" SOto? Secu. epee 2 
NEATISACO WE: Seen» ome ices ecto ehitee 2 Minnesota “Prune 22.0 cee sees 1 
Marcellus ‘ott cscce sre totes 1 Purple Seedling tic. 22.cueecee 1 
MEV Eres ees ia eae 1 Prune Seedlings (Wilfert) .... 2 
Maller, vom ses ce weit ctince eke cae 1 Russian © ..253.) 2650 seseeeee eee 1 
DiGi! Aes 2 as) a cee ee care Al Shipper’s’ Prid@ "tte. nse oeneeeee 2 
VIGO Tc. eo aot e sae 2 Shropshire Damson ........... 1 
WOT os. cs oe ds ake eee ee on al. Wild Goose yo. Giants eens 1 

PREMIUMS AWARDED ON FRUITS AND FLOWERS 
AT MNNESOTA STATE FAIR IN 1901. 

(Under the Auspices of the Minnesota State Horticultural Society.) 

Superintendent—J. M. Underwood, Lake City. 

Asst. Superintendent—A. W. Latham, 207 Kasota Blk., Minneapolis, Minn. 

APPLES.—(Open to All.) 

Sweepstakes Collection. 
1st. 2nd srd 
Prem. Prem. Prem. 

i, Wa bomervilies “Viola: Oar. Wesecs. 5. 2 cter batienee er se tee paras 00 
W. L. Parker, Farmington, Minn. a $15.00 
Rolla Stubbs, Bederwood, Minn. ...............0000 ~~ $10.00 

Peck of Wealthy Apples— 
A. De. beach. dixzcelsior: Winn oii icon. sce seecee es © rola Oe 
J. A. Howard, Hammond! Minnies sc... ..2-uer 5.00 
iA, 2AL BOR; Excelsior, Minis’ 80 Socks ode Pcs by eee vee 2.00 

Collection of ten varieties of apples to be judged with special reference 
to the size, beauty and perfection of the fruit (crabs and hybrids excepted), 
$25.00. To be divided pro rata among all the exhibitors in this lot. 
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W. L. Parker, Farmington, Minn., $4.05; A. B. Coleman, Long Lake, Minn., 
$3.45; Thos. Talbert, Wayzata, Minn., $2.85; P. H. Perry, Excelsior, Minn., 
$2.25; Ditus Day, Farmington, Minn., $3.05; Nils Anderson, Lake City, Minn., 
$3.25: H. H. Heins, Lydia, Minn., $3.65; EF. J. Peterson, Waconia, Minn., $2.45. 

(For Professionals.) 
Collection (hybrids and crabs excepted)— 

ist 2nd srd 4th 5th 
Prem. Prem. Prem. Prem. Prem. 

aoe, Somerville; Viola, Minn: \.... .<0> $25.00 
J. A. Howard, Hammond, Minn. ........ $20.00 
F. J. Peterson, Waconia, Minn. ......... $15.00 
W. L. Parker, Farmington, Minn. ....... $10.00 
oe earris nla MOreSGeMt.. IMEI. sys > oe $5.00 
Collection of hybrids and crabs, not to exceed 10 varieties— 

Wise ei earicern SM suri SFO TEL TThs ee cuvals cirieradveie Sm a ajdraiwse'aisia's'= ots)sisvelaca o,ctets $5.00 
Reena Sy elas a ORES COME. SUVELINT ears < cn.cyo) plate ietelaicge sata ietares aie teleteoletatams Ewsiaie ee $4.00 

SINGLE PLATES. 

Minnetonka Nursery Company, Eureka, Minn............. $1.00 
Bie PATTIS A MAC TCSCENU, AiVEETIS. (claciereiniste on slais ot clare evereremicw) eis $.75 
pee CECT SOM sme VVi LCG IN len WLLUUTl oe vets ccayarele oraio\atels aie lalaieia?o\njaistaye\eia)- $.50 

Anisim— 
Niele aricern Marini eUOIl) varacciciesleieclere sis) sis’c ia even t(oelaineis/d ee = 1.00 
IDES OTMEE WALL CMEN LOLA, Se cicsie c'e aicisis sfelsteieie sere lor oleye istesese elsie ebovoniealeiel 465) 
Hoe Earric subi CT eSCOU tian cic cicvieceinvclogne slcmacide meu nissteecne wider 50 

Long Arcade— 
Verein Tera Hyena LOT urs 2 on ces ciere Sie civieis, ccinlaia Sierersvelsc Gisketeterne 1.00 
pe er ism © MCSE MIE tues casio ioeronits oie 2 alciearereiiors steciercities 4D 

Blushed Calville— 
Mie SOMERVANLCsn WHO lao cpa ae/cnure a Pacis antojnie, Hejsvee aided ate eto iaie bie 
F. J. Peterson, Waconia 

Brett— 
Wivqeid bt =) reir) fetes o-eed Sie i giealh alts co) a een IARC SCPC aro ea acer rem oe 1.00 
hee weeirriss ane SCOMe, Wide satis visis wise ices oo tere here oe snin sites -75 

Ben Davis— 
din wie Lalo nende hws ketca) eaVay a6 Wea nerigac docs ceoeN ann otonr ye 1.00 
Minnetonka INUESery, “COMPANY, 9% ain 0 cles eisai te sina ceo esincrece -75 
re SOTMMET Vite VIIa as. cosate saree cite erodee tie ielarerecten weenie setae 50 

Charlamoff, Peterson’s— 
DAV laces eT ar Hay PT Te COM ye Ne coisteiarn (ors ola elss*are eis oie cee sl shefarete e5,ece 1.00 
By es peERe LOLS OMe VV eLC OMIA dete cle salle «since cio olin ete cic Setereloinees -75 
eA ENO WTO PEL ATININ ONG. ravers lalsaisieteis aicleroeleles eielelovsieis Sarsisio ices 

Christmas— 
RM SLCL COM VV eG OMI Ay va cya cwialele store n tioiersuiletctersiei cis srejeremcpivieeniere 1.00 

Cross— 
NVslee ee ar ker. Manminstoni.wascetaccscociice wcicves «occ ccrsells 1.00 

BES OIMEE VALLE eA LOL As wactorerele is acelec afotai rites et itae Sethe oe hanata 
Fameuse— 
Mee manda Mann ESOtas OLeyi af iveieonelettnemie siento eiacre tevacies 1.00 
BOM VUE gta 1 Ol aia cecil relaleiaista cheiclois mitten sine excel eet siele Bit) 
Gilbert— 

eee SOMME LEGS ep VLOVEL,, «ccicsaccs cars ele mete eleiastalsiistes tates ais eb are ete 1.00 
Grundy— : 

Wee ASOMeEnrVIlLes SVGOLA acc anise oe seis ccete Geew ems ines cine sails 1.00 
Eee eee We Lima Til) ULL bs crmeicas atest icone ete aeciemee ones By {3 

Harding— 
lig, Vg delonyeengols vl eben catia a oy ale lea eeA er en anc Nira aaae tienes or 1.00 
Mise PE re SOMITE VALLES AiMLOUED Noi). antes elsistese senate elperarn tins sicthew sleet 75 

Humbolt— 
ree SONMVER VAIN es te WO lal, err crac Ola-ciata: triateia mr aetara Were tethioniet es ieee 1.00 

Haas— 
INV Ete es AIT ee ett Ta NESE OTe <ie:< ayare's ss cvaverethoialet cracls eens ee ere 1.00 
EBs SO IMGT LELEN WVALOLE cpevstals acc s-aaiecsteye: avec esafaicta ach iate eiecia aioe viel 
ABILO Spe IVC Ga Gls w IW EUNTZCULEN cals wisiererels 0) sie(e sie/eie oleia at ctavole stoyeto mts tar eareniS 50 

Judson— : 
AG ERO Wal Oe eAEV A TAIYVON Gane icc o's soleia sidhateiesclalets, reais seems 1.00 
Noid pd relied eek eee Shes ch acu a k= 0y 6 ee OO, ie en re ae ae aap 
Kaump— 

ee Ae EL Ohya EL IIT IID OING a /<-o.2ys a a0 cision cielo nkel ele Eros « plement 1.00 
Oa eran oes Olne arial ssh cee crlmrosmeceee niece aoe -15 

Longfield— 
Us tAR EVO are ELAINE OD Cs, < s:2 ccciscc sion ehete ieteyel oreo iate ox histones 
PP SOMmenvale VO lal i cociznsisiesioo atone ocee vena oan Bf) 
W. L. Parker, Farmington 

Lubsk Queen— 
Tepe ESOC TION aE VEEOLA 20 cele ae ns ae aN eee ane Bees 

Lowland Raspberry—— 
Misr eA SOMERVILLE OW LOL. 20% alcive:s te esionesla an nein as cas 
PA SATIS. ea Greseentny ..- cc us yaretone em eeean a hometees 

Maple— 
Loh SOME VELION = Val Olas os: alate ete oeieaie wortche neh Meee eeeee 1.00 

Ey 

HO M 

~I ol 
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1st 2nd 3rd 
Prem, Prem. Prem. 

MacMahon White— 
W. L. Parker, Farmington 
L. E. Somerville, Viola 
J. A. Howard, Hammond 

Malinda— 
J. A. Howard, Hammond 2 
Wt. Parker, *Parmineton 5.5 oh scat secs cise dee eae tees Fs) 3 
Thoss Redpath, “Way:Zatas eee eos oti odie: < a /ste clo's's cise aerate Seats -50 

Northwestern Greening— 
O: 5M, “ord? Minnesota (@uty Fires cao Mise esetnae pees 1.00 
J: SAS Howard; “Hammond 22. 25.. <. 2's. occido aches nore ay (i 
ib. Ee Somerville; Viola, Wins os. occ e.e cise tase eee enemas -50 

Ostrokoff (true))— 
BSE belarrs, GaCrescent -..--- ors [sicia's 0 ae rd emratetarals plete nla eae Ree 1.00 

Peerless— 
Ws Parker; ‘WMarmime toms sips obs a clsloh selec cseertuee ames 1.00 
Minnetonka Nursery Company, Eureka ................... a (3) 
HY, Pde eC LET SOD IW GLC OUMA ar sects clete ae loro are oer ntomeie oan se ietate aie ena 50 

Phebe— 
Ty: SBS ‘SOMTEr ville MW iO ais cs/si o/s ye ~clee's vin n'e sin ie/ae eracetere eis tele reatoeia 

Peter— 
J. \ [AS eo ward, “Hammon Mies e een alec eee a eee ee 
L. W. Pettijohn, Minnetonka 
THOS, FREGDAtH WAV ZAGAT See ele eh vinin o'ciaee cunts ectees see a eee 50 

Repka Malenka— 
Wi. es Parker (War mine t om rc atin alte clelahen tiv aetenideteeecie eae 1.00 
FH SOMerVAlle;  VAOIA, sie se eiteme ass a acletale ctoheten ioe ate eee aay [i 

Rollin’s Prolific— 
J. 2A Howard Eberron sete oso slelalels = folate ann atone 1.00 
i. Es -Somerville;. Violay octane). 5 snes dies ceseaiccenceeeme -15 

Sandy Glass— 
aS By Somerville eV iO lee recs cleats ester alors slelet esate el enteaennee 1.00 
Minnetonka Nursery Company, Eureka .............++0.- ary 

Talman Sweet— 
On: (Brand) & Son: Waripavilt occa voce ans cuticle ae eee 1.00 
Le SBE SOME VILLG A VIOLA: eis Locale ohio tale oictatolals state ete eote Ar 
F, I. Harris, La Crescent 

Tetofsky— 
J. A. Howard, Hammond - 
i. Wa Somerville> Viola ~)::..<.- -to 
W. L. Parker, Farmington 

Utter— 
de Al Bowarg, Hammond 3 eco ses jaethertefeantees cetaceans 

Walbridge— 
W. L. Parker, Farmington 5 
Of ME Lord, .Minnlesotay Citys... tcc cnc cloecnic concrete Afb) 

Wolf River— 
Ee He pomervilles Vila) v.21 esas since nic's Sainte cintestele sone eres 1.00 
JJ -ASHoward, “Hammond cers stack cose eeuc see caren ee aaa ab) 

White Pigeon— 
tS omerville,< Viola. Git. Fe ciais/a elec feisthlolepicre ainisis cob tetcloitate 1.00 
Wd Perersony) Wacouiay rohare as secs cas teen eteien eaten By (3) 

Yellow Sweet— 
Bia tded Peterson, SWMACOMER Cam anccx vis o'vamsetelalve sate raiatietetetaieite mittens 1.00 
Ee -EZSOMEr Valles IVilOla cto ee oslo giao dole, ayes iaiao vie rote pete nor aieiate -75 

Yellow Transparent— 
Wi.2da Parker. Marminzeton W252i. =6 05. onscwaeie vy awa nee teats 1.00 ’ 
TH SOMETVILIE, WV LOLA MH Fes cents cone cieicins ina einloleetere aie esteem -75 

-15 
-50 

-50 

-50 

‘Prem. Prem. Prem. Prem. Prem. Prem. 
Duchess of Oldenburg— 

J. A ssELOWATC oS. crac cesiee tenuis tee © $1.75 
G@ EB. Stellar, Eixcelsionr ccc stsec< $1.50 
Thos. Redpath, Wayzata ..... a $1.25 : : 
iL; <E, Somerville; Wiola es. 25. 2.0% $1.00 
R. H. L. Jewett, Faribault .... $.75 
Rolla Stubbs, Bederwood ....... *  $.50 

Hibernal— 
Minnetonka Nurs’y Co., Eureka 1.75 
W. L. Parker, Farmington...... 1.50 
G. SF. Stellar,, Excelsror® -.2..,.- 1.25 
Re Hse sewett, Marivaat tee... 1.00 
W. L. Taylor, Howard Lake.... Bf 
Thos. Redpath, Wayzata ...... 50 

Okabena— 
J. A. Howard, Hammond ...... 175 
W. L. Parker, Farmington .... 1.50 
Thos, Redpath, Wayzata ...... 1.25 
HS eLiaeris. dia) Crescenth... os. 1.00 
L. E. Somerville, Viola ......... ste 

Patten’s Greening— 
R. H..L. Jewett, Faribault..... 1.75 
W. L. Parker, Farmington .... 1.50 ~ 
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1st 2nd 3rd 3th 
Prem. Prem. Prem. Prem, 

J. A. Howard, Hammond ...... : aD 
Minnetonka Nurs’y Co., Eureka 1.00 
L. E. Somerville, Viola ....:... 
F. J. Peterson; Waconia .......... 

Wealthy— 3 
Seth H. Kenny, Morristown .... 1.75 
Rolla Stubbs, Bederwood........ 1.50 
J. A, Howard, Hammond........ 1.25 
R. H. L. Jewett, Faribault...... 1.00 
BY. eeterson) Waconia, .. 2.15%. 
Thos. Redpath, Wayzata ....... 

5th 6th 
Prem. Prem. 

i) 
-50 

ae 
15 

50 
SAMUEL B. GREEN, Judge. 

(For Amateurs.) 

Collection (Hybrids and Crabs excepted)— 
1st 2nd 5rd 

Prem. Prem. Prem. 
15[5 El ASKS TEAWGhEE Gx odacsoosnoo shorndonnoc 
Wm. Oxford, Freeburg . $10.00 
Ditus Day, Farmington 
A, D. Leach, Excelsior 
ee CALTON Sa VV ie IO TEETN © cjeje/cle/cleic!s/eieie'ss 

Collection of hybrids and crabs, not 
to exceed ten varieties— 

lnlselaty daveb lbagolitei as cdesodapcoopolenop. 5.00 
ASB. sColeman™ mons make: sis. ceca ee 4.00 
Hae SiitLerneld =. money Make Soci ajec. cee 3.00 
DEUS. Daas HAGAN SEO Mert. cscs re. ole eieitiyn ein 
PLONE: OCIA SIN-OT Sst OITA ve vice cicicraie'c'ais!s eisiole'e 

$8.00 

Antinovka— Prem. 
el eV Een vit) ewe ERC OLS O Irate chatascla corstelarapereiere misialer= ee vl-/sinielereicreteievsye ate $1.00 
ibe II Panis 1D (eel Cora ear anes CoA CAB OOM Sabon bCUOREIADOCLE OG 
FE p se eLeL Ste Layla ccnacs cictateas calesiete cmt hele tele cic hes dteocissores 

Anisim— 
Hea be Bisse: cstacion. A. Minneapolis! % <2 «ce cls <cres acieee ces 1.00 
H. M. Lyman, Excelsior 
EUs TAI CPR TOT Gl SPE CG PUM Saucleic efetaleleictalcveletela biel « clarcielarelsetereys fe Ctasharsie hes 

Brett— 
PAS Bee OOlemma Ne sO UIACGS Foc certe'sSisieiniers ast Torecieneisteijaiasy erie 1.00 
Wiis VWaGdmoyer MORES HAGH, cienscssccne stlooescmes se ceaseelqes 
LB Wik Ihara an oie’ dp-Cero Isilon ie Corpo ddd oetordoaebupOntbeor nepoUse 

Ben Davis— 
JA, vi eine ave) Weel S Kehoakeako lave ls aageQKeRras Gok DOG. Hop aotosssueCsccr 1.00 
JNe 1D). VEO DEM Op Casino Guboads docobodsocDSUr JaunwaoboAcooe aode 
VV OO) ROTO S LOT OE DUNS? apau wie scin) ceiereteyetersic ce ere slahaysiain s isrereeidistayeters 

Charlamoff, Peterson’s— 
PAU MEWW | CISCO Soca nb gRUUOIEs octaves isiovsisiertiotreles lass sate sve de cis Siaseke sets 1.00 
AM AGS el Bee oy ol YY 7 HOC I NN iC bee AN Oyctt is ee 
DUIS Pe) Aye, CE AT TIMED SCOM ecg ayeays ates sietsscniel acesco states level oie crave rai bye sassy = 

Christmas— 
Eig Vise lenymte mh abe COLSLOM), cs setstoee cine mieta(o ossccheks ibeiaare ee eiastasieiee 1.00 

Fameuse— 
PAA A Vice eaE MAE ECON: Vad vereyalerarevake te creteieditie\otece (ers Poe Pott as dee 1.00 
SPB) Se ape ee TO eae Ee) Te NTN OTN orate ayotc cisectevetstetorcle: se erste dyala\etabaveteyere acclsyoieyncie 
STEMS ave HAM OMG rear, ciels creel sivtsta siete se eleisre ming co xae sete e 

Grundy— 
LU} 0 ort CRS at Ses os cd WP 0 TE Te eee a RTS el a ie eet 1.00 

Haas— 
Ate, GCAO Ney RCOISTON. octajstciareis cieinsielecanrn slevtleve sere ecolersie tase peccse 1.00 
Lise ert TE INOS ila Chl abr crie stase,cre Srorelo.e oleic vo/tieraietan<iersiz slot aie ayer 
PROG A Healers oh on LG Ro aaaneocdaAeDopoparinacsanoseacsocr 
Kaump— 

Ee Vie el yaT card 5 AEX COISIOTS 05 caeic sie «a cm vieie'e ole slele sloieaisicintes 1s cle seiers 1.00 
Ae Vie NEI teh ells elerriria OMG. a\.15)5 «107s ys wie 1 Mover sueyete eset eeiaseiee ete cieiets 
Wise VV GImOyer DreSDale je. cc asistai= sorele ois oetenie nies lalereeeielaieio sls 

Long field— 
Nee VEE VET CGS ie ee Near rl OT Cl! yore ic) staer ara sieystovstotlabolversieretemisiteieeaiecieee 1.00 
IRE AD Ga WEE Kel ery BS-(olel I (0) OEE eM Rano ane ooorbh On Gunpuce TROCAR 
Bi mEe Perry Erx Cel SOT onc asc > uci pet cre asian ine tcomsitey nepaei se 

Lubsk Queen— 
EA eg eny AIA TA SH ER'G OLSON D yoo), chele’eroe soe sietnieieferaneetee siete terete iste ae 1.00 

Lowland Raspberry— ba 
MET Es alee VT ANIG EX COLSTON 9.2 Gra cce s ctateieye misietelsvarcie e ateloietniee eee acre cccts 1.00 
IB MIAVC. TAs Wl Dig oahbal=n One ey Seb CRAG HIccirA Obert so.cania Teer 

Maple— 
SEAM LCE PENIS. MINOT EAL MoE sapere, aieieatcia ras ciataie s vletaucuerteteare clolereye sists sicteyensis 

MacMahon White— 
A. M. Mitchell, Hammond 
NOS PAlDeL EWI AGA) fcc ttisscivolelenieiile cela cidisieleis/ee he diye melee’ 

4th 5th 
Prem. Prem. 

$4.00 
; $2.00 

2.00 
1.00 

2nd 3rd 
Prem. (Prem: 

(ds) 
.50 

75 
-50 

5) 
50 

75 
50 

7a 
50 

75 
50 

Ta 
-50 

iD 
50 

75 
50 

7a 
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Wm. Oxford, Freeburg 

MINNESOTA STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

ist 2nd 
Prem. Prem. 

ee i ee 

Malinda— 
Ditus Day, Farmington 
A. B. Coleman, Long Lake 
S. O. Miller, Eidswold ...... 

Northwestern Greening— 
Wm. Oxford, Freeburg 

H. H. Heins, Lydia 
Peter— 

A. B. Coleman, Long Lake 
A. D. Leach, Excelsior 
P. H. Perry, Excelsior 

Rollin’s Prolific— 
A. M. Mitchell, Hammond 

Talman Sweet— 
Ditus Day, Farmington 

Tetofsky— 
AS SA 
Nils Anderson, Lake City 

Utter— 
H. M. Lyman, Excelsior ..... 
Nils Anderson, Lake City 
A, M. Mitchell, Hammond 

W albridge— 
Nils Anderson, Lake City ... 
F. J. Butterfield, Long Lake 
Wm. Oxford, Freeburg 

Wolf River— 
A. M. Mitchell, 
Wm. Oxford, Freeburg 

Yellow Sweet 
. M. Lyman, Excelsior 

A. Day, Farmington 
R. Cummins, Washburn 
Yellow Transparent— 
M. Lyman, Excelsior .... 

 . Burterneia. Long Lake 
J. R. Cummins, Washburn 

Duchess of Oldenburg— 
M,. Mitchell, Hammond 

Z ae Walden, Northfield 

TH eh tleins* laydiaiieace cen 
P. H. Perry, Excelsior 
A. D. Leach, Excelsior 

Hibernal— 
A. D. Leach, Excelsior ....... 
H. M. Lyman, Excelsior 
Thos. Talbert, Wayzata 
eh H. Heins, Lydia 

A. M. Mitchell, 
Okabena— 

H. M. Lyman, Excelsior 
H. H. Heins, Lydia 
A. M. Mitchell, Hammond... 
Nils Anderson, Lake City 

Hammond .. 

Day, Farmington, Minn. 

Hammond .. 

Butterfield, Long Lake.... 

A. M. Mitchell, Hammond 
Ee SES EVeITI Ss) Mayline ye ctestionaawict Aeiseteld en's able nis ereitae Cee 

Peerless— 
He et. seleinss lydia ieee. 
A. D. Leach, Excelsior .. 
Mrs. S. R. Spates, Markville 

Phebe— 

ee | 

rr a) 

i ie ie ee ee 

ee a 

1st 2nd 
ice Prem. Prem. 

Dor Ne $1.50 
$1.25 

1.50 

J. Butterfield, Long Lake .. 

-50 

Leo Goldenstar, Garden City .. 
Ditus Day, Farmington 

Patten’s Greening— 
A. D. Leach, Excelsior 
Ditus Day, Farmington....... 
Ss. O. Miller, Eidswold 

-50 i 

A. B. Coleman, Long Lake .... 
A. M. Mitchell, Hammond 
H. M. Lyman, Excelsior 

Wealthy— 
A. D. Leach, Excelsior 
A. JA: Bost, (eEXcelslonm Goes s.s 
PP: Hy Perry, Wxcelsior.:..-- 
H. M. Lyman, Excelsior 
A. M. Mitchell, Hammond 
Ditus Day, Farmington 

eee en 

1.00 

1.00 

ee ee 

cer ia 

4th 

$1.00 

1.00 

1.00 

1.00 

1.00 

-15 

75 

5 

75 

75 

-1 

-15 

~ ol 

5th 
Prem. Prem. 

ol 

15 

ari) 

2 

-1 

3rd 
Prem. 

-50 

-50 

50 

-50 

-50 

50 

$.50 

-50 

50 

-50 
. L. PARKER, Judge. 
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CRABS AND HYBRIDS. 
, (Open to All.) ist 2nd 3rd 

Briar’s Sweet— Prem. Prem. Prem. 
Nimes acre» bet E T= LOT er eerctctertetercisls <s,s/cleielefeloie\sielesieiniaoiaielenn $1.00 
DAS ENO WTC EVA TIDINUOVAG aa seysiniioreretereteel cletevetoferaye) storarsye¥eretare arcveloreye aD 
Ne PWG eTias NORTE TICL Gia tan certecrceiacttctainte tala) sye\ersterstaheratecchete erie -50 

Early Strawberry— 
INTISSFA MESO Mee ae OTE, Fo ae cieiatelejers cictaveiststct tere eVcvelanchorernieleleiereseve 1.00 
Jal Isis einai ei Dylan an acceoc Gcrcic oc eOon OCR UEODAeCCOEL ack Onc 
Hi dha ITELer tel GOMES. TIAKey gic citcrefrsicig sts is\ejo%s ales sisid ates cia cis 50 

Florence— 
H. M. Lyman, Excelsior 
Thos. Redpath, Wayzata nt: 5 
WINGS Cap Vere tps) WV SELVA Uti cyotereetatevateleielelsiclcteiststahaPetatoretcReletsbersheloterstalel ole 50 

Gideon’s No. 6— 
OSM lord Minnesota Git yaaa sxerstaie oe raisycutatataeerstctorstat ecard batewe 1.00 
Us ANS son elingly Tslehasucereva(sl -Oa aon sanooonenasndoade apssifapaners ate aa 15 
VV ca ETS OT SS FE TYILINE COURS Navel arctasstarele) or cvaterel stsietad cvatavere: cleave crale ives 50 

Greenwood— 
1a te Wily TUavgaariaine 1p cersl tsi (onal Baa noe nooner orm bo CUBE. PE cronas 1.00 
See CEGHSO Me WiC OMIA cope cto cioterer dist craar Nak os/ah «! «1 sbeva/atavolaraharetersterels afi} 
Pe Des DVVELL EG EOTI | MIVEOMET Stayer acteraya slo tehch vaipt Clete i syertioisialste eevsteicre a stares -50 

Hyslop— 
EAE OO LOVIN TIS MING INS SaaS) ib yeh cyatatchelemerel al etetorvetaietelerslohevererarncre mereete 1.00 
Mrs Hrances Pe Towa, | Takelair dl )ete-iiercvereyelsiereverereielahareisrore wesc! sip 
eo D) > CA. CD VE ECCISLON ces cen cle, cicivicie clejor a aclere ort acted drei dicl hoveisieiet arate ate .50 

Lyman’s Prolific— 
Rig Wty AD a aacnehae I Db wel Seren Boor pocneboreoEnorsohooauree baecodaas 1.00 
a ECO MIN ININS 7" WASH DUT ING J naiesocordiacyyccteie oaiore sierensictsieerststelete -15 
AS b= Coleman, Mone Wake ss soc jac cases sick Peisia oe tehers cee eke .50 

Martha— 
W. L. Parker, Farmington........ Jiah Masse one nasa oem 1.00 
J. A. Howard, Hammond Tb) 
IPS EL ee OPry., SHES GCISION te csnncow, sane eawee sane ne a nerod ovine tees -50 

Pride of Minneapolis— 
Thos) —Redpath; SWayzatay an scence ees seee soeee alae sds sewers 1.60 
EO eS Ube MNCs, HeiOMe ye EAIKes Abhi crlcnstec ais cients ariciee cite eras mie 
IMTS Seu Eva Saves. Viet kcvalled wz Asrreveraevejecsle- nave tera a Mercteversterne aretors 50 

Sweet Russett— 
EAS LOW AL Get HaAININ ONG < enics ome deren oe dase ons smi taayee seers 1.00 
Ae) eee ae tl WK COLSLO Is tcfenyess areccctetsrcts aratajovove stam ovale erate a erastaee ie 
DIitUSeLOAy eM arIMIN STON ok cose ace c sese se dale falv s.ces gare eiactere -50 

Tonka— 
Ee Ss Harris. . dua @rescenitietias sss26 bas his < eiharaaia Sor oraar eee ee 1.00 
PHOS! Lal PETE; MWY Za baie cae ss cece sieys oc) oe atwreyertelelscs steals ciate te sels -75 
ELSE EV OTIS LAY CU ated a w.a,a ciara aietatele'e, dara brauarerete's,eibie eras erareraMerstevensts fe 250 

Transcendent— 
We oe whinsley. SS till water osccisiaaens saeco) Saveur els ielaieaiets oh lere sie 1.00 
daly siet pls Wer oksiieel Vadolits heen Boao 6 aoa cnGh Cen BE Os Toe Aric AGMe at AaE storys XS 
Jee he Walden Northitiel dimer sss. vee -cacie se atie te > vreis slo toreiete ote “50 

Virginia— 
Minnetonka Nursery @o., HureKa 2.21... csccscseeeessceee ns 1.00 
Wes Widntoyer! OreSbaiGh) © s.ascsuwis amen sires « otecieeerateleloele 5 
1D 1S A alos Sa Fh roa bel =a oso IRE ee OnRO COO Loe poe Deno SOEs orn oN .50 

W hitney— 
ee AEG Wie BOs Earn ON beac s setae crete ctelsiarcia sits nate 2 cera aloereiwla som 1.00 
Wok. Parkers Warmington .ci.j00s once wses sds vices ces cevecerees -15 
Mrstubrances : Town, aluakeland +, ci.cpnneecce sae c meta -50 

SEEDLING APPLES. 
(Open to All.) 

—] or 

Collection, excluding crabs and hybrids— Prem. /-Prem. Prem: 
ID a hineg SiN Shela) Miche col have 0) CUM aarp nE St One cCie RIAs Hc doe $8.00 
ee Vi ey TB COUT O Ines eis,ctm a ets}a. «te areVersidloloreterd s/e2sfaielals (hice ile sine $6.00 
PPG S LD aye Tear Yaad AG ONS re cicyaks se sie haverare ofe'e ielevels tele o(eteretorese wiaictchs fastens te $4.00 

Collection of crabs and hybrids— 
ATI SEI Gid CONS PEIKCELSEOM Ii. ciss,-s/ajs eineve aos aa) o/aiatarviera/scs Ficsoeppdeas WALL 
te Mie er yor an BEC OUST OTE weer oteloreserele lol=tn fe «1ateroy=)alcTotapsvele)elareyetetate 4.00 i 
iD yhe viele Dyehige eh A aaihalenvoreWerncony seCeyoe wo oAbGaace nee soaco ence 2.09 

Fall variety, not sweet, never having received a pre- 
mium at the Minnesota State Fair— 

TRIS IWS ALS coveb aes De.<ee) =ihaimamas ona oananodenOouesGoaI Osean 5c 6.00 
DES AU tra Ee aera Ty COIS eiass lore ch overere oleia rasasarh lovers shelelassialareteversrelctante 4.00 
lp Mik, Shay mat. BECEILSLOMY 5 siers erareieorniveleielche) etelotet sterol arsteralsrom Tate ere 2.00 

Winter variety, not sweet, never having received a 
premium at the Minnesota State Fair— 

Andrewrewilfer..*Clevelam di «cg joisicclt scents wvasemieelaceesiciatenie enw 10.00 
TPB tA OAPI SAGO, Sciars tele ciero'e stayrhotereteteieralevers wlefslcleterstoloe ohare 00 
Osh wera & Son: Waribanltce. ssencctecmetees ce seeeeer eee 2.00 

Sweet variety, never having received a premium at 
the Minnesota State Fair, of such excellent qual- 
ity as to make it worthy of general cultivation; 
either fall or winter— 

Je ER GTA ITS VIS OUTING: oratslererese erelocs aveijate cfebayapetase Pevsuevaral rel aps 6.00 
Pwr Sevan LH RCCL OT, acco Recess ate fre caellatiaooe aieceee claves 4.00 
1) ESCA ns APTN OOM “s)., src sed asia sateran cabs eee sie ns 2.00 

SAMUEL B. GREEN, Judge. 

~~) 

wm 
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GRAPES. 

St 2nd 3rd 4th 
Collection— Prem. Prem. Prem. Prem. 

Gust. Johnson) Excelsior s..A;- cere ceeetense $20.00 
A A. BOst; sHIXGCISIOM Rae, occ tinceaiincieneiiacs $15.00 
fsabella\ Barton, rx Cersior cos ccste cee ee $10.00 
GC. Ff. Wiheeler dE: xcelsior cj '2. Sescansee «ce 
hy Eiairris ssa Creseenpecns. ce cmrccnse 

Agawam (Rogers No. 15)— Prem. 
Ge B., Stellary Mxcelelor, Oe. sacccstne eo caechivccncdn eee $1.50 
Gust: JONSON Ss FIXGElstoire 5 etre oss asco seen se ee ee 
isabella. Barton SPX CCISION (cb. 0.o ++ acdecccen ceo ttens Cee 

Aminia (Roger’s No. 39)— 
RitA:y Tatthama, Bre c eli Orit te tetso os o:s,e,jecers, clos ete ee ee ee 1 50 

Barry— 
Gust... Jonnson,) “ErsCelsiOrm fick iasc ties s,s,so vee eee eee 1.50 

Brighton— 
IA, VAS BOSt SHIREEISIOR cages doo ticeieieciis Rel See ee Eee 1.50 
Hs @L.. Elarris, WuaCrescent, orice cis, jens itee aa lee Gee 
CAS Tatham Ga Celsvor et eisetscsisie2.cia stare een ee eee 

Concord— 
Gust. Fohnson; “CR CEISLO. o.. op iepeusias cs-eiolelevejescials aiotrare 1.50 
G:) BE Stellar,* EEXGel SOT :5)..fisceie + sacle oti eeee eer ae 
Musi rrisselle;.* MxcCel sion a. oot dcccle as cnc oecb eet eee 

Cottage— 
Gust, ~Johnsony WE CelSi Or Ge seis racalecctae a. s-are, oso ersten ee 1.50 
IR AS e Latham 57 Bixcelsrorg..4 cosress.ceiecieen ecole ne eee ee 
Minnetonka. Nursery? Co;) Bameka «7,-2.2. sa nea 

Campbell's, Early— : 
Ie ie ehaaty abe Cs estore AASAaaagnbanar sr Agoee 3, oyaje;sesaaearestte 1.50 

Delaware— 
Ch istellar, (Mm xcelsiors saassqi)14 Gevajelestelole)alahel ote) sataieye) eeetetal ete eam 1.50 
Gust Johnson: Fercelsioreic.c. ic: hocesheeastenea Sone eee 
C. SER ViWiheelerss BrxcelSior Mesa. a< cs aa 0s ve cerente ca nee eee ee 

Duchess— 
i: yAG Hatham, “ME XGeISiO“r: gcc. ccmcbareeaste ene a eenee 1.50 
Ge .. Stellar, EXGelsiore: | totes schedslewcceencdcce tase eee 
Gust sJonnson.\ Beecelsiory uss. ac .nasceoe ee on ae eee 

Early Victor— 
Esaheliay Bartoni, HXGeISiOK |. <niccsc nic ccaaelea's coe eae eee 1.50 

Eldorado— 
Tsahbella Barton jyBeeGel stor oiic cote s.caveic vince sip ate'ayele'n aleca lols eee 1.50 

Empire State— 
AS MAS Bost) Hrs CElSlOTs Fey. Paci sce soaclcinio aa tereera a ee alee 1.50 
Isabella, ‘Barton sexcelsior w vscpeccsesess cc cub cece tet eae eee 
Cn) Wiheeler, SE xcelsiore 220s cakn. cee cusicemtene a eceek oot 

_ Green Mountain— 
Cy. Wihecler® (4Uxcelsionm. -6<)..ctacdok. eee nee eee 1.50 

Herbert (Roger’s No. 44)— 
R.A. atham  sBeXcelsiOr 5). sas ocnaacs caoee tele eee 1.50 
Gist Johnson; sEixcelsionice sss. sas ee ete hhca ace ee eee 
CH Wheeler, (Hixcelsi@r j.ncic5< serie niente senate ateaeks 

Iona— 
tA: AG o BOSty ER ECISTOR Gt ois se aa ve tdenten ae see see eee 1.50 
Gust Johnson, Wxeelsion sis areca slaawen ae ecee ena cee eee 
Minnetonka, NurseryCox, Eureka. (ois dice «Astellas Fyre 

Janesville— 
Minnetonka ONurséery Go., Fiurela 14625. jae eee eee 1.50 
oA. Bost, Brxcel sion tc. cies cistsodsbiselele sta see einem ee 
Lindley (Roger’s No. 9)— 

Gust. Johnson, Excelsior 
M. M. Frisselle, Excelsior 
C. F. Wheeler, Excelsior 

Lady— 
R. A. Latham, Excelsior 
AS AL IBOSE) ADR CEISION ah Finns a guweltes tn coaane Roa de ee Rees 
C. F. Wheeler, Excelsior 

Martha— 
Gist, "Johnson: Wxceisior ns ofeks Jace a teed tase eee 1.50 

Massasoit (Roger’s No. 3)— 
Ci Wheeler) GHixCEISION .... Yer sins aiie awh ao hina nie eaiddcate eee 1.50 
J70R.PCunimins, © Was OUrIy soc ven samen saniuee oaeaan tele terns 
Minnetonka. Nursery (Col Murekal -.).0:...cees---e anes 

Moore’s Diamond— 
Al BAC SBOST, WE XCEISION os. sees. a Me ad le en eee 1.50 
Minnetonka, Nursery (Co:,. Bureka... 42..4.. svsaestee mies baer 

Moore’s Early— 
Gust. Wohnson web xcelsion wy lass asawe ads ae cteeaneee temic tet 1.50 
mR: A. Tatham). ser CelsiOrs eri eeviees ob erase tse eee meee eee eee 
Isabella’ “Barton “Excelsior s\ 2.2 es genes. cee aba ee eee 

Niagara— 
i, cise Aris Tai@rescenty 2. 6a hires aerate kL. 

1.00 

1.00 

1.00 

1.00 

1.00 

1.00 

1.00 

1.00 

1.00. 

1.00 

1.00 

1.00 

1.00 

1.00 
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GOES te OUINS Ofte PERG OLS LOT satsjarsioisierelsieleisicleleie cisicsoré.ciciciaissciterenioaierelenge 1.00 
ToabellaySarcOn eH XCCISIOND, ¥..oneeiceaacics eas s'ssaale acme sek cee 50 

Pocklington— 
GUSi JONNSON A IEPXGCISION |) ecpisecicie sis ateie ae vie eietele na ciels ciclo s 1.50 
PAS Ate OSte eH XCOISIONS oaicuisieeusg sate ous anaes: Mee Sete occa 1.00 
Isabella Barton, PEK COLSIO Tig seals aeeniemilelsietietev nities elascincaseleebotalte .50 

Telegraph— 
Cathavwineeler.chrxcel SiOn scmadecens scared cio ode sKiaeancece es ooee 1.50 
GustiJohnsons, tixeelsloraraacmcecccotasethe rote cackicwe sae b eae 1.00 

Wilder (Roger’s No. 4)— 
UST SOMNSOM EIR COISTO I re citana sissies cae nenloe eaicloncomcnine dite 1.50 

Woodruff Red— 
Gusta JOHNSOMy WERCCISTON Nw sacles ine cinis/ssneaseeeaw sete anes aae 1.50 
TsApPeClaAvs arto, EIN CCISION) vapaaccicic rae aivicrcate ale shia crcivianjeec tie o Maris 1.00 

W orden— 
NEV aldensNarthtieldscie sieeoc ent seeks eeech ee cl eee. 1.50 
Gust Johnson, Excelsior ... 
Je OR. Cummins, Washburn 

Wyoming Red— 
Gust Johnson’) BXGeISIO“‘Ns. «2. sees cecec ce ogee ns nent os sals cies 1.50 
See ee CMM TNTITS Se WW ASI OILY Die tins siecisisie Soimeinic woes ciacionsiceh ea eios 1.00 
Crab NWIReCClErs HIE CEISIORY solos, seisuicea dolvolei ocaieivlete.ciersfe phen HOR Eee -50 

R. L. MACKINTOSH, Judge. 

1.00 

PLUMS. 

Sweepstakes Collection. Open to all competitors and subject to the fore- 
going rules, with the following modifications: 1st. The fruit need not have 
been grown by the exhibitor. 2nd. The collection may include any variety, 
seedling or otherwise, grown in Minnesota. 3rd. Each plate shown must be 
plainly labeled with the name and address of its grower. Printed cards for 
this purpose will be furnished on application to the superintendent.—$50.00. 

O. M. Lord, Minnesota sty $15.50; W. L. Parker, Farmington, $12.00; J. R. 
Cummins, Washburn, $4.00; Nils Anderson, Lake City, $3.50; Martin Penning, 
Sleepy Bye, $5.00; Mrs. S. R. Spates, Markville, $10.00. 

Collection (not. to exceed 15 varieties) in uniform one pint glass jars. To 
be accompanied by a statement of the method used in putting them up. 

Prem. Prem. Prem. 
1st. 2nd. 3rd. 

On Ma eOnG: sMiinin CSOta. Cley, sic cyarscreoris crerninsrerel cre seleivniere/eetes $10.00 
Wi dearker (Harm Beton es sciiec Sebi outels ceive oie s Sei@enoewee 00 
SE SETS OM iss Cech ek ULE ae wictoe ate clo love a's stein oats & BGe mite Gc Seid cle aacies $6.00 

Collection, not to exceed 15 varieties (not in glass; fruit of early ripening 
may be Kept in cold storage). 

1st 2nd 3rd 
Prem. Prem. Prem. 

Miairtiniyek CHIN SLECD y  HeViClse occicicie/ore's stem slatsiers aera caietcicire ais cre $5.00 
Weylesbarkers Harmine On. nuc.vcacte me rbikae cc teee tis eo smiee $4.00 
OSMRVVIOOC MNT OTTt ees Gene eck ta nie errr Sane $3.00 

1st 2nd 3rd 
Prem. Prem. Prem. 

Aitkin— 
NOS MEL CODA TINA, WAY ZAC Ae oo orcad sie winreoeeletae mnie the Wate sterstcveiaresfore $1.00 
EE AeEV eI Sy SPs Gas tons acevo ca saloinaaic nicioresine since eee eee ee mee $ .75 
Eas eS ISSO s AMATI Cal OTS ae <1 «crore nccie. al-icleinivicisleleinieye ental cele peieiers $ .50 

Black Hawk— 
POS. DW OOUS WINGO. 5. <s:< iste iaacicis'e oss 5 baa acs aucnsnwlen Seep ROSE RICE 1.00 

Cheney— 
ACW iy ECOCALY IS Hp LK RLV OLE kis scia avataleigoyese sicraeierars oetnielar tera am emails 1.00 
Winds, In SLe yc S CIT WiaiLOT caus «uit vince sssecieh hie ac. obeee nemo tb 
Ae LEGA Giwcaohachhe sie V5 4216) oll ond Cray Sean aeomgtaenm aoaaC ero Eee uae Cc 50 

De Soto— : 
a Mey Walden: sNonthfield. Ac. %sclisosccscctedownwct meieitaneels 1.00 
OAM bond savhinnesOta: City cs. ac oc .cciiecmisiewie cle eee ee oereeiels del 
ROC OO Gen Willa GOFF Iorcleisetalelcicleets ants clorclevcisecere Jigieisis Seabee oer We -50 

Forest Garden— f 
eA LO WAG.) ELATINL OMG! a o.oo ae be'e « ev niajesriesclce nit Meee Emenee 1.00 
GeOnW er SLNANI Ga alyLOrs “HAUS 5 c\ay<1eleseiacvarartivte cyerrcisieieeeeticiaeeoees te 
Wake Parkers HarminotOn)sonceacc as dalsnpeeeek aah eEeeee << 50 

Hawkeye— 
D. P. Delamater, Edina..... 
eh eeleins.  lrviGtay sees -75 
Rolla Stubbs, Bederwood 

Mankato— 
eet Gala MINS MASH DUT eka sqmerni nine tetse rm alee tsiocs 1.00 

New Ulm— 
EUAN Lies ed T TIDAL Gs sie,scterelereaielere cl atelsieltereistciettciaielctereisreists 1.00 a 
Jos. Wood, SWAP EIEN Se ee a NER arcrtigh WE) 
oO. M. Lord, MUPTIMESO tan Oli y:. cacecive cine cise cicteloanelclacioins wre sleisieis .50 
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1st 
Prem 

Ocheeda— 
Hi: OE Gin Bey Ga sn ecine vec cc on cwlap o Views se ene nee ea ee nein 1.00 
OL M. Dord) Minnesota CIby:.s csi sie’cis > os o.cicfalsarerevereeua c/o eee 
JOS> WOOGp Witt One sicic 2% cistite os oc cysciciecls'e'cicibnx ope eee eer 

Rockford— 
JOS: WHOOGS WINGO ise cars ccs Matecleistaiels aw in/siaye Sater eee 1.00 
AS OW:  Kenys, SRK RIVED. Sijcc sc cise cic clele 0 eichajcieisico msdn ceentente 
W. Te Parker, (WATE tOIN sc ncc'cicic.a\c ss 0iwitiae aah ennulae teenie 

Rollingstone— 
©: M. ord: Minniesotay Crey.ci.ci asc cats cn esepenn sun eene 1.00 
H. F. Busse, Minneapolis) x. seswcs svccce's ssis.c evolve dae ROME 
WS. WWiGRO Yer, DiESD ACI iia: cccs ere 2% wl urare = cays cielormietvenrverevae eee 

Stoddard— 
Martin Pennine, Sleepy TAY. Carre :<ae:s: 0:0 atevcvorstaiejove ocarel ctororatoretel aetna 1.00 
OFM. Mord, Wines oa MCU EY ois. torso 1s% «fos iole)otarotal yore potatoes sere eee 
Walk. Parker, WarminetOn sian vcs ces sci s'spiaecicjsowsie en eee 

Surprise— 
Martin SPe mm iret oe sa) e i sjoicis Saas totale ol o wicle, ose ar ete povorate revstere oleate eee 
O. M. Lord, Minnesota City. 
R. H. L. Jewett, Faribault..... 

W eaver— 
W. L. Parker, F'armington.... 
H. F. Busse, Minneapolis...... 
O. M. Lord, Minnesota City 

W olf— 
OF, Auord? Minnesotan Citys csc ccislecine areca 5 80 Scalers Sapameteeeectete 
J. M. Walden, INOPUHACIG: cts oeess covecssccsestcccese eee 
A. A. Bost, PERCEISION So cee a ee one 
Wyant— 

OFM. Lord, Minnesotan Crtyae ric ovens ais ccd eis ates ole ete ait octets 1.00 
Martin Pennine Sleepy: Hives. 5. cc ss.cciccie wate ote iotne ee theaters 
RVG FIGs EW etts “MARIDANIVE SG iiss 2 cio ols cre) in cia tarexdcote ame tenes 

Seedlings, to equal or excel the De Soto plum, never 
pevine received a premium at the Minnesota State 
air— 

Andrew Wrilferts Cle veka Giri 2 2 c:.ccsie «sic ce nicrevoleteid’e)sraleieletsialate feats 5.00 
Andreve Wailfert: Cleveland) oo cece. csiesie ciate tictew winiialateyserie ei aatste it 
JOS. "Wood. “Windy (oon. acts copie elole: oiratvie le tat wy skates oe agate 

Pears— 
BT. Harris} Wa Crescenty asc ceisae an ciate Nereis eaielclerelaatateteleyatet 2.00 

Peaches— 
Minnetonka Nursery Company, Eureka..............2++0e+ 2.00 
ACS GSA CO. BEXC CISION hoes cteeisieel tiem iale avle tetelelerete «vine noes otis 

2nd 
Prem. 

3.00 

1.00 

3rd 
Prem. 

WYMAN ELLIOT, Judge. 

FLOWERS. 

(For Professionals.) 

PLANTS. 

1st 2nd 3rd 
Prem. Prem. Prem. 

Collection of foliage and decorative 
plants— 

R. J. Mendenhall, Minneapolis .......... $35.00 
Minneapolis Floral Company ............ $30.00 
E. Nagel & Co., Minneapolis.............. $20.00 
Jacob Hartman, Minneapolis ............ 
John Vasatka, Minneapolis .............. 

Collection of greenhouse plants— 
Minneapolis Floral Company, Minne- 

AMOS Mis: cesteMak cae hawh Sith whlenm spe 20.00 
E. Nagel & Co., Minneapolis............. 15.00 
Jacob Hartman, "Minneapolis asco tere 10.00 
ine ce Mendenhall, Minneapolis .......... 

Collection of climbing vines— 
John Vasatka, Minneapolis .............. 2.00 
Jacob Hartman, Minneapolis ............ 1.00 
E. Nagel & Co., Minneapolis............. -50 

Collection of five hanging baskets, 
one of a kind— 

Jacob Hartman, Minneapolis ............ 4.00 
aed Mendenhall, Minneapolis .......... 3.00 
E. Nagel & Co., Minneapolis............. 2.00 
age mene ee Floral Company, Minne- 

ADOMS Hi. seek sa bak ena Nab os wn ORS RO ae 

4th 5th 
Prem. Prem. 

$15.00 

5.00 

1.00 

$10.00 
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Collection of coleus— 
EH. Nagel & Co., Minneapolis.............. 2.00 
John Vasatka, Minneapolis ............... 1.00 
R. J. Mendenhall, Minneapolis .......... 50 

Collection of tuberous-rooted bego- 
nias— 

John Wasatka,, Minneapolis) S520. aise... 4.00 
Minneapolis Floral Company, Minne- 

ATO OUTS Vavarcrarsyvaiden raeintin oa aioe re necicieacne 5.00 
E: Nagel & Co., Minneapolis.............. 2.00 

Single specimen palm— 
IR ds “Mendenhall, Minneapolis .......... 4.00 
EK. Nagel & Co., Minneapolis ayer cavers ctesoNe 3.00 
Jacob Hartman, Minneapolis ............ 2.00 
Minneapolis Floral Compafiy, Minne- 

PUD OULS 2 pereteverarcies Scie o toleinre heise erelaveve 
Collection of geraniums in bloom— 

Jonn sVasatka, WinnNeapolis! 72st eacas.. seed 4.00 
E. Nagel & Co., Minneapolis.............. 
Jacob Hartman, Minneapolis ............. 2.00 

Collection of carnations in bloom— 
E. Nagel & Co., Minneapolis.............. 3.00 
John Vasatka, Minneapolis .............. 2.00 

Vase filled with plants— 
E. Nagel & Co., Minneapolis............. 4.00 
Minneapolis Floral Company, Minne- 

BU OLIS Aa aeries ere, ta lete' scape esac vie oteie elelcls)syete 3.00 

2 

CUT FLOWERS. 
1st. 
Prem 

Collection of Asters— 
Minneapolis Floral Company, Minneapolis.................. $3.00 
aN SC era CO ee WELT CAO OMS aysiu ietanedeletnic’s s7ersit <\s/aels Sraisisiois miei inal 
Jacoby aaTtniane, IMIMMEAPOIISS Vict ccco acess sae teee elect celal erate 

Collection of Carnations— 
MeoNaseleéz OO. NM NMeCApOlShcacaccths te ccds Nee ceetawieeehrce ccs 3.00 
JonneVasatka, MiInmeapalis. oi ceases st celecidess aiciciegoreidgieeives ter 

Collections of Roses— 
Minneapolis Floral Company, Minneapolis.................. 3.00 
IDS: INBYES As Glows a bial aGey oll AahdunadNeeounnonosocapsncbooode 

Collection of Petunias— 
Pee Nase ly as CO MUINMeA POLI Sea scsascecs sec cisaciieises cnaette erste 2.00 
WACOM ELA TC MAAM. pV ELIMI CA OES rele cieleleye civic crelsleleiciole le efeletel=icisiejaierelerer= 

DESIGNS, BASKETS AND BOUQUETS. 

1st 2nd 
Prem. Prem. 

Mantelpiece Decoration— 
Minneapolis Floral Company, Minneapolis........ $15.00 
Jacopo) Hartman, Minneapolis it. cc .ss-ccsssssaece $10.00 
E. Nagel & Co., IW hhalis¥zey 6(0) bisamnigneonoobaroloceoccor 
ns J. Mendenhall. Minneapolis. .o.. oc. ciccsiiasaeste. > 

Twelve-inch Basket of Flowers— 
Minneapolis Floral Company, Minneapolis........ 5.00 
BNA Cle Gok COs mMITIM CAD OIISS 5 temicisie oficlaicicieieiasic cinuees 3.00 
ORM Va Sable a Maia TCA OLIS s -ralclclaiclsalx <n lela le claleesalelerarate 
JaAcope Hartman, MMM ME APOlIS =. (since cies oesiaisiccc ales ee 

Pyramid Bouquet— 
Minneapolis Floral Company, Minneapolis....... $3.00 
Ibs eb ae yietee (Crowe Sirs G22 bulbs na Aponeunpoedcsasnocsooc 2.00 
Jacob Hartman, iinmeamolissseh. cee ee ee eee 
Eee lee OO VETS OLS a lajeteis cise etevelalelaleiavee wictatata 

Hand Bouquet, nine inches across— ; 
R. J. Mendenhall, Minneapolis ..................... 3.00 
Minneapolis Floral Company, Minneapolis...... 2.00 
Ws Ts Nay Ee COs ests (PAU So yerctei ae atereraioseiclelaleisieteis)=isi= 
me Nacelt& Co) NIMMCADOUS. «oc crc sc ccna ssn tienls 

Bridal Bouquet, White Flowers— 
R. J. Mendenhall, Minneapolis...............-.+.-. 3.00 
ibe 1s WE tea Coes ite Teeyleesdapranesceokasuc 740008 2.00 
Minneapolis Floral Company, Minneapolis soielers sine 
Jacob Hartman, Minneapolis................-2ee2-e- 

4th 
Prem. 

1.00 

2nd. 
Prem. 

2.00 

1.00 

1.00 

1.00 

37 

5th 
Prem. 

3rd. 
Prem. 

$1.00 

4th 
Prem. 

$4.00 

1.00 

-50 

50 

4) 
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PLANTS. 

(For Amateurs.) 
Ist 2nd erd 

; Prem. Prem. Prem. 
Single Sword Fern— 

Mrsisu. Ge Johnstons (St; alse iere cmveticie wire ieee at tele miami $1.50 : 
Mrsi Him webster. Minneapolisys.....k 2: s..s6c save SEO 1.00 

Single Foliage Plant— . 
Mrs -b:  Wiebster.“ Minneapolist.. ok. 5.2dg0> -sebpmiepareaes 1.50 
Mrs. A. At Brown, MImnmeapelisns oso 6.000. cine clnglce te snamine 1.00 
Mrs. Matti Schanna: St) Mowismearik, <. <<. 1-1 clei os sitio sae $ .50 

Single Fuchsia in Bloom— 
Mrs. Ey Swebster; Minneapolis... :.,....% ..22/-cche seanseeee 1.50 

Single Geranium in Bloom— 
Mrs. i Ey Weebsker) Minneapolis ss o\...crcciscecicls se tees ee epee 1.50 
Mrs) A. AC Brow! MAInnea Polis ys. .\. «isto: ortartsle slaesulecierteatte 1.00 
mR Kcrase me Merrianay Par ee ser aiacdc.« sic» ole\sieieie orolavelelcte slefotetelelatarare -50 

Single Begonia in Bloom— 
Mrs) AS Ar Brow) MilmneGalpOlisi ys. +1 = cle cisislealstereie sts amacrine 1.50 
Mrs) Ee) BE: Webster; Minweaipolisn a. «cc cmrceuitee ames eaete 1.00 

Single Palm— 
Mrs. E). Bo Webster, Minneapolis ..5)..0.2. cnc nas islee ene ei 1.50 

CUT FLOWERS. 
ist 2nd 3rd 

Prem. Prem. Prem. 
Collections of Asters— 

Mrs: BoM. ©’ Reilly, Merriam: (Park... . Jo: s\n nssiiieaerdpniaiiees $2.00 
Be EL UGibbs) Merriam Gears gaskets sine nels arcslcwiaisintieis siete $1.00 
Mrs) SEE: Webster, 2Minmea polis... 221.104 crests antayersietoratelateinreetare $ .50 

Collection of Coreopsis— 
Daniel Gantzer, ‘Merriam ear ie J... ss,ciejas)s vara o\clecers ole seystarsaneeteate 2.00 
, Keratise,  alerriciian We erie cris. c ete) o m cielo viva a oe ajeredelnlaiate loverststels totes 1.00 
Virse He CRY -VWVepster.. JVinie ap OLIS wn viele «olelemitide i ttacleter st atate .50 

Collection of Dahlias— 
RS MKT aAviSe AML OTT arin ae Kora eisieciteiolece lac als csora ea seerere oteKel stele ote 2.00 
Daniel (Gantzer) (Merriam: Parkes. vic: je enea ols cule suleiariete aisle 1.00 

Collection of Everlasting Flowers— 
Daniel Gantzer, Merriam: “Park. ...1..0 0. coc «sa ciclers'« ajo|aieleosi siete 2.00 
RR SiGravises Merriam Pare, oie can ciescisiele afaeielnlaleleloteeinle picket 1.00 
HEL MGibbs) (Merriam VE ar ce .i)oyse,010 n)etutara sales = alae syn/atorelatelnts/rleie vale -50 

Collection of Nasturtiums— 
VETS SA SF AVE IB TO WUUA oiace «cata nealaletn o/atatssevetar cia ninye\ sib Ses a: a\ars iste pl oe aleltipte bette 2.00 
Mrs. Mary McGammon, St. Anthony Park................ 1.00 
RR. Krause, WMerriami (PATRON were cscleeieis orele/a clos slaiaichiels|leleleltiaietaale .50 

Collection of Pansies— 
MISSeR. IME OReilly, Nera a io nyetc)-|eele cletetelotelslaielele oietgletals 1.50 
SE Gp DS; IMlerriaina ye aire ee stetelate ctarete erescrsieteiety ntl elalels a atatetete 1.00 
Daniel Gantzer, Merriam Park.......c.cccsceeesetecrecsceeces -50 

Collection of Marguerite Carnations— 
Daniel Gantzer, Merriam Park. ..........ccccccsceccccersesnss 1.50 
Mrs. BE. E. Webster, Minneapolis...........0...secsse-seeee 1.00 

Collection of Verbenas— 
Daniel Gantzer: Merriam ee ark d,s asteles piciclel-belale clelcteisisletiste 1.50 

Re, Krause, Merriam MPa reins. ass icic yore eieisieiaeleln nies =\\ere lero 1.00 
Mrs: E. Hs Webster, Minneapolis. .. ooo. .ociws 3. cece eaininld -50 

Collection of Zinnias— 
RB Krause) Merriam (Parkas icc «2.0 0cle olelei icles iinaatei= ieaiabe 1.50 
Daniel Gantzer, Merriam Park.......cs..5c..cccensccesvcenme 1.00 

ne Gibbs, Menniam (Paces i: 8 c= a ores -sieinjestina.slelein ys vnisewieensrainie 50 

MUSHROOMS. 

To be placed on exhibition Tuesday morning, the second day of the fair, 

and renewed from day to day up to and including Friday following; the 

exhibit will be judged daily. Premium, $40.00. To be divided pro rata among 

the exhibitors. 

Ges TBS, brn a Sasi Whats ws acosacesnln eo 510 wlbieve asatabe om 0 els eSNG SIESIP Tas eet cet $18 .00 

Miss Clara GeeSeman....:......sseceeseeseeees ise 6 wie ieisle (ors « Mia\s 5» nfelm'p eieloiay ole betales este 12.00 
1 Gb! SI 2} hoya) <n Se en De MAMMA SSCA QUE socctimor spr a 10.00 
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VARIETIES OF APPLES ADAPTED TO SOUTH DAKOTA. 

MRS. IL. A. ALDERMAN, HURLEY, SOUTH DAKOTA. 

(Paper read at Sioux Falls, Jan. 22, 1901.) 

I shall speak with assurance only for the southeast part of the 

state, but there are a few rules that apply to all. If in ignorance 

of the fruits adapted to your location, invest a little time and money 

in studying the matter up, rather than spend many times the same sum 

in the costly school of experience by ordering blindly of a glib- 

tongued salesman. If I were planting a new orchard I should visit 

Prof. Hansen, at Brookings, and learn all that I could of his methods 

and success with different fruits and their varieties, and should rely 

very largely on his advice as to what to plant outside of the varieties 

with which I am familiar. And if I could not do this I should write 

for his bulletins and advice. 

I deem it very important that the people who are primarily in 

lines of work other than fruit-raising and yet who hunger and 

thirst after the luxuries of the orchard and garden, should know 

to whom they can appeal to get them started right. To me there is 

something very pitiful in the little tragedies that have been enacted 

all over our state, especially among its first pioneers. The depriva- 

tion that they submitted to bravely to pay for nursery stock sold at 

the most exorbitant price, being extra choice (so said the agent; in 

reality Ben Davis, probably), the care with which this worthless 

stock was tended, and the keen disappointment when the inevitable 

failure followed! 

It always seemed to me that the tree shark’s game was an ag- 

gravated case of total depravity, akin to the looting of a savings 

bank. But it is not?in generalities that I am expected to deal, 

but to glean from my experience for the benefit of this society. It 

will bear repeating that for general adaptability all over South Da- 

kota the Duchess is still in the lead as a business apple, but except 

for commercial planting one needs only a few. Their season is 

short. If I could raise but this one apple alone I should plant so 

as to have them for cooking from July 15th, when they are perhaps 

one-half grown, till their season is past, and a surplus for apple 

butter and drying—for, remember, a dried Duchess is better than a 

fresh Ben Davis. 

_ The Tetofsky is a fine harvest apple for our locality. It is 

somewhat subject to injury from insects and blight, but after fifteen 

years’ trial on our grounds we, two years ago, set out a block of 

one hundred and fifty of them. The home orchard ought to have 

half a dozen of them at least. It is an early Russian apple of fine 
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flavor, season very short, tree dwarfish, and can be planted not more 

than twelve feet apart. 

I should plant a few Whitneys No. 20, but this apple is not 

a marked success as a commercial fruit. The tree is proving short- 

lived on our grotinds, subject to attacks of insects, very susceptible 

to blight in blighting years, and yet if well manured (it is a rank 
feeder) it will bear abundantly. I am of the opinion that it is a 

poor self-fertilizer, as it bears best in proximity to other sorts. 

The Haas, while not of the first degree of hardiness, will repay 

the planter in our part of the state, although I would not recom- 

mend it for planting farther north. And the same may be said of 
the Wolf River. It is one of the few varieties injured on our 

grounds in the winter of 1898-99. Fameuse is practically a failure. 

Plumb’s Cider came into bearing late in our orchard, but the few 

trees that we have of this variety are among our most profitable 
trees. A single tree bore fourteen bushels the past year of fine 

large apples. 

Rawle’s Jannet surprised us with a full crop of fruit on a single 

tree, planted by mistake in a row of Duchess. It is worth whole for 

orchardists in the extreme southern part of the state to plant a few 

of these for experiment. They are a good keeper; quality medium. 

Our tree stands on low but not wet ground, a point it might be 
important to remember. The tree is not usually a success in our 

latitude. 
The Wealthy, of course, is the apple of all apples with us. Of 

this variety we have the largest number of trees of any orchard in 

the world. Unlike its habit in its native state we find it does not 
bear abundantly until it is a mature tree, ands I would recommend 

that it be planted on ground moderately low but not wet. 

A northeast slope for orcharding should always be chosen wher- 

ever possible, neither the table land nor the lowest land having 
proved profitable for orcharding in our experience. 

It might be well to lengthen the apple season by planting a 

very few Walbridge trees. They are a winter apple, of poor qual- 

ity, tree of the hardiness of the Haas. 
The list of crabs that can be successfully grown in South Da- 

kota is very large. The list of those that are profitable is much 

smaller. One should have Brier Sweet for pickling and for baking 
and eating in its season. The Hyslop and Transcendent, peerless 

for preserving, must be given up. If they only blighted to death 

themselves we could stand it, but as they spread death and destruc- 

tion to other trees one cannot afford to plant them. 
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We find the Virginia crab a good crab to take the place of the 
Transcendent, and the tree is all that could be desired. The Minne- 

sota crab is a success with us, but we think the quality too poor to 

warrant its planting. The Strawberry crab is a pleasant flavored 

apple, hardy here, valuable chiefly because of its earliness. 

Of the newer sorts Patten’s Greening, Peerless, Good Peasant, 

Hibernal, Longfield, Malinda, and several other most promising 

new sorts, we have growing, but as they have not yet fruited on 

our grounds I cannot speak of them as one having authority. 

‘I should plant any of those named with confidence in their 

worth, being careful before ordering my trees to ascertain the 

perfect reliability of my nurseryman, by inquiry entirely outside of 

those interested in his business, remembering that no Duchess label, 

however securely fastened, ever yet succeeded in making a tender 

variety of apple a success in South Dakota. 

SPRAYING FRUIT TREES. 

F, W. KIMBALL, AUSTIN. 

At the recent winter meeting of the Southern Minnesota Hor- 

ticultural Society the discussion on spraying led to an unanimity of 

opinion that the best known and practical remedy was Bordeaux 

mixture, the proper proportions being water, 50 gallons, copper 

sulphate, 6 pounds, unslacked lime, 4 pounds. The finer the copper 

sulphate the easier it will be dissolved, and in no event should it be 
placed in any tin or iron vessel, as it will eat through it and destroy 

the vessel. 

I will here insert the method of mixing recommended by the 

U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bulletin No. 8, which is sent 

free to all applicants. “In a barrel or other suitable vessel place 

twenty-five gallons of water; weigh out six pounds of copper sul- 

phate, tie the same in a piece of coarse gunny sack and suspend it 

just beneath the surface of the water. By tying the bag to a stick 

laid across the top of the barrel, no further attention will be re- 

quired. In another vessel slack four pounds of lime, using care in 
order to obtain a smooth paste, free from grit and small lumps. To 

obtain this, it is best to place the lime in an ordinary water pail, 
and add only a small quantity of water at first, say a quart or a 

quart and one-half. When the lime begins to crack and crumble 

and the water to disappear add another quart or more, exercising 

care that the lime at no time gets too dry. Toward the last con- 

siderable water will be required, but if added carefully and slowly 
a perfect paste will be obtained, provided, of course, the lime is of 
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good quality.. When the lime is slacked, add sufficient water to the 

paste to bring the whole up to twenty-five gallons. When the 

copper sulphate is entirely dissolved and the lime is cool, pour the 

lime milk and the copper sulphate solution slowly together into a 

barrel holding fifty gallons. The milk of lime:should be thoroughly 

stirred before pouring.” 

The method described insures good mixing, but to complete this 

work the liquid should receive a final stirring for at least three 

minutes with a broad wooden paddle. 

Now for what is this good? It is good for leaf blight and 

scab on plums; for scab, bitter rot, and powdery mildew on apples; 

and for scab, and leaf blight and cracking on pears? 

Next, how to apply. For one having a good deal of this kind of 

work to do it would undoubtedly be best to buy a knapsack sprayer 

or a good hand pump with a hose and sprayer on end, said pump 

being such as can be placed in a pail of this mixture and the spray 

thrown over the tree. Many such are advertised, but of all things 

do not buy a cheap one, as you will be disappointed and disgusted, 

and your money will be thrown away. I do not think you can get 

a satisfactory one short of $4 to $6. If you have but a few low 

trees, try a watering pot with as fine a nozzle as is possible to get, 

and with a good step ladder you can easily drench the tree, the only 

trouble being waste of material. 

If using a watering pot it should be of galvanized iron, or if tin 

it should be painted that the copper sulphate may not eat it. 

When to apply. First, just as the buds are swelling and, then, 

after the blossom or even during the time of blossom, but follow up 

once every week, at least, until four to six applications have been 

made. If wishing to combat the codling moth, then as soon as 

blossoms fall add to the solution either Paris green or London pur- 

ple at the rate of four ounces to fifty gallons of water. To do this 
make a stiff paste by stirring in water and then add the paste by 

stirring the whole carefully together. Let me add, always stir your 

solution before taking out to spray, that in case of any settling you 

may get all the ingredients thoroughly mixed. 

Last of all remember that half done is entire waste of time and 

money. The only way to make a success of it is to follow it up 

thoroughly. : 
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PROTECTION FROM DROUTH AND WINTER-KILLING. 

G. D. TAYLOR, FULDA. 

What little I have to say on this subject will be confined to my 

own experience in the arid region of southwest Minnesota, be- 

lieving, as I do, that small fruits on our western prairies must 

have more and different protection from those in timbered or shel- 

tered parts. In the first place, | am of the opinion that drouth in 

our section of the state is more a cause of failure than injury from 

frost. I think thorough cultivation from spring to fall is the great 

essential to retain moisture and keep up a good growth of wood 

that will mature sound enough to withstand thirty or forty degrees 

below zero, leaving the soil with a reasonable amount of moisture, 

as well as the roots of the plants. Then when properly mulched 

they are apt to come through quite a severe winter. 

Different fruits require different protection for winter. With 

strawberries I, at the beginning of winter, or when the ground is 

frozen about one inch deep, cover with a mulch of slough hay, scat- 

tering a few cornstalks over the hay. 

Some varieties of red raspberries require more protection than 

others. JI have several rows of Cuthbert which- I do not protect, 

and others of the same variety which require protection. The dif- 

ference, I presume, is owing to location and surroundings. The 

ones that require protection I lay down, putting soil enough on to 

hold them, and cover with slough grass. The Loudon I have laid 

down and covered with soil, although said to be as hardy as any. I 

thought too much of them to chance them coming through our win- 

ters unprotected, even though they were in a favorable and well 

sheltered place. 

I have only a few Columbians, which I serve the same as the 

Loudon. I have not as yet found a variety of black cap that will 

stand our climate unprotected, even in most favorable situations. 

I lay all varieties of black caps down one way, covering with soil 

and not leaving any part of them exposed. In case the soil settles 

away I cover with old hay or straw. In some instances I have pro- 

tected red raspberries by setting cornstalks over them, like a 

shock, the whole length of the row. They came through the winter 

very good, but it is too much work compared with laying down 

and covering with earth. They can, however, be used to good ad- 

vantage when one gets caught and the ground freezes before you 

get to the work. The blackberry with me is the hardest to protect 

sufficiently to withstand our winters. I cover with earth the same 

as the black caps, and then, on an average, every other winter lose 
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all my plants. The dewberry is an exception. I pay very little at- 

tention to them. After covering them a year or two and without 

success, I tried letting them have their own way, with only a slight 

covering, and they came through the winter all right and gave us 
some very nice fruit but not enough to be very profitable. 

With grapes I am not a success either manipulating the soil or 

covering for protection. I always lay them down and cover with 

soil, and while a majority would come through winter and get a 
fair start they would die before fall. It might have been owing 
to extreme drouth or the ground becoming too dry before freezing. 

Southwest Minnesota is somewhat subject to drouths. With 
any small fruit and its protection for winter one must consider the 

location, the surroundings or natural protection, if any, etc. My 

berry nurseries and garden are located on a hill protected on all 

sides on the northeast and east by groves and hedges. In my 

opinion all berry gardens should be located in a protected or shel- . 

tered place, or at least they should be the better for it. 

I do not think the question of winter-killing is near as essential 

as the question of irrigation, especially in southwest Minnesota. 

If we had the moisture in the soil to begin the winter, with the 

protection named I believe they would come through all right. 

Some seasons when my black caps come through the winter all 

right and set a good crop of fruit, even with continued cultivation 
they will dry up and become hard and not plump or well filled. 

Seasons like this and followed by a dry fall or with little moisture, 
it is hard to protect from winter-killing. While with seasons of a 
reasonable amount of moisture from spring to late fall, small fruits 

protected in this way will come through the winter in good shape. 

Mr. W.L. Taylor: For several years I have raised raspberries 

without covering, and by simply cultivating the ground during the 

summer, say twice a week, I would have sufficient moisture in the 

soil to carry them through without covering. I have raised im- 

mense crops of berries without covering. 

The President: Does this apply to all kinds of raspberries or 

only to one or two select kinds? 

Mr. W. L. Taylor: I had about a dozen different varieties, and 

they all came through in good shape. 
Mr. J. W. Murray: Did you ever try to cultivate very late? 

Mr. W.L. Taylor: That was the idea; I found that an advan- 

tage. ; 

The President: Another question. The vines may not have 
been killed, but the buds may have been so injured that a good crop 

would not result. 
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Mr. W.L. Taylor: I had a good crop. 

Mr. L. R. Moyer: We have been told time and again to cease 

cultivation the first of August, and your advice seems rather strange. 

Mr. W. L. Taylor: Late cultivation has produced the best 

results with me with no ill effects. 

Mr. C. W. Merritt: Does the gentleman cut off the tips in 

the fall? 

Mr GD) Taylor 1 Yes, 1 cutsthem: back. 

Mr. C. W. Merritt: We cut all of the red raspberries back 

and also the black ones; we think it gives the wood a chance to 

ripen up and harden. 

Mr. Wyman Elliot: May I inquire what time you cut them 

back ? 

Mr. Merritt: Any time after the growing season is over, so 

they will not have a chance to make a second growth. 

Mr. J. S. Trigg (Iowa): Insome parts of Oregon where there 

is a hard subsoil extraordinary success has been attained by the 

use of dynamite, even going so far where trees have been planted 

on a soil of hard pan three or four feet in thickness and where trees 
have been planted eight or nine years. They bore a hole in a slant- 

ing direction toward the tree, getting far enough away so as not to 

injure the tree, and then explode a charge of dynamite with the 

greatest advantage to the tree. 
The President: At what time in the season do they do this? 

Mr. J. S. Trigg: I cannot tell you just when it is done; prob- 

ably in the spring of the year. Where we have a hard pan soil in 

Minnesota and Iowa, for instance in the vicinity of Dubuque, they 

put in a charge of dynamite and explode it, and they meet with ex- 

cellent results where that kind of soil exists. 

A SUGGESTION IN CROSSING. 

EDSON GAYLORD, NORA SPRINGS. 

Would it not be a matter of sagacity and wisdom for those who 
are working so hard and expecting so much and yet have succeeded 

in securing so little to stop paying so much attention to crossing 

in the blossom and look to the root. From various observations 

taken in northern Iowa and in southern Minnesota I have been lead 

to believe that if we would work our reform the surest and shortest 

way, it might be by splitting the roots of two choice varieties and 

uniting them, and when they are grown into one solid root get this 

root to sprout. From such sprouts I am inclined to think we 

would be much more liable to secure kinds that might take on the 
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characteristics of both and stand a good chance to secure the ad- 

vancement we are after. In our locality we have three trees that 

have come up from an old tree that killed down in 1885. The 

three trees have been bearing many years. Two of the trees bear 

perfect Plumb’s Cider apples. The other bears fruit which very 

much resembles the other two in form and in season of keeping, but 

the color is a deeper red and the quality different. By many it is 

called better. From the two first we infer the old tree to have been 

a Plumb’s Cider, while we are inclined to the belief that the third 

tree has sprouted out from the original root where the two were 

grown solid together, and by this we have a direct combination of 

two kinds which appears to be quite an improvement on the Plumb’s 
Cider. We all well know if these sprouts come up from the root 

above the union they will produce the original tree, but if from below 

they might be almost anything else. But if the sprouts have come 

from the part of root where the cion and lower root have grown 

solidly into one root, which for common would be about two inches, 

would it not be quite likely a tree emanating from this solid forma- 

tion would partake of the characteristics of the two varieties. This 

one case here is not all. |My attention has been called to other very 

much similar cases in Minnesota. So well am I convinced that 

this road to success is both feasible and reasonable that I am anxious 

to see a branch of this line of work commenced at’ orie or more of 

our experiment stations. 

There is another point finely connected with the above: that the 

cion which forms the trunk does actually force the original root into 

subjection and makes the root in a few years conform to the wishes 

of the cion. Then is there not a show of reason to believe that a 

root taken from the original root of an old tree might produce a tree 

that might partake of both varieties? 

OUR NATIONAL FLOWER. 
MRS. H. F. BROWN, MINNEAPOLIS. 

England has the rose, Scotland the thistle, Ireland the sham- 

rock, France the lily, and Holland the tulip. Our land is so large, 

the flora so varied, that it seems better for each state to select its 

flower and then for the whole country to have for its emblem the 

maize (Indian corn). It is so entirely ours, for it was never known 

till America gave it to the world. In the Bible corn is spoken of, 

but it is a name applied to any grain. Nothing in the history of 

the ancients gives any evidence of maize being known. So it is 

purely a product of our country. Then it is so artistic; every part 

of it lends itself to decoration. It comes out beautifully in carving 
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in stone. The coloring, in oil and-water colors, as we all know, at all 

seasons is most artistic. At the time of the building of the national 

capitol, through the influence of Thomas Jefferson, some of the 

pillars in the building were capped with designs of the maize. If 

we could have our states take a favorite flower and make it theirs 

by law, as a few have, we could have a national bouquet or wreath 

and then our emblem, the Indian corn. It would be worthy of our 

beautiful land. At one time, a friend wrote to the horticultural so- 

ciety of each state in regard to their state flowers. Not many had 

adopted one, but all answered as much interested to do so. Kansas 

has the sunflower, New York the rose, Minnesota has the moccasin 

flower, by some called “Lady’s Slipper.’ All states have a favorite, 

and if interest were awakened would make it lawfully theirs. The 

subject of the Indian corn for a national emblem has been agitated— 

can not our Minnesota State Horticultural Society help the move- 

ment in some way? 

EFFECTIVE IMPROVEMENTS ON THE HOME GROUNDS 
WITH THE SMALLEST EXPENDITURE OF MONEY. 

ROY UNDERWOOD, LAKE CITY. 

It is somewhat surprising to note how many homes confine their 

improvement, so far as decorative—yes, and even economic art is 

concerned, to the inside of the house. This condition is noticed 

not only in the town and city homes, where only a limited space is 

left for the yard, but is also evident in very many cases where there 

is practically unlimited space. There are several logical reasons 

to account for this. The chief one, perhaps, is, that women com- 

bine, to a greater degree than men, the qualities of taste for artistic 

arrangement and practical knowledge of its application; to which 

fact, the interior of the home, therefore, bears complete evidence. 

Whenever you find a woman taking an interest in the production 

of natural effects on the lawn and in the garden, you find at once 

a taste in arrangement equalling that displayed inside the domicile. 

Another reason for the apparent neglect of the improvement of the 

home grounds here in the north is the comparatively short season 

in which improvements in the horticultural line can be enjoyed, our 

winters being long and the summers short. But if this fact does 

have any material bearing on the question, it is because of a general 

lack of knowledge as to how permanent improvements may be best 

made. ~ 

As the thought here expressed is addressed to people living in 

the northern states, and in view of the fact that our winter season 
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is the longest period of the year, the most important thing for con- 

sideration, in the writer’s estimation, is the problem of instituting 

all improvements with a view to making them as effective as possible 

when nature is taking her long rest, between the months of Novem- 
ber and May. This is not so difficult as is sometimes imagined. 

The beautiful and unexcelled scenery in our native woods and hill- 

sides, during the winter, offers one solution to the question of perma- 

nent home improvement, for even the untrained eye cannot fail to 

perceive the exquisite shades and contrasts between the whiteness 

of the snow, the blue and brown of the hills and slopes and the rich 

green of the native evergreens. It is said that nature furnishes the 

pattern for everything that is really beautiful in human existence, 

and the statement is probably nowhere more true than when we look 

abroad over the forest and valley for hints to assist us in making the 

home what it should be. That this can be accomplished, even in 

the most limited space, has been proven many times by people living 

in crowded city lots, and that it is worth the effort is beyond question. 

A word said for the native or cone-bearing evergreens is to 

speak of one of the most important items in the decoration of the 

home grounds. To one who has made a study of varieties and their 

arrangement for landscape effects, the evergreen offers almost un- 

limited possibilities. Certain it is, that in the reproduction of natural 

scenery in miniature on the lawn, no more effective tree exists ; and 

when we consider the brilliant contrasts and yet soft effects it gives 

against the glaring whiteness of the snow or the sombre browns 

of late autumn, it becomes an indispensable factor in the home. 

There is a delicate, downy appearance in the thickly growing needles 

of even our common jack pine that is not duplicated by any decidu- 

ous tree. The greatest characteristic of the evergreen is, of course, 
its perpetual nature. By the time the deciduous trees have lost their 

leaves in autumn the evergreen has also shed its old needles, and 

when winter has begun in earnest the boughs are covered with only 

the freshest and greenest of the lately grown foliage. In varieties, 
the pine, spruce and cedar families offer us the widest assortment 

for northern culture, and furnish trees adapted to all purposes: 

stately specimens for the lawn, thick growing species for shelter 

belts, combined varieties for mass or clustered effects, low growing 

sorts for hedges and boundary lines—all these features of a well ar- 
ranged home can be constructed, not only of living material, but, 
through the use of these evergreens, may also be made in a manner 
that will give to winter a touch of warmth and beauty that will make 

the home attractive the year around. 
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By the manner in which this subject has been plunged into, it 

must be evident that only a brief investigation of the question is to 

be made. To treat it exhaustively would be to go into the details 

of landscape architecture to a degree that would not be necessary 

to the purpose of this paper. What is desired is to bring into promi- 

nence a few ways in which the horticultural art may be applied and 

the home grounds thereby made beautiful and truly homelike with 

an expenditure of money really small, if the purchasing, the planting 

and the culture are all done intelligently. The evergreen is here 

given the first place, because it is the writer’s opinion that the ever- 
green is the most important factor in the arrangement of any 

grounds, public or private, in the north, where the eye must view 

the landscape during the entire twelve months of the year. It is not 

the purpose to discuss details of landscape architecture as applied 

to large estates or parks. Our subject here is the home ground, 

and we will assume that the yard is of medium size, that it is com- 

paratively level and that the conditions are about the same as we 

ordinarily find in the average town or country home. What we 

want to do is to plant it judiciously with trees, shrubs and plants, 

that will, by their beauty, make the home an object of affection to 

all members of the family, old and young. It is a mistake to put 

all the money and attention inside the four walls of the living rooms 

in the house. So much can be done with a small amount of money 

in the yard that we sometimes wonder that people are so prone to 

ignore both the possibility of improvement and the importance of it. 

Next to the evergreen, our attention is first called to the de- 

ciduous trees and shrubs and to the hardy herbaceous plants. This 

latter class includes an endless variety of flowering plants, which 

remain in the ground over winter, the roots being hardy and able to 

withstand our severe climate. On any grounds, they are indis- 

pensable, and, for all practical purposes, take the place of the tender 

annual plants, which are so much used for flower beds in city parks, 

but which are expensive and often impractical on the home grounds. 

We then find that we have for use in the improvement of the 

home grounds four distinct classes of plant life, evergreens, decidu- 

ous trees, deciduous shrubs and herbaceous plants. Now, the ques- 

tion is, how to arrange these in a manner that will prove satisfactory 

after they have attained size and are too large to make a change pos- 

sible. Herbaceous plants and small shrubs can, of course, be moved 

about with little difficulty, and are, therefore, not so important 

in this consideration, yet the necessity of having a well developed 

plan in mind, even in the arrangement of the very smallest yards, is 
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evident. What should be done in every case is to make a rough 

pencil sketch of the grounds to be planted, and, after careful con- 

sideration, in which habits, size, etc., of the varieties have been 

studied carefully, measurements can be made and relative positions 

determined, in a manner that will be the means of avoiding many 

mistakes. Too many people wait until some unforeseen cause urges 

upon them the great and immediate necessity of planting some trees, 

quick, before another year has escaped. Usually they arrive at 

this conclusion just a few days before planting time or in the midst 

of it. Then they rush a letter off to some nursery or call in a tree 

agent and place an order, not even knowing what they are going to 

do with the stock after they receive it. This is a mistake and a 

costly one. Because a yard is small is no reason why it should be 

carelessly planted. In fact, the smaller the area, the more urgent 

the importance of careful arrangement. To secure desirable effects 

it is not necessary to have the grounds laid out by a landscape archi- 

tect, and you will never enjoy the grounds as much as if you had 

given the matter some study yourself. If you are in doubt about 

any varieties you have seen catalogued, it is not difficult to get in- 

formation about them. Our horticultural society is composed of 

men and women who have made a long study of varieties adapted to 
the north, and one can easily get information from any of them. 

Nurserymen, also, who have had experience in propagating stock in 

the northwest can often give valuable ideas on this point. 

Neither is it necessary that you'should plant your entire grounds 

in one season. If you have a large yard and find that to plant the 

whole thing would entail more expense than you care to invest, it can 

readily be arranged so the planting can be divided up among several 

seasons. In this case, it is generally the most practicable to plant 

the slow growing trees first, leaving the smaller shrubs to come 

later. In making an estimate of your planting list, the best and 

quickest way to arrive at a conclusion in regard to the matter of 

expense is to make up your mind about how much money you can 

afford to invest the first season. Then begin your plan of arrange- 

ment, submitting it to the nurseryman to find out what it will cost 

you. You will thus be able to judge how much of it you will be 

able to take care of that year. In this connection, the experience of 

the writer has been that a sketch of the grounds to be planted sent 

to the nurseryman, asking for suggestions, is always productive of 

good results. A comparison of ideas cannot fail to bring to each 

of the parties interested a better understanding of the situation un- 

der discussion, and, unless one is very well decided, nothing would 
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be lost, and much gained, by consulting with some one who is fa- 

miliar with varieties, their cost, their habits, etc. 

It is not intended to define here any plan for planting trees on 

the home grounds. To any one who has given a little thought to the 

question, it must be apparent that general suggestions in the arrange- 

ment of the trees and shrubbery for this purpose would be almost 

impossible. General suggestions regarding the planting and care 

of stock are always good, but when it comes to the arrangement of 

ornamental stock upon the grounds, be they public or private, to lay 

down, or attempt to do so, any fixed rules or ideas could only lead 

to mistakes, for the simple reason that every yard must be treated 

individually, the conditions of location, climate and soil being so 

entirely different. For instance, two yards may be the same size 

and offer the same space for improvements. In one of them, it may 

be considered practicable to plant a hedge of arbor vite or barberry 

along the walk or roadway; but with the other, while the conditions 

on the surface may be apparently identical, it would not be safe to 

infer that the same plan for planting would be as good as some other, 

either in the selection of varieties or in the arrangement of the same. 

An important thing for our horticultural society to do is to show 

people how they may wisely arrange their grounds, considering the 

different conditions that exist in various sections of the northwest. 

To do this, is to go at the thing from the foundation, while to advo- 

cate different forms of arrangement of the home grounds without 

some definite knowledge of varieties and their peculiarities would 

be to build a structure without a foundation. 
What we want first is to accentuate the desirability of invest- 

ing some reasonable attention and money in the improvement of the 

home grounds. To do this, we must begin the cultivation of a more 
general taste for the beauties of nature and a more general love for 

the practical study of horticulture. Combining this with the mani- 

fest importance of making the home, in all its features, a place of 

attraction, we find ourselves with a good and thorough motive for 

drawing the interest of all members and all others interested, as 

much as possible, in this work. Then, the interest having been at- 

tracted, our attempt should be to direct it into proper channels and 

make it productive of most satisfactory and lasting results. 

The foregoing remarks are applied to the home as a whole, but 

to leave it where it stands it might be inferred that the improve- 

ments mentioned were intended to be applied only to what we have 

generally come to know as the “front yard.” Now, the time is pass- 

ing out of existence when people are confining their improvements 

to the front part of either the lawn or the house. No greater mistake 
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could be made than to adopt a plan for the improvement of the 
home that does not include a generous amount of thought in the ar- 

rangement of the proverbial “back yard.” Ask any good housewife 

what the effects of an infrequently swept kitchen floor may be on 

the general appearance of a house and the condition of its occupants, 

and you will get a reply that is just as applicable to the yard. The 

question now is whether we should attempt to do anything in the im- 

provement of this area, by the planting of ornamental trees, etc. In 

the writer’s estimation, the most ornamental, as well as economical 

way of arranging the space in the rear of the house, is to plant it 

systematically with fruit trees and bushes. We are, of course, in- 

ferring that there is sufficient space here for the growing of some 

garden fruits and vegetables. The average town lot usually has a 

more or less limited space for this purpose. If there is time and in- 

clination on the part of the owner to have a vegetable garden, suffi- 

cient space must be left for the purpose. If there is more than 

enough for this, the balance of the ground should not be allowed 
to grow up to grass and weeds, but should either be utilized by grow- 
ing some of the hardy garden fruits, or else improved by planting 

some ornamental stock. If the taste of the owner runs more to 

flowers and plants than to fruit, and flowers are to be planted, the 

old fashioned flower bed is a feature that can never fail to afford 

delight to all lovers of flowers. Beds of lilies, pinks and asters along 
the walks, surrounding the pump, or combined in any of the various 
ways that might suggest themselves in each individual case, will 
serve both to keep alive a spirit of cleanliness and order, and also 

_ make this part of the yard a frequent resort, where members of the 

family may enjoy, in seclusion, the beauty of nature’s handiwork. 

This leaves the subject in a practical manner. To consider the 

improvement of the home grounds from a theoretical or ideal stand- 
point is to dabble in a question which should really have serious 
thought. The noble work being inaugurated and accomplished by 

the women of this century, in their civic leagues, improvement or- 

ganizations, auxiliaries and other federated bodies, has been a key- 

note in the beginning of a great and silent revolution, now in the 

incipient stage of its development. The meaning of that keynote 

is simply this, that the people, the masses, shall be shown the pos- 

sibility of surrounding themselves and future generations with what 

is beautiful and healthful to body and mind, a condition, which, for 

so many centuries, has been limited to the favored few. They are 

arousing interest in the great work. Now, it is the duty of our 

horticultural societies to furnish the corner stone of the temple, which 

is knowledge of how to turn that interest into practical accom- 

plishment. 
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EVERGREENS IN MOWER COUNTY. 

JENS A. JENSEN, ROSE CREEK. 

(Read before So. Minn. Hort. Society.) 

In transplanting evergreens, the most essential part is to not let 

the root get dry; the roots should not even have the appearance of 

dryness. A tree with a poor root but which has been kept moist may 

grow; while a tree with good roots that has been partly dry will 
oftentimes fail. 

The two varieties planted in this vicinity the most are Scotch 

pine and Norway spruce. I have trees of these varieties planted 

in 1892. They were from fifteen to twenty inches high when planted 

and are now from fifteen to twenty feet high. 

The Black Hills spruce is, probably, the hardest to grow of any 

tree I have. It has a bluish-green foliage and is certainly a beauty. 

It is not quite as rapid-a grower as the Norway spruce. The white 

pine is doing well here. The blue spruce and silver cedar are 

beautiful trees and are doing well. 

The white spruce, balsam fir and Douglas spruce are not doing 

very well; whether it is the ground or the treatment that is not suit- 

able I can’t tell. As standard varieties I would recommend the 

Black Hills and Norway spruces, and the Scotch, white and black 

pines. Of the ornamental varieties, blue spruce, silver cedar, the 

American arbor vitz and mountain pine will do well here. 

AMERICAN POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY, BIENNIAL 
SESSION, 1901. 

PROF. S. B. GREEN, DELEGATE. 

The American Pomological Society held its regular biennial 

meeting at Buffalo, September 12th and 13th. There was a very 

large attendance of representative horticulturists from all over the 

United States and Canada, the experiment stations being excep- 

tionally well represented. 

This society was organized in 1848 and has become noted for 

the importance of its reported proceedings and its lists of fruits. 

The meeting was opened by prayer, which was followed by an 

address of welcome by W. C. Barry, of Rochester,. New York. 

President C. L. Watrous, of Des Moines, Iowa, gave a dignified and 

interesting address. 
Among the papers that especially interested your delegate was 

that on the renovation of orchards. I was surprised to hear the 

horticulturist of the Canadian Experiment Station recommend the 
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growing of sod in the orchards of Ontario to prevent winter-killing, 

but when he explained that in fourteen years the orchards of that 

section have never suffered from drouth, the peculiarities of the case 

were apparent. The general concensus of opinion was in favor of 

clean cultivation and a dust blanket. 

Professor L. H. Bailey thought that it was often necessary to 

renovate the individual before the orchard could be renovated. He 

spoke on the peculiar horticultural conditions prevailing in Califor- 

nia. He said that commercialism increased as you go west and 

thought that the eastern states offered as good opportunities for suc- 

cessful fruit growing as California. 

R. Morrill, of Michigan, referred to some horticultural sayings 

which had almost become proverbs, such as “Spray or surrender,” 

“Horse leg irrigation,” “Dust blanket,’ “Renovate the man, and 

the orchard will be renovated.” He also said that spraying when 

continued would often remove many other pests than those at which 

it was aimed; that regular spraying with Bordeaux mixture would 

remove oyster shell bark louse. 

Professor Webster, entomologist of the Ohio Experiment Sta- 

tion, gave an excellent address on spraying. He thinks that the re- 

sults generally obtained by individuals are poor and that there is 

very little really thorough spraying. He has been making very 

elaborate and careful tests of mixtures of oil and water. He finds it 

difficult to get a machine that will give a uniform mixture. He says 

the safety line is between twenty-five and thirty-five per cent of 

crude oil. He has killed peaches with twenty-five per cent under 

some conditions, and has used fifty per cent crude petroleum with 

safety. This reminds me of our experience at the Central Experi- 

ment Station this last summer, where we used a forty per cent mix- 

ture of kerosene on our Scotch pine without injury, although it was 

in July, and they were growing rapidly. 

Professor Alwood, of Virginia, gave an address on fermenta- 

tion in fruit juices. He referred to fermentation being produced 
by yeast organisms and to each kind producing its peculiar affect. 

He said that the manufacturers of wines and the brewers took great 

pains to cultivate just the organism that would give them best re- 

sults in their liquors. This is akin to the use of starters in the ripen- 

ing of cream. 

Professor Fletcher, of Ontario, gave a most excellent talk on 

the fertilization of flowers by bees. He said that scarlet and red do 
not attract bees, but the lilac blue is most attractive to insects; that 

the Arabs kept male flowers of the date palm over for one year to 
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use in the next in case there were not enough male flowers formed 

to produce pollen. 

Professor S. A. Beach, of the Geneva, N. Y., Station, discussed 

the spraying of plants in bloom. In 1898 a law was passed in New 

York making it a misdemeanor to spray trees in bloom, but this has 

been rendered obsolete by the fact that it is shown that spraying 

when plants are in bloom thins the fruit, since the Bordeaux mix- 

ture prevents the germination of the pollen. It has been found that 

even in a solution containing not more than two parts Bordeaux 

mixture to ten thousand parts of water, apple pollen would not 

_ grow. When spraying with Bordeaux mixture is very complete and 

repeated so that every flower is cated se as it opens, the crop will be 

-completely destroyed. 

Mr. M. B. Waite, of the Department of Agriculture, spoke es- 

pecially on the distribution of plant diseases, and held that bees and 

wasps were the important factors in distributing the disease known 

s “plum rot” and also the common “fire blight” of pear and apple 

trees. In order to get a clear idea of the action of these insects in 

distributing pear blight, it will be necessary to review somewhat 

its life history. The spores get into the trees through the flowers, 

through the growing tops of the new growth and through cracks in 

the bark. The infection is generally through the flowers, and as a 
result of it we have what is known as “spur blight,” which is only 

one form of the common “fire blight.” The disease generally dies 
out in the tree at the end of each season, but in some cases may hold 

over in the thick bark and start the infection for next year. The 

spores of this disease are found in the exuding gum which is seen in 

the small postules found on the diseased wood. Pear blight some- 

times will grow in the nectary of the flowers and no puncture is 

necessary on the part of the bees in order to carry the infected nectar 

from one flower to another. Mr. Waite demonstrated this by care- 

ful experiments. In one case he plucked out the glands from bees 

and found the germs of pear blight in them. In no case did he find 

_ that pear blight was distributed by the wind, and in no case were 
flowers infected which were protected by netting against insects. 

This would show plainly that the disease was not distributed by the 

wind. The virus which contains the germ is sticky and cannot blow 
except it be perfectly dry, and then it loses its vitality quickly. 

However, the helpful side of the bees in the distribution of pollen he 
regarded as very important, and thought that since many of our 

varieties of apple and pears are sterile, or partially so, to their own 

pollen, that bees should be looked upon as a benefit rather than as 
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a detriment. In some parts of California, however, where they 
have had much trouble from blight, some of the larger growers 
have reached the conclusion that they can get along best without 

bees in their pear orchards. 

Mr. L. Woolverton, of Ontario, gave a most excellent article on 

' the shipping of fruit, particularly upon the packing and shipping of 

fruits to European markets. The Canadian government is taking 

great interest in this matter and is encouraging growers in every 

way in finding a foreign outlet for the surplus fruit. The Dominion 

of Canada has a law against misrepresentation in fruit sold in pack- 

ages. This is very stringent and prevents the export of poor fruit, 

which is its chief object, the aim being to establish as good a repu- 

tation for Canadian fruit as has been built up for Canadian cheese, 

by a similar law preventing the export of filled cheese. 

Senator Dunlap, of Illinois, in speaking about the facilities for 

finding a market for fruit in Europe, said that he knew of peaches 

selling at $1.30 each in France, and that it was not an uncommon 

thing for extra choice apples to sell at thirty cents each. These 

were French fruits raised in hothouses. He thinks that the French 

market is one of the most promising for American fruits. 
Mr. Dosch, of Oregon, told of the development of the fruit 

growing interest in that state. He stated that the first apple trees 

that were brought into that state were carried three thousand 

miles in boxes in wagons, and that the apples from these sold for one 

dollar each and when sent to San Francisco brought two dollars per 

pound. 

A number of Wilder medals were awarded, fourteen silver and 

eight bronze, the Wisconsin Horticultural Society receiving one of 

them; they were awarded to all exhibits of considerable merit. 

The meeting was held at the Epworth Hotel. It was intended 

to use a tent for the sessions of the convention, but owing to the bad 
weather this was out of the question, and the dining room was used 
for this purpose, so that the facilities were not of the best ; there was, 

however, a large and ,representative attendance from all over the 

United States and Canada, which gave to the meetings special in- 
terest. 
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EXPERIMENT STATION IN THE FAR NORTHWEST. 
PROF. S. B. GREEN, ST. ANTHONY PARK. 

(Notes taken on a visit to these stations early in August, 1901.) 
The Brandon Experiment Station, Brandon, Manitoba, is lo- 

cated on bottom land of the Assiniboine river and running back 
to the bluff lands above. These bottom lands evidently at one time 

were covered with trees. Wells at 25 feet. Spring on hill side that 
discharges its water through the farm. Work largely devoted to 

variety testing and but little attention paid'to stock raising. Grounds 

tastefully laid out and ornamented. One of the most interesting 
features is the use of hedges for surrounding garden plots and for 

similar purposes. A portion of the grounds is devoted to sample 

hedges in which most of our common trees and various shrubs are 

grown in hedge form. Among those of special interest were Acer 

ginnala, which seems perfectly at home here and grows to the height 
of about ten feet. The Cotoneaster is hardy here and grows to the 

height of about six feet. The common Silver Berry is native here 
and has been used for ornamental planting with some success. The 

Siberian Artemisia, Artemisia abrotanum, is perfectly hardy here but 

is not regarded with favor, as it is too low and scrubby to amount 

to much as a hedge. The Box Elder is here used for hedge pur- 

poses with excellent results, and there are a number of enclosures 

surrounded with this tree trimmed to hedge form. ‘These hedges 

are about seven feet thick and sixteen feet high. 

Pyrus baccata is the only apple that has proyed hardy here. 

The trees of this are probably eight years old and have borne heavily 

in previous years, but this year the flowers were frozen so that there 

is no crop. The trees are in excellent condition. Some of the hy- 

brid grapes from Ottawa have been planted here but as yet have 

scarcely fruited. The driveway into the farm for perhaps a half 
mile is lined on each side with a row of box elder alternating with 

a similar row of white spruce,both of which are doing very well. 

This spruce came from the mountains northwest of Brandon and 

seems to be an exceedingly hardy form. The vegetable garden is 

exceedingly well looked after and presents a very pretty appearance. 

There is a good showing of the cold climate vegetables, and cucum- 

bers are always raised. Tomatoes, however, often fail to mature 

much ripe fruit. The potatoes were exceedingly nice. Of the an- 

_nual flowers there is a fine collection, and those from cold climates 

are doing especially well. Among those noted were Asters, Calliop- 

sis, Portulacas, Godetias, Sweet Peas and Pansiés. 

The plots devoted to variety tests of grain are exceedingly in- 

teresting. They are laid out fronting upon a main drive with a la- 
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bel, about the size of a lath, upon which the name is printed in large 
letters. Much attention is given to the variety testing of grains, and 
it seems to be regarded as a matter of first importance. In the line 

of grasses the Hungarian Brome grass is especially favored and re- 

garded as the best grass for this section. They have some trouble 

about getting the roots out of the land and regard it as nearly as 
bad a weed as Quack grass. A favorite way of treating it is to grow 

it in meadow until the roots become too much netted together to do 
well and then plow it up, roll it and allow the new crop to come on 

from the roots. It seeds readily and produces about eighty pounds 

of seed per acre. A native Quack grass, Agropyrum tenerum, is 
highly esteemed for dry land. 

In this section it is considered the best agricultural practice to 

summer fallow the land every other year for the purpose of consery- 

ing the moisture. This year they have had an unusual amount of 

rain fall, but generally the amount is scanty, and it requires about 

the rain fall of two seasons to mature one crop, and summer fallow- 

ing seems to be a means of storing up moisture in the soil. Mr. 

Bedford says that he has had many illustrations going to prove this 

besides the determinations of soil moisture, which have been made 

from time to time by the Ottawa Station, part of which was at a 
depth of eight feet. Where this ditch passed through stubble land 

the soil was so dry even to the bottom of the ditch that it did not 
freeze during the winter but remained like an ash heap; where it 

passed through land that was summer fallowed the land was so 
moist that it could be rolled into lumps and it froze hard in winter. 

Among the plants which have been used in the sample hedges 

grown here are the following: 

Wild Siberian Crab, a somewhat thin hedge. 
Tartarian Honeysuckle, a very ornamental hedge. 
Glabrous Pea Tree (Caragana), a very medium hedge. 
English Old Man (Artemesia), a fine dwarf hedge. 
Buffalo Berry, a promising hedge. 
Box Elder, excellent compact hedge. 
Japan Rose, compact, but suckers badly. 
Button Bush, not promising. 
Amur Privet, a very promising hedge. 
Douglas Spirea, very ornamental. 
Josika’s Lilac, a good ornamental hedge. 
Native Hawthorn, a good hedge. & 
Green Ash, somewhat thin hedge. 
Wild Plum, fairly good. 
Asiatic Maple Acer ginnala, beautiful dwarf hedge. 
Buckthorn, excellent. 
Siberian Pea Tree, very pretty in spring and early summer. 

\ 
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Red Willow, a good looking hedge. 
Arbor Vitae, too tender. 
Siberian Old Man (Artemesia), a quick growing windbreak. 
American Larch, very promising. 
French Laurel-Leaved Willow, not promising. 
Red: Leaved Rose, suckers badly. 
Siberian Pea Tree (Caragana), one of the best medium hedges. 
Common Cotoneaster, promising. 
Native White Spruce, small as yet. 
Laurel-Leaved Willow, a fine hedge. 
Flowering Currant, a dwarf compact hedge. 
Native Maple, a useful quick growing hedge. 

The Indian Head Experiment Station, Indian Head, Assiniboia, 

is located on the rather flat prairie that seems to be typical of a large 

section of country adjoining, about one mile from the railroad sta- 

tion. An important feature of this place is the forest garden and 

the use of hedges about the buildings and grounds. They are very 

liable to have severe winds here, which occasionally blow out the 

grain. They have found, from actual tests, that hedges protect 

to the leeward to from fifty to eighty feet for each foot in height, and 

that they protect well for fifty feet for each foot in height. Their 

best crops are raised near the hedges, since here there is much 
moisture owing to the snow collecting near them. The chief feature 

of the place is variety testing of grains, but there is a good collection 

of stock of various kinds. The grain plots are arranged much as at 

Brandon. 

Here also a special feature is made of the growing of sample 

hedges, perhaps fifteen kinds being grown. The Siberian Artemisia 

(Artemisia abrotanum) is considered of some value for starting new 

‘plantations but is not regarded with much favor for permanent 

use. The common Wolfberry (Symhoricarpus racemosus) was 

here used for a low hedge in much the same way that box plant is 

used in the south. I was surprised to see how nicely it submitted to 
pruning and what a very neat hedge it made. Among the plants 

doing well here were the Hydrangea, Cotoneaster vulgaris, Eleag- 

nus Angustifolia, Golden Spirea, Japanese Rose, Black Berried E1l- 

der, American Mountain Ash (fruiting), European Mountain Ash, 

Spirea arguta, and Spirea Van Houtii. 

Currants and gooseberries do well here, the latter requiring 

some protection but giving good results. Red Dutch and Raby Cas- 

tle are regarded as the best varieties. The soil is generally too dry 

for best success with raspberries. A raspberry named Dr. Reider 

seemed to be doing best this year. 

The Manitoba wild plum is raised here in considerable quanti- 

ties, some being set with the idea of getting new varieties of value, 
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but the fruit is small and the trees generally scrubby in appearance. 

The Aitkin plum is the best plum that has been tried here, it be- 

ing adapted to this section on account of its extreme earliness. 

Pyrus baccata is doing well here and bearing lots of fruit this year. 

While the fruit is small, yet it is regarded as being valuable for 
preserving. The trees are probably ten years old. The Box Elder 

hedges not only protect most of the farm but form the borders of 

the drives, which are generally about twenty feet wide. As these 
are kept well pruned they form an exceedingly ornamental feature. 
At the entrance of some of the drives the box elder grows together 
over head so as to form an archway perhaps fourteen feet high. 

In front of the house is a very nice flower garden well laid out and 

cared for. The dahlias were doing especially well and all the cold 
climate annuals. A border of white and yellow Eschscholtzia was 

especially fine. 
This year they have had about ten inches of rain fall, but or- 

dinarily they do not have more than seven inches. Mr. McKay 

says that with five inches of rain fall he feels sure of a crop, and 

it is about as much as he wants. In a coolie near by, which was 

perhaps thirty feet below the level of the surrounding country, were 

growing large quantities of Saskatoon berries. This is a form of 
our common Jineberry but is quite a little different in form and 

quality of fruit and general appearance of the plant, so much so 

that I think it quite likely a separate species. The fruit has more 

rich quality to it than our Juneberry and is used in considerable 
quantities by the settlers. In former years it formed a very con- 

siderable portion of the diet of the Indians. They were dried and 

used with pemmican. 

The grain crops in this vicinity are generally good this year. 
The farmers here are generally prosperous and spend their winters 

in Ottawa. Land is quite valuable, and some sections near Indian 

Head have sold as high as $25 per acre. The government has made 

an effort to introduce dairying into this section and built creameries 

at Indian Head and other places. At Indian Head, at one time, 

about 500 cows were kept, but successive good crops of wheat which 
have sold at high prices have eclipsed the development of this in- 
dustry, so that now the creamery here is idle. 
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Corronwoop County FrRuit.—At the Cottonwood County Fair, Mr. De- 

wain Cook showed seventy kinds of apples, forty of plums and several pears. 

The people of that prairie region should begin to be satisfied they can grow 

fruit there. 

MINNESOTA HORTICULTURE AT THE BUFFALO EXposITIoN.—The turret 

of apples exhibited by the Jewell Nursery Co. at the Minnesota State Fair has 

been duplicated at the Pan-American Exposition, and is flying our state ban- 

ner. Mr. John Nordine, of Lake City, superintended its erection, and its sub- 

sequent care is in the hands of Mr. Thos. Redpath, of Long Lake. The turret 

carries forty-six bushels of apples and nearly as many are displayed on the 

shelves below it, making an attractive exhibit. 

A Goop SHOWING FOR AN “OFF YEAR.”—‘As a result of cultivation, 

girdling and spraying, I have already sold 605 bushels of apples this off year, 

and have about 200 bushels left. Apples have been sold mostly at home and 

have brought 50 cents to $1.25 per bushel. I regard spraying as an absolute 

necessity.’’—E. H. S. DARTYT. 

OuR DELEGATE AT AMERICAN POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY MEETING.—Prof. 
S. B. Green represented our society at this meeting in Buffalo the middle of 

September, and reports a occasion of sufficient interest to hold him there every 

session. His report of the meeting is to be found elsewhere in this issue. He 

was honored with the chairmanship of the committee on seedling fruits, per- 

haps in recognition of the interest he and the society he represented there are 

taking in the subject. 

SEEDLING APPLES AT THE WINTER MEETING.—There will be an unusual 
show of native apple seedlings at the coming annual meeting. Mr. Lyman 

will exhibit a large collection of his Wealthy and other seedlings. Mr. A. 

Wilfert, of Cleveland, will exhibit the seedling varieties shown by him at the 

late state fair. Bring out the seedlings! Special premiums will be offered. 

See Secretary’s corner, November number. 

FORTUNATE KANSAS.—‘‘The fruit crop of the State, con»prising apples, 

pears, peaches, plums and grapes, is very promising, and, with good weather, 

will be abundant in all fruit-growing counties. Some have more than ever in 

their history. Apples, and in fact all fruit, is freer from insect depredations 

and fungous diseases than usual. There will be a larger proportion of first 

grade apples than ever. Trees generally in excellent condition, mainly owing 

to the excessive spring rains.”’ 

Topeka, Kan., August 21, 1901. WILLIAM H. BARNES, Sec. 

FRUIT PROSPECTS THIS YEAR IN MANITOBA.—‘‘Our currant and goose- 

berry crop was poor, also our red raspberry crop. Blackcaps were good; straw- 

berries fair. Crab apples were very good. Large apples are an extra heavy 

crop for the age and size of the trees; I think we will have about twenty-five 

bushels of fine, large, clean apples. These are composed of about eighty vari- 

eties, but the heaviest croppers are Hibernal, Anisette, Blushed Calville, 

Repka Kislaga, Patten’s Greening, Wealthy and Red Cheek. Our plum crop 

is very good, our heaviest croppers being Cheney, Yosemite, Wood, Wyant, 

Bixby and Rollingstone. We have a large number of plum seedlings bearing 

fruit this year for the first time. Some of them I think of some promise. Our 

Compass Cherry trees are also fairly well loaded with fruit that is coloring up 
nicely.’’—A. P. STEVENSON, Nelson, Manitoba. 
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HORTICULTURE AT THE MINNESOTA STATE Farr, 1901.—What others 

say of it: 
“This is not a good year for fruit. In fruit growing districts gener- 

ally the crops are all the way from total failures to fair, but probably relatively 

better in Minnesota than elsewhere, though not up to the average here. Still, 

the fruit exhibit at the fair shows clearly that this has become a state of fruit 

growing on a large scale. The showing was creditable for size and quality of 

exhibits, and their arrangement was extremely pleasing and is worthy of the 

splendid building it is made in, the new Agricultural Hall.’’—Farm, STOCK 

AND HoME, September 15, 1901. 

‘There is a prevalent idea that Minnesota is not in the fruit belt, but a look 

through the display of the horticultural section of this great building would 
speedily set at rest that doubt, as over 3,000 plates of apples, grapes and 

plums, etc., were to be seen, notwithstanding the unpropitious season, which 

not only cut down the yield, but the quality. Still, the array was more impos- 

ing than last year, and quality apparently as good. Certainly everything had 

a tempting appearance. Apples led in number and represented over 200 vari- 

eties, plums of a hundred varieties following, and then grapes of forty or more 

varieties. The display of potted and cut flowers was bewildering in variety 

and beauty, and represented a value of not less than $5,000.’’—THE FARMER, 

September 15, 1901. 

“The horticultural exhibit occupied about one-third of the great agricultural 

hall, and its display of apples, plums and other fruits was magnificent. Next 

year it is expected there will be a new horticultural hall as large as the agri- 

cultural building. Long tables filled with plates of apples, grapes and flowers 

demonstrated the possibilitiesin fruit growing of the state which Horace Greely 

once ‘damned with faint praise’ as very good, except that it ‘can never raise 

apples.’’’—THE NORTHWESTERN AGRICULTURIST, September 15, 1901. 

“In this building a magnificent display of Minnesota grown apples was also 

made that gives one an idea of what Manitoba may do some day.’’—THE FARM- 

ER’S ADVOCATE, Winnipeg, Manitoba, September 20, 1901. 

‘The horticultural department presented the most artistic and in some re- 

spects the best display ever made. The new building gives plenty of room, 

light and opportunity for decorative display, and every advantage was taken of 

these facilities. The showing of apples was not only especially good for an 

off year, but both in size and quality would be creditable to some of the more 
distinctly apple states. This department works in close harmony with the 

Minnesota State Horticultural Society, with its 1,000 members, and it is 

through the use of this machinery that the display is improving each year.’’— 

ORANGE JUDD FARMER, Chicago, September 21, 1901. 

Capt. J. N. Cross died suddenly Saturday morning, August 31st, in the 

height of his usefulness, and with apparently many years of work before him. 
As an earnest advocate of practical forestry he had become a co-laborer with 

the members of this society in the broad field which its work covers. His 

taking away at this time is most profoundly to be regretted. 

His biography will appear in the November number. 
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In Memoriam, 

CAPT. JUDSON N. CROSS, 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., 

Dirp Auc. 31, 1901, AGED 63 YEAarRs. 

Judson Newell Cross was born Jan. 16, 1838, at Pogueland, 

Jefferson county, New York, on a farm bought by his grandfather, 

Theodore Cross, in 1818, from the agent of Joseph Bonaparte, whose 
American estate was in that region. Mr. Cross was the son of Rev. 

Gorham Cross, who was called the father of Congressionalism in 
northern New York, and of Sophia Murdock Cross. On his father’s 

side he was descended from a long line of sturdy New England men, 

the family easily tracing its ancestors back to 1640, when the first 

member of the same name settled on the Merrimac river, near Law- 

rence, Mass. The old Cross homestead still belongs to and is oc- 

cupied by a member of the family. Among the members of the 

Cross family were several revolutionary soldiers. Judson’s mother 

belonged to the Murdock family of Townsend, Vt. Her grand- 

fathers were revolutionary soldiers, and among her relatives were 

John Read of Boston, said to be the greatest lawyer that America 

produced before the revolutionary war, and Rev. Hollis Read, of 

Townsend, Vt., who was the first missionary to India and first trans- 

lated the Bible into the Indian language. 

Mr. Cross left home for Oberlin, Ohio, the day he was seven- 

teen years old. After a few months at Oberlin college, on account 

of lack of means he went to Booneville, N. Y., to work in a store 

for his uncle. He taught school the next fall near Sandusky, and 

alternately studied at Oberlin and taught school until 1861, when 

he enlisted in the army. He was the second man to get his name 

on the roll of the first company enlisted at Oberlin. This was Com- 

pany C of the Seventh Ohio Infantry, and Cross was made its first 
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lieutenant. He served through the West Virginia campaign under 

McClellan and other commanders, and at the battle of Cross Lanes, 

Aug. 26, 1861, he was severely wounded and taken prisoner. Later 

he was recaptured and sent home for surgical treatment. 
He was made captain of Co. K in November, rejoining his old 

regiment early in 1863, but on account of his wound was obliged soon 
to resign. He then began the study of law at Albany, where he re- 

mained until June of that year, when he was commissioned first lieu- 
tenant in the Fifth Volunteer Relief Corps, promoted to be captain in 

October, and in April, 1864, was made adjutant general of the mili- 

tary district of Indiana. In July he was ordered to Washington and 
was made assistant provost marshal. He was occupied along this 

line until the close of the war, when he resumed his law studies at 

Columbia law school. He graduated from the Albany law school in 
1866 and located at Lyons, Iowa, where he practiced law for nearly 

ten years. 

He came to Minneapolis in 1875 and formed a law partnership 

with Judge Henry G. Hicks, to which firm Frank H. Carleton was 

afterwards admitted and still later his son, Norton M./ Cross. 

Captain Cross was elected city attorney in 1884 and served three 

years. He framed the patrol limit ordinance during his term of 

office and defended the same before the supreme court. He also in- 
augurated the litigation which resulted in the lowering of the rail- 

road tracks on Fourth avenue N. He was a member of the first 

park commissioners of Minneapolis and in 1891 was appointed 

United States immigration commissioner to Europe. 
During recent years he has been prominently identified with the 

forestry movement in Minnesota and is among the most prominent 

of those laboring for the preservation of forests in the United States. 
He was president of the Minnesota Forestry Association, 1899-1900. 

He was the author and principal champion of the Forest Re- 

serve Law passed by the State Legislature a few years since and at 

the time of his death was president of the Minnesota board organ- 

ized under this law. Considerable land had already been acquired 

for forestry purposes by the board and its practical value in the 

advancement of the forestry movement demonstrated. 
Captain Cross was a member of the John A. Rawlins post, G. 

A. R., of the Loyal Legion, Commercial Club and of Plymouth Con- 

gregational church. At Oberlin, Ohio, Sept. 11, 1862, he married 
Clara Steele Norton, of Pontiac, Mich. He is survived by his wife 

and four children, Kate Bird, wife of United States Engineer 

Francis C. Shennehon; Norton Murdock, Nellie Malura, wife of 

Theodore M. Knappen, and Clara Amelia. 
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THE WOOD PAPER INDUSTY. 

H. B. AYRES, CARLTON. 

American strides in the development of industrial appliances 

are hardly less in the line of paper making than in any other. There 

are now about 1,000 mills engaged in its manufacture, which turn 

out nearly 6,000,000,000 pounds annually. 

In wood pulp making the advance has been especially rapid. 

The first patent was secured in 1844, by Keller, in Germany, and in 

1858 improved by Voelter, in the United States. The first wood 

pulp mill was built in Franklyn, N. H. It started under the usual 

difficulties of introducing new material when expensive machinery 
was to be risked in its trial, and only by passing it off for rag paper 

could the first trial be induced. The result was a great preference 

for the new paper, especially when rapid printing was to be done. 

The general introduction of wood paper came in the later seventies, 

doubtless the result of investigations stimulated by the high prices 

of paper during the early sixties. 
During this investigation almost every vegetable fibre has been 

tried for paper making. Aspen and pine seem to have been the first 

wood fibres to find favor. 
There were in 1885 several processes for treating the wood. 

By one the material was chopped into small strips and then steamed. 

Its acids were neutralized by alkalies, then ground by revolving 

stones. Some treatments aided the grinding by softening the fibres 

and at the same time loosening them—such were the hot lime and 

soda ash processes. In these processes the wood was left in large 

blocks, and after soaking was ground on the rims of revolving stones 

under a stream of water. The grinding was not across but parallel 

with the grain of the wood. 

The field once opened, endless patent appliances for grinding 

and digesting wood lay at the choice of the manufacturer, especiafly 

in America, and here unquestionably the industry has led—and the 
American manufacturer has little to learn by a study of European 

methods. 
Here, too, one has in our remaining primeval forests and in 

the possibilities of our non-agricultural lands, interesting fields for 

pulp making. In choosing a site for such work, power accessibility, 

water and wood supply are very important. Water power is, of 

course, best, and in Minnesota we have it. Accessibility by lake and 

established rail routes can not be rivaled elsewhere. Pure water 

can be had in abundance by proper care, and for a supply of raw 

material in northern Minnesota is found the greatest properties of. 
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desirable pulp wood in the United States, probably in the world. 

Its suitability for growing these woods, combined with the non-agri- 
cultural character of much of the land, promises to develop the in- 
dustry into great importance. If we are wise we will make it a 

perpetual and not a transient industry. 

The cultivation of forests for pulp wood is a much simpler 

matter than the growing of log timber. The important points being 

location, transportation, a stand of desirable species and protection 

from fire. In our state is no lack of ground from which transporta- 

tion is facilitated by stream or rail. Stands of aspen are indigenous 
and are even hard to prevent, while white and black spruce are 

among our hardiest trees. We may in a few years even hide the 

stumps of our former pine forests by a valuable new forest of pulp 

wood if (a great if, that has always stood in the road to our greatest 

prosperity ),if we keep out the fire. 

SOMETHING OF INTEREST TO BEEKEEPERS AND 
HORTICULTURISTS. 

A discussion. 

Mr. J. S. Trigg (Iowa): I would like to ask whether it is true 

that some people are born with a bee instinct; whether some people 

cart keep bees and others cannot. In my own case I have a great 

respect for the bees, but they have nothing but a never ending hatred 

and animosity for me; they always sting me when I go around the 
hive. There is something very attractive about bees. For instance, 

you can go and lie down in a hammock on a warm day and listen 

to the humming of the bees and know that they are robbing your 

neighbor’s orchard of all the honey it produces, and it always makes 

it of a better flavor to know that that neighbor is working hard in 

the hot sun planting corn while your bees are making a matter of 

$2.75 a day for you, and you have nothing to do but to lie there 

and take it all in. That feature commends itself to me. I know 

nothing that equals it, unless you have a hundred old hens and you 

can lie down in the straw stack while they shell out a couple of dol- 

lars worth of eggs for you to take to the city and sell. You can rob 

a bee time and again, and it does not mind it, but he does sting, so 

I cannot keep bees. What the reason is I don’t know; I would like 

to keep them if I could. If some beekeeper would tell me the fault 
I would be glad to have him do so. I presume a man has to be 

born the bee way or there is no use trying to keep them. Thus it 
might be said I don’t like their way of government. They have a big 
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army of drones who do nothing but sit around, and they have an 
army of workers who work and do nothing else, and that is not the 

sort of government that commends itself to me. I do not know 

whether we should eulogize the bee too much, still I would like to 
keep them if I could, and I would like to know whether the fault is 

with me or the bees. 

Mr. Russell: It is a very well known fact that beekeepers don’t 

know very much anyway, or, perhaps, they would not be beekeepers. 

The form of government, as I understand it, of the bee hive is a 
thorough democracy. It may be somewhat out of place to call the 

mother of the hive a queen. She is not a queen in the sense that I 

understand it; she is not a ruler, she is simply ruled by her colony ; 

they are the governing body, and she has to do as they wish. It is 
a nice thing to lie in the hammock and listen to the humming of a 

hundred colonies of bees while they are piling up honey, but that 

is a sort of phantasmagoria; the beekeeper has got to hustle as well 

as anybody else. As to robbing your neighbor’s orchard, I deny 

that charge. The bees go into the orchard and take away the waste 

product, but they pay a good deal more than their way to the fruit 

grower; they give back a good deal more than they carry away in 

the shape of honey. The other matter about being stung—lI think 

it is the gentleman’s own fault. It is not the principal business of 

the bee to sting; in fact, it seldom does sting unless it is provoked, 

and the beekeeper knows, although he cannot convey that knowledge 

to anybody else, when a bee wants to sting. When the beekeeper 

knows a bee wants to sting he governs himself accordingly, but the 
fruit grower strikes at the bee and it stings. That has to be learned 

by experience. 

Dr. E. K. Jacques: I believe that almost every person may 

handle bees if he will. They must become accustomed to the bees, 

they must have confidence in themselves, they must know how to. 

proceed. Sometimes a very nervous person will get into a flutter 

by the sharp note of the bees, but I believe almost any one may 

handle bees. Bees never go into your neighbor’s premises, into his 

fruit for the purpose of doing damage, and the thought of our friend 

that he liked the idea of a colony of bees laying up $2.50 worth of 

honey a day by pilfering it from his neighbors, by taking something 

that does not belong to them, I deny. They go there to bless and 
not to curse, and I should look upon it in that light. I am glad to 

see that the fruit growers are beginning to realize the fact that the 

bee is their friend. ; 
Mr. J. S. Trigg: When I go near a hive and a bee flies up 

and lights on the end of my nose, is that an indication that he wants 
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to become acquainted with me, and shall I let him stay there until 
he sees me? (Laughter.) 

Mr. Russell: If the beekeepers think they know anything for a 
certainty, anything they do not guess at, it is that bees do not injure 
fruit. [I have had some correspondence this fall with a fruit grower 

in a neighboring state. He keeps bees and also raises fruit, and 
he claims that the bees destroyed a considerable amount of his grapes 

this past season. I don’t know whether I can convince fruit growers 
or not that they are mistaken, but I know they are: I think he 
guesses at it somewhat. I would like to hear from the beekeepers 

who believe it is impossible for a bee to injure sound fruit. No 
doubt there is some one who has given the subject attention and 
knows. 

Mr. Jno. Freeman: I have from my earliest youth wanted to 

keep bees. My father, in Maine, was keeping them in quite large 

quantities, but I have been unable to keep them, from their enmity 
toward me. They are sure to sting me, and their sting poisons my 

system. Is there anything in the fact that I have read many times 

that a person who perspires freely is more likely to be stung by the 

bees? 
Mr. J. S. Trigg: He is quite apt to sweat after he has been 

stung. (Laughter.) 
Dr. L. D. Leonard: I have a theory on the subject, but I do 

not know whether it is a true one or not. That is, that a man who 

works among the bees is impregnated with the odor of the hives, 
so that no matter where you meet that person, if he has on the clothes 
in which he worked around the bees, you can smell the odor of the 

hives in the clothes. I believe there is that difference and that the 

bees can recognize one person from another by sight; I am perfectly 

sure they do it in some way, because I may have a man with me 

whom they will sting, while they don’t offer to molest me. I believe 
it is due to the fact that my clothing is impregnated with the odor 
of the hive, and that familiar odor is sufficient to stave off the anger 

of the bees; whereas a man who comes around with a strange odor 

will be stung or is more liable to be stung. Now, that is my theory 
on the subject, and I give it to you for what it may be worth. 

Mr. John Penney: My theory is that it is the smell that causes 

the enmity of the bees. Some people have a different smell from 
others. I can go and end up a bee hive sometimes, and the bees 
will light right on my hand just as if they were going to sting, and 
they will sit there a while and then fly away again. They don’t like 
a horse. Just the moment they get the smell of a horse they seem 

to hate him and make for him, but a man can go right up to the hive, 
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and they will pay no attention to him. I had some bees I was-going 

to shake out of a hive, and they got angry in a minute, and my 

hands were just covered with bees. I staid there a moment, and 

in a short time they were just as quiet as could be, but for a moment 

they were savage. At another time they were swarming, and they 

were up quite high in a tree, and I shook them off. When they 

were coming down it made them quite savage, and they went for 

me for a minute, but they quieted down right away so I could do 
almost anything with them. I think it is the smell of a person more 

than anything else that they notice. Different persons have different 

smells, and they can tell the difference. 
Mr. H.G. Acklin: There is a great difference in the docility of 

bees, the same as one finds in cattle and sheep. Quite a number of 

people have been through our apiary, and our little girl makes that 

her play ground, and a hundred or more visitors are there every 

summer, and none of them have been stung. The students visit us, 

and I do not think any of them have ever been stung. If you get a 

colony of the right kind of bees I do not think you will have much 

trouble on that score. 
The President: What kind have you? 

Mr. Acklin: I have the Italian. 
Mrs. L.A. Alderman (S. D.): I would like to ask the question 

whether bees have anything to do with disseminating blight. One 

of the gentlemen said that they only came to bless, but I think I have 
had trees that were entirely sound infected with blight from the bees. 

Mr. J. S. Trigg: What kind of blight? 

Mrs. L. A. Alderman: Twig blight. 

The President: How do you think it was carried there? 
Mrs. Alderman: By the bees when the trees were in bloom. 

Two years ago we had a third of our orchard blight when it bloomed. 

It was the worst season we ever had; we had trees on which the 

bloom was entirely blighted. 

Mr. Trigg: Did it ever occur to you that the blight is not 

an active poison? 

Mrs. Alderman: Prof. Vesey told me that bees were not re- 

sponsible, and I think the gentleman is mistaken, that it is an active 

poison. The blight was not in active operation before the bloom 

was there. 

Mr. H. G. Acklin: I see Prof. Green is present and perhaps 

he can give us some light on the subject. 
Prof. S. B. Green: I think this lady has told about all there 

is about it. It seems as though the thing might be possible, but the 
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charge remains yet to be proven. The charge has been made but 

not proven. 

Dr. L. D. Leonard: How about the blight at the time of 

bloom? 

Prof. Green: We sometimes get it very early. Sometimes we 

get it at the time the flowers appear, and we may get it later. The 

charge remains to be proven that the bees affect the flowers, and I 

don’t think you need stop keeping bees on that account. If the 

charge is not proven the bees cannot be condemned. 

Mr. E. R. Pond: Do you know of any evidence against the 

bees? 

Prof. Green: If you have a tree that has the San Jose scale 
it might have been carried from one tree to another by birds. Birds 

may be as likely to carry disease as bees or other insects. Insects 

may carry disease from one tree to another under certain’ conditions 

just the same as mosquitoes have been known to carry malaria. I 

think bees are all right. 
Mr. J. S. Trigg: This lady tells us it was not fire blight as 

we understand it. She says the blight was simply on the blossom 

bud. 

Prof. Green: It is what we call spur blight. It comes: early 

in the spring; it is a form of fire blight. 

Mrs. L.A. Alderman: Is it not the same form as fire blight? 

Our theory was that the bees had disseminated it by visiting other 

orchards and had carried this same blight to the blossoms. 

A VERY INTERESTING FAMILY OF TETOFSKY SEED- 
LINGS. 

EB. H. S. DARTT, OWATONNA. 

About fifty years ago I got the Tetofsky apple from Ingraham 

Gould, a nurseryman of Beaver Dam, Wis., who had it on his list 

under the name of Russian crab. He got it from a man in Mil- 

waukee, who had received it from a man in Canada. About five to 

eight years later it was boomed as Tetofsky. I sold 2,000 scions to 

J. C. Plumb, of Milton, Wis., for $38. About thirty years ago I 
planted Tetofsky seed at Owatonna, Minn. One tree of fine growth 

and appearance I called Dartt’s Hybrid. From its habit of growth 

and the size and color of its fruit I thought it a cross with the. Hislop 

crab. The fruit is rather large for a crab but much too small to be 

called an apple. It is beautifully colored and of excellent quality 

for canning and preserving. The original tree is now in fine con- 

dition. It has never blighted badly, though standing within thirty 
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feet of a very large Transcendent. One year it bore fourteen bushels 
of apples. This variety is now called Dartt for short. I have twen- 

ty-seven varieties of its seedlings on the tree station, nearly all of 

which are fine looking trees. Many of them have been brought into 

bearing by girdling. Dartt No. 22 is a beautiful red apple of 

medium size and good quality. Dartt No. 13 is of full medium size, 

slightly conical, with long slender stem, and promises to be a keeper. 

Now that we know that all new seedlings average small and that we 

may reasonably expect much increase in size in later productions a 

very interesting field opens up before us. If we plant the seeds of 

Dartt No. 22 and Dartt No. 13, what shall the harvest be? Shall we 

get apples as big as pumpkins and that will keep a whole year? Very 

likely, for pumpkins do not always grow large, and the Ditus Day 

seedling keeps two years. 

KEEPING BEES ROR FERTILIZATION. 

A. discussion. 

Mrs. H. G. Acklin: Is it advisable and practicable for a horti- 
culturist to keep a few colonies of bees for the proper fertilization of 

fruit ? 
Mr. Parks: I can give no definite facts, but in a general way 

I should say it would be. We have kept bees and fruit for thirty 

years. A few years ago I lost all my colonies but one, and that 

being very weak I had but few bees, and I had a light crop of fruit. 

I laid the fact to a considerable extent to the loss of the bees. I 

should say it was decidedly preferable to have bees for the proper 

fertilization of fruit. 
Mr. E.R. Pond: I can speak from experience also. I have 

kept bees all my life, but I know in our neighborhood there are green- 

houses where they make a practice of keeping a swarm of bees in 

the greenhouse in order to fertilize the flowers. They have to pur- 
chase them every fall as it uses a colony up during the winter. They 

found it profitable to do that, so I think it must be quite profitable 

to keep bees for fertilizing purposes. 

The President: The first three or four years I was in this 

territory no one could raise a squash or pumpkin. They are fer- 

tilized mainly by bumblebees, but there were no bumblebees there 

then. But after the bees came we had no trouble in raising them. 

I think Mr. Patten could tell us something about that. 

Mr. C. G. Patten (Iowa): I have little to say upon the sub- 
ject as I do not keep any bees, but I should always advise my neigh- 
bors to keep bees., In a general way we know that pollen is required 
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to pollenize the different varieties, and that the pollen of one variety 
is much more susceptible to a certain variety than that of another. 

The bees in warm weather flit around from one tree to another, and 

they distribute the variety of pollen that is just adapted to the variety 
of fruit in the orchard. 

The President: Some are pollenized by the wind, some by the 

pollen simply falling as is the case with corn. A great many de-. 

pend upon the bees and other insects. I was very much interested 

in watching the bees in my Caragana trees. The aperture in the 

flowers was so small that they had to raise the upper petals to get in, 

and when they did raise them up a portion of the pollen adhered to 

the back of the bee,and when he went tothe next flowerhe left a part 
in that flower. I watched where they went, and I could see how 

nicely that was planned for the bees to do that work that never 

would have been done in any other way. 

Protecting Trees from Rabbits in Winter.—Rabbits have rarely 

harmed trees set on land bare of grass and weeds, but seemed to take 

especial pains to ruin trees on land containing a heavy growth of 

clover. My conclusions are that the less protection we give rabbits 

by way of grass, weeds and other hiding places in the orchard, the 

less liable they are to disturb the trees. The orchards can be easily 

protected by wrapping the trees with old newspapers, straw or corn- 

stalks. The latter can be tied close around the trees. I prefer the 

paper. It should reach up the tree two or three feet, so the rabbits 

cannot gnaw above the unprotected part in case of a deep snow. 

Tying the papers with string is rather slow and unhandy. I 

now use wire. I procure rather small wire, such as is used for bal- 
ing hay, and cut it into three or four inch lengths. When the paper 

is wrapped around the tree two or three pieces of the wire are bent 

around over the paper. It is not necessary to twist the ends of the 
wire together, as it should be stiff enough to hold the paper when 

bent until the ends come together. 

The wires are easily removed in the spring and are put on much 
more rapidly than tying with string. I double the paper in strips of 

several thicknesses and place them up and down the tree. This 

should be just wide enough to reach around the tree and by this 

means several thicknesses are secured at one time. Some growers 

smear the trunks of the trees with soft soap, oils, etc., but I prefer the 

plan just described.—G. W. B. 
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of scarlet flowers throughout the early part of the summer. It 

seems to be perfectly hardy, and well adapted for places where a 

delicate rather than a heavy foliage climber is wanted. After the 

flowers have gone, the fruit clusters are quite as ornamental as in 

most other plants of this class. 

THE SOUTHERN MINNESOTA HORTICULTURAL 
SOCIETY. 

JONATHAN FREEMAN, DELEGATE, AUSTIN. 

The eighth annual meeting of the Southern Minnesota Horti- 

cultural Society was held at Austin, Nov. 20, 21 and 22, 1900. 

Although I was elected a delegate to your honorable body at 

the previous meeting held at Albert Lea, still, because of a trial 
change of time of meeting, my successor will pardon me for appar- 

ently and necessarily trespassing upon his field, in reporting the acts 

and doings of our society to the present. 

Although the organization was a full fledgling from its first 

meeting proper, still, as told by our worthy friend and its god- 
father, Mr. C. Wedge, the surroundings at its birth were rather 
unprepossessing and discouraging. But, as suggested before, after - 

it had an existence, through the nurturing care and strenuous ef- 

forts of its Wedge, Kimball, Hawkins and others, in connection 

with encouraging visits and actual vital assistance from active hor- 

ticulturists in other parts of our own state, and especially from 

those in several northeast counties of lowa, it has grown and la- 

bored most of the time like a young athlete. As a state organiza- 

tion, in numbers I believe you stand at the head of the class, and 

we opine that we are assisting you well in retaining that position 

by our numbers of ninety-seven, sixty-three and seventy-two, sev- 

erally, for the years ’98, ‘99 and 1goo. 

Nevertheless we are crest-fallen when we observe our decrease 

instead of increase in numbers since 1898. We are anxiously in- 

quiring of each other, ““What’s the matter?” Why are we also illus- 

trating the facts of history and astronomy, by an “ebb and flow 
of tide,” or the “perigee and apogee of the moon,” in human and 
earthly affairs? And while this is true, those who do attend gen- 

erally acknowledge that the programs as prepared and executed 

have continued to improve, being deeply interesting and highly in- 

structive. 
Now, because of the wide expanse that the state organization 

covers, don’t you flatter yourselves too much and be led to depre- 

ciate us somewhat because of our limited field. Please remember 
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that Fillmore, Mower and Freeborn counties combined cover a ter- 

ritory over two-thirds larger than the state of Rhode Island and 

some larger than the state of Delaware. The above states yield 

large quantities of fruits and vegetables. 

Knowing something of soil, climate and general conditions of 

all these sections, allow me to express judgment, that, providing 

the demand ever exists, our district of the three counties named 

can and will produce much more annually than either of the states 

mentioned. Now, aren’t we “some pumpkins,” and are not our pos- 

sibilities beyond measure? Our opportunities are fine, and some 

of us are beginning to improve them. We gladly acknowledge the 

much that we have received from the state society. We greatly ap- 

preciate the assistance from our brother horticulturists from north- 

eastern Iowa, even if some of them are nurserymen, who neces- 

sarily are watched and criticized by the farmers, as well as those 

occupying our own field. We are not in the back seat as regards 

nurserymen. The few in our field are doing a healthy, growing 

business. 

All of the following figures are for the years ’98 and ’gg, as I 

have been unable to obtain them: for the present year. 

Our most prominent nurseryman, with whom most of you 

have had a favorable acquaintance and association for years, sold 

in the spring of 1899 nearly 27,000 fruit trees and nearly 165,000 

shade and forest trees. Since then he has been largely extending 

his metes and bounds and, doubtless, increasing his sales. Several 

others are doing an increasing business. And we are on the border 

land of several live, extensive, thorough and helpful dealers in 

northern Iowa. It is estimated that within our limits there are at 

least an average of twenty fruit trees, in a thrifty condition, per one 

quarter section. The level prairie sections of the three counties, 

as regards soil, subsoil, etc., are as well adapted to fruit of all north- 

ern varieties and forest trees as any known prairie section, and 

certainly most of Fillmore county is as well adapted as any of the 
old fruit sections of the east as far as soil, location and ex- 

posure are concerned. There are many farmers averaging an- 

nually twenty-five to one hundred bushels of apples, largely 

as yet in alternate years, and a few from five hundred to 

three thousand bushels on such alternate years, with a grand 

average perhaps of ten or more bushels per quarter section. 

A correspondent from Fillmore county says, ““Could the crop 

for 1898 of Fillmore county be known, it would be immense and 
would surprise the natives. Of the 8,804 bushels mentioned, 

above 5,150 bushels were grown and shipped by three individuals, 
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and 3,654 bushels were bought and shipped by one merchant, and 

this is only one drop in the bucket of what the whole county pro- 
duced.” Another from Mower, “One farmer, in 1898, grew eight 

hundred bushels, and the county, as a whole, grew its share of the 

estimated 800,000 bushels for the state.” Another from Freeborn, 

“Should estimate that not far from ten bushels of apples were 
raised on each quarter section.’ Of course the above figures are 
for the known abundant year of 1898: The yield of 1899 was from 

no per cent to perhaps fifty per cent for individual farmers. The 

yield for 1900 would have made a good showing if it had not been 

for the early dropping, just as the eastern crop would have been im- 

mense if the great wind storm had not done its premature harvest- 

ing. As for berries and vegetables, if only the effort is made we 

need no sympathy from and ought to offer no excuse to any other 
section of our wide domain. 

Now, brother members of the state society, I think you will 
agree with me, that our district is spacious enough, it’s soil and 

other requisites are sufficiently ample and that some members of 
our society are fully alive to the interests of horticulture and able 

in the discussion of topics relating thereto: but why cannot the 

‘present nucleus of members succeed in getting a much larger per 
cent to attend our meetings and thereby become more deeply inter- 
ested in this branch of farming? Tell us how to arouse the lethar- 

gic, to allay personal pique arising from business, political and so- 

cial experiences, to weaken ultra-selfishness that would not bestow 

a little on another while receiving much for oneself! 
I must stop moralizing, yet facts are what we must face in this 

world, not theory. It is well for us at these annual gatherings to 

enjoy the good things of intellectual and social feasts, but it is more 
important that we carefully, justly and clearly consider ways and 

means for more improvement and greater success in those lines of 
effort and fields of action where there seems to be the most friction 

and surrounded by many unfavorable circumstances. 

Why cannot there be more local societies better supported, 

thus extending the good work into many fields, the parent society 

thus stronger for its special sphere of action? 

We ask you for light, help and encouragement, not only for 

our own success and usefulness, but that other sections of our grand 

state may be induced by our good and effectual works to arise and 

organize local societies for the upbuilding of the good cause locally 

as well as the strengthening of the parent society. 
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PROFIT IN HORTICULTURE. WILL IT PAY HERE? 
C. F. GARDNER, OSAGE, IA. 

(Read before the So. Minn. Hort. Society.) 

Mankind is never satisfied. A few years ago it was generally 

believed that we never could grow apples of any kind in this latitude 

with profit ; they are now grown in such quantities, every other year, 

that thousands of bushels rot on the ground, mainly through the 

carelessness and ignorance of the grower, who fails to pick and ship 

them to market before it is too late. There is money to be made 

with the apples now grown if they are properly handled. 

We have found that we can grow apples here, but we are really 

in the first stage of the business; the same as it is in all new coun- 

tries, the first to succeed and do well are summer and fall varieties. 

The winter varieties will come in due time if we have a little patience 

and attend to our business. They will be produced right here at 

home, in the northwest. There are kinds already known, seedlings 

produced by horticulturists that give great promise of helping fill 

up our list of winter varieties. 
Pears and all varieties of the European plum will not pay for 

the room they occupy, except on the grounds of the professional 

horticulturist to be used for the purpose of growing blossoms for 

cross-fertilizing purposes. Such plums as the Wyant, Wolf, Sur- 
prise, Stoddard, J. B. Rue, Rollingstone, Rockford, Miner, Hawkeye, 

Hammer, Forest Garden, Comfort, De Soto, Bixby, Aitkin and 

Adams can be grown with profit anywhere in this latitude. When I 

say this, I mean if they are planted on land suitable for the plum. 

The plum needs plenty of moisture, and must have it, to succeed 

well. Avoid planting on dry knolls. They will do well on all first 
class corn land, cultivated and kept clean. After the trees are 

started, all cultivation should be shallow, never cutting the roots of 

the trees. These plums readily bring $2.00 per bushel in our home 

market. 

There is one plum we have been fruiting for two years that, in 

my opinion, is far ahead of anything yet introduced, and I predict 
that in less than five years more trees will be sold of it than of any 

other plum now known. It originated at Ames, Iowa, a few years 

ago, and is the product of crossing the blossom of a De Soto with 

pollen from one of the Japan plums. It is as hardy as the De Soto, 

the fruit is of fair size, and its quality is not surpassed by any of the 

finest European plums. It is a freestone, the skin absolutely free 

from astringency, no sour deposit around the pit; in fact, it is the 

ideal plum. It will soon be on the market. It has been named 

Japan Hybrid No. 2. 
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Will horticulture pay here? No matter what business one may 

be in, if he is successful he must understand that business. In horti- 

culture he must know the value of fertilizers and how to apply them. 

He must know how to fight insects and bugs. He must study out 

and adopt the best way to conserve moisture. As a rule, we suffer 

more from lack of water than from excess. When this rule is re- 

versed, he must understand how to get rid of it. He must grow low 

headed trees, and in order to do this he must understand the art of 

pruning. Bean pole pruning will not do for this climate. No one 

denies but what it pays to grow small fruits here; it also pays to 

plant out windbreaks, or shelter belts, ornamental trees and shrubs, 

to protect and ornament our homes. Horticulture carried on by the 

intelligent, observing man will pay, but not otherwise. 

As for quality, cultivation alone will improve it wonderfully, 

in all varieties of fruits. Good cultivation and thinning the crop 

cause all the difference between those superb specimens of fruit 

which grace the tables in our show rooms and such miserable fruit 

as we sometimes see borne on the grass grown, weed choked, mice 

enawed trees of the slipshod farmer’s grounds, planted out with 

hardly the expectation, but rather with a sort of dim hope, that they 

would grow and take care of themselves. Good fruit is always 

grown under the eye of vigilance and industry. 

Mr. Thomas said, “The assertion may be made with safety, that 

more trees are lost from neglected after culture than from all other 

causes put together. Horticulture rightly directed will pay here. 

In addition to growing fruits, let every one owning land plant out 

trees and shrubs, the number depending upon the space desired to 

ornament—not crowded together nor in straight lines, but naturally 

and judiciously, allowing glimpses of distant views, and yet suff- 

ciently near the residence to afford a refreshing shade. Clustered 
in the nooks and corners, let the various flowering shrubs perfect 

their bloom in masses, so arranged that in the varied tints an added 
charm may each succeeding day be seen and felt. Along the borders 

of the walks, place neatly executed beds of flowers, few and plain, 

yet filled with choicest plants. By such means we make home dearer 

to ourselves and weave attractions around the spot that yield a fund 

of pleasure unsurpassed. And as the years roll on, each plant and 

tree therein becomes to us as a trusty friend, endeared by sweet 

associations of the past and bound by recollections of the care be- 

stowed upon its younger growth.” 
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MY WAY OF LAYING OUT THE VINEYARD AND 
PLANTING THE VINES. 

A. D. LEACH, EXCELSIOR. 

Having decided on the amount of land to be planted and having 

put it in good condition as for a crop of corn, provide yourself with 

three or more stakes (as the lay of the ground may require) nine 

feet long. Carefully mark each stake at seven and one-half feet 
from the bottom end. Stick them up in a straight line across the 

piece where you want the first row. Then with a steady team and 

plow, make a straight furrow where the first row is to be, using the 

stakes for guides, and moving them over as you come to them, seven 

and one-half feet for the second row. Having reached the end of 

the first row, measure off for the second, marking the ground where 

that row is to start; then set that stake over for your guide in the 

third row, follow the stakes back, moving them over as you come to 

them as before. In marking the third row, set the stakes over nine 

feet or the full length of the stakes, making the space between the 
third and fourth rows nine feet. After the fourth row is marked 

two more rows seven and one-half feet apart,—then one nine, and so 

continue (making the distance between every third and fourth row 

nine feet) until all the rows are marked. 

Then turn and cross-mark where the vines are to be set in the 

same way every eight or nine feet—as you may prefer. I like nine 

feet apart best for most vines. 

If the land should be too steep to cross-mark, then the best way 

will be to set the vines by a pliable wire-iine stretched along the row. 

Carefully mark the distance apart you want your vines by winding 

a thoroughly waxed string two or three times around the wire, and 

tying firmly so it will not slip. Then set your marking stakes across 

the rows about two feet outside from where you want the first vine 

in each row, in a straight line. Now procure a good strong stake 

and fasten your wire firmly to it, as far from the first string as your 

guide stakes are from the place where you want the first vine, in each 

row. Drive your stake in line with your guide stakes, and also in 

line with the first row. Take the wire along the row to the other end 

of the plat, fasten it to another good stake, stretching it tight along 

the furrow or row and about a foot from the ground. If the ground 

is uneven, stakes may be driven along the row where needed, and 

the wire fastened to them with staples to hold the wire up or down, 

as the case may require. I like the furrowing much the best where 

it can be done, as it does away with all sighting and line-stretching, 

and saves some digging for the vines, if well done. 

My reason for the wide rows is that I have found it very ditf-- 
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cult to fertilize my grapes when they need it, as the rows are too 

narrow to drive through with a wagon. With this plan it can be 

easily done, and have the same number of vines to the acre as if set 

eight feet apart, and I do not think it would be any detriment to the 

crop. 
I will say here that I prefer a south or east slope for grapes, and 

some protection on the north and west is desirable, but not essential. 

The rows should always run parallel with hill or slope, to prevent 

washing. 
If the rows run east and west, I always train the vine to the 

east, and if north and south, to the north. 

In planting the vines we will start with the first vine on the 

east or south side of the plat, as the case may be, where the first vine 

is to stand as shown by the marks, or wire, and dig a sloping hole, 

deep and broad enough so the roots can be well spread, and as far 

down as they will reach. 

Place the vine in the hole two or three inches deeper than it 

stood in the nursery, spread and straighten the roots carefully, and 

work some of the soil among them until well covered. Fill up the 

hole, packing the soil firmly with your feet and then throw an inch 

or so of loose soil over the top to prevent evaporation. 

Pass to the next vine and set in the same way, always being 

careful that the top of the vine is just where it should be, and so 

continue until all are set. Then level the ground with the harrow. 

IRRIGATION. 
Cc. W. SPICKERMAN, EXCELSIOR. 

In my opinion, irrigation in Minnesota will have-to be experi- 

mented with considerably before it can be brought to a state of per- 

fection. 

Water should be at command equal to a good shower and then 

applied so to get at the roots of the plants to be irrigated. If this 

cannot be done more harm will probably be done than good. When 

plants begin to get dry the feeding fibers or roots near the surface 

die or become dormant, and at this time if a small amount of water 

be applied the roots put out a new growth and then for the want of 

more water die, which exhausts the plant instead of benefiting it. 
Also where a small amount of water is used so it does not reach 

down to moisture below it does not form a chain or connection with 

moisture so to produce capillary attraction, and the hot sun coming 

down causes a hot vapor or steam which seems to cook the plants, 

making them wilted and sickly looking, and later on if it comes on 

to rain they do not seem to do well. Better have one plant on one 
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acre well watered than to have ten plants or ten acres with a little 

water sprinkled on the surface. 

The mode of applying water seems to be done in different ways 

by different people. Some spray or sprinkle a little water on the sur- 

face of the ground. Others remove some of the dry earth near the 

base of the plants and then apply the water and as soon as it is well 

soaked in return the earth, to prevent baking and evaporation. In 

my judgment this is a very good way to do with vegetables. 

With strawberries, raspberries, blackberries and all small fruit 

in general I have had the best success in making a little ditch along 

the row with a hoe, applying the water to the ditch at the highest 

point in the row and letting it run along the ditch (on clay soil) 
from two to four hours. 

A word in regard to the proper time to begin to apply water. 

Some hold to the idea of not letting the plants get dry, like the man 

who said he never was hungry for the simple reason he always ate 

before he got hungry. 

My experience is that strawberries if well mulched, and shrubby 

fruit if well cultivated,will go along in good growing condition even 

if there is no rain until about one week before the fruit begins to 

ripen. Then give the ground a good soaking around the base of the 

plants, after which keep the ground loosened up on the surface, and 

in about ten days give them the second wetting, which will carry 

them through to completion of fruiting or till rain begins to come. 
I think if there was no later rain if one would cut out the fruiting 

canes immediately, as soon as the fruit was picked, and keep up a 

fine surface cultivation they would produce good canes for fruiting 

the next season. 

As to irrigating trees, I have had a limited experience, but the 

experience I have had brings me to the conclusion that fruit trees 

should not be left till they are very dry and then give them a soak- 

ing around the base of the tree only, as it is liable to cause a tree 

heavily loaded with fruit to shed its fruit prematurely. In my 

judgment a two year old should have a shallow ditch about one foot 

wide two feet off from the base of the tree.and apply the water to 

the ditch. For trees ten years old or more I would suggest to make 

the shallow ditch two to three feet wide and from four to six feet 

from the base of the tree and fill it with water. The next day fill 

the ditch with earth or some heavy mulch and let it remain from two. 

to four days,then remove the covering and water again the same as 

before and continue to water in this way until it rains. In irrigating 

in no case would I put any water on the leaves or stalks of trees or 

plants—simply apply water to the ground that comes in contact with 

the roots. 
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BLACKBERRIES, CURRANTS AND GOOSEBERRIES 
FOR MINNESOTA. 

A. O. HAWKINS, CHOWEN. 

I will not describe any but such varieties as have been well 

tried and have proven the most satisfactory in our northern climate. 

My experience in fruit raising has been ona clay soil in the vicinity 

of Minneapolis. 

BLACKBERRIES. 

Snyder and Ancient Briton are among the best. The Snyder 

is well known and one of the hardiest and best for Minnesota. It 

is early, sweet and juicy. 
Ancient Briton is not quite as hardy as Snyder but yields bet- 

ter. It produces large fruit stems and good sized, firm berries of 

fine quality that carry well to market. One of the best for either 

home use or market. 

CURRANTS. 

The most satisfactory kinds for home use are White Grape, 

Red Dutch and Stewart. The most profitable varieties for market 

are Long Bunch Holland, Prince Albert and Red Dutch. White 

Grape.—Fruit large, yellowish white and of excellent quality ; bush a 

hardy, vigorous grower and enormously productive; should be the 

first currant planted for home use. The only fault I have with this 

variety is its color. It can not be sold in large quantities on the 

markets. 

Stewart.—Berries bright red, firm, large, late and of the best 

quality; bush an upright, healthy, vigorous grower, attaining a large 

size. This variety more than any other requires a rich, heavy soil 

and good cultivation. It is productive, but the berries cannot be 

picked rapidly on account of the leaves. 
Long Bunch Holland.—Berries medium size, bright red, firm, 

very late and of inferior quality; bunches long, close together and 

well hidden in the center of the bush. It can be picked very rap- 

idly. For market it is one of the most profitable. The bush is 
extremely hardy and long lived. It is a very vigorous grower and 

attains a larger size than any other red variety I know of. It does 

not fruit heavily till five or six years old. 

Prince Albert—Very much like the Long Bunch Hollen 
Fruit a very little better but not as attractive, being a pale red. 

Red Dutch—This old, well-known sort is still one of the best 

for either home use or near market where taken care of properly. 

They must be kept in vigorous growth so the leaves do not drop 

off before the berries are picked. 
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GOOSEBERRIES. 

Red Jacket.—I believe this variety is the coming gooseberry 

for Minnesota. It is a strong, healthy, vigorous grower, and hard- 

ier than the Downing. The fruit is about one inch in diameter, red, 

smooth and of good quality. It is quite thick skinned and carries 
well to market, even when ripe. I have had it fruit four years. This 

variety will hereafter probably be known by the name Josselyn (the 

introducer), or Josselyn Red Jacket, because there is an inferior 

‘sort sent out from England by the same name. I have tried the 

Houghton, which is too small to sell well. 

The Downing is not quite hardy enough for northern Minne- 
sota and often mildews. The Smiths, Hicks and Industry are al- 

most worthless here, especially the last two named. 

PLUM CULTURE. 

L. Z. SMITH, MANKATO. 

From the numerous quantities of wild plums found on every 

hand throughout the northwest it would seem to the casual observer 

that the growing of budded or grafted plums would be an easy mat- 

ter. While it has been conclusively demonstrated to the satisfaction 
of all horticulturists that certain varieties of natives can be success- 

fully and profitably grown in the state, yet we are aware that lots 

of money and labor has been lost in the attempt to secure a success- 

ful plum orchard. We shall not try to enumerate the numerous 

causes of failure, but will endeavor to give what we believe to be a 
reasonable method to produce and care for a plum orchard. 

As to location I would prefer a light loam with a clay subsoil 

on a north hill slope; however, if such a location is not to be had, 

plant in the most convenient place and try to add by artificial means 

what nature has failed to provide. If planting in light, slow soil 

with clay subsoil, I would use a three year old tree budded or grafted 

on native roots, as they are undoubtedly stronger in penetration and 

will furnish more vitality to the growing stalk than French roots. 

Great care should be used in planting to see that good large holes 

are prepared, so that the roots will have loose, soft dirt to adhere to, 

and be sure to get them down good and deep. Hundreds of trees 

. are lost every year by not being planted deep enough. They should 

be planted three or four inches deeper than they were in the nursery 

rows, so that the crown or collar of the roots will not be exposed to 

atmospheric changes. Slant the tree slightly to the southwest; see 

that the roots are in a natural position and fill in with top dirt, press- 
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ing it firmly around the roots, leaving the ground slightly dishing 

toward the tree. If planting for commercial purposes, plant in 
rows ten to twelve feet each way and give them a shallow but 

thorough cultivation until the trees are large enough to partially 

shade the ground. If you notice an unusual or abnormal growth, 

which will sometimes occur in some varieties, cut them back slightly 

in the latter part of August. It will have a tendency to prevent 

blight or winter-killing. Examine your trees occasionally in the 

spring and summer and be ready with the sprayer to check the in-_ 

roads of devastating insects that prey upon the plum family. 

To the planter who only wishes to raise a sufficient quantity to 

use for home consumption good results can be obtained by selecting 

a dozen or so of the most promising native sorts. If the soil in the 
location is not too strongly productive, plant in a group and keep 

them constantly mulched, using old hay for that purpose, spreading 

it on, say eight to ten inches deep, over the entire surface of the 

ground. The mulching will not only serve the purpose of cultiva- 

tion but will keep the ground loose and moist through the summer 

season, and also prevent cracking in winter by freezing. We are 

aware that mulching will create a harbor for injurious insects, but 
the proper use of the sprayer at the right time will do away with that 

danger. Such are the conclusions we have reached from our ob- 

servations and experience with the native varieties. 

As to the European and Japan sorts would say to the small 

planter, let them alone, for if you plant them your only reward will 

be the loss of your labor and expense. We are also aware that some 

experimenters have not only produced some fine samples of the 

Japan and European sorts but have succeeded by careful nursing 

in preserving the trees in a fair condition, but we do not consider 

them at all reliable for practical planting. 

In conclusion, we desire to offer a few words of encouragement 
to any who might desire a plum orchard and who have met with 

failure in that line. Bear in mind that hundreds of plum trees are 

sent into the state every season that are not adapted to this latitude 

and are in a damaged condition on arrival. Perhaps you may have 

been so unfortunate as to get some of that class. Some of the draw- 

backs that caused your failure in the past might be overcome by new 

methods at the present time. Take our advice and make another 

trial by selecting a few of the best native sorts from some reliable’ 

source in the state and carefully following the instructions laid down 

by the state experimenters, and you will be rewarded for your trouble 

by a bountiful supply of rich, luscious fruit. 
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WILFERT’S WINTER SEEDLING APPLE. 

ANDREW WILFERT, CLEVELAND. 

It is an all winter apple, in quality equal to the Belleflower. It 

is a seedling of the Ben Davis, but the shape of the apple and the hol- 

low core indicates that it is a cross between a Ben Davis and a 

Belleflower. The tree when young is an upright, vigorous grower, 

but after raising several crops of apples, from having such heavy 

loads to carry, the top becomes spreading, which gives the trees a 

fine appearance. The seed from which this tree was grown was 

planted in spring of 1866. It was never known to blight nor be in- 

jured by the cold winters in thirty-five years. The original tree 

was destroyed when twenty years old by hogs undermining it. There 

are six trees in existence that the originator knows of, that were 

grafted in 1880, and they are considerably larger than Wealthy trees 

that were set out at the same time. 

WILFERT’S WINTER SEEDLING. 
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LAYING OUT THE ORCHARD AND PLANTING THE 
TREES. 

C. P. BLAIR, ST. CHARLES. 

A country home does not seem to us complete without an or- 

chard of a few trees, and we will try to give a few hints to the be- 

ginner as to what we think is the best way to proceed. The setting 

out of an orchard is a permanent improvement and ought to be 

carefully considered. The first thing to be considered is, what is the 
best location we have for the home and the orchard. Some prefer 

a northern slope, which you may not have. We do not think that 

a slope in any particular direction is a necessity. If you have land 
high enough to not be frosty, it will make a good location for an 

orchard. There are so many high winds and big storms, that we 

think that a protection for the home and the orchard is a good thing 

to have. We think that a protection on three sides of the orchard 

and home is very desirable on the north, west and the south sides. 

So few of our high winds and big storms come from the east that a 

windbreak on that side is not quite as necessary as on the other side. 

Where you have a natural grove on any side be sure to save it as 

a protection for the home. Where a naturaf grove does not exist 

we think that it will pay to grow one to protect the home and 

orchard. 

The land where you intend to set your orchard should 

be plowed in the fall, and in the spring it should be nicely pulverized 
with a disk. . 

I like to set apple trees in rows both ways, twenty-one feet apart 

each way, soas to cultivate the ground for a few years, while the trees 

are young. At twenty-one feet apart the trees will be in every sixth 

row, of rows three feet and a half apart. After the land has been 

thoroughly pulverized you can mark off the land both ways so as 

to set the trees in the checks at twenty-one feet apart each way. 

At twenty-one feet apart you can put ninety-eight trees per acre. 

We think that on the outside next to the protecting grove a space 

of at least two rods ought to be left vacant, and if the protecting 

grove is willows the space should be not less than four rods wide. 
Be sure and dig the holes large enough so that the roots can be 

straightened out as they grew in the nursery. We like to set the 

trees at least three or four inches deeper than they grew in the 

nursery. Let the roots of the trees stand in water for an hour or 

more before setting out. Trim off all of the broken roots; trim 

off all of the broken limbs; also trim off and cut back fully one-half 

of the top of the tree to be set out. If the ground is not moist 
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enough, we like the plan of throwing in a half pail of water after 

we have the roots covered a little and then finish covering the roots. 
Soon after the trees have been set out mulch them with some coarse 

manure, so as to keep the sun and winds from drying up the soil 

around the young trees in time of drouth. I do not think that | 

ought to advise as to what varieties to get, but see what varieties 

do the best in your locality. Also consult the list recommended 

by the horticultural society for the state of Minnesota. 

PLANT FOOD FOR HORTICULTURAL CROPS. 

PROF. HARRY SNYDER, MINN. STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, 

ST. ANTHONY, PARK. 

During recent years the attention of scientists has been given not 

only to the feeding of farm animals, but also to the feeding of agri- 

cultural and horticultural crops. There is a marked similarity be- 

tween the subjects of animal feeding and plant feeding. In the 

case of animals, the influence which certain foods have upon the 

development of the body and the production of muscle, bone and 

fat are comparatively well understood. The laws which underlie 

the development and growth of plants are, in general, similar to the 

laws which govern the development and growth of animal bodies. 

In the case of animals, the effects of food are capable of being ob- 

served more accurately than in the case of plants under ordinary 

conditions of cultivation. This is because the food of animals is 

capable of being restricted to what is supplied by man, while in the 

case of plants nature supplies at least a part and in some cases all 

of the food. } 
The subject of the feeding of plants is an exceedingly interest- 

ing one, and our knowledge in regard to it has been enriched by the 

well known methods of sand and water culture experiments. As a 

result of numerous experiments which have been carried on by vari- 

ous scientists in this country and Europe during the last fifty years, 

the function, or part, in plant economy which certain elementary 

subjects take is now fairly well established, and the elements needed 

to enrich an impoverished soil may now be determined with a fair 

degree of accuracy, and with the proper methods of farming, in- 

cluding the rotation of crops and use of farm manures, there is no 

necessity for the use of concentrated or commercial fertilizers. For 

horticultural purposes, however, where large yields are desired from 

small areas, or when a special object is sought, as the forcing of a 

crop in any particular way, then commercial fertilizers are beneficial. 

In order to make a proper use of them, however, certain general 
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principles should be kept in mind. These principles simply conform 
to the general laws of plant growth. An indiscriminate use of the 

ingredients in commercial fertilizers is nearly akin to the indis- 

criminate use of patent medicines. A few simple home remedies, — 

however, are often effective and valuable and can be safely used. 

So with commercial fertilizers, if properly used they give good re- 

sults. One of the most frequent errors in the use of commercial 
fertilizers is the application of the wrong fertilizer. This causes an 

unbalanced feeding of the plant. 

In the use of plant food in commercial forms it should be the 

object, (1) to supplement that which is in the soil and also (2) to 

assist the crop in obtaining some element which, possibly, it may 
have difficulty in assimilating. In case that one wishes to use con- 

centrated fertilizers it should be remembered that nitrogenous 

manures have a tendency to produce large leaves, rich green in color, 

and to cause a growth of luxuriant foliage. If the plant is over 

stimulated with nitrogenous food, there is a tendency to cause pro- 

longed growth of the crop. While nitrogen is one of the most es- 

sential and valuable plant food elements, it nevertheless produces 

an unbalanced growth when not properly combined with other plant 

food elements, or when used in excessive amounts. Take a potato 

crop, for example. Suppose that a heavy dressing of nitrate of soda 

and no other kind of manure were used. The result would be a 

large growth of vines and leaves, and with a good water supply the 

tops would remain green till late in the season. From the appear- 

ance of the foliage and vines, an abundant yield of tubers would be 

expected, but when the potatoes are harvested only a few small ones 

are obtained. The small crop is not due to the fact that nitrogen 

is of no value as a plant food, but it is due to the fact that the nitro- 

gen has not been properly combined with the other essential food 

elements. If in place of part of the nitrate of soda some potash 

and phosphate compounds had been used a balanced fertilizer would 

have been secured, and a larger crop obtained. From the numerous 

soil analyses which have been made in our chemical laboratory, 

nitrogen appears to be one of the elements that is liable to be the 

most deficient in the soil. The bulletins of our station have dealt 

with this subject, the nitrogen of soils, so extensively that I will 

refrain from considering it in detail. For general farming purposes, 

nitrogen can be obtained at no great expense by the well known 

method of simply growing clover and other leguminous crops. In 

the case of the horticultural crops where concentrated forms of 

nitrogen are required, some nitrogenous manures are frequently 
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necessary. The rate at which a nitrogenous manure should be ap- 

plied will, of course, depend entirely upon the soil and crop. 

Another plant food element which frequently requires some at- 

tention on the part of the horticulturist is potassium, or potash, as it 

is more commonly called. This element has much to do with im- 

parting vigor and stimulating plant growth; it is always found the 

most abundantly in plants in the active or growing parts. It takes 

an important part in the building up of the plant and the production 

of new cells. It is important in plant growth that the potash be as- 

similated in the early stages of plant life, otherwise restricted growth 

results, and a plant of low vitality is obtained. Potash alone will 

not accomplish these results, but it must be associated with nitrogen, 

phosphoric acid and other elements. The need of potash for our 

horticultural crops is, perhaps, not as imperative as the need of nitro- 

gen, because, as a rule, our soils are more liberally supplied with 

potash than with nitrogen or phosporic acid; nevertheless, there are 

some soils in the state that could be benefited for horticultural pur- 

poses if some form of potash dressing were employed. 

In addition to the nitrogen or potash, the only other element 

which crops may possibly require on ordinary soils is phosphorus 

in the form of phosphates. The amount of phosphorus in a fer- 

tilizer is usually referred to as its phosphoric acid content. The 

phosphates are associated with the nitrogenous compounds and 

stored up largely in the seeds of plants. In the production of seeds 

of the highest vigor and vitality, a good supply of phosphates is es- 
sential. Fruiting and seeding are stimulated by phosphate fer- 

tilizers. Not only is the seed, but also is the brilliancy of the flower 

influenced by different plant food elements, particularly phosphoric 

acid. As in the case of a nitrogenous or potash fertilizer, a phos- 

phate fertilizer when used alone may fail to fulfill its mission unless 

it is properly combined and works in harmony with the other es- 

sential elements of plant food. 
Definite rules for the combination of the essential elements of 

plant food can not be formulated because soils differ so widely in 

their composition, and then, too, crops differ materially as to their 

demands for plant food. For general horticultural purposes, 

medium or average dressings of commercial manures are preferable 

to heavy applications. In the case of well rotted manure, as high 

as thirty tons or more per acre may be safely used upon many crops, 

particularly corn, but in no case should more than 500 pounds of a 

commercial fertilizer be used for any crop, and in many cases less 
than half this amount is sufficient, unless, of course, experience 
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shows that a large application may be used. It should be remem- 

bered that in supplying plants with food, the same law holds true 

as in supplying animals with food. After the early stages of growth 

have been passed it is not possible for the food to be as valuable-as 

if supplied in the early stages of growth. In the case of a growing 

pig, for example, if he is supplied with simply a ration of corn until 

he has passed the growing period it is not possible, by subsequent 

feeding, to build a large frame work of muscle and bone. So with 

plants, if the food is not supplied in the early stages of growth it 

is not possible by subsequent application of fertilizers to secure as 

large or as thrifty plants as if the food had been supplied at an 

earlier period. 

The subject of plant food undoubtedly has an important part in 

producing new varieties of plants and also in the perpetuation of 

some desirable property. The subject of plant food is interesting 

not only to the farmer and horticulturist, but also to the floricult- 

urist. Take, for instance, any plant of a leafy nature, the leaves of » 

which are of a yellowish tinge and the plant in a generally unthrifty 

condition. If not more than half teaspoon of a mixture of nitrate 

of soda, sulphate of potash and acid phosphate of lime dissolved in 

half a gallon of water be fed to the plant a little at a time, for a few 

days, the influence of this plant food upon the foliage, vigor and 

general appearance of the plant will be apparent. If luxuriant 

foliage is desired the proportion of nitrate of soda should be in- 

creased. If flowers of greater brilliancy are sought then part of the 

nitrate should give way to more of the phosphate. 

The feeding of plants is founded upon a rational basis; it is 

simply supplying that which nature is unable to furnish because of 

an impoverished condition of the soil. The feeding of plants, like 

the feeding of animals, is an exact science based upon the laws of 

nature. Many of these laws, however, are as yet not perfectly 

understood, but it is hoped that in the near future our knowledge in 

regard to the subject of plant food will be more extensive. 
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THE TALE OF THE RINGS. 

HERMAN H, CHAPMAN, GRAND RAPIDS. 

How a forest records its history in its tree trunks is to be reveal- 

ed when the trees are felled. 
Every tree has its life history securely locked up in its heart. 

Each year of its growth a thin ring of wood is formed next to the 

bark and adjoining it a corresponding layer of bark. As the tree 

swells and swells, the bark is forced outward and splits into wide 

fissures. Much of it falls off altogether, but each ring of wood re- 

mains a faithful record of the year in which it was formed. When 

the ax or saw of the woodman ends the life of the tree and brings 
its body crashing to the earth, this record is unrolled before us, and 

by it we can determine almost every incident in the life and growth 

of the tree. 

Trees, as well as human beings, have their periods of struggle 

and hardship, their prosperous times, their terrible misfortunes and 

hair-breadths escapes, their injuries and recovery, and their com- 

plete submergence in a struggle in which the odds were too great for 

their feeble strength to cope with. 
Here is a sturdy oak whose tale revealed is that of steady per- 

severance in the face of difficulties—a slow, gradual growth, never 

checked, never daunted, till the final goal is reached, and it stands 

supreme, literally monarch of all it surveys. 

Here is a mighty spruce, which has a tale of perseverance, but 

of a different sort. The oak conquers by force of character, by its 

fighting qualities. The spruce succeeds by its ability to endure. It 

is like the patient Jew, frugal, living on what would be starvation 

to others, till when their day of strength is past, and sudden disaster 

overtakes them, it enters into its inheritance and prospers amazingly. 

See the record of this spruce, fifty, sixty, seventy years, each 

year represented by a ring so small that it takes great care to dis- 

tinguish them at all, and the whole seventy do not occupy the space 

of three inches at the heart of the tree. What a tale of hardship this 

sets forth. Other trees have pre-empted the light on which the ex- 

istence of the tree depends. The poor spruce must be content with 

the twilight that filters through the branches of its enemies, the 

poplar, birch and pine. But it is content. It knows that the young 

poplars or pines spring up beside it in the shade, but they can not 

endure, but will quickly die. It knows that the time will come when 
old age or disease will weaken the poplars, or perhaps a heavy wind 

will lay them low, and the spruce, old in years, but insignificant in 

stature, will escape injury, and still young in vitality will soon spring 
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ahead in the race. Now see its rings—it has made as much growth 
in ten years as in the preceding seventy and soon becomes a large 

tree. 

What does the stump of this old white pine teach us? Evident- 
ly something extraordinary has happened to it, for way in near the 

heart a black scar runs around the edge of one of the annual rings, 

for nearly one-fourth of its circumference, and outside of this the 

rings are no longer complete but have their edges turned in against 

the tace of this scar. Each subsequent ring reaches further across 

it. By the time they have met in the center many years have elapsed 

and there is a deep fissure where the scar once existd. But the later 

rings have bridged the gap and, growing thicker in the depression 

soon fill up the circumference of the tree to its natural roundness, 

leaving no sign of the old wound. What happened to the tree? 

While it was still young, its mortal enemy, the forest fire, swept 

through the woods, destroying most of its companions and burning 

a iarge strip of the tender bark on its exposed side, so that the bark 

died and fell off. But being better protected than the others and 

having still three-fourths of its bark left uninjured, it soon re- 

covered, and its stump reveals how successfully it strove to heal the 

wound and grow to maturity, to perpetuate its species. 

But as it takes many swallows to make the summer so it takes 

many trees to make a forest—and the forest has almost as much in- 

dividuality as the tree itself. Though each tree and each species 
struggle with each other for life and supremacy, yet, in a sense, 

they are helpful to each other and protect each other from their com- 

mon enemies of the forest, the wind and the fire. Other enemies 

there are,such as insects and disease,and sometimes the forest suffers 

so severely that its whole aspect is changed, and new species come 

in and replace the old. Much of this history the rings will reveal to 

us, as is the case in some of the following actual examples from 

studies recently made in the pine forests of northern Minnesota. 

In one locality where rather small Norway pine stood very close 

together, making a thick stand, it was found that almost without ex- 

ception the trees were of the same age—138 years. No matter how 

large or how tender the tree it was just as old as its neighbor. The 

rings on all these trees were very large at the heart, but as fifty or 

sixty years went by, they got narrower and narrower, until some of 

the smaller trees seemed hardly to grow at all. The reason was 

plain—there were too many trees—and as none would give up the 

struggle, all suffered alike. 

But they were not the only sufferers. Here and there we see 

a slender, struggling white pine, making a vain attempt to capture 
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its share of sun and rain. Count reveals that these white pines 

are also all of the same age, but unfortunately, only 126 years old. 

The Norways had twelve years the start of them, and the delay was 

fatal. 

How did it happen that these trees came in so thickly and all 

the same year? Perhaps further study will help us to find out. So 

we go to another cutting, over a mile from the first. Here we find 
many trees, about the size of those we have left, and counting the 

rings, we find them to be of the same age, 138 years. But here there 

is something more. Ina secluded nook stands a group of immense 

white and Norway pine trees, perhaps a dozen. These prove to be 

very old, but remarkably enough, also of even age, each stump show- 

ing 315 rings. Where is the rest of this patriarchal forest? Close 

about the few remaining may be seen the forms of many more, 

stretched upon the ground and slowly decaying. These have evi- 

dently been blown down, possibly after being killed by fire. Their 

fate gives us the clue to the disappearance of the others. It is plain 

that some time before 1763, a great disaster overtook the pine forest 

in this place. Most of it was wiped out of existence, either by fire 

or wind. But here and there a clump remains and from them in a 

favorable seed year came the seed which started the new and thriving 

crop of Norway pine. 

To find out if possible whether this conflagration or blow down 

was more than local, we go to a cutting some ten miles from our 

first, and here again the oldest and largest of the stand, which is all 

rather small, prove to be 138 years old. Whatever the cause then 

it must have operated over a large area, but this is not a thick stand 

—in fact there the many gaps, and much of the timber is limby and 

knotty, a sure sign that it has not been grown very close together, 

and soon we find that many, in fact, most of the trees are but Io1 

years old, there being two distinct age classes. 

How did this come about? Let us look at the older trees. 

Here upon one of them is a fire scar, made when the tree was 18 years 

of age. Upon another we find a similar scar, made in the same 

year. And on close examination we can hardly find one of the older 

trees free from the marks of this fire. How plain it is, that this 
fire, occurring just 120 years ago, or in the year 1781, when the 

young forest was 18 years of age, killed nearly all the young pine 

and gave the forest a blow from which in this place at least, it never 

fully recovered. But it did the best it could, for the age of the 

second class of trees, 101 years, shows that the young survivors of 

the fire grew rapidly until at the age of 38 years they were enabled 

to produce a crop of seeds, or possibly the old trees from which the 
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first ones came were still living and seeded down the ground a second 

time, so that a fairly good stand of trees was finally produced. 

These studies lead us to infer that pines reproduce themselves 

as forests, generally under exceptional or unusual circumstances, and 

that that is their natural way of maintaining themselves as species. 

The young white and Norway pine, especially the latter, cannot en- 

dure much shade when small, and could not possibly grow up as a 

thick forest under their own shade or the shade of other trees—yet 

we nearly always find them in dense groves. The rings tell us the 

secret. In the long period of 200 to 300 years during which the pines 

live, the ‘‘accident’’ of fire or wind becomes a certainty—and when 

a strip of forest is laid low or burned up, the neighboring trees stand 

ready to scatter the seed far and wide in the wind, and the new 

growth springs up and flourishes. 

This is nature’s method. But nature’s methods are so perfectly 

harmonized that but little is needed to throw them out of balance. 

Nature clears in strips and dashes seed there,and fires are rare and 

far apart. Man clears over wide areas and fires of his origin sweep 

repeatedly over his slashings. The young pine spring up even after 

the second and third fires, but by perseverence the fires finally 

destroy them all, and what nature intended to be the young pine 

forest becomes a barren wilderness. 

PROPAGATING NEW VARIETIES OF TREE FRUITS 
FROM SEED. 

Cc. L. WATROUS, DES MOINES, IOWA. 

(A talk.) 

I have listened with a great deal of interest to what Mr. Patten 

has said, and I am not disposed to take issue with anything he has 

said, because we in Iowa recognize the fact that he understands more 

about these things than any one of us or all of us put together. If 

I could say anything here that I thought would be really useful it 

would be to preach a sort of crusade, as Peter the Hermit did,to Mr. 

Patten, Mr. Burbank, Mr. Morrill, who has done so much for crabs, © 

and Mr. Williams, who has done so much for plums, who have all 

started on this fundamental course and brought together different 

strains of fruit out of which is to come the most promising varieties. 

What I want to preach is that the work should be taken up by all of 

us common people, by the pomologists, by the fruit growers general- 

ly, and my talk will be directed along that line. At the root of this, 

it seems to me, is the cause of our condition here in the northwest. 
What I want to say will apply to this inland upper Mississippi 
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valley. It is not for the sea coast of the United States. In England 

and France great honors have been heaped upon men, and very 

justly, who have brought plants from the far corners of the globe, 

and I believe that work is of great importance to any country situated 

by the sea. All over the globe the sea is a great equalizer in that 

the conditions are somewhat alike. But when you go away from the 

sea, one or two thousand miles inland to a great valley or a great 

plain, there you have an entirely different thing, and the honors are 

to be for those who work, as I believe, with growing seedlings in 
that region where they are to be. I have little confidence in the 
doctrine that we are to get any great good by using Russian or breeds 

from any other country. I have, however, a great deal of confidence 
in growing a great many seedlings by bringing together the best 

fruits we have already here. Now how shall we do that? We may 

buy or otherwise procure from the scientific men their crosses that 

they have started; our experiment stations may do that. Then let 

those scions be put into the hands of every man who has an orchard, 
and let him graft them in the top of a bearing tree, and let a com- 

mittee from your society, of your wisest men, give advice where 
they shall be grafted, and when the graft is in fruiting condition get 

a quantity of mosquito netting and sack up that graft in the branches 

of the tree where they have placed it and grow seedlings from the 

seed so produced. You want to protect it by mosquito netting on 

the graft alone. That is the work that should be done by every one 

of us common people who are simply fruit growers and not scientists 

at all. Let them blaze the way, and we can work after them. In- 
stead of having a few crosses, such as any one man can make, we can 

have a vast number of them. Then the seeds produced in this way 

may be sent to your central experiment station or to your university, 
if you have a good man there, or to some commercial grower of 

seedlings who is apt in the management and growth of seedlings, 

and let them be grown. 

I understand Mr. Burbank’s triumphs are not from the crosses 
he makes by hand, but after he has made carefully all these crosses, 
as Mr. Patten has told us about, then hundreds of thousands of other 

crosses are made and seedlings are grown, using mosquito netting 

sacks, and in that way he gets a great number of seedlings, and out 
of that great number some of them will contain the qualities of hardi- 

ness, healthfulness and long keeping that he desires. 

I spent a day on the place of Mr. Theodore Williams, in Ne- 

braska, this summer, and was very much impressed by what he did 

there and what I saw and with what he told us—that is, Prof. Craig 
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and myself. Among other things he told us his plan of getting 
earlier fruit. He says if you want to get earlier fruiting you should 
grow seedlings, as many as you please, of the first fruit that ripens. 

If a plum has been stung by a curculio, that is, if it ripens premature- 

ly,and the pit is good, get it and plant it. If you find down in the 
center of your apple tree, long after the crop has been gathered, an 

apple that was abnormal in ripening, that hung on long after the 

others were gone, gather the seeds and plant them, and you are 

liable to increase the length of the season. Every man who grows 

plums for market usually has to sell his plums when everybody else 

has plums to sell, but if he could market his plums when there were 

none in the market he could get a better price for them. I know 

of an extensive fruit grower in central lowa who says that is the 
only way he makes money. He visits his’ neighbors, reads news- 
papers but does not try to market plums, but when his neighbors’ 
plums are gone then he markets his. The same is true of cherries 

and all other fruits. The doctrine in which Mr. Williams has con- 

fidence more than anything else is this: If you expect to get good 
results from those seedlings which you plant, gather the seeds from 

the tree that, to use his own words, “is comfortable, that enjoys life 

in good soil, is sound and healthy, with the soil properly cultivated 

and enriched, from a tree that is having the best possible time in life 

apparently.” From seeds of such a tree he gets his best results, 

and he believes that a tree responds to such things exactly the same 
as an animal would. We all know how careful breeders are of their 
animals, to see that they are sound and healthy, not exposed to any 

bad influences, not abused, and his doctrine is that trees should be 

just as tenderly cared for and looked after as are animals if you 

expect to breed from them and expect to get the best results. . 
I believe I have taken all the time I ought, but if I could preach 

a crusade to every horticultural society in this great central valley, 
and to the fruit growers generally, it would be that we can grow 

seedlings with these few rules in view which will meet the demands 
for fruit adapted to this great Mississippi valley. 

VARIETIES OF CRABS FOR MINNESOTA. 

DITUS DAY, FARMINGTON. 

I took up Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary and found out the 
meaning of “crab.” First, a crustacea, the body being covered by a 

crust-like shell. It has ten legs, the front pair of which terminates 
with claws. Second, a wild apple on the tree producing it ; so named 

from its sour, rough taste. Of the crabs there are several varieties, 
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the principal of which are the Pyrus baccata (Siberian) and Pyrus 
malus, our native crab, common in America and Europe. The latter 

is the origin of our common luscious apples of today, their char- 

acteristics being changed by cultivation, selection and care. 

Of the real crabs I do not think I can recommend any of them 

for cultivation in Minnesota, for their small size and sour crabbed 

taste. So I will turn my attention to their near relatives, to what 
we call hybrids. Of these there are many, we may say hundreds 

of them. But I will mention only a few of them that have been 
profitable to me or my friends. 

The first I will mention is the Montreal Wax. The tree is a 

strong, thrifty grower, with spreading top; does not blight; very 

prolific each alternate year; fruit about the size of Transcendent; 

bright red in color when ripe and is very salable in the market. I 
have two trees, and they have brought me more money than any 

other two trees I have on my place. They produce bienniallyabout 

forty bushels, and at least three-fourths are marketable. 

The Early Strawberry I would recommend setting out a few 

trees of for one’s own use. It is good when first ripe but soon be- 
comes mealy and soon decays. The tree is a handsome grower and 

very prolific; blights some; fruit about size of Transcendent. 

The Florence is a first rate crab apple. The trees blight but 

little and bear very prolifically, especially each alternate year, of 

very beautiful red fruit that sells well in the market. I call it one 

of the best. 

The Martha is also number one, but with me it is not as prolific 

as the Florence. The fruit is larger and very smooth and beautiful, 

but it does not stand our late spring frosts as well as Florence. My 

trees were full of bloom last spring, but I had no fruit. 

Brier Sweet is a hybrid that is a good cooker; is excellent 

for sweet pickles; a little larger than Transcendent; it bears well, 

is very prolific each alternate year; is not subject to blight; is a 

thrifty growing tree. 
The Sweet Russet is another excellent hybrid, very sweet and 

good to eat out of hand. The tree is a thrifty, upright grower and 

nearly free from blight. 

Orange crab, for home use, we think to be a valuable apple. 

It is, as its name indicates, of an orange color; does not sell well in 

the market on account of its color; but for home use, especially for 

canning, we call it No. 1, as it will retain its shape well after being 

cooked. My people pare them and then halve them and dig out the 
core, cook and can them. They show well in the cans. Some think 
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they are peaches, and they are quite as good, much better than some 
that are sold on the market in our cities. 

In passing I would not forget that old stand-by, the Transcend- 
ent. True, it blights badly, yet it has produced more fruit than any 
other tree that we have in Minnesota, and I think we ought not 
wholly to discard it, as it is the farmer’s fruit tree, and it is pretty 
sure to give him some fruit; besides, it gives him courage to plant 

more and better fruit. 

Meader’s Red Winter is a hybrid that keeps well into the winter ; 

is about the size of the Transcendent; the tree blights a little; the 

fruit is good to eat out of hand; just suits the little ones and seems 

to satisfy them. It bears every year but is more prolific each 

alternate year. 

Minnesota is a large, fair apple, so large that some have claimed 

that it is not a hybrid. It is a nice apple to eat; season late fall. 

The tree is quite free from blight and quite productive with age. 

There are many others as good as I have named, but I have 

named only those with which I am acquainted. I have some seed- 

lings that will equal them, but they are not on the market. 
Mr. W. L. Taylor: What kind of trees did you plant in your 

windbreak ? 

Mr. Day: I set white willows; I planted a row clear around 

on the east and south sides, and I set maple on the south side. It 

makes a good and heavy windbreak. 

Mr. A. D. Leach: Did you ever notice .a difference in the 

blighting of the Transcendent whether they were on moderately high 

ground or low ground? 

Mr. Day: I cannot answer that question. I have some 
Transcendent trees that bore very heavily this year, some that bore 

nearly forty bushels of apples on one tree. I have some trees set out 

nearly forty years ago and some are rotten nearly through. 

Mr. Leach: I have two Transcendent trees that were set thirty- 

three years ago. They stand near the house on very high and dry 
ground, on clay soil. Those trees have never blighted during all 

that period of thirty-three years. Then I have some more trees that 

I set on ground a little lower and quite flat. Those trees are all 
going up, and they might as well go. Both lots are not over ten or 

twelve rods apart. Those that are blighted are on flat ground and 

those that are not blighted are on very high ground. 
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CULTURE OF AMERICAN GINSENG. 

The subject of growing ginseng has recently received so 
much attention from the agricultural press of the country and from 

circulars and pamphlets sent broadcast throughout the country by 

dealers, that hundreds of people are being induced to try its culture. 

Many of the articles are written by people who have no personal 

knowledge of the best way to grow it or of the profits to be derived 

thereby. Others are written by dealers who have seeds and plants to 
sell, and in both instances as‘a rule the information is second hand 

and unreliable. The most extravagant figures are given showing 

enormous yields produced on a given acreage and Monte Cristo for- 

tunes to be made out of a paltry investment while one loafs in the 

back yard watching the gold dollars sprouting. 

Certain dealers have sent out figures informing the public that 

$5 invested in their seeds and plants will show a value of $44,340.00 

the fifteenth year. 
A million dollar bed in twelve years from a $1,000 investment 

is advertised on another page. A value which cannot be obtained 

except perhaps in small quantities is placed on the seeds and young 

plants, and the ratio of increase and loss is given very accurately and 

more extravagantly on paper. Can any of these versatile writers 

please inform us how many turnips can be grown on a $5 investment 

in twelve years, the price the roots and seeds will bring each year 

and how rich a man will be at the end of that period? Certainly not, 

and information pretending to figure it out would be absolute non- 

sense. 
An article on ginseng appeared in a western paper a short time 

ago and was extensively copied. Among other wild statements the 

writer said that seeds bring five cents each (another writer says 

there is unlimited demand at twenty-five cents each) and yearling 

roots twenty cents each; that the eighth year an acre should produce 

3,120,000 seeds which sell at five cents each giving an annual income 

to the fortunate grower of $100,000.00 from the seeds alone. He 

further states: “Say that a full crop of seed from one acre is avail- 
able for planting. That will be 3,120,000 seed. Allow for the loss 
and failure to generate or 1,120,000 seed. This will leave 2,000,000 

seed that are practically sure to generate and create 2,000,000 roots. 

In eighteen months these roots will be ready for the market and can 

be sold direct to consumers, the present price being 20 cents each 

or a total of $400,000,000 from the ginseng crop in eighteen months. 

This crop of 2,000,000 roots would require a space of approximately 

forty acres. One acre should produce 52,000 roots, which at the 
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market price of 20 cents each, should, after eighteen months, bring 

a return of $10,400.00.” 

Could anything be more baldly ridiculous? Let us suppose that 

only 1,000 gardeners had the above success as to yield. This would 

mean over three billion seeds put on the market each year, which at 

five cents each would require $150,000,000 annually to pay for them, 

not to mention the value of the roots. 

Suppose further that the ratio of increase both in yield of crops 
and number of growers continued the same for twenty-five years 

there would not be money enough in the world to buy a single year’s 
crop. China, the source of demand for ginseng, would have used 
all their wealth in its purchase long before the period of twenty-five 

years had elapsed. 

Notwithstanding these air castles there is an enormous profit in 

growing the plant, but it depends on the individual grower as in any 

other crop. The right conditions for its culture must be supplied, 

either naturally or artificially and intelligent cultivation given. There 

will probably always be a good demand for the root at high prices, 
and it is an article commanding cash at all times. These condi- 

tions for growing are readily found in nearly all the states of the 

Union or can be produced at reasonable cost of labor and material. 

They may be stated in a few words: A rich, deep, well-drained, and 

moist soil, containing abundant decayed vegetable matter and not 

too heavy or clayey. Humus or vegetable mold, obtained by using 

decayed forest leaves is extremely beneficial, as is also thoroughly 

rotted compost. Shade sufficient to keep off the direct rays of the 
stin is almost necessary, particularly in sections where the heat is ex- 

cessive. Add to this careful cultivation, and you have the secret, if 
there really be any, of growing ginseng successfully. Lath covers 

are perhaps the best artificial shade, and apple trees have been found 
good to keep the ground protected from the sun. At maturity the 

roots must be carefully and properly prepared for market, and the 

extra care taken to produce a fine article, clean, well graded and per- 

fectly dry is more than repaid by the much higher price such roots 

will bring. —H. P. K. 
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THE PROGRAM OF THE ANNUAL MEETING—Will be issued November 
15th. Will you be with us on that occasion? If not it will be a mutual loss. 

Come! 

FILLS A VACANCY ON THE STATE FORESTRY BOARD.—Gov. Van Sant 
has appointed S. M. Owen, of Minneapolis, to the state forestry board to suc- 

ceed the late Judson N. Cross, of Minneapolis. 

HorRTICULTURAL MEETINGS OF OTHER STATES.—The Iowa State Society 

meets at Des Moines, December 10-13; the Northeastern Iowa Society meets 

at Rockford, Ia., December 17-18. The Wisconsin Society meets in February. 

MINNESOTA FRUIT AT THE PAN-AMERICAN EXPosITION.—In a letter from 

Thos. Redpath, who has been in charge of the fruit exhibit there from this 

state during the month of October, he says: ‘I hear nothing but praises for 

Minnesota fruit. Of course the display is ahead of anything here. Every- 

body says so.”’ 

INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF ARBORICULI,TURE.—An association with the 

above title has been lately organized, and John P. Brown, of Connorsyville, Ind., 

is its secretary. It is issuing circulars, bulletins, ete., pertaining to the work 

of forestry in the land, and is doing its share in the educational movement in 

this direction now going forward. 

A REMOVAL.—John C. Walker, of Rose Creek, in sending in the renewal of 

membership for 1902, announces his early removal to Chico, Cal., for reasons 

of health. Mr. Walker has been for many years one of the most faithful mem- 

bers of our organization, and we shall miss him much. Weare sorry to have 

him go, but expect to hear from him again. 

DELEGATES TO THE ANNUAL MEETING.—Dr. F. M. Powell, of Glenwood, 

Ia., will represent the Iowa State Horticultural Society at our annual gather- 

ing, and Sec’y C. H. True, the Northeastern Iowa Society. At the moment of 

going to press other appointments are not known, but a representation from 

all the other societies with whom we touch elbows is assured. 

APPLES IN NORMAN CountTy.—Rev. O. A. Th. Solem, of Halstad, Minn., 

made an interesting exhibit of apples at the late county fair held at Ada, Minn., 
including a number of varieties of crabs and specimens of the University and 

Hibernal apples. As this county lies well north and out of the Minnesota 

apple belt, in the Red River Valley, such a display attracted much attention. 

PLUMS AND PLUM CUIL/TURE.—The most interesting and, we believe, most 

valuable new book lately added;to the library is one with the above title, just 

from the press, by Prof. F. A Waugh, of Burlington, Vt. Prof. Waugh is the 

horticulturist of the Vermont State Experiment Station, and its being written 

as the result of an experience in so northerly a latitude adds much to its value 

for this region. 
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ARE you COMING To THE ANNUAL MEETING?—Which meets in Minne- 

apolis, December 3-6? The meeting will be held at the Plymouth Congrega- 

tional Church same as last year. The attendance is sure to be large, and you 

cannot afford to stay away. Reduced railroad and hotel rates will make it an 

economical time to visit the city, and the meeting will be found worth much 

more than itcosts. Come! 

CONTENTS OF THE PROGRAM.—The program of the annual meeting will 
include as usual programs by the State Forestry Association, the Minnesota 

Beekeepers’ Association and the Woman’s Auxiliary. The annual banquet and 

illustrated stereopticon lectures two other evenings during the session will add 

to the interest. Come and get acquainted with the horticulturists of the north- 

west. It will be mutually helpful. 

VISITORS AT THE ANNUAL MEETING.—Prospective visitors from ad- 

joining states at our forthcoming meeting, who have expressed an inten- 

tion to be with us are, in part, Sec’y Wesley Greene, of the Iowa Society; Prof. 

H. C. Price, horticulturist of the Iowa Agricultural College; Prof. N. E. Han- 
sen, of the South Dakota Agricultural College; Prof. C. B. Waldron, of the 

North Dakota Agricultural College; A.J. Philips, of West Salem, Wis., and J. 

L. Herbst, Secretary of the Wisconsin Society. A number of other prominent 

horticulturists in the northwest are confidently expected. 

MINNESOTA FRUIT AT BUFFALO.—The following extract from a letter from 

Hon. H. E. Van Deman, pomologist at the Pan-American Exposition, will be 

of interest to our readers. 
“Your state has been doing fairly well here in the way of fruit exhibits, 

especially since they moved the big castle, which you no doubt know all about, 

and set it up here in our building. It{is, of course, simply a matter of orna- 
ment, but they have «uite a variety of fruit that gives it some pomological 

value. They have not devoted much money to the horticultural display and 

not nearly so much as I think they should have given to it.” 

PREMIUMS OFFERED ON SEEDLING APPLES. 
A special effort is being made to get out a large show of valuable keeping 

seedling apples at the coming annual meeting of this society, and with this 

end in view unusual premiums are being offered, as follows: 
“ RARLY WINTER VARIETY.—The fruit shown must have been 

grown by the owner of the original tree and not kept in cold storage. A spe- 

cimen of wood three years old (at least six inches long) taken from the tree 

bearing the apples shown, and a concise history and description of the tree 

and its fruit, must accompany each entry. 
‘‘ Competition is open to allexcept on such varieties as are being propagated 

for sale by some person other than the originator, Successful competitors 

who are not members of the society will be made so for the current year by 

deducting one dollar, the annual fee, from the amount of the award. 
“Premium will be divided pro rata among all the entries commended by 

the judges, according to the comparative merit of each as a commercial fruit. 

Premium, $20.00.’ 

“LATE WINTER VARIETY.—Same conditions as for early winter 

variety, except that if found necessary the fruit shown may be retained and 

final decision reserved till later in the winter. Premium, $40.00.” 

For other premiums see premium list to be found with the program. 
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IMPROVING TREES AND PLANTS. 

W. W. PENDERGAST, HUTCHINSON. 

. (Presented before Wisconsin State Hort. Society.) 

The Chinese worship their ancestors and so plod along their 

weary, unprogressive ways in the tracks which their grandfathers 

left behind them. As a result, in the race of nations they are dis- 

tanced. The ones who come out ahead are they who, setting their 

goal far ahead, call into requisition brain and muscle and a deter- 

mined will to reach it. It is for us to take our choice of the two 

ways. Inertia whispers “Take it easy; follow the beaten road;’ 

progress cries “Advance, push on to sublimer heights, the pro- 

cession is forming, the music is inspiring; fall into line, not at the 
tail end but get as close to the band wagon as you can.” 

The great secret of success in life is to do some useful thing 

well, a little better, if possible, than any one else can do it or, at 

least, does do it. We are interested in fruits, trees and flowers, three 

things which, after a few absolute necessities, have done more for 

man than all things else combined. Bread and clothing make life 
possible ; appreciation and love of the beautiful make that life worth 

living. We, therefore, devote part of our time to supplying our 

physical wants and another portion to the cultivation of our moral 

and aesthetic natures along the lines of horticulture. As has been 

intimated, our work should be marked by its superior excellence. 

To be satisfactory to ourselves, it should be done better than the 

best which others are doing; if not we are falling short of our high- 

est duty, which means failing to grasp the highest enjoyment. What 

shall we set ourselves about then? 

CULTIVATION OF TREES. 

The most valuable of the shade and ornamental trees which are 

adapted to the conditions of the locality where they are wanted 
should be wisely determined, and such trees should be artistically 

placed around the home, the field, the garden, the cemetery or by the 

road side, relieving from the desolation and sometimes savageness, 
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even, of the natural parching heats of summer and winter’s cold 
tempests, all who come within their charmed precinct. Such selec- 
tion of trees and such disposal of them will call for the wisest 

planning, the best judgment, the highest skill. Tree planting can be 
done in a hap-hazard, slipshod way, by Tom, Dick and Harry, but 
did we not set out with the full determination to do a little better . 

than the “ignoble vulgar,” whom the poet Horace so heartily despis- 

ed? Were we not, if possible, to surpass the very elect? Then we 

must educate ourselves by persistent, concentrated thought based 

on demonstrated facts, which is, in fact, the only education of any 

value. 
The various fruit trees must be increased in hardiness of root, 

stem and bud, in size and beauty, in flavor and keeping qualities of 

the fruits. Desirable exotics should be sought out, introduced and 

made to feel themselves at home with us, but above all our native 

kinds, the old friends we have loved from childhood, and, would it be 

too much to say, “who have reciprocated that affection,’ should 
be carefully cultivated, their faces made more charming, their 

fragrance more delightful, their season prolonged, their hardiness, 

where they are not already iron clad, increased. 

How shall these desirable improvements be brought about? 

How does nature, unaided by man, manage to effect a change for 

the better in the growth and vigor of her plants? Supposing a neg- 

lected part of the garden is filled with mustard seed, a hundred or 

more to the square foot. All of these cannot live, grow to their nor- 

mal height, bear seeds and thus answer their life’s great end. Watch 

carefully day by day, and you will see that the strongest and most 

vigorous crowd out and overpower the weaker ones, which are 

doomed thereby to death. Those best fitted to their surroundings, 

as shown by their superior vitality and consequent thriftiness, live to 

reproduce their kind; and this process, continued year after year, 

gives rise to a superior strain, as far as health, hardiness and vigor 

are concerned, of the weed which we are considering. The fact 

that no two living organisms are exactly alike is of the utmost im- 
portance to the progressive horticulturist, whose chief desire is to 

deduce principles from established facts and from them work out 

some practical good. From the slightly differing plants of a kind, 
which promise a suitable reward for his zeal, patience and skill, he 

wishes to evolve a new and more valuable variety. He will select 
the ones which come the nearest to his ideal and then proceed to 

widen the gap between these and their fellows, always keeping in 

view the particular excellence he had in mind at the beginning. 
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His only course will be to follow out his original plan by continually 

propagating from the plants which possess in the highest degree 
the qualities at which he is aiming. There must be no wavering, 
not even a shadow of turning. He must be 

“Like to the Pontic sea, 

Whose icy current and compulsive force, 
Ne’er knows retiring ebb but keeps right on 

To the Propontic and the Hellespont.” 

The dahlia, the potato and the Wealthy apple have been devel- 

oped in this way. The dahlia came from a little inferior single 

flower, found on the plateaus of Mexico, growing wild. The potato 

was a native weed of Peru, fighting its crowding neighbors for a 

chance to live, and with its little tuber, rivaling a minnie bullet in 

size and disgustingly sickish in flavor, gave little promise of the 

important part it was to play in the world’s economy. The apple 

has come down to us from the wild crab, which even an ostrich 

would not eat and could not digest. 
In these three worthless products of the vegetable kingdom man 

with a purpose and an unlimited stock of perseverence saw his op- 

portunity, and in the process of time—I almost said “in the fullness 

of time,’ but the ‘fullness has not arrived—there came from the 

Mexican weed one of the most magnificent flowers with which the 
great world of today is acquainted, from Peru’s insipid specimen 

one of the half-dozen great agricultural staples which civilization 

. would think it an irreparable loss to cast aside. From that wild 

crab has been developed the king of all fruits of the earth. 
What has been done can be done again. If the wild crab can 

be metamorphosed over into a Wealthy apple, it does not admit of 

a doubt that the best apples of the northwest today can be further 

changed to meet the conditions more fully and to adapt them more 

completely to their environments, at the same time improving their 

flavor and their keeping qualities. To do this best in the least time 

the course to be pursued must be planned with care and judgment. 

It might be well to select at first, say, eight of the best varieties which 

are now grown, each one of which excels decidedly in some one qual- 

ity. Let one be an iron-clad, one very highly flavored, one a beauty 

to look at, one a good grower, one a great bearer, one a long keeper, 

one fine-grained, juicy and free from mealiness, while the last might 

represent a spreading habit, long life and all that is desirable in the 

tree itself. All the chosen varieties should possess as many good 

qualities as possible, but be particularly excellent in the one named. 

When the selection is made by a well selected committee appointed 

for the purpose, and the plan of operations adopted, let the experi- 
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ment stations, amateurs and practical horticulturists and all others 

who wish to take part, begin by crossing each kind with each of the 

others. This will give twenty-eight combinations, the fruits of each 

having a different pedigree. As soon as these bloom let the propa- 

gator cross two varieties of the twenty-eight, then two more, till he 

gets to the last. This would reduce the number from which selec- 
tion would be made to fourteen. A repetition of this operation 

would give but seven to propagate from. Continuing along the 

same line the next time we should have three crosses and one odd 
tree to cross with the best one already found. 

Before reaching this point, which would require forty years or 

thereabouts, we should obtain some very good apples, and if long 
keeping has been made a specialty in all the selections, there will, 

doubtless, be a few good winter apples. Yet it must not be forgotten 

that we are building for posterity and enjoying the work. 

What are the advantages of this method? The great trouble 

with all seedlings of fruits which, by cultivation, have been raised 
far above the normal level, is to “breed back” towards the normal 

condition, getting their distinguishing characteristic from some an- 

cestor or ancestors that stood lower in the scale than the specimen 

which bore the seed that was planted. Plant a Wealthy seed and 

try to forecast the future by “guessing”? what the fruit will be. 

The parents will in some way stamp their mark upon the offspring, 

but the ancestors will have their influence too, and the four of the 

second degree will exert as much as the parents themselves. Going - 

back one degree further we find eight ancestors ‘which collectively 

have as much potentiality as the four in the second degree, each one 

standing one chance in eight of marking the new seedling with one 

of its characters. At the tenth remove we find over a thousand an- 

cestors back of this degree, and if 999 of them were summer apples 

and one a long keeper, “breeding back” ten generations would have 

one chance in a thousand to be a winter apple and then it would 
probably be valueless, because so many of its ancestors were acrid, 

bitter and of no account. In the plan proposed in this paper one 

more cross would result in a single pair or set of parents, and a seed- 

ling from them could not possibly have more than eight ancestors 

in the sixth generation, all of which would be of a very high order; 

while one raised in the usual way would have sixty-four. Proceed- 
ing four degrees further by inbreeding from these two and their 

offspring we shall reach a place where tracing the pedigree of an - 

apple back ten generations we still find but eight individuals of this 

degree as against 1,024 of the seedlings had been produced in a hap- 

hazard way,or by simply propagating from the best without adopting 
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any method. In the way proposed, a seedling cannot revert to any 

one of all its ancestors to the tenth degree without striking a good 

apple, for it is in the scheme that not only shall the eight original 
trees be good, but also that not one of all the seedlings shall be propa- 

gated unless it possesses some great excellency, and no defect so 

serious as to completely unfit it for the trying situation in which the 

coming apple is to be placed, because each seedling is liable to revert 

to any one or more of its ancestors for many generations back, per- 

hapstothe original wild crab; if so it has taken such a number of dis- 

tinctive marks and character from other predecessors scattered along 

the whole line of descent that those of the crab are so mixed up and 

blended with the others they are not distinguishable. If one partic- 

ular character is constantly bred for, that type will soon become 

fixed. Suppose one character to be lateness in ripening. Now to 

this add hardiness, and after a while we shall have a hardy winter 

apple with the same fixity of type, and so on through the list. This 

principle incorporated in the plan I have outlined, and carried far 

enough will, I think, surely give us the apple we are seeking, and 

when one comes many more will bear it company. 

PERSONAL REMINISCENCES OF A FARMER’S FRUIT 
GARDEN. 

MISS LENA M. FREEMAN, AUSTIN. 

(Read before S. Minn. Hort. Society.) 

The earliest apple to mature in our orchard is the Tetofsky. 

This variety, although a light bearer and observing the alternate 

fruiting years only too strongly, still must be the stand by for the 
earliest apple for use, especially for eating out of hand. They are 

not good keepers, but they do not often have the chance to prove 

or disprove this assertion, for they disappear too rapidly. These 

are the apples that the boys covet, and we have often gathered ours 

before they were at their best, else we would have none for our- 

selves. The tree that bears the nicest apples stands only a few 

feet back from the road fence. One warm evening, a few years 

ago, soon after all of the family had retired, my mother, who was 

still awake, heard a wire sing; then, shortly, the soft thud of falling 

apples; immediately, imitating a masculine voice, she called out, 

“we are watching for you,’ and with a yell of defiance, away ran 

the boys. Quickly lighting a lantern we soon had those apples safe 

in the house. I pity the boys obliged to rob a neighbor’s orchard 

to satisfy the natural craving for fruit. Too bad that they have none 

at their own homes ! 

The Duchess of Oldenburg yields us the most returns, although 
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we never sell any. We use the early windfalls for sauce, even be- 
fore they are of sufficient size to pay to pare. We cut off the sides 

and after cooking pass them through a colander to remove the skins, 

then season with sugar and cinnamon, or some essence to cancel the 

bitter taste caused by immaturity and cooking with paring. These 
early windfalls make fine jelly, especially if you use the cores (if not 

wormy or decayed) left from making sauce, as the seeds give a pleas- 

ing nutty flavor. A richer color may be obtained by using some 

fruit coloring extract, or, as I often do, by using only one-half the 

customary amount of sugar and boiling the juice and sugar until 

it is jellied. Be sure to add the sugar to the juice directly when it 

is put over to boil, or the jelly will be a dark, muddy color instead of 

a rich red. 

We dry all of the matured Duchess apples for winter use, having 

one year dried ten barrels this way. We use an apple parer but pre- 

fer to do our own slicing. We slice from the sides of the apple, and 

dry on clean white cloths, usually old,worn out sheets stretched on 

boards, placed where the sunshine will strike them all day long, and 

cover with mosquito netting to exclude the flies. If one is very 

short of apples, the bits of apple adhering to the cores, can be used 

for sauce, but I do not think that this pays for the time spent, 

as you can remove nearly all of the flesh from the core, by curving 

the slices removed. If you wish more jelly or apple butter, these 

cores, if not wormy, will do nicely. 

We have enough Wealthy apples to supply the family from the 

time that the Duchess are gone, until Wealthy has to end its days. 

Sometimes after a severe wind storm, we have tried to dry the 

Wealthy windfalls, but have never succeeded to any extent because of 
the kind of apple or prevailing cooler weather, but mainly,I think, 

from lack of sufficient sunshine, resultant from shorter days. 1 do 

not like dpples dried around a cook stove or the store evaporated 

apples. Of course the Wealthys are nice cannéd, but I never had 

good success in canning the Duchess. 

Three varieties of crab apples furnish us with sweet pickles ; we 

also use them for sauce and jelly. In making sauce from these crab 
apples, we always cook without paring, removing the skins and cores, 

if preferred, after cooking. | We have just one Malinda tree, but 
could easily use the fruit from several more, as no other apple so well 

satisfies our sense of taste for winter sauce, if cooked correctly. 

This one tree gave us six barrels of fruit two years. A laughable 

incident once occurred in this little orchard. One morning we no- 

ticed that Wuring the night several posts of the fence around the 

orchard had been broken down, apples were scattered everywhere, 
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and although our trees had not been disturbed evidently something 
had happened during the night. Long afterwards we learned the 

story of that night’s frolic. Some mischievous boys had planned 
a raid upon our orchard as well as others in the immediate neighbor- 

hood. Their plans were overheard, and two young men entered 

our orchard and voluntarily went on guard. They soon fell asleep, 

and were rudely awakened by the raiding boys who nearly stepped 

on them. Immediately they gave chase, but forgot the wire fence, 

and soon men, boys, barbed wire and fence posts were hopelessly 

mixed up, resulting in a big scare and loss of apples to the boys, and 
tattered and torn pantaloons for the young men. 

Our garden is quite a distance from the house and barns, in 

order to remove it beyond the depredations of the chickens. Usual- 

ly there is a narrow strip of grain or sweet corn between the house 

and garden, thus to more effectually bewilder these marauders.’ The 
garden is laid out in long rows for horse cultivation. My straw- 

berries occupy one part of the plot; aim to plant some four or more 

rows all the way through each separate, yearly planting. Try to 

plant in one row those vegetables that require cultivating about the 

same length of time, but also to have several parts of rows abreast 

each other, like corn, so that the pollen may have a better chance 

to produce more perfect results. Sow a few radish seeds with all 

slow, germinating seeds, so that the rows may be cultivated and hoed 

from the first, thus saving as much weeding as possible; but the 

radishes must be removed before they become a hindrance to the 

growth of the other crops. Usually sow more seeds than needed so 
that if, during a busy time, the weeds get the start, then that 

part of the garden can be cultivated up, and some other crop take 

its place. This plan works well, if that part of the garden escapes 

my father’s eye; otherwise, I may get a gentle reminder of the nec- 

essity of never allowing the weed to seed or, better still, to be seen. 

I sow all of my flower seeds in the garden with the vegetables. 
Then, when they become quite strong plants, transplant some around 

the house and in the yard; but even in this way, the chickens bother 

much. So aim to produce cut flowers in the garden, where the soil 
is rich and mellow, and under thorough cultivation every year, and 
no grass allowed to sap the strength from the soil. There are a few 

things which I have learned from practical experience, and after 

noting what occurs to my memory I will not longer tax your 

patience. Sow plenty of seed, both vegetable and flower; the plants 
can easily be thinned, saving the more vigorous ones, as all seeds at 

their best are apt to prove a delusion and a snare. Of course you 
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will have winter onions, which are ready to use almost as soon as 

the snow disappears in the spring. In the same plat with these 
onions, leave a row of lettuce and radish to self-sow, and thus fur- 

nish a tid-bit in the early spring of these tender, crisp vegetables. 

Mulch the strawberry bed after the ground freezes in the early 

winter, with a layer of corn-stalks and also a thin layer of straw on 

top of the stalks. Leave the mulch on the bed until about the twen- 

tieth of May, as farmers have no time to protect the tender blossoms 
from an early frost, and consequently get poor berries or complete 

disaster. Rake the peas and beans before and after coming out of 
the ground many times, and thus save baking of the soil and much 

future weeding. Leave others who have more time than you to sow 

quantities of onion seed, carrots, parsnips, etc. A. short row will 

take all the time that you can spare from other duties. Remember, 

time ‘is money on the farm. Cabbage, tomatoes and musk-melons. 

are very easily raised, so,I suppose,are watermelons, but luck in that 

direction never came my way. 
I thank you for your patience in listening to this reminiscent 

article, and trust that you, each and all, as well as we, have at least 

a small orchard and garden, in which you profitably spend many a 

pleasant hour. 

HOW TO IMPROVE AND BEAUTIFY THE FARM 
YARD. 

MRS. A. W. MASSEE, ALBERT LEA. 

(Read before S. Minn. Hort. Society.) 

I mention first, as the most important of the means used to 

beautify our homes, the grass plot. This should surround the house 

for the sake of cleanliness and neatness. How many farm houses 

we see where the back yard is entirely devoid of grass, sometimes 

given up to pigs—a veritable mudhole, through which the whole 

family stalk directly into the kitchen, adding much to the work and 

worry of the overburdened housewife. ‘That place I would take 
in hand first, and if I could not have some grass I would have some 
gravel, and plank walks. I would banish the pigs to their proper 

place and keep them there if possible. When on the farm I have 
several times been persistently labored with to convince me that it 
was an utter impossibility to always keep pigs, especially little ones, 

in their proper place ; though I might be convinced, it did not restore 
my pet pansy bed to its normal condition. O, I know all about it! 

I have been there and the pigs also. 
With some labor and a little care the back yard can be got into 
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grass, and that with walks will add much to the comfort of the 

family and the attractiveness of the place. : 

A clump of evergreens or a few common, hardy, easily grown 

shrubs will add more to the appearance of the place, and when once 

properly planted and cared for a short time will then take care 

of themselves and go on growing in beauty from year to year. 

I would wish to have a farm house at least one hundred feet 

from the highway, with grass in front and on either side and at the 

back, if possible. To keep the grass in order will require some care. 

To use a lawn mower to advantage will require the ground to be 

smoother than you will find it in ordinary farm yards and take more 

time than most farmers wish to devote to their grass plots. But, | 

the grass can be kept to look very well indeed and insure cleanli- 

ness around the house by mowing it with a scythe at intervals. Blue 

grass I consider the best for grass plots. It makes the best per- 

manent sward and if mown with a scythe every time before the seed 

ripens can be kept within bounds; otherwise it will take possession 

of the surrounding territory. For lawns where lawn mowers are 

used, it is the very best. 

Having the grass plot, just give your wife a little money with 
which to buy a few hardy shrubs for her yard and a few evergreens 

of the dwarf kinds to gladden the eye in winter. Plant these shrubs 

and evergreens promiscuously, in no set form, but preferably at the 

sides of the yard. Lilacs,both purple and white, spirea, syringa and 

snowball are hardy, spring-flowering shrups and make a good var- 

iety for an ordinary sized yard. In one corner I would have a 

clump of, say, three, set at least six feet apart, hardy hydrangea 

paniculata—or one on the sunny side of the house. They are as 

hardy as a lilac and very beautiful blooming in the fall, when other 

shrubs are out of bloom. They are not expensive, are sure to grow 

and do well; but to have them do better you should dig a large, deep 

hole and fill in with rich earth and manure when planting at first ; 

the next spring,and every spring after, cut back every branch fully 

one-half and cut out all weak branches so that the bush looks as 

though nearly ruined; then fork in around it all the manure your 

conscience will allow, and then a little more, and then mulch quite 

heavily with some coarse manure. It will use it all. If near the 

house, perhaps the wife will turn part of the wash water on it each 

week through the summer ; if so, in August it will surprise you with 

size and beauty of its blossoms. It is a good shrub to have in the 

back yard in a sunny place, where it is ever ready to appropriate 

all the slops and refuse water it can get. 
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It is very nice to have a border, say six feet wide,on one side 
of the grass plot for perennials,such as larkspur, phlox, hollyhocks, 

rudbeckia and some hardy lilies, putting the taller growing plants 

at the back of the border and small ones in front—and by all means 
have some of the old-fashioned sweet pinks. The double ones must 

be got from roots, which are now quite searce. Some florists have 

them and sell them reasonably. From a small root you can soon get 

a large clump. I have given hundreds of roots away and expect 

to do so as long as | live. If you cannot get a root try seed. 
Several years ago I for three cents got a paper of dianthus 

plumarius (Pheasants Eye pink). I sowed them in a box in May; 
when the plants were three or four inches high I transplanted them 

to a bed in the garden, setting about fifteen inches apart. Before 

winter that bed was a complete mat of green. I think I had better 

have set them eighteen inches apart. The next May that bed 

bloomed, and every May since, and I am proud of it. The bed is ten 
feet across, and yet I gave away more plants than I used. Most of 

the plants gave single flowers, but all delicate and pretty and as 

fragrant as a carnation. Some plants gave small, but very double, 

handsome flowers. In May and June that bed is covered with hun- 
dreds of flowers that scent the whole yard, and delight not only my- 

self but the passer by. I pick quantities of flowers from it for my- 

self and others, and all for three cents and a little labor the first year. 
It has taken care of itself since. Do you think there are any weeds 

in that bed? No, indeed, the pinks have taken possession of every 

inch of ground, and my neighbors to whom I gave plants have had 

the same happy experience as myself. 

Now, if you wish to particularly please your wife and give the 

whole family delight, yourself included, help your wife to a tulip 
bed. These must be planted in October. For $1.25 or $1.50 you 
can buy one hundred mixed tulip bulbs. These will plant a round 

bed five feet across. A tulip bed shows to the best advantage in the 
lawn. Take out the sod and dig up the ground to the depth of 
twelve inches or more. Fill up with good garden soil well pulver- 

ized,—no manure unless well rotted and thoroughly mixed with the 

under soil, as it must not come in contact with the bulb to rot it. 

When the bed is filled within three inches of the top place your tu- 

lips at regular distances apart, and cover, heaping the soil over 
them so that the bed when settled will be slightly higher than the 

surrounding grass; round it up so the water will run off. Just be- 

fore winter sets in cover the bed with some coarse litter or trash, and 

the tulips are ready for business. In the spring remove only a part 

of the covering quite early, then watch, and as soon as the leaves 
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have pushed about one inch through the soil remove the rest, unless 

the weather is very frosty, when it can be left a little longer. A 

freeze will not injure the plant in the least, only if warm weather 

occurs early in the spring it might force the blossoms so early that 

they are liable to be caught by a later freeze, which mars their 

beauty. They soon come into bloom, and you will wonder how you 
ever did without them. Keep the weeds and grass out of the bed, 

stirring the soil occasionally to prevent baking. After the tulips 

have died down or nearly so, you can plant some low growing an- 

nual, like sweet alyssum, in the bed and that will help to keep the 
weeds out. In the fall, cover the bed again. Once in three or four 
years the bed should be dug up and replanted. You will then have 

enough bulbs to plant two beds and give some to your less enter- 

prising neighbors. There are other spring flowering bulbs that are 
very desirable and beautiful, but I would begin with the tulip. It 

is less expensive and easily managed and a genuine surprise to those 

who have never grown them. 

On the farm, or elsewhere, | would, if possible,devote a small 

plot of ground to the cultivation of annuals. In fact, this is the 

class of plants most commonly seen in farm yards. Much pleasure 

can be derived from them, and the children become interested, and 

zach one wants a little flower garden—and they should have one for 

their very own to do with as they please,even to the pulling up of 

the plants and seeds to see how they grow. One restriction should 
be laid, viz., not one weed must go to seed. It saves work and gives 

good results to have no set form for the annuals. I would not make 

beds in the grass plot for annuals. The grass is nice without flow- 

ers, and with the exception of the tulip bed and,perhaps,some clumps 

of peonies I would not break into the grass plot. The good man 
will use his scythe to better advantage and with less friction on 

both scythe and temper if the flower beds are few and far between ; 

besides, I am afraid those shrubs, evergreens and border I have 

suggested will stretch his good nature to the extreme. I would 

take a part of the vegetable garden if near the house, as it surely 

should be, and appropriate that for my annuals. They should have 

a sunny place, and if you can have them where you can see them 

through your workroom window, so much the better. I would not 

have too many kinds, and they will have a better effect if planted 

in masses, each variety by itself. 

I always plant my seed in boxes or in beds and transplant to 

the garden when the plants are large enough and the ground suffic- 

iently warm. Most annuals are easily transplanted if the ground 
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is in good condition. If the sun comes out bright and hot, you may 
need to shade them for a few days. 

If you wish to have poppies you must sow the seed (preferably 

in the fall) where the plants are to grow; they have a tap root and 

will not bear transplanting. There is no prettier sight than a mass 

of Shirley poppies when in bloom. When you once get a stand you 

will always have them unless you pick every seed pod before it ripens, 

which I think is the better way, or they will soon take possession of 
the whole territory and the roadside as well; and the quality of the 
blossoms soon become very inferior. Better save seed every year 

from the choicest flowers only, and destroy the other seed pods. All 

must consult their own individual taste as to the kinds. 

Every one loves sweet peas, and if you can have a single or 

double row planted to shut off the vegetable garden from the flowers 

it will have a good effect. If the row runs north and south you will 

get more flowers; but plant them any way or where you will, but 

they must have sun to give flowers. 

Petunias are very satisfactory, giving so much for so little. 

They are so nice to pick for bouquets. They, like poppies, will re- 

seed, but the flowers will soon become poor. It is better to start 

with fresh seed every second year, or even every year for best re- 

sults. 

Drummond phlox is another favorite of mine. It is so bright 

and cheering, and the children like it so much, and it is so nice for 

bouquets. 

On one side of your plot plant some nasturtions; let them run 

over a fence, trellis or ground; they will flewer. beautifully either 

way. : 
I would try to have some asters for fall blooming. Nothing is 

prettier for the season. Do not plant them too closely—not nearer 

than fifteen inches ; farther is better unless they are of the dwarf va- 

rieties. One must gauge the number of varieties grown by the 

space and time they wish to devote to them. It is better to grow 

a few well, than attempt too much. 

I would never raise the beds very much, if any; they dry out 

too quickly. You can have the ground plowed every year with the 

vegetable garden, or, if the good man will, let him or the boys spade 
or fork up the space where you wish to set your plants, leaving a 

space between the beds or blocks unspaded for walks. Never have 

your beds larger than what will make them easy and convenient to 

hoe or weed without stepping on the beds. Do the work from the 

paths. Have them wide enough to walk and work in easily be- 

tween the blocks or beds. Have a light, pointed hoe, a hand weeder 
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and a trowel, and you will need to do little hand weeding unless 
the ground is very foul when you take it in charge. I would not 

take such a piece of ground if I could conveniently avoid it, but if 

I did I would try very hard that first year to master every weed, 

expecting to see better times and less work the next. If you will stir 

the ground lightly, not deeply, around the plants frequently,they will 

thrive without any extra amount of water, even in very dry weather. 

Never let the ground bake. Stirring the surface soil frequently is 

the one potent factor in gardening. 

Every one likes pansies, and perhaps no other flower is so uni- 

versally liked and recognized by men and boys; so, if I had boys 

I would try very hard to grow pansies. They are more difficult to 

manage under ordinary conditions than most other plants; still, if 

they are pleased with their treatment they so quickly show it by 
their smiling faces that we always long to have them. Usually 

about the middle of March I plant seed carefully one inch apart in 

boxes (which are four or five inches deep) containing good, friable 

garden ‘soil with some drainage in the bottom of the box. I cover 

‘the seed lightly and cover the box with a folded paper and keep that 

paper wet. I set the boxes in a cool room. In about two weeks 

the seeds'will germinate. Then remove the paper and gradually ex- 

pose to the air and sun. Harden them up at last by putting the boxes 

outside in a sheltered place, paying strict attention to watering. 

Sometimes I transplant to larger boxes, putting the plants two or 

three inches apart before the final transplanting to the garden. 

This gives better roots and stronger plants, I think. Still you will 
succeed with once transplanting if the ground is in good condition. 

and the weather favorable. Do not transplant to the garden until 

they have four or five leaves and the roots have reached the bottom 

of the box. They should have good, rich soil, enriched with well 

rotted manure. Have the bed deep and the soil friable. They 
should always have the morning sun; if they can be protected from 

the afternoon sun the better. The east side of the house is a 

good place for pansies. They need frequent stirring in the soil; a 

baked surface is death to pansies. In very dry weather give them 

occasionally a thorough soaking. Unless you make this thorough, 
reaching to the bottom of the bed,you had better let them alone; a 

sprinkling will only injure them. Never let them go to seed. Pick 

all flowers as soon as they commence to fade. The more flowers 
you pick, the more you will have. The same is true of sweet peas 

and nearly all other annuals. 

If the housewife can and will devote a short time each day to 

the cultivation and enjoyment of a few easily managed flowers she 
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will gain in health, strength and added interest in life. I know this 
is so from my own eXperience. I can feel and sympathize with 

every housewife in her continuous toil and care for every 
member of her household, until at times she is so weary that 

she wonders if life is worth the living and feels as though she would 
fain fold her hands in eternal rest. At such times step into the 

garden; take a puff of fresh air away from the heated stove, and be 
refreshed, strengthened and brightened up before the gude mon 

and the-bairns come in totheir usual.meal. Put a bouquet on the 
table, and he will think his courting days have come again. 

SYRINGA COLUMBIANA. 

PROF. S. B. GREEN. 

This is a very nice syringa from Oregon. The flowers are 

much larger than those of our ordinary garden syringa, and the 

SYRINGA COLUMBIANA, 

plant is more compact. I think it the best syringa that we have ever 

grown on our grounds. We have had it something like ten years, 

and it has scarcely been injured in any winter during that time. 
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BEES AND HORTICULTURE. 
(Edited by Eugene Secor, Forest City, Iowa, and published by the National Bee-Keepers’ 

Association.) 

It is most likely that the higher order of flowering plants and 

pollen-gathering insects, including honey-bees, were created about 
the same time, because the best development of the one depends 
upon the existence of the other. Pollen and honey are necessary 

for the preservation of certain forms of insect life, and the distribu- 
tion of pollen by insects seems to be essential to the best develop- 

ment of the plants visited by them. This has been believed for a 

long time by careful observers, but many farmers and fruit growers 

have regarded bees as of little importance, and some have even 
classed them as enemies. Honey bees are here referred to, because 

they are the most important of all the pollen distributing insects. 

They appear in greater numbers early in the season, and their great 
activity renders them more potent in this field of usefulness than 

any other species. 

It is now quite well understood that insects are absolutely 

necessary to a crop of cucumbers, melons or squashes, and bees 

are kept for the purpose of pollinating them when grown on a large 

scale, if there is no apiary in the neighborhood. 

The honey bee as a pollen distributor is perhaps of greater 

value to this country than the crop of honey produced. It has 

of late years occurred to scientists that the honey bee is of more 

benefit for distributing pollen than all other sources combined. 

That we are largely indebted to the honey bee for both quantity 

and quality of our fine fruits there is but little doubt, and not only 

fruits, but vegetables and cereals commonly grown on the farm. 

Bees are not the only insects that are valuable in pollenizing 

flowers, but if we note very closely we shall find that only on a very 

small scale compared with the honey bees do other insects accom- 

plish much of this work. The honey bee is a general pollen 

gatherer wherever pollen is to be found, and thus works an ex- 
tensive territory. Bees thoroughly canvass several miles in diameter 

in search of both pollen and honey, and: are always pollen dis- 

tributors, whether they are engaged in gathering honey or pollen. 

Who has not seen the cornfields with their heavily laden tassels 

of pollen swarming with honey bees? Also the clover fields, the 

buckwheat fields, the orchards, the vegetable fields, the strawberry 

fields and almost every wild flower that produces either fruit or 
seed.is daily visited by the busy bee, perhaps every hour in the day, 

thus distributing pollen from flower to flower, industriously per- 
forming the work that nature intended them to do. 
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Fruit growers of the present have awakened to the fact that the 
honey bee is their best friend, and that bees and fruit growing must 
be closely combined. So it is all along the line of this immense 

field of labor, depending upon the honey bees principally for suc- 
cessful returns. Who would not be a friend to the honey bee, one 

of nature’s gifts to man? That there are not enough bees to 

thoroughly supply this want there is little doubt; many neighbor- 

hoods have but a few colonies of bees. In support of this I would 

refer you to the state of California, which is the most extensive bee- 
keeping state in the Union, and also the same in the production of 

fruit—National Rural. 

The failure of orchards to yield satisfactory crops from year to’ 

year after reaching the normal bearing age is of frequent occur- 

rence, and although adequate explanations can often be given for 

such failure yet the reasons are sometimes very obscure. In the 
course of other investigations the writer has demonstrated that 

cross-pollination is an important factor in the production of pome 

fruits. 
One of the ways by which the benefits of crossing are insured 

to plants is through their sterility to their own pollen. Some fifty 
or more species of plants are already known to be more or less 

completely fruitless when only pollen from the same plant is applied 

to their flowers, although the same plants mature fruits and seeds 

when pollen from another plant is used. 

The nectar in pear blossoms is secreted copiously in the disk, 

often filling the cup with a large drop, and serves to attract bees 

and other insects, as does also the pollen. The white, showy petals 

are a guide to the insects, and as the flowers grow in clusters and 

the clusters are numerous, a tree in full bloom attracts insects from 

long distances. When a bee alights on the flower, the stigma 
brushes from its hairy coat some of the pollen which adhered to it 
in previous visits to other trees, and if these trees were of a different 

variety the flowers are thus cross-pollinated. The pistils mature 

two or three days before the stamens of the same flower, and the 
fully expanded stigma often protrudes through the petals before | 
they are open, thus being pollinated from some earlier opening 

flower before the pollen of its own flower is ready—another means 

by which cross-pollination takes place. 

Among the sorts of pears which were found to be more or less 

completely self-sterile are the Anjou, Bartlett, Clairgeau, Clapp’s 
Favorite, Easter, Howell, Lawrence, Louise Bonne de Jersey, 

Sheldon, Souvenir de Congress, Superfin and Winter Nelis. Many 
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of the common varieties of pears require cross-pollination, being 

partially or wholly incapable of setting fruit when limited to their 

own pollen. Varieties that are absolutely self-sterile may be per- 

fectly cross-fertile. 

Pollen is transported from tree to tree by bees and other in- 

sects, and not by the wind. Bad weather during flowering time has 

a decidedly injurious influence on fruitage by keeping away insect 
visitors and affecting the fecundation of the flowers, and, conversely, 
fine weather favors cross-pollination and the setting of fruit. 

The normal typical fruits and, in most cases, the largest and 
finest specimens from both the so-called self-sterile and self-fertile 
varieties are crosses. 

The apples resulting from some of the experiments were col- 

lected and studied, and the results were found.to be parallel with 
those obtained in the experiments with pears, the crosses being 

larger, more highly colored and better supplied with seed. For 

example, the hand-crossed Baldwin apples were highly colored, well 

matured and contained abundant seeds, while the self-fertilized 

fruits were only slightly colored, were but one-fourth or two-thirds 

the regular size and seedless. The crosses were, in other words, 

like the better specimens of apples not bagged from the same tree, 

and the self-fertilized fruits corresponded with the undersized, poor- 

ly-colored specimens. 

The number of insect visitors in any orchard determines to a 

great extent the amount of cross-pollination carried on. The 

pollen of the pear and the apple is not produced in sufficient 

quantity nor is it of the right consistency to be carried by the wind, 

and the pollination of these trees is therefore dependent on the 

activity of insects. In an ordinary spring there is usually an abund- 
ance of these insects to thoroughly cross-pollinate orchards of a 

few hundred trees, but in the case of large commercial orchards, 

especially where several are close to each other, there is not a suffi- 

cient number of insects for cross-pollination when the main body of 

trees is in bloom if there is no apiary in the neighborhood. There- 

fore, each large orchardist should keep a number of hives of bees. 
Honey bees and other members of the bee family are the best 

workers in cross-pollination. 

Be sure there are sufficient bees in the neighborhood, or at least 

within two or three miles, to properly visit the blossoms. When 

possible, endeavor to favor the bees by selecting sheltered situations 

for the orchard or by planting windbreaks——Prof. M. B. Waite in 

Year Book Dept. of Ag. 1898. 
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Bees are also very useful to the horticulturist, as they are able 
to carry pollen from one flower to another and thus fertilize the 
flower. As many of our fruits are self-sterile, they could not fruit 
without this help from the bees. Careful experiments by entmolo- 

gists have shown that bees are not guilty of cutting open grapes and 

other fruits, as their mandibles are too weak and are not designed 

for such work. It is, of course, true that after the fruits have been 

torn open by wasps, birds, etc., the bees feed on the pulp and juice. 

—Prof. Hunter, of Kansas, before the Am. Nurserymen at Chicago, 

June 14, 1899. 

If bees are kept from fruit blossoms by netting or other arti- 
ficial means, the amount of fruit set is little or none. It not infre- 

quently happens that inclement weather prevents or hinders the 

flying of bees during the period when the flowers are receptive. A 
fruit tree, half of which was subjected to a continuous spray - of 

water during the flowering period, produced no fruit upon the 

sprayed portion, but an abundance upon the other. A failure due 

to the above mentioned cause cannot well be prevented, but may be 

modified by having bees near at hand to utilize the short favorable 

periods which do occur. 

An insufficient supply of bees will hinder the setting of fruit. 

While other insects may take part in the carrying of pollen, the 

fruit raiser must rely chiefly on honey bees. Experience shows 
that, though the hungry bees may fly two or three miles, hives 

should be within half a mile of the orchard or small-fruit patch.— 

Press Bulletin No. 8, of the Kansas Experiment Station. 

The value of the honey bee to the horticulturist is hardly real- 

ized by many who are engaged in fruit growing. The setting of 

fruit that will stay on the tree depends chiefly upon proper pollina- 

tion, and in this work the bee is largely instrumental. There are, 
of course, other instrumentalities, but none, perhaps, so effective. 

Experiments at the Oregon station with the peach throw a good 

deal of light on this subject. A number of peach trees were forced 
into bloom under glass in November, and a colony of bees was 

placed in the house as soon as the bloom began. For several days 

a heavy fog prevented the bees from working, but on the first 
bright day that came the bees went to work and continued at it as 

long as there was anything on the trees to work on. The result was 

that at the stoning season, the time when unfertilized fruit drops, 

not a peach fell from the trees, and the crop was so heavy that it 

had to be severely thinned. As a check test, one tree was so pro- 

tected that the bees could not get at it, and from this tree all the 
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fruit dropped at the stoning period. Insects, and especially bees, 

which have nectar secreting instinct as a motive for labor or bloom, 

are an aid to pollination,for which nature seems to have provided 

no adequate substitute. Their office is to distribute pollen from 

flower to flower and from tree to tree. Much of the complaint 

about fruit falling would cease if horticulturists kept bees in the 

orchard. For the protection of bees the horticulturist should never 

spray while the trees are in bloom. He owes that much to these 

valuable assistants in his work.—Green’s Fruit Grower. 

In “Bienen-Vater” are given the results of experiments in which 

netting was put over branches of trees at the time of blooming. 
The time of blooming on such covered limbs was prolonged as if 

the blossoms were waiting for the bees to fertilize them. On apple 

trees the time of such blossoms was prolonged one to three days 

more than the time of blossoms uncovered. Pear blossoms were 

prolonged four to five days; plum, four to seven days. No fruit set 
on the covered apple branches. Some fruit set on the other trees, 
most of it falling prematurely—American Bee Journal. 

The director of the School of Horticulture at Villorde, France, 

placed a colony of bees at the disposal of his peach trees, under 

glass, at the time of blooming in February. The crop, previously 

scant,; was now unreasonably heavy—bLa Progress Apicole. 

(Gleanings.) 

Four years ago, when I rented one of the orchards which I am 

now running, the owners had about a dozen swarms of bees in box 
hives, and took no care of them except to hive the swarms in more 

box hives. He managed to keep about the same number of 

colonies, as the bee moth, which is very bad here, cleaned out about 

as many colonies as he managed to hive every year. He had a 
large cherry orchard, and told me that for eight years he did not get 

acherry. He was about to dig up the trees when some one advised 

him to try bees, which he did. The result was that for three or 
four years after he got the bees he sold his cherry crop in Chicago 

and New York for about $4,000.00. His idea in keeping bees was 

only to fertilize the fruit bloom. 

I shall increase to one hundred stocks, as I have 140 acres of 

trees for them to work on.—F. L. Morrill, of California, in “Glean- 

ings,’ June 1, 1899. 

In seven localities in Austria last year, experiments on the 

fertilizing of fruit blossoms were conducted, according to a con- 

certed plan, on a variety of trees and shrubs, choosing those that 
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had not borne much the preceding year. In one locality apph 
blossoms covered from insects bloomed one to three days longer 
than uncovered ones; pear blossoms four to five days longer; and 

plum blossoms four to six days. No fruit set on the covered apple 

boughs and less on the covered pear and plum boughs than on the 

uncovered ones, much of which fell off prematurely. In another 

locality the experiment was tried on an almond tree, a peat and a 

cherry, which bore fruit in abundance on the uncovered branches. 

All the covered blossoms remained in bloom longer, but none de- 

veloped, except one of the almond blossoms, apparently because it 

rubbed against the covering, and this withered without a kernel. 

In the third locality, two covered apple boughs bloomed three days 

longer than the others, and no fruit developed, while the uncovered 

branches bore in abundance. In the other four localities the ex- 

periments and results were so similar it is not worth while to men- 

tion them particularly. The whole forms a convincing proof that 
insect aid is necessary to the fruit industry —Bee-Keepers’ Review. 

It is a truth demonstrated beyond question, by Darwin and by 

many other scientists, by our Department of Agriculture and by 

my Own experiments, that many flowers are sterile to their own 

pollen or to that of the same variety of fruit. It is also true that 

pollination is always necessary to seed production, and usually to 

the production of the pulp in case of our berries, pomes, drupaceous 

fruits, etc. There seems as little doubt but that some fruits usually 

or sometimes fertile to their own pollen, or to that of the same 

variety, are under less favorable circumstances sterile to the same. 

Thus, the Bartlett pollen, though occasionally under favorable cir- 

cumstances it fruits well though no other pears are in the vicinity, 

yet in these exceptional cases no one knows when the tide will turn, 

and the Bartlett fail to produce unless other pears are hard by to 

insure cross-pollination. We are sure, then, that mixing of fruits 
so as to secure cross-pollination is absolutely essential in almost 

all cases to the best success, and in a large proportion of cases to 

any success at all. 

Again, this cross-pollination requires insects to carry the pollen 
grains from the anther of one bloom to the stigma of another. Be- 

fore the, orchards were planted the fruits were less numerous, and 

the solitary scant-insects were sufficient to do the work; but as we 

mass the fruits in great orchards, the native solitary insects were all 
too few, and fortunately the social bees were brought along with the 
fruits. Even the social native insects, like the social wasps and 

bumble-bees, are very few in spring when the fruits bloom, and so 
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are absolutely inadequate to pollinate our orchard trees. The non- 

seeding of red clover for the early first crop is because the bumble- 
bees are too few to properly cross-pollinate the bloom. It is pos- 

sible that in this case the flowers are fertile to the pollen of other 

red clover blossoms but not to their own. 

The orchardist then must have the bees. To drive them away 
would be to kill the goose that lays the golden egg. 

Again, bees never attack sound fruit. They only come when 

bird, wasp or sultry weather, combined with over-ripeness, break 

the rind and cause the juice to exude. Possibly bees could bite 

open the skin of the fruit, but positively they never do. Yet let the 

juice once ooze, and the bees quickly hie to tree or drying tray, and 

leave little behind to show what was once there. 

When we remember that nearly 90 per cent of the ripe fruit 
is juice, and that the bees take this, we see that little would be left. 

The juice often oozes from very ripe fruit, and so bees are often in 

the vineyard to the great annoyance of those who would gather in 

the vintage. Fruit on the trays in the drying-yard has the skin 
removed, or is cut open, and so the bees may take most of it unless 

repelled by sulphuring, which is now generally done. We see, then, 

that bees are a disturbance at times, and annoy the orchardist great- 
ly. Then must the apiarist be driven off? Not so, say the 

European pomologists. They want the bees, and there is no quar- 

rel between the two industries. Not so, say the most intelligent 

fruit-men of our own state and country, for we must have the bees 

to aid us in time of bloom. 

What then? It may be wise to move the bees temporarily on 

rare occasions when the annoyance is most severe. If so, who 

should bear the expense? Surely, not the bee-keeper, for he was 

the pioneer in the region and has a first, or at least an equal, right. 

The removal is for the fruitman, and he should be at the most, if not 

all, of the expense. But each should know all the facts, that bees 

are never harmful to flowers, but always necessary to best success, 

and they are only injurious to wounded fruit; that if they are tem- 

porarily removed it is for the good of the fruitman, and he should 
bear the expense. The harm is usually not great, and the annoy- 

ance usually almost nothing, so that if the bee-men and the fruit- 
men donate the one to the other their choicest products, and culti- 

vate good-feeling and not enmity, each may be a tremendous 

blessing to the other, and all the best of neighbors——Prof. A. J. 
(Cook, Los Angeles: Co.,Cal- 
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It is pleasant to have our popular beliefs endorsed by scientists. 
Over the world the popular belief has been that the bumble-bee was 

needed to secure a crop of clover seed. Prof. Chas. W. Burkett 

last year covered patches of clover heads six feet square with 

mosquito netting. He gives the results as follows: 

The result showing the number of seeds in each 100 heads was 

as follows: First crop, covered, 0; uncovered, 10. Second crop, 

covered, 2; uncovered, 612. Near bumble-bees’ nest 2,300. Of 

course all insects were excluded, but the experiment proves that 

insects are necessary, and we know that bumble-bees are the prin- 

cipal workers in the pollination of clover blossoms. So the old 
theory still holds. 

The careful experiments of Prof. Waite and others at the ex- 
periment stations show that the honey-bee is quite as essential for 

the perfect pollination of most of our fruits as the bumble-bee is in 
the clover fields. In Germany the bumble-bee is protected by legal 
enactments. With us every nest is destroyed at once after dis- 

covery.—Prof. J. L. Budd, Horticulturist, lowa Ag. College. 

One of the laws of nature is that the crossing of races produces 
offspring with greater vigor, endurance and facility of reproduction. 

Fruits succeed better when the pollen which fertilizes the pistil 

comes from some other blossom; and the insects are entrusted with 

the mission of transporting this pollen from one blossom to an- 

other while gathering it for their own use. In some plants, fertiliza- 
tion would have been impossible without the aid of insects. For 
instance, some plants, such as willows, are dioecious, having their ° 

male organs on one tree and their female organs on another. * * 
* * Tf those horticulturists who regard the bee as an enemy 

could exterminate the race, they would act with as little wisdom as 
those who attempt to banish from their inhospitable premises every 

insectivorous bird which helps itself to a small part of the abund- 

ance it has aided in producing. By making judicious efforts early 

in the spring to entrap the mother-wasps and hornets, which alone 

survive the winter, an effectual blow may be struck at some of the 

worst pests of the orchard and garden. In Europe, those engaged 

extensively in the cultivation of fruit often pay a small sum in the 
spring for all wasps and hornets destroyed in their vicinity — 

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee as revised by Dadant. 

Bees are not only florists, they are fruit producers. Our 

orchard and fruit crops and leguminous seeds, constituting together 
no inconsiderable fraction of human food, are very largely depend- 

ent upon insect agency, and the fee paid for professional attendance 
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on the part of the little inoculator is nectar. Let us take, as an ex- 
ample, the apple, a fruit which, from a ultilitarian point of view, has 
in this country no equal. Its pretty blossom carries five stigmas; to 

each stigma belongs a division of the compound ovary constituting 

the core of the fruit. The stigma comes to maturity before the 

anthers. Bees seeking nectar get dusted completely, and then 

transfer the granules to the stigmas of neighboring blossoms. * * 
* %* The apple, as its blossom indicates, is, strictly, a fusion of 

five fruits into one, and demands for its production in perfection, 

no less than five independent fertilizations. If none are effected, 

the calyx, which really forms the flesh of the fruit, instead of swell- 
ing, dries and soon drops. An apple often develops, however, 

though imperfectly, if four only of the stigmas have been pollen 
dusted, but it rarely hangs long enough to ripen, the first severe 

storm sending it to the pigs as a windfall. I had 200 apples, that 

had dropped during a gale, gathered promiscuously for a lecture 
illustration, and the cause of the falling, in every case but eight, was 

traceable to imperfect fertilization. 

Among the small fruits gooseberries are absolutely dependent 

on insects. The failure of this crop is not so uniformly the result, 
as some suppose, of frost; cold weather at the critical time, keeping 

the bees within, often being the chief cause—Prof. Frank R. 
Cheshire, an English author of recognized scientific standing. 

THE DUST MULCH IN MINNESOTA. 

W. W PENDERGAST, HUTCHINSON. 

Notwithstanding the adverse reports that occasionally come to 

us from farmers andgardeners whose experiments have, for some 

reason, proved unsatisfactory, both winter and summer, mulching 

will continue. As so much has been written and said about the 

winter protection of trees, shrubs and plants, I shall try to confine 

myself to summer cultivation and the subject assigned. Although 

the fact 1s now clearly established that in the production of staple 

crops and commodities now in demand the world over and command- 

ing a market anywhere Minnesota stands at the head, it is also 

true that she, too, has her drawbacks. I do not refer to the cold 

winters, for there are few, if any, states in the Union that can boast 

of such pleasant, exhilarating, healthful winter weather as we have 

here. Sometimes, too, we hear complaints about the high winds, 

alleged to be very disagreeable, but there is little ground for this 

complaint, for the actual fact is that the average velocity of the 
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wind here is but three-fifths as great as in New England, whence 

the charge against Minnesota generally comes. The one thing 

which injures us more than all other physical factors combined is 

the scant rainfall of August and September. This year there has 

been no reason to grumble, but the usual condition during the latter 

part of the growing season is that of dryness. It seldom makes 

itself felt early enough to seriously damage the small cereals and 

other early ripening crops, but flax, millet, all roots and also fall 

pasturage often suffer greatly from drought. Corn, though strictly 

a cereal, ripens late but has such power to resist heat and dryness 

that a general failure is unknown. Occasionally it happens that 

the whole summer is dry, and all crops are more or less injured. 
This brings us to the all-important question, can the tiller of the 

soil do anything to relieve the situation when unkind fate refuses the 

earlier and the later rains? In cultivated land much may be done 

by conserving the moisture already stored up in the ground and 

giving it to the crops for their exclusive:use. There will always 

be two enemies to fight: first, leaching, which will be mentioned 

later; second, evaporation, which operates in two different ways, 

one direct from the surface of the ground and the other 

indirect, through the leaves of the weeds that everywhere infest 

the cultivated fields. Fortunately both forms can be fought at the 

same time and both subdued by the self same weapon, the cultivator. 

It provides the dust mulch to avoid direct evaporation, and by de- 

stroying the weeds stops the exhalations from their leaves. 

Direct evaporation is simply the action of the thirsty air as it 

wanders over the surface, licking up the moisture which capillary 

attraction has brought up from the lower layers of soil and placed 

within its reach. This attraction is the same as that which causes 

water to rise in fine glass tubes above the level of that on the out- 

side. The saturation of a lump of sugar by inserting one corner in 

a cup of tea is a familiar illustration of the work that is constantly 

going on underground. When the interstices of the underlying 

strata are of the right degree of fineness, when the soil is sufficiently 

firm and compact and of uniform texture, capillarity goes steadily on, 

and an almost incredible amount of moisture is daily lifted from 

beneath the ground to the surface. 

Evaporation from growing weeds is often very much greater 

than that which takes place directly from the surface. Every one 

is familiar with the fact that trees afford decided protection from 

light showers and from the first part of a heavy rainfall. In the 

middle and far west about one-fifth of the rain which falls where 

the ground is covered with trees and other vegetation is evaporated 
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from the leaves on which it collects without touching the ground at 

all and from them is returned to the air again. 

A matter of the greatest importance to the farmer and horti- 

culturist is the fact that for each pound of dry matter contained in 

the vegetation grown upon a field or garden four hundred pounds 

of water, on an average, have been evaporated from the foliage of 

the plants or weeds, which have pumped it up from the moist earth 

only to breathe it out again from the leaves. 

| To the foregoing must be added the direct evaporation from 

the surface. This varies greatly with varying conditions. Ina fine- 

ly comminuted soil underlaid with clay, where the pores have not 

been disturbed and capillarity is well established, it may be nearly 

equal to the entire rainfall, and the land in a dry year be worthless 

on that account. In a clayey loam, containing one-fourth or less 

of the amount of moisture required to bring it to the point of satura- 

tion and receiving the most favorable tillage, direct evaporation may 

be less than one-tenth of the precipitation. 

There is another way by which a part of the rainfall disappears 

from the soil and fails to be of benefit to the crops. I refer to the 

downward and lateral movement by percolation. This, however, 

amounts to but little except where the soil is almost pure sand or 

gravel with no impermeable understructum within a long distance 

of the surface. In loams or clays the movement is exceedingly 
slow and, following, as it does, the general slope of the land, it takes 

a long time to get beyond the roots of the plants or out of the reach 

of capillary attraction. ! 

But this attraction has a tendency to bring the moisture to the 

- surface to be carried away by the air. [t must be remembered that 

by the action of this force water may move downward or laterally 

as well as upward. It tends from the wettest parts towards the 

driest ones. Whenever the surface by reason of evaporation be- 

comes drier than the earth several feet below, the subterraneous 

water begins to creep upwards through the minute pores of the 

ground till it reaches the top, whence it is spirited away by the ab- 

sorption of the atmosphere. This is not only a dead loss of so much 

life giving water, but it also to a considerable degree cools the soil 

and retards the growth of the crops, which is equivalent to shorten- 

ing the season. 

Now we are brought face to face with the great problem which 

every tiller of the soil, in order to achieve the highest success, must 

solve. How shall the vast amount of water now carried off by 

evaporation, and worse than wasted, be retained in the soil and made 

to subserve some useful purpose? _As it is now, for the most, the 
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dry surface orders an invoice from the ground water beneath. The 
draft is honored, and capillarity is the water bearer who delivers it 

as directed, but the treasure is immediately seized by the wanton 

wind, and the loss cannot be repaired. This process is continually 

repeated till the earth becomes dry to a point which the plant roots, 

with all the aid they can get by capillary attraction, cannot reach; 

so the leaves dry up,and the crop fails unless timely rains come to its 

relief, which at this season of the year we are not warranted in ex- 

pecting. What shall be done? The pumping up process must con- 

tinue; the crops demand it—in fact, it is a matter of life or death 

with them. But they and not the surrounding atmosphere must 
have the benefit. 

Evaporation then or, at least, the larger part of it must be 

stopped, and the plant roots must have a chance to utilize the moist- 

ure heretofore wasted. This is no chimerical idea, as it has been suc- 

cessfully practiced in the semi-arid lands of Washington for several 

years, and the system is now firmly established. In the Big Bend 

of the Columbia, for instance, where the annual rainfall is but half 

as great as ours, good crops of fruit, peas, potatoes, beets, carrots 

and onions are grown every season, and large yields of wheat and 

barley are secured without fail once in two years. This result is at- 

tained by saving the snow-water of the winter following the crop 

year until that of another winter is added to it, when the land is 

ready for another heavy yield. “Of course,’ every farmer will say, 

“that is important and in the highest degree desirable, but how can 

it be done?’ The question is not a very difficult one, and the - 

farmers whom it confronted were not long in reaching a conclusion. 

They pretty effectually checked direct evaporation by keeping the 

surface covered to the depth of two or three inches with a light, open 

dust mulch, and indirect evaporation by allowing nothing to grow 

on the soil during the off years. 

The movement of water from the moist depths of the earth is 

constant until some obstruction is met. A stratum of coarse gravel 

and pebble stones offers such obstruction, the pores not being suffi- 

ciently fine to invite capillarity to do its work. A soil, air-dried or 

nearly so, by sun, wind and the absorptive power of vegetation, per- 

mits only a slow and feeble movement of water through it. When,’ 

to such a condition as has just been described is added an exceed- 

ingly light, dry and open textured dust blanket, the bar to the further 

upward movement of capillary water is well-nigh complete. The 
reason for this will be readily seen when it is understood that 
capillary attraction is but a form of adhesion and can take place only 

when the liquid has a stronger power of adhesion to the substance 
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with which it is mingled than that of cohesion among the molecules 

of the liquid itself. In other words, when the liquid will wet the 
substance with which it is brought into contact capillary attraction 

will take place. Quicksilver instead of rising in glass tubes above 
the general level will always be depressed below it. 

From what has been said it will now be plain that, since water 

is slow to penetrate a dry and open-grained material, the movement 

of that contained in the unsaturated soil a few inches below the sur- 

face up through the light,powdery dust blanket spread out above 

it will be so slight as to do comparatively little injury. Every one 

who has tried to absorb with a blotting pad a drop of ink acci- 

dentally let fall upon his writing paper by inserting a corner of the 

pad into it has discovered that the blotter must be moistened before 

_ the water will feel the influence of the attraction. Moisten the 

blotter a little and the ink at once rises from the writing paper and 

distributes itself through the pad. 

Dry, powdery soil is a much greater obstruction to the upward 

movement of water by capillarity than the unmoistened blotting pad, 

and, to make it a still greater bar, it does not come in contact with 

water or even with soil that is near the point of saturation; the 

texture lacks firmness, the pores are disconnected .and too large. 

More than all else, the established connection between the soil be- 

low and the upper portion or dust mulch is thoroughly disturbed, 

so that the passage ways of the ground water to the surface are 

closed and surface evaporation is brought to a stand still. This ac- 

counts for the fact that in a comparatively dry time moist earth is 

found in a naked fallow but a few inches from the top of the ground 

which has been kept well pulverized, while in an adjoining field of 

heavy oats you may dig a foot or more without striking moisture. 

In the first case,the water which was in the ground at the beginning 

has been locked up there and safely kept; in the second, though the 

direct evaporation has been trifling the indirect has been enormous. 

Not less than six hundred tons having been absorbed by the air 

irom every acre. . 

We may say, then, that in order to carry a crop through a 

drought as successfully as possible, two things are essential: (1) 

Capillary attraction must go on constantly, otherwise the little water 

near the surface will soon be taken up by the plant roots, and food 

being thus withheld the crop suffers, and if rain ‘does not soon come 

to its relief will perish. (2) The amount of water that finds its 

way to the air above must be reduced practically to zero, so that the 

water which is brought up by capillarity from the depths below will 
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all, be utilized in the chemical preparation of the meals which the 

growing crops demand. 

The conservation of moisture in a fallow field is comparatively 

an easy matter. <A light, shallow, powdery dust blanket, renewed 

by harrowing whenever a crust is formed, and complete eradication 

of weeds, are all that is required. Cultivated crops, like corn, pota- 

toes, beans, beets, carrots, peas, etc.,are not much harder to manage, 

because in good farming the weeds must be cleaned out,and the best 

way to dispose of them is by repeated, shallow cultivation, begun 

early when the weeds are small and easily killed and kept up through 

the season—and this is the most approved way of making a dust 

mulch. Of course, in a dry time capillarity will not furnish all the 

water necessary for the welfare of the crops unless the subsoil is 

completely saturated in the early season and underlaid with clay 

or impermeable rock which does not slope enough to allow the sur- 

plus water to drain away toward some river or follow the general 

slope of the country in the direction of the sea. Egypt offers a good 

illustration of the advantage of thorough saturation and a good dust 

mulch to prevent surface evaporation. Only the most intense culti- 

vation will warrant any attempt to ameliorate the unfavorable con- 

ditions which induce loss by leaching, except by the introduction of 
humus. Pulverizing the top soil, however, to the depth of two or 

three inches entails little expense, insures a better crop for the cur- 

rent year and forestalls the usual growth of weeds for the next year. 

Carefully conducted experiments have shown that a good garden 

loam when pulverized will absorb only half as much water as before, 

and when the conditions are the same it will be more than twice as 

long doing it. When the pulverized earth lies loosely on the soil 

in its natural state, with no established connection between the pores 

of each, the time is indefinitely increased. It is true that the force 
of capillarity increases with the fineness of the soil, and up to a 

certain point this is also true as regards the fineness of the grains 
which compose the soil, but when these are very fine and floury the 

interstices become so clogged as to well-nigh shut off the upward 

movement of water altogether. In such lands deep plowing and 

subsoiling only will ameliorate the natural condition of the ground, 

and the pulverized surface will check the up-creeping water, offering 

it to the plant roots before the air can lay its clutches upon it. 

To prevent the loss of water by leaching, little can be econom- 

ically done. Increasing the amount of humus by plowing in green 

manures and the admixture of a small quantity of clay with sandy 

soils make them more retentive. 
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To reduce the amount exhaled by vegetation, in the somewhat 

arid regions of the Big Bend, to which reference has been made, less 

than half the seed is sown which we think necessary, thirty pounds 

of seed to the acre being the maximum in wheat culture. All weeds 

must be destroyed. Shoal cultivation of all plants grown in rows 

must be thorough and frequent. I say shoal because if the powdered 

soil extends too far down, capillarity will be arrested below a large 

portion of the roots and the crop will languish. Lastly, a loose, 

friable surface should be given to the fields of cereals sown broad 

cast or in close drills by running a light, broad harrow over them 

when the grain gives promise that it will be able to choke down the 

weeds and take care of itself till harvest time. It is not claimed 

that any method known to the best farmers and gardeners will al- 

ways insure a heavy crop on all land in the dryest seasons, but it 

is not too much to hope that, on most soils, the yield may be ma- 

terially increased when the rainfall is scant, by utilizing the dust 

mulch to retain a portion of the water actually held by the soil at 

the outset. ; 

Mr. Jno. Freeman: A neighbor of mine has been setting out 

for several successive years a young orchard, and I observed that he 

paid very strict attention to cultivation, extremely so, more than I 

had ever done or noticed any one else do. He continued this ex- 

haustive cultivation for two or three successive years. I am not 

advised in regard to the kind of trees he set out or the different 

nurserymen that he dealt with, but the result is that his trees are 

nearly all dead, trees ranging from three to seven years old. They 

have been replaced several times, but he carried out this plan of 

cultivation, and the result is that his trees are nearly all gone. 

Prof. N. E. Hansen (S. D.): That brings out the point Mr. 

Wedge referred to, which I believe to be at the foundation of all our 

orcharding. Five years ago I came out to South Dakota with the 

idea that top-grafting on hardy stock would produce us all sorts of 

hardy apples. It took three years to get that idea out of my head. 

We have to begin below the surface. . The fact is that everything 

below the surface for a large part of Minnesota must be Siberian, 

and that is my idea now. I tried the wild crab apple, and they only 

lasted one winter; they were all gone the next spring. If every 

farmer has to mulch his orchard in order to save it, he is not going 

to mulch it, and his orchard will die. If you put in an orchard on 

true Siberian crab stock your orchard will stand. My own ex- 

perience with the seedlings I got from Washington was that they 

were hardly alive when they reached me, and I had to pot them. 

These seedlings came through the winter before last with the ther- 
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mometer 40 degrees below zero, and they came through in perfect 

condition. I had to transplant them last year, so last fall, a year 

ago this fall, they were not bigger than the ordinary one year apple 

seedling. This year they have made a growth of four to five feet. 

The buds of some of the standard apples like the Wealthy, Duchess 

and Hibernal have made a growth of four to five feet. I have no 
doubt at all that there will be no trouble. I do not intend to mulch. 

Some of those Siberian crab seedlings were so poor I did not pay 

any attention to them in the fall. They were left in the pots all 
summer and were left out doors all winter, and the present spring 

they leaved out the same as the others. If I have any prophecy to 

make it is that our apple trees will be smaller than they are now, 

and they will have to be planted closer together ; it will dwarf them, 

but you will have an orchard which you will not have to mulch. 

That is my opinion, subject to change, of course; my opinion is 

that we will have the same experience the Russians have had. They 

had to go outside of their own country to get stock hardy enough. 

There is no stock, Russian or American, that will stand forty below 

zero. We have to go entirely outside of the standard apple for stock 

in the northern part of Minnesota, in North Dakota and in the north- 

ern part of South Dakota. When you get to Iowa; the banana belt, 

I have nothing to say. 

The President: I want to say to my friend, Mr. Freeman, not 
in the way of answering his question, but to show that the case he 
quoted is not at all conclusive. Thirty-four years ago I bought 
several thousand trees, some of them large enough to set and some 
root-grafts, from Mr. Sherman, of Rockford, Ill. I had never heard 
of any dust mulch. Every one of those trees was dead within three 
years, within four at any rate. Does that show that the application 
of the dust mulch kills trees? Some have their orchards on tops of 
hills, while others who have their orchards on the slope lost all their 
apple trees. Does that show that those on the slope of the hill gen- 
erally fail and those who have their orchard on the hill top always 
succeed? We have got to show that those trees my friend speaks 
of were killed by want of water, for we have to water them through 
the dust mulch, and if it can be proven that the dust mulch cut off 
the supply of water so that they did not have enough, or if in either 
case he can prove that they had too much water and the dust mulch 
gave them an extra amount, more than they ought to have had, that 
would be more conclusive, but simply the fact that he placed them 
there and cultivated them well, gave them this dust blanket, and they 
died, does not seem to me to prove much of anything. You will find 
men practicing all kinds of cultivation in all kinds of locations that 
lose all their trees. One man I know bought some and put them 
right in the raw prairie sod. He dug large holes and put them in, 
and they bore heavy crops for many years; but it does not follow 
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that the best way is to seek out a piece of virgin prairie and set your 
trees in that. 

Mr. J. S. Harris: ‘Thirty-three years ago the Rockford nursery 

sold a good many trees in Minnesota. Every tree 1 bought 

was black hearted, and those trees survived three or four years 

and finally went under. My friend from Austin told you of 

an orchard he knows of. I have visited that orchard and am con- 

vinced that it is taken care of better than any I have ever seen, and 

he bought his trees in Minnesota and set them out, and they com- 

menced bearing and bear large crops every year. I have been there 

twice, and he has a model orchard. 

Prof. Green: It seems to me in discussing this mulch question 

the thing is rather run together instead of divided as it should be. 

One part is protection against summer drouth, and another is pro- 

tection against winter cold. Some agree with my friend, Prof. 

Robertson, that the proper time to put it on is in the summer for 

summer drouth, which is correct, and for winter protection we put 

it on at this time. I do not believe it was a good thing to mulch in 

June. I believe in trying to protect against summer drouth, and I 

believe in a late application to protect against winter drouth. I be- 

believe in the dust blanket as a protection against summer drouth 

and mulching against winter drouth. You can use mulching in sum- 

mer or cultivate to protect against summer drouth, and you can do 

the same thing in winter. In case of strawberries I believe in muici- 

ing against winter drouth. I believe the small strawberry crop is on 

account of hard freezing. I believe it is simply a weakening of the 

plant due to severe freezing. While I believe it may be well to make 

these general statements, the thing has got to be considered in 

detail. 

Next Summer’s Flowers.—Prepare for the summer flowers by 

securing some reliable catalogues, select the varieties most desired 

and order the seeds early. Make a plan of the grounds you are going 

to use and mark off the beds on paper. Some pleasant day have the 

flower beds covered with well-decayed manure. This enables it to 

leach into the soil, and it is also there when in the rush of spring 

work it might be forgotten. As early as possible spade the soil 

deeply, fine it down ready for planting, but do not put the seeds in 

the ground until the soil is warm. Slow maturing varieties had bet- 
ter be started in the house.—E. C. 
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LA CRESCENT TRIAL STATION, MIDSUMMER 
REPORT. 

FRANK I. HARRIS, SUPT. 

In accepting the position of superintendent of this station to 

succeed my lamented father, I do so with a great many doubts, both 

as to my ability and leisure to complete the experiments under way, 

all of which were planned under the personal supervision of the de- 

parted. Before proceeding further, I wish to embrace this oppor- 

tunity to thank the many friends who have expressed sympathy and 

offered words of encouragement in our bereavement. 

So much additional work and responsibility has fallen on my 

shoulders in settling up the estate and assuming new duties that but 

little could be accomplished by way of experiment. Concerning 
condition and prospects of fruit after so mild a winter, I was sur- 

prised to find red raspberry bushes badly injured, but with this ex- 

ception everything came through in good shape. I attribute this 

damage to a late fall growth and immature canes. 

Strawberry vines wintered finely, but were hurt by dry and hot 

weather in early spring, and the result was a moderate crop but of 

excellent quality, which sold readily at paying prices. As to va- 

rieties, the Warfield is still the leader, both as to yield and quality, 

and Bederwood the most profitable fertilizer, outranking Michel’s 

Early three to one in yield and quality. Splendid comes next and 

is rightly named, and Clyde and Brandwine were good. I was 

rather disappointed in Nick Ohmer, Excelsior and Rough Rider for 

trial and discarded Glen Mary. Raspberries, both black and red, 

are maturing a light crop of excellent quality, and the Loudon has 

jumped to the front again. 

It not being bearing year for apples, not much was expected, 

and while a good many new varieties blossomed not much fruit 

remains on the trees after the destructive wind storms we have ex- 

perienced, and that little is poor in quality. 

Plums blossomed heavily but a light crop only will mature. 

Cherries set a good crop, but the ‘‘early bird” harvested it before 

ripened. 

Grapes are in excellent condition,and a good crop is expected. 

A number of peach trees blossomed profusely and promise to 

mature several bushels of fruit. 

Blackberries wintered well but are likely to be injured by heat 

and drouth. 
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HORTICULTURE AT THE PROSPECTIVE ST. LOUIS 
EXPOSITION. 

(Extract from circular issued by the management.) 

“Horticulture naturally divides itself into two sections, the 
first that of growing vegetables and fruits, the second that of orna- 
mental or recreative horticulture. The first of these may be again 
divided into garden economics and pomology. ‘The exhibits relat- 
ing to the first will include soils and fertilizers, and the principles 
of gardening, tools and appliances as distinguished from those of 
agriculture, species of vegetables and specimens of cultivation, plans 
and drawings of hothouses, methods of heating, etc. Pomology 
will treat of all of the tree fruits, as well as strawberries, melons, 
pineapples, bananas and nuts of all kinds. To this may be added 
seed raising, methods and appliances, the fruit market and statis- 
tics of trade. The section devoted to ornamental horticulture will 
include pictures representing gardening of the past and present, the 
Dutch formal gardening, Japanese miniature gardening and ex- 
amples of the curious and beautiful in the art of gardening, with 
specimens of plants and their cultivation. Modern landscape gar- 
dening will be shown by photographs, plans and drawings, bedding 
plants, ornamental bulbs, hardy perennials, shrubbery, roses, shade 
and ornamental trees, the window and roof garden, house plants, 
fern culture, the lawn and its care, the pleasure conservatory, orchid 
culture, propagating houses, flower markets and the flower and 
seed trade.” 

THE CRIMSON RAMBLER ROSE. 

This superb rose is of the polyantha class and was originally received 

from Japan, being introduced into England in the fall of 1893. 

The plant is of vigorous growth, making shoots of from eight to ten feet 

during the season, rendering it a charming pillar rose. It is also magnifi- 

cent in bush form, and for covering buildings, trellises, etc., it cannot be 

excelled. One of the striking characteristics of this rose is its color, which 

is of the brightest crimson, which remains undimmed to the end, showing 

none of the objectionable purplish tint so common in crimson roses. 

The flowers are produced in pyramidal panicles, or trusses, each carrying 

from thirty to forty blooms, the individual fiowers measuring about one to 

one and a half inches in diameter and remaining perfect on the plant for up- 

wards of two weeks, with their freshness of color unimpaired. The foliage 

is bright green and glossy, and contrasts finely with the bright crimson of 

the flowers. It is quite hardy, having successfully withstood the winter, 

even in Minnesota, when properly laid down and covered. 

An eastern writer in speaking of it says: ‘‘With me at this date (July 6) 

this rose is grand. I have a dozen large plants on prepared land on turf. 

I did not prune much, merely shortening back and placing stakes to sup- 

port the long growths. I gave a liberal mulch early in the spring, with the 

result that the growths are very strong, and the clusters of bright crimson 

flowers at this date beautiful. On one shoot alone I counted over 300 

blooms.” 
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ecretary’s (Yorner. 

THE PROGRAM OF THE ANNUAL MEETING.—Was mailed to all members 

Nov. 15th. If a copy has failed to reach you, send to the secretary for 

another. 

ARE YOU ASSIGNED To Duty—At the annual meeting? It is then your 

good fortune to help along the work in what promises to be the best meeting 

the society has ever held. 

A CORRECTION IN THE PREMIUM LisT.—In the premium list for the 

coming annual meeting. just issued, the premiums on varieties of grapes 

should be changed to read, ‘‘First premium, 75c.; second premium, 50c.”’ 

ARE You A GROWER OF FRUITS?—You cannot afford not to attend our 
annual meeting. While you know many things about our art, every person 

you meet there knows something you don’t, of which knowledge it is your 

privilege to become the possessor. You must also give something in return. 

Come, and we will do you good. 

OuR PROGRAM.—Is a feast of good things, but to get the good of it you 

must come early and stay till the very end. You can afford to miss neither 

the first session nor the last. Will you be on hand when the meeting opens at 

9:30 o’clock Tuesday morning? One hundred and forty were in attendance 

- at the opening session last year.” 

ARE You A MINNESOTA NURSERYMAN?—As a matter of business you can- 

not afford to stay away from our annual meeting. You have much of the 

practical knowledge that the planters of the state need, and this is the oppor- 

tunity to-“give it off’’—and you are sure to get some good in return as well as 

a great fund of pleasure out of fraternal association. Come! 

APPLES ABROAD.—A contemporary says that apples are now selling in 

Denmark for 13 cents per lb. at wholesale, but that American apples packed 

in barrels, as they are, do not keep well and are not in favor in that market. 

Russian apples are packed in large boxes in excelsior and will stand shipping 

and storing along time. American apples would sell there if packed in that 

manner. 
HAVE You EVER ATTENDED OUR ANNUAL MEETING ?—Come this yearand 

see what is doing there. While it is true that the proceedings of the meeting 

are published in our monthly throughout the year, there are yet a host of good 

things, and really the very best of the gathering, that cannot be put into print. 

The social element is a large factor in the association and in the great work it 

is accomplishing. Come and “give and take’’ with us. 

STORING WKALTHY APPLES.—The writer lately received the following 

letter from the Produce Refrigerating Co., where he had put into cold storage 

a few barrels of Wealthy apples, and they are the ones referred to in the letter: 

“Two barrels of apples, our lot No. 2254, and one barrel of apples, our lot 

No. 2264, both in storage in your name, are poor keepers and have gone 

down seriously. We have removed them from the room into the corridor and 

wish you would kindly take them out as they will shortly be worthless.”’ 

This does not necessarily mean that Wealthy apples cannot be kept in cold 

storage, but it does mean that they will not keep as ordinarily handled. Here- 

tofore the demand for Wealthy for immediate consumption has exceeded the 

supply, and the growers have not found it necessary to store in waiting fora 

profitable market. But the time will eventually come when it will have to be 

done, and it is just as well to practice the necessary conditions a little before- 

hand. A Wealthy to keep must be got into the barrel without a bruise of any 
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kind, and this means handling as eggs are handled. In fact if they could be 

packed in cases with partitions as eggs are, and each apple wrapped, the condi- 

tions would be ideal. Try a few boxes next year for practice. 

INTERESTING NEWS FROM STATE FORESTRY BOARD.—The Minnesota 

State forestry board yesterday received reports from the auditors of Becker, 

Cook, Otter Tail and Pine counties, showing that 2,990 acresof land had been 

forfeited to the state for non-payment of taxes, and that the land is better 

adapted to forestry than to general agricultural purposes. 

Many counties have sent in no reports, and several of the reports ened 

do not give the desired information. Land that accrues to the state for delin- 

quent taxes, after the county commissioners have certified that it is unfit for 

agricultural purposes, is placed under the care of the forestry board. 

As many of the county commissioners through the northern part of Minne- 

sota, where the larger part of such land is located, are known to be favorable 

to the forestry movement, the members of the forestry board expect a large 

amount of land will be placed under its care this winter. Until a decision has 
been made by the county commissioners, the forestry board has no control 

over such lands. 

S. M. Owen was chosen president of the board to succeed Judson N. Cross, 
of Minneapolis, who died last August. Memorial resolutions were passed on 

the death of President Cross, who was the originator of the forestry board. 

—Minneapolis Journal. 

A MANITOBA FRuiIt DispLay.—'A highly interesting and suggestive ex- 

hibit of Manitoba-grown fruit was made a short time ago in the windows of one 

of the large Winnipeg dry goods houses by the Western Horticultural Society, 

of which Mr. Bartlett, of Winnipeg, is secretary. 

“The principal contributor of large fruits was A. P. Stevenson, of Nelson, 

who showed twenty-two varieties of standard apples, several hybrids, and half 

a dozen crabs, among the varieties of standards being specimens of the Wealthy 

and Patten’s Greening, both of which are American seedlings, and the following 

Russian varieties: Hibernal, Anisette, Blushed Calville, Repka Kislaga, Rus- 

sian Gravenstein, White Rubits, Silken Leaf, Ostrokoff, Cinnamon Pine, Little 

Hat, Sacharrine, Red Cheek, and a number of others. In crabs, he showed 

Transcendent, Hyslop, Virginia, General Grant, Philip’s 1000, Whitney and 

Minnesota. The Archbishop of Rupert’s Land also showed several nice speci- 

mens of apples and three varieties of crabs, which were grown at St. John’s, 

Winnipeg. From Portage la Prairie quite a number of standard apples and 

crabs were exhibited, ‘Messrs. Lyall showing a very good sample of Duchess 

apple and Transcendent crab; Cadham, Duchess apple and Hyslop and Trans- 

cendent crabs; Alton, Evans, Garnier, Rowe, Logan, Canniff, each with good 

specimens of crabs. W. G. Fonseca, Chas. Wellband and John Green, of Win- 

nipeg, showed Transcendent crabs. Thomas Franklin, Stonewall, exhibited a 

great variety of crabs and seedling plums and several apples. In crabs he 

showed Hyslop, Orange, Tonka, Martha, Virginia, Sweet Russett, Briar’s 

Sweet, and a number of others. This fruit was grown on trees which had the 

protection of shelter belts or trees.’,—FARMER’S ADVOCATE, Oct. 5, 1901. 

The death of L. H. Wilcox, of Hastings, late in October, is announced. At 

this writing fuller particulars are not at hand. 
Mr. Wilcox was for a number of years an earnest worker in the society, 

being a member of the executive board for five years consecutively, from 1889 

to 1893 inclusive. 
LOT RE BLE TY REL Re a nc IE 
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JOURNAL OF THE THIRTY-FOURTH ANNUAL MEETING 
OF THE MINNESOTA STATE HORTICULTURAL 

SOCIETY, HELD IN MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., 
DEC. 4-7, 1900. 

(For program of this meeting see page 474, Report of 1900.) 

TUESDAY MORNING SESSION. 
W. W. Pendergast: Friends of the Horticultural Society: 

It is exceedingly pleasant to see so many here at the very be- 

ginning, so early the first morning. It is a still grander thing to 

begin at the beginning and go on through to the end, and listen 
and learn and get something out of every day’s exercises, and I 

think the fact that we have so many together here at the very be- 

ginning is an omen of success. 

We will open the exercises this morning with an invocation by 

Rev. Clarence Swift, of the Park Avenue Congregational Church. 

The invocation was then offered by Dr. Swift, after which Mrs. 

C. S. Hitchcock favored the audience with an instrumental selec- 

tion on the piano. 

The president then announced the following members as a com- 

mittee on credentials: Alfred Terry, Slayton; W. L. Taylor, Litch- 

field; O. M.'Lord, Minnesota City. 

GREETING BY THE PRESIDENT. 

W. W. PENDERGAST, HUTCHINSON. 

Now, friends, we are ready to commence our work of the week, for we 

now have got to where we must put in almost a full week, taking Monday to 

get here and Saturday to go home again. 

I have been struck, as I thought the matter over lately, with the growth 

of this society, from the first I knew it, at the very outset. What a fee- 

ble, struggling baby it was in its swaddling clothes! How little by little, and 

especially during the last eight or ten years, it has been growing, and now see 

the large and strong giant it is getting to be, a “power in the land” in every 

part of Minnesota! Yes, in every part of the northwest the Minnesota Horti- 

cultural Society is known, and it is known for its good works. We have 

started out to do something that will redound to the credit of this north- 

west, and it will go on gathering strength after we, the old “stagers,” who 
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have always been loyal, have passed away entirely. The great glory of this 

society is to come yet. We are growing faster and faster, our membership 

is increasing faster, the interest of those who attend the meetings is growing 

constantly, and we have good reason to “thank the Lord and take courage” 

in the future. The best thing that we can do in this world, the one that con- 

tributes most to our happiness—and that is the great secret of life, is to do our 

duty as well as it can be done, not as well as we know how to do it, but as 

well as we can do it. Whether we are struck by a rich or a plain man the 

pain is just as great, and I would rather have a man working against the 

right who knows he is working against the right, than one who sincerely be- 

lieves he is right but is just as far out of the way as the other one, because 

he has the reputation of being honest and sincere, and his words will carry 

conviction; and if he goes in the wrong direction, takes the wrong part, think- 

ing it is right, he will do more harm than the one who takes the wrong path 

knowing he is wrong. So I say again, it is our duty not to do simply as 

well as we know how, not to follow out the course we may think is right, 

but to get down to bed rock, and be sure that that course is the right one— 

and that is what we are undertaking to do in this organization. Find out 

what is right! Throw all our preconceived notions to the winds! Let them 

go if the evidence seems to be against them !—and we must find out what that 

evidence is and duly weigh it, and if it is against us let us get over on to 

the right side just as soon as we can. 

I will not take up much of your time this morning. ‘There is plenty to do, 

and there are plenty here to do it, and we all want to hear from them, and I 

do sincerely and heartily invite every one that is here this morning to profit by 

this meeting. 

We have changed our place of meeting to one that is more roomy than 

the one we were in the habit of using, and it looks as though this was going 

to be none too large, and that fact is worthy of note and of congratulation. 

We have reason to congratulate the society that we are starting out so well at 

this meeting. 

I think the preliminary business has all been disposed of, and we are 

now ready to take up our regular program, and I trust every one will feel per- 

fectly free to take part in the discussions, and to make the discussion of each 

subject as practical as possible. 

The General Subject for this morning is the “Mechanical Preparation of 

the Soil in Fruit Culture.” 

“Subsoiling as a Preparation for Fruit Culture.” David Secor, 
Winnebago City. (See index.) 

Discussion. 

“Subsoiling as a Preparation for Fruit Culture.” Frank Yahnke, 

Winona. (See index.) 

“Methods of Plowing as a Preparation for Planting Fruits.” 
Prof. Wm. Robertson, St. Anthony Park. (See index.) 

Discussion. 

“Protection from Drought and Winter-Killing.” G. D. Taylor, 

Fulda. (See index.) 

Discussion. 
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Manipulation of the Soil Necessary or Profitable for a Plum 

Orchard.” Dewain Cook, Windom. (See index.) 
Discussion. 

“Movement of the Soil in the Successful Vineyard.” C. W. 
Sampson, Excelsior. (See index.) 

Discussion, 

“Tools for Garden and Orchard Use.” S. D. Richardson, Win- 

nebago City. (See index.) - 
Discussion. 

The President: We have a number of delegates with us this 

morning from some of our sister states, and I am sure we would 
all be pleased to hear a word of encouragement from them, to hear 

of their successes to cheer us on our way. I will first call on Prof. 

Hansen, of the South Dakota Agricultural College, of Brookings. 
Prof. N. E. Hansen (S. D.): I have nothing in particular to 

* say of our work, for we of South Dakota come over here to learn 

from the gray and white heads we see about us. We are laboring 

under harder conditions than you are in Minnesota. Mr. Cook and 

Mr. Older can sympathize with us, as can also Judge Moyer. The 

further west you go the harder the conditions become for growing 

fruit successfully. We are not discouraged by any means, for we 

raise a lot of fruit. Our people are plant breeding, and I will tell 

you what we do. We are breeding the native things mostly. We 

have just run up against this fact, that farmers will not grow rasp- 

berries if they have to lay them down for winter protection; we 

must raise something that does not need to be laid down. They 

will not mulch their strawberries, so we must develop something 

from the native that does not need protection. That is what we 

are doing there, and we expect to succeed. 

The President: I now take pleasure in introducing to you Mr. 

J. S. Trigg, of the Northeastern Iowa Society. We are glad to 

have Mr. Trigg with us—lI believe this is for the first time—and 

we hope we shall hear from him often during our meeting. 

Remarks by Mr. J. S. Trigg. (See index.) 

Alfred Terry: Your committee on credentials has received the 

credentials of the following persons and beg leave to report that 

they are properly qualified to represent their respective organiza- 

tions : 
C. L. Watrous, delegate from the Iowa State Horticultural Society; J. 

S. Trigg, from the Northeastern Iowa Horticultural Society; A. P. Steven- 

son, Nelson, Man., from the Western Horticultural Society, of Manitoba ; 

Jno. Freeman, of the Southern Minnesota Horticultural Society. 

(Signed) ALFRED TERRY, 
W. L. TAYLOR, 
On M:“EORD> 

Committee. 
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The President: We are very glad, indeed, to have so many of 
our sister societies represented here, and we would like to hear 

from each one of them what they are doing in their respective organ- 

izations. I will first call on Col. C. L. Watrous to say a few words. 

Col. C. L. Watrous (Iowa): I should like to make you a 
little speech forty or fifty minutes long, but my watch tells me it 

is considerably after twelve o’clock, and during a rather long life I 

have found that nothing will so destroy a man’s temper as to talk 

to him when he is hungry. I will deliver my speech when my time 
comes on the program, but just at present I will spare you. 

The President: Col. Watrous is a Quaker and prefers to speak 

only when the spirit moves. (Laughter.) Now we want to hear 

from Mr. Stevenson, from the far north across the border. 

Remarks by A. P. Stevenson. (See index.) 

The President: Thank you, Mr. Stevenson, we are very glad 

to hear such a report from the far north. Now we would like to 

hear a word from Mr. Freeman, from the Southern Minnesota 

Horticultural Society. 

Mr. Jno. Freeman: As the official representative of the South- 

ern Minnesota Horticultural Society, I take great pleasure in pre- 

senting to you its sincere and hearty greetings. Although this is 

its first official representation before your honorable body, still that 

field has been represented for many years in your annual meetings, 

and the record of its deliberations has frequently appeared in your 

past reports, and these reports have brought back to us much that 

was of great benefit and encouragement. I believe this is the third 

éndeavor I have made to be present at your annual meeting, and 

now that I am here I hope to have a pleasant and profitable time 

with you. At some future time during this meeting I hope to be 

able to speak to you more fully of the interests and desires of our 

southern Minnesota society. 

The President: I want to say that all the delegates from these 

sister societies are heartily welcome here; we give them a sincere 

and cordial greeting, and should be glad to have them take an 

active part in our exercises and deliberations here during the week. 

It is a great mark of appreciation of the work you are doing to be 
told by people from Manitoba that they have been helped and stim- 

ulated by what you have done and that they are dependent upon 

and draw their greatest help from this society. There are other 

societies in other states that have helped us along, and we shall 

always feel under obligations to all the friends from those sister 

societies that have come here today to give us the advantages of their 

experience in the past, and if we can say anything in the course 
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of our deliberations here that will be of any benefit to them or give 

them a single thought which will help them in their work we shall 

be very glad to do it. 
On motion of Mr. Clarence Wedge the meeting adjourned to 

L201 py In. 

TUESDAY AFTERNOON. SESSION. 

The meeting was called to order at 1:30 o’clock by the president, 

and the afternoon’s program immediately taken up, the general sub- 
ject being “The Distribution and Conservation of Moisture in the 

Sot. 
“Drainage of Marsh Lands and Their Uses in Gardening.” W. 

L. Taylor, Litchfield. (See index.) 
Discussion. 
“The Use of Drain Tile in the Garden and Orchard.” R. A. 

Wright, Eureka. (See index.) 
Discussion. 
“Methods of mulching and Their Comparative Value.” J. S. 

Harris, La Crescent. (See index.) 
Discussion. 
“The Utility of the Dust Mulch in Minnesota.” W. W. Pender- 

gast, Hutchinson. (See index.) 

Discussion. 
“Irrigation in the Minnesota Garden and Orchard.” R. H. L. 

Jewett, St. Paul. (See index.) P.M. Endsley, Minneapolis. (See 
index.) ‘C. W. Spickerman, Excelsior. (See index.) 

Discussion. 

“Supplementary Plantings in the Orchard and Their Rotation.” 
O. M. Lord, Minnesota City. (See index.) 

Discussion. 
“General Rotation of Planting on the Small Fruit Farm.” C.W. 

Merritt, Homer. (See index.) 

Discussion. 
The president then appointed the following committees on 

awards: 
Cold Storage Apples: J. P. Andrews, Faribault. 

Apples not from Cold Storage: C. E. Older, Luverne. 

Grapes: J. W. Murray, Excelsior. 

Flowers: Mrs. H. K. Eves, Minneapolis. 

Honey: H. H. Heins, Lydia. 

Thousand Dollar Apple Seedling: J. S. Harris, J. S. Parks, 

O. M. Lord. Caen ane AD 
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Final Resolutions: G. D. Taylor, W. S. Higbee, A. D. Leach. 
Obituary: J. S. Harris, D. T. Wheaton, ¢. E. Older. 
President’s Address: L.R. Moyer, Frank Yahnke, T. E. Cash- 

man. 

WEDNEDAY MORNING SESSION. 

“Nursery Culture of the Apple.” J. P. Andrews, Faribault. 

(See index.) 
Discussion. 

“How to Grow Gooseberry and Currant Plants.’ Geo. W. 

Strand, Taylor’s Falls. (See index.) 
Discussion. ; 

“Propagating New Varieties of Tree Fruits from Seed.” Chas. 
G. Patten, Charles City, lowa. (See index.) 

The reading of this paper was followed by a talk on the same 

subject by C. L. Watrous, Des Moines, Iowa. (See index.) 
“Growing Half-Hardy Fruits.” J. R. Cummins, Washburn. 

(See index. ) 
“Plant-Breeding.” Prof. N. E. Hansen, Brookings, S. D. (See 

index. ) 

“Growing Plants in and for the Windbreak.” Alfred Terry, 
Slayton. . 

“Growing Evergreens from Seeds, and After Care in the Nur- 

sery.” Clarence Wedge, Albert Lea. 

Discussion. 

Mr. J. S. Harris: I would like to introduce to the society Mrs. | 

Laura A. Alderman of South Dakota. She has a larger orchard 

than any to be found in Minnesota. 

The President: I take great pleasure in calling upon Mrs. Alder- 
man. We would all be pleased to hear a word from her. 

Mrs. Laura A. Alderman (S. D.): This is so entirely a sur- 

prise to me that I am at a loss what to say. I think Mr. Harris 
did not lose sight of the fact that a woman is usually credited with 
having the last word, but on this occasion you must excuse me. 

Prof. Hansen: Whenever we want to conjure by the name of 

South Dakota we always talk of the “Alderman orchard.” 
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WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON SESSION. 

MINNESOTA BEE-KEEPERS’ ASSOCIATION. 

The joint meeting with this society was called to order by the 

secretary, Dr. L. D. Leonard. Before beginning the regular pro- 

gram little Miss Ethel Acklin, of St. Paul, entertained the audience 

with a song. 

The secretary then read the following paper: 

“Bees and Horticulture—Their Relations Mutual.” Dr. L. D. 
Leonard, Minneapolis. (See index.) 

“Something of Interest to Bee-Keepers and Horticulturists.” J. 
P. West, Hastings. (See index.) 

Discussion. 

TE EA DiS Ux eA Y: 

The joint meeting of the Ladies’ Auxiliary with the Horticultural 

Society was called to order at 2:30 by the president, Miss Emma V. 

White, and Miss Fay Latham entertained the audience with a 

reading. 

The President: Before we begin our regular program we would 

like to hear a few words from the president of the Horticultural 

Society, Prof. Pendergast. 

“Aesthetic Education.” President W. W. Pendergast. (See 
index. ) 

“Country School Grounds.” Miss Lucia E. Danforth, Carleton 

College, Northfield. (See index.) 

Discussion. 

Mrs. H. F. Brown, president of the Minneapolis Improvement 

League, who was on the program for a paper, was unable to be 

present, but sent the following letter which was read by the presi- 

dent, Miss White. (See index.) 
“Eftective Improvements in the Home Grounds with the Small- 

est Expenditure of Money.” Roy Underwood, Lake City. (See 

index. ) 

“Outdoor Improvement Work of the Woman’s Civic League of 
St. Paul.” Mrs. Conde Hamlin, President, St. Paul. (See index.) 

Discussion. 

“The Forest Reserve.”’ Prof. Maria L. Sanford, State Uni- 

versity.” (See index. ) 

“Agriculture in Our Rural Schools.” Prof. W. M. Hays, State 

Agricultural School. (See index.) : 
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WEDNESDAY EVENING SESSION. 

“The Flower Buds of Our Fruit Trees.” Prof. E. S. Goff, 

Madison, Wis. (See index.) 

Illustrated address, by Prof. S. B. Green. “My Impressions in 
Europe.” 

THURSDAY MORNING SESSION 

The meeting was called to order at 9 o’clock by the president, 

and in accordance with the program the annual reports of the officers 

were considered. 
President: I will say before commencing to read the president’s 

annual address that I have referred again to what I spoke of last 

year, namely the importance of working together with our neigh- 

boring states, each one along a separate line so we will not waste 

so much time going over the same ground, and I have also spoken 

of three or four things which seem to me of the greatest importance, 

to which we might devote most of our attention. 

“President’s Annual Address.” W. W. Pendergast, Hutchin- 

son. (See index.) 
“Annual Report of the Executive Board.” Wyman _ Elliot, 

Chairman, Minneapolis. (See index.) 

“Report of Legislative Committee.” Wyman Elliot, Chairman, 

Minneapolis. (See index.) 

“Annual Report of Secretary.” A. W. Latham, Minneapolis. 

(See index.) 
“Annual Report of Treasurer.” H.M. Lyman, Excelsior. - (See 

index. ) 

On motion of Mr. Elliot the reports of the secretary and treas- 

urer were adopted. 

“Report of Superintendent of Trial Station.” Dewain Cook, 

Windom. (See index.) 

Discussion, 
“Report of Vice-President Second District... S. D. Richardson, 

Winnebago City. (See index.) 
Discussion. 
“Report of Vice-President Third District.” Mrs. A. A. Ken- 

nedy, Hutchinson. (See index.) 

Discussion. 
“Report of Vice-President Sixth District.” Mrs. Jennie Stager, 

Sauk Rapids. (See index.) 
“Report of Vice-President Seventh District.” D. T. Wheaton, 

Morris. (See index.) 
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“Report of Superintendent of Trial Station.” H. M. Lyman 

(Apples), Excelsior. (See index.) 

“Report of Superintendent of Trial Station.” O. M. Lord 
(Plums and Small Fruits), Minnesota City. (See index.) 

“Report of Vice-President First Congressional District.” F. 

W. Kimball, Austin. 

“Report of Superintendent of Trial Station.” J. S. Harris, 
La Crescent. (See index.) 

) Close-Plantine of Trees.” . JS.“ Harris alsa ‘Crescent: (See 
index. ) 

Discussion. 

“Report of Superintendent of Trial Station.” L. R. Moyer, 

Montevideo. (See index.) 

THURSDAY AFTERNOON SESSION. 

“Report of Superintendent of Trial Station.” J. S. Parks, Pleas- 

ant Mounds. (See index.) 

Discussion. 

Mr. J. P. Andrews, on behalf of the committee on fruit list, pre- 

sented the following report: 

“Report of Committee on Fruit List.” (See index.) 

Discussion. 

On motion of Mr. W. L. Taylor the report of the committee 
was adopted as read. 

The Secretary: I want to refer to a member who is known to 

nearly every member of our society. He is a personal friend of 

nearly every member of our society, and we would almost be justified 

in appointing a committee to express our regret at his absence. As 

he is not here I think it would be courtesy to appoint a committee to 

present resolutions of sympathy with him in his condition. He had 

a partial stroke of paralysis. I move that a committee of three be 

appointed by the president to draft suitable resolutions to transmit 

to Mr. Dartt. 

The motion was put to a vote and unanimously prevailed. 

The President: I am sorry myself that for some reason Mr. 

Dartt has not been able to be with us. His face has been familiar 

for years in this society, and I remember years and years ago I al- 

ways looked for Mr. Dartt, Mr. Harris and Mr. Elliot to be here. 

I think it would do Mr. Dartt good to know that we sympathize 

with him in his troubles. I will name as such committee Mr. O. M. 

Lord, Mr. T. E. Cashman and Mr. Seth Kenney. 
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THURSDAY AFTERNOON SESSION. 

The report of the Southern Minnesota Horticultural Society was 

presented by Mr. Jonathan Freeman, Austin, the delegate. (See 
index. ) 

The regular afternoon program was then taken up beginning 

with a “Memorial Hour” in honor of deceased members. 

Judge L. R. Moyer spoke of the life of Miss Sara Manning; 

Mr. E. A. Webb, of that of Maj. A. G. Wilcox, and Hon. S. M. 

Owen, Mrs. A. A. Kennedy and others eulogized the memory of 
Col. John H. Stevens. 

Mr. Oliver Gibbs tendered a brief eulogy on behalf of Peter M. 

Gideon and then outlined a plan embodied in a resolution for rais- 

ing a memorial fund, which was thoroughly discussed and unani- 

mously adopted. (See index under “Gideon Memorial Fund.’’) 

ANNUAL ELECTION OF OFFICERS: 

The following officers were elected: 

President, 1 year, W. W. Pendergast, Hutchinson; members of 

executive board, 3 years, Wyman Elliot, Minneapolis, J. S. Harris, 

La Crescent; treasurer, 1 year, A. B. Lyman, Excelsior. 

Mr. Wyman Elliot: In order to enlarge our field of usefulness 

I think our vice-presidents should be changed as often as once in two 

years, and for that reason I would like to see this year pretty much 

an entire change made, and I would recommend the following for 

the various districts: Ist district, Jno. Freeman, Austin; 2nd 

district, C. E. Older, Luverne; 3rd district, Wm. J. Danforth, Jr., 

Red Wing; 4th district, W. J. Tingley, Stillwater; 5th district, 

A. D. Leach, Excelsior; 6th district, Frank Mesenberg, St. Cloud; 

7th district, J. L. Adams, Glenwood. That distributes them among 

the seven districts. It makes a change and brings in some new 

blood and interest. I-simply throw this out as a suggestion. 

A ballot being taken for vice presidents the persons above men- 

tioned were duly elected, except that Mrs. A. A. Kennedy was re- 

elected in 3rd district. 

Mr. O. M. Lord as chairman of the committee appointed to draft 

suitable resolutions on behalf of Mr. Dartt presented the following: 

Your committee appointed to report resolutions in regard to E. 

H. S. Dartt ask leave to submit the following: 

Resolved, That we learn with deep regret that his physical condition pre- 

vents him from meeting with us at this session, and tender him herewith our 

fullest sympathy. His familiarity with horticultural work and with the work 

of this society renders his services to us and to kindred associations in- 

valuable. 
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Resolved, That his work as superintendent of the Owatonna trial station 

has been conducted in such an able manner as to command our great respect 

for his judgment and ability, and that we hereby express our entire confidence 

that this work has been carefully planned and carried out for what he be- 

lieved to be the best interests of fruit-growing under our conditions. 

O.-M. LORD, 
SETH: H. KENNEY, 

THOS. E. CASHMAN. 

On motion of Prof. Green the resolutions were unanimously 
adopted by a rising vote. 

Mr. C. G. Patten (Iowa): I wish to say that I am in hearty 

sympathy with that resolution, and looking carefully over his work 

and knowing his feelings and his interest in the horticulture of this 

country, I feel that this resolution will be an inspiration to Mr. Dartt 

and give him new courage and hope to live longer that he may see 

more of the results of his labors. [am in hearty sympathy with the 

resolution. 

Prof. N. E. Hansen (S. D.): I was at Mr. Dartt’s place two 

weeks ago, and I was amazed at the wonderful extent of his work 

of gathering varieties from all over and originating so many hun- 

dreds of his own. 

MINNESOTA STATE FORESTRY ASSOCIATION,.JOINL 
SESSION. 

The meeting was called to order at 4 o’clock by the president, 

Capt. J. N. Cross, and the program was immediately taken up with 

the reading of the president’s address. 

“Forestry as Applied to Minnesota Conditions.” Capt. J. N. 
Cross, President Minnesota State Forestry Association. (See in- 

dex. ) 

Mr. O. F. Brand offered the following resolution: 

“Resolved, That this association heartily recommends to the legislature 

the appropriation, for forestry purposes, of all lands in the state acquired by 

the state at the forfeited land sales of 1881 and 1900, which lands are evi- 

dently worthless except for forestry, the same having been abandoned by the 

owners for from ten to twenty years.” 

On motion of Mr. Brand the resolution was unanimously 

adopted. 

‘“‘A Lumberman’s View of the Forestry Situation.” Col. W. B. 

Allen, St.Paul. - (See index.) 
“Forest Conditions in Germany.” Prof. S. B. Green, St. 

Anthony Park. (Se index.) 

“Wisdom of the National Park Movement.’ Leo M. Crafts, 

M. D., Minneapolis. (See index.) 
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FRIDAY MORNING SESSION. 

The meeting was called to order at 9 o’clock by the president 
and the regular program was at once taken up. 

Judge L. R. Moyer, on behalf of the committee on president's 
address, presented the following report: 

“Report of Committee on President’s Address.’ (See index.) 

On motion of Mr. O. M. Lord the report of the-committee was 
unanimously adopted. 

“Varieties of Apples for Southern Minnesota.” R. W. Chap- 
man, Plainview. (See index.) 

Discussion. 

“Varieties of Apples for Central Minnesota.” D. F. Akin, 

Farmington. (See index.) 

Discussion. 

“Commercial Orchards for the Northwest.” J. S. Trigg, Rock- 
ford, lowa. (See index.) 

“Varieties of Crabs for Minnesota Planting.” Ditus Day, Farm- 
ington. (See index.) 

Discussion. 

Mr. O. M. Lord: I would like to introduce the following reso- 

lution. It has been said that horticulture is not related to agri- 

culture, but horticulture in our state has been largely fostered by 

our university, and now if we are friends of agriculture we would 

like to assist them in some of their wants. I will put before you 
one of their necessities and ask you to assist them in securing what 
they wish: 

“Whereas, The growing needs of various departments of the agricul- 

tural portion of the state university require a general or main building to 

supply immediate requirements and to provide for further growth in the 

school and experimental work; therefore, be it 

“Resolved, That the regents of the university be urged to request the 

state legislature to provide the necessary funds for such a building, and that 

the state legislature be urged to make such appropriation as will provide a 

building which will supply the needs of the institution and shall be a monu- 
ment to agriculture and rural life.” 

On motion of Mr. C. W. Merritt the resolution was unanimously 

adopted. 

Mr. Oliver Gibbs: I want to call the attention of the society 

to a matter of business. A few years ago, I do not remember the 

year, a rule was established by this society that provides that ex- 

hibits similar to ours from beyond the limits of our state would be 
welcome at our fruit exhibitions, and we practiced that for a number 

of years. I understand from Secretary Latham that rule has been 
broken or has gone into disuse, and I know the impression is abroad 
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that their fruit is not welcome here and for that reason it is not 

sent. It is but a little way to the state line, and their fruit should 

be welcome on our tables. The point I want to bring before the 

society is to find out whether that old regulation ought to stand or 

whether it should be considered obsolete. Living as I do in Wis- 
consin, it would not be proper tor me to say any more. 

“The Transcendent on Trial.” J. T. Grimes, Minneapolis. 
(See index.) 

“Varieties of Plums for Minnesota. 

apolis. (See index.) 

Discussion. 

On motion of Mr. Elliot the meeting adjourned. 

9 

Wyman Elliot, Minne- 

FRIDAY AFTERNOON SESSION. 

The meeting was called to order by the president at 1:30, and the 

morning program taken up and concluded. 

“Varieties of Strawberries Suited for Minnesota.” F. F. Farrar, 

White Bear. (See index.) 

“Varieties of Grapes Best Adapted to Minnesota.” J. W. Mur- 

ray, Excelsiar. (See index.) 

“Small Fruits in Northern Minnesota.” H. H. Chapman, Grand 
Rapids. (See index.) 

The President: I take great pleasure in introducing to you at 

this time Mr. Tucker, the principal of the school of agriculture. We 

are glad to welcome him here and hope he will be a great help to us, 

and now we will ask him to say a few words to us. 

Mr. Tucker: Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen: I feel 

as though I were a sort of an interloper, you have so much to do, 

and I should not take up any of your valuable time, but President 

Pendergast wished to introduce me to you and asked me to say a 

few words. I attended the morning session on Tuesday and enjoyed 

it very much indeed. I would have been pleased to attend all the 

meetings, but could not spare the time as I wished. I had the ad- 

vantage when I first came here in the fall of attending the state fair, 

which was just being held at that time, and the first department I 

visited was the horticultural department, and I was surprised at the 

great results of your work apparent there. I am feeling that you 

are a company of heroes like the heroes of old that used to battle 

with the elements. You have battled with the elements of this climate 
and have conquered. I believe I am one of the newest members of 

your society, and I hope to meet you personally from time to time. 

We are greatly interested in the department of your work, and we 
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hope when we have such an enthusiastic member as Prof. Green 
we will not lack for young people in the state to carry on the work 
you have so well begun. We are feeling very happy because eighty 
of our young men came home from Chicago from the live stock 
show and brought home so many prizes. ‘Col. Liggett asked me to 

express to you his regrets at being unable to be present at your 

meetings, but his absence at Chicago was of such duration that his 
business demands all of his time at present. I wish to say on behalf 

of Col. Liggett and on my own behalf that we cordially invite you 

to visit our institution tomorrow. I had the pleasure of meeting 
your pioneer, Mr. Harris, at the state fair, and I also met Mr. 

Latham there. On comparing notes I found that my home town 

was only seven miles from his town, so you see the world is not 

very large after all. I thank you for the opportunity of meeting 

you on this occasion. (Applause.) 
“Report of Committee on Seedlings.’ Prof. N. E. Hansen, 

Brookings, S. D. (See index.) 

Discussion. 

“Report of Committee on Gideon Seedlings.” Wyman Elliot, 

Minneapolis. (See index.) 

Discussion. ; 

Mr. Oliver Gibbs: Fellow members of the Horticultural So- 

ciety: We can never pay Wyman Elliot for the kind of work he 

is doing as shown in his report. He does not work for pay. He 

is in it voluntarily, for the love of the thing. It is a work that 

ought to be done, and as an expression of the high appreciation of 

his work I move that we tender him a vote of thinks for it. 

The motion was numerously seconded and, being put to a vote, 

prevailed unanimously. 

Mr. Wyman Elliot: Mr. President and Fellow Members; This 

has been somewhat of a life work with me in horticulture. I have 

always had a desire to continue in horticultural pursuits, but years 

ago it was ordered that I should go in some other track, but now. 

in my older days I want to get back again. If I have done anything 

that is worthy of commendation that is for others to say, but I hope 

I may live to continue the work further and that you may hear from 

me again. (Applause. ) 

The President: I have a notice in my hand announcing the 

death in Chicago of Prof. W. H..S. Cleveland. He helped us lay 

out the campus at the state experiment station and did a great deal 
of work in the park system of Minneapolis. He was a life member 

of this society,and some action, I think, ought to be taken on his 

death. 
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Mr. J. S. Harris: Mr. Cleveland was made one of our honorary 
life members on account of that branch of horticulture in which he 
was so capable, that of landscape gardening. I do not think we can 

get up any very elaborate resolutions at this time, but I would sug- 

gest that in the next issue of our magazine a portrait with a suitable 

notice and resolutions endorsed by the executive committee be pub- 
lished. 

“Laying out the Orchard and Setting the Trees.” C. L. Blair, 

St Charles; (Seeindex:) 
“Laying out the Commercial Small Fruit Farm—General Prin- 

ciples Involved.” Thos. E. Cashman, Owatonna. (See index.) 

“Laying out the Vineyard and Putting in the Vines.” A. D. 

Leach, Excelsior. (See index.) 

Prof. Robertson: I have a list of books here that I think should 

be in every school district in the state, and I would like to have a 

recommendation made by the State Horticultural Society stating 

that this is a suitable list to put in a school library. My object in 

offering this list is that if a boy wants to know about these practical 

things he can find a place where he can get them. With this little 

explanation [ would like to move that the Horticultural Society 
recommend that this list be placed in the libraries of the country 

school districts of the state, 

Mr. J. S. Harris: I would like to_have added to that list a 

copy of Prof. Green’s book on forestry and a copy of our trans- 

actions. 

Prof. Robertson accepted the additions. 

Mr. F. W. Kimball: It may be well for the Minnesota State 

Horticultural Society to endorse this list of books, but it seems to 

me it ought to have a little more thorough revision, and I would 

suggest that the whole matter be referred to the executive committee 

and give them power to act after having given this list a careful con- 

sideration. I would offer that as an amendment to Prof. Robert- 

son’s motion. 

Mr. R. H. L. Jewett: I suppose it is understood that the execu- 

tive board will have the power to add or subtract from that list. 

The President: Yes, if referred to them they would have that 

authority. 

The amendment and the original motion in order were then put 

to a vote and unanimously prevailed. 

Mr. Wyman Elliot: It may not be known that J. W. Thomas 

& Co. were induced to offer a sweepstakes prive of $100 for two 

consecutive years, and it would not be more than justice if we were 

to make Mr. Thomas an honorary member for five years. I would 

make that as a motion. 
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Mr. J. S. Harris: While Mr. Thomas is running a store here 
in the city, he is doing more towards popularizing apple growing than 
any other man I know of. 

The motion of Mr. Elliot was then put to a vote and unanimously 
prevailed. 

Prof. Green: I wish to propose the name of a man for honorary 

life membership, a man who is interested in the work of the society, 

who has worked hard for it and who has largely contributed of his 
time and money to make it a success. He was president of the 

society for seven years and whether in or out of office he has always 
worked for the society. I refer to J. M. Underwood, of Lake City, 
a man highly regarded by the society, and I take great pleasure in 

offering his name and move that he be elected an honorary life mem- 

ber of this society. 

The motion was numerously seconded and, being put to a vote, 
unanimously prevailed. 

“Laying out the Plum Orchard and Handling the Trees in Plant- 
ing.’ A. Wittman, Merriam Park. (See index.) 

“Laying out and Planting the Strawberry Field.” A. W. Keays, 

Elk River. (See index.) 

“Laying out and Setting the Raspberry and Blackberry Patch.” 
Rolla Stubbs, Bederwood. (See index.) 

“Laying out and Planting the Currant and Gooseberry Planta- 

tion.” C. E, Older, Luverne. (See index.) 

Discussion. 

“The Handling and Transplanting of Evergreens.’”’ Prof. C. B. 

Waldron, Fargo. (See index. ) 

Discussion. 

The President: We have now come to the end of our program 

and have come to the point where it reads, “Two Minute Speeches 

by the Members.’”’ Now we would like to hear two minute speeches 

from as many as care to speak. This time is yours and is set apart 

for this purpose. Perhaps Mr. Freeman has something to say. 

The following members participated in these short talks: Jona- 

than Freeman, A. P. Stevenson, C. M. Loring, Prof. N. E. Hansen, 

J. S. Harris, Capt. A. H. Reed, Prof. C. B. Waldron, Mrs. L. A. 

Alderman, Pres. W. W. Pendergast. (See index under title of 

“Two Minute Talks.” ) 

Mr. President: We are about to separate until the summer 

meeting, and I sincerely hope we shall be able to be there at that 

time, and that there will be no more, for one year at least, obituaries 

to be written, but that when we come here again one year from now 

we will be just as young, vigorous and hopeful as we are tonight. 

The meeting is now closed. 



RECORDS OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD: FOR-THE 

YEAR, ENDING DEC, 1, 1901. 

Record of meeting held in the secretary’s office at 8 p. m., Dec. 

3, 1900. 
Present Messrs. Elliot, Moyer, Harris, Andrews, Wedge and 

Latham. 

The books of the treasurer of the society, showing a balance of 

$762.44, were examined and approved. 

The secretary’s accounts for the period from June 18, 1990, to 

date were examined, found correct and his bill. of expenses for that 

period approved and ordered paid—$363.16. 

It was unanimously agreed to present the name of J. M. Under- 

wood, of Lake City, Minn., to the annual meeting of the society for 

an honorary life membership. 

Adjourned sine die. 
WYMAN ELLIOT, 

Chairman Executive Board. 
A. W. Latham, Sec. 

Record of meeting held at the secretary’s office Dec. 7, 1900. 

Present, Messrs. Elliot, Pendergast, Green, Harris, Andrews 

and Latham. 

Wyman Elliot was elected chairman for the ensuing year, and 

A. W. Latham was elected secretary for the same period. 
The salaries of the officers were fixed as follows: President, 

$25.00; treasurer, $25.00; secretary, $900.00. 

The following delegates were selected to represent the society: 

Prof. Wm. Robertson, at Iowa State Horticultural Society; Dewain 

Cook, South Dakota State Horticultural Society; W. W. Pender- 

gast, Wisconsin State Horticultural Society. 
A committee consisting of Messrs. Elliot, Green and Latham 

was appointed to examine plans of procedure in reference to raising 

the Gideon Memorial Fund and report to the executive board. 
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The matter of compensation for the society reporter was re- 
ferred to the publication committee with power to act. 

The following bills were audited and ordered paid: f 
Plymouth Congregational Church, rent.......... $60.00 
Jos. Harris; Exp ike Boeatd 2% Jo... 15-55 

H. M. Lyman, Premiums, Annual Meeting, 1900. 110.75 

H. M. Lyman, Premiums, Summer Meeting, 1900 80.00 
Adjourned sine die. 

WYMAN ELLIOT, 

Chairman Executive Board. 
A. W. Latham, Sec. 

Record of Meeting held at the secretary’s office, 8 p. m., June 
19, 1900. 

Present: Messrs. Elliot, Wedge, Andrews, Green and Latham. 

A. K. Bush was elected a member of the executive board to 
fill the vacancy caused by the death of J. S. Harris. 

Mr. Bush was also recommended to the society as an honorary 

life member. 

Messrs. S. B. Green, O. M. Lord and F. W. Kimball were ap- 

pointed members of the seedling committee, in place of J. S. Har- 

ris, deceased. 

Frank I. Harris was appointed superintendent of the La Cres- 
cent Trial Station to fill the place occupied heretofore by his 

father, J. S: Harris, deceased. ; 
The secretary’s bill for society expenses from Dec. 7, 1900, to 

date, was examined and approved and an order ordered drawn on 

the treasurer for the amount—$g60.70. 
A list of books, prepared by Prof. Wm. Robertson, recommend- 

ed for placing in the common school libraries of the state, was €x- _ 

amined and approved. 

Adjourned sine die. 
WYMAN ELLIOT, 

Chairman Executive Board. 
A. W. Lathan, Sec: 
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LIST OF MEMBERS, 1901. 

ANNUAL MEMBERS. 

Acklin, H. G.........1024 Miss. fee St. Paul 
Anderson, Nils. : .. Lake City 
Allen, Wm. BeeLotEags -Le Roy 
Alderman, Laura BAR eon ‘Hurley, SoD. 
Allen, L. W. cane .. Spring Valley 
Adler, Leon N. 

100 William st., 
Anderson, Mathias... 2 
Ahblgren, oh Jie ew MAP ayiCokuka 
Anderson, Adolph. . a ..Renville 
ANG ErSOny CHASE vosctesoo- seeks cee eae 

School of Agr’l, St. Sey Park 

ae York City 
.. Lake Benton 

Aen, DR "ae 
Alling, S. Fg yoaouoe aedecs 5.2 . Homer 
Andrews, J. PEE OEE f ‘Faribault 
‘Anderson, Ve Gisroas eee -Ruthton 
Anderson, A. H.. White Willow 
Anderson, Erik.. Moree. .Lake Park 
Anderson, Jot 8 soc bo nbisqoane ....Granite Falls 
TARTAN Sit cine wiajae cnc rete cole Exiter, Cal. 
Ackerman) “Ay OW o.cis..2 06 Young America 
Anderson, Louis............. .. Rochester 
PATICLET SOM) esi Hyi. cats eiaisiel o/ete = ois .. Kandiyohi 
Aultfather, Chase ie.2 ies euics cee agente Austin 
Andrews, Jos.. edie .Hurley, S. D. 
Aschenbeck, Ae ELees: /731 4th av. N., Mpls. 
Avery, H Miran! sfoiciae . Sioux Falls, SYD: 
20 Were Cai Cun Aca aera nd cbmErks ocean Oi Pipestone 
VAN HO bE OSMAN Ses icis eer onies serene aioe St. Charles 
Andrews, Gen’1C. C.. 

833 Goodrich av., St. Paul 
Abel, John, Jr.. . Buffalo 
Amundson, AAS ASRS “Kerkhoven 
NaF eM Oat AE. oh 5 Ge teis ene otto os Underwood 
RASIOMGTANE. 3. paeh ees oh coats See Belview 
Antisdel, H. N. SOpEor . Fostoria, Ia. 
Bla Ae 0. 25 2 ieie She S cts o “Fullerton, N. D. 
Anos #Chasz i .)s dedisc. vacate Six Oaks 
Archibald, AD SRL Leen ve, Big Lake 
AIStin ys Ey aciacentaaeees Kees eo caGlentoe 
Ww SO DOH PAY ee sacs bees aes ae brOVIGence 
IAM ert, SASS ocjescscysthecton tales BROWS Valley: 
Asrdiree sy N28 eet 4. eos A BLOW INS Valley 
AMGETSOMPPART GER <i cone acto Worthington 
FAUTMETSOM, Els Gixs crccit oh neesictreeres Norseland 
Bratrud, Albert................Spring Valley 
BAe gan MINCED Ee sc esis ate Newport 
BGweLs Doe Minas eee eae “Howard Lake 
Becker. Ce sas -Adrian 
Bacheller, T. aie eke "Box 10u0, “Minneapolis 
Jory “Vo Rear omovies Uoucinudl bade nese Idlewild 
Bruess, GUSE SS Ase etnies cones benola) 
Bruess; Hil Ise. ils sence sco ye eeuter City, 
IB AIS AAA OM. sor calc lareinie lefoveyerorcee ole Albert Lea 
BCR OV WR oS nis cisiepte shale berets Britt, Ia. 
BLO mM WO Les Eat Pere ss re fe Soh aen ohciale eve Hagan 
BarSness® jeeAG Gh: sccceiseeucn anne Spring wenee ke 
BannevreeniiG a. kk Acne cet sets Newport 
Bet anrin Yipee las. deste sls aceaie ees Hutchinson 
Benjamin, R.G. os... 05...) utehinson 
BB WEEMESS op El GES aie iceina sek ence Wilmington 
Baski ns yi Cle os Siwasee seas Charles City, Ia. 
Barton, Mrs. Isabella.......:....... Excelsior 
Blair CHE. feiss cocte orebersiats .St. Charles 
Birkeland, Pea) Oh tanh a Willmar 
BOSH AMA ES: oe eae cit sn eel causes syeisuncetets Excelsior 
Baillif, R. L,......-----+:-+-.---- Bloomington 
Beckley, ie: .. Nerstrand 
Brimhall, W. re Aa ar aon marcy elencel bhrhe 
BuReZ OM PAW sae ceveisiciete) i-ehotera ct Stillwater 
Bussee, SHE ee... Station A, Minneapolis 
IBEO DERG PAIN Ie teetescue'-ssfauce reves eis telopatetote ore Dassel 
IBOSWO GMM iy swnt-2ieinete ei ctae ie Money Creek 
BEnnett yA Mie ecec.c sib eles ices Box 205, Mpls, 
BOHM ELGI re picatieciciaciafasieiatciemsier Albert Lea 
Boelk, Ferdinand.................... Lansing 
BiSH@G OM MAT eee cies reiseere . Madelia 
Beckley Al ys cids vole ciate Worthington 
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Buck, PDA Same es colada the eee ds anizato 
Burud, Hoken.................... Moose Lake 
Bigelow, F. M. . Rochester 
Browning, Geo. . Fulda 
Broughton, A. Te. “511 4th av. we oe Mpls. 
Biller, A.C. Fs .. Redwood Falls 
Bendixen, CURR ETE ee Mane Tne Morgan 
Bedlora G7 Apewielee creer Breau, Man. 
Barsch, Juuso eee cece .Morgan 
Bartholomew, M......... _ Excelsior 
Bischoff, John......... ..Red Lake Falls 
Byington, C. H.. aoe d .Morton 
Bentz Pays... seeemeene .. Woonsocket, SD: 
Babb, G. W. Hane icine: Bradford 
Bonwell, Aftiiin or 7. ae “Blue Barth City 
Bauer, Frank... rreteroas(cerere .. Adrian 
Becker, A. M. .. Adrian 
Boyle, M.S. olsarah steep teeing .Adrian 
Brungesser, And, cyeltepetensoietaiers Hanover 
Brown, C. J. French Lake 
Brinck, Oscar. ..St. Michael 
Bassett, Mrs. reo. ee . Preston 
Baker, BOE ee ee ‘Burnt. Hills, IN N= 
Brown, VTA INTIS Ee cnstere n raterarcte eee Farmington 
Baird) Reva Prof. Ay Bios Winnipeg, Man. 
BEOW My JORMA cia)s we mec ele cee ceeue Windom 
Barnard, Mrs. M. M..8U5 7th st. S. E., Mpls 
dS {vipat Ya) Seb Saye nea Ey Hese Aero nocd Caledonia 
Boutelle, (HAE es thes a= ane ye eee NOt aeld, 
Bollum, ‘Martin Is ..Belle Chester 
Biper, jJobn.. ..Cologne 
Bickerdike, R. 'N. a cess Lykens, Wis 
Bradt, Sec’y H. H. es ..... Eureka, Wis. 
Berg, A. A. .... Murdock 
Balcom, E. h.. ..Chatfield 
Brown, C, F. Uist asters ainda Sealer te Lem e Lens 
Bailey, Leh, (Ci eee ap ORME ERNE Elk River 
BECOWHER ea nee sree o meena ee big Lake 
Berthelsen; Chris. 72.0. sneaker Al bertlyes 
BUSSOIOE assed cieecisislemek iatese teeter OS CEOM 
Brenner, ie Sec re Sc ae Canton, S. D. 
Baker, Geo. A. . Janesville 
Burton, Mrs Albert. ‘Hunter's Park, Duluth 
Becker, Ed. W. F eh Excelsior 
BYORETO SIE fc nese cursancen scores “New London 
BrethoistvyMrsy Poo. co sess ccs Lennox, S. D. 
BONA. AMEE Ss scree eyes sees Lake Elizabeth 
Burner, GeEowArnare.- 500 Nicollet av., Mpls. 
GedandaniMOwSacss aeons _.Owatonna 
Qutting Ei Bice. . Byron 
Christensen, P. ae ie fh Fairmont 
Cooper, Ret eat eae .. Adrian 
Carlson, ost sae ae Sprete reels ..Lindstrom 
Christgan, John.. Rae .Austin 
Clausen are sete ee "Albert wea 
Gashimamisr nes van auknens nelcetas Owatonna 
Gonree;'S. S.. Betts glaring trae .. Waseca 
Christenson, Retercn. |. ee eee Hutchinson 
Canye ENGL ; .Mandan, N. D. 
Cutler, M. Ee Princeton 
Crockett, E. D...35 W. 33d st. , Minneapolis 
Cats hitman Me Rae tesideltermromtotc ea Owatonna 
Ghiristensen) BY Ritias oc. one Hutchinson 
Cock sDewainy joc) hse ewes . Windom 
COWLES Es Jeeteil cs cheese eee. West Concord 
GhapmanGUR' sy Wii sco. Sa see aoe Plainview 
Camron: SC cic acneec St. Anthony Park 
Cady eROV. ciicecencnt-ceinnonoeee Owatonna 
Connors c= cecaeieeeh Paks sree cies Barnum 
Collins 4BI Vii dt ay Bldg , Mpls. 
Cummins, lng ..Eden Prairie 
Chinberg, CaAs, tnt secs eevee s  OWAtONTNS 
G@LOSSHMEESh Ea. ac cele loo aae atte Sauk Rapids 
Crooker, Mrs. E. B..2212 Oakland av., Mpls. 
Christenson, AS ON: aA Milan 

Nooor. Colgan ead oepekue “Owatonna 
Cobis F. 1 OU Ricvuceing wun ene Spearfish, S. D. 
Campbell, 1036)-4:) (0 eee Armstrong, N. D. 
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Coles WHez2acceee etek. 7 SOUR BAlIS /O:5i). 
Cowles* ED irre aasc . Vermillion, S D. 
Conley, VEG: Gs elec eiee a ale cleo oles Adrian 
Cowin, Jos.. Spent rece Adrian 
Comstock, Cr ice Sd aa Kedron 
Childs, Howard.. RACER CEAST Adrian 
Crone, Herdistand’s a foevoehast ke New Ulm 
Chamberlin, "Woblescacves ons seats oF 

aS whe 1780 Iglehart st., Merriam Park 
ChaomangH. Haan) see «aise Grand Rapids 
Mielandy CR ee osc os eee Northfield 
Clarke Wiis oir te wc sparen Rockford 
Charlson, A.. Pn ae henyon 
Crawford, M............. “Cuyahoga Falls, 
Cuzner, E. A.Essex and 27th av. S. E. Me. 
Cuzner, Mrs. E. A. 

“Essex and 27th av. S. oom “Mpls. 
Corcoran, Thos.. _. Seaforth 
Chase, J. Ts .Concor 
Chambers, ‘Alex. Havana 
Carson) FE... : Chatfield 
Cassady, Geos. "Walley Springs, S. D. 
Cooke, Mrs. Louisa.. Aaa aa MOAR Oto: Hutchinson 
MMeMmons. Kye Ass as pas reels eee Storm Lake, Ia. 
Carlson, Chas. A...... eas rien 
Cedarburg, A.G...... . Barrett 
Cait Vit AT os accuse ere sssncts ‘Duluth 
Courtright, W. Re reat eee £: “Farmington 
Clausen’ WeA i fabs cepieses ss ccleuee Sleepy Eye 
CAS Ee ele crave os wake = loje\e lone ninv han aia Staples 
Daniels, RoSTy pe 4 Red Wing 
Dyer, Hey wr ahateepNalarie Walker 
DUSnNOLe We Mie ie..c/nitash ioe ele eee Olivia 
Draken Ga Worcs accindiecteaicisiam forts Monticello 
Wikies Cicer pesos White Bear Lake 
Davis, Francis.. .Goodhue 
Dolan, AIM salcin' xetcie-3,6 661 | Hague ‘av., St. Paul 
Day, A.A. aisyelers .. Farmington 
Apts. 59) cisco lela aye stocks Farmington 
Dixons (Oscars oasancces oes cee eeheieee oe CALI DM 
DAVIS: Meo lenick case inet akin eee ACO TCL ae 
My parsers PEDO iercic nisisie yall ale =m clefare weaves Huntley 
Dow, FM. saya ey Sheva aia isls ..Alma City 
Domrese, Bred is niet eee ness Magnolia 
WO UTICA ORS Ass... iaiciels ole ceteris Redwood Falls 
DLC TEKS ELT ES ea Aaa deS ana Ondo coco ns Wheaton 
Da Sake . Northfield 
DeWolf, Rev. M. Ts "Letcher, S. D. 
Dibble, G. Lig Sie ara peer ere Parker, S. D. 
Dahl, j.H Livesets eh sored toy atin cuek bieweae Chandler 
Dahl, S. K. AAS SNC . Brownsdale 
Doolittle, € 7 Sal staltaiteiolelathial eitsi« .. Evansville, Wis. 
DAWASWAS gly. das isiu.cccinsiarosieciciaiesioelreter er Buffalo 
Dalsene Alone si acc: nnnid ae Starbuck 
UEC L ES Co} tian se AGRIC ADO an DOSE AD = rae o Avoca 
Dakin, W. W .. Hood River, Oregon 
DEAT WEE 2 oe pysoseleen sarc cieet Morristown 
De enet, VHT snieaideeins cise one ob teetactan ote Pratt 
Dunnell, W. B...... 616 Bank of Com., Mpls. 
Doble, Clarence................ Howard Lake 
Dutton, Chas.,......,.........Brown’s Valley 
Davidson; Mr.\25. 5.2 ceacies rete eins CAmLpVelL 
Delamater, D. P..................Edina Mills 
DAVISON AL OH scoot arse sate Des Moines, Ia. 
Wuceheuipy WANs 2 slew cle wre/ecre nied sciate'ey Morgan 
FSV ANS WPI 1 fon shen cletosiste eden ree Chatfield 
Eves, Mrs. Harriet K..Gen’l Delivery, Mpls. 
Pashia bis) Gn, -vj1cte-tceolafacteoist?= Sleepy Eye 
Wratads (A tGncee tee pea tatnieeew tees Zumbrota 
Endsley, PUNE OL see stow toe eee 

eishieees Room K, Guaranty Bldg., Mpls. 
BdGys WV El sesosehescas sere te Howard Lake 
Eoriesatiy Gusts Race onteuss Waeeeee Goodhue 
PWilervodt> Wai. owes sess Lanesboro 
WSserwbarneys wos sec seers ac esecose Adrian 
Ellisworbls G0, Wyse cic raieicierdo'0 areie oka Adrian 
UI CEC PN ace cielaicighersiaiele sie selene Norway Lake 
Evans, Dr. O. J....1726 Dupont av. S., Mpls. 
HimpPenSerneh. Jie cisicwwie oxi ae beer Maple Plain 
Hrdabl vA Dsolomn. 521 )oc0 ss 0/05, Sai Aociak Saeed Dell 
Erickson, Albert.. ateiena 
Erickson, T. Assis ccneres sess +ss+Alexandria 
Engebretsen, And..............5..- Elk River 
Erickson, JicA’eccccsiovs: Box 259, Alexandria 

.. Dodge Center FET NSE, Nee vase a a cialee slelsieseia é 
.. Pipestone FRAN, OUD doe ce meiaiee) ieeleleine 
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Hastman, Mrs:\ De ssaemiene Brown's Valley 
Fitzer, ‘Chas;. . . 1329 Fremont ay. N., Mpls. 
Hreeman,y Jonathanss.oe np ore. eae ‘Austin 
Franklin AABin. ceases Sub. Sta. 9, Mpls. 
Ferodowill, F. X ....403 Wash. av. S., Mpls. 
Rélkey. Dan = -)-.ceeee eae Armstrong, Ia. 
Fergusom)) Wim)c.. oc te ee eee Chatfield 
Brick, AR; 2, tessa Wayzata 
Furleigh, Ij: (Sine te 5218 Belmont st., Mpls. 
Heist (Rope. ehe ‘Easton. 
Furber; J; T.5s.:,.8cccdee .. Fairfield, Me. 
Facey, Mia Vir. <.ctracke sachet eaeeiee Preston 
Bleming; Albert. 5. n..caes oer Vernon Center 
Felter: Hy 1): sees lle do oh OVeaSHta nas 
Fredeticksony;S. Gx aeeaeee sae ies Cobden 
Frederickson, Nelsi.7 23. ssahieaiee Et steel oie 
Rurgason, (ON Besser es .. Luverne 
Forest, Geo.. ER Aya . Luverne 
Fedderly, A. Vive leva aaeen -. Redwood Falls 
Blinn, Mirs.Wi., Ds. Sage eee Redwood Falls 
Meinler Rev, Fo ..c cise dane Parker, S. D. 
FPelland 7 Davi cw Sioux Falls, S. D. 
Farragher, Jo 2.0 chien osanies eae Adrian 
Feathers, Ay Mo.) 2 2c\ess ck ern 
Kiy sare sHAGOE SS tebe aalsteetete . Sherburne 
Freeman, Isaac......... -- Spring Valley 
FPirmberg,: CaP. i era. .Clarkfield 
Fig Ct Wit Sot cree cele eect ‘ Mantorville 
Franze, P. J.. oleate ..Battle Lake 
Frankland, Thos... aoe Stonewall, Man. 
Flatin Gah 22. eb see eee Spring Grove 
Franks, Mrs. H. ye ee anhisec ae ete Pickwick 
Frenn, Bish css ece- eh ene .Red Wing 
Feldman, Jno. Faber ie eee a “Canton, Ss. D. 
Foss) Uf Os 554 x, cee es Seis Wendall 
RartatyiGeo is aciecdecter .Elgin 
Green, Prof. S. [igh ete ‘Anthony Park 
Gerdsen, Henry... 5.02 oan eee Victoria 
Grover,-A< Jiascusaeat pace eu Zumbrota 
Gastfield, A. F.<%).. 2: 2112 W. 2d st., Duluth 
Goodman, Di Es. Saas eee Faribault 
Grannis, Go F.......222).><bheee VePBOmM Center 
Gideon; Ansel >. 6. ic3 Jscsnicsee COLSON 
Glazier, Aaron Soc. siiacktitee = eden ate eee 
Grimes, Calvin. 5.5 ..:...-++-..-.Norbbheld! 
@racswick, ‘EB. i.s.4-cwsterss eee Canby 
Grantijfohn’ ;..5- <¢.csee.aeeeneeee Linwood 
Green, A. M........ . Fulda 
Gearty (TAGs. ene . Robbinsdale 
Gurney, (CAWies. nto eeeeeere Yankton, S. D. 
Graves, Mark.. Le ened Adrian 
Grogan; Miu ies anes ‘Dell Rapids, S.2D. 
Garden;Oscar‘...... ctsjesteicies) eo etie eee Dassel 
Glumm, H. Rr rie .. Redwood Falls 
Greeley, Edwin.. eae od ova ea aeeehalolacictea tse Alden 
Garver, Mrs./M. I). fais sl.) osecemee eee, 
Gorman, S 0s scleeisee seater Thorpe, Wis. 
Gergen, Ni B:.)..cocsesine ss sae tie se aot 
Gerhardt, Bi ,,. .o. aseeeee destrewia Raymond 
Glidden, S. Hy. i...cscreess or niece oem nye, 
Gregor, John s,s \:c)cetienseeisriees . Hutchinson 
Gordon, F: A... cess cseceess see OA RADIOS 
Glaeser Jacobs. *=.jcctersuspeaenen Owatonna 
Gibbs, Mrs. F. H........... St. Anthony Park 
Henke sce AR oi wn\:sie aes .. Lennox, S. D. 
Henning, P.A...........- . Aspelund 
Hennintp,:i. A ccc. aaa River, Wis. 
Holders HiT: csi stucamesmiemeeens Sunburg 
Hazard, ION .2 bel nop a ieean eee Rushford 
Toye Bade eee aes wecceee.-. Merriam Park 
HAN Diy, 0. oie on no wdetsitelaiastetinrclaeteees CLM Nn amen 
Harris IDES sic to aniamcletsiniciae .... Pipestone 
Pal TOYS). seerenies 2509 Colfax av. S., Mpls. 
Hagen, OlET\ «Sastre cae dete eateae Hendrum 
Hayiotd.|S. Ws ..c0sse dene Wemele seein Gully 
Hirscht Geo... csc sieapewsatomeiee Austin 
Hawkins, Jeo ii wre ececelca cen Ceiee a AIS Bu 
Hogan; (Walter tie ..) acisatemietopeeree Fergus Falls 
Hamlin, Alonzo wsi..06000<« Spring Valley 
Hesselgrave, R. V..... 000s. Winnebago City 
Highby, ‘Tys/Pc.c0'ss 02000 ose esas Dl DE Teac 
Hawkins, A. O.......s00++s200s .... Excelsior 
Heins, H. ae <o.'e aici) 0.0.0.6 wy 5b Deena ce 
Heifort, E. A Ueneicpyite 35 " Stillwater 
Hazard, Geo. BE ee “93 11th st., St. Paul 
Hamiustrom,(C. Jv. asclve cwminscts Sta. A., Mpls. 
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Hillard, Mrs. Lettie D.. .Lykins, Wis. 
Hughes, ohn Sete. e <2 ‘Box 17, Minneapolis 
Hulbert, C. S..2.....-.- City Hall, PIs. 
Barker: Jess em. ch 1726 9th av. S., Mpls. 
EPA TE Els ce steve eoviere'e ., Owatonna 
REV raya ty M0 onlay. = = <yeyvisiecs oo Motalacal Wat cine, o7sie ote Canby 

Hotson, Atkins... 0.0000. 0 + eee sete Austin 
Hays, Prof. W. M.......+s. "St. Anthony Park 
Howard) Harvey... iscsi ei oer S. D. 
Hawkinson Chas............. Chowen 
Elimkcle ya Gi Ne we 'e ois ets ele stele .Champlin 
Maseltines Hay scsteee = Se eiep) tsi +1 Grooksston 
Heine, Herman .............. .. Faribault 
PLATISOM INES: IN) janie cisrecictore)ejox wicieis/-)= om Morgan 
Henry, Forest...... Dover 
NOt berts Hi: eck careers “341 Robert st., “St. Paul 
Hansen, I, H. ahs. brate _Viborg, Ss. D. 
Hough. Jas. it OS “Clear Lake, S. D. 

. Sioux Falls, S. D. 
tes Wakonda, SD: 

Harrington, D. F.. 
Heines, E. H.. 
Vea eich orc occ ne ie aeisatoess Letcher, S. D. 
ey LEO eae PabuccoSses dies? City 
HTORET ARES Wee sec RE ty ecient yen iscrae sites Austin 
Hart, E. “Ww “Madison, Shp: 
Hoglund, Olaf.... 720 vinci Place, Mpls. 
HAN Sted Peters syn \-nists oar ... Lyndale 
MPO w CNet eres cvsiciccase ose: . Brooklyn centre 
Moline Oscats: .2scceecaeecbacaee = COkALG 
gia aval JN | ee Anes Sona aancod de Owatonna 
ISSO AVG BE ema ngecaa Coast aCOUs Heiberg 
Hage, Miss Clara..........0.0.+0--- La Salle 
Henze With) sec dee) cee ne . Lake City 
REINS CRUSH ye lean rar olpvare)oiaceveiwrare fate “Cottage Grove 
FAM AiO ve OM. ckicte'sjevstelocsieias sas Knapp 
VESSiat tat, gs ein a atsiseaeterslelere Belle Plaine 
Hutchinson, Prof. 7.c a hse aaewe 

..3806 Blaisdell av. , Mpls. 
Haberman, BP beds <.cctestce Blooming Prairie 
Pres tand Wallies sec aiein'e Moland 
rolfeen’ eons crectecianssie' Box 315, St. Peter 
Tatzxeilzecroy (OPM Eas CBee no sour caor Ostrander 
TUG AS Ase theyaatoinn(e\aiocinaye\oinre) sis cintele(e (a Elk River 
Haggard, 1st Sita pena pcb euscnoDe:soc Excelsior 
PEL SOL eA erly -useye io crelateh aes orate Eo Ada 
ISR ECs IE Soe e ber encanto aonpeeane | Lake Park 
Hedstrom, Mr..... daenenen cemeies Evansville 
HLSHISel Es. Peace ecectewoesei\ dyer s eG Ulaxt 
PAIDOG ENC O Prise hicjeneesyaet cjeieiemters Hendricks 
Holmpren; ALTE: ccs sie cicine's avo Kerkhoven 
PV eSrso spew jeries taxes ccelosneeiem este Thlen 
Inglis, T) H.2..)....2......... Redwood Falls 
MEER TONS) hcice. foie se seeders see ee SO ATOREM 
Jenson, Robt. ida savdeeasese ee EBLE DY: 
Jacobson, P. te ei nck eh cate Madison 
Nolnsony EAiGiiveiecc «seme = .. Lake City 
Jensen, JenS A..............--.- "Rose Creek 
ALALIS Mat Esta sterol eo tela stats i tanial = fhanker 
Jewett, EH: G.. 1546 Selby av., St. Paul 
Jorgenson, Gol. cosineeweaeseae Hutchinson 
JOHNSON MAB 2 aicewin ee .. Nieollet 
Jensen, C. M. .. Box 1027, Albert Lea 
_Jarchow, Geo. hee Jneseee. Stillwater 
Johnson, Nels Beta seden ees Grove City 
OMMSON, AN fo [le oi ete inlemaeelatale eas Adrian 
Yaga Gore (OP es ee panne) ance sodce Claybank 
Jones, Thos. C.. ratemielltg Cer . Russell 
Jacobson, Hon. Naereere aus .... .Madison 
eee Mrs. A. A.. . Hutchinson 
NE ey SS Le pence Cocos shshatea? Ss. D. 
Kimball, F. W. Sqdgscus Austin 
Keenan, Joseph.. salts JUaw ABER 
Kingsley, Mrs. Ida. Mir cd. cc a Stewart 
Kingsbury, Mrs. D. L.. 

1996 Milwaukee av. 
Kennedy, J. W. 

» Merriam Park 
..- Lake City 

Kapphahn, Gustavus. .. . Alexandria 
Katzner, Rev. J. iets : “Collegeville 
Kaer, Nels C. iat 2211 24th av. S., Mols. 
Kording, John. Syadicjs wigurctal deinen ee Hay field 
Kendall, Mrs. Caroline .... .. St Beter 
Klevann, Paee Biter a ” Starbuck 
Kincade, W. Sura is “Sioux Falls, S. D. 
Kingsbury, Rev. ie eters (ces Sioux Falls, S. D. 
Keating, Richardseactactele Dell Rapids, S. D. 
King. W. V. = eer Jackson 
‘Kovar, W..... ; _. Steele Center sees eeseees 
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Knapp, G. N.. . Stanton 
Koren, J.-D. “Gate of N. P. ’Ry., St. Paul 
ESTAR RAL Ee cainiviete clelcin’e n'e'v wie iwiniels Alexandria 
MoenenMPHUipls: .ceu<e!s ce Pe Rice seas Kasota 
Keasling, Fred...... .. Elk River 
Keays, A. W.. Pes River 
Kandig. SoH... .Elgin 
TGs oR ond eee nee gas 445 Laurel av., ‘St. Paul 

HG ye Cray, Semone Getnceteict eerree elas St. Peter 
Longbittern, “John. Seeieaeieiate . Seaforth 
MPA SAG AAET pW cra tec dein caer (o seleleiontes Owatonna 
WATSOne JOM ceecicies acct ... Murdock 
VIA Ae Iselee cle eipiciaise we islelelaie sinters Excelsior 
Ty mans EL. Misr. chelasciel etscte | «/elnieelaies = Excelsior 
Laird, John ST nea seseiton ee MOE 
TAeine stom REC stole oaiate _. Spring Valley 

BPs rokeretcietoiat hafalel clot alatetalststie.= Wastedo 
Candbiady LYE tirehnore soaeoes Hoe Markville 
MG OT Ch VE perara(elareya 102 Clifton av., Mpls. 
yous Will), cecienes s- 2924 Clinton av., Mpls. 
WGEACH AY Ds eh aeeecces Oiaccmcce. Excelsior 
Longfellow, Levi... "1808 Vine Place, Mpls. 
Women On Oweccterceiarere Decorah, Ta. 
Miekee rE aeereretarers SeearCEh "" portland, N. D. 
MG WSOM pia oe cSieetsleiniejarn ate eleta'scteleiarn= Goodhue 
Weyder Gu Hi cssek ates oeseienecte aun Dale 
Leibrandt, Jacob Satna bean seraemciene Jordan 
GATS OT Lay trae v ereeele sislelelemeiertercetne. ateris Cereal 
Lund, AMER ed! ic Sia, dresses New Richland 
TG ASO Bey Lah eles fatein cuslelo/elaln/slefaota'sias= Owatonna 
eatin, ee KEG. -pychistele clos .. Cleveland 
ICAI Sloss NAB Ga nAasena LonOUr .. St. Killian 
Leckner, Geo.. .. .. Redwood Falls 
Pathropse Honea. Jia. -.- ..  lowa City, Ta. 
Makes See’y/AS r=. 5. Black River Falls, Wis. 
Lindgren, A, G.... 2.2.02 ce cceees- oe- Adrian 
Bong. Ay Gras . Excelsior 
Libby, F. M pico. ene aaee .. Camden Place 
WEONAnGs Sule oes cs treciee etketrenta Washington 
Lysne, Ole O.. Wisddostesee tase NOTEnield. 
Barkin’ Groby sccicscc0'e heierclee epee Northfield 
Tipe tee ae cts cnc steele Seeks aa oO VE 
TH often LA Bap no OCue kaboe decbizse Owatonna 
Lester, Eats: sete eg pa eee 
LeMay, J, a .. Mendota 
ark Gee Beaten oe Oda eiwe ninicielaee ae ee ONCE 

Ty CORE od Se eee he a ee _. Plainview 
meat Hendrick.. uiers Lanesboro 
Tooker, R. E...... Jieiaian arate eles “Morristown 
Lamont, Scott................ .Jarretts 
IOS kd Shean ion’ a Ane OOS MODS ED OSG “Lennox, SS: D. 
Lauritzen, A. F. T.-. . 

waters 36th st. and Calhoun Boul., Mpls. 
Vaheolovatyes eretnes Gace Box 885, Brainerd 
Mitchell, D. M J hes tpeeee (OWarOniia: 

IVT ea eco WEED aye, cys oh ovayciot eine atalcte ta tote afeneere/ ote Bellview 

Wy OWN CED) BSenp ce none secocpcoor Te Crystal 
Martin, S.A.. . Te eo ASH by: 
Mesenburg. Frank.. ce ShiCloud 
Merritt, C. W. Pere e he ee Omer 

Mitchell, J. Gate ant 8. Noe eee, MAUISCITE 

MitirphiyiR Re oo soc cence wins min stents sin Austin 

Massees Ay Wi.) 22...20----s2022-- 2 Albert Rea 

Moore, O. W. Sa. seeeene OPLIn ge Valley, 
Mesenbring, Otto . SSE cecocuoccpaen Cologne 
Manderfeld, ae dit oop Ne we Ulan 
1 i) EA 5 ee anna mispaddna bares Greenleaf 
Murray; J. W... 22 ec. vows ee wen cee Excelsior 

Wodlint Os Hy cots corteek oe eee x CelSIOn 

Moeser, Prank. 2. 2... ..20 s.=- .St. Louis Park 

MSSOTE TW) Ben co cielo ern iantae lass te 01 Excelsior 

Marsh Shs Uy eed a) topseicrcin/esdeieteiavsls's Champlin 
Mattson, C.G.... deschessace Lamdstrom 

Murray, Mrs. E. M.. Vetee ee XCelslor 
Moyer, f Ro oc. 6. 2.2 oe viae- 20 . Montevideo 
Meder, J. F.. tee eine Gity, 
Martin, W. Ex 1811 Vine Place, Mpls. 
Maguusson, Sven.. EOrtocot noe Does Stark 

Maltbys Geos cases ca ree aeen Redwood Falls 
NIGSS SVE rae hice eae ais i's Reading 
Mathiesen, H. ............. Watertown, S. D. 
Maxwell vAlired sie 2 siwscstecae ee mets Excelsior 
Mohl, Fred 5 OS serch Viasat Adrian 
Mackintosh, R. SWiaess, ah Anthony Park 
Mayer, EB. EB... ..c.sescces s20e- Hudson, Wis. 
Mayman, E. W. . .. Sauk Rapids 
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Mickel bans seis oo can ea snniness Luverne 
Minerj-j..497.-2. chen 432 Boston Blk., Mpls. 
MIGVELATAGUTY. 2 dois cccces cas Blue Earth 
Misiler Iolo oS esas ncire ee en eee Huron, S. D. 
Marshal Wi a Oo cicpaxacse sheer ... Adrian 
aT WON cae saeca aa gana «gan taeeris Adrian 
Marr, H.D. ~ < Adan 
Maland, M. A. 32 RARE .. Rushford 
Michenor, 1b}. < Ar essa eR Aes 
Moore, Geo. Caer is sca sae sales Detroit 
Maxner, Frank.................- River Point 
Moatlontmuner, Aveo. 0.3. 35. asses Steele Center 
Morehouse, A. S) 35022 s<e> Watertown, S. D. 
Marler Pe ies aa ce acmaries Viking 
Myrah, E. G..........- «.-.+--.5pring Grove 
Miller (Alberts: ooo. 3555-33-25 - Cannon Falls 
Matisou. Nelse. -ocniss sep aamcine Cannon Falls 
Matier, EF: C...%: Ea aa + Cannon Falls 
Wreig sat (SI) Seb ceisler eer ates Argyle 
Menwissen, Henry............... »- Cologne 
Mailer Se tOl~ 2c eee anias er aeiaalo mien Eidswold 
Marzahmib: Secs ihe. sesoke ns tee 
Meralli-Geo. Ty oo oc setie.s cp cceckees DEBIAN 
Morons Masts: ls cicciccms ccc ee .Elk River 
Martens, Mrs. H. H.. ...... ... Elk River 
SESE DESI ls basa ber ap ric aerate Elk River 
Malcolm, Wise oo atias apes Worthington 
Minnesota Training School...... Red Wing 
Morgan, C.. eee .. Spring Valley 
Morgan, J. Se wees ceee ss Forestville 
Moss, Henry.. whee es souess eeNELST Lane. 
Mills, WMA ohn so iacloeeip einer Eden Valley 
Miller, E.B ..- . Bloomington 
Mull, Mrs. W. se ‘White Pear Beach 
Moris; :S: Wy Sess. 52: Station 5, Mpls. 
Manship, W.C...... 304 Nelson av., St. Paul 
MISHA, oF 15k cane ae cote sanion Lac qui Parle 
MePMeerers: GRO 'S yoo dnse meee eee Hay Point 
MeLennan: THOS: 5.55.\.s% Belmont, Man. 
McKenzie, Mrs. Anna .........+- Hutchinson 
McKisson, G. D.... ........Charles City, Ia. 
MeCuiley. M.-P .2 ces eee cnet Maple Plain 
McRostie, Mrs, J. H...... .......-. Owatonna 
Melean, HE. . sois barctes oh asstieees Adrian 
IMGN GS Y iE oo co5 > comedic wee ob Spring Valley 
Memne ht Miso 2, 'soccier sete’ tabs ne ees 
Me WAder W'S. 0 ssi<s ons c nevwene et EE XCISION 
MeBeath fA Ch A. ca.serseadsseene Elk River 
Mamee: GeO. 2553555 90) oie d,< 0 =)o ee eee EME: 
MeParsart. > -lyic. os <<isavisiee dd eee Campbell 
Nilssen, Robt......... . Evan 
Nelson, M. O. 174260 Park ‘Bivd., Mpls 
Nelson, H. Pe Ape eer .. Montevideo 
Nelson, C. SEAS se aeona ie: 
Nitzsche, julie SOA a 4S “). Fulda 
Wotdine, John... 5.0. 000s Seniesa Lake City 
Nielson, GEO raw eee earns wee Danewood 
Du] tL Tey pies Os oe Sees Sykes Blk., Minneapolis 
NaVLOT OW OE ens pes ns sneer Wrightstown 
Wieison, John 22. <....<: . Ortonville 
Nelson Hans ....... Box 1228, 3, Hergus Falls 
Welsor; (Geo 4H 527). sie. 's os .. Titonka, Ia. 
Noyes, W. H. eke Owatonna 
Norby, A pa eee ..Madison, S. D. 
Nelson, M. O.. f camayoeeees .. Hartland 
Newell, Dr. T. NCCE SE ay Se) Adrian 
pu Pol GTC Ti gl s Load hea ee SRE miss Aas Cokato 
Nicol) Frank. 2. ..5.02.-2 pees kaiders Wyo 
WorcehusHredic 52 soscceesscusatect Luverne 
INGE? PG PP soe! oot 02 oe ees Luverne 

INCSS, JesPe) ve0ce ttc! . Constance 
Norby, Tec? Ae opis pats Ada 
Nyberg, Mis, ‘Hattie.......c.sh). "Lintonville 
Oleson Michael, + <3.'30 5.8) oad «se eee Wegdahl 
UGE ASA tes ohare Je pee ena ... Luverne 
Owen,S. M ...........l4umber Exch.,; Mpls. 
Opiiviewsr James fey sce. e Blue Earth 
DISSE FW. s oben oncete ne Ce peas Albert Lea 
ORCOH; EUAS cscs sos cane . Marietta 
Ongstad, Hans A., cme eats Pelican Rapids 
Oslund, Nicholas. . mas a8 wEt > dee eh Bete 
Oppegaard, BOere lates s eeee “Sacred Heart 
O Bren! “Oia foe io oes dacgsepeda lee ROO 
Otterness, E.1,.... «ss+++se+eescases Wastedo 
DSHOMMAVOUN.» 5 scccacaiasive. edhe. ASSEL 
Omlands (rik: - 2) ons csca ce te ose. MCLatosh 

MINNESOTA STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

Parker ws Wo. .as054e osee+se-. Farmington 
Pfaender, Jr ,..Wiis <. «.samedeen New Ulm 
Poussin, G. W........ ...-...-.. White Earth 
Parks, J. Sie 2th aloocke ates Pleasant Mounds 
Peck, -E. F aces wena tse netisnpaee seein 
Payne, Ss, nc cose cite deea oes Kasota 
Palaner, W,. Al sveestsnes . - Hetland, S, D. 
Pracna, F. J... .117 Main st. S. E., ‘Mpls. 
Pendergast, w. Wrens Bet, _.. Hutchinson 
Phelps, G, HH... ... Suc epscemeeseeee Mapleton 
Bong) 0 eee. =. ani eane tae Bloomington 
Pennine OM esc cscsceee eee Sleepy Eye 
Peuney, Jolin. .2.sh.sneee ee 1 Cocina Wis. 
Pond, (H.. H.......:2202 250. srsiees DELOD DEM 
Perry, PiH..,..ieacen ooo cee eee Excelsior 
Peterson, Buleicis. £ Os assnseeieen Waconia 
Perry,.G, 52.5. ane .. Farmington 
Peakes As Grisdoo6ce5.) eek eee Sanborn 
Peterson, JOSi A255) 2.2). unanieta cl ge CERT 
PYOSSCL; Ty; Wiis sae ow ar lnin'sio cis pict ae ea 
Pfister, M i - 22.0635 once avieaare panel aE 
Petterson Miyg. 2. .-nsccecuies dee ee aaa 
Parkill Ro eee eee . Chatfield 
Partridge, N. O p . Owatonna 
Platts, “Ac Wisexeas Egan, S. D. er 

Patten, (A.W... osccestheever oeee West Concord 
Powers, T..S...2. cecese ocoees, Grand) Rapids 
Pike, E. Z nscale tabs ; Medford 
Petersoi,-P. H,......c. us abe Lanesboro 
Pingilly JOS <..> o-. s2v melecweclseeee Shakopee 
Phipps, E. W....... 3901 Penn av. N., Mpls. 
Parks, W.-S.... Peay . Thorp, Wis. 
Pail, Hd Bie pisces .. Worthington. 
Pickle, A: He. . ces ate pe Sleepy Eye 
Peterson, Jno. Alf ..... Box 67, Chisago City 
Payne, Bu. cas ca are Northfield 
Powell. BoM. 2224, Mosse 
Phoenix, Boy Sis-ennias "Bloomington. DL. 
Pope, Jed. "ls. so0csens teehee Caledonia 
Powell, OSCAT ¥ic2 «dec Use sateen Lake City 
Pettijohn, L. W...... -........... Minnetonka 
Ralnier; Wi... secnccme .. Brownsdale 

“Glen wood, Ja. 

PickerE: C.J. 20. «- ccceimeserie _.. St. Charles 
Powell, L 2 2.4 <\ais, ear ain, wats erate oleae 
Prattland, M. A.. Ada 
Phillips, W.B . .Grand Portage Reservation 
Peterson, O..M...).. soca eee Albert Lea 
Phillips, (Oh RR ESSAI Echo. 
POLES, PVs Diccmsicaecienlsacaoeemee Brown’s Valley 
Pardee? Wi.S:t.s..eeee ..City Hall. Mpls. 
Peterson, J.G.. peas ..Kensington 
Potters Ty Bicjesw..snaemsinepear . Springfield 
bardy, Gy nmeanete vss Mason City, Ia. 
Perkins, T.-E. csac bo anceteeeeues ..Red Wing 
Quimby; Ha Bisc- << <0an pane ceaeee Fairpoint 
Reed) AH. \ --2.22-ieees eee Glencoe 
Rowell, H. H. S....Care ot Eee Mpls. 
Romo, ‘Ludvig... fe , _Aspelund 
Redpath, Thee. se . Wayzata 
Robertson, Prof. Wm...... ae “Anthony Park 
Rothie,;(O. Pe. Aen sqnreeeeeeee Moland 
Reeves. Vincent 22.5. .assestacesee Champlin 
Rowe, Charles. .. Hewitt 
Robinson, Marshall.. “640 E. 19th st., Mpls. 
RICKS, 2] Ros oie wore ee3,afo a alee Long Lake 
Revier, Chas. ....2s%s-5<. 4-05 St. Reter 
Reyanee Ts. yl Seon neetapes oe Robbinsdale 
Rynda, Ard. oces scene eee ee Canby 
Romery Pred y.2...45.<ceneeeeee Albert Lea 
Reed. S. J Ha . Webster, S. D. 
Rogers, E. ROPES ""3620 Nicollet av., Mpls. 
Renton, John) ..:--2-ensee wee Deloraine, Man. 
Rendier Cat so. 568 Ohio st., St. Paul 
Robbins, Oye 
Richardson, W. arias 
Ruff, Mrs. DeWitt.. 

..124 Iglehart st., St. Paul 
Webster City, Ia. 

732 Globe Bldg., St. Paul 
Ritter. Cy oh is ddd ee ee Plainview 
Rasidall. Supt) HT Ligases: .St. Cloud 
RO DIG st Sacid Abies ae Sioux Falls, S. D. 
Rune! Henry -:\. si eaead Sioux Falls, S. D. 
Rutherford, Wm. H.A............. McIntosh 
Reinke FP: Msoiec. o. cc .cas sess hce te een 
Rucker, Bdsioic... 20.022 oseene sence pee 
Richards, J. sR ST 
Rogers, W. Po. ooo. secede core sees os SERCGRSIOMS 
RudquistAnd ». 2.2.22. .00c00c0 soose ter eee 
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Ringle, Joe... Anes eooeces Sacra Ss. D. 
Richard, Dav To oe ye PRES .. Shakopee 
Ranney, iG. Secrets . Waseca 
Riley, E. H. Box B, St. Cloud 
Radabaugh, = € SHS 9 24th av. S., Mpls. 
Ring, Chas. O.. .. Lennox, S. D. 
PR TIEN: SU Soin ecicmacld tate sacle ao eta ciares Madeliia 
RODERtS 2s Aa eee teas cen jeeee ce St. Peter 
Swenson, Albert.. Sueevaveee Chisago: City 
SME H ORG IWie access ecee Lake Park 
Spickerman, Rebs nbs se. Fergus Falls 
SEB DSM ROL sence sens eenaleeee Bederwood 
SEWER, Of Wie ccs eoaccses aie Excelsior 
SWAN Wi aet cis) otnciccaneeee acre White Bear 
Secor. David.......... ...... Winnebago City 
SUV Ger CHA as Sos sain ee wee ale Preston 
Sargent, (CUA. s. onion saes cet, REG Wing 
Skotterud, E. On ss a ee Daweon 
Smith, S. Beate eee Sse! .. Foreston 
Schiebey Chases seas cau eae sis Golden Valley 
Shepherd, A. M.. 

‘ Bloomington ‘and 47th st. S. Mpls. 
SMA Oe Wie a, ere ciassenreicieclers liclertal eee ard Austin 
Shreetycats Bo tac ioc coa nae ceigees Albert Lea 
Severson, Frank L...... sa eelteceas Stewartville 
Sint pins. GEO occa sisewe samiense Madison 
Schwamm, John ........... Rose Creek 
SEGUBBWIAG 22 n. taresia'os ors eine WHESDESS Man. 
Scott, J. W:. Se shallot shee Austin 
Selvig, Coe bieaenlc-abte s&sianials Sake. Wl ae 
Smith, L. / RR ET DICED EIEN To “Mankato * 
Smith; Tee nese Lakeville 
Stoft, Jacob}5...:-. 1007 Wash. av. S., Mpls. 
Simonson, Hon. H...... 225 Cedar av., Mpls. 
SABLDSONSLC ASW sols, no 5 sialon eloreee Excelsior 
Sprague, Mrs. l. He Pia 

.. 324 Union st. S. BS Mpls. 
Smith, “Lyman.. eaens . Long Lake 
StellariGaBnaes case fecse . Excelsior 
Spates, RUS ah eebaatcatneissl esicicln Markville 
Swensans C5 Bro. sais cise cep ceris ss fc biees City | 
GisGrtsy Peta wet eccassiene seek . Canby 
SOLENSORINS-t)Se0e edie k eee eae ene _. Buena Vista 
Shier SRHOS*.. eee de cock vis oe set .. Kasson 
Stanley JD=B. co. s. 00 .0-s.+-. Maine Prairie 
Sanderson HifAs.4.2 2. soseee s oan Anoka 
Steffens, Ephraim............ Spring Valley 
pcetiensiCebtn coos -eseenace Grand Meadow 
Sundberg, Chas. A............. Worthington 
Stewart, Robt. ..........:... Redwood Falls 
Shadbolt, Frank.................. .Caledonia 
Sibla A cera sauidas soasGies sete ® . Austin 
Sackett. Da Bits... :-<.cs nane ch date DaAlnimont 
Swenson. Solomon® 222 \so.sasee es Winthrop 
Searle Dre Ane oe Se Owatonna 
Sullivan, M. D., Thos.. - Springfield 
Simmons, H. L..381 8th av. Ss “Fargo, N YD: 
Swann, Mrs. D. Cainer ee ib gi Mankato 
Semler, ight Soe : ae Staples 
Simpson. Judge D. SE ieee .. Court- -House, Mpls. | 
SLEESO MM syle cea sales ceeiaye asics ae ee Hawley 
Seelye, B. A.. Sn Bact OR . Preston 
Skartvedt,. Gia. scsul cea tgae wet - Canton, SD: 
Stuart We Ass a sas os cate . Sturgis, S. D. 
Slake seo .o ote aclsalen ie orate Adrian 
Shaw. G. L.. SS cmos nige decsmh ec atuS MOTE 
Scherlie, H. esas caer aie aye ONO Dundee 
Schuldt Jobo. 2655 ke iediite sewnes Meriden 
Steffens, O. R.. sae .Racine 
Stifter, Stephen... Oy ort Pare te. ..Cokato 
ShayeriGlark ets uct esceas . Redwood Falls 
Stenger, Rev. P. Sa wenetas SEIZ Nia). 
Shelso, T.O.. EetapNaiin netics Brooten 
SHALE Is Onen ace saint ate Shichoes Albert Lea 
SEreete Hemnmyns). «smeas soveeise ates Hebron, IIL. 
Saxon, Chas. icin.) iaisiie omens . Worthington 
Spicer Si Bt cee cosine eee Watertown, S. D. 
Sandrock, Wm.......2%. aera Rushford 
Sylling, H. A.. Sa ewe ade este ODLIN GTOVE 
SCHECH OM = Jibs veins cree oo vc veysles eae Sheldon 
Sore, Michael wo onc sete seas uceetaStings || 
SAtEEDUES. JON. 2 even cose ce eee Lamson 
Sartetle Mrs: JOS... 0.2. s2ssicte tree Ste Cloud. 
Schaumberg, J. H................... Sanborn 
Sati fs CAS Wi a yomkn a sciaetn 
Sands; Geos or ee eee AS pelund 

sae akecbark || 
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Shera: Be Wecae clas sccrere) derecre Sieve os Excelsior 
Suchaneck, J. W. aes ..... Owatonna 
Stmondat, Jz- Heiser ie inewoed North Redwood 
Sparrow, AREY aie cadena de <iNeiaten ae Kasson 
Simmons, Harold.................... Howard 
Stouts Wa En bo sced ewes sleateae eet Champlin 
Sprung, ERO ER a caiks oer 04 be cagees .. Ada 
Shay JORIS 5) 26 veaesies czapee, Malden, Mo. 
Snyder 9 Fremont. i 5. cin. Occ ccs cs. Freeborn 
SeHa IHN ©. Peicick cae aes at wreea se Saeeak Hoyt 
SOMICH re WE ck as ec asian tleea wee icone East Chain 

Pilot Mound 
.. Springfield 

Sickles Mansa. seve Snot cae 
Schotzka, F. E...... 
Sartell, Mrs. Fred.. f esieshinoss Oke CLOUG. 
Swenson, G......- pee comme Norway Lake 
Smith, Thos. Tunis ..... Box 2337, St. Paul 
Smrihhey. |W euaenexe case Box 2327, St. Paul 
SEG OWE gs Scere ceh chico era weal ae Dawson 
Strand, 1G) Doser Ree eieenicdee se Boyd 
Salter, Miss C. | GE ian ees AUC Victoria 
Shaw, Prof. Thos......... St. Anthony Park 
Schanidt GRA osucsccaas ss uncles: Owatonna 
Snydam, Jas ....... .429 Holly av., St. Paul 
Solem )RevoO.-A.sERs cy ace ed Halstad 
SaiitG) Ws Hien ccna ceueenveuee HARMmINE EO 
Sherwin} W.Bw 5 Gees cscs veces ewes OStrander, 
Ay LOT GP) ERs acaeiaste call takes aan Fulda 
‘EHOrsoOn, “PHOS ss Se cies ok este CANO, Se: 
‘Lowals Mrs:.B. B72 ikiocicieewe th aoe Lakeland 
Tanberts MAC. cos shsargsenc. North Redwood 
Taylor, ‘James Fockiqd ia.en see .. Austin 
GACY Gees cscs cea ee Watertown, S. D. 
Tanner, Wm.. sate ae gerne: Falls 
‘Tracy, HS Fae. os 3 1713 25th av. N. E., Mpls. 
Turnbull, Lege clam ies ae Crescent 
Tew. D. J. . Rushford 
Tingley, Te een Gees ... Stillwater 
Réeachouts (GM. oose.e 1506 4th av. S., Mpls. 
Taylor, W. L.. jadcRees Ro Mo ward ‘Rake 
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